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RESEARCH ON GROUND PROPULSION SYSTEMS

TUESDAY, JU1N( 11, 1974

HOUSE or REPRESENTATIVES,
CoMxmrEE ON SCIENCE AND ASTRONAUTICS,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,

Waslhington, D.C.
The subcommittee met in room 2325, Rayburn House Office Build-

ing, Hon. James W. Symington [chairman of the subcommittee] pre-
siding.

Mr. SYMINOTON. The subcommittee will be in order.
This morning the Subcommittee on Space Science and Applica-

tions begins 4 days of hearings on H.R. 10392, a bill to authorize
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration to conduct re-
search on ground propulsion systems.

[H.R. 10392 follows:]
(1)
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9O CONGRESS

H. Ih 10392

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

SEPTMBE-R 19,1973

Mr. BRoWN of California (for himself, Mr. McCoRMACK, and Mr. SYMINoTON)

introduced the following bill; which was referred to tile Committee on
Science and Astronautics

A BILL
To amend the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958

to authorize and direct the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration to conduct research and to develop ground

propulsion systems which would serve to reduce the current

level of energy consumption.

I Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

12 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. (a) Section 102 of the National Aeronautics

4 and Space Act of 1958 (42 U.S.C. 2451) is amended by

5 redesignating subsection (d) as subsection (e), and )y in-

6 ierting immediately after subsection (c) the following new

7 subsection:

8 "(d) The Congress declares that the general welfare of
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2-

1 the United States requires that the unique competence in

2 scientific and engineering systems of the National Aeronautics

3 and Space Administration to also be directed toward ground

4 propulsion systems research and development. Such develop-

5 ment shall be conducted so as to contribute to the following

6 objectives--

7 " (1) the development of energy conserving ground

8 propulsion systems;

9 "(2) the development of ground propulsion systems

10 with clean emission characteristics, economical per unit

11 cost, and low per mile energy consumption;

12 "(3) the improvement of efficiency, safety, per-

13 formance, and usefulness of ground propulsion systems;

14 and

15 "(4) the most effective utilization of the scientific

16 and engineering resources of the United States already

17 in existence, with close cooperation among all interested

18 agencies of the United States in order to avoid unneces-

19 sary duplication and waste of effort, facilities, and

20 equipment."

21 (b) The subsection of section 102 of such Act redesig-

22 nated as subsection (e) by subsection (a) of this section is

23 amended by striking out "and (c)" and inserting in lien

24 thereof "(c), and (d)".

25 Suc. 2. Title II of the Natinal Aeronautics and Space
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1 Act of 1958 is amended by adding at the end thereof the

2 following new section:

3 "GROUND PROPULSION SYSTEM DDVELOPMENT

4 "Sm. 207. (a) (1) In addition to its other functions

5 the Administration shall develop ground propulsion systems

6 which are energy conserving, have clean emission charac-

7 teristics, and are capable of being produced in large numbers

8 at a reasonable mass production per unit cost.

9 "(2) Such ground propulsion systems must meet or

10 better all air quality standards set by or under the National

11 Emission Standards Act, the Clean Air Act, and the Air

12 Quality Act of 1967, while substantially reducing per mile

13 energy consumption.

14 "(3) The Administration shall conduct research in

15 alternative energy source, for use in the ground propulsion

16 systems developed under paragraph (1) and shall develop

17 such alternative energy sources for use in those systems.

18 "(b) In connection with the performance of its func-

19 tions under subsection (a), the Administration shall eval-

20 uate and make a continuing comparative assessment of all

21 ground propulsion systems presently in use, or in a concep-

22 tual or development stage.

23 "(c) There is authorized to be appropriated to carry

24 out this section not to exceed $30,000,000 in the aggregate

25 for the fiscal years 1974 through 1977."
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4

1 SEC. 3. Section 103 of the National Aeronautics and

2 Space Act of 1958 (42 U.S.C. 2451) is amended by strik-

3 ing out "and" at the end of paragraph (1), by striking out

4 the period at the end of paragraph (2) and inserting ýh

5 lieu thereof "; and", and by adding after paragraph (2) the

6 following new paragraph:

7 "(3) the term 'ground propulsion system' means

8 the engine, transmission, or drive, and associated con-

9 trols, necessary to power automobiles, trucks, trains,

10 buses, and selected light marine vehicles."
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The purpose of this bill is to encourage greater utilization of the
talent and facilities of NASA in addressing one of the more pressing
needs of our society, to wit, the development of more efficient, more
economical, and cleaner emission engines for surface transportation
systems.

Since the automobile is the principal mode of transportation in our
country, the witnesses we have invited to testify on this bill will em-
phasize research and development of automobile engines, although the
language of the bill is broader and encompasses all forms of ground
propulsion.

This is the second set of hearings on H.R. 10392. Early in February
of this year, the subcommittee heard witnesses chiefly from those Gov-
ernment agencies which have responsibility for the type of R. & D.
work contemplated in this bill.

During the next four meetings of the subcommittee, we will take
testimony from representatives of the automobile industiy, independ-
ent developers, consultants and other interested parties.

Before introducing our first witness, I would like to call upon our
distinguished colleague from California, Congressman George E.
Brown, Jr., the author of the proposal we have under consideration
today for a few remarks.

I might say that more than 100 members of the House have joined
Mr. Brown as cosponsors of his bill, so it is clear that he has already
proved to be a persuasive spokesman for this goal.

Mr. BRowN. Mr. Chairman, I very much appreciate your remarks.
I am also extremely grateful for your willingness to schedule an addi-
tional 4 days of hearings on this legislation. I think these hearings
will contribute to making a powerfully persuasive record in support
of action by this Congress to help us move further in the direction of
energy conservation and nonpolluting motive power for ground
transportation.

I have a brief statement which I will not read in full, but I would
ask unanimous consent that it be included in the record.

Mr. SYMxiNGToN. It is so ordered.

STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE E. BROWN, JR., MEMBER OF CON-
GRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. BRowN. I would like to comment that I very much regret. that
we were unable to have with us this morning our distinguished col-
league, the junior Senator from California, John Tunney, because
Senator Tunney has already, using a slightly different alpproach to
this problem, secured the passage in the Senate of a major piece of
legislation which would authorize essentially the same kind of program
we are considering in this legislation.

His bill which would provide for a major program of grants and
insured loans from the Department of Transportation to enterprises,
individuals, or corporations capable of doing research in this field.
would have achieved somewhat the same purpose as this legislation;
namely, the encouragement of a massive program of research and
development in the field of energy conserving and nonpolluting en-
gines for ground transportation.
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His legislation and mine differ in their details, primarily in the
designation of NASA, in the case of my legislation, to conduct this
research whereas in his bill, the designation of the Department of
Transportation to administer a grant and loan insurance program.
I think it is noteworthy that his legislation has already passed the
Senate and is before another committee of this House. I think this in-
dicates the feeling of urgency which many of us have, and which I
believe is widely sthared in the Congress, that we do mske some prog-
ress in solving the problems represented by the present system of au-
tomotive transportation in this country.

I would hope that as a result of these hearings we could establish
"a groundwork on which the House of Representatives could determine
"a policy for pursuing either the course represented by my own legisla-
tion, which has been, as you indicated, coauthored by over 100 Members,
or a policy which would lead us in the direction of legislation which
has already passed the Senate, which was authored by Senator Tunney.

I have no further remarks, Mr. Chairman. I will insert the rest of
my remarks in the record.

PWWA- STATEMENT OF CONGBESSMAN GEOosE E. BRowN, JR.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for continuing the hearings on H.R. 10392. I believe
the three days of hearings on research on ground propulsion systems held by this
Subcommittee last February, and the four days we begin today, will present a
clear and overwhelming case for new legislation in this field.

I am somewhat concerned that administrative questions will obscure the fact
that the existing ground transportation system in the United States is near
collapse. This system is based upon the private automobile, which Itself is based
upon the energy-consuming and pollution-plagued internal combustion engine.
There is a considerable body of thought, which I share, that says the existing
structure of the automobile industry is so highly concentrated and anticompeti-
tive that It is capable of preventing changes in our ground transportation system
that are perceived as deterimental to the automobile industry. Even If this Is
not the case, there Is serious doubt that voluntary efforts by the automobile in-
dustry alone to convert to an alternative technology would succeed, even if such a
decision to convert war made.

The history of automobile emissions controls Is illustrative of the problem
we face. The effects of emissions was known in the early 19W0's, but genuine
progress in controlling auto emissions did not occur until after passage of the
Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970. The progress under that law has now come
to a halt because the Congress amended the law this year to freeze the standards
for two years, beginning this Fail. The Congress, In an opinion that I did not
share, believed that a tradeoff had to be made between emissions controls and
fuel economy. Now that that decision has been made, it is appropriate to ask
what will be done with that time extension? What progress will the auto industry
make in achieving both emissions controls and fuel economy?

The automobile industry, if it wished to avoid government intervention, should
have foreseen the need to develop clean and efficient automobiles for mass pro-
duction. Instead they had to be forced to clean up their machines and they may
have to be forced to develop efficient machines. If the achievement of both of
these goals at the same time is impossible with the existing Internal combustion
engine, which is debatable, then we may have to shift to other forms of propulsion.

It Is In the area of alternative technologies that the government and the In-
dustry have shown the least interest. The greatest progress in alternative tech-
nologies has probably been shown by private developers who have managed to
do their work with a variety of funding sources. The federal role, as has -been
demonstrated at our earliest hearing, is fragmented, underfunded and un-
coordinated.

Any alternative technology should be considered in the total system in which
It will be used. Our entire transportation system needs to be analyzed and re-
structured. The automobile industry may also need to be restructured to guar-
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antee that the public's interest is served. These questions should concern us, but
we do not need to wait for them to be resolved to undertake a program of ,esearch
and development. The testimony on the record clearly establishes that high-
risk research and development will not be conducted by private industry. We also
know that the R. & D. phase is the most time-consuming aspect of any new
technology. This leadtime is being further lengthened by the failure of the
government to enter this field.

We all know that we will need more efficient automobiles that are non-polluting.
We may have to give up the practice of burning oil in vehicles within the next
20 years. The impact of the automobile upon the American economy is too per-
vasive and too important to trust the future of our Nation to the decisions made
in Detroit. We should prepare for the future, while continuing to Improve the
present situation as much as possible. Some of the questions I hope we answer in
the next four days are:

.. What barriers, technological, financial and institutional, exist in the way
of alternative technologies?

2. How can these barriers best be overcome?
3. What should the role of private industry 'be?
4. What should the role of government be?
5. What can be done to expedite the goals of achieving clean and efficient

ground propulsion systems in both the near and the long term?
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my opening statement.
Mr. SYmiNGTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Brown. We do regret

that Senator Tunney cannot be with us this morning. But, of course,
we will have ample opportunity to analyze his legislation.

I would now like to welcome another esteemed colleague to the wit-
ness table, Congressman Charles Vanik of Ohio, who I believe has a
statement for the committee.

STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES A. VANIK, MEMBER OF CONGRESS
FROM OHIO

Mr. VANIK. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I appre-
ciate this opportunity to be here. I am a cosponsor of Mr. Brown's
legislation which I think would be of infinite help at this time.

I believe it is time we truly involved NASA on a massive scale in
solving some of our earthbound problems. Coming from the Cleve-
land area I have a NASA installation which I have always thought
was the best research-oriented facility that the Federal Government
maintained. I never felt that we have fully utilized the fine facilities
which were already established by Government.

I think a great deal can be done and I think the expertise of NASA
can really help us. The Japanese have a rail institute, as you know,
which is working on the development of train engines which can carry
loads at 200 miles or more per hour. And at the same time we are buy-
ing equipment from the French, the French turbotrains, to do the
job for Amtrak.

As the committee knows, I offered an amendment to the NASA
authorization bill on April 25 providing for $2 million for hydrogen
fuel research. The committee's report mentions some $655,000 for re-
search into the use of liquid hydrogen in aircraft.

In addition, the committee mentioned research presently being con-
ducted into hydrogen fuel for automobiles by the Jet* Propulsion
Laboratory.

The amendment was accepted, but an effort to carry that forward
into the energy research and development appropriation bill failed,
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although the Appropriations Committee assured me that greater em-
phasis would be given in the future to hydrogen fuel researchl.

Mr. Chairman, I would hope that this bill could be amended to
make special and specific mention of the need to consider hydrogen
fuel in ground propulsion. As presently worded, the bill seems to give
almost all its emphasis to engine improvement, adjustment of drive
shafts, the placement of turbine blades, et cetera.

I would hope that this might be increased so we could consider new
forms of fuel.

While experiments have been conducted to show us how we could
use hydrogen fuel with today's automobiles, I think most people are
concerned with the problem of safety. But we could use hydrogen fuel
and develop it as an alternative.

Today, hydrogen can be developed by the expenditure and use of a
lot of other energy, but we have sources of that, such as solar energy.
the thermal gradients in the ocean, wind energy, and fusion energy.
There ara a lot of energy sources which are abundant and pollution-
free and which could be converted into the development of hydrogen
energy.

In addition, I would like to call the committee's attention to the
fact that I introduced the Fuel Economy Act of 1973, which I have
not been able to get through my own Ways and Means Committee.
This is simply a tax on inefficient automobiles, the large automobiles,
the heavy gasoline consumers which give 6 or 7 miles per gallon. I
think inefficient automobiles are something that Americans can no
longer afford.

Of course, the industry points to the fact that the pollution devices
and other safety features are the primary cause of automobile in-
efficiency, but the fact of the matter is that other nations are producing
automobiles that comply with our air pollution standards and which
go as fast as a man ever needs to go-and still get 28 to 30 miles per
gallon. And some do better than that. Those automobiles are presently
available from foreign manufactui-rs.

When we talk about people who are derelict in high places in govern-
ment, I begin wondering about the masters of the automobile in-
dustry, who seem to be completely unaware of the energy crisis. As a
matter of fact, the chairman of one of the large corporations said last
September-the president- -and I have the substance of his quote-
he said:

We are going to keep this corporation in the big car field be-
cause that is what the American people want.

Well, as you know, with the American automobiles, as with most
other products on the American market, people in this country want
what they are taught to want and they want what is available. I have
been waiting for a long time now-I am almost to the limit of my
patience-for an energy efficient American automobile which can meet
our pollution standards.

I would hope that your committee would investigate the feasibility
of producing more efficient automobiles with existing technology and
evaluate the arguments which are made that it cannot be done.

The EPA and the Departments of Transportation and Treasury
all came up with potential savings of 1.4 to 2 million barrels of gasoline
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within a few years, if existing technology were to be applied to auto
manufacturing.

A NASA review of these three studies would be useful. The studies
are somewhat different. They have different methodology and they
came up with a different range of figures.

In addition, none of these studies developed a great deal of public
exposure. A NASA study could show how our automobiles could be
made more efficient and would put an end to the endless attempts to
blame poor mileage on the EPA clean air regulations.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to stress several other advantages of
the fuel economy excise tax proposal which I would hope you could
support, in addition to the Brown legislation.

Such an excise tax could provide aggressive research, development
and construction programs in transportation. A recent study by the
Department of the Treasury estimated that a fuel economy excise tax
could raise $11.5 billion over 6 years.

The revenue from the tax would decline as automakers responded
with more efficient cars. Although revenue would be funneled into
the General Treasury, it is only logical to dedicate a major portion of
these funds to developing new transportation technologies. We have
not made any progress in our efforts to establish a trust fund for this
purpose.

When I first proposed the fuel economy bill, it was my hope to place
at least a portion of these revenues in an energy research and develop-
ment trust fund.

I sincerely believe that if we had put a trust fund into effect as soon
as the crisis started, if we had had the flexibility, we would have had
about $5 billion in that fund already.

One other point I want to make. The fuel efficiency amendment
would have another benefit. In addition to saving energy-1 to 1.5 mil-
lion barrels per day by 1980-we would be buying time to develop
transportation alternatives.

Mr. Chairman, it would be the height of folly to continue to trust
our transportation future to the narrow interests of the auto industry.
There is no effective alternative to congressional leadership.

Both a fuel economy tax and an aggressive transportation research
program can provide the keystone for an innovative Federal trans-
portation policy. I just want to say one other thing today. I think your
committee has generally been very restrained in moving forward in
setting forth the funding and requesting the funds which are necessary
to do this work. I want you to know that at this very moment they are
granting contracts "harum-scaruni" in the Energy Office to almost
anyone who walks in. It is almost like a Hecht's basement sale.

I do not believe they are all concerned about the money which is
being spent. I think most of it is oriented to the petroleum and coal
industry, completely ignoring these alternative forms of energy.

It seems to me that when we look at the record and see what tre-
mendous sums are currently being spent for research in the coal and
in the oil area and how little is spent in the rest of the spectrum that
we can see-I think it is a definite effort to compel our Government
to concentrate on these two sources to the detriment of the many
alternatives which are available in the other fields. I look upon Mr.
Brown's legislation and the work of your committee as an alternative
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balance. I think if anything is going to be done really with respect to
the other forms of energy that it will have to be done by your com-
mittee and through the NASA structure, because I just do not believe
that these alternatives are going to receive very much consideration
by those who are disbursing the millions and millions of dollars com-
ing out of the Federal Energy Office.

[The complete prepared statement of Congressman Vanik follows:]
Ter, s'rxro or 0oweaesmAsN C~xrAAL A. VANIK (OHIO) BEFOU THE SUSCOt-

MuTTEm ON SPACE SC-IZNCE AND APPW•ATioNs or THE HOUSs SCIENCZ AND AsTao-
NAUTUCS COM

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee:
I appreciate this opportunity to present testimony on H.R. 10802, a bill to

conduct research and to develop ground propulsion systems which would serve
to reduce the current level of energy consumption.

I believe that it is time that we truly involved NASA--on a massive scale--
In solving more of our earth-bound problems. Coming from the Cleveland, Ohio
area, I am aware of the enormous potential of NASA scientists, engineers, and
technicians to help solve pollution and energy problems. As you know, the NASA
Lewis facility near Cleveland has been substantially engaged in research on air
pollution, noise pollution, and new forms of energy. Much of our new research
on wind power is being conducted out of Lewis.

Yet I believe that a great deal more should and can be done. Certainly one
of the most important areas to use NASA expertise Is in ground propulsion sys-
tems research and development. The Japanese, for example, have a Rail In-
stitute and have developed train engines that can carry loads at two hundred
miles per hour and more. Yet the United States has just spent $18 million to
buy French turbo train engines for Amtrak. It certainly seems to me that if we
can provide leadership in space, we can provide a good deal of leadership in
ground transportation and NASA can help lead the way.

As the Committee knows, I offered a floor amendment to the NASA authoriza-
tion bill on April 25th providing a specific $2 million for hydrogen fuel research.
The Committee's report to the NASA authorization bill mentioned some $655,000
for research into the use of liquid hydrogen in aircraft. In addition, the Com-
mittee mentioned research presently being conducted into hydrogen fuel for
automobiles by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.

The amendment was accepted, but an effort to carry that forward into the
fnergy Research and Development Appropriation bill failed, although the Ap-
propriations Committee assured me that greater emphasis would be given in the
future to hydrogen fuel research.

Mr. Chairman, I would hope that this bill could be amended to make special
and specific mention of the need to consider hydrogen fuel in ground propulsion.
As presently worded, the bill seems to give almost all its emphasis to engine im-
provement, adjustment of drive shafts, the placement of turbine blades, etc. I
would hope that the bill would make clear the fact that new engines and adopted
engines which can use new forms of fuel would also be supported by this legis-
lation.

While experiments have been conducted showing how today's automobiles can
be adopted to hydrogen fuel, a number of problems must be solved. In particular,
I think it is important that the committee bill stress the importance of safety.
When most Americans think of hydrogen as a fuel, they recall pictures of the
Hindenburg exploding and burning over Lakehurst, New Jersey. Hydrogen will
not be accepted as a common fuel until people know and believe that it can be
used safely.

"Today, hydrogen can generally only be obtained by the expenditure of a large
amount of energy. But in the near future. I believe that the use of solar energy,
including the use of thermal gradients in the oceans, and fusion energy can make
a hydrogen fuel society possible. We should prepare now to know how to use pol-
lution-free hydrogen in our ground propulsion systems.

Mr. Chairman, in addition to stressing hydrogen fuel use and safety, I would
like to make brief reference to other proposals designed to increase the efficiency
of automobiles.

In May of last year, I introduced the Fuel Economy Act of I=73. Under this
legislation, the automobile industry for the first time would be provided an incen-
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tive to make their cars efficient. The technique for creating this incentive is
simple: a Federal excise tax would be imposed-beginning in model year 1977-
on all new cars with an efficiency under 20 miles per gallon. The tax would be
graduated so that the more inefficient ears would pay a higher tax. With this
tax in place, the Big Four would have a direct and continuing incentive to im-
prove the fuel efficiency of their automobiles. Other members have introduced
bills simply requiring that autos meet a certain efficiency level by a certain date.

I would hope that the Committee could stress the importance of such pro-
posals. Perhaps reference could be made to the need for these bills in the
Committee's Report on H.R. 10892. As an alternative, perhaps H.R. 10392
could be amended to mandate a scientific study or report by NASA on the
feasibility of more efficient automobiles. Specifically, as the Committee knows,
there have been three major Federal agency reports on automobile efficiency.
EPA, Treasury, and the Department of Transportation all came up with po-
tential fuel savings of 1.4 to 2.0 million barrels of gasoline per day within a
few years if existing technology was applied to auto manufacture. A NASA
review of these three studies would be useful because the studies used some-
what different methodologies and did come up with a range of figures. In
addition, none of the studies received a great deal of public exposure. A NASA
study could show how our autos could be made more efficient-and would put
an end to the endless attempts to blame poor mileage on EPA Clean Air
regulations.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to stress several other advantages of the fuel
economy excise proposal. Such an excise tax could provide a convenient and
responsible way in which to fund an aggressive research, development and cor-
struction program in transportation. A recent staff study by the Department oi
Treasury estimated that a fuel economy excise tax could raise over $11.5 bil-
lion over six years. The revenue from the tax would decline as the auto-
makers responded with more efficient cars. Although revenue from this tax
would be funneled to the general revenues of the Treasury, it is only logical
to dedicate a major portion of these funds to developing and constructing new
transportation technologies. We may want to consider the establishment of a
trust fund for this purpose.

In addition, the fuel efficiency amendment would have another benefit. By
saving significant amounts of energy-between 1 and 1.4 million barrels a
day by 1960-we will be buying time to explore and develop new transportation
alternatives.

Mr. Chairman, it would be the height of folly to continue to trust our trans-
portation future to the narrow interests of the auto industry. There is no
effective alternative to congressional leadership. Both a fuel economy tax and
an aggressive transportation research program can provide the keystone for
an Innovative Federal transportation policy.

Mr. SyMiTOToN. Thank you very much, Mr. Vanik.
Mr. Downing?
Mr. DowNING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is always a pleasure to

have our friend and colleague from Ohio with us. I think you have
made an extremely fine statement. What is the source of hydrogen?

Mr. VAwIR. It is derived from water, H20. You separate it from
water. It is as abundant as water. The trouble is it takes energy to create
hydrogen fuel, but if we can develop low cost available sources of
energy through solar energy or through tidal or thermal gradients to
do it, then we develop a low-cost source of energy to develop the energy
we need.

It is a conversion process. Hydrogen energy is a secondary fuel.
Mr. DowN-NG. Do we have the technology now to extract hydrogen

from water?
Mr. VANiK. Yes. We are doing it, but not economically. The whole

problem is one of economics, but I think there is a solution to the
problem. It can be done in the conventional automobile. It will burn
like gasoline. It has to be stored diffei- itly. There may be a different
type of tank, but the present engine can burn hydrogen fuel and has
demonstrated the capacity to do it.
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Mr. DowNING. Mr. Chairman, a little aside.
The witness and I bought the same type of American automobile in

1965 and are still operating it today. And although we are polluting
the atmosphere by today's standards, we would not give up this 1965
automobile and will not until it falls apart.

Mr. VANIK. I am maintaining it with vigilance and care, but on my
1965 Ford I get 24 to 25 miles per gallon with a lot of safety. It is a
heavy car. It is a straight line six-cylinder engine. And it is perfectly
wonderful. The industry has all of the research. They have all of these
engines in storage in their museums, and all they have to do is bring out
a 1938 motor and put some air pollution devices on it and we can get
about 24 miles to the gallon. But that would change the dynamics of
the high-compression engine in which there is a considerable invest-
ment. They have to amortize that investment. So I would recommend
to our automobile makers that we sell those cars to the Saudi Arabians.

Mr. DOWNING. You are not thinking of putting any pollution control
devices on your 1965 automobile, are you?

Mr. VANIK. I do not think it pollutes that much. I am reminded of
some of the 1914 Allis-Chalmers equipment which was tested and
proved to meet the pollution standards of today. It was just a different
kind of engine. I think the tremendous contribution to pollution came
with the high-compression engine.

I think it is the sort of thing we ought to do. We ought to submit
our automobiles to an EPA test. I do not think they would rate as
badly as you might suspect. Of course, perhaps with an older car you
are probably burning cheaper fuel and low-cost oil. But my oil con-
sumption is absolutely negligible in my automobile, just as low as it is
in my new automobile.

Mr. DOWNING. Thank you.
Mr. SYMINGTON. When you get ready to sell those cars let the com-

mittee know. [Laughter.]
Mr. DOWNING. We will not sell them.
Mr. SYMINOTON. Regarding your reference to hydrogen fuel devel-

opment, I would like to call on Mr. Brown, because I know he has
high on his list of priorities the development of hydrogen fuel propul-
sion. We visited the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in California to see
their experiment. I believe the Brown bill is broad enough to include
such things.

Mr. Brown?
Mr. BROWN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am glad you made that

point about the bill. I construe the bill to be broad enough in its lan-
guage to include a NASA mandate in the field of fuels as well as in
the mechanics of engines. And if it is not, I assure the gentleman we
will broaden it so as to do that.

Mr. VANIK. Do you have a specific reference to the language which
would do that f That might be section 207, would it ?

Mr. BROWN. Yes.
Ground propulsion systems which are energy conserving with clean emission

characteristics and are capable of being produced in large numbers. The admin-
istration shall conduct research on alternative sources for use of energy systems.

Mr. VANwi. I was just hoping that hydrogen fuel would be men-
tioned because it is adaptable to the present engines. Maybe you could
do that in legislative history or some other way.

36-993 0 - 74 - 2
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Mr. BRows. We can do that or we can cite it as an example of alter-
native fuels. I should point out to the gentleman, as the chairman
indicate, that part of the research now being done by NASA is in
the field of hydrogen fuels.

The experiment which we witnessed at the Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory was a new method for onboard generation of hydrogen from gaso-
line. A portion of the gasoline would be converted to hydrogen which
would then be injected into the engine with consequent improve-
ments both in mileage and pollution. There are several ways of gener-
ating hydrogen. One is the one which you mentioned from water by
electrolysis or other means.

OTHER METHODS

One of those other methods is being used at JPL. And the cost factor
is reasonable, I might say so.

I am impressed by your testimony, Mr. Vanik, and particularly the
last paragraph which I think capsulizes the problem which faces us
here. There is no effective alternative to congressional leadership, as
yoU say.

Our problem, I am sure you would concur, is that the broad policy
aspects involving meeting our energy situation as well as many of
our other situations are fragentedinto an number of committees.
Your own bill having to do with an excise tax on fuels I think should
be a key ingredient to any overall energy policy.

There should also be a role for the Department of Transportation
and a role for the research and development expertise of Lewis Labo-
ratory in your own district, and the other facilities of NASA. But each
of these separate phases of the problem is being considered by a differ-
ent group of Congressmen with different ideas. It has not been pos-
sible -to bring these together into a policy package.

Now, as I said at the beginning, it is my hope that by establishing
a record here which lays stress on the overall policy needs, we may
be able to generate in part the momentum to have the Congress act
responsively as I believe they should.

I am not as familiar with the Lewis facility as you are, but it has
been reported to me that they are engaged in a number of types of
research which would be applicable to the development of improved
engines including the external combustion engine.

Mr. VANIK. Right, fuels research for external combustion engine.
Mr. BRoww. I will just reiterate, because you mentioned it several

times, that if the bill is not sufficiently broad in its language to in-
clude the development of alternative fuels. I feel sure the committee
would want to do that, Mr. Vanik. And we will try to clarify that
language.

Mr. VAmK. I might say, while I still have this opportunity here
with my colleagues, that I would like to address your attention to the
fact that we are dealing with energy windfall taxation later next week.
I am endeavoring to increase the reveneue from that legislation by
several billion dollars. I feel that really it is just unfortunate that
whatever we create does not go into a trust fund to help solve the
energy problem. I have problems selling my colleagues on the Ways
and Means Committee on the concept of a trust fund to develop the



sources of money for this kind of research. I think the money ought
to be earmarked, and I do not think we will really make any real prog-
ress in solving the energy problem unless we do earmark somehow or
another substantial sums of money to solve the problem. I would say
your legislation is conservative on its money request. I think you will
probably find the House, and the Congress as a whole receptive to
spending more money for what you seek to do because we have to
do it to solve the problem.

Mr. Baowx. I might say, Mr. Vanik, that the bill by our colleague,
Senator Tunney, does provide for substantially more money than we
are considering here.

Let me ask you just one general question having to do with the
mechanics here. We have heard earlier testimony from administration
witnesses who generally take the view that insofar as this relates to
energy conservation in that large component of our society which deals
with transportation that it is a function more of the proposed ERDA
organization, the Energy Research and Development Administration,
which is in the process of being established.

I do not think the committee would raise any major objections to
this, We have handled other types of bills to which the same objection
was raised by inserting a clause to the effect that when ERDA is
established the lead function would be transferred to ERDA with,
of course, the basic research still being done in the NASA laboratory.
Would you see any problems with this kind of approach?

Mr. VANrK. My only fear about the ERDA structure is that it is
pretty much weighted to the development of energy based on nuclear,
oil, and coal. This is the whole problem with it. It seems to be designed
in that direction. Those are the propelling forces. I feel that within
government we can have competing programs. I think this is the way
you get results when you can see which agencies are oriented to doing a
more flexible job. My concern about the ERDA organization is that
it is oriented too much to the traditional answers to the problems I
do not know how you can change that by its basic structure. What
is being put together in ERDA will be heavily weighted toward doing
the conventional things and putting reliance on conventional forms of
energy rather than having the ingenuity and the flexibility to move into
new energy forms, as I think we can under your legislation and with
the NASA program.

Mr. BlowK. There is one other thing I would like to ask you to com-
ment on. There is another kind of weighting which is beginning to
bother me. We have had indications that the Office of Management and
Budget is opposed to a Federal role in this whole field.

Mr. VAxiK. We have to change that office. I do not know how you
can do it.

Mr. Bxoww. Not only have they suggested that a very limited amount
of existing funds which are going into research on propulsion systems
and new fuels is unnecessary but they have even tried to eliminate the
research which I mentione earlier at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
suggesting that if it were to be continued it would be funded from
private contributions of the automobile companies or be done by them.

What is your reaction to that kind of an attitude?
Mr. VANIK. I do not think it is a realistic solution to our problems,

and I think we have to do whatever we can to bring our influence to
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bear on the Office of Management and Budget. I sometimes feel there
is a hostility in Government to solving problems. And that Office has
been a very difficult one to deal with. I think we have to put some con-
gressional mandates on that Office. It is the fourth branch of Govern-
ment. We have to put some restraining forces on it. I think that
Office was designed to make Government more efficient and not to mold
policy as heavily as it does.

It has more influence and power than 535 Members of Congress. I
frankly feel that weighting that Office with that much power over
policy is a very serious matter which has to be corrected in the new
Congress and as we move toward more congressional leadership.

It very often operates as an obstruction to congressional planning
and desires to develop progressive legislation.

Mr. BROwN. Just one final comment I would like to make. The most
energy efficient form of human transportation is the bicycle. And I
want to assure you that under this legislation we could conduct re-
search on improved bicycles.

Mr. VANIX. I want to tell you about a problem which has occurred
in my office. One of my interns the other day was riding his bicycle
in Georgetown and he got the wheel into a car track out there. He is
now in the hospital in rather critical condition. So that is another
aspect of bicycle riding. It frightens me to put many bicycles on the
streets which may be hazardous.

Mr. BRowN. This emphasizes the problem. We need to design a sys-
tem of trasportation which is safe for bicycles.

Mr. SYMiNoTON. Just to recapitulate: The main reason we are
having these hearings, and the reason for many other similar hearings
on the Hill stems from the realization that in the 1980's the disparity
between our fuel needs and fuel supplies, especially from the Middle
East, will be very great. Evidently dependence on the Middle East will
be very great regardless of the steps we take. We want to minimize
that dependence, and one of the ways to do it is to get energy alterna-
tives, and the other way is to stop the waste of fossil fuels.

So we asked the Department of Transportation what they thought
of Mr. Brown's bill, and what they thought their obligations were with
respect to the automobile industry. They testified they think it is up to
Detroit to make the innovations necessary to conserve fuel. That was
the thrust of their testimony.

We read your testimony and you seem to say that it is folly to
continue to trust our transportation future to the narrow interests of
the auto industry. The Department of Transportation apparently be-
lieves that the automobile industry even in its narrow interests will
somehow address itself to the needs of the 1980's. You are skeptical. I
might add that we are skeptical. You have suggested one approach
which might stimulate the auto industry to consider this type of
research, and that, of course, is a tax on the inefficient automobile.

So perhaps that ought to be restudied in the Ways and Means Com-
mittee. In the meantime, of course, we will have a chance to hear from
the auto industry as to how they would propose to analyze the problems
to handle these problems in coming decades.

Mr. VANK. Thank you very much Mr. Chairman.
The country was dependent on whale oil, as you know, in the early

part of the lait century. Someone sent me a story about it. When the
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price for whale oil went up to the moon, we developed the use of petro-
leum as an internative and destroyed the need for dependency on
whales. I feel the same thing will happen to petroleum. I am quite
satisfied that we are being d-riven to developing an ingenuity which
will make the oil of the Middle East irrelevant.

I am certain-just as certain as I am here-it may not happen
in my time and it may not happen for the comfort of the people in
this generation or perhaps the next, but I do think that those people
who feel the world will be permanently dependent on their petroleum
supply may some time be awakened to the fact that they have an
asset that is not quite as valuable as they thought. I am sure we can
develop alternatives.

Mr. SmxINOT0o. The question of relevance is only relevant for the
next few years, and then it will all be gone. So we have to think
about that. I am sure that is within your lifetime, Mr. Vanik.

Mr. VANrK. I hope so.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SYxrINTON. Our next witnesses are Mr. Carl E. Nash and Mr.

Clarence M. Ditlow of the Public Interest Research Group, a Wash-
ington, D.C., organization which is headed by Mr. Ralph Nader.
Welcome to you gentlemen. I understand Mr. Nash has prepared a
statement. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF CARL E. NASH A"D CLAREnCez M. DreLoW

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the House Subcommittee on
Space Science and ApplicationAs, we appreciate being invited to present our
views on H.R. 10892. 1 am Carl Nash, a physicist, and this it Clarence M.
Ditlow, an attorney. We are members of the Public Interest Research Group,
an association of lawyers and scientists founded by Mr. Ralph Nader in 1970.

The automobile and ground transportation vehicle industry is one which can
claim few technological advances outside those that make production of such
vehicles more efficient and economical. Since the 1930's, the only important
Innovations that have been Incorporated into new cars are air bags for occupant
crash protection, catalytic type exhaust emission converters, and stratified charge
piston engines. The first of these was introduced on a very limited basis this
year by General Motors, and the second will be found on most domestic cars
to be marketed this fall. The third will be found only on the Japanese Honda
Civic next year. The Wankel engine configuration that is currently used in
foreign cars was actually invented in the 190's although the first practical
Wankel-powered car was not produced until the 190'sW. None of these innova-
tions was invented or given initial development by one of the four major auto-
makers In the U.S.

The automobile of today is different in degree but not in kind from the auto-
mobile of 1940. This technological sameness is a reflection of the structure of the
scientific and engineering functions of the auto companies. Compared with most
other major U.S. industries, the auto industry puts a very small part of its in-
come into research and basic development work. The industry has also tradi-
tionally shifted the burden of such work on to its suppliers so that they have
made the important advances In electrical systems, tires, glass, occupant restraint
systems, and brakes. It is only because General Motors owns so many of its own
suppliers that GM can be credited with a fair amount of this research and de-
velopment work. The Ford Motor Company 4s the only one of the big four that
operates a major laboratory devoted to basic science, and that laboratory is small
compared with the major scientific laboratories such as those of the Bell system
or General Electric.

Even mass transit vehicles of today, often touted for their technological
advances, are not so different from those of decades ago. The new Metrobuses
are as little different from city buses of the 1980's as are today's cars from the
cars of the 1980's. The Bay Area Rapid Transit system still uses steel rails, steel
wheos and. eltric .motors Just as did subways -of *ty- years ago. The control
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system for the BART system borrowed heavily from the technology of the ele-
vator industry, and then has been shown to have a critical defect in the detection
of the position of stationary trains.

To get a standard of comparison for technological development, one need only
look at the space program or the television and electronics Industry.

Yet the auto companies do spend a considerable amount of their income on
superficial redesign of their products and on plant conversion. In 1973, for ex-
ample, Chrysler spent $400 million on tooling and equipment for the redesign of
Its full smie car lines,' cars that have since become a glut on the market. This
kind of expenditure Is typical of the money spent on advancing the game of
trivial product differentiation and supercilious model development to artificially
stimulate consumer demand.

The annual style change is even more insidious than it first appears because
it also serves as an entry barrier to new competition. Bradford Snell has esti-
mated that due to the annual style change and the need to produce around
300,000 similar vehicles to achieve economies of scale, the investment needed to
enter the domestic auto market Is $779 million of which $724 million would be
needed to provide annual style change capability.'

Recent plant conversions for the production of smaller cars have been accom-
plished at a cost of between $50 and $100 million each with the current orgy of
such conversions estimated to cost between $4 and $6 billion.'

Yet this Industry claims to spend money on the order of millions and tens of
millions of dollars each year for fundamental research and development work
into new safety, emission control, and new power plant technology. Much of this
work, such as on the Wankel engine, stratified charge engine, turbines, and
Stirling engine Is based on old or borrowed technology, sometimes paid for at a
cost in excess of the probable cost of original research and development work.'

The Industry's Inflated quotations on the amounts spent on emission controls
and safety account for money spent on specific applications and emissions and
safety certification work, almost none of which advances the technology sig-
nificantly. The lion's share of this development work Is aimed at Improving fuel
economy, drlvabllity, comfort, and reduced costs consistent with minimally
meeting the federal standards. For example, General Motors projected expendi-
tures of 350.7 million dollars on emission control research and development for
1974. Yet GM's claimed expenditures for alternative engine systems Is less than
10 percent of this total. Ford Motor Company followed in lock step spending less
than 8 percent on alternative engines out of a budget of 340.1 million dollars In
1973. Chrysler Corporation brought up the rear with total emission controls ex-
penditures of 46.5 million dollars in 1974 of which 3.9 million dollars went to
alternative engine research.'

In the emission control area, the Justice Department disclosed in 1969 the
real reason for the domestic auto industry's delay In cleaning up exhaust and
other emissions. The Department filed an antitrust suit against the domestic car
makers and their trade association, the Automobile Manufacturers' Association
(now the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers' Association), for conspiring to restrain
the development and marketing of auto exhaust control systems since 1953.

The evidence brought together prior to this suit by a Los Angeles Grand Jury
outlined the cross licensing agreement and other close associations between these
so-called auto competitors that forged this illegal, united front of inaction. The
Grand Jury wanted to indict the companies but the top Antitrust Division
officials over-ruled their own trial attorney and filed a civil suit Instead In Janu-
ary 1969.' In September 1969, the domestic auto makers entered into a consent

I Irvin, Robert. "Big 4 Get Message," Washington Star-News. December 28. 1978. p. D-7.
2 Snell. Bradford. "Annual Style Change in the Automobile Industry as an Unfair Method

of Competition," the ya oournal Vol 80. No.,8. January 1971. p. 567. 588.
' Anon., 'Detroit Tries to Rhift 'eprý " ,chrietfas science Monitor, May 21, 1974.

Green. John, "Thoee Swinuin' Plants." Ward's Awto WortA. Anril 1974, v. 29.
' GM. for example. paid $50 million for the right. to the Wankel engine configuration, yet

this engine now appears to be conslderably loess rowlstnr than was originally thought
because of fuel consumption and emissions problems, Considering Inflation, this amount Is
about double the four year appropriation that would be authorised under ER 10892.

'These figures are taken from emission control expenditure records from GM. Ford. and
Chrysler 1976 emission standards suspension apllcations before the Environmental Pro-i ~ ~~~tecttLn Agnty copie, of which are submitted for the record. _. .

' On May 18. 1971. Congresman Phtlipl Burton Insetted the conidential me morandum
of thle trial/staN of the Antitrust Division of the Justice De~ent recommending to. th
Attorney General that criminal charges be breuzht Uainst the American auto manufac-
turers for sonsairingr to restrain development of a pollution.-free mot~or vehicle into the
7oaegegsalkm Beosrd. A copy of the doeument is submitted for the record.
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agreement with the government agreeing never again to engage in such a
conspiracy.'

According to an Environmental Protection Agency memorandum, the auto-
motive air pollution resulting from this conspiracy coot the American government
$2.7 billion.' The cost to the American public was even higher. The continuing
absence of more efficient and cleaner alternatives to the traditional piston type
Internal combustion engine causes the damages to mount to this day. According
to the Department of Justice, the domestic auto manufacturers rejected the
cheaper, more fuel economical and lower emission stratified charge engine at
least 15 years ago: '

For instance, in the late 190's Ralph Heins, inventor, developed and
patented a stratified charge engine which reduced hydrocarbon, carbon mon-
oxide, and oxides of nitrogen emissions, while at the same time effecting a
savings In gasoline consumption. Moreover, the stratified charged engine
would replace the conventional engine with little or no additional cost to the
consumer. The development of this engine was publicized generally so that
the automobile manufacturers knew of its existence and what it would do.
In fact, Victor G. Raviole, former executive director of the Ford engineer-
ing staff, stated on several occasions in the early 1960's that the major
automobile companies were investigating such an engine and on one occasion
predicted that it might be ready for production before 1965. However, the
automobile manufacturers have evidenced little faith in this approach and
no such engine has been produced by any of them,

If the domestic auto industry had converted to the stratified charge engine,
the consumer wouold have saved $120.60 for the emission controls on 1974 cars
according to the National Academy of Sciences and at the same time would have
enjoyed 12 percent better fuel economy according to the EPA.

This fall, the stratified charge engine with its various consumer and environ-
mental benefits will appear on the American market. The only catch is that the
engine had to go to Japan before coming home to America. It is Honda, a small
Japanese company, that has spent $50 million for research and development on
the stratified charge engine. In addition, Honda has spent $100 million t convert
its existing engine line to build stratified charge engines and to add another
stratified charge engine production line.

A specific example of the relaxed approach to new engine development can
be found in Chrysler's turbine work. Chrysler claims that it first began to work
on turbine power plants for automotive applications in 1946. Their first working
model was constructed in 1954, and in 1963, Chrysler was sufficiently confident of
its success that it built and loaned to various members of the public fifty turbine
powered cars. By its own count, chrysler has produced six generations of tur-
bines. However, it has required a $6.4 million grant from the Enviornmental
Protection Agency to stimulate further development work. It seems incongruous
that the federal government should have subsidize research and development
work that will probably be in the self-interest of this multibillion dollar corpora-
tion. By comparison, GM and Ford participated in the Department of Transporta-
tion's experimental safety vehicle program on a one-dollar contract basis.

Nonetheless, there may be a place for direct federal stimulus to the develop-
ment of alternative power systems for land vehicles. Small research and de-
velopment companies such as Steam Power Systems, about which you heard on
February 6, 1974, and enterpreneurs like William Lear and the Carter family
from whom you will hear on June 18, may, without the historical encumbrances of
the auto makers and traditional automotive engineering, be able to make the
breakthroughs necessary to achieve the revolutionary design changes that will be
necessary for the continued co-existenep of man and his transportation systems.

I am skeptical, however, about the auto companies' ability to respond to this
challenge without external stimulus which could cause one or more of the com-
panies to break ranks with the bailing wire approach to safety and emission con-
trols demonstrated by the industry during the last decade.

EIL. 10392 proposes that the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
be given the authority to carry out research and development work on alterna-

eA copy of the consent decree is submitted for the hearing record along with the Justice
Deuartment's press release and Mr. Ralph Nader's letter of September 15, 1969, to Assistant
Attornev General Richard W. MeLaren criticising the consent settlement.Coples of this document and related memoranda are submitted for the hearing record.

'Confidential Department of Justice memorandum, supra, 117 Cong. Rec. 94072 (daily
ed., May 18, 1971).
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tive propulsion systems. We think, however, that before this legislation is passed,
serious consideration should be given to vesting that authority in either the
Department of Transportation or the Environmental Protection Agency. Each of
these agencies has had considerable experience in contracting work with private
firms as well as with the governmental agencies such as NASA and the National
Bureau of Standards. Such authority falls more naturally in the mission of
either the EPA or the DOT than with the NASA. In any event, I would assume
that a majority of the work carried out under the authority of this Bill could
be carried out under contract rather than in government facilities.The characteristics of ground propulsion systems that would be encouraged
should go beyond those specified in H.R. 10392. There are five primary areas in
which goals should be specified: (1) use of low grade or easily obtainable fuels,
(2) economy of production and operation (including fuel use in a variety of oper-
ating moges, lubricant and coolant use, a high power-to-weight ratio and power-
to-size ratio, use of common or inexpensive construction materials, and durability
and ease of repair), (3) low emissions as an inherent characteristic, (4) safe
operating parameters, and (5) flexibility to operate in a wide range of conditions
and power demands.

The use of Diesel oils in power plants has the dual advantage of requiring fuels
that are less refined (which consequently produce more energy per barrel of
crude oil at lower cost) and of having an inherently reduced risk of fire in a crash
or other mishap. In addition, engines that use ethanol from the enzymatic hy-
drolysis of cellulose wastes should be encouraged In the event that the process
becomes commercially feasible in the near future.

High power-to-weight and power-to-size ratios are necessary to obtain the most
economical and efficient space utilization in personal transportation. The de
mands of flexibility in speed and power output are probably the reasons for the
dominance of the piston type internal combustion engine in the past.

The problems that will confront any agency that undertakes the mission to
develop a viable alternative to the internal combustion engine, the Diesel bus
and truck engine, and the electric motors of trains and subways, will be mani-
fold. Consideration must be given to the variety of thermodynamic cycles: Otto,
Diesel, Rankine Stirling, and others. In addition, the methods of utiWzing
these cycles include piston type engines, rotary designs of various types, and
turbines. Finally, the combination of an engine and the means of translating
engine motion into vehicle motion can be mechanical, hydraulic, electrical, and
even magnetic, and may involve energy storage devices such as flywheels, bat-
teries, and even storage of fuels manufactured in the engine.

It is tragic that the industry that will benefit most from the fruits of H.R.
10392 has shown so little Interest in privately carrying out or funding the type
of research envisioned in that bill. Perhaps the artificial competition that
will 'be spurred by the passage of H.R. 10392 will have the additional side
effect of stimulating these giants into additional complimentary research and
development work. Thank you.

STATEMNT OF CARL E. NASH AND CLARENCE K. DITLOW

Mr. NAsH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Congressman Brown. We
appreciate being invited to present our views on H.R. 10392.

I am Carl Nash, a physicist, and with me is Clarence Ditlow, an
attorney and an environmentalist specialist.

We are members of the Public Interest Research Group. an associa-
tion of lawyers and scientists founded by Mr. Ralph Nader in 1970.

The automobile and ground transportation vehicle industry is one
which can claim few technological advances outside those that make
production of such vehicles more efficient and economical. Since the
1930's, the only important innovations that have been incorporated
into new cars are airbags for occupant crash protection, catalytic-type
exhaust emission converters, and stratified charge type piston engines.
The first of these was introduced on a very limited basis this year by
General Motors, and the second will be found on most domestic cars to
be marketed this fall. The third will be found only on the Japanese
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Honda Civic next year. The Wankel engine configuration that is cur-
mently used in several foreign cars was actually invented in the 1930's,
although the first practical Wankel-powered car was not produced
until the 1950's. None of these innovations was invented or given ini-
tial development by one of the four major automakers in the United
States

The automobile of today is different in degree but not in kind from
the automobile of 1940. This technological sameness is a reflection of
the structure of the scientific and engineering functions of the auto
companies. Incidentally, the simpler automobiles, the six-cylinder
ones with standard transmissions and so forth, are not that much dif-
ferent from the automobiles of the 1920's. Compared with most other
major U.S. industries, the auto industry puts a very small part of its
income into research and basic development work. The industry has
also traditionally shifted the burden of such work onto its suppliers so
that they have made the important advances in electrical s"ms, tires,
glass, occupant restraint systems, and brakes. It is only because Gen-
eral Motors owns so many of its own suppliers that GM can be credited
with a fair amount of this research and development work. The Ford
Motor Co. is the only one of the Big Four that operates a major labora-
to devoted to basic science, and that laboratory is small compared
with the major scientific laboratories such as those of the Bell System
or General Electric.

Even mass transit vehicles of today, often touted for their technolog-
ical advances, are not so different from those of decades ago. The new
American Motors-built Metrobuses are as little different from city
buses of the 1930's as are today's cars from the cars of the 1930's. The
Bay Area Rapid Transit System still uses steel rails, steel wheels, and
electric motors just as did subways of 50 years ago. Whe control system
for the BART system borrowed heavily from the technology of the
elevator industry, and then has been shown to have a critical defect in
the detection of the position of stationary trains.

To get a standard of comparison for technological development, one
need only look at the space program or the television and electronics
industry. And perhaps the most startling recent development has been
the miniaturization and cost reductions of calculators. Now you can
get fancy pocket scientific calculators for under $100, whereas they
cost thousands of dollars and were much larger only a few years ago.

Yet the auto companies do spend a considerable amount of their
income on superficial redesign of their products and on plant conver-
sion. In 1973, for example, Chrysler spent $400 million on tooling and
equipment for the redesign on its full size car lines, cars that have since
become a glut on the market. This kind of expenditure is typical of
the money spent on advancing the game of trivial product differen-
tiation and supercilious model development to artificially stimulate
consumer demand.

The annual style change is even more insidious than it first appears
because it also serves as a basic entry barrier to new competition. Brad-
ford Snell has estimated that due to the annual style change and the
need to produce around 300,000 similar vehicles to achieve economies of
scale, the investment needed to enter the domestic auto market is $779
million of which $724 million would be needed to provide annual style
change capability.
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An example of this problem is developing right now where Malcolm
Bricklin, an entrepreneur from Arizona is trying to start a company
in Nova Scotia. He is avoiding the annual style change by producing
one model which he hopes to keep the same for a number of years. He
has been able to fund his company and design an automobile and get
into production for approximately the difference between the $779
million and the $724 million.

Recent plant conversions for the production of smaller cars have
been accomplished at a cost of between $50 and $100 million each with
the current orgy of such conversions estimated to cost between $4 and
$6 billion.

Yet this industry claims to spend money only on the order of mil-
lions and tens of millions of dollars each year for fundamental research
and development work into new safety, emission control, and new
powerplant technology. Much of this work, such as on the Wankel
engine, stratified charge engine, turbines, and Stirling engine is based
on old or borrowed technology, sometimes paid iou at a cost in excess
of the probable cost of original research and development work.

It is interesting that General Motors has paid $50 million for the
right to develop the Wankel engne and use it in production cars. Thi-
is approximately twice the total that is being authorized in H.R. 10392.

The industry's inflated quotations on the amounts spent on emission
controls and safety account for money spent on specific applications
and emissions and safety certification work, almost none of which
advances the technology significantly. The lion's share of this develop-
ment work is aimed at improving fuel economy, drivability, comfort,
and reduced costs consistent with minimally meeting the Federal
standards mostly using the technology of the 1930's. For example,
General Motors projected expenditures of $350.7 million on emission
control research and development for 1973. Yet GM's claimed expendi-
tures for alternative engine svstems is less than 10 percent of this total.
Ford Motor Co. followed in lock step, spending less than 8 percent on
alternative engines out of a budget of S340.1 million in 1973. Chrysler
Corp. brought up the rear with total ,•mission control expenditures of
$46.5 million in 1973 of which $3.9 xi illion went to alternative engine
research.

In the emission control area, the Justice Department disclosed in
1969 the real reason for the domestic auto industry's delay in cleaning
up exhaust and other emissions. The Department filed an antitrust
suit against the domestic car makers and their trade association, the
Automobile Manufacturer-' Association now known as the Motor
Vehicle Manufacturers' Association), for conspiring to restrain the
development and marketing of auto exhaust control systems since
1958.

The evidence brought together prior to this suit by a Los Angeles
grand jury outlined the cross-licensing agreement and other close as-sociations between these so-called auto competitors that forged this
illegal, united front of inaction. The grand Jury wanted to indict the
companies but the top antitrust division officials overruled their own
trial attorney and filed a civil suit instead in January 1969. In Septem-
ber 1969, the domestic auto makers entered into a consent agreement
with the Government, agreeing never again to engage in such a
conspiracy.
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According to an Environmental Protection Agency memorandum,
the automotive air pollution resulting from this conspiracy cost the
American Government $2.7 billion. The cost to the American public
was even higher. The continuing absence of more efficient and cleaner
alternatives to the traditional piston type internal combustion engine
causes the damages to mount even to this day. According to the Depart-
ment of Justice, the domestic auto manufacturers rejected the cheaper,
more fuel economy, and lower emission stratified charge engine at
least 15 years ago:

The quote here is from a Justice Department memorandum:
"For instance, in the late 1950's Ralph Heinz, inventor, developed
and patented a stratified charge engine which reduced hydrocar-
bon, carbon monoxide, and oxides of nitrogen emissions, while at
the same time effecting a savings in gasoline consumption. More-
over, the stratified charge engine would replace the conventional
engine with little or no additional cost to the consumer. The de-
velopment of this engine was publicized generally so that the auto-
mobile manufacturers knew of its existence and what it would do.
In fact, Victor G. Raviole, former executive director of the Ford
engineering staff, Ftated on several occasions in the early 1960's
that the major aui )mobile companies were investigating such an
engine and on one occasion predicted that it might be ready for
production before 1965. However, the automobile manufacturers
have evidenced little faith in this approach and no such engine
has been produced by any of them."

I think that quote is probably still true today.
If the domestic auto industry had converted to the stratified charge

engine, the consumer would have saved $120.60 for the emission con-
trols on 1974 cars according to the National Academy of Sciences and
at the same time would have enjoyed 12 percent better fuel economy
according to the EPA.

This fall, the stratified charge engine with its various consumer and
environmental benefits will appear on the American market. The only
catch is that the engine had to go to Japan before coming home to
America. It is Honda, a small Japanese company, that has -;pent $50
million for research and development on the stratified charge engine.
In addition, Honda has spent $20 million to convert its existing engine
line to build stratified charge engines and $8n million to add another
stratified charg- en e production line.

A specific example oi the relaxed approach to new engine develop-
merit can be foundin Chrysler's turbine work. Chrysler claims that it
first began to work on turbine powerplants for automotive applications
in 1946. That was shortly after turbine began to be used in jet air-
craft. Their first working model was constructed in 1954, and in 1963,
Chrysler was sufficiently confident of its sucr-ss that it built, and
loaned to various members of the public, 50 tu, oine-powered cars By
its own count, Chrysler has produced six generations of turbines. How-
ever, it has required a $6.4 million grant from the Environmental Pro-
tection Agency to stimulate further development work. It seems in-
congrous that the Federal Government should have to subsidize re-
search and development work that will probably be in the self-interest
of this multibillion-dollar corporation. By comparison, GM and Ford
participated in the Department of Transportation's experimental
safety vehicle program on $1 contract basis.
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Nevertheless, there may be a place for direct Federal stimulus to the
development of alternative power systems for land vehicles. Small
research and development companies such as Steam Power Systems,
about which you heard on February 6, 1974, and entrenreneurs like
William Lear and the Carter family from whom you will hear on June
18, without the historical encumbrances of the auto makers and of
traditional automotive engineering, may be able to make the break-
throughs necessary to achieve the revolutionary design changes that
will be necessary for the continued coexistence of man and his trans-
portation systems.

I am skeptical, however, about the auto companies' ability to respond
to this challenge without external stimulus which could cause one or
more of the companies to break ranks with the bailing wire approach
to safety and emission controls demonstrated by the industry during
the last decade.

H.R. 10892 proposes that the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration be given the authority to carry out research and develop-
ment work on alternative propulsion systems. We think, however, that
before this legislation is passed, serious consideration should be given
to vesting that authority in either the Department of Transportation
or the Environmental Protection Agency.

Each of these agencies has had considerable experience in contract-
ing work with private firms as well as with other governmental agen-
cies such as NASA and the National Bureau of Standards. Such au-
thority falls more naturally in the mission of either the EPA or the
DOT than with NASA. In any event, I would assume that a majority
of the work carried out under the authority of this bill would be car-
ried out under contract rather than in government facilities. The
crucial question may be which agency has the most capable contract
managers to make the most effective use of this fundin.

The characteristics of ground propulsion systems that would be en-
couraged should go beyond those specified in H.R. 10392. There are
five primary areas in which goals should be specified: (1) use of low-
grade or easily obtainable fuels, (2) economy of production and op-
eration (including fuel use in a variety of operating modes, lubricant
and coolant use, a high power-to-weight ratio and power-to-size ratio,
use of common or inexpensive construction materials, and durability
and ease of repair-these materials also should be susceptible to re-
cycling, of course), (3) low emissions as an inherent characteristic,
(4) safe operating parameters, and (5) flexibility to operate in a wide
range of conditions and power demands.

The use of diesel oils in powerplants has the dual advantage of re-
quiring fuels that are less refined (which consequently produce more
energy per barrel of crude oil at lower cost) and of having an in-
herently reduced risk of fire in a crash or other mishap. In addition,
engines that use ethanol from the enzymatic hydrolysis of cellulose
wastes should be encouraged in the event that the process becomes
commercially feasible in the near future.

High power-to-weight and power-to-size ratios are necessary to ob-
tain the most economical vehicles and efficient space utilization in per-
sonal transportation. The demands of flexibility in speed and power
output, as well as its smaJl "iz,. are probably the reasons for the dom-
inance of the piston type internal combustion engine in the past.
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The problems that will confront any agency that undertakes the
mission to develop a viable alternative to the internal combustion en-
gine, the diesel bus and truck engine, and the electric motors of trains
and subways, will be manifold. Consideration must be given to the
variety of thermodynamic cycles: Otto, diesel, Rankine Stirling, and
others. In addition, to the methods of utilizing these cycles include
piston-type engines, rotary designs of various types, and turbines.
Finally, the combination of an engine and the means of translating
engine motion into vehicle motion can be mechanical, hydraulic, elec-
trical, and even magnetic, and may involve energy storage devices such
as flywheels, batteries, and even storage of fuels, manufactured on the
vehicle for use in the engine.

It is tragic that the industry that will benefit most from the fruits
of H.R. 10392 has shown so little interest in privately carrying out or
funding the type of research envisioned in that bill. Perhaps the
artificial competition that will be spurred by the passage of H.R. 10392
will have the additional side effect of stimulating these giants into ad-
ditional complimentary research and development work.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SYMINGTON. I want to thank you very much for an excellent and

interesting statement.
Mr. Brown?
Mr. BRowN. Mr. Nash, you have indicated at a couple ox points here

that you wish to include in the record some additional n:i.* nrial having
to do with the lawsuits which were brought. Do you have t.,at material I

Mr. Drrwow. We have a package of that material that we will send
to the staff.

Mr. BROWN. May I request that it be made a part of the record
Mr. SyMiNGTON. It is so ordered.
[Additional material requested for the record follows:]
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Health Coats to the Federal Government
of Motor Vehicle Air Pollution" Additional

Costs to the Veterans Administration and
for Federal Medicine Facilities

and Manpower Training

This is a supplement to the report, "Coat to the Federal Government

of Health Effects Damage Attributed to Air Pollution From Motor

Vehicles". Cost estimates in this report were omitted from the

original report.

Assumptions:

For U. S. Public Health Service General Hospitals in 1969, the

percentage of bed days used by discharged patients, who were diagnosed

as having lung cancer, heart disease, and respiratory disease, is

an estimate of the percentage of the total health cost which can

be attributed to these diseases.

Number of individuals granted total disability by Social Security

increased by more than 60 percent between 1957 and 1969.1,2 Also,

proportion of individuals with respiratory disease increased 16 percent

during this time period.

Estimates in this paper do not include the change in the relative

importance of respiratory disease. Even with this omission, present

estimates are conservative and deviations or errors are under-estimates

in spite of the changes in importance of respiratory disease and

heart disease during, the period considered. Hospital days used as
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the basis for estimating the relative importance of each disease

include both ame and women. Medical expenses by the Veterans

Administration are for men mostly. The diseases considered occur

such more frequently among men than among women. Hence, the per-

centage of hospital days is lover than it would have been If only

hospital days for men had been used.

Conversion factor:

Statistics reported and the accounting system used by the Veterans

Administration and subsidies by the federal government fail to

carry the specific added cost for health effects damage attributed

to air pollution from motor vehicles. In fact, the data fail to list

separately the cost of lung cancer, arteriosclerotic heart disease

including coronary, acute and chronic bronchitis and emphysema.

Por this reason, it is necessary to use supplemental data and the

previous assumptions to calculate a conversion factor for separating

the desired cost fraction from medical and administrative expenses of

the Veterans Administration, total grants, subsidies to private

hospitals, training grants. fellovahip and other forms of support of

health facilities and training by the federal government.

Hospital discharges from Public Health General Hospitals in 1969

were used to calculate the conversion factor. The total number

of patients with lung cancer (ICD 160 - 164), heart disease (ICD

420). and bronchitis, acute and chronic respiratory disease including

36-993 0 - 74 - 3
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emphysema (ICD 500 - 502, 525 - 527). and the average stay were used

to calculate hospital days for each group and percentage of total

hospital use of each group.

The previous report derived an estimate of 10 percent of lung cancer

deaths, 10 percent of bronchitis and emphysema deaths and 2.5 per

cent of heart disease deaths as being attributed to air pollution

frou motor vehicle exhaust. The percentage of total hospital usage

attributed to air pollution from motor vehicles is shown in Table 1.

The 3 diseases accounted for .71 percent of total hospital usage.

Added expenditures by the Veterans Administration:

Medical and administrative expenses of the Veterans Administration

ranged from 1.0 billion dollars in 1960 to 1.7 billion dollars in

1969. The final value has been converted to 1970 dollars using 6

percent interest rate compounded annually (Table 2). The estimated

added cost ranges from 12.6 to 13.8 million dollars per year. The

estimate Is that the federal government spent 158.7 million dollars

more on medical expenses for veterans than they would have without

air pollution from motor vehicles.

Added expenditures by the federal government for medical facilities
and training:

Expenditures for subsidies for private hospital construction, health

manpower education and utilization support and training fellowship
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and research grants for 1960 - 1969 are given In Table 3. Using

the conversion factor used for the Veterans Administration of 6

percent Interest compounded annually, the added expenditures by

the federal government are shown in Table 4. The total estimate is

125.2 million dollars for the 12 year period.

samri:

Using certain necessary assumptions, a conservative etisemd Is made

of the added coat to the Veterans Administration and the added

contribution by the federal government for medical facilities and

training. This estimate for Veterans AdmWnistration is 158.7 million

and for the federal government is 125.2 million. The estimated

total added cost to the federal government for veterans, medical

facilities and training is 283.9 million for the 12 year period.
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Table 1

Hospital Discharges, Diagnostic Groupings
Mean Stay (Days). Percentage of Total Due

to Automobile Exhaust

Percentage of Percentage ofb Percentae
total in diag- diagnostic total hoe

Mean Total nostic groupings usage duf
lCD Total stay stay proupings due to auto auto exh4

Cause code numbers daysa daysa exhaust

Total All 42,046 17.5 735.805 300

Lung Cancer 160-164 475 40.6 19,285 2.6 10 .26

Heartc 420 1341 19.4 26,015 3.5 2.5 .09

Respiratoryd 500-502 1998 26,386 3.6 10 .36
525-527

Total .71e

Source: ParL 2 - DiaguotLic aad Desographic 1lata, Federal Poalth Programs Service
Annual Statistical Summary, Fiscal Year 1.969, Table 2, page 10, U. S.
Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Printing Office, Washington, D. C.

a. The patients discharged from Public Health Service General Hospitals by diagnostic
groupings and mean stay during fiscal year 1969.

b. Percentages derived in "Cost to the Federal. Government of Health Effects
Damage Attributed to Air Pollution from Motor Vehicles.

c. Arteriosclerotic heart disease including coronary (ICD ,'420).

d. Acute and chronic bronchitis and emphysema (ICD 500-502, 525-527).

e. Conversion factor for use on total expenditures for deriving extra expenditures
due to auto exhaust.
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Table 2

,,rA Expenditure.s (Non-Accrual Basis)-fiscal
Yer 958-59. 1970 Value of Added rxpense Because

of Motor Vehicle Emisslons

(Amount in Million Dollars)

Extra VA' 1970 Value 1970 Value of
VA Medical and expendiLtures at 62 extra VA expendi1
a"*istrative due to auto compound due to automobil

Year expendituresa exhaust interest exhaust

1958 940 6.67 2.01 13.4
1959 1,C12 7.19 1.89 13.6 F
1960 1,084 7.70 1.79 13.8
1961 1,153 8.19 1.69 13.8
"1962 1.196 8.49 1.59 13.5
1963 1,246 8.85 1.50 13.3
1964 1,292 9.17 1.42 13.0

1965 1,358 9.64 1.34 12.9
1966 1,406 9.98 1.26 12.6
1967 1,518 10.78 1.19 12.8
1968 1,620 11.50 1.12 12.9
1969 1,735 12.32 1.06 13.1

Total 138.7

a. Source: Statistical summary to annual report J969 Administrator of Veterans
Affairs, Table 63, page 59. This includes hospital and dowil1ary facilities
(construction and related costs), grants for construction of state nursing homes,
National Cancer Institute Public Health Service (transfer to Veteran Administration),
grants to the Republic of the Philippincs, and medical and administrative expenses.

I
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Table 3

Federal Expenditures for Medical
Facilities and Training

(amount in million dollars)

Subsidy JL'alth manpower Training
for private education and fellowship
hospital utilization and research

Year* construction supportc granted Tota.

1958 44 127 189 360
1959 62 161 240 463

1960 80 195 293 568
1961 93 205 439 737
1962 95 224 582 901
1963 113 237 689 1,639
1964 125a 239 748 1.174

1965 193 360 772 1,3251

1966 196 417 819 1,4321
1967 205 553 911 1,6691
1968 253 634 847 1,7341
1969 255b 503 752 1,510

a. Subsidy and Subsidy-Effects Programs of the U. S. Government - Materials
prepared for the Joint Economic Committee, Congress of the U. S., U.S. Printing
Office, Washington, D. C.. 1965. Table 2. Pp. 24 - 25. Data for 1960 - 1964 are
appropriations.

b. Construction reports - Value of new construction put in place, U. S. Depart-
ment of Cocrce, Bureau of Census, August 1970, U. S. Printing Office,
Washington, D. C., Table 5, P. 11. Data for 1965 - 1969 arc value of construction
put in place.

c. NIH Almanac 1965, Prepared by Office of Information, NIll, Bethesda, Maryland
20014. Bureau of Health Professions Iducation and Manpower Training Support
Programs, Fiscal Years 1955 - 1969, Pp. 66 - 67. This includes Hill - Burton
iospital construction.

d. NIH Almanac 1965, Research Grant Appropriations, Training Program Appropriation,
and Fellowship Awards Appropriations, Pp. 83, 84, 85.

e. Years 1958 - 1959 are extrapolated from data for years 1960 through 1969.
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Table 4

Additional Federal Expenditures for Medical
Facilities and Training Due to Motor

Vehicle Emissions

(amount in million dollars)

Federal expenditure .71 percent 1970 value 1970 value
for medical of total at 6% of added
training and expenditure compound expenditures

Years facilities interest exhaust

1958 360 2.6 2.01 5.2
1959 463 3.3 1.89 6.2

1960 568 4.0 1.79 7.2
1961 737 5.2 1.69 8.8
1962 902 6.4 1.59 10.2
1963 1,039 7.4 1.50 11.1
1964 1,174 8.4 1.42 11.8

1965 1,325 9.4 1.34 12.6
1966 1,432 10.2 1.26 12.8
1967 1,669 11.8 1.19 14.1
1968 1,734 12.3 1.12 13.8
1969 1,510 10.7 1.06 11.4

Total 125.2

Source: Table 3

a. Years 1958 - 1959 are extrapolated from data for years 1960 through 1969.
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Table 5

VA Expenditures (Non-Accrual Basis)-Fiscal
Years 1960-69-. 1970 Valise of Added Expense Because

of Motor.Vehicle Emiý;sions

(Amount in Million Dollars)

Extra VA 1970 Value 1970 Value of
VA Medical and expenditures at 6% extra VA exoenditure
administrative due to auto compound due to automobile

Year expendituresa exhaust interest exhaust

1960 6,376 45.3 1.79 81.0
1961 6,802 48.3 1.69 81.6
1962 6,709 47.6 1.59 75.7
1963 7,004 49.7 1.50 79.1
1964 7,052 50.] 1.42 71.1

1965 7,1' * 50.7 1.34 67.9
1966 7,472 53.1 1.26 66.8
1967 8,122 57.7 1.19 68.6
1968 8,55, 61.7 1.12 68.0
1L69 9,159 '5. 1.06 68.9

Total 728.7

a. Source: Statistical su..miv •o annual report 1969 Administrator of Veterans
Affairs, Table 63, page 59. Iins includes hospital and dotuiciliary facilities
(construction and related costs), grants for construction of state nursing homes,
National Cancer Institute Public Health Service (transfer to Veteran Administration),
grants to the Republic of the Philippines, and medical and administrative expenses.
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SUMMARY OF ECONOMIC COST DUE TO AIR POLLUTION

FRO11 MiTOR VeIH1CLIS

Estimates of vegetative and material damage due to pollutants

related to automotivO emisuions have been examined in this paper.

The estimates for each type of cost are summarized for the period

1953 through 1970 as follows:

Cost to the National Estimate

Federal Government of Total Cost

Ty _of Coat (millions of dollars) (millions of dollars)

Vegetative damage 45 1,136

Material damage 122 6,173

Rubber 
48 3,711

Textiles 
74 2,462

Governmental
expenditures 41 43

Total 208 7,352

Thus the total estimated cost was approximately $7.4 billion, and the

Federal Government's share of this cost was about $0.2 billion, or

2.8 percent of the total.

For the year 1970 the costs were estimated as follows-

Federal Total

Type of Cost (millions of dollars (millions of dollars)
in _!- Cs of'1".11

Vegetative damage 5 114

Material damage 11 548

-Rubber 
4 286

Textiles 
7 262

Governmental
expenditures 14 15

Total 30 677
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t ~ECONOMIC COSTS OF AIR POLLUTION FWOM MOTOR VJJJICLES

The automobile was spawned by the emerging technology of the

early twentieth century. Front a total of only 8 thousand motor

vehicle registrations In 1900, by 1968 the total had reached m.ore

than 100 million, I with the total doubling between 1950 and 1968.

Driving a car has become an institution in this country. Id a

recent report
2 

it was stated that, "Use of the private automobile for

personal transport has been one of the distinguishing hallmarks of

this Nation's culture." The same report goes on to discuss the con-

sequences of this phenomena; "Only recently have social problems

associated with their widespread use, such as air pollution, become

a matter of public concern. Automotive emissions were identified as

an important source of atmospheric contaminants in the early 1950's.

when they were shown to be the major contributor to the chemical

reactions which create atmospheric smog in the Los Angeles basins."

The pollution problem related to motor vehicles has received

widespread publicity in the Los Angeles area; however, it has been

reported that pollution resulting from motor vehicles affects 26 of

California's 58 counties.3 Outside of California, manifestations of

photochemical smog have been observed in more than 20 states, the District
4

.of Columbia, Canada, Mexico, and parts of Europe. In an attempt to roll

back the concentrations to the levels existing around 1940, emission
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standards for CO and 11C have been -Imposed on a national basis. Cali-

fornia has also set standards for NOx and 0x.

-.One means of reducing pollution related to automobile emissions

would be to modify or change the power source. Some modifications

might include, a high velocity carburetor, an optimized spark timing,

a recycling of exhaust gases, fuel changes, and catalytic afterburners.

Perhaps a different type of engine could be employed; some well-known

examples include the battery powered engine, the stem engine, the gas

turbine, the Wankel (or rotary) engine, the steam engine, the gas

engine.6 Unfortunately, these latter alternatives, if feasible, are

several years in the future.

Since controls currently are required only on new cars and ap-

proximately 4.51 of the vehicles miles traveled are by vehicles 12

years of age and older.7 the problem of emissions from motor vehicles

will be present for years, barring a major technological breakthrough.

In view of this situation it is pertinent for APCO to identify and

estimate the extent of damage caused by pollutants related to vehicle

emissions. This paper will provide economic estimates of damages to

vegetation and materials incurred by the public and private sectors of

our economy.

I. The Effects of Air Pollution from Moeor Vehicles on Vegetation

A. Horticultural and field crops

Photochemicsl or oxidant air pollution damage to crops was first

noticed in Los Angeles County in 1944. In 1949 damage to eleven se-
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leered leafy and vcgetable crops in Lhait county caused an estimated
8

loss of approximately $480,000. By 1950 crop damage was reported

in the neighboring counties of Orange, Riverside, and San Bernardino

as well as from the San Francisco Bay Area. 9 By 1956 economic damage

to crops was reported in 19 counties in the state of California;1
0

27 counties were involved by 1961.11

In 1967, smog damage in Los Angeles County alone was estimated to

have caused a minimum of $4,000,000 in crop losses.1 2 These losses

were based mainly on reports of actual field damage reported by farmers

or that damage noted by field inspections. This figure does not take into

account losses to ornamentals that have been incurred by homeowners and

the like. Thus, we can conclude that this estimate is quite conservative

and indeed, the actual figure of plant losses sustained in Los Angeles

County is probably several times higher.

Crop losses due to the effects of photochemical air pollutants are

also being realized throughout the agriculturally rich San Joaquin

and Sacramento Valleys.

The California Department of Public Health estimated that annual

losses of agronomic species due to air pollution in California could
13

total $100,000,000. Van Brackle stated In 1967 that in California

alone when one considers more than visible• affects, annual smog damage

to agricultural crops may be as high as $132,000,000.14

Photochemical air pollution damage to plants is not unique to

California by any means. Damage symptoms of ozone have been reported

I15
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report cittr the growlng importance of photochmical air pollution

along the Eastern Sceboard of the United States. In 1961 crop losses

along the Seaboard were conservatively estimated at $18,000,000.l1

In 1968 an estimated $3,000,000 loss to the cigar wrapper tobacco

Industry in the Connecticut River Valley was attributed to oxidant

17
air pollution. In the densely populated state of New Jersey, one

field investigator has reported ozone injury on 17 different crops

growing in that area. Ozone has seriously jeopardized the continued

commuercial production of spinach, and possibly endive, chicory, and some

varieties of petunias in New Jersey, and there is evidence that some

growers of spinach in the Philadelphia area have been forced out of

production because of increasing oxidant levels. 1 8 
To what extent auto-

mobiles contribute to the air pollution problem in this eastern section

of the country is not known, but it is believed that they are the major

contributor of the raw material for photochemical air pollutants.

The floricultural industry in many large urban areas has historically

been affected by the photochemical pollution complex. Years ago orchid

growers were forced out of production in the Los Angeles Area. Near

San Francisco the combined loss to three orchtd growers amounted to

about $70,000 in one year alone.19 These losses were attributed to

ethylene, a product of the automobile exhaust.

36-993 0 - 74 - 4



B., Damage to For~t-1L

.In 1969 an estimted 1.3 million ponderasa pines, which were

located on approximately 100,000 acres of the San Bernardino National

Forest lands, were adversely affected and exhibited smog type injury

from the generation of photocheamical pollutants arising out of the

Los Angeles Basin. 20 Because of its proximity to Los Angeles and its

scenic beauty, the San Bernardino Forest attracts millions of people

annually to partake of its many recreational opportunities. Land in

the resort area adjacent to Lake Arrowhead has been valued from $50,000

to $60,000 per acre.21 This land valuation is closely tied to the

presence of ponderosa pine, for similar plots without such trees are

valued at less than $20,000 per acre.22 To put an economic valuation

on recreational use, aesthetic beauty, and watershed protection, is

most difficult, but nevertheless the lose is quite significant. Of

even more importance is the potential area that might be affected.

In addition to the San Bernardino National Forest, forest stands are

being affected by smog in the Santa Cruz area and In the vicinity of

Sequoia National Forest.
2 3

C. Summary of Vegetative Costs

As noted earlier, the first losses iue to vegetative damage from

automobile related pollutants were repoited in 1949. To estimate the

total vegetative damage since 1949, it was assumed that the increased
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damage was dire< rly proportional to the increare In notor vehicle

registrations. The estimates of vegetative damage attributcd to this

source of pollution for-the years 1953 through 1970 inclusive, are

shown in Figure 1. For this period the emissions from the automobile

were estimated to be responsible for $1.1 billion for plant and crop

damage in this country. (See Table 3)

The two major ingredients of the photochemical smog are NO -andx

ozone. On the average across the nation 38% of the NO1 emitted into the

atmosphere can be associated with the automobile. This figure reflects

a high, in six west coast SHSA's, of nearly 57Z of the total oxides of

nitrogen and a low of only 18% of the total oxides of nitrogen in east

coast SKSA's. However, the persistent increase in pollution levels and

the resulting damages must be attributed to the automobile.

It should be recognized that the year to year variation in the

amount of damage caused by air pollution may be considerable. In 1967,

for example, some estimates of damage reported in California alone ex-

ceeded the estimated level shown in Figure 1.24 Most of the estimates

on vegetative damage are inadequate for deriving national estimates

because of the lack of systematic methods of assessing damages and

the limited area and number of crops for which said assessments were

made. Consequently, in arriving at the national damage levels, ex-

trapolations of probable damage to other crops and production areas

were necessitated.'
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*Data presented in Table 3.
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II. material Damage Dlue to Air Pollution from Motor Vohic]cs

A. Damage to Ilubber Haterials

1. Cost of Additives

The most common preventive measure employed to reduce damage due to

automobile emission pollution is the addition of an antiozonant to rubber.

Preliminary results from a recent progress report of a contracted study

indicate that the cost of adding antiozonants is approximately one per-

25
cent of the total market value of tires sold. The total rubber market

26

for 1968 was $8 billion, and tires accounted for $5.2 billion or 65

percent of the total.27 Thus, the cost of adding antiozonant to tires

in 1968 amounted to $52 million. Not all of this cost, however, can

be attributed to the pollutants emitted by the automobile. Since

ozone occurs naturally in the atmosphere, there would even be ozone con-

centrations without internal combustion engines. This background

concentration at sea level has been estimated as about .02 to .04

28
ppm. Consequently, the total antiozonant costs for tires were

discounted by 20 percent to reflect a more realistic estimate of those

costs that can be attributed to auto emissions. In 1968 this cost was

estimated to be around $42 million. With 1968 as the base year and

assuming the cost per tire of the additive remained constant for the

period of interest, the annual cost was estimated as follows based on the

number of tires shipped.
2 9

Cost (x year) - Number of Tires Shipped (x ,ear)

Cost - 1968 Number of Tires Shipped - 1968
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Data presented in Table 3.
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From 1953 to 1970 Inclusive, the etirmatcd costs attributed to the

automobile was $523 million.

As stated above, approximatley 65 percent of the nation's rubber

production goes into tires. Twenty percent of the total production does

not go into tires, but is also treated with antiozonant. Assuming

the cost of adding antiozonants to these rubber products is one percent

of the total market value and the ratio of the production of rubber

products treated with antiozonants to tire production remains the same,

the total cost of the antiozonant for this type of rubber was estimated

to be $163 million for the 18 year period.

Figure 2 shows the cost of antiozonant added to rubber materials

to retard damages attributable to vehicle emissions from 1953 to 1970.

The data including the annualized costs can be found in Table 3.

2". Premature Failures and Replacements Costs

The second element to be considered in estimating the cost of pol-

lution damage to rubber goods is the cost of replacement. Obtaining

information on the types and numbers of failures of rubber products

and even more important the causes of these failures is understandably

a difficult problem.30 For the major subgroup tires, a recently completed

research contract yielded an estimate of replacement cost for the year

1970 of $Y, million.31 The assumptions made were that not over 3 percent

of tire raplecement is caused by sidewall failure and that these tires

have been driven an average of 75 percent of their normal life.32 The

cost of replacement for tires was estimated as $496 million for the

period 1953 through 1970 as follows:
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€ost (_ y•nr) Motor Vehi.leRe .stration (x year)
Cost (1970) Motor Vehicle Registration (19/0)

Mechanical goods, wire and cable, hoses, and miscellaneous goods

comprise the category, other rubber products. An estimate of replacement

costs for this group for the year 1970 is $189 million at the retail

level.33 The estimate does not include the labor cost of replacement

since a realistic estimate cannot be made. With 1970 as the base year,

the annualized cost for the period of interest was estimated as follows:

cost (x yearl Motor Vehicle Registration (x earIt

Cost (1970) Motor Vehicle Registration (1970)

The estimated total cost from 1953 through 1970 was $2.5 billion.

An additional area in estimating the cost of pollution damage to

rubber goods relates to the replacement of costly assemblies when a

rubber component fails. It is extremely difficult to estimate this

type of damage because it is frequently not known which component caused

the failure. A few estimates for certain types of industry have been

attempted. A wire and cable industry spokesman estimated that if labor

costs are included, the cost to that single industry might be as high

as $24 million annually.34 The automotiyp industry also has a replace-

ment problem other than tires, but no figures are available, to date

"-there is no estimate of the total cost for entire subassemblies, but

indications are that the costs will be substantial.
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SUIDIMAIPY OF COSTS FOR OZONEI DN.ACE TO IHUflBEI
ATTRIBUTED TO AUTOM1OBILE ENISSlONS 1953-70

Millions of dollars

Antiozonant (tires) 523

Antiozonant (non-tires) 163

Premature failure (tires) 496

Premature failure (other products) 2529

3711

B. Damage to Textiles

1. Deterioration of textiles

The damage to fabrics due to air pollution resulting from motor

vehicle emissions is difficult to assess. An attempt to estimate

textile damages (fading excluded) due to gaseous pollution was made
35

by Salmon of the Midwest Research Institute. To obtain the values

presented in Table I, Salmon used the product of annual dollar volume,

economic life, and a labor content factor to provide a measure of the

total value of a material in use. Multip3ylng this total value by

the fraction of the material actually exposed to air pollution provided

a value of in-place material exposed to air pollution.
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Fading of dyes excluded.

Data presented in Table 3.
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TABLF I

DEFERIORATION DUE TO CASEOUS POLLUTION

Value of In-place
Annual Material Exposed Economic

Production Economic to Air Pollution Loss to Textiles
Fabric (Sillionn) Life (Billions) (Millions of Dollars)

Cotton 3.34 6 3.80 152.0

Wool 1.08 6 2.48 99.2

Nylon .83 6 .95 38.0

Cellulose ester .22 6 .82 32.8

Rayon .29 6 .33 15.2

Acrylics .17 6 .19 7.6

Acetate .16 6 .19 7.6

Polyester .14 6 .16 6.4

Polyolefins .04 6 .04 1.6

Total 6.27 8.96 360.4

If one assumes that one-third of this damage may be attributed to

03 and perhaps NOx from automobiles,36 then the estimate of annual damages

to textiles would be approximately $120 million. Correcting for an

03 background of 20%, the estimate for 1968 becomes $96 million.

Using the national income of the textile Industries from apparel and

fabricated textile products for the past 18 years and assuming the damage

-is proportional to the number of vehicles in use, the annual costs were

estimated using 1968 as the base year,
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Cost (x yeIr) Natiun:31ncome (x Yvar)) x Mttor Vehicle Reistrations (x year)
Cost - 1966 Nationil Income - 1968 Motor Vehlrje Registrations - 1963

The total costs for the *pcriod of interest was about $1.1 billion.

2. Fading of dyes

Preliminary estimates of the economic cost of the fading of dyes

on textiles due to NO and 03 have been obtained from a contract now

37
in progress. The numbers must be qualified insofar as the final

figures will be based upon more complete production data and remedial

processing costs. However, the contractor believes that the relative

magnitude of the eatimatcs will remain unchanged. The damages from NOx

have been modified to account for the fact that only about 50% of the

NO emitted into the atmosphere comes from motor vehicles.38 Thex

assumption that 20 percent of the 03 concentration may be attributed

to background was retained for this section.

The economic cost of NO fading of acetate dyed fabrics was brokenx

down into several categories. These include increased cost of dyes

more resistant to NO fading; cost of inhibitors for cheaper dyes;

cost of research; cost of quality control related to use of more ex-

pensive dyes; loss due to.fading at the manufacturer or retail levels

and cost to consumers in the form of reduction in wear-life. The

annual total cost of NOx damage to acetate dyed fabrics was estimated

to be $36 million.

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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The econnmic cost of NO fadJin of dyes on viscose rayon wasx

estimated by assuming a two year wear-life and a premature loss in

wear-life of 10 percent; The annual estimated cost totaled $11 million.

The economic cost of NOx fading of cotton dyes was estimated for

three types of dyes. The annual damage attibutable to NOx from motor

vehicles was estimated to be $3 million for sulfur dyes, $7.5 million

for direct dyes and $1 million for reactive dyes, for a total cost of

$11.5 million.

One further estimate of NO damage was the cost of optical brightners.x

These brightners are employed to retard yellowing of whites for acetates,

spandex and nylons. The total cost in this area was about $2.8 million

annually.

The ozone fading of polyester-cotton on permanent press fabrics

was also investigated. The annual cost of research, quality control

and testing, use of remedial dyes and finishes, extra cost of higher

operating temperatures, and fading on manufacturers and retail shelves

was estimated as $13.6 million. The cost of ozone fading of acetate

and trIacetate fabrics was also estimated, and the ozone related damage,

excluding background, was calculated as about $20 million.

One other sector of the textile industry investigated was the

economic cost of ozone fading on nylon carpets. The total cost to

that industry of ozone related damages and research was estimated at

approximately $33 million.
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A summary of the enrijoated cot•u follown for the year 1968:

Millions of dollars

NO fading of acetate and triacetate 36K

NOx fading of dyes on viscose rayon 11

NOx fading of cotton 11.5

NOx yellowing of whites on acetate-nyloa-spandex 2.8

03 color fading of dyes on acetate and triacetate 13.6

03 color fading on permanent press garments 20

03 color fading on nylon carpets 33

Total 127.9

The overall estimate of damage for the 18-year period was

determined as follows using tbe rate of clarge of the national income

of the textile industry and assuming the level of damage to be directly

proportional to the number of motor vehicles:

Damage (x year) _ National Income Textiles (x venr) x Motor Vehicle Ureistrations Lx year)
Damage - 1968 National Income Textile - 1968 Motor Vehicle Registrations - 1968

The annual costs are indicated in Figure 5 and Table 3. The estimated

cost for the 18-year period was about $1.4 billion.
•-V

III. Governmental Expenditures Related to Air Pollution from Motor Vehicles

Since 1956, the Federal Government has desisnated a considerable sum

of money for research related to emissions from motor vehicles. An

effort has been made to estimate the expenditures for research grants,

p __
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survey and demon•t~ation 1;rnnts, control agenmry funds, and direct

operations.

The annualized data for the expenditures denoted above have been

tabulated in Table 2. The expenditures of the Federal Government were

estimated to total $41.3 million and the state and local funds were

estimated as approximately $1.7 million for the period of reference.

IV. Cost to the Federal Government of Damage Attributed to Air Pollutants
from Motor Vehicles

A. Vegetative Damage

The costs to the Federal sector are estimated to be minimal relative

to the total economic impact of plant losses. The smog damage to more

than 100,000 acres in the San Bernardino and Angeles National Forests

in southern California represents'the major cost to the Federal Govern-

ment. As stated earlier, some 1.3 million trees are affected to some

extent by the photochemical air pollution emanating from the Los Angeles

megalopolis.

Economic costs would include a reduction in tree growth and thus a

losa in timber value, some loss in watershed protection, a decrease in

aesthetic quality and perhaps recreational use of the forests, and a

potential impact on the wildlife habitat'issociated with forest cover.

Considering the evidence of air pollution damage that has been presented

"it can be estimated that the annualized costs in 1969 may total $5,000,000,

and may be as much as $40,000,000 for the period of interest.
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] ~B. HatcriaJ d~,mnn

The total cost of antiozonant which is added to rubber to retard

cracking may be broken down into public and private costs. The cost

| to the Federal Government was estimated by employing production figures

for defense-oriented industries and data obtained from the Annual
39

Motor Vehicle Report. Based upon this data, iL was estimated that

three percent of the antiozonant coat, or about $21 million, could be

attributed to the Federal Government for the period in reference.

It should be noted that the assumption was made that even though

the Federal Government purchases its tires at a cheaper rate, the cost

of the antiozonant was the same.

The Federal Government's share of the cost of tire replacement was

determined by taking the proportion of the federal fleet, approximately

40
0.5Z of all the motor vehicles, times the total cost of tire replace-

ment due to ozone damage. This leads to an estimate of approximately

$2.5 million for the 18-year period.

The Federal Government's portion of the cost of replacing other

rubber products such as mechanical goods, hoses, wire and cable, and

miscellaneous goods was estimated by assuming that the government

installations use one percent of these gogjs. The estimated cost to

the Federal Government was then calculated to be about $25 million

from 1953 to 1970.

The Federal Government's share of the economic loss to textiles

due to air pollution from motor vehicles was estimated by assuming
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that 3% of this murket was purchased by the Federal Covernment. The

total damage to textiles was estimated as $2,462 million and the federal

share was estimated to be about $74 million.

A summary of the damage costs to the Federal Government for the

years 1953 through 1970 as follows:

Millions of dollars

Vegetation 
45.0

Antioaonent 
20.6

Premature tire failure 
2.5

Premature failure (other rubber goods) 25.3

Textiles 
73.9

Total 167.3

36-993 0 - 74 - 5
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Dd: October 9, 1970

Am, Assistant Chief, Ecological Research Branch

Sajk Cost to the Federal GoverMent of Health Effects Damage Attributed to Air

Pollution from Motor Vehicles.
To: Dr. Engel, Assistant Director, Bureau of Criteria and Standards t (-.

Through: Director, uER• ,
Through: Chief, ERBU;)

1. Last week Louis Lbmbardo asked about clearance of the attached

report. Draft copies were distributed to OHER, DEER, OCS and Louis

Lombardo. I have received no suggestions for revision. I have added

an abstract, introduction, and nmdified the suwmary.

2. This is a Minimum Creditable Estimate. The suuary lists some of the

omitted costs to the Federal Government.

Wilson 8. Riggan, PhL D.

OCT 8 1910(
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Cost to the Fcde-.l Government of Health Effects .JTaao

Attributed to Air Pollution from Motor Vehicles

W. B. Ri*gan, Ray Sharp, R. W. Bucchley, W. C. Nelson, and V. A. Newill

Of the components considered in a cost benefit analysis of air pollution

control, the health component is the most difficult to assdss. This

report is the first halting step to quantify health costs from a major

pollutant source - motor vehicles. The report considers only direct

cos ts to the Federal Government.

Some of the.covariat!s which confound the-results of health studies-

of air pollotion'are:. Saoking history, occupational exposure, popula-

tion agb structure, population mobility and residential exposure.

The wajor pollutants emitted by motor vehicles are: (I) hydrocarbons;

(2) carbon monoxide; (3) oxides of nitrogen; and (4) lead and its

compounds contained In emitted particulates. Automobile exhaust is

the major sourrt of pollutants which reacc photochemically to form

oxidanza.

The percentage of deaths attributed to motor vehicle pollution are

based on the results of epidemiological studies. Deaths from Lang

cancer, bronchitis, arteriosclerotic heart disease including coronary

disease, and motor vehicle accidents are used in estimating the cost.

Had these people lived a normal life, thcywould have paid income taxes

like normal individuals from the same age cohort. Present values are

needed of all income taxes which would have been paid. First, 1960

life tables were modified by adjusting the probability of death

1. ~ . -. ~.- --. __-~____ __
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for each of the above causes of death. New life tables were cal-

culated for-5 year age intervals and for both sexes. Compound

interest at 6 percent was added to income taxes which would have been

paid before 1970 and future income tax payments which would have been

made after 1970 were discounted at 6 percent.

Results of epidemiological studies were used to derive the percentage

of disabled workers with bronchitis and heart disease attributed to motor

vehicle pollution. These percentages were applied to social security

payments for the years 1958-196. Compound interest at 6 percent was

added to annual payments to arrive at the present value, January, 1970.

Future payments for those who had not reached 65 by January, 1970 have

not been Included.

information is not available on reduction in production resulting from

Vye 4rritation by o1idants.Estimates of the cost from lost production

of government employees is calculated using the measured oxidant

level at the continuous air monitoring station In Washington, D.C.

This is based on an assumed 10 percent reduc work output.

The dollar costs to the U. S. Government attributable to these comrnents

were: 9

Mortality $ .1 x 109

Disablement .2 x 10'

Lost Production 
.1 x 109

Total $2,2 . 10

Thus, somewhat over two billion dollars has been lost from Federal

revenues, or expended, as the result of,,motor vehicle based air pollution.

Are the benefits worth this cost?
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This is not the complete answer. It is our first attempt and one

.which we present with misgivings. Our misgivings come from the

inability of health studies to assess the relative contribution

of relevant covariates.

1Ecological Research Branch, Division of Health Effects Research,
Bureau of Criteria and Standards, National Air Pollution Control
Administration, Environmental Health Service, Public Health Service,
Department of Health Education and Welfare, 211 West Chapel Hill
Street, Durham, North Carolina 27701
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Cost to the Federal Government of Health Effects Damage Attributed to

Air Pollution from Motor Vehicles.

OUTLINE ' dsz L

Summary •

I. Emissions - Health Effects

A. Hydrocarbons - Health Effects

8. Carbon Monoxide - Health Effects

C. Oxidants - Photochemical Smog - Health Effects

D. Oxides of Nitrogen - Health Effects

E. Lead - Health Effects and body burden

F. Minor emitted pollutants - Health Effects

II. Cost to the Federal Government

A. Method of calculating loss of income tax collection because of

premature death.

B. Lung cancer - loss of income tax because of premature death

ICD 160-164

C. Bronchitis - loss of income tax because of premature death

ICD 500-502, 525-527

D. Arteriosclerotic heart disease, including coronary disease -

loss of income tax because of premature death, ICD-420

E. Motor Vehicle Accidents - loss of income tax because of premature

death, ICD E810-E835
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F. Disability payments by Social Security to workers who have

not reached 65 years of age.

1. Method of calculations

2. Social Security payments to workers disabled - because of

motor vehicle pollution

a. Bronchitis ICD 500-502, 5Z5-527

b. Arteriosclerotic heart disease including coronary disease

3. Estimate of loss of productivity of federal employees,

SMSA, Washington, 0. C.

4. Other sources of loss which have not been included.
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Summary:

Estimates of cost to the federal government of health effects damage

related to motor vehicle emitted pollutants are examined in this paper.

Present value, January, 1970 of Federal Income Tax which would have

been paid "after death" by the people who died prematurely from automotive

pollution in 1953-1961 and 1962-1969, had they lived normal lives is shown

in Table 1. This total is $1.9 billion.

Present value, January, 1970 of social security payments to disabled

workers from automotive pollution in 1958-61 and 1962-69 is shown in

Table 2. These are disabled workers who have not reached 65 years of

age. This total is $189.4 million. This is an underestimate

since it does not include payment to widows and dependents, disability

payments after December 1969, lump sum payments for premature death,

or loss of income tax payments.

Deaths in Table 1 and disabled workers from automobile pollution are

based on health studies. These are cited in discussion and justification

for use of each value. Estimate of present value of lost production

by federal government workers in Washington, 0. C., SMSA for 1960-

61 and 1962-69 is shown in Table 1. The number of hours of eye irritation

is based on measured oxidant levels at CAMP stations in Washington,

D. C. The payrolls are the actual payrolls in the area. The reduction

in work is an estimate. There are no study results on the reduction

in productivity. The figure of 10 percent reduction in productivity

seems reasonable. The estimated loss value Is $97.1 million.
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Table I.

Value in January, 1970 of Federal Income Tax which would have
been paid "after death" by the people indicated below who died
in 1953-1961 and 1962-1969, had they lived normal lives.

Present value of taxes which

would have been paid

(Millions of dollars)

Deaths
resurrected. 1953-1961 1962-1969 Total

10% of lung cancer
deaths (ICD 160-164) 128.6 141.6 270.2

10% of bronchitis
deaths (lCO 500-502, 525-527) 57.6 67.9 125.5

2.5% of heart disease
deaths (ICD 420) 227.5 199.4 426.9

10% of nmtor vehicle
deaths (E810-835) 544.4 541.6 1,086.0

Total 958.1 950.5 1,908.6
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Table 2.

Value In January, 1970 of Social Security payment to disabled
workers with emphysema and arteriosclerotic heart disease tl-
cluding coronary for the period of 1958-1961 and 1962-1969.

Present value of payments which

would not have been made.

(Thousand Dollars)

Category of
Disabled workers 1958-1961 1962-1969 Total

10 percent of emphysema
(ICD 500-502, 525-527) 21,654 93,136 114,790

2.5% of arteriosclerotic
heart including coronary
(lCo 420) 14,916 59,692 74,608

TOTAL 36,570 152.828 189,398

a. This table includes payments through 1969. Disability payments are
not included for 1970 and after for disabled workers receiving dis-
ability payments In 1969 but who have not reached 65.

36-993 0 - 74 - 6
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Table 3 summarizes the costs shown in Table 1 and 2. The total

dollar cost attributed to motor vehicle pollution is $2.2 billion.

This is a gross underestimate because of many omissions. Some of the

omitted costs to the Federal Government of health effects damage

are:

1. Added treatment cost of veterans;

2. Added contribution to medical facilities and training by

the Federal Gover'ment;

3. Added cost of health research by the Federal Government;

4. Added cost of government operation because of loss of

productivity from automobile pollution outside of Washington,

D. C., SMSA:

5. Loss of income tax payments by disabled workers;

6. Payments to disabled workers after 1969 who were disabled

prior to 1970.

What is the cost of impaired lung development? We have observed

this in second grade school children in the dirtier areas of

Cincinnati and in the high NO2 area of Chattanooga. Impaired lung

development precedes chronic respiratory disease in adults. The'

incidence of A2/llong Kong,'68 was higher in dirtier areas and influenza

home confinement of second grade school children was significantly

longer. Is this part of a submerged iceberg we cannot see?

This is not the complete answer. It is our first attempt and one

which we present with misgivings. Our misgivings come from the

inability of epidemiological studies to assess the relative contri-

bution of relevant covariates.
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Table 3

Value in January, 1970 loss of income tax due to premature death, social

security payment to disabled workers, and loss of productivity in SJSA

Washington, D. C.

(Million dollars)

1953-1961 1962-1969 Total

Premature deaths 960.3 953.0 1,913.3

Social Security Payments 36 .6a 152.8 189.4

Loss of productivi&y c
Washington, D. C. 19.8 77.3 97.1

TOTAL 1,016.7 1,183.0 2,199.8

a For years 1958-1961

b This estimate is based on a 10 percent reduction in productivity

of federal government workers due to eye irritation from smog.

during hours oxidant concentrations are at or above the eye

irritation threshold level at the CAMP station.

c For 1960 and 1961
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INTRODUCTION

The health component of cost benefit analysis of air pollution

is the most difficult to assess. Other major components are: (1)
material damages and (2) agricultural crop and livestock damages.

This report is the first halting step to quantify the health cost

from a major pollutant source. It considers only direct cost to the

'Federal Government.

Many difficulties are encountered. Motor vehicles are not the

only source of pollution. Epidemiological studies must (need to)

assess the relative contribution of other pollutants as well as the

contribution by the pollutant of interest. Many studies have used

smoke shade, suspended particulate or some other measure as an index

of air pollution level. Pollutants usually measured are those we

know how to measure using relatively inexpensive instruments.

Another serious problem is the location of air sampling stations.

One or two stations located in the central city are generally all we

have to characterize the ambient air of a city. These stations may

be at ground level, on the top of buildings, or even on TV towers. The

national air sampling network is designed to indicate trend over-.

time but they are not designed to measure the difference in air

pollution levels in two or more cities.

What about the effects of cigarette smoking and occupational

exposure? Nonsmoking uranium miners and asbestos workers have a

lung cancer rate similar to the population average for nonsmokers.

Cigarette smokers among uranium miners and asbestos workers develop
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lung cancer at a rate several times higher than the population

average for smokers and a much younger age. This synergestic

effect undoubtedly exists between other pollutants and cigarette

smoking.

We know about acute effects of automobile pollution. Suicides

and accidental deaths occur periodically from breathing automobile

exhaust. What is the chronic effect from long time exposure to lower

levels of motor vehicle pollution? Studies are complicated by smoking

history, occupational exposure, population age structure, population

mobility and residential exposure. We are Just beginning to identify

some of these factors qualitatively.

We do not expect experimental quantitative results. Mortality

has not proved as useful as we had hoped. Even in an acute air

pollution episode the first to die are the elderly with existing

chronic diseases and difficulties. In an air pollution episode the

chronic disease will be coded on the death certificate as the cause

of death and not air pollution.
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II. Emissions - Health Effects

Motor vehicle exhaust in 1965 accounted for 60 percent by weight of

total national air pollution emissions1 . The major emitted pollutants

are: (1) hydrocarbons; (2) carbon monoxidef; (3) oxides of nitrogen;

and (4) lead compounds which are contained in. emitted particulates.

Oxidants are among the products formed from emitted pollutants by a complex

system of atmospheric reactions between hydrocarbons and oxides of

nitrogen initiated by sunlight. Automobile exhaust is the major source of

pollutants which react photochemically to form oxidants.

Minor emitted pollutants from automobile exhaust are: (1) particulates

other than lead compounds; (2) oxides of sulfur; and (3) trace elements,

e.g. barium, boron dad other fuel additives. The importance of the minor

emitted pollutants depends on future use of fuel additives.

Registered passenger cars doubled between 1950 and 1967 (Figure 1),

that is, the number of automobiles registered changed from 40 million

to 80 million ( Table 4 ). in like manner, fuel consumed on our highways

increased from 36 billion gallons in 1950 to 78 billion gallons in 19672

(Figure 2). The American Automobile Manufacturers Association estimate that

there will be 118 million passenger cars by 1975. This estimate is a

three-fold increase in automobiles over 1950.

Road tests of 1966 automobiles equipped with exhaust control devices

like those installed on new 1968 automobiles were conducted in five cities.
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Table 4

Registered Automobiles and Fuel Consumed

Passenger Fuel Consumption
Cars Highway

Year (000,000) (000,000,000)

1950 40.3 35.7
1951 42.7 38.1
1952 43.8 40.6
1953 46.4 42.7
1954 48.5 44.4
1955 52.1 47.7
1956 54.2 50.2
1957 55.9 51.9
1958 56.9 53.4
1959 59.5 56.3
1960 61.7 57.9
1961 63.3 59.3
1962 65.9 62.0
1963 69.0 64.5
1964 72.0 67.9
1965 75.3 71.1
1966 78.3 74.6
1967 80.3 77.7
1968 83.7 81.0*
1969 .87.0* 84.3*

Source: Automobile Facts and Figures, Automobile Manufacturers
Association, 320 New Center Building, Detroit,
Michigan (1968)

* Estimated

I
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Reductions in emissions were 67 percent for carbon monoxide and 35 percent for

hydrocarbons while oxides of nitrogen increased 26 percent 3.

The build up in ambient air of pollutants other than oxides of

nitrogen is tending to level off as a result of installation of pollution

control devices. However, today only a little over one-fifth of the passenger

cars registered are equipped with these devices.

A. Hydrocarbons - Health Effects

Automobile exhaust is the major source of hydrocarbons in our cities.

In Los Angeles motor vehicle exhaust accounts for 90 percent of hydro-

carbon emissions but drops to 70 percent in Washington, D. C., and New

York City.

Hydrocarbons emitted in automobile exhaust contain known carcinogens

and co-carcinogens which may have a synergistic effect. Approximately

two-thirds Of hydrocarbons emitted are from motor vehicles. The build

up in hydrocarbon emissions during the past 10 years and the projected

future emissions as a result of motor vehicle emission control are given

in Figure 3.

Haenszel, et a14 analyzed 2,191 lung cancer deaths among white Anerican

males occurring in 46 states. Adjusted for age and smoking history the

mortality ratio of urban to rural was 1.43. The ratios increased with

length of residence from 1.08 for residence less than a year to 2.00 for

life time residence. Similar results were found among white females.

Table 5 contains the findings of Buell and Dunn from a review of the evidence
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Table 5

Summary of lung cancer mortality studies death rates per 100,000
for lung cancer:

Standardized for age and smoking Non-smokers

Urban Rural U/R Urban Rural U/R

101 80 1.26 36 11 3.27a

52 39 1.33 15 0 b

189 85 2.23 50 22 2.27c

35 10 3 .80 d

149 69 2.15 23 29 .79e

100 50 2.00 16 5 3.20f

Source: Buell and Dunn 5

'al Buell, Dunn and Breslow, California men death rates by counties.

'b' Hammond and Home, American men.

'ct Stocks, England and Wales.

'd' Dearr, Northern Ireland.

'e' Golledge and Wicken, England; no adjustment for smoking since
no data on smoking was collected.

, 'f' Haenszel, et al, American men.
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5on lung cancer and air pollution5. Smokers death rates adjusted for age and

smoking history, ranged from 25 to 123 percent higher in urban than rural

areas. All differences for non-smokers between rural and urban areas

exceed 120 percent. The urban factor is evident when viewing non-smokers

or adjusting for smoking history and the smoking factor is evident when

viewing rural dwellers exclusively. The authors argue that difference

diagnosis quality cannot account for observed urban rural differences.

All of the studies point toward an urban and air pollution factor after

standardizing for age and smoking habits. The rural urban difference

can not be explained only in terms of population density and urban factor

without considering air pollution also.

Mortality rates from lung cancer, number of registered passenger cars,

and highway fuel consumption have all doubled since 1952 as can be seen from

Figures 1, 2, and 4. From Figure 3, it is clear not all hydrocarbon emissions

are in the cities, but about 40 percent are emitted in rural areas.

Hence, some of the rural lung cancer deaths may be from hydrocarbon emissions

from auto exhaust as well as from cigdrette smoking.

From a review of studies shown in Table 5, it seems reasonable to say 50%

of all current lung cancer deaths are due to an urban factor and air

pollution. With the present state-of-the-art it appears that the air

pollution effect is larger than other urban factors. However, we are

assigning only fifty percent of excess urban lung cancer deaths to

air pollution. ience, approximately 25 percent of total lung cancer faortality
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is ascribed to air pollution. Since two-thirds of the hydrocarbons

emitted to the ambient air come from motor vehicles1 it appears reasonable

to assign two-thirds of 25 percent or 17 percent of lung cancer deaths

to motor vehicle pollution. We are using an estimate of 10 percent

which is conservative.

B. Carbon Monoxide - Health Effects

Carbon monoxide is a colorless, odorless gas. When inhaled it deprives

man of part of his blood's oxygen-carrying capacity.

In 1965 motor vehicle exhaust accounted for 92 percent of all carbon

monoxide (CO) emissions. Chovin 6 , and Clayton et a] 7 , have shown

that exposure to CO ambient air levels of 10-12 ppm for 4-5 hours

increases carboxyhemoglobin (COHb) by 1.5 percent, that is from 0.5

to 2 percent. The emission of CO during the past decade and projected

future emissions are shown in Figure 5.

According to the report of a special committee of the National Research

Council on CO8 , COHb levels as low as 2 percent can cause certain impairment

in mental functions. CO ambient air levels at several of our CAMP stations

are sufficiently high to maintain a COHb level at or above 2 percent.

For instance, the CAMP station in Chicago has recorded over one-half of

9the hourly averages at or above 12 ppm . This is higher than needed to

maintain a COHb level of 2 percent in the exposed population.

CO holds special hazards for hiqh-riqk . ni-lira.! nroups including persOiso,
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with severe anemia, chronic pulmonary disease or impairment of circulation

to vital organs. In addition recent evidence has suggested a slight

increase in case-fatality rates among patients hospitalized with myo-

cardial infarction when the CO level is consistently at about 10 ppm10 .

There is no level of CO in ambient air that is known to be without

effect. A high damage function can be attributed to CO at the usual

ambient air levels found for a significant part of the time in our major

cities.

In addition to the groups proposed as sensitive groups, individuals re-

quiring maximal judgemental and functional ability may be an important

group to consider in discussion of health effects associated with CO.

-Automobile drivers are the largest group of individuals in this category.

The available data on CO effects upon visual sensitivity and accurate

estimations of time intervals suggest a possible mechanism which could

affect an individuals ability to drive a motor vehicle. These effects

may be associated with as low as 2 percent COHb. Laboratory

studies and the available epidemiologic information are consistent with

the possibility that such an increase in COHb influences the frequency

of accidents.

Cohen, et al29 found that individuals who have a heart attack on a day with

high CO concentrations have a poorer chance of survival than those who

have an attack on a day with low CO concentrations.

36-993 0 - 74- 7
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The California State Department of Public Health has studied the effects

of carbon monoxide and concluded that the "major consequences can include

interference with important functions of the central nervous system,

and interference with acute vascular episodes such as heart attacks.

Carbon monoxide at commonly occurring levels may have an effect on motor

vehicle accidents. Increases of 2 percent carboxyhemoglobin or more in

human subjects impair important central nervous system functions such as

estimation of time intervals, visual perception, or performance of psycho-

motor tests. Such an increase could be produced from exposure to as

little as an average of 10 ppm over a period of 24 hours. Four- to five-

hour exposures will measurably increase the carboxyhemoglobin among non-

smoking traffic policemen."

Chovin 6 found individuals involved in auto accidents had the highest

blood CO level followed by workers with CO exposure, while individuals

with suspected exposure in the house had the lowest blood CO levels.

The number of blood samples in each of the three groups were: (1) 1672

blood samples; (2) 3818 blood samples; and (3) 15118 blood samples.

Over a span of many years, CO concentrations have been measured for a

variety of relative short, isolated studies. In recent years,. CO has

been measured continuously at a relativelj few locations (CAMP stations)

in the United States.

MacMillan 11 found CO exposure reduced performance of swimmers who travel

Los Angeles expressways on the way to the contest.
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In summary, some effects of high carbon monoxide levels are:

1 reduction in Judgemental and functional ability;

2 case fatality rates higher for patients hospitalized with myo-

cardi al infarction;

3 individuals who have a heart attack have a poorer chance of sur-

vival;

4 increased risk for patients with chronic pulmonary disease or

imairment of circulation to vital organs; and

5 performance of swimmers and other athletes are reduced.

C. Oxidants - Photochemical Smog - Health Effects

Oxidants are among the products formed from emitted auto exhaust

pollutants by a complex system of photochemical atnospheric reactions

between hydrocarbons and oxides of nitrogen. Eye irritation from oxidants

and photochemical smog is the best documented damage function :frn auto

exhaust air pollution at the levels frequently found in ambient air.

Renzetti and Gobran1 2 conducted the first of several studies on a variety

of individuals in various parts of Los Angeles. The results of these

studies showed a relationship between increasing eye irritation and

photochemical oxidant concentration over the range of 0.05 to 0.34

ppm. Other studies on eye irritation have all reported substantially the

same results as Renzetti and Gobran. The studies Indicated that the threshold

level for eye irritation is about .1 ppm of oxidants In ambient air.

Schoettlin and Landau 13 studied the effects of oxidant levels on 157
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asthmatic patients who lived and worked in the Pasadena area. They

found a significant increase in the number of attacks when oxidant levels

exceeded .13 ppm contrasted with days when oxidant levels were lower.

There was also a significant association between attack rates on days

in which plant damage occurred (oxidant concentration of about 0.10

ppm) in contrast to days without plant damage. The authors suggested that

this may indicate a threshold level for oxidants above which there could

be a physiologic response. This effect was most pronounced for persons

who had lived in the area for 10 or more years.

a14

Motley, et al reported the results of lung function test on 66 volun-

teers, 46 of whom had pulmonary emphysema. No accurate measurements of

oxidants were obtained, but during the period studied, oxidant concen-

trations ranged from .2 to .7 ppm and ozone from .2 to .53 ppm at a monitoring

station several miles from the clean air chambers. Lung function tests

were performed on subjects in rooms from which oxidants were removed

by activated charcoal filters. Air was classified as smoggy when there

was a defined odor of ozone, reduced visibility, eye irritation, and the

prediction of smog by the Los Angeles Air Pollution Control District.

An improvement in lung function was observed, particularly a decrease in

the residual lung volume in emphysematous subjects who remained in the

chamber for 40 or more hours and who entered it on smoggy days. No

significant changes in lung volume measurements were obtained when normal

patients breathed filtered air. No significant changes were observed

when emphysematous subjects entered the chambers on non-smoggy days.

At Los Angeles County Hospital, Remmers and Balchum15 used air

conditioned rooms with filters which co ld be ,sepd at the investigators.
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discretion. Preliminary examination of the data indicated that airway

resistance was affected by oxidant exposure over the range of .05 to

0.23 ppm. (Note of caution -- failure to control properly for cigarette

smoking means results must be interpreted cautiously. Nevertheless, the

majority of the non-smokers in this study did show decreases in airway

resistance corresponding to decreases in oxidant exposure.)

Wayne, et al 16 reported on athletic performance in 21 competitive meets

of high cross-country track runners at San Marino High School, Los Angeles

County from 1959 to 1964. A significant relationship was observed be-

tween oxidant levels and the percent of team members whose performance

decreased compared to their performance in the immediately previous home

meet. The impairment of team performance occurred over the range of

oxidant concentrations from 0.05 to 0.30 ppm; there wocro, however, no

oxidant measurements between .1 and .2 ppm.

Ury17 studied the association of automobile accidents with days of

elevated oxidant levels on the possibility that oxidant pollution may

impair performance either directly by interferring with oxygen transport,

or indirectly by eye discomfort and respiratory irritation. There

were significantly more accidents when oxidant, concentrations ranged

from 0.01 to 0.50 ppm. At the same time that oxidant concen-trations

all high, carbon monoxide, oxides of nitro"n, hydrocarbons, and con-

centrations of other auto ex,,aust gases are also elevated. Since

CO will usually lie within the range which might affect an individual's

reaction time, it is not certain which exhaust product is responsible

for the re-sults of the study. However. oxidants or carbon monoxide

or hbth may be indicatcd.
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McCarroll et a1 16 reported a substantial increase in the frequency of eye

irritation reports as oxidant levels in ambient air increased in mid-town

Manhattan. It is possible that eye irritation symptoms in New York City

result from mixed pollution of both oxidizing and reducing type. It is

clear that auto exhaust and photochemical oxidapts are present in New

York City. These result in the same physical reactions found in Los Angeles.

A Joint committee of the Los Angeles County Medical Association and the

Tuberculosis and Health Association of Los Angeles County19 carried

out a survey of physicians in December, 1960. Seventy-seven percent of

the physicians believed that air pollution adversely affected the health

of their patients. One-third had advised one or more of th,ir patients

to leave the Los Angeles area for health reasons -- air pollution was

mentioned specifically in two-thirds of the reports. Over 10,000 families

were advised to leave during the year. From this group, 2,500 families

moved.

Some effects of high oxidant levels are:

I eye irritation;

2. increase in number of asthmatic attacks;

3. decrease in lung function test on pulmonary emphysema patients;

4. increase in airway resistance test;

5. impairment of athletic performance in competitive meets of

cross-country track runners in L. A. County; and

6. significant increase in automobile accidents.
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D. Oxides of Nitrogen - Health Effects

Oxides of nitrogen differ from the other pollutants in that at present

only a little over 50 percent of all emissions come from motor vehicles.

This is important since the current exhaust emission control devices,

while reducing hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide, increase emission of

oxides of nitrogen. Also, there is likely a delayed reaction to nitrogen

oxides, as compared with exposure to other irritating pollutants. Animal

studies give strong suggestive evidence that long term low level exposures

lead to structural changes resembling emphysema. Figure 6 shows emissions

of oxides of nitrogen since 1960 and a projected further increase during

the next 10 years.

a21

Shy et a] completed a study of selected health characteristics among

more than 850 second grade school children from Chattanooga, Tennessee

residential areas with a NO, gradient in ambient air. The volunteer

study population was recruited from four residential sectors. The two
control sectors were lower in both particulate and NO 2 than either of

the polluted areas. One of the other two sectors was high in NO2 and

low in particulate and the other high in particulate and low in NO2.

The socioeconomic factors considered were house value or rent, education

of head of household, and crowding. In each case, the high NO2 exposure

sector exhibited the highest socioeconomic level followed by control

sectors. The low NO2 -high particulate exposure sector had a distinctly

lower socioeconomic level. Home cigarette smoking in the control sector

and high NO2 sector differed by only one percent.
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Acute respiratory disease prevalence was monitored for 24 weeks from

November 1968 to April 1969. These indicators were: (1) acute respiratory

prevalence in entire family, (2) acute respiratory prevalence in second

grade school children. These were both significantly less in the two

control sectors than in the polluted sectors. The length of home con-

finement was not significantly different in the sectors.

Two epidemic waves of acute respiratory illness were observed; illness

during each of these waves was prospectively reported. The first in

late 1968 was caused by A2/Ilong Kong/68 influenza and the second in the

spring of 1969 was probably related to B Influenza.

Length of home confinement of second grade children was significantly

larger in the high NO2 sector. The incidence wias 13 percent higher

per person per season in the high NO2 and high particulate sectors. The

increased fever per person per season and physician visit per person per

season was 20 percent higher in the polluted sectors than in the control

sectors.

These results are consistent with Finklea et a1 22 who reports increased

influenza A2 and non-influenzal acute respiratory morbidity among

heavy cigarette smokers. Petr and Schmidt30 in Czechoslovakia observed

an average of 2.5 percent methemoglobin in the blood of the children

near a factory with nitrous gases (concentration ranging from 20 to

70 ug/m 3) compared with an average 0.86 percent methemoglobin for

the children who were not niar any air pollution source.
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Kapalin 31 studying the children in the same towns found greatly enlarged

cervical glands in 42 to 43 percent of the children in the polluted

towns compared to 8 percent in the clean town.

Some effects of high NOx levels are:

1. animal studies suggest that emphysema may be caused by NOx;

2. acute respiratory disease prevalence in second grade school

children was 15 to 20 percent higher;

3. acute respiratory disease prevalence in entire family was 15-

20 percent higher;

4. epidemic wave of A2 /Hong Kong/68 influenza was 15 to 20 percent

greater (prospectively reported.)

E. Lead - Health Effects

Lead is widely distributed in man's environment. It is found in his food,

water, and the air he breathes. Today two major uses of lead are for

storage batteries and gasoline additives with substantial amounts used

in pigments, pesticides, plumbing, pottery glazes, and solder.

Diet seems to be the major source of human lead exposure. From this intake

of Iead 90 to 95 percent is excreted in feces; hence, most ingested lead is

not absorbed by the body.

Amount of lead absorbed in the respiratory tract is a function of the

particle size, solubility, and route. About 25 to 50 percent of inhaled
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lead from motor vehicle exhaust is thought to be absorbed. Lead from

other sources usually has a larger particle size which results in a smaller

proportion being absorbed. -The body burden is mostly deposited in bone

and soft tissue.

Inorganic lead in sufficient amounts is implicated as a causative agent

in decreased hemoglobin synthesis, liver and kidney damage, mental retard-

ation in children, and abnormalities of fertility and pregnancy23

Goldsmith reports an increasing concentration of lead with age in liver,

spleen, pancreas, kidney, and lung for U. S. population samples.

Goldsmith and Hexter 24 have presented data showing blood lead levels to

be epidemiologically related to estimated respiratory exposure in areas

with high levels of motor vehicle pollution. The authors contend that

total body burden is, in part, a function of respiratory exposure. The

implications are that continued exposure to ambient air lead levels in

many of our cities is resulting in an increased body burden as indicated

by blood lead.

F. Minor emitted pollutants - Health Effects

These are not discussed further since their Importance depends on their

use as fuel additives.

II. Cost -to the Federal Government

What are the direct costs to the federal government from health effects
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damage as a result of motor vehicle exhaust? First, auto exhaust is a

mixture of gases. The most important of these discussed in the preceding

section are: (1) carbon monoxide, (2) hydrocarbons, (3) oxides of nitrogen,

(4) lead products, and (5) oxidants which are formed by a complex photo-

chemical process and emitted gases such as NOx and hydrocarbons.

What are some of the results of urban concentrations of the above pollu-

tants? Some health effects from these pollutants are: (1) more auto

accidents occur on days of high oxidant levels; (2) drivers of autos

involved in accidents have a higher concentration of CO in the blood than

non-accident drivers or the general public; (3) a 2 percent carboxy-

hemoglobin concentration can reduce mental functions and ability to

judge small time intervals, which may account for a greater number of

auto accidents; (4) CO holds special hazards for high-risk medical groups

including persons with severe anemia, chronic pulmonary disease, impairment

of blood circulation to certain vital organs; (5) recent evidence suggests

an increase in case fatality rates among hospital patients with myocardial

infarction when CO concentration is about 10 ppm or higher; (6) reduced

performance of athlete, and more frequent headaches are associated with

photochemical oxidants; (7) eye irritation from photochemical oxidants

and pollution starts at a concentration which is one-half the level

found at the CAMP stations in Los Angeles for 10 percent of the time;

(8) asthma patients suffer more frequent asthmatic attacks on days with

high oxidant concentrations; (9) it is harder for humans especially

persons suffering from chronic respiratory disease to breathe in areas

with moderate levels of photochemical air pollutants; (10) certain com-
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ponents of hydrocarbon emissions are known to be carcinogenic and co-

carcinogenic; (11) significantly greater number of automobile accidents

occur on days of high oxidant levels; (12) increases in airway resistance

tests are found on days when oxidant levels are high; (13) results

of animal studies suggest that continuous exposure to ambient air

levels of NOx may cause emphysema; (14) acute respiratory prevalence

is 15-20 percent higher in high NOx areas compared to control areas;

(15) epidemic waves of AY/Hong Kong/68 influenza (prospectively reported)

and home confinement was 15-20 percent greater in the t1Ox area than

the control area; and (16) ratio of lung cancer death rates in urban

areas to those in rural areas adjusted for age and smoking is around 2.

Only the most obvious costs are considered in the following section.

A. Method for calculating present value of lost income tax because of pre-

mature death.

The first direct cost considered is loss of income taxes because of death.'

It is clear, however, that the sum of expected past and expected future

income taxes of an individual is not the present value of income tax which

these people would have paid had they lived a normal life. As long as a

positive rate of interest prevails past expected income tax payments are

subject to compound interest at the going rate and future expected tax

payments must be discounted by prevailing interest rates. Actual dollars

are used without using the consumer price index to adjust to current dollars.

Two sets of adjustments were made.
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The first step was to take the 1960 life table from Vital Statistics of the

United States and modify it. If 'y' percent of deaths from disease "x"

are due to motor vehicle pollution then by cleaning up pollution deaths from

disease ux" are reduced by 'y' percent. New life tables were generated for

each 5 year age interval. and both sexes which reduced by 'y' percent

mortality rates for disease "x". New life tables were made for each

disease category considered in this paper. These were: (1) lung cancer

(lCO 160-161); (2) heart disease (ICD 420); (3) bronchitis (ICD 500-502,

525-527); and (4) motor vehicle accidents (ICD E810-E835).

If the 'y' percent of the people had not died from disease "x" but had

lived a normal life, they would have paid income taxes like normal

individuals from the same age cohorts. Present value of all income

taxes which would have been paid are needed. The calculations were made

in two steps. Step one calculated the present value of income taxes

which would have been paid before 1970, had these people lived a normal

life. Actual tax rates were used and average income For each year.

Compound interest at 6 percent was added to arrive at the present value.

Step two used an average increase in salaries of 4 percent per year

after 1970. Since 1952 the average wage increase has been 4 percent for

males and 6 percent for females. The estimated income tax was discounted

at 6 percent rate.

These concepts for cal ulating present value of loss in income tax payments -
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are given in the formula:

1969 f 15 75-x s s s s

V= L i :i i L E R A F (1-06)1970-y-t

Y=1953 s=m x=l t=l y x+t y+t y+t x+t x+t

where

V is present value in actual dollars (has not been adjusted for

consumer price index);

y is year of death;

s is sex - male or female;

x is 5 year age increment, e.g.-x = 1 for age 0-4, x = 2 for aqe 5-9, etc.;

t number of years after death - x as used in 75-x is 2, 7, 12 .... 72;
S

yL x+t is the number of resurrected deaths alive in year y+t at aqe
x+t and sex s - this is based on revised life table;

Ey+t is average income for year y+t, sex s;

R Y+t is tax rate for year y+t

s
Ax+t is age-adjusted income for aqe y+t, sex s;

F is aqe-adjusted tax rate for aqe x+t; and
x+t

(I.06)1970-y't is accumulation or discount factor for interest rate

y is year of death, t is number of years after death.

This formula is a modification of the one used by Ridker. 2 6
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B! Lung cancer - loss of income tax because of premature death (ICD 500-502,

525-527

The cost to the federal government is based on 10 percent of the deaths

from lung cancer being caused by motor vehicle exhaust. The Justification

for the 10 percent estimate was developed in the preceding section.

The present values of income tax which would have been paid "after death,"

by 10 percent of the people who died from lung cancer had they lived a

normal life is given in Table 6. This is a total of $270.9 million.

In the same table, the income tax loss is given for the period before

1970; and for the period 1970 and after for males, females and both.

Table 7 shows the same present value of income tax for age at death

broken into 5.year age intervals for each sex. Only 13 percent of the loss

of income tax payments occurs in the age group of 60 and ov.

Present values of income tax which would have been paid "after death" had

these people lived normal lives are shown in Table 8. These are broken

down into values by sex and year of death.

The values in this table may be used to calculate values for any desired

combination of years. Also, one may use Table 8 and change the percentage

attributed to motor vehicle pollution.

C. Bronchitis - loss of income tax because of premature death (ICD 500-502,

This group includes acute bronchitis, bronchitis unqualified, chronic

bronchitis, bronchitis with emphysema, other diseases of lung and pleural

cavity.
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Table 6 Lung Cancer (ICD 160-164)

Value in January, 1970 of Federal Income Tax which would
have been paid *after death" by 10% of the people who
died in 1953-1969 from lung cancer, had they lived nor-
mal lives. Actual dollars.

(Millions of dollars)

Male Female Total

Taxes paid
before 1970 165.6 7.08 173.7

Taxes paid
in 1970
and after - 91.4 6.10 97.2

TOTAL 257.0 13.18 270.9

1) 1960 death rates, eliminating 10% of lung cancer rates.
2) Consumer price index not used; after 1970, a wage increase of

4% per year is assumed- (Since 1952, the increase has been 4-1/2%
per year for males and 6% per year for females.)

(3) Accumulation rate (before 1970) and discount rate (after 1970)
both equal 6%.

(4) Average income and tax rate factors used (by year).
(5) Age adjustments made for income, tax rate, and unemployment rate.

36-993 0 - 74 - 8
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Table 7. Lung Cancer (ICD 160-164)

Value in January, 1970 by age group at death and
sex for 101 of lung cancer deaths (ICD 160-164)

(Millions of dollars)

Age
Group Male Female Total

30-34 6.40 .63 7.03

35-39 15.9 1.50 17.4

40-44 32.4 2.64 35.0

45-49 50.4 3.27 53.7

50-54 62.4 2.68 65.1

55-59 54.3 1.64 55.9

60-64 28.6 .66 29.3

65-69 6.20 .15 6.35

70-74 .4 .01 .39
TOTAL 257.0 13.2 270.2

L
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Table 8. Lung Cancer (ICD 160-164)

Value in January. 1970 by year of death and sex
for 10% of lung cancer deaths (ICD 160-164)

(Millions of dollars)
Year

of Death Male Female Total

1953 12.2 .48 12.7

1954 12.4 .47 12.9
1955 13.0 .52 13.5

1956 13.6 .54 14.2

1957 13.8 .56 14.3

1958 14.1 .61 14.6

1959 14.4 .63 15.0

1960 14.8 .67 15.4

1961 15.2 .73 15.9

1962 15.6 .76 16.4

1963 15.7 .86 16.6
1964 16.1 .88 17.0

1965 16.6 .97 17.6

1966 17.0 1.03 18.1

1967 17.3 1.11 18.4

1968 17.6 1.15 18.8
1969 17.6 1.18 18.8

TOTAL 257.0 13.2 270.2
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Table 9 shows the present value for taxes paid before 1970 and for taxes

paid in 1970 and after by sex for 10 percent of the people who died in

1953-1969 front bronchitis.

Values in January, 1970 by sex and age group at death for 10 percent of

bronchitis deaths are shown in Table 10.

Table 11 shows values in January, 1970 by year of death and sex for 10

percent of bronchitis deaths. This permits regrouping of years into new

combinations and to change the percentage of deaths resurrected so the

percentage may vary from year to year.

D. Arteriosclerotic heart disease including coronary disease - loss of

income tax because of premature death (lCD 420)

As shown in the preceding section individuals with reduced circulation to

any organs are sensitive to high CO levels and high photochemical oxidant

levels. Also, high photochemical oxidant levels reduces the rate of

survival of myocardial infarction patients. Goldsmith and Landau 32 found

case fatality rate for patients with nPocardial infarction and ambient

CO concentration, by day of week, had a correlation of .16. This study

used data on 1958 hospital admissions for the Los Angeles area. Correlation

coefficient of .16 says that 2.5 percent of the variation the fatality

rate is associated with ambient CO level; since .16 squared equals to

.0256. We have attributed 2.5 percent of deaths from arteriosclerotic

heart disease and coronary disease to motor vehicle emissions. This is

a conservative figure. The actual level may be two to four times this

level or higher. Friedman 33 correlated proportion of males, 45-64 living.
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in urban areas with coronary heart disease in 33 states. The simple

correlation of .79 changed to a partial correlation of .67 when cigarette

consumption was held constant. From this study 45 percent of coronary

mortality is associated with urbanization and air pollution.

Table 12 shows the present value of federal income tax by sex which would

have been paid before 1970 and in 1970 and after by 2.5 percent of the people

who died in 1953-1969. The present value is $427.0 million.

Present value of lost income tax by age group at death and sex is shown

in Table 13 for each 5 year age group.
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Table 9. Bronchitis (ICD 500,502, 525-527)

Value in January, 1970 of Federal Income Tax which would
have been paid "after death" by lO of the people who died in
1953-1969 from Bronchitis had they lived normal lives.

(Millions of dollars)

Male Female Total

Taxes paid
before 1970 45.1 3.5 48.6

Taxes paid
before and
after 1970 65.0 11.9 76.9

TOTAL 110.1 15.4 125.5

(1) 1960 death rates, eliminating 10% of Bronchitis rates.
(2) Consumer price index not used; after 1970, a wage increase

of 4% per year is assumed. (Since 1952, the increase has
been 4-1/2% per year for males and 6% per year for females.)

(3) Accumulation rate (before 1970) and discount rate (after 1970)
both equal 6%.

(4) Average income and tax rate factors used (by year).
(5) Age adjustments made for income, tax rate, and unemployment rate.
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Table 10. Bronchitis (ICD 500-502, 525-527)

Value in January, 1970 by age group at death and
sex for 10% of Bronchitis deaths (ICD 500-502, 525-527)

(Millions of dollars)

Age
Group Male Female Total

0-4 35.6 7.80 43.4

5-9 1.75 .52 2.27

10-14 .89 .22 1.11

15-19 .99 .27 1.26

20-24 .99 .30 1.29

25-29 1.19 .36 1.55

30-34 1.95 .55 2.50

35-39 3.80 .85 4.65

40-44 6.84 1.08 7.92

45-49 10.6 1.19 11.8

50-54 14.6 1.06 15.7

55-59 16.3 .73 17.0

60-64 11.3 .35 11.7

65-69 3.05 .09 3.14

70-74 .24 .01 .25

TOTAL 110.1 15.4 125.5
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Table 11. Bronchitis (ICD 500-502, 525-527)
Value in January, 1970 by year of death and sex
for 10% of Bronchitis deaths (ICD 500-502, 525-527)

(Millions of dollars)

Year
of death Male Female Total

1953 4.30 .82 5.12
1954 4.29 .81 5.10
1955 4.72 .89 5.61

1956 5.28 .94 6.22
1957 5.88 1.04 6.92

1958 6.11 .93 7.04
1959 5.94 .87 6.81
1960 6.19 .83 7.02

1961 6.90 .90 7.80
1962 7.48 .92 8.40
1963 7.87 .97 8.84

1964 7.51 .92 8.43
1965 7.73 .95 8.68
1966 7.80 .95 8.75

1967 7.51 .90 8.41

1968 7.35 .88 8.23
1969 7.20 .86 8.06

TOTAL 110.1 15.4 125.5
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Table 12. Heart Disease (ICD 420)

Value in January. 1970 of Federal Income Tax which
would have been paid "after death" by 2.5% of the
people who died in 1953-1969 from heart disease deaths;
had they lived normal lives.

(Millions of dollars)

Male Female Total

Taxes paid
before 1970 268.7 15.1 283.8

Taxes paid
in and after
1970 135.5 7.8 143.3

TOTAL 404.1 22.9 427.0

(1) 1960 death rates, eliminating 2.5% of heart disease rates.
(2) Consumer price index tiol used; after 1970, a wage

increase of 4C per yea-r-is assumed. (Since 1952, the increase
has been 4-l/2'. per year for males and 6% per year for females.).

(3) Accumulation rate (before 1970) and discount rate (after 1970)
both equal 6%.

(4) Average income and tax rate factors used (by year).
(5) Age adjustments made for income, tax rate, and unemployment rate.
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Table 13. Heart Disease (ICD 420)
Value in January, 1970 by age group at death

and sex for 5Z of heart disease deaths (ICD 420)

(Millions of dollars)

Age
Group Male Female Total

0-4 .20 .04 .24
5-9 .08 .01 .09

10-14 .10 .02 .12
15-19 .37 .05 .42
20-24 1.03 .14 1.17
25-29 3.40 .31 3.71
30-34 11.15 .76 11.91
35-39 29.8 1.62 31.42
40-44 57.5 2.98 60.48

45-49 81.25 4.17 85.42
50-59 90.6 4.78 95.38
55-59 75.55 4.29 79.84
60-64 41.6 2.73 44.33
65-69 10.6 .90 11.5
"70-74 .87 .09 .96

TOTAL 404.1 22.9 427.0"
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Table 14. Heart Disease (ICD 420)

Value in January, 1970 by year of death and sex
for 5% of heart disease deaths (ICO 420)

(Millions of dollars)

Year
of Death Male Female Total

1953 23.5 1.23 24.8
1954 23.4 1.20 24.6

1955 23.7 1.22 24.8

1956 24.0 1.23 25.2
1957 24.4 1.30 25.7
1958 24.4 1.31 25.6

1959 24.4 1.30 25.6
1960 24.3 1.32 25.6
1961 24.3 1.36 25.6

1962 24.1 1.38 25.5
,963 24.2 1.43 25.6
1964 23.9 1.42 25.2

1965 23.7 1.44 25.2
1966 23.7 1.47 25.2
1967 23.2 1.46 24.6

1968 22.9 1.41 24.4
1969 22.4 1.41 23.8

TOTAL 404.1 22.9 427.0
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Table 14 gives the present value of income tax which 5 percent of the

people who died from arteriosclerotic heart disease including coronary

would have paid had they lived a normal life. The present value is

given for the cohorts dying each year.

E. Motor Vehicle accidents - loss of income tax because of premature

death (ICD E810-E835)

Using 10 percent of deaths from motor vehicle accidents as the proportion

of deaths due to motor vehicle emitted pollutants is probably conservative,

since automobile accidents have been shown to occur more frequently

on days with high ambient air oxidant levels and blood CO levels have

been found to be higher in drivers of automobiles involved in accidents

than drivers of cars not involved in accidents.

Table 15 shows the present value of income tax payments which would have

been paid "after death," before 1970 and in 1970 and after by Malev. females

and both.

Present value of lost income tax payments by sex and age group at death

is shown in Table 16 for 10 percent of motor vehicle accidents.

The present value of lost income tax payments because of premature

deaths are shown in Table 17 by year of death. The total present value

of lost income tAx payments is $1.086 billion.
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Table 15. Motor Vehicle (ICD E810-E835)

Value in January, 1970 of Federal Income Tax which would have
been paid "after death" by 10% of the people who died in 1953-
1969 from Motor Vehicle accidents, had they lived normal lives.

(Millions of dollars)

Male Female Total
Taxes paid

before 1970 283.3 18.5 301.8

Taxes paid

after 1970 723.4 60.8 784.2

TOTAL 1,006.7 79.3 1:086.0

(1) 1960 death rates, eliminating 10% of motor vehicle death rates.
(2) Consumer price index not used; after 1970, a wage increase of

4% per year is assumed. (Since 1952. the increase has been 4-1/2%
per year for males and 6% per year r females.)

(3) Accumulation rate (before 1970) a.( discount rate (after 1970)
both equal 6%.

(4) Average income and tax rate factors used (by year).

(5) Age adjustments made for income, tax rate, and unemployment rate.
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Table 17. Motor Vehicle (ICO E810-E835)
Value in January, 1970 by year of death and sex for 10%

of Motor Vehicle deaths (E810-835)

(Millions of dollars)

Year

of death Male Female Total

1953 60.0 4.21 64.2

1954 55.5 3.85 59.4

1955 59.5 4.20 63.7

1956 60.6 4.25 64.9

1957 57.2 4.13 61.3

1958 53.6 3.89 57.5

1959 53.9 4.04 57.9

1960 52.8 4.06 56.9
1961 54.3 4.29 58.6

1962 53.7 4.40 58.1

1963 56.6 4.63 61.2

1964 59.8 5.09 64.9

1965 62.3 5.22 67.5

1966 66.8 5.67 72.5
1967 65.5 5.59 71.1

1968 66.7 5.78 72.5
1969 67.8 5.95 73.8

TOTAL 1,006.7 79.3 1,086.0
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F. Disability payments by Social Security Administration to workers who

have not reached 65 years of age.

So far, cost to the federal government has been based on the present value

of income tax which would have been paid "after death" if the people

affected by motor vehicle emissions had lived a normal life.

Another direct cost to the federal government is social security payments

to disabled workers who have not reached 65 years of age. Acute and

chronic bronchitis and emphysema have been selected from the respiratory

group as a subgroup related to automotive pollution.

The total number of requests for disability allowed, the number of re-

quests allowed for heart disease (lCO 420) and the number of requests

allowed for bronchitis and emphysema are given in Table 18 for 1957-1965.

The total number of disabled workers in current pay status was available

for years 1958-1962. The number in current pay status for years 1963-1969

had to be estimated from the total in current pay status and the proportion

of requests for disability allowed for each disease.

Disability is defined by Social Security as: "the inability to engage in

any substantial gainful activity by reason of any medically determinable

physical or mental impairment which can be expected to result in death

or to be long continued and indefinite duration prior to age 65 and to

have existed for 6 months" 3 7 '2 8 .
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The sam justification for attributing 10 percent of bronchitis deaths and

5 percent of arteriosclerotic and coronary deaths to motor vehicle pollu-

tion is used for attributing the same percentage of disabled workers

receiving social security payments to motor vehicle exhaust.

Table 18 shows the original data, the number of workers in current pay

status, the number attributed to motor vehicle exhaust, average yearly

payment, correction factor for converting actual payments to current

value at 6 percent compound interest, and the last 2 columns give the

1970 value of yearly payment to the proportion of disabled workers

which are attributed to motor vehicle pollution. Total disability

payment for heart disease is $74.6 million and for bronchitis, $114

million.

The values in Table 18 are underestimates because on consideration is

given for payments in 1970 and beyond. Some of the disabled workers will

continue to be disabled until they reach 65 which extends beyond 1970

for many.

Another underestimation is the loss of income taxes which this group would

have paid had they lived a normal life and not been disabled by motor

vehicle pollution. This has not been evaluated but it is a sizable amount.

Workers disabled by motor vehicle accidents and by other diseases which

may be attributed to motor vehicle pollution have not been considered or

evaluated. However, the total of these would add up to a significant

figure.

36-993 0 - 74 - 9
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G. Lost productivity by government workers in Washington, 0. C. SMSA area

due to eye irritation.

Table 19 shows total civilian U. S. employment, civilian employment and

payroll in Washington, 0. C. SMSA, and cost of a 10 percent reduction

in productivity for 88 hours per year. The 1970 value is based on 6

percent interest compounded to 1970.
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Table 19. Eye Irritation - Loss in Productivity

Value of a 10 percent reductiog in productivity of
Federal employeesbfor 88 hours per year in SI4SA -
Washington. D. C.

TOTAL U.S. Washington, D.C. ProductIvity Compound 1970
Year (000,000) SiMSA Loss Interest Value

No. Payroll (000,000) .
(000.000) (000,000)

1960 2.43 .24 1,286 5.44 1.79 9.74
1961 2.44 .24 1,401 5.93 1.69 10.02

1962 2.50 .26 1,519 6.43 1.59 10.22

1963 2.52 .26 1,661 7.03 1.50 10.55

1964 2.51 .26* 1,793 7.58 1.42 10.76
1965 2.54 .28 1,947 8.24 1.34 11.04
1966 2.75 .30 2,157 9.13 1.26 11.50

1967 2.96 .31 2,266 9.59 1.19 11.41

1968 2.98 .31 2,499 10.57 1.12 11.84

TOTAL 69.93 97.08

*Estimate

Source: (a) Larsen, R. I., Proceeds from Air Quality Criteria to 2gir Quality
Standards and Emission Standards - APCA Paper 69-210 .
In Washington, D.C., measured oxidant levels in ambient air at the
CAMP stations have been above eye irritation threshold for an average
of 88 hours per year: If productivity is reduced by 10 percent as a
result of the high oxidant levels then the government loses 10 percent
of the payroll during high oxidant periods. These occur during the

day and working days when auto traffic is high.

-(88) (.) X payroll = loss to government
2080

2080 = number of working hours per year.

(b) Statistical abstracts.

(c) Cost of a 10 percent reduction in productivity for 88 hours Washington,
D.C., SMSA per year (million dollars)

** No known source - The 10 percent loss in production is not based on research findings-
speculation only. Eye irritation from smog is a nuisance and results in some loss
of production. The 10 percent figure seems reasonable as an approximation.
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There is no research results available on reduction in productivity.

I telephoned the Los Angeles Air Pollution Control Board and the Los

Angeles County AMA to see if they knew of research or information on

effects of smog and eye irritation. I failed to get any information

from them. Eye irritation is a nuisance and it has a definite effect.

The reduction of 10 percent was selected as a reasonable estimate and

to show how this counts up when applied to all governmental employment.

The hours per year of eye irritation smog is based on measurements made

at the CAMP station in Washington, D. C.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Air Pollution Control Office

5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville, Maryland 20852

Rob

,. Review of p blic papers to document the delay of pollution

control technology by the automobile industry

TO: Dr. Hyman Ritchin

Justice Department

As you requested, I have reviewed the technical literature and the

available public issuances of the California Motor Vehice Pollution

Control Board. In this memo I have pulled together items which I

be'ieve relevant to your case. It should be noted that although the

technical literature was thoroughly surveyed there are two sources

which were not explored. These are the records of the Los Angeles

County air pollution control program and the California Motor Vehicle

Pollution Control Board. These two sources, I am sure, would yield

much additional documentation of value to your case. If yob feel such

additional information necessary I recommend these sources also be

explored. I have organized this report in a chronological fashion to

convey the historical development (or non-development) of the technology.

The industry often points to 1952 as the beginning of their work on

the control of vehicle emissions. The implication being that at that

point in time they began their resea.rch without any previous knowledge

of exhaust emis-'ons and thus progress should be expected to have

occurred very slowly. But a review of the technical literature shows

that by 1952 substantial research on exhaust composition had already
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been done. (1,2,3,) When Dr. lsagen-Smit irrefutably identified auto

exhaust as a cause of photochemical smog in 1952 there already existed

a body of knowledge on the techniques of exhaust gas measurement and

some of the parnmeters influencing exhaust gas composition.

In a moment of candor, GM's technical director, John Campbell related:

"GM has been cognizant of the exhaust gas problem for many
years and the research laboratories of GM have been respon-
sible for the discovery of much of the basic information on
exhaust gas that is available today on this subject.

"Carbon monoxide has generally been considered the principal
component of exhaust gas that is injurious to hcalth. Through
"improvements in carburetion, ignition, and engine design, we
have reduced the average carbon monoxide content of exhaust
gases by a very significant amount over the past 20 years."(

4 )

£ntcrestingly the parameters of carburetion, ignition, and engine design

were t)-e very or-4meters that were to be varied fifteer. (15) years

later to meet the 1968 Federal emission standards. Thus the proposition

often put forth by the industry that in 1952 the industry knew nothing

about. emissions is misleading and self-serving.

ID'Alleva, B. A. and Lovell, W. G., "Relation of Exhaust Gas Composition
to Air-Fuel Ratio," S.A.E. Journal 38(3), 90-98, 116 (1936).

Complete exhaust gas analyses for C0 2 , CO, hydrogen, methane,
and oxygen have been related to directly measured air-fuel ratios
for three engines over a range of operating conditions and with
vnried air-measuring equipment.

2
Fieldner, A. C., and Jones, G. W., "Sampling and Analysis of Automobile

Exhaust Gas," Franklin Institute Journal, Vol. 194, pp. 513-644 (November
1922).

3 Magill, P. D., Hutchinson, D. H., and Stormes, J. M., -'Hydrocarbon Con-
stituents of Automobile Exhaust Cases," Proc. Natl. Air Pollution Symposium,
2nd Symposium, Pasadena, California, 1952, pp. 71-83.
4
Letter to Mr. Kenneth Hahn, Los Angeles County Supervisor from

Mr. John M. Campbell, Administrative Director, Engineering Staff, GM
dated March .26, 1953.
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Deceleration Devices - Developed but not deployed

In this same letter, Mr. Campbell wrote the following:

"Finally, it might be said that our organization and others
are continually seeking a practical solution to every one of
the problems which you have enumerated and just as fast as
practical solutions, even partial ones, are found they will
be put into commercial use because of the continual competitive
incentive toward making engineering improvements in the auto-
motive industry." (Emphasis added).

Would that the industry had kept that promise. But five years later,

history finds Mr. Hahn still imploring the industry on behalf of the

people of Los Angeles. His letter to Mr. Curtice, President of

General Motors (a similar letter sent to each auto company) dated

July 16, 1957, begins:

"I would sincerely appreciate it if you would let me know if
General Motors Corp. is planning to install on its 1958 model
automobiles a device (either a new type muffler or engine
device) which will eliminate or help reduce the air pollution
problem of Los Angeles County."

The reply of Mr. Chandler of Ford dated July 24, 1957, is informative:

"Referring to the application of devices to production auto-
mobiles, I might emphasize that the industry has worked
intensively on induction-system devices for reducing hydro-
carbon emission during deceleration and has, in fact, supplied
the Los Angeles Air Pollution Control District with preliminary
working models of these devices for evaluation by the district.
Further work in Detroit since these devices were submitted has
resulted in making the devices more acceptable from a driving
standpoint, and these improved devices are also being made
available to the air pollution control district at their
earliest convenience.

"As we have stated ini our earlier letters, it is quite important
that any device which we submit be very carefully evaluated by
your air pollution control district so that any possible benefit
to be derived from such a device can be clearly determined. The
automobile industry has accepted the responsibility for reducing
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hydrocarbon emission from automobile exhaust to the best of its
ability. It is, however, up to your local authorities to deter-
mine whether or not such a reduction will result in any reduction
in the smog problem. It is thus essential that the evaluation of
the devices be most carefully and thoroughly made so that a
decision will not be reached which might result in unnecessary
expenditures by the people in Los Angeles."

Paraphrasing, Ford's reply might read:

We've made some progress but if you (county officials) want the
people of Los Angeles to benefit from it you will have to make
the difficult political decision that this small improvement
in emissions is worth the substantial costs associated with it.

This challenge proved to be too much for the County. Their competent

but small technical staff could not match the industry in doing

independent research. The technical staff could only provide an

evaluation of the systems supplied by the industry. Thus it is not

surprising that their findings were insufficient to permit the adoption

of a strong position by the Board of Supervisors. The County's

technical staff reported "...Under road conditions, on deceleration

cycle only, fuel shutoffs have shown hydrocarbon reductions in the

50 to 60 per cent range."'5 Try as they might the small staff could not

out do the industry.

In March of 1958, Mr. Hahn writes, perhaps a bit testily:

"I am fully acquainted with, and appreciate, the work which the
automobile industry has done, and is doing, in researching this
problem, but the health and welfa-e of the nearly six million
people in this area demands more ,effective results.

5Linville, W., H4es, R. G., Kanter, C. V., Evaluation of Methods for
Controlling Vehicular Exhausts, APCA Annual Meeting, Los Angeles,
California, June 1959.
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"I believe that by conducting a public hearing and establishing
a deadline date by which the automobile industry must come up
with a satisfactory device in order to sell new cars here, that
the Board of Supervisors will be performing a service for you in
providing a definite time goal, and that this will make our
position and intentions clear to the people."

The industry replies. Ford, April 9, 1958:

"I am sure that you are also aware of the fact that the auto-
motive industry has submitted deceleration devices to your air
pollution control district. You also must realize that we now
know that these devices will reduce total hydrocarbon emission
from automobile exhaust by no more than 25 per cent. The apparent
conclusion of your air pollution control district that the cost
of applying, inspecting and maintaining these devices would not
be justified by such a low rate of reduction seems reasonable."

G4, April 15, 1958:

"The fact is that the solution to this problem has turned out
to be a much more difficult one than was originally supposed by
most people. Although we now have a much better understanding
of the problem, we do not as yet have a practical snlution in
sigtt. Our efforts to find relief in some form of carburetor
modification have not proven sufficiently effective to warrant
recommended use. Our present efforts are directed toward an
exhaust burner, esther catalytic or open flame, but while we
have had some promise of success in our experiments, we have
nct yet produced a coamnercially acceptable sample that could
even be considered for use by the public. There are a number
of problems such as noise, space limitations, warm-up tine,
safety from fire hazards and objectionable odors that have not
yet been solved. (Emphasis added).

The story of deceleration devices ends. Would that in 1958 GM had kept

their p:-omise that "even partial solutions would put int.o use just as

fast as they are found. . .because of the continual competitive incentive."

Had they kept that promise on cars manufactured after 195a by now that

25% reduction would have prevented the emission of millions of tons of

hydrocarbons. The failure to utilize deceleration devices continues
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to cause excessive emissions even now in the 1970's. The millions of

uncontrolled pre-1968 vehicles continue to excessively pollute the

air. Apparently between the 1953 and 1958 letters, the continual

competitive incentive had disappeared because the promise was not kept.

And the public had to wait another 10 years before induction device

technology would be applied.

Unclear Statements Put Industry in the Clear

Statements by the MIA appear to be very carefully worded. But sometimes

these statements have a tendency to mislead public representatives not

aware of the technical literature. For example, on November 14, 1960,

Ralph H. Isbrandt, Chairman, AMA Engineering Advisory Committee and

Director of Automotive Engin'eering and Research at American Motors Corp.

reported to the California Motor Vehicle Pollution Control Foard

(Dr. Middleton was Chairman):

"Assisted by the development of new instrumentation and more
effective techniques for the analysis of exhaust gas emissicns,
one of the company teams learned, in the Fall of 1959, that crank-
case blowby was an important source of unburned hydrocarbons.
(Emphasis added).

"The device has many virtues, including simplicity, low first cost,
long service life, and ease of inspection to determine whether or
not it is operating oroperly. This device is not, however, simple
in the sense that little or no engineering is required for its
development and adaptation."

And in the "AMA Memorandum (in the Department of Justice Investigation"'
6

one reads:

bOften referred to as the "green book."
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"In 1959 through a truly extraordinary stroke of good fortune--
the crankcase was discovered to be a more important source of
emissions than had been suggested by prior governwent and other
studies."

In a review of the technical literature, however, one finds in the

proceedings of the 2nd National Air Pollution Symposium dated May 1952

that the industry's attention was drawn to blowby as an important

source of noxious emissions nearly a decade earlier.
7

"The rates of blowby relative to exhaust are quite low, however,
the higher concentrations of noxious products make blowby a
factor to be considered in regard to air pollution. The effect to
deteriorating engine condition is to increase blowby and, con-
sequently, to increase the total amount of noxious products.
This change may be greater than tenfold at low speeds typical
of city driving."

"Of the products identified as definitely or probably present
in blowby, aldehydes and acids have characteristic irritating
effects on the nose, eyes, or both. Combinations of these with
other exhaust and blowby product-i or with other air pollutants
may accentuate these effects. Organic hydroperoxides identified
as probably present have been blamed in past theories as being
serious contributors to air pollution."

Eight and one-half years later, on October 18, 1960, GM's president

was gratified to report but only to those U. S. citizens residing in

California:
8

"I am gratified to be able to report that positive crankcase
ventilation is available on all 1961 General Motors passenger
cars being delivered to California. We believe that this
relatively uncomplicated, inexpensive device will perform a
major job of reducing air pollution.

?Payne, J. 0. and Sigworth, H. W., "The Composition and Nature of
Blowby and Exhaust Gases from Passenger Car Engines," Proceedings
National Air Pollution Symposium, 2nd Symposium, Pasadena, California
1952, pp. 62-70.
8
Letter dated October 18, 1960, from John F. Gordon, President of

General Motors to Mr. Kenneth Hahn, Los Angeles County Supervisor.
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"As you knot, the automobile industry to collectively working on
the problem. The voluntary offering of these devices by the
entire automobile industry to the new car buyers of California,
I believe, is concrete evidence of the sincerity of our efforts."

Auto industry executives often boast of their voluntary contributions

to pollution control technology. And one would li.ke to believe in

the sincerity of their efforts as Mr. Gordon asked.

But many of those in government who have been fighting for clean air

do not believe that much has been done voluntarily. What is believed

is that the efforts of the County of Los Angeles in 1958 and 1959 to

secure legislation to establish a-state-vide motor vehicle pollution

control program provided the motivation for the industry to break

through the technological barrier and "voluntarily" install the PCV

valve on California cars. It is believed that the threa. of regulatory

authority did more to bring about the breakthrough than did "a truly

extraordinary stroke of good fortune."

The AMA's account of history to the Justice Department which follows,

leaves out some critical details and again tends to mislead those

unfamiliar with the technical literature.

"In 1959--through a truly extraordinary stroke of good fortune--
tho crankcase was discovered to be a more important source of
emissions than had been suggested by prior government and other
stdies. Adaptation of positive crankcase ventilati.on to the cars
of all the companies followed immediately, with the result that
all 1961 model vehicles sold in California, beginning in the Fall
of 1960, had as standard equipment a system of positive crank-
case ventilation adapted to the technical needs of each manufac-
turer's engines. Notwithstanding serious engineering reserva-
tions about the technique and practically no customer demand,
positive crankcase ventilation was installed by the manufacturers
on all vehicles sold by them in the United States beginning
in the Fall of 1962."
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The AmA in their reference to "serious engineering reaervations about

the technique" were apparently trying to mislead the Justice Depart-

ment's non-technical attorneys. But in the Air Pollution Control

Office's copy of the green book, Assistant Co•iissioner William H.

Megonnell, penciled in "Hogwashl They'd been in use for 30 years."

Another important fact conveniently omitted is that in 1961 then

Secretary of HEW, Abraham Ribicoff offered the automobile industry

the "choice" of "voluntary" installation of PCV valves on all U. S.

cars or he would seek legislation to require such installation by

Federal regulation. Congressman Fogarty of the House Appropriations

Committee added his support to the Secretary as follows:
9

"I cannot escape the conclusion that the automobile industry
has been dragging its feet in the matter of factory installation
of blowby devices. These, as you probably know, are relatively
inexpensive devices for controlling emissions from automobile
crankcases. While they will not solve the larger problem of
exhaust emissiosfs fr.m the tailpipe, they do eliminate from
one-fourth to one-third of the motorcar's total contribution
to our air pollution problem.

"Such devices were factory-installed on new cars sold this year
in the one State of California and are available--at a higher
price, of course--as optional dealer-installed equipment on
new American cars in other localities. In view of the mounting
evidence that air pollution not only is costly but may also be
highly hazardous to human health--and since this new device

eliminates a part of it at a low coat--it would have seemed t-oth
good business and good public relations for the auto industry
to install such a device at the factory on all new cars sold in
this country. This la fact is what Secretary Ribicoff recently
recommended..,.

9
Congressman Fogarty, Congressional Record, May 17, 1961, pp. 7689

and 7690.
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"I should think that these two rich industries (oil and auto)--
simply in enlightened self-interest, if for no other reason--
would do everything they reasonably could do to abate their own
contribution to this growing environmental hazard, if only to
avert the risk of drastit legislation which might seem to them
much less reasonable in its demands. many of the controls
imposed on the refineries in Los Angeles also make economic good
sense, too, in that they cut down losses from evaporation of a
marketable product. Any factory-installed blowby devices for
automobiles cost less than $5 and also improve the car's function.

"What could be more reasonable than for both the oil and auto-
mobile industries to follow throughout the country the splendid
example set in Los Angeles?"

The Discovery of Exhaust Emission Controls

In 1957 when the competitive incentive apparently was missing, the AMA

Induction System Task Group 1 0 reported to the technical community at

an SAE meeting their findings after two years of evaluation of

various systems. An idea of how limited a mandate management gave

these engineers might be gleaned from the following stbtements:

This group studies the available information on hydrocarbon
emtission. Experience of the members on engines and carburetion
was utilized. It did not appear that appreciable reductions in
the idle, acceleration and cruise phases of operation could be
made by readily applicable design changes. (Emphasis added).

With the limited mandate reflected in this brief charter description

one can understand the adoption of the following limited goal:

One of the first acts of the Induction System Task Group was to
decide on its goals. These evolved from discussion during the
first few meetings and were recorded as follows:

1. Only devices for control of h3vdrocarbons durini decelera-
tion would be studded (Emphasis added).

Yet further on in this 1957 paper, Dietrich gives us a glimpse of

the pollution control systems to be placed on 1968 automobiles.

lODietrich, H. H.,"Automotive Exhaust Hydrocarbon Reduction During
Deceleration by Induction System Devices,"SAE 170, Aug. 1957.

36-993 0 - 74 - 10
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The idle adjustment. As seen he Figure 3, a lean idle adjustment
produces considerable less hydrwenrbon emission during decelera-
tion than a rich-idle adjustmeJ-.

And just as revealingly but in netrave terms the second aspect of

the 1968 systems is described:

"Device to Change Tgnition A,.iance During Vehicle Deceleration--
Optimum spark advance during avceeration (about 30 deg btdc)
produced slight reductions jv: hydrocarbon emission on a vehicle
during road test, but the im i-r,.eent was not" significant enough
to warrant the necessary co mn14,cattion."

One might ask: Significan.t enough t,, ,:hom?

In 1962, Hr. Charles Heinen of Chrysler tells the technical community

of the engine modification kits dev.eloped by Chrysler.
1 1 

He describes

these kits as consisting of:

a. Altered choke setting--t,, lean out mixture sooner.

b. Lean-idle adjustment

c. Lean carburetor jets

d. Retarded spark timing at J41e

e. A vacuum advance control vaIve--to advance spark timing on

deceleration.

Chrysler's Mr. Heinen goes on to describe the results of tests conducted

in 21 laboratories on 58 vehicles eahi.pped with these kits.

"With but one exception all vehicles on which we have received
reports met the California Staewards for hydrocarbons after the
kits had been properly installed. All met the Standards for
carbon monoxide. It should be Nsted that some laboratories
reported hot cycles on';. Tbe .%tleage on the cars used ranged
from new to approximately 30,000 miles. The vehicle that did not
meet the standard showed 291 pro HC on the full California cycle.
The difficulty appeared to le. in the warm-up cycle....

1
lHeinen, C. M.,"Using the Engine ftr Exhaust Control," S.A.E. S 355,

November 1962.
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"Where increases occurred, the vehicles could be returned to
normal by an adjustment of the idle screw to the proper carbon
monoxide content, a change in the idle rpm to the recommended
value, a timing adjustment, or a combination of the three ......

"In summary, it appears at this stage that the modifications
and adjustments represented by the "kits" are capable of
lowering exhaust emissions of 318 cu. in. Chrysler engines
to levels below the California Standard. The only point in
question would appear to be what frequency of adjustments is
necessary to keep them there for 12,000 miles."

The public might have hoped that Mr. Heinen would have continued to

announce the installation of these systems on all 1964 model year

vehicles. Unfortunately he did not. Instead the public had to wait

until three (3) years later, when in 1965, the Chrysler Corporation's

Vice President, B. W. Bogan, testified before the Senate Subcommittee

that the system would be on 1966 model year California cars. And

that given two more years lead-time, and barring any unforeseen

problems,' and:

"if necessary, w6 should be able to start our production tooling
program to supply those cold weather areas (of the U. S.) which
feel that they have an air pollution problem of the type
encountered in California. Thank you." (Emphasis added).

The public would have to wait until the industry was told it was

indeed necessary. First the Congress would have to authorize the

Federal Government to set national emission standards, then the

Federal Government would have to adopt the California emission

standards, and then given sufficient lead time of two years, the

industry would begin the nationwide installation of exhaust emission

controls with the 1968 model year. A system evaluated and reported on

in 1957, and developed by 1962 was placed on all new vehicles in 1968.
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The Temporary Restoration of Competition

In 1959 the California legislature expressing frustration over the

lack of progress in motor vehicle pollution control passed a law

requiring the State Department of Public Health to set air quality

standards and motor vehicle exhaust emission standards. That same

year, 1959, California set exhaust emission standards of 275 ppm

hydrocarbons and 1.5% carbon monoxide. These emission standards were

aimed at restoring the degree of air quality which existed in Los

Angeles in 1940. By 1970!

That this action by the California legislature was in vain can be seen

from the following figures:

Estimated Emissions from Motor Vehicles
in Tons Per Da-

Los Angeles

1940 1959 1970

Carbon Monoxide 2,500 8,500 8,500

Hydrocarbons 600 1,800 1,500

Oxides of Nitrogen 125 390 730

The Cal-ifornia law specified that the emission standards would apply

upon State approval of two emission control systems which demonstrated

the ability to meet the standards.-It required that asl lars sold in

1 2
Profile of Air Pollution Control in Los Angeles County," L. A. County

Air Pollution Control District, 1969.
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California would have to be equipped with an approved system.
1 3 

Since

the Californians were buying automobiles at the rate of nearly a million

cars per year, the law provided a potential-market and thereby a

financial incentive to private developers. Thus, in 1959 the auto

industry was given an external competitive incentive to compensate for

the intra-industry competitive incentive which had apparently been lost

after 1953.

The California law provided an incentive for the "discovery" of control

systems.

In November 1962 when Mr. Heinen reported on the Chrysler Kit the

industry was feeling some of the pressures of competition building.

In July of 1963 when Chrysler became the first major manufacturer to

apply for California approval, the state motor Vehicle Pollution Control

Board already had under test seven independently designed exhaust control

systems.

In June 1964, the California Motor Vehicle Pollution Control Board

met to consider official approval of four independently manufactured

exhaust control devices. Official approval of just two systems would

trigger the standards and all new vehicles would have to be equipped

with one of the systems. At the meeting, Virgil Anderson, representing

"1 3
Clarkson, D. and Middleton, J. T., "The California Control Program for

Motor Vehicle Created Air Pollution." Air Pollution Control Association,
June 11, 1961, New York City.
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the California State Automobile Association asked the Boerd to delay

the effective date of certification so that exhaust controls would

first appear on 1967 model cars (instead of 1966) in accordance with

the promise of the automobile manufacturers. Mr. Anderson was followed

by Mr. George Delaney, representing the Automobile Manufacturers

Association. He emphasized that the auto companies had the same sense

of urgency as the Board with respect to getting exhaust controls on

new cars. But the industry felt that the 1967 model year was the first

time systems could be on cars which would meet Detroit's standards for

performance, durability, and customer satisfaction.
1 4

The Board disregarded these pleas for delay and granted approval to the

following systems:

1. American Machine & Foundry - Chromalloy

2. Arvin - Universal Oil Products

3. W. R. Grace - Norris Thermaaor

4. Walker Manufacturing - American Cyanamid

These approvals triggered the law and required all 1966 model year

vehicles to be equipped with one of the approved systems.

Less than eight weeks later of August 12, 1964, a major breakthrough was

announced by the four major automobile manufacturers. The industry would

have their own control systems meeting California standards on 1066

model cars to be sold in California.

1 4
Motor Vehicle Pollution Control Board Bulletin, June 1964.
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Page 16 - Dr'. "ysn Ritchin

Thus the people of California could breathe a sigh of relief for a

long hard fought battle (but not the war) was won. But the automobile

industry also was able to breathe a sigh of relief because the com-

pelling competitive incentive which had arisen was once again removed,

Louis V. Lombardo
Technical Assistant
Mobile Source Pollution Control Program
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APPENDIý

In reviewing the technical literature, one could not help being struck

by the irregularity in the number of technical papers presented each

year. Normally over a period of 15 years of increasing research and

development one would observe a pattern of relatively steady growth

in the number of papers published each year. In the field of motor

vehicle pollution control, however, in lieu of a pattern of steady growth

in the number of papers published each year, we find an unusual and

highly irregular pattern. We find from the tabulation below that over

the period 1955 through 1966, only four years were notable by the

number and quality of the publications: 1955, 1957, 1962, 1966.

Number of SAE
Year Papers Published Comments

1955 8 Papers describe emissions, their
measurement and causes.

1956 1
1957 10 Deceleration devices described
1958 4
1959 6
1960 4
1961 1
1962 21 PCV described
1963 7
1964 5
1965 7
1966 24 1966 exhaust control systems described

It is difficult to avoid the impression that the release of these parers

was controlled. Surely an ur.iampered publication process would have

demonstrated a more normal exponential growth pattern.
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[From the Congressional Record-House, May 18, 19711

SMOG CONTROL ANTITRUST CASE

(Mr. Burton asked and was given permission to address the House for I minute,
to revise and extend his remarks and include extraneous matter.)

Mr. BuRToN. Mr. Speaker, on September 13, 1969---see Congressional Record
for that date-I joined with 17 of my colleagues in urging an open trial in the
smog control antitrust case.

Just this week I have received a document which I am offering today for my
colleagues to examine, a document presented to me by reliable persons, and which
is described as a confidential memorandum of the U.S. Department of Justice.
This memorandum recommended to the Attorney General that criminal charges
be brought against American auto manufacturers for conspiring to retard the
development of a smog-free motor vehicle.

This memorandum, which spells out in detail previously undisclosed evidence.
was prepared before January 10, 1969, when the Department of Justice decided
to proceed with a civil suit. Subsequently, the Department of Justice agreed to
settle the matter with a consent decree.

These disclosures are especially painful in light of the settlement of the Gov-
ernment's civil case in September 1969 which was filed in lieu of any criminal
case. This settlement by a consent decree increased the legal burdens for later
litigants, failed to provide for any restitution of damage done, failed to contain
adequate reporting requirements, and failed to prohibit the destruction of past
documents-all in tradition of ex parte negotiations which form the cornerstone
of the consent decree program.

I release this document today because I agree with the metaphor principle
behind Louis Brandeis' statement that "sunlight is the best of all disinfectants."
Public exposure of these formerly secret materials can only serve to educate the
people as to the industry's capability for a major health problm. The consent
decree settlement deprived the public of an open trial on all the issues. An open
trial would educate the unreformed and deter the potential violator, especially
in the auto industry which has for too long been dealt with by gentlemanly
trustbusters in the shadow of Government. Sunlight will do it well.

The material follows:

PROPOSED DEFENDANTS AND CO-CONSPIRATORS

PROPOSED DEFENDANTS

Corporation and State of incorporation

AutomobileManufacturers Association, Inc., New York.
General Motors Corporation, Delaware.
Ford Motor Company, Delaware.
Chrysler Corporation, Delaware.
American Motors Corporation, Maryland.
The entire conspiracy was organized and nurtured in and operated through

the Automobile Manufacturers Association (AMA). the trade association of the
automobile industry with a membership of nearly 99% of all domestic car and
truck manufacturers. The Board of Directors of AMA made all policy decisions
in the motor vehicle air pollution control field and the members adopted those
policies. AMA is, therefore, proposed to be named as a defendant.

The big four of the Industry-General Motors. Ford. Chrysler. and American
Motors-were most active in the conspiracy primarily because they were most
affected financially if required to install pollution control devices on the millions
of cars they manufactured annually, amounting to a vast majority of all domes-
tic car production. General Motors. Ford. Chrysler. and American Motors are,
therefore, proposed as defendants.

The conspiracy, which started at least as early as 1955, has lasted so long
that many of the participants have abandoned their participation by severing
connection with the employers they represented by retirement or otherwise. Too,
qo many people were involved on behalf of the companies Involved that it would
be unrealistic to name them all as defendants. The following representative
officials who were active in the conspiracy were selected, therefore, as proposed
defendants:
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Oorporatiotu and State of incorporato

Checker Motor Corporation (successor to Checker Cab Manufacturing Corpora-
tion), New Jersey.

Diamond T Motor Car Company, Illinois.
International Harvester Company (a consolidation of International Harvester

Company, a New Jersey corporation, and International Harvester Corporation,
a Delaware corporation), Delaware.

Studebaker Corporation (successor to Studebaker-Packard Corporation), Mich-
igan.

White Motor Corporation (successor to The White Motor Company), Ohio.
Kaiser Jeep Corporation (successor to Willys Motors, Inc., a Pennsylvania

Corporation), Nevada.
Mack Trucks, Inc. (successor to Mack Manufacturing Corporation), New York.

INDIVIDUALS PSOPOSED AS CO-CONSPIEATORS

All members of the Board of Directors of AMA from January 1, 1953 to the
date of the indictment, other than those named as defendants hereto.

All members of the Engineering Advisory Committee of AMA from January 1,
1958 to the date of the indictment, other than those named as defendants herein.

All members of the Vehicle Combustion Products Committee of AMA from
December 4, 1958 to the date of the indictment, other than those named as
defendants herein.

All members of all Task Groups which were subcommittees of the Vehicle
Combustion Products Committee from December 4, 1953 to the date of the
Indictment.

All members of the Patent Committee from January 1, 1I=3 to the date of
the indictment.

-, employed by AMA, acted as its liaison officer between it and its members
In the air pollution control equipment field and also as Its representative before
state, county, and local boards and agencies concerned with motor vehicle air
pollution control.

The foregoing corporations are all AMA members and signatories to the
cross-licensing agreement, the vehicle about which the conspiracy revolved.
They are, therefore, proposed as co-conspirators.

The other proposed co-conspirators are the many participants in the
conspiracy.

BACKGROUND

Air pollution Is a national problem. Polluting, emissions from automobiles is
one of the causes. Because of the topography I of Los Angeles, California and
the high concentration 2 of automobiles In that area, i e problem was first recog-
nized by the country and then California state officials, and efforts to compel
remedies were first imposed there. This memorandum relates to collusive activi-
ties of the automobile manufacturers in connection with research, development,
manufacture, and installation of motor vehicle air pollution control devices. As
background, the Los Angeles story is important.

The word "smog," derived from abbreviations of smoke and fog, is a misnomer.
What is commonly called "smog" is really the result of chemical reactions that
take place in polluted air, heated by the sun's rays, and Is evidenced by one or
more effects much as eye Irritation, reduced visibility, high ozone concentration,
plant damage, and odor, It is recognizable by a "brownish" or "bluish" haze which
many times obscures the surrounding mountains.

The air pollution control program was commenced by the State of California
in 1947. In early 1951, Dr. Arie J. Haagen-Smit, a renowned research chemist at
the California Institute of Technology, discovered that when oxides of nitrogen,
ozone and gasoline (hydrocarbon) vapors were introduced into a plexiglass test
chamber and exposed to ultra violet light (artificial sunlight), an irritating
haze with all the properties of natural smog was formed. It was this research
that pinpointed the motor vehicle as one of the major sources of air pollution and
became known as the Haagen-Smit or hydrocarbon theory of smog formation.

Footnotes at end of article.
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Following the publication and general acceptance of the Haagen-Smit theory,
the automobile industry finally acknowledged that motor vehicles contributed to
air pollution, which it had steadfastly denied prior thereto. The problem of how
to control motor vehicle emissions was then turned over by the industry to the
Automobile Manufacturers Association (AMA), of which all the automobile
manufacturers were and are members.

From the very outset the industry realized that air pollution control devices
do not help sell automobiles. (Tr. Vol. XXXVIII, p. 11; Tr. Voi. LVIII, p. 170).

In his testimony (Tr. VoL XXXV, pp. 32-33), Supervisor Hahn of Los
Angeles County confirmed the following statement appearing in Ralph Nader's
book, "Unsafe at Any Speed" at page 100:

"When Mr. Hahn went to Detroit to get some direct answers about adoption
of exhaust controls, a senior official of one of the companies asked: 'Well, Mr.
Hahn, will that device sell more cars?' 'No,' said Mr. Hahn. 'Will it look prettier,
will it give us more horsepower? If not, we are not interested.'"

A letter of November 17, 1988 from Lloyd Withrow, head of the Fuels and
Lubricants Department of General Motors (GM), directed to Dr. L. R. Hafsted of
that company, states in part: "financing this work is most expensive, and the
incentives for carrying it out are closely related to political consideration." The
letter goes on to state that "[t]he development of exhaust control devices cannot
be Justified on a business basis; the only hope of a return on such an investment
is possible legislation requiring their use." After pointing out that none of the
devices contribute appreciably to the efficiency performance, or appearance of the
automobile, the letter concludes that on account of the reasons advanced, "the
managements of Corporation Divisions are reluctant to undertake the engineer-
ing and development of devices, even though they appear to be based on sound
principle." (Tr. Vol. XXXVII, pp. 101-105; GJ Ex. 525).

While the general public talks a lot about air pollution, most people prefer
doing without control devices rather than to pay for them. As a result the indus-
try engaged in lip service concerning the health and welfare of the community
and the necessity for prompt research, development, and installation of motor
vehicle air pollution control devices. In fact, as hereinafter shown, the automo-
bile manufacturers, through AMA, conspired not to compete in research, develop-
ment, manufacture, and installation of control devices, and collectively did all in
their power to delay such research, development, manufacturing, and installa-
tion.3 Indicative of this industry attitude is the very firm position taken in
regard to the California authorities, as reported by Dr. J. D. Unlman of E. I.
Du Pont after a visit to Detroit In January, 1960.

"Basically, the automotive manufacturers would seek to avoid installing a
reactor of any sort on a car because It adds cost, but provides no customer benefits
such as improved engine performance or styling advances. From this thinking
[the following fact, among others, evolves] :

"(1) A smog abatement device will be installed on cars for California market
only after being approved and requested by the Government of California. The
industry has told California that cars will be equipped with devices designated
by California one year from the date of designation." (G0 Ex. 194).

Also, failure on the part of the manufacturers to purchase devices of inde-
pendent companies, produced at costs of millions of dollars, discouraged such
independents from further research, development, or manuf,.Ature of control
devices to the great detriment of the American people, science and industry.

An AMA internal memorandum prepared for presentation at Vehicle Combus-
tion Products Committee (VCP) and Engineering and Advisory Committee
(EAC) meetings disclosed that as recently as January 15, 1965 the same dilatory
considerations prevailed:

"On the basis of the facts the industry is not convinced that exhaust emissions
devices or systems are necessary for nationwide application to motor vehicles
but believes Instead that they will be an economic and maintenance burden on
motorists. It is, therefore, not prepared to desirous to intlate any voluntary
program to Impose these systems or devices on all customers nationwide, or to
accept the responsibility for such a decision, in the face of a lack of convincing
evidence." (GJ Ex. 411).

The seriousness of the basic problem of air pollution In Los Angeles is high-
lighted by the following statistics: As late as January 1967, even with the in-
stallation of air pollution control devices compelled by law, 12,465 tons out of a

Footnotes at end of article.
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total of 14,001 tons per day of cotaminants within Los Angeles County are
caused by gasoline powered motor vehicles, or in other words, 85.3% of all con-
taminants in the area are still caused by motor vehicles. (G0 Ex. 486).

THM AUTOMOBDL XMrACTARNSO ASSOCIATION

The AMA Is a trade association whose members manufacture 99% of the
cars, trucks, and buses produced annually in the United States. Tr. VoL XX, p.
52; Tr. Vol. XXI, p. 124; GJ NEx. M94). The policies of AMA are made by and
the activities of AMA are carried on under the direction of its Board of Direc-
tors, (Tr. Vol. XX, p. 50). The Board of Directors is comprised of the President
and Chairman of the Board of the automobile and truck companies who are
members of the Association. (Tr. Vol. XVII, p. 5). Until recently' the President
of AMA was chosen from among the members of the Board of Directors. (GJ Ex.
255 and 800).

Most of the work of AMA is done by committees. (Tr. Vol. XVII, p. 6). When
the air pollution control program was commenced, the VCP, a subcommittee of
the EAC (which consists of the Vice-Presidents in charge of the engineering de-
partment of each member company), was established by the AMA. (Tr. Vol. I,
pp. 88-90, GJ Ex. 260; Tr. Vol. XXXXVII, pp. 52-56, GJ Ex. 565). Membership
in the VCP consists of project engineers of the various member companies. (Tr.
VoL XXXXV, p. 32). The following excerpts from documents and testimony illus-
trate the broad scope of the assigned VCP responsibilities:

The Vehicle Combustion Products Committee of the Automobile Manufac-
turers Association which has been assigned the responsibility for the past four
and one-half years of conducting an intensive cooperative program dealing with
all aspects of the automobile exhaust problem ... (GJ Ex. 258, excerpt from
draft, dated March 10, 1968, prepared for presentation to House Safety Com-
mittee).

"As the role of the automobile in smog formation was being disclosed, the AMA
Board of Directors, In 1954, instructed industry engineers to look into the situ-
ation immediately and make recommendations for industry action.

"INDUSTRY ACTION

"As a result of this investigation, the AMA Board decided that the problem
should be dealt with on an Industry team basis. Accordingly, it formed the Ve-
hicle Combustion Products Committee to direct all industry efforts on a non-
competitive basis." (Tr. Vol. XXXXVI, pp. 52-54; GJ Ex. 565).

Mr. Robert T. Van Derveer, director of Motor Vehicle Components Laboratory,
United States Department of Health, Education and Welfare, formerly head of
the Fuels and Exhaust Emissions Department, American Motors Corporation
(American), testified that this noncompetitive industry-wide approach concerned
not only research and development, but also the installation and marketing of
devices; that is, that all aspects of company activity In this field were to be co-
ordinated through the AMA (Tr. VoL XXXXVI, pp. 53-W).

A number of task groups report and make recommendations to the VCP on
specific areas of the automobile which affects emission; e.g., the Crankcase Ven-
tilation Task Group, the Exhaust System Task Group, and the Fuel System
Emission Task Group. (Tr. Vol. XVII, pp. 8-10).

The VCP in turn reports and makes recommendations to the EAC. (Tr. Vol.
XVII, p. 6). The following except from GJ Exhibit 335, (Tr. Vol. XX, p. 56, 61-
62) sheds light on the role and composition of the EAC:

"The industry cooperative program is directed by the AMA Board of Directors
but is under the technical control of our Engineering Advisory Committee whose
chairman, Herb Misch, of Ford Motor Company, will preside this noon. Mr.
Misch and all of the other members of the Engineering Advisory Committee are
vice presidents in charge of engineering of their companies and are therefore
in an excellent position . direct the technical activities which are carried on
by the Vehicle Combustion Products Committee and its various working groups
and panels."

The EAC in its turn reports and makes recommendations to the Board of AMA.
(Tr. Vol. XX, p. 62). It Is, however, the Board of Directors which makes all of
the policy decisions of AMA. (Tr. Vol. XX, pp. 59, 02; Tr. Vol. XXXXVI, p. 4).

Footnotes at end of article.
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As early as 195 and even prior thereto, public speseches aad statements made
by the top brags of the leading automobile companies heralded the fact that co-
operative effort was being undertaken in the automobile industry In order to
accomplish a solution to the motoe vehicle air pollution control problem as
expeditiously as possible.

In a speech made on April 18, 1955, James C. Zeder, then Vice President of the
Chrysler Corporation (Chrysler), said:

"Perhaps you are somewhat surprised to find that we are acting cooperatively
In the battle against 'smog.' Our industry has a reputation for being fiercely com-
petitive, and we're proud of it. Ordinarily, competition In research and engineer-
Ing, as well as In production and sales, can be proved to be the best way to get
maximum results and progress. The automobile industry and business has been
demonstrating this for more than 50 years. But It has also demonstrated that
under some conditions, where the public interest is primarily Involved, it is pos-

sible to get to a solution of a problem quicker by sharing knowledge and by help-
ing each other bear the work load. At such times we cooperate as energetically as
at other times we compete." (GJ Ex. 826).

Similarly, in the language of Charles A. Chayne, then Vice President of Gen-
eral Motors and Chairman of the MIAC in 1954:

"Before I go further, therefore, let me pause to add my personal salute to
the civic spirit that launched the cooperative program, 'Operation Teamwork'
which went into effect last August. It is the kind of teamwork which we have
adopted in the automotive industry on a number of historic occasions when it
was obviously more beneficial to the American people generally for us to set aside
for a time our concern about the immediate advantages of competitive action,
and apply the combined talents and facilities of the whole industry to the solu-
tion of some problem that affected the public interest adversely." (GJ Ex. 588) ;
Cf. Remarks of John F. Gordon, President, AMA, and President of GM, July 31,
1968, GJ Ex. 835, p. 2 of remarks).

Minutes of the Engine and Vehicle Modification Task Group Meeting, Septem-
ber 12, 19M2, gives the source of AMA policy In this matter as follows:

"The AMA Board of Directors has instructed the Engineering Advisory Com-
mittee to solve the vehicle emission problem through industry co-operative effort
and to explore any and all avenues necessary to accomplish this." (GJ Ex. 286;
Cf. GJ Ex. 258).

On February 7, 1955, the VOP In accordance with a directive of the Board of
Directors submitted in draft a plan whereby an information pool would be estab-
lished and that "research and test data, devices, methods and the like, whether
or not the subject matter of a patent or patent application, as may be submitted
by any Vehicle Manufacturing Company to the VCP Subcommittee, and owned
or controlled by such Company, are to be available on a royalty-free basis to all
Vehicle Manufacturing Member Companies and such non-member companies as
the VCP Subcommittees may select which agree to conform to the terms of the
Resolution of the Board of Directors approving this report." (GJ Ex. 260, p. 1a;
Cf. GJ Ex. 285, p. 4).

The plan, however, was never adopted. In place thereof, the Board of Directors
of AMA "Instruct[ed] legal counsel and the AMA Patents Committee to develop
a Cross-licensing Agreement which was the key part of the implementation of
the cooperative research and development program." (GJ Ex. 258, AMA Staff
Report on Smog Problems to Board of Directors, p. 1). The cross-licensing agree-
ment limited the field of activity to six categories. The PateLt Committee Min-
utes of April 5, 1955 at which this plan for a formal cross-licensing agreement
was adopted, contains the following statement (similar ones of which were made
many times thereafter by the project and industry leaders) : "Mr. Heinen has
repeatedly expressed the feeling of his Committee (the VCP) that no one com-
pany should be in a position to capitalize upon or obtain competitive advantage
over the other companies In the Industry as a result of Its solution to this
problem." (GJ Ex. 292).

This position and its antitrust implications are indicated in a May 10, 1954
AMA document authored by Mr. G. J. Gaudson, former secretary of the VCP,
now Detroit Branch Manager of the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAB),
as follows:

"Heinen asked whether a company coming across a satisfactory device either
submitted by an inventor, developed during the course of normal company re-
search, or during the course of Subcommittee studies should make the device and
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its details known to the other companies participating in the Subcommittee
work. The alternative, of course, would be for the company to say nothing and
then %mo' the other manufacturers with an anti-smog device. In view of the
common Importance of the smog problem to all of the companies and in view of
the satisfactory cooperative nature of the work thus far, the individual company
approach was not generally favorable. However, it was recognized that very
serious legal problems might be involved in the cooperative acceptance and re-
view of device." (GJ Ex. W0).Mr. J. M. Chandler, then Unit Supervisor of the lEnvineering Research Depart-

-eat, Engineering Staff, Ford Motor Company (Fortij, in an Intracompany com-
munication dated November 16, 19, wrote in part:

"-lr Aaz• or cOorzaAT=V AcTIrON

"Another subject discussed at this VCP meeting was that of the legal com-
plications involved in a cooperative industry solution to the smog problem. Mr.
Cronin, General Manager of the Automobile Manufacturers Association, indi-
cated that the legal study had not yet been completed, and that he was not sure
how complex it was going to be. There is some difficulty concerned with anti-
trust action which is being carefully surveyed. The Subcommittee indicated a
general moral feeling of free cooperation, but with no binding agreements legally
available, there is still some question as to competition versus cooperation. What-
ever the legal solution it would not hurt for us to be competitively prepared."
((33 Ex. 598).

To the same effect, the Minutes of the Patent Committee of April 5, 1955, read
in part as follows:

"In discussing the need for a formal agreement as opposed to adoption by the
member companies of a Board resolution accepting the report on purpose and
procedure, Mr. Willits pointed to the cross-licensing agreement employed be-
tween the lamp and automobile manufacturers in solving the headlighting
problem."

* a a a a *

"Mr. Wilits raised some fundamental questions as to the extent of accom-
plishment possible through a cooperative arrangement such as that contem-
plated here, as opposed to the programs which might be achieved from the
strictly competitive approach, it was agreed that, from the standpoint of public
relations, concerted action by the members of the industry and their suppliers
appeared to be the only satisfactory solution to the problem." (GJ Ex. 260).

The cross-licensing agreement was originally entered into in 1955. It was
amended In 1957 and again in 1960. Five years extensions were executed by the
signatories in 1960 and 1965. Thus, the basic provisions of the cross-licensing
agreement are In effect today. (GJ Ex. 263, 264, 265, and 266). It provides for
a royalty-free exchange of patents between the participants and a formula
for sharing the costs of acquisition of patents. The provisions of the cross-
licensing agreement which accomplish this result are as follows:

"ARTiCLE m-LCENsFe GRANTED By EACH PArrY

"(a) Each party to this Agreement grants to each of the other parties and to
their respective subsidiaries, a royalty-free, nonexclusive license to make, use
and sell and to have others make for it or them Licensed Devices and parts
thereof coming under any patents, domestic or foreign (subject to the condi-
tions set forth in paragraphs (b) and (c) of this Article), owned or controlled,
either directly or indirectly, by said grantor on July 1, 1955, or at any time there-
after prior to June 30, 1960, or granted at any time hereafter on Inventions
owned or controlled, either directly or indirectly, by said grantor on July 1, 1955,
or at any time thereafter prior to June 30, 1960.

"(c) If any of the parties hereto acquires directly or indirectly a patent
otherwise coming within the scope of this Agreement at a cost, exclusive of the
expense incurred in prosecuting the patent application or negotiating the pnr-
chase, in excess of three hundred dollars ($300), no license thereunder shall
be acquired by any other party by operation of this Agreement except upon such
party sharing the cost of the patent equitably with the first party and with any
other parties electing to take a license thereunder." (GJ Ex. 263).



Section (a) provides for a royalty-free exchange of defined patented devices
by all participants provided that development costs in excess of $800 are shared
equally. As hereinbefore stated, there is admittedly little or no economic Incen-
tive for automobile manufacturers to develop and install air pollution control
equipment on vehicles they manufacture. (Tr. VoL XXII, p. 54). Since the
resudts of any industry advances are to be shared by all, there is no private
Incentive for gain inasmuch as each company must share the benefits of such
advantages with the rest of the automobile industry (GJ Ex. 566). Delays in tech-
nological development engendered by inadequate manpower or facilities will
result In no disadvantage to any company should it become desirable or nec-
essary to install such equipment in the future. At the same time it Is apparent
that the participants In the cross-licensing agreement possess sufficient resources
to engage in competitive research and development programs.

Section (c) provides for a royalty-free exchange, between the participants,
of patents acquired from third parties, provided that the purchase price in excess
of $300 Is shared equally. In effect, this provision presents a third party seek-
ing to market a patent to automobile companies with but a single purchaser--I.e.,
the whole industry. The provision eliminates price competition among the par-
ticipants with respect to the purchase of patents from third parties. (Tr. Vol.
XXII, p. 53).

The intent to control prices of inventions by the crose-licensing agreement is
shown by the fact that this agreement, including the above-quoted provision, was
modeled after a similar agreement concerning sealed beam headlights. In dis-
cussing this agreement, a report of the VCP dated January 10, 1958 reads in part:
"There are some industry precedents established In the arrangements which the
industry made to Insure multiple sources for Sealed Beam headlight units, and
to set the terms for the maitmum royalties to be paid for use of light polarizing
material." (G( Ex. 338, underscoring supplies).

The cross-licensing agreement provides a most "favored nation clause" whereby
third parties must license all participants at the same royalty rate. (Tr. Vol.
XXII, p. 48). The provision of the cross-licensing agreement which accomplishes
this result is as follows:

"ABTXCLB nI-LIcwNES GRBANTED BY BACH PAkfY

"(b) If any party hereto as acquired or does in the future acquire either directly
or indirectly the ownership, control, or right to license others under patents other-
wise coming within the scope of the Agreement conditioned on the payment of
royalty, no license thereunder shall be acquired from such party by and other
party by operation of this Agreement except upon the latter's agreeing to pay
and paying to the licensor of said first party, royalty at the same rate as such
first party would have been required to pay had the licensed article been made
or sold by it. Royalties accruing under the provision of this subsection (b), if
for sales within the United States and Canada, shall be payable in the next suc-
ceeding month of January, April, July or October, as the case may be, following
the close of the calendar quarter In which said sales occur .... (GJ Ex. 263).

Mr. William L. Scherer, manager of the Patent Department of AMA, inter-
preted the meaning of this provision for thegrand jury. He testified that it en-
ables any other party to the argeement to obtain the same kind of arrangements
with respect to rights as the first party making arrangement with a patentee.
(Tr. Vol. XXII, p. 46). In other words, if one of the companies acquires a license
under a given patent, that company must endeavor to make it possible for any
other party to the agreement to also obtain a license under that patent, for which
royalty would be paid at the same rate as the first company acquiring rights
under the patent would have negotiated. (Tr. Vol. XXII, p. 47). This ensures
to anyone else who may want to come into the program, or the that patent, that
they will get the same royalty treatment as the first individual does. (Tr. Vol.
XXII. pp. 48-49).

This provision of the cross-licensing agreement was intended by the partici-
pants to eliminate competition between them in the purchase from third parties of
rights under existing patents. This conclusion Is based on Mr. Scherer's testimony
which was as follows:

"The Juno. Wasn't the patentee told that it would be available to all of
the companies? Or was that kept a deep, dark secret?



"the Wnvu& No, I think that when he came, for Instance, If John Doe

has a device that he says will aolve the problem, and he wanted to come to Com-
pany A and daul with that company, he could have done ao.

"Now the only understanding is that, If that John Doe, I believe I called him.
were to deal with Company B, the only understanding is that he is going to
get the same royalty arrngement that Company A has.

"T-he Wrmws. And he will be glad to do that, believe me.
"T'he Ju•son. Well, in other words, he might go into Company A and agree on

a royalty of 100 an Item, let's say.
"The WrWmIrN Yes
"The JunoL Now, he went to Company B and he it faced with the fact that

that is as much as he can get; is 10, because the other company has now made It
available to them.

"The Wrrmoa. That's right. But, remember, he has got a lot more volume.
"The Junos. Well, that may be so or it may dot be so. But, It depends on, In

other words, his 100 now becomes a fixed-"Th~e Wrr~zs. Ceiling.
"The Jusow Co/i~n&
"T'he Wrrxm. That's rioht.
"The Juso&, He cannot go above that ceiling once he submits to one company;

he cannot go above that c p He tc hookea l"The Wrrl~zS& Under what we call the "favored na/ton. clause," yes.

"The Junoz. Well, whatever you call It, he is hooked for that amount.
"T"he Wrmi That's right.

"The Juson. Thanks. (Tr Vol. XXII. pp. 56-67).
The particpants to the cross-licensing agreement have agreed, upon a method

whereby a third party wishing to do business with any participant must agree
with his device may be considered by all of the participants through the Auto-
mobile Manufacturers Association.

In 1965, the cross-licensing agreement provided in pertinent part:

"Article VIIIr-Ideas submitted ba persons other then parties

"It is agreed that each idea relating to the subject matter of this Agreement
submitted by a person other than a party to this Agreement shall be first sub-
mitted to one of mid parties accompanied by a waiver in a form approved by
the Patent Committee of the Automobile Manufacturers Association by which
the submitter shall authorize such party to disclose the Idea for appraisal and test
to any third party or parties and grant Immunity to said party as well as to all
parties to whom such disclosure Is made from all liability to the submitter aris
Ing from such disclosure other than such liability arising from the infringement
of any valid patent covering the subject matter disclosed. Each such party shall
then submit such ideas to the Vehicle Combustion Products Subcommittee for
eonsideration, after which mid Party shall report to the submitter the findings
of said Subcommittee, and shall file a copy of said report with the secretary of
said Subcommittee." (GJ Ex. 268).

This provision was amended in 1957 to read as follows:

"ARTICLE VIII-IDEAS AND INVENTIONS SUBMITTED BY PERSONS
OTHER THAN PARTIES

"Nothing In this Agreement shall prevent any of the parties from receiving, con-
sidering or purchasing ideas or inventions submitted by others relating to the
subject matter of this Agreement. In the event that such ideas or inventions are
submitted to a party by a person other than a party to this Agreement or other
than a person under contract to assign such Ideas or inventions to a party, such
party may submit such ideas or Inventions to the Vehicle Combustion Products
Subcommittee for consideration provided such party has obtained from the sub-
mitter a waiver in a form approved by the Patent Committee of the Automobile
Manufacturers Association by which the submitter shall authorize such party to
disclose the Idea or Invention for appraisal and test to any third party or parties
and grant immunity to said party as well as to all parties to whom such disclosure
is made from all liability to the submitter arising from such disclosure other than
such liability arising from the infringement of any valid patent covering the sub-
Ject matter disclosed. The said party shall thereafter report to the submitter
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the findings of said Subcommittee, and shall file a copy of said report with the
secretary of said Subcommittee." (GJ Ex. 264).

Mr. Meherer testified as follows as to the substantive change worked by the
1957 amendment to Article VIII:

"A.... it enables, as I understand it, to have each participating company con-
sider ideas submitted by outside parties, not parties to the agreement, for con-
sideration and test without the necessity of reporting that information to the
(other) participantfs] under the cross-licensing agreement." (Tr. Vol. XVII, pp.
44-46).

Plainly, Article VIII of the 1955 Agreement (GJ Ex. 263) requires third parties
dealing wNith any participant to agree to the submission of their device to the
Vehicle Combustion Products Subcommittee of the Automobile Manufacturers
Association.' As amended in the 1957 agreement (GJ Ex. 264), however, It would
seem that referral to the VCP was no longer required. (Tr. Vol. XVII, pp. 44-46).

Mr. Van Derveer, however, testified unequivocally that it was communicated to
him by both AMA and his superiors at American Motors that the signatories
to the cross-licensing agreement had obligated themselves to insure that before
any lprticilant dealt with an independent device manufacturer that the device
manufacturer must sign an AMA Suggestion Submission Agreement.' (Tr. Vol.
XXXXVI, pp. 4"-S1; GJ Ex. 416). Even after the 1957 amendment, AMA con-
tinued to recommend to participants that an AMA Suggestion Submission Agree-
ment be obtained from third parties. (Tr. VoL XVIII, p. 93).

Mr. William K. Steinhagen, a General Motors engineer in charge of their Power
Development Group, testified that when a third party came to him with a device,
he was instructed to inform the third party of General Motor's obligations under
the cross-licensing agreement and to obtain an agreement from the third party
allowing tests of the device to be conducted under the terms of the cross-licensing
agreement. (Tr. Vol. XXXII, p. 54).

Mr. Harold Lipchick, Vice President and General Manager of the American
Products Division, Chromalloy American Corporation, testified that in attempt-
ing to market the AMF-Chromalloy device to the automobile company partici-
pants in 1964, it was suggested by Mr. Chandler of the Ford Motor Company that
the proper method of procedure would be for Lipchick to execute an AMA Sug-
gestion Submission Agreement and to make his initial presentation to the AMA.
(Tr. Vol. XVII, p. 50).

It is apparent from the foregoing testimony that the language change in the
1957 amendment worked no substantive change in the requirement that partici-
pants not consider third party devices unless an AMA Suggestion Submission
Agreement was executed by the third party.

Minutes of the AMA Patent Committee meeting of May 13, 1959, read in part:
"The Committee reconfirmed the position taken at its September 22, 1965 meet-

ing that it disapproved any meeting between industry members and persons who
have not signed the Cross-LUcensing Agreement unless the outsiders have exe-
cuted an AMA Suggestion Submission Agreement and that there should be no
exceptions to this policy." (GJ Ex. 260).

That AMA highly regarded the method of dealing with third party devices is
further illustrated by the following pertinent excerpt from GJ Exhibit 302, an
unsigned memorandum dated April 20, 1965:

"Probably not for publication but Mr. Thornton (an AMA employee) says 1957
amendment was made because of antitrust problems In the first agreement.
Changed the way people brought ideas to the committees from outsiders.

"Also not for publication-Mr. Thornton says the Patent Committee feels we
should definitely renew--especially in view of the CID investigation. It would not
be wise to discard the agreement at this time."

Mr. Secherer's testimony on this amendment was as follows:
"Q. In other words, prior to the amendment in 1957, anybody who had signed

the cross-licensing agreement was obligated, with respect to submit any ideas
which they received from outsiders to the Automobile Manufacturers Association
Vehicle Combustion Products Committee? Isn't that correct?

"A. That's correct.
"Q. And it was felt in 1957 that there were some antitrust difficulties with

that particular method of procedure, was there not?
"A. All I can say to that is that on advice of counsel, it was changed." (Tr.

Vol. XVIII, pp. 87-88).

Footnotes at end of article.
36-993--74- 11
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Basically, there are three parts of an automobile emitting pollutants. One, the
crankcase (blow-by) ; two, the carburetor and fuel tank (evaporation loses) ;
and three, the exhaust. Before any devices were affixed to cars, the experts esti-
mated that 25% of the pollutants were emitted from the crankcase, 15 to 25%
from evaporation losses, and 50 to 60% from the exhaust.

In 1959 it was discovered at General Motors that a positive crankcase ventila-
tion (pev) valve, used even prior to World War II for the purpose of keeping
the crankcase of military and other vehicles free of mud, stand, etc., was effective
in the elimination of blow-by emissions from the crankcase. (Tr. Vol. XXIX,
p. 72; Tr. VoL XXXVI, pp. 15-16). As a result. General Motors could have
installed the device on its cars and obtained a competitive advantage since this
type of device was not covered by the cross-licensing agreement. However, this
was not done, but to the contrary, the cross-licensing agreement was amended in
1960 by the addition of five categories covering crankcase and evaporation losses
so that the industry could act collectively with regard to these areas. (Tr. Vol.
XXXVI, p. 15; GJ Ex. 265).

A July 27, 1959 memorandum from W. F. Sherman of the AMA staff to the
EAC states in part:

"Mr. Delaney called attention to the fact that neither of these areas of investi-
gation or development are covered by the present Industry Cross-Licensing Agree-
ment. I was, therefore, the unanimous recommendation of the committee and of
Mr. Delaney that the Engineering Advisory Committee should immediately
request the AMA Patent Committee to amend the Cross-Licensing Agreement
to cover these areas, and to do so in the immediate future to permit the work to
go forward rapidly." (GJ Ex. 384).

An agreement was then made by the automobile manufacturers to Install the
pev valve on all 1961 model cars to be delivered in California only. (Tr. Vol.
XXXXIII, pp. 99-100; GJ Ex. 355, 415, 543). This was heralded as a "voluntary"
contribution to the elimination of smog by the automobile industry. (Tr. Vol.
XXI, pp. 15-17, GJ Ex. 355; Tr. Vol. XXIX. pp. 73-74). However, a document
dated November 18, 1959 written by W. S. Berry of American Motors Indicateq
the real motive for the installation of the device on 1961 models. It reads in part
as follows:

"There is time to complete our test work on this breather system before the
Introduction of the 1961 model. The reasons for making the announcement before
test work Is completed are as follows:

"1. The opportunity for the industry to voluntarily do something in California
which will make a major reduction in emissions at a relatively low cost. In
advancing this argument the AMA Staff uses a cost to the customer figure of
around '$10.'

"2. On December 4th there will be a hearing in Berkeley which will be held
between the California State Department of Health to finalize recommendations
on tailpipe emissions. An announcement before that date would possibly slow
down any regulatory action on this matter. Likewise, this announcement may
deter Governor Brown from holding a special session of the Legislature dealing
with the air pollution problem." (GJ Ex. 555).

Quite evidently the cross-licensing agreement was not needed for protection
or use of any patent. As a matter of fact. no significant patents were tbeii
known to exist affecting development of pollution control devices and no lists
of patents were then nor have they ever been annexed to the cross-licensing
agreement or any extension thereof. (Tr. Vol. XXII, pp. 54-55). It is submitted
that the cross-licensing agreement was merely a vehicle to accomplish the non-
competitive and delaying activities of the signatories thereto.7

The evidence adduced before the Grand Jury clearly developed that the
signatories to the cross-licensing agreement had the following understandings
and agreements with respect to the installation of motor vehicle air pollution
control devices: (A) not to publicize competitively any solution to the motor
vehicle air pollution problem; (B) to adopt a uniform date for announcement
of the discovery of any air pollution control devices; and (C) to install de-
vices only on an agreed date. (Tr. Vol. XXII, pp. 49-50).

Minutes of the meeting of the Engineering Advisory Committee on January 10,
1958, read in part as follows:"T9hne !ommittee report raised a number of questions for decision by EAC.

These were taken up In the following order:

Footnotes at end of article.
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"(1) Statement on exchange of information and publicity on smog research
activity. The VUP asked concurrence of EAC on this statement whieh was drafted
in August by the VOP members. Mr. Kucher stated that there is no misconcep-
tion or objection to the objective the VCP has in mind, but he questioned what
mechanism would be used; he suggested that specific provision be made for
the submittal of plans for speeches and text ahead of time. Mr. Heinen said
that the VOP would include such ground rules with the statement.

"Mr. Ackerman commented that there was no doubt about the EAC belief
that such a program should be carried out on a cooperative basis. Mr. Chayne
moved approval of the proposal, with the Instruction that it be sent to the coni-
pony public relations directors, asking them to join In the effort to carry this
out properly.

"-The VCP report also called attention to the desirability of re-affirming the
idea of a single announcement and a uniform adoption for any device which
the industry may decide to use for smog control. Mr. Chayne moved that this
view be included with the previous motion; EAC members approved. (GJ Ex.
339; Tr. Vol. XX, p. 78).

The following further excerpts from documents and testimony are illustrations
of the understandings and agreements referred to above:

A. As to the agreement not to publicize competitively any solution to the
problem:

"-1. Grand Jury Exhibit 338, dated January 10, 1958, (Tr. Vol. XX, p. 74),
reads in part as follows:

"- 'To a large degree, some of the questions in connection with the publication
of data involved consideration of publicity effects which often result when
some item of interest is released dealing with the smog problem. The Com-
mittee believes that it was the intention of AMA in establishing the VCP activity
to avoid situations in which competitive publicity advantages would arise and
be seized by any one of the company participants. BAG rc-aflirmation of thim
viewpoint would be helpful.

"'Similarly, there have been some fears expressed that technical develop-
ments in the air pollution program, which might happen to occur in one quarter
rather than another, could lead to a situation in which some automobile com-
panies might be more favorably positioned for the introduction of an exhaust
control device than other companies. Here it has been the VCP understanding
from the beginning that the public service aspects of our cooperative work on the
exhaust gas problem are such that no company should expect to take ad-
vantage competitively by being the first, or claiming to be the first, to offer
such a device. It will be extremely helpful in the further conduct of our pro-
gram if the EAO will take cognizance of the importance which is attached
to this problem end re-affim authoritatively that the companies will participate
equally in the public relations benefits that will accrue from a single announ•ec-
ment in the uniform adoption date for any device which may be adopted for
use.' "

The report of the EAC of the same date, January 10, 1958 shows that by
vote it reaffirmed "the idea of a single announcement and a uniform adoption
date for any device which the industry may decide to use for smog control."
(GJ Ex. 339).

"-2. Grand Jury Exhibit 345, December 3, 1962 (Tr. Vol. XX, pp. 105-404),
reads in part as follows:

"'The Engineering Advisory Committee is in complete agreement with both
the public Relations Committee and the Vehicle Combustion Products Commit-
tee with regard to the need for more and better publicity about industry activi-
ties in the air pollution field.

"'The Engineering Advisory Committee does, however, share the concern
of the Vehicle Combustion Products Committee regarding the dangers of ill-
considered unilateral publicity. The EAC recommends, therefore, that the pro-
posal for increased publicity by the individual companies, as well as by the
Automobile Manufacturers Association, be approved with the proviso that such
releases concern only "activities" aned that releases concerning specific "solu-
tions" be issued by AMA.

"'It is essential that all releases be coordinated through AMA and that pro-
cedures be established to handle such coordination expeditiously.'

"1"3. Mr. Scherer's testimony on this subject was in part as follows (Tr. VoL
XX, pp. 76-77):

4
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Q. The matter of publicity, Is it your understanding that by the terms
of the cooperative arrangement in the industry with respect to motor vehicle
air pollution control equipment, that no one company would advertise or putb-
licize the merits of its equipment, vis-a-vis other companies in the field?

"'A. That was my understanding of their intention, yes.'
"4. An interdepartmental letter of American Motors dated November 28,

196-2. reads in part as follows:
"' "In the area of press releases there has been a tacit understanding. if not

a written policy, that all individual company press releases will be reviewed
by the AMA Public Relations Committee and tile VCP. Ford has been the only
flagrant violator of this policy, since on two occasions they have issued releases
that caught the rest of the industry by surprise (announcement of vanadium
penitoxide exhaust catalyst in 1957, and .blowby control system in 1962).

"Tlhe current AMA Public Relations Committee recommendation to the Engl-
neering Advisory Conmmittee, which was initiated by G.M. is somewhat difficult
to understand. It has been suggested that it is a -veiled threat" to Chrysler
because of that ,eenllany's success (and related l lblicity) in making their cars
meet the California standard for exhaust emissions withumt an exhaust treating
device. The proponents of this approach say that G.M.. because of their over-
whelming dominance in the field of smog research (see attached sheet for
relative air pollution budgets of AMA member companies). are saying to Chrysler.
"-Slow down on this approach and don't break the industry front or we will
complletely submerge you, publicity-wise".' (GJ Ex. 542).

"5. 31"r. Van I)erveer testified as follows concernimn- I 1957 publi(.ity release
by the Ford Motor Comyany (Tr. Vol. XXXXV pp. 46, 7 A ) :

"-Q. so. Ford issued a publicity statement on the vanadium p('ntoxide device.
anlid it achieved nationwide recognition.

" 'A. Yes.
"Q. And it was a device? A prototyie device had been developed?

"A. Yes.
"""Q. Tested on cars.

"'A. Yes. Not very extensively, but, yes.
"-'Q. And then there was some unhappiness in the industry over Ford's

publicity*?
"' "A. Correct.

"*Q. Now, who was the source of the unhappiness?
"'A. Well. Heinen was probably the most vocal on the thing."*Q. All right. What did Heinen say?

"A.... Well. he said lots of things, actually. But, more or less of a breach
of a promise; tile fact that this put Ford in a lot better light. And just the
fact that the company was getting nation-wide attention for something, the
other peolle were working equally hard on other things and they weren't getting
any publicity. That sort of thing.

"'Q. Was there a little feeling that Ford was reaping too much advantage
out of its publicity, and, therefore, Ford should not have issued the publicity
statement?

"'A. Well, that was certainly part of it.

"SQ So. there was an attempt to dampen the publicity that was issued a
little while before.

"'A. It wasn't actually a retraction. I guess.
" "Q. Not a retraction, but an attempt to dampen down the publicity.
"'A.As I remember, yes.
"'Q. What was the impetus of Ford to dampen down the publicity: Was it

beea iise Heinen was disturbed about this?
"'A. I am sure it was Heinen and General MTotors being disturbed, too. I am

sure General Motors had an opinion on it. I never heard it expressed par-
tieularly.'

B. As to the agreement for the adoption of a uniform date for announcement
of the discovery of a device:

"1. In an interoffice memorandum from R. J. Templln, Cadillac Motor Car
Division, to J. H. Lamb, also of GM, dated October 6, 1959, Mr. Templin stated:

"'Please note that we are bound by an agreement through Mr. C. A. Chayne
with the Automobile Manufacturers Association to withhold any public knowledge
about these devices until a joint Industry announcement can be ssade through
AMA. These devices must, therefore, be treated as confidential.' (GJ Ex. 499).
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"2.Mr. Schier'er's testimony Oil thils ploint was ill part its, follow~s (Tr. Vol.
XXII. ppi. 4U-541):

-(2. HaIIve' they aliso ha ( t the ft tdeisti nil i jig to a dolit ainif tinifr (bi iite for ithe
aninountcemtenit (of thi' discovery of any air Itiolliltion cotntroil device?

'A. I wotiidlsay that's the way the programt has- oll'ratt'd, yes.'
"3Mr. Scherer f'urther testified (Tr. V'ii. XX, pp. 75-~76)

f9.7i'S. lilts p ublic'ized a uni tl form adop j t ioni i dte~ fll- any dtV evitce I lid ilt tiltoduced
ill this field?

-A. You are asking mle?
'Q. Yes, I :tili nsin you.i
' A. Thli't correti(ct. Therei'1 iii it' th litli. tot lie Sa iit(ti for Ilat f i*';thit ig:

Rt'itvienier that there win'v somle ti flit( lid itici f1:1liits. ill I i"lini who 'iittiiit

not have beent quite ready' to gio ahevad wvit Ii 111o :!dojt ioll~f flit' thet'\-icet ;s far
as thetir twa itvsfili" ald int ioo-lt'igt is comcii''ietl. Tfity wvt re jl'l's.t'ti jiwt :tiiig
.01i.1t1 \%.i~ll it. tutu-l.i :tlen':. livi'Iiints. of thei im jthalit tile. vwee ready.

*Yes. anda it f lay wteren't tvidiy. thiey 1may also tin vt' wait.'d! 1nt ii--
'A if t hey were ready ?
Q.'li- otthiers tinilld wait--

'A. Thiat% po ssibtle.
*Q -- itltifl theii devii'. \w:1s i'e~j~iv lillil ev'I'xlloii couldh lilnt il .tn atl L ýalloti.

.k. Thait's potssiblet. So., it wotrks lothil way's.

flint it is l-ighit, ti) lit this daftc. HIMt lio deviti' has bet-it ;m%. one iv jit
ii0 1ii41in Oi li its o wnl : Iitht thley all dild it ait a uni ftorm adopt it a dauk le 11ev all
p ilt it oil at thI e santme time'? Is flhat cor retil. sir'?

" 'A. I bliebve thiat's cotrrect.,'
C.As to the agi'eemient to install devices tally oil ani agreed, date

" I. 'I'ist im niy b y Mr. Sc'here r tin this suitject- wits iii pi-r it, fa i'.obws C l'i'.

-41. 1, ils, kinml of' behiaviior tll flthe pialrt of' the filtdi tio i in ct inialpiii Ili'
rt-~iit of aiil agreemienit amonttlg ill itt loinl tot adotpt dievites at :1 nu1th liii t]t te.
aind flint one( comnljanv would nlot go ahlead with tile tdevie unless all oft tile
itt eI':' ctiiiq n iies wert U ie ill tepsition t togoalt eadi with lthe dev ice?

'..A. We did note itt' (i lie ltT~d, that thlie it' as sfutch anl u 1111rsl a ni, niti i it
tll e 'oitllipa flies, yves.'

2.Mitnutes tiLT the' EAC nte't'ilg, diatetd May 17, 1902. readi ill p~art is't.fllowxs

4'' -NtFORM~ Ailltl'litN ANit AN NittNCE~iNIE OFi stil tIn

'At thil- point Mr. ('a1111au rend thle rest of hils r'eptort anad rin I et fotr Okcut i siliii
tit'- p'i t temts that hi ii ari'viisa as a resuilt iof publ1 iciity an itt il'tie Lt spliui i f ome~ li
equtiipmenllt for l' igi lii le todifiica tio n to tL1os Anigeles ('titi itt V tflj''jii, prior toi'f its,

lBtonrnd ot Suiperv'iso rs, whlich'i has heel i at'k~i w'itdgt'd liiit iioit yiv ll ' mn e di.
AM A act ion by -ll of thle an toinot ie It' ('int ll iits to eiigage ill Ii s imila In n diii i i
c'atioin ptrogram.l Mn. Ixliraniit sugge'stedl that tithe andiniiig of tth'st ltf:ti
requlired simply that all of tilt p art itipnuts fie ci gitiza ut if tit' rqic si nsi I i lit h's
ailreadyv otitned anld muidi'rstototd inl thlit EAC m id YII at-ixitV.' -' I Memo'iiit iljll,1
Reot'iit EAC Meeting, dtedti'tMay 17. If962 .(LI Ex. 379 l.

Thus we have seen tihat the non-ct inpetiti ve indufstriy prga Ho ~'i t Wslt lI1imill-d'i
to research aind tdevelopmenit bhut enettlipa nsst'i pt'omot ion. i itsta:111:1 fi an d tii orl-
ketiiig. Onl thisl, scotre 1Mr. V'in D enxveir testifiedi ('t. viii. xxxxv'i. lpl. :11S

"Q. Mr. Van Derveer, this non-etimpetitive indiustry prttgrain t'tfti't'iit'i nt otnly
tilt rest'arch anil dleveilopmlent blit also tile inst alla tiotn alidi itaru'i't inn- tf idevticeits.
diit it 1mit?

"A. Well, whlat do you mevan bty devices? Youl are, talkingaiit---
D(. evices oir systemis, any kinid oif motor v.ehticl e air pit!lution iii i ti i eiquip-i t

ment whatsoev'er.
"A. It was all coordinated throughl the A'MA, yes,
"112 All aspects of any compalnyt3 activity iii this atrea?
"A. yets."
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POSITIVE CRLANKCASE DEVICE (BLOW-BY)

A GM1 document disclosed that the AMA asked all car mianu factutre rs onl Junie
1, 1961. to give all the reasons that could he developed as to) why compliance with
a Congressional request that positive crankcase ventilation (pev) he miade stand-
ard equipment onl all cars would not be desirable. "It must be recognized that
they are specifically looking for problems that will justify a negative decision'.,
Commentedl G. R. Fitzgerald, a GMI engineer. (GJ Ex. 504). After thle successful
installation of the pev valve in California by all companies on 1961 nmodels, a dleci-
sion was made not to install the device on all 192 models nationally. M1r. Vanl
lDeri-eer testified that "the board of directors, of course, are theonies that had to
miake that decision." (Tr. Vol. XXX"XV. pip. 71-76.) A psoll or Vote was taken

sit a meeting of the AMA Crankcase Ventilation Task Groupl of thle 7CP on
January 26. 11161. (GJ Ex. 360 and 442.) Although Studebaker-Packard anld
American Motors "agreed to the release of positive crankcase ventilation for aill
1M62 cars" nione of thre companies (lid so. in accordance with the indlustry agree-
ment.' (Tr. Vol. XXI, pp. 321-33: Tr. Vol. XXII, ppo. 41)-5O; Tr. Vol. XXIX, lpp
107-110, 130-133; GJ Ex. 360 and 442.)

All GM divisions could hav-e supplied thre internal crankcase dlevice as5 standard
eqluip~ment for 19622. if requested to do so. 11. F. Barr, thenr Chief Engineer of
Chevrolet. writing to C. A. Chayne, thenr Engineer V. P1. of GM1. said in part:

"Would all G31i D~ivisions he in a position to sup,~ internal crankcase venitilai-
tioni as standard eqluipmnent for 192 produQction?'

(nerWe could if it wats a mandatory GM1 po)licy, hut we wvould not will-
ingly do so." (GJ Ex. 474).

Similarly, in at memorandum of the Ford 'Motor Company dated .January 10,
1961, Jamnes M1. (Chandler wvrote:

"I have recently checked with John Asseltine of Engine and Foundry regard-
ing engineering release of positive crankcase ventilation (devices for nation-wide
apiplicartion. M1r. Asselstine informs are that inasisuch as those dlevices have been
released, nation wide. as a regular p~roduction option for 1961 automobiles hie
see-, no reason why they could not he ap~plied onl all production in 1.96-. Ilie also
feels that we would be in a position to release thle ('rankease device nation-widle
on all commercial vehicles for 196*2." (GJ Ex. 454).

As far as International Harvester was concerned, a September 26, 1.961 letter
from S. G. Johnson of International Harvester to WV. F. Sherman of AMA state,,
in pertinent part:

"H. International Harvester is in piosition to comply with hiowby devices onl
aill motor truck models at any date (deemed advisable by AMA. (G.J Ex. 364).

As a matter of fact, the device could have been installed onl 1961 model.,,:
*'Tire main reason that the motor vehicle industry di1d not voluntarily under-

take to supply internal venting throughout thre country on1 all its new gasoline-
powered vehicles, starting with the 1961 model,.. was that a need had been estabs-
llised in C'alifornia which has not been establishied elsewvhere." (Rough D~raft
of paper presented at ECS-APCA Mleeting, by James M1. ('handier. C'hairman.
V'CP-AMA. entitled "Cur'renmt Status and Future Work oil Vehicle Emiss;ioni Con-
trol Devices,- undated (GJ Ex. 381) ).

AsA a result of this thinking, anl interdepartmental letter of American 'Motors
fromn its V('P1 mjemiber, Ralph 11. Isbmandt, dlatedl Decemiber 7. 1961, indicate,
that thre AMNA Board of Directors as early as iDeceinber. 1961 determined and
agreed that the device should lbe installed not one year later, in 1962. but two
years later, in 1963:

"-At tile AMA Board of Directors, meeting, held December 6, 1961. it was agreed
that the Industry would include Positive Crankcase Ventilation dev'ices as stand-
a rd equipmtent on il 1ll63~ model cars." (GJ Ex. M0).)

Ani attempt was even mnade to dlelay national installation onl 1963 models. ( T'r.
Vol. XXX, pp. 27-32: GJ Ex. 373). Robert J. Temmiplin. Asst. Chief Engineer,
Cadillac Mlotor Car D)ivision. G.M1. wvrote on Septemmber 25, 1961 : "To suim it up,
there is nothing to prevent our going to positive Cramnkcase ventilation as stamohiril
equipment for 1963, if policy dictates it. Our lives wvill he less troubled, hiowvever,
if wve don't do it." (Tr. Vol. XXXVII, p. 7; GJ Ex. .509). This time. however. thet
pressure (if public officials forcedl the issue. A memorandum by WV. F. Sherman of
AMAL to the EAC. dated MNay 25, 1961 reads in part as follows:

Flootnotes at end of article.
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" "Te U.S. automobile industry has been asked to help protect the public health
by installing 'on your own initiative' a device in all new cars which destroys
era inkcase fumes.

"'Sell. Maurine Neubierger. (D. Org.) made the request in a letter sent Monday
to 14 manufacturers of cars and trucks. She suggested that in the event the
automobile industry failed to seize the initiative, it would be subject to 'respon-
Abille legislation to prohibit the transportation in interstate commerce of vehicles
wibout the protective device.'

"*S'en. Neuberger noted that the Automobile Manufacturersi Association had re-
jectedi a request by the Secretary of Health. Education and Welfare that the in-
dustry install at the factory a device which destroys crankcase fumes, a factor in
air pollution along with auto exhaust fumes." (G.1 Ex. 365).

A similar memorandunm for use by Mr. Sherman at the EAC meeting of May
25. 1961. also reads in part as follows,:

"Since aIll of tie companies are presumably receiving a letter from Sen. Neu-
berger. I have a specific suggestion to make. First. I would suggest that as in the
recent past with similar letters. be referred to AMA for a reply.

"Three. I believe it is very much in the interest of the indusrty to ta;ke the
initiative before it is pushed further on this matter and that the Engineering
Advisory Committee should therefore recommend to the Board of D)irectors at
their meeting oni June 15 that a public statement bie issued saying that inasmuch
as service experience has proved to lie at least reasonably satisfactory, it is
being recommended to all member companies that as their tooling and manufac-
turing permits, they proceed to apply the device to all vehicles for sale in all
parts of the United States.

"If this action is not taken by the industry, it seems certain that there will be
Federal legislation.

"It also seems to me that the opportunity provided in this instance to make a
Very big distinction between these inexpensive devices and exhaust control de-
vices for use in California. which are more expensive and which are applicable
primarily to the photo-chenical smog problem, might be utilized to position the
industry for the future, although we certainly can't ignore the possibility that
similar pressures will arise with regard to any muffler devices that are adopted
at a later date in California." (GJ Ex. 366).

As a result of this pressure, the attempt to delay installation of the device until
at least 1964 failed, and the companies agreed and did install the pcv valve on

ill 1963 models nationally. (Tr. Vol. XXXXV, pp. 24-25). The same valve that was
installed on all 1961 models in California was used nationally on 1963 models,
indicating that bar the industry agreement, the device could certainly have been
installed nationally at least on 1962 models. (Tr. Vol. XXXXII, pp. 101-102).

CLOSED CRANKCASE DEVICE

After the installation of the pcv valve, it was discovered that the slight remaih-
ing emission of l)ollutants from the crankcase couhl i e eliminated by piping it intit
the air (.leaner where it woull be completely dissipated. As a result the Motwr
Vehicle Pollution Control Board MV'PCB) of California adopted an annended test
piricedure on December 18, 1962 which could only be met by the installation ot
the closed type system. New York State officials, too. wanted a closed system.
The EAC reviewed both the California and New York situations and reached tie
conclusion on March 1. 1963 "that the industry definitely does not want to lie
forced into putting the new systenis [closed blow-by on New York cars for
19963 and 1964.'" (Tr. Vol. XXXVI. p. 151). Since it seemed doubtful that New
York would accept less than California for a crankcase device l)erfornmance. the
EAC decided that California was the place to take a firm stand against tile new
higher capacity systems. To enforce their position, the EAC asked each mnemiber
C.ompany to provide technical information to show why it was impractical to
install high-capacity devices for the years 1963 and 1964, (GJ Ex. 507). The
Cimmittee was delegated by Mr. Clilyne, GM's vice president in charge of engin-
eering, to prepare a specific list of technical problems which might prevent General
Motors Car Divisions from supplying crankcase ventilation systems on the 1964

models which would meet the new high flow requirements and still be reliable in
alt respects. (Tr. Vol. XXXVI, up. 149152; GJ Ex. 507). (Cf. GJ Ex. 457. a Ford
document, which reads in part: "In March we told California we ... questioned
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our . . . readiness for closed systems. Early application for certification [by
Chrysler] would cast doubt."

In an Interoffice memo, H. P. Barr, GM's member on the EAC. onl March 2S,
1963, wrote In part:

"I have recently had a call from Mr. Paul Ackerman of Chrysler which indi-
cates they are pulling back their 1964 start of production releases and will release
later, effective January 1, 1964, if required at that time by the Calitfnriiia law.

We are, of c'ourse. all hopeful that thnis wi1ll be further extended to start of
production of 1965 models before time for this action arrives.

"It is therefore quite important that no Gieneral .1otors Division niake anyv
changes in their 1963 releases for start of 19614 mnndel year pronnic~tion, $inn,'n
changes wouldl jeopanrdize the industry position that is being takeni with tihe Air
Pollution Board of California."' (G.1 Ex. 47$).

Ili anl intra compannny nienio. Robert Sorenson of C'hrysler int'trnrnel P'. C.
Ackerman, its EAC member, onl January 11, 19t13, Iin part as follows:

"Attached is at letter receivedl from Benl Jensen. Executive Cli'~. ('ni~ornia
Motor Vehicle Pollution Control Board officially advisina us, of tint action of
D ecembler I.S. 19062 meeting of the lnoa rd. His letter indlicate-s that txr-.i closed
crank-case systemn devices were approved for both factory and used vehicle's..

"AMIA staff was not favorable to anl ininiediat' appiroach anid llinrvY Willianins
has taken the matter over pnersotnally. I understltal that ho will ilsn'it withI
somue of the California Motor Vehnicle Pollution ('mnnrol ltow' id ter'i t:n
ln'e-established meeting early in February.

"Becanuse of Chrysler's commnitment to hanadle this 4011 anl innustn' tas thnenn.
appears to lbe nothing further we call d1)oinl thnis mnatter at thn' ilion' nnn a
Chrysler only bnasis." (GJ Ex. 446).

In an lanterdepartanent letter fromn Van Derven'r to lsl-i'annt. n!sn A tnnriea a
Motors EAC member, dlated Apnril 29, 1963, Americani Motnors' positionl is ,tateilt
as follows:

"It is the writer's and C. Ilarinea's opinion that for our 19t04 producni'nn ~xv Iavo
no other choice Inut to comply with New York's criteria by~ eithner thne nrnnc'nnurjn~e.i.s
outline'd or by installing the 'closed' systemu hardware thnat is releaise'l ftor Cali-
fornia production commencing Januairy 2, 1964. However. if wve re1 poe tin' '%4
California'fiz' fnnr car one 1%*4 New York State production, wve N%-;!! a:; -!foul .;f
the A.M.A. policy on this matter, and as you are anware various indtist iv rennn'n'
sentatives, feel quite strongly that industry solidarity is a must (int thnis, natt'""
(0.1 Ex. 558).

H-owever, the industry's attempt to dlelay the imnstallatinnn of tlhe ('InSedl blnlw-h *
device to the start of production of 1965maodels failed since tlhe M!l fornednltine
installation of the closed Inlow-by system as of .Tawiqnrv 1, 19Ct-1. nTr. Vol. XXI.
pp. 68,-'-73: Tr. Vol. XXXVI, pp. 1.55-157. (LI Ex 503). AMIA's posit ito at lim'
mneeting of the MVPCB. in regard to this matter, is innnit'atenl in tine ttlltnwing
GM interoffice memo dated January 24, 1963. as fllows:

"At the December meeting, the Boardi decided tot require 'vinised' t 'ype rok:s
dlevic'es on new cars beginning iT itln thme 1964 modlel year. Getorge InelancY, rep!re-
genting the AliA strongly objected to the Board's. actiton. Act'ornlinn tnl nelpntrts.
Delaney claimed that the manufacturers had already firmied their 1964 desigiis aand
chnange,; could not he made to meet the deadline,

"According to rumors, the AMA was so incemnsed at tine Board's action, they
resolved to boycott future meetings, and since the AMA was not represemnted at
the Ja1nuary 17 meeting, a proposal was adopted which may be costly to tine
industry. Of course, the action might have bneen taken whethner or nntt tine AM1A
was represented. but the Board didn't even have the benefit of lIna rung thne
industry's ob~jections." (GJ Ex. 376).

As to the ability of the auto companies to install a closed blow-by systeml onl
their cars, our expert, Wallace Linville, testified:

"Q. Is there any reason why that couldn't have been done by the indus:try
prior to 1964?

"A. No. It is similar to a system that you find aind have found for years onl
particularly dump trucks where they are operatling In very dirty areas, and
again on the army equipment that we mentioned In the second World War, where
they are running in convoy, the vehicles following the first vehicle are operating
In very dusty terain. and as a result of this they have had the system closed
by means of tinis tube to the air cleaner for a good number of years., so I see
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no reason why this-should have offered a substantial or major problem at all."
(Tr. Vol. XXXXI, p. 25).

Errol J. Gay a consultant for TRW and others, and an apologist for the
auto industry, when asked the same question testified:

"A. Hell, they could have done it prior to 1938, if necessary." (Tr. Vol. LVII,
p. 73).

EXHAUST DEVICES

By California statute passed in December, 1959, all automobile manufacturers
were required within one year following certification of any two motor vehicle
air pollution control devices to affix an air pollution control device on all cars
sold.

Chrysler Corporation developed its Cleaner Air Package (CAP), perhaps as
early as 1960, (Tr. VoL XXIX, pp. 18-19, 30). In a memo dated October 5, 1961,
D. F. Diggs of E. I. Du Pont, reported:

"-I asked Heinen why Chrysler did not seek California certification of their
vehicles without devices if they are as good as he says they can be made. While
admitting that favorable publicity would result, he was very forceful in telling
me that if this was done Chrysler would be severely chastised by the rest of
the industry. He reminded me that the AMA agreement says no one company
will gain any competitive advantage because of smog, and that Chrysler was a
relatively small cog in the industry. He indicated Ford and GM were calling
the shots and implied that Chayne was the industry mastermind." (GJ Ex. 183).

The CAP system consisted of a valve (part of which was patented) and
adjustments of the carburetor, distributor and spark timing. Several technical
p•pers on the subject were written by Chrysler employees, Heinen and Fagley.
and published by SAE. (Tr. Vol. XXX, pp. 105, 120-23.) Despite an understand-
ing among AMA members to deal only with the California Motor Vehicle Pollh-
tion Control Board and not with the Los Angeles Pollution Control District

und its then executive officer, S. Smith Griswold, Mr. Heinen dealt with
Mr. Griswold, applied for state certification of the CAP, installed the device on
100 cars as a test, and agreed to fulfill specifications contained in Los Angeles
County car purchasing invitations for devices which would control exhaust
pollution to the extent of emitting no more than 300 ppm of hydrocarbons and
1.5% of carbon munoxide. (Tr. Vol. XXIX, p. 119.)

In early 1964, Chrysler began to deliver cars to the County of Los Angeles
with the CAP system affixed. All told about 1,000 cars were delivered in 1964
with that system. (Tr. Vol. XXIX. p. 120.) The fact that Chrysler got the order
to supply cars for Los Angeles County in 1964 was resented by the rest of
the i•ndustry as a breach of the industry agreement and great effort was made
to bring Chrysler back into the fold, which was successful as will be hereinafter
shown. (Tr. Vol. XXX, pp. 130, 140-41; GJ Ex. 183. 226.) The result of Chrysler's
action in supplying 1964 cars to the county resulted in Ford, too, offering cars
equipped with an exhaust device to the county in 1965 which controlled emissions
to the required degree.'

By the end of 1963 and early in 1964, it was quite apparent that the California
Motor Vehicle Pollution Control Board (which required that emissions be limited
to 275 jopm of hydrocarbons and 1½% CO) would certify at least two devices
being produced by independent (not automobile) manufacturers thereby trigger-
ing the law and compelling the installation of air pollution exhaust control
devices on all 1966 models offered for sale in California in late 1965. (Tr. Vol.
XXXVII. pp. 33-37; GJ Ex. 402).

Every effort was thereupon made by the industry members of AMA to delay
the installation of such devices at least until 1967. (GJ Ex. 339. 405). A mein-
orandum dated March 9, 1964, from William Sherman of the AMA staff (Secre-
tary-EAC Committee) to his superior Mr. Harry Williams, Managing Director
of the AMA, reads in part:

"While we certainly have the objective of holding the line until 1967 models.
we kniow that the stated purpose of the California MVP'CB is to approve two
catalytic devices in the next few months and trigger the law so it will apply
to 1966 models.

"It semes to me that we would be exercising very poor judgment if we sug-
gested or implied that we wanted them to hold eff the triggering of the law, or
to let ourselves get into any controversial pisition about it.

"If they do act in the near future to approve the catalytic devices, our com-
panies would probably have to take the position, anyhow, that there is not

Footnotes at end of article.
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enough engineering time to fit the catalytic converters under the frames and
chassis of cars in time to meet the schedule of 1966 model production and there
would be a strong likelihood of various delays until 1967 introductions.

"It would be very much to our advantage to avoid this topic--shrug it off or
ignore it-for a month or two. In the interim a lot of things might change in
the picture. including even the withdrawal of the catalytic devices now on tests
when the submitters analyze the future possibilities for themselves.

-Thus the problem will have some tendency 'to go away' if we don't aggravate
discussion of it at this time." (GJ Ex. 402; Tr. Vol. XXII, pp. 14-15).

On March 10, 1964, prior to any certification of third party devices by the
MVPCB but in anticipation that such certification was imminent, the AMA
issued a carefully worded press release announcing -that member companies
have set a target date of the fall of 1966 in their programs -to make 1967 model
automobiles and passenger car-like trucks for sale in California comply with
the state's motor vehicle emissions standards." (GJ Ex. 407).

The EAC at a meeting on January 17, 1964, had adopted the following resolu-
tion:

"Members of the Engineering Advisory Committee resolve that as engineer-
ing representatives of the member companies of AMA they adopt the goal that
starting with 1967 models, all American-built passenger cars and passenger
car-like trucks to be sold in California meet the California Exhaust Standard
of 275 ppm hydrocarbon and 1% per cent CO; further, the Engineering Advisory
Committee will report to the AMA Board of Directors their intention to proceed
with product engineering programs on each of the various engine and tran.i-
mission combinations and, by January. 196,5, further report to the Board of
Directors whether necessary changes can be made in time to meet the target
date, the beginning of 1967 model production." (GJ Ex. 399; Tr. Vol. XXX, pp.
72-73).

Pursuant to this EAC resolution, the AMA Board of Directors at a meetinh
on February 26, 1964, accepted the EAC recommendation, ap'd qn motion rec-
ommended to all companies that they make it the basis for th,.-ir individual actiol.
(Tr. Vol. XXX, pp. 71-72; GJ Ex. 405). Subsequently, the March 10 press release
was issued. At a joint meeting of the AMA Public Relations Committee anl
the EAC on March 3, 1964. the reasons for the selection of the March 10 dante
for the press release were given:

"[Mr. Misch, the representative of the Ford Motor Company to the EAC and
also its (EAC's) chairman] advised ... that the Board had discussed the timing
of a press release and desired that such a press release should be made on March
10. before the State Motor Vehicle Pollution Control Board meets on the 11th.
but that the industry plan should be reported to the Governor and officials of the
Moto: :'ehicle Pollution Control Board before release is made." (GJ Ex. 401 '.

The lack of sincerity of the EAC resolution is shown by the fact that the refer-
ences to product engineering indicated that such engineering had not yet begun.
Actually, the Chrysler CAP had already been factory produced on 1%64 car& for
Los Angeles County. The GM ManAirOx system. the Ford Thermactor system.
and the American Motors Air-Guard system, whereby in each the exhal.st i'
burned in the exhaust manifold with the addition of air from an air pump. were
then sufficienfly ready for production (except for the pump) so that when com-
pelled to do so later in 1964. both GM and Ford announced their ability to apply
the device on 1966 models. (GJ Ex. 410). As for the purmp, a crash program com-
menced at GM early in 1%64 produced the Saginaw pump within five or six months
(Tr. Vol. XXXVII. pp. 32, 42).

As a matter of fact Ford was preparing for Job 1. 1966 with its Therinactor
system whilb adhering to the AMA attempt to delay installation of any" exhaust
device at least another year. A Ford confidential internal memorandum dated
June 26. 1964 reads in part:

"It became apparent that the Board was positioning itself to approve two or
more exhaust treating devices in mid 1964 so that 1966 models would need to he
equipped with exhaust, treating devices.

"In light of these actions, the automobile industry through the AMA reviewed
its position relative to the California situation. On March 10. 1964. the A.M.A.
board of Directors announced that it had adopted a goal of Job 1. 1967 for sul-
plying passenger cars and passenger car-like trucks to California which would
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meet California's exhaust requirements. At the same time, the Executive Office
directed that the Company be prepared to meet the California exhaust require-
ments by Job 1, 1966.

"It should be :rcognized that our external program as presented to California
Is to meet Job 1, 1967, but that our internal program is to meet Job 1. 1966. It is
recommended that the 1967 goal remain our public posture." (GJ Ex. 599).

Apparently GM and Ford would have continued their opposition to the in-
stallation on 1966 Models of an exhaust device or system, but the possibility of
Chrysler's application being granted for certification of its Cleaner Air Package
thwarted their hopes:

"There is one disturbing element as far as GM and Ford are concerned in the
position they have taken. This is the fact that Chrysler may receive certification
In California for their Clean Air Package; if so it is doubtful if Ford and GM eai
delay until 1967 the installation of comparable systems." (Memorandum Revort
by D. R. Diggs, E. I. Du Pont, dated July 8, 1964, GJ Ex. 190).

FURTHER DELAYING TACTICS

'T'he collective activities of the automobile manufacturers to delay the market-
ing and application of air pollution exhaust control devices and not take cinl-
petitive advantage of each other is illustrated by the following irstanccs:

(It Since the industry was fortified from the beginning of the program with
the agreement among its members not to take competitive advantage over each
other, all auto manufacturers were able through the years to stall, delay, impede
and retard research, development, production and installation of motor vehicle
air pollution control equipment.

As early as January 20, 1959 the Scientific Director of General Motors. Mr.
J. M. Campbell, complained to Dr. J. M. Hafsted. the head of GM's scientific
lab•ratolr- that "Our effort thus far has been at a rinimal level required to cover
essential areas of this problem while at the same time protecting other essentill
re.-carch programs at current levels." (Tr. Vol. XXXXV, p. 23: GJ Ex. 492 '.

On September 10, 1962 Dr. Hafsted expressed his concern in similar vein in
writing to Mr. L. C. Gead, an executive vice president of GM. as follows: "It is
my conviction that this problem needs more attention than it has been getting
all along the line in our engine development programs." (Tr. Vol. XXXXV, p. 26;
GJ Ex. 493).

A letter dated January 27, 1964 written by Mr. Howard Dietrich, of the Roches-
ter Products Division of GM. to one K. F. Lingg. states that "Mr. Gordon [then
the President of GM] feels, and has publicly stated, that anti-air pollution vehicle
developments are 'agonizingly slow.-' -r. Vol XXXXV, pp. 34-375: GJ Ex. 494).

Dr. Donald Diggs, Asst. Technica er of the Petroleum chemical division.
Du Pont Corporation, one of the w... before tile Grand Jury, wrote several
reports evaluating the attitude of ti romobile industry towards the develop-
mejit of curative smog devices, such as that of April 21, 1959 which contains the
following statement:

"They [referring to the big three automobile manufacturers] are not . ..
int(rested in making or selling devices . . . but are working solely to protect
th•c•uselves against poor public relations and the time when exhaust control
devices may be required by law." (GJ Ex. 182: Tr. Vol. XLV, p. 291-30).

Dr. Diggs also wrote a report dated May 31, 1962 in which he gave the following
cogent description of the fndustryvs attitude:

"Therefore. they cannot justify an extensive research program because the
competition might devise a solution which. while perhaps not as effective, would
be less costly to the motorist. The only incentive is to just barely solve the prob-
lem at the minimum cost. For that reason, each company is reluctant to spend
large amounts of their own money for the development of cures." (3G. Ex. 186).

Dr. Diggs testified that he felt the Industry could have pushed more rapidly
than it did toward a solution of the smog abatement problem, inasmnuch rs ther'ir
work was conducted "at rather low levels of activity." (GJ Ex. 199; Tr'. Vol. XIV,
pp. 155-15)4).

An official of tile Maremont Automotive Products Company volunteered a
statement to officials of the Du Pont Corporation which is contained in a report
dated May 19, 1960 which confirmed Du Pont's thinking in regard to the autoneo
bile manufacturers that they "were keeping up a good front, but were not push-
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lag as rapidly as they could toward a solution of the smog abatement problem."
(GJ Ex. 196).

As a matter of fact, one of the functions of the AMA smog working group,
according to Mr. James Chandler of the Ford Motor Company, was to "contain"
the smog problem. Mr. Chandler was of the view as of M'dy 21, 1959 that the prob-
lem "is not bad enough to warrant the enormous cost and administrative problems
of installing three-million afterburners." (GJ Ex. 418).

J. D. Ullman, another technical expert in the petroleum chemical division
of the Du Pont Corporation also wrote reports on the dilatory approach of the
automobile companies toward smog control measures which contain the following
statements:

",,The automotive industry as a whole has taken a very firm position in relation
to the California authorities. Basically, tie automotive manufacturers would seek
to avoid Installing a reactor of any sort on a car because it adds cost, but provides
no customer benefits such as improved engine performance or styling advances.
[As a res~ult] A smog abatement device will he installed on curs'for California
market only after being approved and requested by the Government of ('all-
fornia." 0 G.1 Ex. 194 dated January 19, 1960).

"*We gnithered that the automobile industry will continue to do whatever it can.
within the scope of California legislation and of political pressure to postpone
installation of exhaust control devices. The crank case vent will 'be pointed to as
a constructive step by the automobile Industry and will be given as much credit
as possible for reducing hydrocarbon emissions from the automobile." (GJ Ex.
195, dated April 22. 1960).

(2) The air injection system developed by General Motors was fully described
in a paper read before the Soclety of American Engineers on March 12-16, 1962.
entitled, "A Progress Report on ManAirOx-Manifold Air Oxidation of Exhaust
Gas" (GJ Ex. 282), but it w-as not installed on GM cars until all of the automobile
companies simultaneously announced antismog systems for all 1966 California
models.

(3) As early as 1978 Charles Heinen, the engineer in charge of the air pollu-
tion control program at Chrysler, an-d his assistant, Walter S. Fagley. Jr. co-
authored a paper entitled, "Maintenance and the Automobile Exhaust." (Tr. Vol.
XXX. p. 105). A second report followed in May, 1962. (Tr. Vol. XXX, p. 12").
This paper was omitted from an SAE book entitled. "Vehicle Emissions" pub-
lished in 1964 which purported to contain an anthology of all SAE papers of
.4ignificant contribution to the air pollution problem. (Tr. Vol. XXX, p. 123:
Tr. Vol. XXX, p. 91). Evidently the omission was influenced by Heinen's desire
to equip all cars sold in California in 1962 with the CAP. (Tr. Vol. XXX. pp.132-
136, CJ Ex. 448).

Moreover. when Chrysler decided to submit their Cleaner Air Package to the
California% MVPCB In October, 1963 for certification "the rest of the industry
felt that this was a breach on the part of Chrysler of the Automobile Manufac-
turers Agreement [whichl] specified that all manufacturers would work together
as an industry rather than as individual companies .... The final straw . . .
came when after Chrysler had submitted their Clean Air Package to the
Board . . . the County government decided that wherever possible they would
buy only Chrysler vehicles. This, they stated, was to show their appreciation (of
the attempts by Chrysler to develop a smog-free automobile." (Tr. Vol. XXX,
pp. 110ý-141: GJ Ex. 226).

Despite the success of the CAP, In 1964 Chrysler showed that it came back int,
line by joining in the aforementioned resolution calling for product engincerint:
and delay of installation until the 1967 models, and by not equipping its cars wiilt
the CAP system until installed by all manufacturers on 1966 models to be sold
in California. (Tr. Vol. XXIX, pp. 121-122). Chrysler's concern that the industry
cooperative smog program be kept intact is clearly evident from a report by
R. A. Pittman of the Ford Motor Company concerning a meeting with Bob
Sorenson of Chrysler, dated February 6,19&1:

"NOTES ON MY DISCUSSION WITH nOB SORENSON CONCERNING 'SMOG'

"B. Chrysler management is sorry that things have progressed to the extent
they have in Los Angeles County and they have been trying to determine how
they can back off of what's been said already to Los Angeles County.

*I *I i* *k *l *
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"D. Bob again emphasized that his company wanted nothingbut a cooperative ef-
fort and would.entertain any other suggestions as to how to get back on a cooper-
ative basis." (GJ Ift. 461).

A handwritten note on this document -written by 'Arjay Miller, President of
Ford, dated February 18, 1964 reads as follows:

-I think Chrysler is playing us as suckers. Tlhey get all at the favorable pub-
licity and the car sales, while giving up nothing." (GJ Ex. 461).

Despite the pressure of the industry, on March 18, 1964 the MVPCB notified
each automobile manufacturer that the Board was then testing four exhaust con-
trol devices on an accelerated basis, two of which if certified would automati-
cally trigger the mandatory aspects of the law requiring 1966 models to meet the
standards. In a letter to Mr. John F. Gordon, then President of AMA. Dr. J. B.
Askew, Chairman of the MVPCB, stated that he was hopeful the industry would
"reevaluate your policy decision and work with us to achieve exhaust controls
for 1966 models." (Tr. Vol. XXX, p. 98. 99, GJ Ex. 447).

On June 17, 1964 formal approval was given by the MVPCB of California to
four devices manufactured by independent concerns outside of the automobile
industry. Thereafter, on July 7, 1964, in response to a MVPCB request that the
individual car manufacturers present their plans with respect to meeting the Cali-
fornia standards for 1966 models required by the certification of outside devices.,
the automobile companies declared their intention to apply air injection systems
(General Motors, Ford and American Motors) and an engine modification sys-
tem (Chrysler) for 1966 cars sold in the State of California (GJ Ex. 419). This
determination was formally announced by the iudustry at a presentation made
to the MVPCB on August 12, 1964. The pressure of events therefore, comielled
the car manufacturers to advance the application date of exhaust devices at
least a full year in advance of their resolved plans and then only to meet the
requirements of law.

The Chrysler Corporation could actually have installed the CAP on their
1966 model automobiles, according to a report of Mr. J. E. Yingst of the TRW
Corporation dated June 24, 1964, which reads in pertinent part as follows:

"During the last month I have met at the four major automobile corporations
with the staff and research level engineering people who are responsible for the
exhaust emissions control programs in their respective corporations. These meet-
lugs were in conjunction with the presentatious of the Texaco-TR\VW work on
a catalytic control system and in response to the interest on the part of Ford,
American Motors, and General Motors in our air pump.

"(4) Chrysler stated without reservation that they have now engineered their
combustion control system into all of their car models and could, if required.
offer the system on even their 1965 cars." (GJ Ex. 420).

EVAPORATION LOSSES

As early as June 1958, J. T. Wentworth. a member of the GM research staff
prepared a technical paper on the subject of "Carburetor Evaporation Lo.ses"
which was published in a compilation of technical papers presented under the
auspices of the SAE. This paper was first discussed at a meeting of the Induc-
tion System Task Group held on January 14. 1958. (Tr. Vol. XXI. pp. !N.-97: GJ
Ex. 280). Wentworth's tests were analyzed in his paper and the results showed
that evaporation losses of unburned hydrocarbons were as great as those normally
emitted from the tailpipe. (Tr. Vol. XXI, p. 98).

On September 16, 1961 a GM engineer named H. H. Dietrich obtained a patent
on a method to control evaporation losses which was assigned to General Motors.
His application for this patent was filed on August 8. 1960. General Motors
thus knew of the Dietrich system and the art Involved in its invention as early as
1960 (Tr. Vol. V. p. 35; GJ Ex. 82).

It should be noted that twenty different papers were written on this subject
from 1958 to 1964. (Tr. Vol. XXI, p. 123). A report entitled "Fuel System Evap-
oration Losses" was Issued by the AMA in September. 1961. (Tr. Vol. XXI, p.
113). Clearance for release of this report to the California authorities by tile
member companies of AMA was not given until March 3, 1965, because, as Mr.
Linville testified:

"It would seem fairly reasonable that this report would have triggered a great
deal of comment and a great deal of criticism of the industry when there were
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certain cars over 2000 percent higher than other cars, so It seemed that this could
easily have been the reason that this report was kept internal and not allowed
to be read by outsiders until modifications could have been made to bring these
high emitters down more nearly in line with the low emitters." (Vol. XXI, p. 114-
119; GJ Ex. 391 (d); Tr. Vol. XXXXI, p. 37; Cf. Memo. report of VCP Com-
mittee meeting held on Sept. 16, 1960, GJ Ex. 351, p. 1).

The cross-licensing agreement was amended in 1960 to include fuel system
evaporation losses, and Ford and Studebaker began a study of this problem in
that year. (Tr. Vol. XXI, pp. 100-101, 106). Dr. Norman Alpert, Assistant Direc-
tor of Research at the Esso Corporation testified that If something had then been
done to control evaporation losses it would have been equally as important as the
elimination of blow-by emissions. (Tr. Vol. V. p. 13). Most members of the
Induction System Task Group were of the opinion that carburetor evaporation
running losses could be eliminated in March, 1961. (Tr. Vol. XXI, p. 111, Tr.
Vol XXX. p. 155; GJ Ex. 389). Yet the minutes of the Fuel System Emission
Task Group of the VCP disclose that as of October 15, 1968 "relatively little is
being done by the Individual companies on vapor loss control." (Tr. Vol. XXI,
p. 12; GJ Ex. 390).

In June, 1969, Union Oil Co. developed a system to eliminate evaporation
losses but although tested by the industry through AMA it was ignored (Tr. Vol.
IV. pp. 19-26, 43-45; GJ Ex. 52, and 54). Even to date the auto manufacturers
maintain that there is no practical, economic or feasible system to control evap-
oration losses, although a Ford, a Chrysler, and a GM car were equipped with a
charcoal filter developed by the Esso Corporation to control such losses, Esso
having furnished each of these companies with a car of its own manufacture
equipped with the device on April 4, 1966. (Tr. Vol. XXL pp. 125-127; GJ Ex. 393,
396). Dr. John Gerrard, project engineer for the Esso Research and Engineering
Company, Linden, New Jersey testified that the Esso Corporation system (which
controls better than 95 percent of such losses), was successfully tested on these
cars. (Tr. Vol. V, p. 19; Tr. Vol. VI, p. 5). The response of the automobile indus-
try to the Esso system, known as the ELCD system, ranged from hostile to
"spotty," although all except Ford are still testing the systems and they agree,
in general, with the results obtained by Esso (Tr. Vol. VI, pp. 28-33; Tr. Vol. V,
pp. 31-32). This system involves no major engineering change In the motor de-
spite assertions to the contrary by industry spokesmen. All that Is required are
minor carburetor modifications and a tube which runs from the gas tank vent
to a canister filled with charcoal which acts as a filter for the polluting omis-
si(,ons. (Tr. Vol. VI, pp. 51--55).

The estimated cost of the system as original equipment would run from $5 to $7,
but in great volume it would come down from this figure. (Tr. Vol. V, p. 27).

On September 23, 1.964. more than six years after publication of the Wentworth
paper and three years after Issuance of the Dietrich patent, GM concluded that:
"It is necessary ... for us to begin development programs on devices to control
these [evaporation loss] emissions." This action was taken only after the Cali-
fornia Air Pollution authorities had advised they would take steps in October,
1964 to require evaporation loss limits on fuel tanks and carburetors. (Tr. Vol.
XXXVII, P. 955; GJ Ex. 9524).

OXIDES OF !NITROGEN

Oxides of nitrogen (NOx) is a recognized pollutant emitted from the auto-
mobile exhaust together with hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide. This noxious
contributor to the smog problem can be reduced by recycling the exhaust gas
back into the combustion chamber. The general technology for its reduction has
been known for many years, since the exhaust gas recycling system for reducing
emissions of oxides of nitrogen was developed and patented in 1955. (Tr. Vol. V.
pp. 8-10: Tr. Vol. XIX, p. 128). In 1962 a paper written by Dr. R. D. Kopa of
UCLA in conjunction with Messrs. Jewell and Spangler described a (i9-?S0•
reduction accomplishment in nitrogen oxide emissions. (Tr. Vol. XIX. pp. 125-
126).

Mr. Albert Jesser, a research and mechanical engineer employed by George
Cornelius at his laboratory in San Pedro, California described a device for the
reduction of oxides of nitrogen developed at the Cornelius laboratory which
tested well below the 350 parts per million standard established by the State of
California, and reduced NOx emissions 85%. The cost of this device to the con-
sumer Is negligible. (Tr. Vol. XIX, pp. 129-132; Tr. Vol. XIX, p. 128).
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Mr. Cornelius is a well-known Inventor, formerly associated with the Holley
Carburetor Company, who has doee extensive work on research and development
of motor vehicle air pollution control systems and devices. (Tr. VoL IV, pip51--52).

The automobile industry was notified of the existence of the Cornelius device
in the latter part of 1IM (Tr. Vol. XIX, p. 134), yet none of the companies took
any particular interest in the device, and the impression Jesser had of the Ford
attitude toward his device was that "this is a sort nuisance." (Tr. VoL XLX,
p. 148). There were no tangible offers or responses from any automobile manu-
facturer. (Tr. Vol. XIX, p6 141).

Robert Van Derveer of American Motors testified on June 29, 1967 that none of
the automobile manufacturers have come up with a device or system to control
the emissions of oxides of nitrogen. (Tr. Vol. XLVI, p. 34).

DIESEL ENGINES

Contrary to popular belief, diesel engines do not emit hydrocarbons or carbon
monoxide as do gasoline engines; they do, however, emit irritating smoke and
odor. Here again, only lip service was given to correcting the problem.

In a statement made before the Muskie Committee (GJ Ex. 429, at p. 931), Dr.
P1. H. Schweitzer of Schweitzer & Hussmana, State College, Pa., a recognized
authority on diesels, said to park:

"I shall not absolve the diesel engine of Its polluting effect. I have raised my
voice repeatedly in the past against diesel exhaust smoke and odor. It Sep-
tember 1954, at the fifth international symposium on combustion, in Pittsburgh,
Pa. I said:

"Even enlightened self-interest should introduce the industry to take this mat-
ter [noise, smoke, and odor] seriously, more seriously than It has in the past. It
is easy to predict that government-State or municipal-will soon act if we do
nothing about it. An incensed public may force legislators to enact unwise laws to
tie detriment of all of us."

"-The Automobile Manufacturers Association, which received a copy of my
talk, took my advice to heart and formed a task force, on diesel emmlssious
When? Ten years later, in March 1964."

Our expert, Wallace Linville. testified as follows on this problem:
"Q. Can you tell us of any other methods which could have been used since

1955 to reduce smoke and odors?
"A. There are several. Lubribol has to do largely with control of smoke. It i.s

a fuel additive and very adequate for the control of smoke. It has very little effect
on odor. The fumigation I described a few days ago is a means of getting better
combustion in the combustion chamber of the diesel engine and this is utilized
in controlling both smoke and odor, and the first paper that was written on this
by Mr. Schweitzer was in 195S7 entitled "Fumigation Kills Smoke." Mr. Schweitzer
was with the Penn State University at that time." (Tr. XXXXVII1 p. 7).

No manufacturers of diesel engines have utilized Lubrizol or other types of
a fterburners satisfactory in both smoke and other control, except from the eco-
nolui standpoint. (Tr. XXXXVII, pp. 8-11).

OTHER APPROACHES

Relianve on the agreement not to compete in the research, development, manu-
facture and installation of air pollution control equipment apparently enabled
the automobile manufacturers to disregard several other approaches to the
problem, thus further delaying its solution.

For instance. the late 1950's Ralph Heintz. inventor, developed and patented a
stratified charge engine (Tr. Vol. VIII. pp. 10, 12, 23-27) which reduced hydro-
carbon, carbon monoxide, and oxides of nitrogen emissions, while at the same
time effecting a savings In gasoline consumption (Tr. Vol. VIII, pp. 22-25). More-
tiver, the stratified charge engine would replace the conventional engine with
little or no additional cost to the consumer (Tr. Vol. VIII, pp. 27-29). The devel-
opment of this engine was publicized generally so that the automobile manu-
facturers knew of Its existence and what it would do (Tr. Vol. VIII, pp. 13-18,
30-31). In fact, Victor G. Raviole, former executive director of the Ford engineer-
ing staff, stated on several occasions in the early 1960's that the major automobile
companies were investigating such an engine and on one occasion predicted that
it might be ready for production before 1965 (Tr. Vol. VIII, pp. 29-W, 13; GJ
Ex. 607). However, the automobile manufacturers have evidenced little faith in
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this approach and no auch engine has been produced by any of them (Tr. Vol.
VIII, pp. 16, 8-3"5, 38-M9; Tr. Vol. XXXI, pp. 146-6408; Tr. Vol. XXXII, pp. 1"s-
160; Tr. Vol. XXXV, pp. 158-159).

Similarly, George Corneilius has developed and patented a direct flame after-
burner' and an exhaust recycling unit which have proven effective in reducing
hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, and oxides of nitrogen (1'jr. Vol. IV, Pq). 01-64,
77-79; Tr. Vol. XIX, pp. 130-131). A test by Scott Laboratories shows that with
this afterburner hydrocarbons were 'reduced to 28 ppm and carbon monoxide to
0.95% from 620 ftm hydrocarbons and 4.65% carbon monoxide (GJ Ex. 62) MI'.
Cornelius estimated that, if produced in large volume, the combined package
(afterburner and recycling devices) would cost the motor vehicle manufacturers
about $25 to put on new cars (Tr. Vol. IV, p. 92). However, the major automo-
bile companies have exhibited little or no interest in these devices for controlling
automotive pollution (Tr. Vol. IV, p, 57; Tr. Vol. XIX. pp. 132. 134, 141-142, 151 ).
In fact, at a meeting in December, 1968, William Gay, Executive Engineer. Eu-
gine and Foundry Division, Ford Motor Company told Albert Jesser, an employee
of Cornelius, that "[ihf General Motors and Chrysler do not control their exhaust,
we can do nothing and be competitive" (Tr. XIX, p. 148). Mr. Gay alsj stated
that if the entire package would cost more than $5, Ford would not be Interested
(Tr. Vol XIX, also at p. 148).

Several other approaches to the automotive pollutant emissions problem have
apparently received little interest from the automotive manufacturers. Phillip
S. Osborne of Raymond G. Osborne Laboratories developed and patented in the
early 1960's preinduction smog control concept which effectively reduced hydro-
carbons, carbon monoxide, and oxides of nitrogen (Tr. XIL p. 29). The estimated
manufacturing cost of the Osborne device was about $15, (Tr. Vol. XI. p. 39).
Again, the automobile manufacturers exhibited little interest in this approach
(Tr. Vol. XI. p. 31; Tr. Vol. XII. pp. 14, 16. 24), and what interest was showu
by the Ford Motor Company was coupled with indications that Ford would trý
to circumvent Osborne's proprietary position if the concept proved effective (Tr.
Vol. XI. pp. 28-31; Tr. Vol. XII, pp. 10, 21).

Mr. Leslie Fox of S C Carburetor, Inc., developed and patented in the late
1950's and early '60's a unique carburetor which effectively reduced hydro-
carbons, carbon monoxide, and oxides of nitrogen while also eliminating evaps)ra-
tive losses, at a manufacturer's cost of about $6. (Tr. Vol. XXXIV, pIp 7-9. 13-14.
19). The automobile manufacturers have shown little or no interest in this device.
(Tr. Vol, XXXIV, pp. 16, 21-22).

In sum, although various approaches to the motor vehicle pollutant ezuissioi.-
problem have shown considerable promise, the automobile companies apparently
have done little with them. It seems likely that the reason for this attitude is the
fact that the AMA cross-licensing agreement placed the automobile producers in
a position where they did not have to fear that a competitor would develop tin
effective device or system for its exclusive use which might become required
equipment and thus put the others at a competitive disadvantage.

BOYCOTT

As to the alleged agreement not to purchase or utilize any device developed
by a non-signatory to the cross-licensing agreement:

The automobile companies, through AMA, announced in March, 19G;4 that a
target date had been set for the installation of pollution control devices on 1967
model automobilies. The MVPCB of California then approved feur devices
developed by Independent manufacturers (American Machine and Foundry Coln-
pany-Chromalloy: Universay Oil Products-Arvin Industries: W. R. Grace &
Company-Norris-Thermador Corporation: American Cyanamid Company-
Walker Manufacturing Company) which, under California law, made the instal-
lation of pollution control equipment mandatory on 1966 production. Instead of
utilizing any of the approved devices, all auto companies utilized devices or sys-
tems which they themselves developed.

Dr. Askew, a member of the MVPCB since its inception, testified that the sys-
tems utilized by the industry in 1966 and 1967 did a better job than the catalytic
devices approved by the board. He stated further that while the board was not
satisfied with these catalytic devices, it approved them and thereby forced the
industry to put on its own systems. Thus the California board's approval of these
devices was calculated to and did put pressure on Detroit In order to force them
to Install pollution control equipment. (Tr. Vol. XXXVIII, pp. 16-17).

While it Is true that all of the automobile companies use systems developed by
themselves, we do ont think that any inference of a boycott can be drawn from
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thlb cireuftunce. From the- staadpoitW uf simplicity and performance these
systems at Main compare favorably with the devices developed by independent
nmanutfetnuer. Preom the standpoint of coSt, too, them internally developed sys-
tems compare favorabby. (Fisher, T*. Vol. XXXXIV, p. 44). Even assuming that
testimony could be developed which *ohlt justify a conclusion that the independ-
eat i&+Ices were' better -(and cheaper) than the systems Utilized, we still believe
we would need more-direct evidence of an agreement among the auto companies
to estabtish a boycott.

Nor do we believe that the evidence warrants the conclusion that the in-
dependent device manufacturers did not know long before the middle of 1964
that the auto companies possessed capability to solve the problem. AMF-Chromal-
10y developed perhaps the best of the four independent devices mentioned above.
In a letter to the MVPCB dated October 29, 1964, Lipchik of Chromallky ttated
that the auto companies "have no intention of using the AMF/Chromalloy device"
or "y of the other independent devices approved by the board. (Tr. Nol. X% 1,
pp. 84--85).

This conclusion was based on reports received from his men in the field. The
specific conversation with an industry representative upon which this statement
is most likely based took place on June 24, 1964 between Chandler of Ford and
Ulyate of AMF.

Ulyate testified in this regard as follows:
"A. I felt that he said in general Ford would not use anybody's device, iar-

ticularly ours." (Tr. Vol. XIII, p. 58).
Although Ulyate does not recall Chandler saying so. he received the impression

from Chandler that neither Ford nor any other company would buy the AMF
device. (Tr. Vol. XVI, p. 125).

This impression was strengthened by other observations contained in a trip
report Ulyate made to IApchik after a June 24-27, 1964 visit to Detroit. which
reads in pertinent part as follows:

"In general Ford personnel not very receptive to device concept. They indicated
that they doubted any device would ever be installed on a Ford car.

"My impression was that they were just going through the motions in even
considering an evaluation. With their attitude, I don't see how they can give a
fair evalhation to the burner." (GJ Ex. 171).

Mr. Van Derveer testified, however, that American Motors was seriously
considering using the AMF device (Tr. Vol. XVI, p. 116), but that it euld not
have been engineered into American's production in 11W6. (Tr. Vol. XXXXVI.
p. 133). After an extensive evaluation, Van Derveer stated, AMF "fell flat on
their face." (Tr. Vol. XXXXV, p. 151). Van Derveer also testified tlh:,t after 'an
evaluation of the Norris and Walker devices It was determined that they were
inadequate for American Motors 1966 needs. (Tr. Vol. XXXXV, pp. 1.1-155). As
to the four approved devices, Van Derveer testified that UOP would not "have any
part of" American Motors (Tr. Vol. XXXXV, p. 155).

Ervin C. Lenz, Manager. Advanced Devplopment and Smog Engineering.
Walker Manufacturing Company, testified that as far back as 1960 the auto-
mobile companies made it clear that they were interested primarily in their own
systems; that the only time they would utilize an independent device was if either
their own systems would not work or if the independent device was better or
cheaper. Lenz further testified that It was the hope of manufacturing a Ietter
and cheaper device that kept Walker working in the air pollution control field. so
as not to lose its position as a supplier of mufflers to the automobile industry. (Tr.
Vol. XXVI, p. 93).

Ward B. Sanford, Manager, Ceramics Project, 3M Company, testified that his
company was told by General Motors in early 1962 that the engine modification
approach was more practical and a better potential answer to the emissions prob-
lems than were the socalled tack on devices. (Tr. Vol. XIX, pp. 67--6).

Grnnd Jury Exhibit Number 421. dated April 25. 1969. a TRW document.
which reads in pertinent part as follows, throws further light on G31's attitude:
"The job of emission should eventually be controlled in the engine, and some
engines are nearly good enough now."

Grand .Tury Exhibit Number 422, dated June 9, 1961, a TRW document, also
states in pertinent part as follows:

"Chayne of General Motors has informed Mr. Riley that their attempts to
solve the problem in a different way probably at the engine, have had consid-
erable success, and they expect this work to be completed in a month or so, and
would inform TRW of the results at the proper time. Ergo, General Motors is not
very interested in regenerative direct flame afterburners."

36-993---74----12
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In September, 1968 Chrysler told AMP that its Cleaner-Air-Package would
solve the problem for them. (Tr. VoL XVI, p. (U). Chrysler even submitted Its
CAP to the MVPCB for approval In July, 1968. Approval of the CAP system was
not, however, forthcoming from the board until late in November, 1964.

The underscored portion of the following quotation indicates that as of
March 9, 1964, AMA felt that the catalytic devices approved by the MVPCB
would not be used by the automobile manufacturers. Grand Jury Exhibit 402,
an AMA document quoted in part, supra, at p. 42, states further in pertinent part
as follows:

"It would be very much to our advantage to avoid this topic--shrug it off or
Ignore it-for a month or two. In the interim. a lot of things might change in
the picture, inoluding even the withdrawaZ of the catalytio devioes now on tests
when the aubmittors analyze the future possibilities for themselves." (Emphasis
added.)

It is apparent, also. that AMA's activities were designed to discourage inde-
pendent manufacturers from proceeding with certification, as is evidenced by
the reaction of persons connected with independent concerns. In a report dated
May 26, 1964. Mr. D. A. Hirschler of the Ethyl Corporation wrote as follows
concerning "is conta :,t with AMA:

-With th, present .tkelihood that competitive exhaust devices may be approved
In June and our own device late in 1.964, all of the automobile manufacturers
are making major efforts to find alternate mechanical routes to emission reduc-
tion for use in 1967 models, to forestall the mandatory use of the approved ex-
haust devices. The current thinking is that with this work in progress, no
manufacturer of an approved device is likely to make his device available for a
possilde one-year market on 1966 models." (GJ Ex. 223).

Grand Jury Exhibit Number 418. dated May 21, 1959, a TRW. Inc. document
also quoted in part. suera, at p. 46, states further in pertinent part as follows:

"Mr. Chandler asked that he be given some time in which to explore this sub-
ject among the AMA. He explained that the smog working group, of which he
is Vice Chairman, reports directly to the Board of the AMA. which includes
Mr. Ford, Mr. Curtice and Mr. Colbert among its members. He implied that few
people in the automobile industry appreciated the problem. One function of the
AMIA working group, he said. had been to 'contain' the problem. His own view
was that the smog problem is not bad enough to warrant the enormous cost and
administrative problems of installing three-million afterburners."

Dr. Stuart L. Ridgway, formerly senior staff member of the research labora-
tory of Ramo-Woolrldge. a division of TRW. Inc., characterized Chandler's
-ittitude as one seeking to delay the development and installation of anti-smog
devices. (Tr. Vol. XXIV, p. 74). Ridgway further testified that the automobile
companies acted "in concert." "They acted together and they were all working
the same way." (Tr. Vol. XXIV, p. 75).

Ridgway's further testimony was as follows:
"A. What I can distill from a collection of Instances, no single one of which

I can refer to, was that they were cooperative in making sure that no device
was forced upon the automobile industry that would compromise the vehicle.
This is the language; this is their position. In other words, they would like to
see the problem go away and they stated again and again in all these discussions
if there was a device and it was cheap enough and It didn't compromise the
vehicle in any way and had no hazards they would be right up front, hut what
they had done collectively, you know, was to organize to make sure that all of
these criteria, performances. of no compromise to the vehicle, of safety. any
reasonable criteria that could hIe put up. (cost, these barriers they were cooperat-
ing in. They were acting in concert. They made organizations whose purpose
was to do these things. They spent money, lots and lots of money on instrumneuta-
tion, oin test tracks, on environmental places, dynamometers, to see whether the
afterburner would work when the temperature was 120 degrees Fahrenheit in a
driving rainstorm." (Tr. Vol. XXIV, p. 77).

Ridgway also testified as follows on the meaning of "contain" the problem as
attributed to Mr. Chandler:

"A. Well. no, I got the-the attitude was . here was an attitude: I don't
know whether it was wholly Chandler's. but between Chandler and Gay, they
said that they spent lots a:,d lots of money in the development of deceleration
devices, because it was believed that deceleration was 'the' problem."And so. everybody had a deceleration device, and, 1o and behold, it turns
out that deceleration wasn't the problem. So, they had spent all this money for
nothing.
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"So. therefore, they had been burned. And they were going to make absolutely
sure. firsit, that the liroillein was really well understood, and that no device that
wouild cause'any detriment to tite performanc* of the car. or anything, would be
forced down their throats.

"S~o, it was clear that. fromx their point of view. this thing was a defensive
organization." (Tr. Vol. XX III. pt. 224).

As to an agreement among the signatories to the cross-licensing agreement
to eliminate the comp~etition of third parties in the development of motor vehicle
air pollution control equlipmenlt. the evidence is as followvs

IDr. Ridgway testified that Woodrow F'. Gahines. also a TRW employee, told him
that a Ford executive (Gaines' stepfather) reportedl that GM had, in 1961, inl-
creased its valve purchases front TRW by 25% in return for TRW going -slowtv
on development of its pollution cointrol device. (Trr. Vol. XXIII, pp. 50-56: Tr'.
Vol. XXIV, p. 327). 'Mr. Gaines. now employed by the Missile Division. Chrysler
Corporation, testified that the source of this report wats anot r TRW employee.
it technician in the automotive resea rch lab I, whose mia me fie c,.imid not. recall1. aid o
that lie was not a Ford executive.Y' (Tr. Vol. XXXIII. iii'. 13-15). He also testified
that as the story originally came to him, the increase iii orders was for piistoins.
not valves, and the increase was in p~ayment of patent rights p~urchlased by GM
fromt TRW. (Tr. Vol. XXXIII. pmp. 10-1i).

In response to our adlditional subpoisena duce.¶ tecit,,. TRIV supplied us., with the
numbers of units an,`1 dollar amounits of sales to G(31 for valves aiiid pistonls fo'r
the years 1959. 1960. and 1961. Taking 1959 ais the base year. GM1's valve loir-
t'hases from T1RW hwireasedl toy approiximately 19%7 inl 196. anid dechinied by a
minimal amount ili 1961. lin 19,59. GM1 purchased no pistons fromn TIM', I lit 91.
GMA purchased y8.540( %viirrlx. lin 1961 the amount purchased was X250.31.i. Toital
industry passenger car sales in tile United States iii 1960) were aplirtoxiniately
l9/cl ahead of 1959 sales. andl 1961 sales were a minimal aniount below tlh,' 1959
sales. It is apparent tlat the GMI increase in valve purchases from TRW inl 1960
can rationally lie accounted for by a rising sales increase. It is further apparentr
that the 1961 valve purchases followed industry sales closely. At the same thina.
from 1959 to 1961. GMN's share of the market increased fro)m 4.5.7c/ to) 49.3f/4. O Pne
inight even have experienced that value purchase,,, from TRW w'ould have ill-
creased. As for the increase inl piiston sales by TRW to GMI inl 1961, the total
,ales figure of $250,321 speems mutch too) low a "coimpenisatiion" for TRAV to go

slowv on a program in which they had spent approximately $1 million.
Additional witnesses from TRW were called before the grand j-ry liut shied nto

light on any pressures, appliedl to TRW by automobile conipanio, inh this field
which are based upon TRW's position as a supplier of products, to the automnobile
indlustry. Thus we have not developed evidence that any signatory to the vrii~s-
livensing agreement attenlipti' illi any -way to) interfere wvith the *'ffort.,- of any
of tihe four independent device manufacturers iii developing pl~luitiion c~iiitril
equlipimelit, whether or not sueh persons were sujppliers iif lprodllets it) the :)lti)
inobile industry. 'Moreover, *he evidence does not show that lthe indunstry atl
noiuncemeiit of the 1967 target (late andl suibsequent utilization of their own syý
teniis onl 1966 miodel.s was a 'ýoucerted effort by them to boycott the (l"vice,5 ail-
pirovedl by the MVPCB of California.

As a matter of fact, continuled work in the air pollution c'ontroll eilnoipi'nvt tiehil
by outside concerns has been lpromp~ted by encouragement f'romu the alitiin~ibile
fifflustr.i 'Mr. 'M. F. Venema. President and Chairman of the E~oard of Dire,:tor'-
of Universal Oil Products Company. (UOP). testified that General Motor, toild
them that they will need a device in addition to their air inijeitiin systemsl. ill
order to meet future criteria. ( Tr. Vol. XXXIX. p). 44). U011i is now" supiplying GM
with catalysts. (Tr. Vol. XXXIX. pt. 43). Venienma stated that the llldlu~try's
attitudle is much better today than it wits years ago ill that the iilti~utry liow% feels
it ý-an gain from outsiders as comipared to "thi!e Pling a few years back that
the outsiders were more intruders than helpers." r'. Vol. XXXIX. p). -43).

With resýpect to various aspiects of the entire situa lion under investigation here.
sonmc signifilcanit admission,, iy John D. Caplan. bead of the Fuels and lmhlricrilt,-
IDepartment, General Motors Corporation. andl former Chairman (of thie VCP. are
contained in Grand Jury Exhibit Number 491. i.,ted December 9, 1965. Mr. C'al-
Ian's remarks are in response to a request by Louis C. Lundstrom. Director. Anlti'-
motive Safety Engineering. GM, for Caplan's review of and comments onl Chapter
4 of the book entitled "Unsafe. at Any Speed" by Ralph Nader. Chapter 4 deal.-
by stating that "you will note that I have not linited amy review only to ('riticisnis

Footnotes at end of article.
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(if the chapIter but have also acknowledged areas wherein Nader's commients, may
Ile valid." (Tr. Vol. XXXV. 1). 55; GJ Ex. 491). Referring to specific pagres if I lit-
book, t'aplali made ititer alia the following commenlits:

Paoge 101: -(a) The million (dollar a year inldustry expenditure cited liii t his
i-lige i,, opitimistically high for the 19)53 era. . . . G.J Ex. 4911. p). ;): Ti. Niii.
XXXV. p. 55)."

Page 10.5: "Nader's statement that the California M~''Iactioni in certifyim4i
the four devices 'inovetl' the automobile ind~ustry inaiagenieni 1lP up the' Iargi'L
(late from the 196T tolfthe 1966 model year appears valid. However, he falils tii
point out that this could lie dono only af'ter the MIVt'Cli coopierated lo) ft,; i'xlent
of allowing exemptions for the 1966 model year oii manl.% engitie-transrnision ('ini-
lilnationsb." " (GJ Ex. 491, pp. 3-4: Tr. Vol. XXV. p. 56).

Page 106: "(a) The counulent that the industry wsguilty of 'oinly speilkilig
wvith one voice' in the automobile air piollution area is true. Altholigh it'iflvidlial
comipany technical personniel were allowed to present 'compalny' techinival papllers.
i'sme iiti 'I v aill oit I' r types o f I pnl l'l~it~entmaiited iwily frelito A_1 A sta te-
iaient-i' (GJ Ex. 491. p. 4: Tr. Vol. XXXV, p. 56).

Pitge 107: "Mr. Nader's remarks conc(erning the biasic issite I paragrnipl .3)
appear to be thle crux of this chapter. His criticism of the blak of revognititin if
the prohiem and lack of work on the problem by the indullstry is ensily i'efilti-'d.
NWhere we must give the 'devil his due' is in the area of imhilementnt:liiri of mir
findings. Does such implementation occur only in response to l egislaltive hns~~
and public criticism? Development of material to refute this criticism isý dittictilt
(GJ Ex. 491, p. 4; Tr. Vol. XXV, p. 57).

FOOTNOTES
.%ountains surround the Los Angeles basin on three sides with hut one oito~ tilte

.wean. This basin also has a unique condition called temperature inviersion. (lriiiariliv the
vir bevomes cooler the higher it rises. In the Los Angeles area, durinL inversilit itoriiils.
th~ pollulted air is trapped beneath an Invisible ceiling of warmer air thus .re, iri tile
normial upward flow of air pollutants to a level where It "vouihi Ile is 'ISIlia ted ir diijht,,i.
Thus a concentration of air pollutants occurs to varying degrees. lehiemiiiig ,it hi hi' igitt
of tile Inversion lid. Too, in this area, weak winds prevail which at times (tg -Wei'o-i
pletely, lacking the velocity to blow the pollution rapidly ont of the hash. tl'~i. iviig thabioinant sunshine of southern California ample timie to proluice tile phl'teliw~i(-i res,-thsbetween the pollutants more fully defined .ierein as "smog."

2Las Angeles County has the highest registration of cars per person 121.:." iersins/ear)
ai tny county Inthe United States.
:ýAs late as July 30, 1983 Motor Vehicle Pollution Control Board .IMVPCIII officialsvisiting iDetroit were told: "based on the time that It takes to develop any new innuilvtikho

in motor car design, the solution of the smog problem by the antoniobile liln'Iirv AV:aslirobably 7 to 10 years away . .t"rr. Vol. XXXVITI. pp. 7-9: 0.7 Fx. 2271. )s lm,* ]rein
after shown, the industry wvasl able to and did install exhaust systems or ilevioes in late19605 on 1966 models when forced to do so.

4AMA now employs a full-time president. (Tr. Vol. XVITI, pp. 54-55:; GJ Ex. 301) 1.
5The cross-licensing agreement provides as follows:

"ARTICLE V-EXCHANGE OF' TECHNICAL DATA AND INFORMATIiN
",Each of the parties hereto further agrees to exchange through its anitliilrizi'il revir-"sutative with representatives of the remaining parties hereto all technical data olid other

information pertaining to said Licensed Devices. Suich exchiange of teehniea;,l 'data ain.other Information shall be conducted under the direction of the Vehicle Comabustioin Priid-
iwts Subcomimittee of the Engineering Advisory Committee of the Automobile Manif~il-
turers Association." (G3 Ex. 263, 264, 265. and 260).

'The significance of the AMA Suggestion Submission Agreement is illinstrated by thefollowing pertinent excerpts from a letter of October 7, 1.9610 written by ni. 1I. Ishbrandt.
Director, Automotive Engineering. American Motors Corporation :

As explainied in our meeting on September 21st, the automotive companhis. %working
through the Automobile Manufactures Association, have agreed that tile tr-sitnieut of
f'xhalist gas is an industry problem which will be handled on a cooperative bai.TheA.Mf.A. Submission Agreement was developed to be used by all autonmobile -otuilalies inevaluating exhaust devices which are submitted for test. this assures that there tl bI ean interchange of Information between the automobile companies and that no olne com1Panlywill attempt to take competitive advantage of any solution which Is developed in ouir
current test program. For this reason we have requested that you sign the A.M.A%. Sllbmlis,-sion Agreement. Other suppliers, including chemical manu~facturers have signied thisagreement recognizing that there is no desire on the part of any automobile company todo anything that would be detrimental to any supplier who can come up with a solution to
this oroblem.' (GJ Ex. 534).

7When an attempt was made In 1963 to broaden the scope of the cross-licensing agree-ment "to overcome the restrictions that are currently preventing adequate dIisusslon oftechnical steps that will lead to solutions (G3 Ex. 305) the attempt was defeated bly theopposition of GM. This io explained in a GM Internal communication from H. F. Barr. itsmember on the EAC. dated May 6. 1965, "Subject: G.M. Policy on A.M.A. Vehicle Combuns-
tion Products Oom. Work" as follows

"2. In an endeavor to prmit technical discussion, the Engineering Advisory Commnittee
of A.-M.A. asked the A.M.A. Patent Committee to propose broader language for theagreement.
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"3j. In subsequent review of the proposed action for the A.M.A. Board of Directo,', in
our Engineering Policy Group meeting of March 20, 1963, our management reaffirmned
that the A.M.A. agreement should not be changed in this way. On April 30, the E.A.C.
farther discussed this proposal, with G.M. being the only member opposed to extending the
agreement to other areas.

-4. The basic trouble with this problem is the involvement of (1) an established cross
licensing agreement for hardware now established, with (2) a need for technical discus-
sion and exchange of information in broader areas. We feel that these are two separate
items and need not be combined In a new, broader cross licensing agreement for non-existent hardware." (GJ Ex. 325).

b The fact that on occasions the pcv was offered as optional equipment indicates the
ability to supply this air pollution control equipment, yet the auto manufacturers did nutinstall them on all models quite evidently because of the agreement previously referred to."This illustrates that bar an agreement, competition to research, develop and manu-
facture pollution control devices would stimulate and compel rather than delay the ill-
stallation of devices by all companies. (Tr. Vol. XXX, p. 147).

'i'The testimony was inatt rtis technician was known as Olie. We called TRW an officialcimed Ohly as a witness, but ascertained that he was not the person involved. We hav,-
learned since the last grand jury session that the person involved is Merle E. Olson ofChesterland, Ohio. From our experience in this matter, however, we doubt that his testimony
will be helpful."California State regulations permitted only 2% exemptions. At almost less than 4')were exempted (Askew, Tr. Vol. XXXVIII, p. 22).

[From the Congressional Record, Sept. 3, 1969]

CONGRESSMEN URGE OPEN TRIAL IN SMOG CONTROL ANTITRUST CASE

(Mr. BROWN of California asked and was given permission to address the
House for 1 minute, to revise and extend his remarks and include extraneous
matter.)

Mr. BROWN of California. Mr. 8,peaker, it is futile to try to compromise the
quality of our environment. Yet, that is just what will happen if the Justice
Department is pressured into allowing a consent decree to be issued in the
pmending antitrust suit against automobile manufacturers who are charged with
conspiring to prevent speedy development and installation of antismog devices.

Today, I have joined with 18 of my colleagues in the House in sending to
Attorney General Mitchell a letter requesting that an open trial be held in this
vital case. Pretrial discussions have been underway for some time, and it is
possible a decision on whether to hold a trial or go to decree might be made
any day now.

Intense lobbying being applied by the Washington counsel for the Automobile
Manufacturers Association-AMA is one of the defendants along with the four
major car makers-aims to have the Justice Department agree to a nolo
contendere plea, and then have the Department put out a consent decree. Such
a consent judgment admits no liability for the alleged charges, and so it 6ecomes
nothing more than a slight tap on the wrist for the manufacturers.

We believe this case is one of the most vital suits ever instituted by the Justice
Department, and we see it representing a major forward step iu the campaign for
effective air pollution abatement. It must not be nullified or circumvented.

Mr. Speaker, at this point, I would like to insert into the RECORD copies of
the letters-my initial letter sent last week, and the letter signed by my 1I
colleagues-which were sent to the Justice Department:

HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
Wash ington, D.C., August 29, 1969.Hon. .JOIIN N. MITCHELL,

Attorney General of the United States,
Washington, D.C.

)Fx.. Ma. AIToRNEY GENERAL: Over the last twenty years. Southern California
residents have been subjected to ever-increasing amounts of air pollutants at a
rate which seriously threatens both human health and the complete delicate
ecology of the area. Although vigorous efforts by state, local and Federal officials
have succeeded in reducing many of the major Polluting factors, a prime cause
of this air pollution continues to be motor vehicle exhaust emissions.

As the problem grew more dangerous, numerous government officials at all levels
pressed automobile manufacturers to develop and produce effective anti-smnog
engines and control devices. But, generally, response from manufacturers has
been disappointing. In a letter to President Johnson. Los Angeles Counny
Supervisor Kenneth Hahn noted in 1965 that "Now, after twelve years of
correspondence . . . I have found out that you cannot 'cooperate* or urge them
"voluntarily' to do the job."
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The Justice Department's anti-trust suit now pending against the natnu-
facturers and the Automobile Manufacturers Association represents a crucial
forward step in the drive for effective air pollution abatement. The cost to the
American public--in terms of ill health and environmental damage--resultitng
from the alleged collusion has been huge.

It is my understanding that pre-trial negotiations are now underway between
Justice Department and the defendants, and that chances are good that a consent
judgment may be reached in this case and that there would then be no open trial.

I believe that the overriding significance of this case makes it imperative that
an open trial be held, and I urge you to push for such a trial. The alleged actions
of the defendants are-if true-reprehensible, and full and complete public.
knowledge of them should be brought before the public. I do not feel that the
public interest in served in this case by closed-door negotiations.

I am also worried that a plea of nolo contendere and a consent judgment would
leave many municipalities and other government units who are closely following
this case without sufficient legal grounds to institute damage suits.

In addition, the case offers the opportunity to rule on some important prece-
dents. The question of joint responses by a manufacturers association plays a
key rt4le in this case, and the Justice Department's prayer is potentially a
landmark position. Another area is that of product fixing to limit competition.
and I would hope that the full force of the law is brought to bear in order to4
deter this sort of collusion.

I fully believe that this case may be one of the most vital suits ever instituted
by the Justice Department, and again I urge you to do all you can to hold an
open trial.

Sincerely,
GEORGE E. BROWN. Jr..

Mcm ber (if Congrcsx.

HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
Washiington, D.C., $eptcmbcr 2, 1969.

Hon. JOHN N. MITCHELL,
Departnmnt of Justice,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. MITCHELl.: We are writing to indicate our concern over the lpersistent
and disquieting reports that the Department of Justice is about to complromise
one of the most important antitrust cases affecting the health and welfare oif
the American people. We are aware of the closed-door negotiations now taking
place between the automobile industry's lobbyists and the Department. nego-
tiatiorks which may lead to a consent decree in the Department's case against
the Automobile Manufacturers Association (AMA), General Motors. Ford.
Chrysler and American Motors.

IErlier this year, your predecessors in the Department resisted extraordinary
industry pressures and filed a civil complaint against the defendants--(although
the D•partment did decline to ask for a criminal indictment, as its investigatiar
attorney had requested). The complaint alleges generally that the autonobilh,
companies, operating under the auspices of the AMA. joined together. through
the device of a cross-licensing agreement-to suppress research. develolnceit
and application of pollution control devices. The more important allegations
charges that the companies agreed to pursue research. developmenti. mnanu-
facture and installation of pollution control devices on a non-competitive basis.
that they agreed to seek joint appraisal of patents submitted by lersonls not a
party to the cross-licensing agreement, and that they agreed on "t leah t threv,
occasions-in 1961, 1962, and 1964-to attempt to delay installation of motor
vehicle air pollution control equipment.

These allegations, if proved true, mean that the defendants bear responsibility
for a great share of the injury to human health and the many millions of dollar';
in economic injury resulting from automobile pollution. If these charges are
true. the American people have a right to be fully informed of this outrageous
corporate callousness by a full and open trial of the issues involved. We fear.
however, that the American people will be denied their right to know the
full story. We fear that the entire Incident will be covered over by a legal de:al
arranged between the Department and the AMA's Washington counsel.

The representations made to your Department by this law firm do not include.
we are sure, the following Information:
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That the automobile is responsible for dumping more than 00 million tons of
polluants into the atmosphere each year, more than twice as much as any other
single pollutor. •

That the automobile accounts for 91% of all carbon monoxide, 63% of the
unburned hydrocarbons and 48% of the oxides of nitrogen emitted from all
sonrceB.

That doctors, in a single year, advised 10,000 people to move away from Los
Angeles because of the harmful effects of air pollution. (Automobile pol)tiot
represents 85% of the contaminants emitted into the ambient air of Los Angeles
daily).

That air pollution---of which motor vehicles account for approximately 50W
nationally---contains serious toxic substances associated with higher rates (of
illness and mortality from emphysema, long cancer, chronic bronchitis and
heart diseases.

Professor Barry Commoner, leading authority on pollution, said just last week:
"*'Once the automobile is allowed out of the factory and transformed, it

then reveals itself as an agent which has rendered urban air carcinogenic, bur-
dened human bodies with nearly toxic levels of carbon monoxide and lead.
embedded pathogenic particles of asbestos in human lungs, and contributed
significantly to the pollution of surface waters."

The time remaining for us to return our environment to a livable state is
short, and if the allegations contained in the Department's complaints are proved
true, the automobile companies have deliberately and cynically wasted lifteeti
precious years. The Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors has charged
that if the automobile companies had sincerely devoted their energies to the
air pollution problem in California during the years 1953-1956, "air pollution
from automobiles would have ceased to be a problem by 1966..."

If the defendants in this case are indeed culpable, a consent decree of almost
any kind would undermine the penalties of the antitrust laws designed to deter
future adventures into collusion. There would be no public acknowledgement
by a public-relations conscious industry of its responsibility for the appallingly
slow progress in air pollution control. Furthermore, a consent decree would raise
formidable barriers to the many treble damage suits which could be founded
on an open trial and full public record of the defendants' activities.

Many municipalities are closely following this case with a view toward
bringing followup actions for pollution damage to health, property and local
economies, much in the same way that states and municipalities brought follow-
up suits in the Library Book Cases. Then also, there are a number of businessmen
who invested large sums in pollution-control research, many of whom .lihn
that they were injured by the AMA agreement. Furthermore, it is conceivable
that this would open up a new area for class actions to be brought on behalf
of thousands of people. But a consent decree might mean that the thousands of
pages of evidence--collected by federal investigators over the course oif a
two-year study at a cost of many thousands of dollars-would be left to collect
dust in the Department's file, forever lost to private litigants. This, of course, is
what the auto industry wants. We hope that the Department does not become
an accomplice in the industry's attempt to avoid redressing the injuries which
it may have caused.

In addition, a consent decree would mean that the Department is surrendering
a unique opportunity in a particularly strong case to have the courts rule on
important landmark legal questions. For one, the Department's complaint re-
quests that the AMA be restrained from making joint responses to government
regulatory agencies with regard to information concerning air pollution control
technology. Should the Department prevail on this question in court, it would
do much to make public any diversity of opinion which may exist among auto-
mobile manufacturers in tb- field of air pollution control. In addition, the
Department would have a ne. weapon in its arsenal to loosen the death-grip
which many trade associations hold over weaker members. Secondly, there
is the important issue of "product fixing", the joining together of manufacturer,-
to limit competition for product quality. Until recently, the main thrust of anti-
trust law enforcement has generally been limited to price fixing and a ruling
on product fixing might deter a practice which is all too common in many Ameri-
can industries.

If the defendants have broken the antitrust laws, and are responsible for
the adverse health and economic effects of automotive pollution, then they must
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be prepared to have the law applied with it* full force. The Administration
promised to see that the rights of victims would be protected along with the
rights of law-violators. In this situation, an open public trial would help show,
that this Administration considers corporate lawlessness on no different footing
than anly other violation of law.

Sincerely,
John A. Blatnik, George Brown, Phillip Burton, Shirley Chisholin,

John Conyers, Jr., Bob Eckhardt. Don Edwards, Leonard Farb-
stein, Donald Fraser, Andrew Jacobs, Joseph Karth, Edward
Koch, Allard Lowenstein, Richard Ottinger, Betram Podell. Ben-
jamin Rosenthal, Edward Roybal. Robert Tiernan, Charles Wilson.

Next. and because it is such an important suit. I shall insert a copy of the
Justice 1 Department's complaint against the manufacturers:

[U.S. District Court, Central District of California, Civil No. 69-75-JWC, Filed
January 10, 1969]

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, PLAiNTIFF, v. AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS AssocL&-
TION. INC.: GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION; FORD MOTOR COMPANY; CHRYSLER
CORPORATION; AND AMERICAN MOTORS CORPORATION, DEFENDANTS

COMPLAINT

The United States of America, plaintiff, by its attorneys, acting under the
direction of the Attorney General of the United States, brings this civil action
against the defendants named herein, and complains and alleges as follows:

I

Jurisdiction and Vecue

1. This complaint is filed and these proceedings are instituted under Section 4
of the Act of Congress of July 2. 1890, as amended. (15 U.S.C. § 4), commonly
known as the Sherman Act, in order to prevent and restrain continuing violatiion
by the defendants, as hereinfater alleged, of Section 1 of the Sherman Act.

2. Each of the corporate defendants named herein transacts business and is
found within the Central District of California.

II

Defendants

3. Automobile Manufacturers Association, Inc., a corporation organized and
existing under the laws of the State of New York with its principal place of
business in Ietroit, Michigan, is made a defendant herein. Automobile Manu-
facturers Association, Inc., is a trade association whose membership consists
mainly of firms engaged in the business of manufacturing and selling motor
vehicles and component parts and accessories thereto in various states of the
United States.

4. The Corporations named below are made defendants herein. Each of said
corporations is org nized and exists under the laws of the State indicated and
has its principal place of business in the city indicated. Within the period of
time covered by this complaint said defendants have primarily engaged in the
business of manufacturing and selling motor vehicles in various states of the
United States, and also manufacture and sell component parts and accessories
thereto.

Defendant corporation, General Motors Corporation; State of incorporation,
Delaware; principal place of business, Detroit, Michigan.

Defendant corporation. Ford Motor Company; State of incorporation, Dela-
ware: principal place of business, Dearborn, Michigan.

Defendant corporation, Chrysler Corporation; State of incorporation, Dela-
ware: principal place of business, Highland Park, Michigan.

Defendant corporation, American Motors Corporation; State of incorporation,
Maryland; principal place of business, Detroit, Michigan.

5. Whenever in this complaint reference is made to any act, deed or transaction
of a corporate defendant, such allegation shall be deemed to mean that said
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corporation engaged in said act, deed or transaction by or through its officers,
directors, agents or employees while they were actively engaged in the matage-
meat, direction or control of corporate business affairs.

C.o-conspirators

6. Each of the corporations listed below in this paragraph is not named a
defendant herein but is named as a co-conspirator and has iearticiliated as a
co-conspirator with the defendants in the offense hereinafter charged and has
performed acts and made statements in furtherance thereof.

Corporation, Checker Motor Corporation (successor to Checker Cab Maiu-
facturing Corporation) : State of incorporation, New Jersey; principmal place
of business, Kalamazoo, Michigan.

Corporation, Diamond T Motor Car Company; State of incorporation, Illinois;
plrincipal place of business, Cleveland. Ohio.

Corporation, International Harvester Company (a consolidation otf Iovrna-
tional Harvester Company, a New Jersey Corporation, and International ilarv-
ester Corporation, a Delaware Corporation) ; State of incorporatio n, D elawvare;
principal place of business, Chicago, Illinois.

Corporation, Studebaker Corporation (successor to Studelbaker-Packard ('or-
poration) ; State of incorporation, Michigan; principal place of business. South
Bend, Indiana.

Corporation, White Motor Corporation (successor to The White Motor Com-
pany) ; State of incorporation, Ohio; principal place of business, Cleveland,
Ohio.

Corporation. Kaiser Jeep Corporation (successor Willys Motors, Inc.. a Penn-
sylvania Corporation) ; State of incorporation, Nevada; principal place of busi-
ness. Oakland, California.

Corporation, Mack Trucks, Inc. (successor to Back Manufacturing Corpora-
tion) : State of Incorporation. New York; principal place of busines. New York.

i. Various other persons, firms and corporations not made defendant.; herein
have participated as co-conspirators with the defendants in the offensive charged
in this complaint and have performed acts and made statements in furtherance
thereof.

Iv

Definition

R. As used herein, the term "motor vehicle air pollution control equipment"
means equipment, or any part thereof, designed for installation on a mHotor
vehicle or any system or engine modification on a motor vehicle which is designed
to cause a reduction of pollutants emitted from the vehicle, including, but not lim-
ited to. any device for the control of emissions of pollutants from the exhaust
system, the crankcase, the carburetor, or the fuel tank.

V

Trade and commerce

9. Automobiles for the most part are manufactured in the State of Michigan
and are shipped therefrom to each of the fifty states of the United States. Some
automobiles are assembled in various states of the United States from pmrts
manufactured in the State of Michigan and other states. In 1966. 75.315,000 pas-
seiger cars and 15.864,000 trucks and buses, exclusive of off-the-road vehicles,
were registered in the United States. In that year, 8,604,712 passenger cars, valued
at more than $171/2 billion and 1,791,587 commercial vehicles valued at more
than $3.9 billion were produced in this country. Of the trucks produced. 9.%.t60
were built with diesel motors.

10. The largest number of passenger cars registered and new cars sold in any
state of the United States in 1966 was in the State of California where 7.621.79"2
cars were registered and 832,338 newcars sold. The largest number of passenger
cars, registered in any "ounty of any state in the United States in 1960 was in
Los Angeles County wi.•re 2,932,080 cars were registered. Similarly, in 19M6
California accounted for the largest number of truck registrations and new truck
sales with 1,542,984 trucks registered and 150,927 new trucks sold, and Los An-
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geles County accounted for the largest number of trucks registered, numbering
436,218.

11. Since at least 1962 it has been established that motor vehicles contribute to
air pollution by the emission of hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, oxides of nitro-
gen and other contaminants. For exampie in Los Angeles County, as of January
1967. gasoline-powered motor vehicles accounted for 12,465 tons out of a total of
14,610 tons, or 85.3 percent of contaminants emitted into the ambient air daily.
As a result of new and continuing requirements that automotive vehicles be
equipped with air pollution control devices, a large and growing market for the
production and installation of such devices has developed. Motor vehicle air
pollution control devices are shipped in interstate commerce either as engine
or system modifications or as equipment attached to automobiles, which are
shilped from Michigan and other states to each of the fifty states of the United
States.

vi

Offense alleged

12. Beginning at least as early as 1953, and continuing thereafter up to and
including the date of this complaint, the defendants and co-conspirators have
been engaged in a combination and conspiracy in unreasonable restraint of the
aforesaid interstate trade and commerce in motor vehicle air pollution control
equipment in violation of Section 1 of the Sherman Act (15 U.S.C. 11).

13. The aforesaid combination and conspiracy has consisted in a continuing
agreement, understanding, and concert of action among the defendants and co-
conspirators, the substantial terms of which have been and are:

(a) to eliminate all competition among themselves In the research, develop-
ment, manufacture and installation of motor vehicle air pollution control equip-
ment; and

(b) to eliminate competition in the purchase of patents and patent rights from
other parties covering motor vehicle air pollution control equipment.

14. For the purpose of forming and effectuating the aforesaid combination and
conspiracy, the defendants and co-conspirators did those things which they com-
bined and conspired to do, including, among other things, the following:

(a) agreed that all industry efforts directed at the research, development,
manufacture and installation of motor vehicle air pollution control equipment
should be undertaken on a non-competitive basis;

(b) agreed to seek joint appraisal of patents and patent rights submitted to
any of them by persons not parties to a cross-licensing agreement entered into
on July 1, 1955, and amended and renewed periodically, and to require "most-
favored-purchaser" treatment of all parties to the cross-licensing agreement if
any one were licensed by a person not a party to that agreement;

(c) agreed to install motor vehicle air pollution control equipment only upon
a uniform date determined by agreement, and subsequently agreed on at least
three separate occasions to attempt to delay the installation of motor vehicle
air pollution control equipment:

(1) in 1961 the defendants agreed among themselves to delay installation of
"positive crankcase ventilation" on vehicles for sale outside of California until
the model year 1963. despite the fact that this antipollution device could have
been installed nationally for the model year 1962 and that at lea.t some autonio-
bile manufacturers expressed willingness to do so, in the absence of a contrary
industry-wide agreement;

(2) in late 1962 and extending into 1963, the defendants agreed among them-
selves to delay installation of an improvement to the positive crankcase ventila-
tion device, an improvement which the California Motor Vehicle Pollution
Control Board bad Indicated it would make mandatory;

(3) in early 1964 the defendants agreed among themselves to attempt to delay
the introduction of new exhaust pollution control measures on motor vehicles
sold in California until the model year 1967; despite the fact that all were capa-
ble of installing the Improvement for the model year 1966. the defendants agreed
to tell California regulatory officials that installation of exhaust antipollution
measures would be technologically impossible before 1967, and only under regula-
tory pressure made possible by competing device manufacturers not In the auto-
mobile industry did the defendants agree to a California regulatory requirement
that exhaust devices must be installed for the model year 1966; and

(d) agreed to restrict publicity relating to research and development efforts
concerning the motor vehicle air pollution problem.
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ii
S Effeots

15. The aforesaid combination and conspiracy has had, R- Lt. others, the
following effects:

(a) hindering and delaying the research, development, and manufacture-
both by the defendants and coconspirators and by others not parties to the agree-
ments alleged herein-and the installation of motor vehicle air pollution control
equipment;

(b) restricting and suppressing competition among the defendants and co-
conspirators in the research, development, manufacture and installation of motor
vehicle air pollution control equipment; and

(c) restricting and suppressing competition in the purchase of patents and
patent rights covering motor vehicle air pollution control equipment.

Prayer

Wherefore, the plaintiff prays :
1. That the Court adjudge and decree that the defendants have engaged in a

combination and conspiracy, in unreasonable restraint of the aforesaid interstate
trade and commerce, in violation of Section 1 of the Sherman Act.

2. That each of the defendants named in this complaint, its successors, assignees
and transferees, and the respective officers, directors, agents and employees
thereof, and all persons acting or claiming to act on behalf thereof :

(a) be enjoined from continuing, maintaining or renewing. directly or indi-
rectly, the combination or conspiracy hereinbefore alleged, or from engaging in
any other practice, plan, program, or device having a similar effect;

(b) be enjoined from entering into any agreements. arrangements, understand-
ings, plan or program with any other person, partnership, or corporation, directly
or indirectly:

(1) to delay installation of air pollution control equipment or otherwise
restrain individual decisions as to installation dates;

(2) to restrict individual publicity of research and development relating to air
pollution control technology;

(3) to require joint assessment of the value of patents or patent rights relating
to air pollution control equipment;

(4) to require that acquisition of patent rights relating to air pollution tech-
nology be conditioned upon availability of such rights to others upon a most-
favored-purchaser basis; or

(5) to respond jointly to requests by government regulatory agencies for infor-
mation or proposals concerning air pollution control technology unless such
agency requests a joint response in a particular case; and

tc) be required to Issue to any applicant interested in developing motor vehicle
air pollution technology unrestricted, royalty-free licenses and production know-
how under all United States patents owned, controlled or applied for to which the
cross-licensing agreement dated July 1, 1955, as amended, has been applicable.
and to make available to any such applicant all other know-how related to air
pollution control technology which has been exchanged with any other defendant.

3. That the plaintiff have such other, further and different relief as the nature
of the case may require and the Court may deem just and proper In the premises.
including cancellation of the cross-licensing agreement dated July 1. 1955. aq
amended. and an injunction ensuring that all future joint arrangements relating
to air pollution control technology be appropriately limited as to subject matter ,,f
joint effort and numbers of participants so as to maintain competition in the
development of air pollution technology.

4. That the plaintiff recover the costs of this suit.

RAMSEY CLARK.
Attorney General.

EDWIN M. ZIMMERMAN.
Assistant Attorney General.

BADDnA J. RASHID,
Attorney, Department of Justice.

WM. MATTHEW BvaNE. Jr..
U.S. Attorney.

RAYMOND W. PmHLPPS,
CHAzLEs L. MARINACCIO.

Attorneys, Department of Justice.
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A few weeks after the suit was filed. Morton Mintz of the Washington Post

wrote this interesting background story about the early history of the case:

[From the Wasblnton Post. Jan. 26, 19691

SMOG FIGHTER INSPIRED AUTO INDUSTRY LAWSUIT

(By Morton Mintz)

More than four years ago. an angry municipal official made a speech in Houston.
Little noticed at the time. the speech was the genesis of the Justice Department's
civil antitrust suit filed this month charging that the four major U.S. auto mann-
facturers and their trade association conspired to delay development and ihistalla-
tion of devices to curb automotive air pollution.

The public official was S. Smith Griswold. then air pollution control officer of
Los Angeles County. For a decade, he had fought to .ontrol the sourve., of sling.
All of these sources but one were brought under control or signitictintly (.hch-k.
The exception was by far the most imiportant source: the nbiquitous automobldle.

As time went on. Griswold became (covinced that for all its talk ahbut how
hard it was trying and how much it was spending, Detroit was at best h:alflmearted
about control devices for the crankcase and the exhaust system. Finally. in June.
1964. in his Houston speech to the Air Pollution Control Association. he exploded.

"Everything that the industry is able to do today to control auto exhaust was
possible technically ten years ago." he said. "No new principles had to he devel-
oped; no technological advance was needed; no scientific breakthrough w:xi
required."

Griswold depicted Detroit as a citadel of "arrogance and apathy" that has
"bought ten years of delay and unhampered freedom to pour millions of ton- (,f
toxic contaminants into the atmosphere."

At the time, the industry was spending $1 million a year for pollution control.
Griswold contrasted this with the total of $9.5 million that 22 industry executives
earned in 1M63 and with the $1 billion being spent for 1965 model changes.

Finally. Griswold tried to explain the industry's purported apathy. "Control of
air pollution does not make cars easier to sell." he said. Neither does, it 'make
them easier to produce. To people interested in profits. expenditures for the deI-
opment and production of exhaust controls are liabilities."

A CASE MADE UNwrrTINGL.Y

In an interview, Griswold. who now heads a Washington consultant firm on air
pollution and other environmental problems, said he was unaware that his speech
laid out the essentials of an antitrust case.

Nothing might have happened had it not been for a chance visit that Ralph
Nadar. then an obscure volunteer worker in the Labor Department. paid to the
office of Thomas F. Williams. public information officer for the Division of Air
Pollution of the Public Health Service.

Donald Green. an aide to Williams. showed the speech to Nader. who as a
lawyer sensed its antitrust implications. In a recent interview. -Nader said that
the Griswold speech struck him as a potentially classic portrayal of "product-
fixing"-activlty covered by the antitrust laws. In this case. he felt, the activity
involved important impacts on health .and might lie delaying technology that
would permit eventual phasing out of the fume-producing internal counistion
engine.

After reading the speech. Nader telephoned Griswold in Los Angeles. Several
long conversations followed, on the phone and during Griswold's visits to
Washington.

Nader tried but failed to interest a Justice Department antitrust lawyer who
specialized in auto industry matters. But in the late snummer of 1.64. Nader
learned that William H. Orrick Jr.. then the Department's antitrust chief, had
set up a new policy planning staff. Nader got in touch with its head. Murray H.
Bring.

Neither Bring, now a member of the Washington law firm of Arnold and
Porter, nor any past or present Justice Department official involved with the
case would discuss it. But the upshot of Nailer's getting in touch with TIring
was that he was Invited to outline his antitrust theory to Orrick and more
than a dozen of his aides. At a meeting lasting more than an hour. he r(calls.
he argued that alleged product-fixing of this kind deserved at least as mnulct
priority as conventional price-fixing cases.
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In late 1964, Griswold himself informally asked the Department to make an
antitrust investigation. Although he told an interviewer he could not be certain
from memory, he said he believed he alerted Justice to a resolution that he
was helping to prepare for the Los Angles County Board of Supervisors.

ADV'1E 10,000 TO MOvE Aw.AY

As finally adopted by a unanimous vote on Jan. 26, 1965, the resolution traced
the history of the problem of air pollution in Los Angeles County, pointed out
that because of that problem physicians had advised 10,000 persons to move
away in a single year and said that health and welfare continue to Tbe "jeop-
ardized by the exhaust emissions of 3.5 million motor vehicles, burning about
7,150,0M0 gallons (of gasoline) daily."

The resolution charged that the industry had pooh-poohed the role of auto-
mobiles in Los Angeles pollution until forced to change its position by an accumu-
lation of overwhelming evidence, by the spur of competition from "outsider"
firms that had developed control devices on their own and by the pressure
of California legislation making control devices mandatory.

If the Automobile Manufacturers Associations (AMA) "had given the same
attention to the problem in 1V53-56 as they did after installation became manda-

tory, air pollution from motor vehicles would have ceased to be a problem in
1966," the resolution asserted.

Saying that action was not taken in the 1950s because of agreements among
Automobile Manufacturers Association members to pool all of their findings and
to cross-license developments for pollution control, the Board of Supervisors
concluded by requesting the Justice Department to make an antitrust investiga-
tion.

By the time the resolution was formally adopted, the Justice Department
already had served demands for records on the industry-an action it took
in early January, 1965.

Essentially, the Department complaint filed last Jan. 10 in Los Angeles reflects
the Board's resolution. The complaint points out, for example, that in the
single month of January, 1967, gasoline-powered vehicles dumped 12,465 toi•a-
about 25 million pounds-of contaminants Into the atmosphere of the bowl-
shaped Los Angeles area. This was 85 per cent of all emissions.

And the suggestions was obivous in the suit that had the defendants com-
peted in the field of control devices, rather than purportedly suppressing prog-
ress in violation of the antitrust laws, there would have been less pollution,
less disease and less property damage.

The AMA's position is the reverse: the "cooperation" among the defendants--
General Motors, Ford, Chrysler and American Motors, plus the AMA-was not
only entirely legal and open and aboveboard, but was also the only feasible way
to achieve the progress everyone sought.

The Department's charges also were heatedly rejected by the defendant manu-
facturers. American Motors, for example, said it "categorically denies engaging
in any combination or conspiracy . . ."

COLLISION WITM AUTO SAFETY

Between the time the Justice Department started to move on the case and
the time the suit was filed, the matter -became involved briefly with a congres-
sional hearing.

By late 1965, the industry was faced with another crisis: the seeming inevita-
bility of auto safety legislation. For Detroit, the question was how tough the
law would be.

In April, 1966, the AMA went before the Senate Commerce Committee to
plead for an "umbrella against antitrust" so that it could undertake joint devel-
opment of safety devices.

To illustrate the need for the "umbrella," AMA spokesman John S. Bugas.
a Ford vice president, pointed out that the industry already was under investi-
gation in connection with pollution control devices.

Committee Chairman Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.) asked Justice for
immediate comment. Donald F. Turner, who meanwhile has succeeded Orrick
as head of the Antitrust Division, replied with a letter attacking the industry
proposal. The Department's investigation concerned cooperative efforts "to sup-
press, not to promote," use of the devices, Turner said. Besides, the antitrust
laws are not a barrler to "necessary and constructive" joint efforts, he said.
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Turner had assigned the Investigation to Samuel Flatow, who has since retired
from the Department to enter private practice here. As a result of Flatow's
work, first in Washington and then in Los Angeles, a grand jury was convened,
in July 1966, and heard evidence until December, 1967. Flatow then requested
permlsion to ask the jurors to return a criminal indictment, a request the lDe-
partment denied.

There may -have been a practical consideration: At least four Federal judges
who might have received the case reportedly are strongly opposed to criminal
sanctions In antitrust cases. But a more fundamental consideration is that long-
standing Department policy reserves the criminal route for price-fixing and
other traditional cases in which there is no question of blatantly illegal conduct.
The pollution case was not traditional.

Another factor is the practical utility of a criminal case as opposed to a civil
case. A criminal ease can result in penalties intended in part to deter further
misconduct. But a civil case can lead to the fashioning of a court decree that
prohibits specific forms of misconduct thereafter.

AN UNUSUAL PRAYER

In the pending case, the Department offers an unusual "prayer." to use the
legal term. It is that the court will prohibit the defendants from responding
"'jointly to requests by Federal regulatory agencies for information or proposal.
concerning air pollution control unless such agency requests a joint response in
a particular case." This is an uncommon recognition of the proposition that
the behavior of trade associations can violate the antitrust laws.

If the "prayer" is granted, one of the broad questions that will be generated
is this: When any Government agency is involved in the process of setting safety
standards, can a trade association be the spokesman for an industry in which
dissent and diversity among member companies is being suppressed ?

The Department's "prayer" is. of course, confined to the particular facts of
the air pollvtion case. But the petition is also in accord with the intent of (Coi-
gress. expressed In the auto safety law, that car manufacturers be stimulated
by the National Traffic Safety Agency to compete in the area of safety.

Late last year, the Agency declared its intention to require manufacturers
to disclose to new-car buyers such safety-related performance data as the dis-
tances needed to brake to a stop from various speeds, data that would permit
comparative shopping on safety aspects. The primary response from the industry
was the A.MA's. GM, Ford and Chrysler filed no initial response of their own.
American Motors' was an endorsement of the AMA's.

Nader's contention-denied by the AMA-was that the Association controlled
the responses and that the AMA was itself controlled by GM, the industry leader.

The Department also seeks a court order banning patent licensing agreements
of the kind used here and for bidding other agreements under which individual
car makers did not publicize their progress in pollution control.

Another subtle but important aspect of the case is its origins in a marriage of
antitrust lawyers to specialists with expertise in a field as arcane as pollution
control devices.

Nader believes that the full potential of the antitrust laws to protect the public
against "product-fixing" and technological repression and stagnation cannot be
realized until engineers and other experts become part of the regular staff of
antitrust agencies.

A prominent Washington antitrust lawyer with both private and Government
experience agrees, noting that technology has brought "a whole new breed of
antitrust problems that law) ers can understand only if they work with technical
experts."

Actually, such problems occasionally have surfaced before. The Federal Trade
Commission. for example, knew that odometers were built to record more miles
than actually were driven-to the benefit of manufacturers and rental firms but
to the detriment of owners and renters.

But the FTC failed to act for almost three decades. A group of law students
guided by Nader said in a recent report that this was due to the FTC's being
"duped by an excuse perennially put forth by the auto manufacturers: they
claimed they had to make odometers register high because state highway officials
demanded that they make speedometers register high (to diminish actual driving
speeds) and that the two were inseparably connected . . . the fact of the matter
is that odometer and speedometer are not connected, as any mechanical engineer
would have known."
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While behind-the-scenes maneuvering by the defendants has been intensive, the
manufacturers have brought only one public statement on the suit. Although I
would question many of the suppositions made in that sta,-11ient-by AMA
president, Thomas C. Mann--I would like to reprint his remari. in the Record
an an indication of the type approach the manufacturers are using:

AMA NEws RELEASE

WASHINGTON. D.C., January 10.-Thomas C. Mann, President of the Auto-
mobile Manufacturers Association, today issued the following statement on the
suit filed by the Department of Justice against AMA and some of its member coan-
panies in Los Angeles:

"We greatly regret the Department of Justice's sudden decision to attack the
industry's 15 year old cooperative program to develop and perfect motor vehicle
emissions controls. The Department's action is based on a profound misunder-
standing of the -)operative program and its actual effects.

"Under this program, initiated at the request of the California authorities, the
industry has been developing new technologies for solving this pressing problem
of our urbanized society. The program has not hindered or delayed the develop-
ment and installation of motor vehicle air pollution control equipment. On the
contrary, it has already succeeded in reducing the level of hydrocarbon emissions
of new cars approximately 63% below the level of the pre-control models, and
additional controls now under development are expected to further reduce hydro-
carbon emissions to 79% below pre-control models. Moreover, the systems devel-
oped as a result of the program have reduced carbon monoxide emissions by
about 60%.

"This progress has been made during a period when state and federal regula-
tion has continually taxed the ability of engineers to meet the stringent stand-
ards that have been set. It would not have been possible to meet the timetables set
by governmental agencies without the cross-fertilization of ideas and the full
exchange of technical information among automobile manufacturers and sup-
pliers. This exchange has been made feasible by a royalty-free patent cross-
license agreement which all domestic manufacturers of passenger cars. a num-
ber of truck manufacturers and many foreign vehicle manufacturers have joined.
Although this type of agreement has been praised as encouraging competition.
the Department now attacks it.

"With continuing increases in the vehicle population and in the voilume tif
pollutants entering the atmosphere from non-vehicular sources. there is need for
even greater reductions in automotive emissions. The manufacturers are now
faced with a new requirement for controlling the emission of oxides of nitrogei.!
a task which in many respects will be more difficult than controlling hydrocarb, n
emissions. In our judgment, the Department's action today will sabstantially
retard the rate of progress toward all of these goals by casting a s-rious cloud
on the present arrangements and thus reducing the essential flow of informati in
among the participating companies.

"This will be especially harmful to the smaller Passenger car and truck conn-
panies and to many foreign manufacturers who avcount for a substantial share
of the U.S. market. If these companies are un'.ble to make the necessary progress
to meet the more stringent requirements that the regulatory authorities have s'et
for accomplishment within the next several years, the Government will be f'iccd
with tile necessity of postponing more stringent requirements. If suchi post,
ment should occur, the public will be the loser.

"The problem of how Government can most effectively command scientists and
engineers to make a new technological breakthrough of this kind. and the cor-
responding problem of how the industry can most effectively respond to such a
command, are both novel and difficult. However, it is difficult to see how any
result other than delay and increased cost can come from the Departwent's
action seeking to prohibit the free interchange of technical information about
automotive emissions among the firms which are in the best position to find the
needed solutions.

"A year ago the President called on Government and industry to join as partners
In attacking the problems of air pollution. The automotive industry has done its
best to respond to that request. Today's action can only complicate the difficult
task of making the partnership a fruitful one."

What Mann said in his statement has more recently been echoed by Chrysler
Corp.'s chief engineer, Charles M. Heinen, who told a meeting of the New York
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Society of Automotive Engineers that "the main battle against automobile pol-
lution has been won." Dan Fisher of the Los Angeles Times relj;rted on that
speech:

EMISSION CONTROL ENGINEER SAYS SO: HAS ALUTO SM1OG BATTLE AIIREADY
BEEN WON?

(By Dan risher)

"Ladies and gentlemen, let me come to the point: The main battle agaiost
automotive air pollution has been won."

That's how Charles M. Heinen, Chrysler Corp.'s chief engineer, emission con-
trol and chemical development, opened a speech Wednesday to a meeting of tile
New York Society of Automotive Engineers.

Heinen, who tends not to mince words, stated: "We have done the job pro-
posed . . . For the sake of perspective, let me say that if there were no other
vehicles on the road except the 1969-1970 models, we would--overnight-breathe
the same clean air we had in 1940 as far as the automobile contrikitiohi is
concerned."

To reduce emissions from the levels that will be achieved in the 1970 models "is
going to be rough, and It looks like it will be very expensive-in the billions of
dollars-to car owners. The next step also raises serious and sincere questions
among thoughtful and knowledgeable observers as to how much a further reduc-
tion is really necessary and is it worth it from a social, scientific, medical, and
economic standpoint."

Heinen suggested that future California and federal regulations-for 1971
mindels and beyond-will make little significant contribution over what's already
been done, and that for that small significant gain, the cost would be $10 billion
plus on a national level.

That works out to about $100 added to the price of each car sold in a year.
While hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide are controlled under pre.sent C'ali-

fornia standards, a third pollutant is covered in 1971 California standards-
oxides of nitrogen.

Research indicates. Heinen said, that when hydrocarbons are controlled, the
reaction of the reduced hydrocarbons and oxides of nitrogen is insufficient to pro-
duce photochemical smog.

Although challenging the reasons for control. he said the technology to control
oxides of nitrogen is within reach. "Unfortunately, it would mean penalties in
cost. performance, fuel economy, and driveability," the emissions specialist added.

He also took Issue with California medical authorities who have predited dire
health results from exposure to automobile-caused air pollution. *'As a matter of
fact, a further review of the medical position would seem to say that the situation
is not critical now. or indeed, even serious in the opinion of pretty near everyone
except those in California."

The decision about oxides of nitrogen control "should probably be made on the
basis of its effect on visibility and on plant damage," he said.

Other automotive engineers have suggested that the least they seek is more
time to work on inexpensive solutions to the oxides of nitrogen problemn. While
the 1971 California standards covering this pollutant can hie met at relatively low
cost. they say, those proposed for 1972 and 1974 cannot, with present technology.

One auto company engineering vice president has predicted flatly that those
standards may be the ones that finally result in a court fight.

Maybe one reason Heinen can call the battle over is that the solutions are not
as difficult as the manufacturers would want us to believe. For example, I find
this following article from the Los Angeles Times quite fascinating:

REDLvCING CAR SMOG EASY, ENGINEER SAYS--IgMPLE ADJUSTMENT CUTS

EMissIoxs, HEARIN( TOLD

(By George Getze)

A simple mechanical adjustment of present-day automobile engines will reduce
nitrogen oxide emissions by about 40%, it was stated Wednesday at a public hear-
Ing in the New Federal Building.

Robert W. Mc.Tones, consulting automotive engineer for the Pacific Lighting
Corp., said the reduction wotuld be enough in most cases to bring the cars into
compliance with the nitrogen oxides standards already set by California for 1971
model cars.
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That is a standard the automobile Industry doubts It can meet.
MeJones testified that the reduction of pollutants, hydrocarbons and carbon

monoxide as well as nitrogen oxides, would be even greater than 40w.y ral
gas instead ofgasoline were used as fueL

McJones and Reins J. Oorbeil, project engineer for Pacific Lighting, were wit-
nesses Wednesday at a Department of Health, Education and Welfare hearing.

The hearing is being held to collect information that will help Robert J. Finch,
secretary of HEW, decide whether or not California is to be permitted to have
auto smog standards more stringent than those set nationally by the federal
agency.

Most of Wednesday's session was taken up .by cautiously worded doubts of the
technological feasibility of controlling both nitrogen oxide and hydrocarbon emis-
sions from automobiles, at least in time to meet California's present and proposed
standards.

The doubting was mostly on the part of representatives of the manufacturers.
Witnesses from California universities, air pollution agencies and citizens'

groups all insisted the standards could be met If Detroit really tried.
"If the automobile makers can't meet the standards with gasoline-fueled ve-

hicles, California should Insist upon conversion to gaseous fuels," Corbell said.

A 40-PzECENT REnuc'rxox

The simple adjustment-which McJones said would reduce nitrogen oxides
emissions 40% even on gasoline automobiles-consists of disconnecting the hose
or metal line that connects the carburetor and distributor.

The purpose of the hose is to advance the spark timing when an automobile is
cruising along, neither slowing down nor speeding up..The theory is that this saves gasoline, but some automotive engineers doubt that
It does.

"When the hose Is disconnected the auto operation at full throttle Is unchanged,
and the ordinary full throttle thiing applies at cruising, too," McJones told the
HEW committee headed by William Megonnell, assistant air pollution commis-
sioner for HEW.

Corbell said Pacific Lighting had tried the adjustment on 10 Fords, Plymouths,
Dodges, Chevrolets and Ramblers, all late models.

He told the HEW committee that only two of the cars met the 1971 nitrogen
oxide standards even approximately. When the hose was disconnected, however,
all but four met the 1971 standards, even though they were operating on ordinary
fuel.

McJones and Corbell said there was no adverse effect on performance.
Typical reductions, for example, were from 2,500 parts of nitrogen oxides per

million parts of air, to 1,)M0; 1,300 ppm to 800, and 3,400 ppm to 1,400.

ixrnssess DOUBT
The chief witness for the automobile Industry was Donald Jensen, who used to

be executive head of the California Motor Vehicle Pollution Control Board but
who now works for the Ford Motor Co. He also spoke Wednesday for the Automo-
bile Manufacturers' Assn.

"There is a substantial question whether the California oxides of nitrogen
standards can, in fact, be met by all vehicle manufacturers," Jensen told the
committee.

He said the association "neither supports nor opposes California's request" for
standards more stringent than the national ones.

When Jensen finished his prepared statement Megonnell pointed out that he
had heard very little in it of support for California's request but a lot of
opposition.

Another member of the HEW committee, Kenneth Mills, asked Jensen if
Detroit would make any progress at all in controlling pollutants such as oxides
of nitrogen, if very stringent standards were not adopted.

Jensen answered that the Industry would make progress and would work at
controlling the pollutants, even if it was not required to do so by strict standards.

CALLS FOR FArrH

"Wbiht the chairmen of the boards of the automobile corporations say can't
be taken lightly," Jensen told the HEW committee.

36-093-74------- 13
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He mid it must be takui "on faith" tIM then board chairmen really mean
what tbega my, and they say auto makers are going all out to control air pollution
from a ati tobfles.

e partment of Justice replied Wednesday to Dep. Atty. Gen. Charles
O'BDriets charg, made the day before, that it had used fraud and chicanery
in trying to block Califorska's investigation of auto smog.

WO',eu used the hard words in telling the HEW committee that federal attor-
neyo had blocked his efforts to get information from Wallace Linvllle. IUnville,
a smog expert, had testifed before the U.S. grand jury investigating Detroit's
efforts (and alleged lack of efforts) to control auto smog emissions.

A spokesman for the Department of Justice said Wednesday that a federal
law prohibit. persons from disclosing testimony before a grand jury, which
was why IAnvllle was advised not to answer all of O'Brien's questions.

He denied any fraud or chicanery was involved.
"The department has cooperated and will continue to cooperate with the

state's endeavor to Investigate the automobile manufacturers' air pollution
control record," the spokesman =idL

As Heinen points out, current controls, devices and regulations for new motor
vehicles have gone far In easing the seemingly exponential growth of air pol-
lutants, but the emissions from the millions of older cars not subject to the
stringent laws continue pouring ton after ton of smog into the air. If the
battle is over, it is going to be one heck of a mopup operation.

Certainly, the advances in cutting down pollution from nonvehicular sources
have been impressive. As the following Los Angeles Times story notes, the Los
Angeles basin has apparently eliminated all pollution eminating from power-
plant smokestacks, and says:

"The automobile Is now contributing more than 90% of the total tonnage of
pollutants in Los Angeles air."

The article follows:

Los ANGELES A=RA CALLED FERE OF POWERPLANT SMOKE--THOUSANDS OF COM-
PLAINTS CUT TO ONE By USE OF Low-SULFUR FPuEt IT, F LEE DEcLARES

(By George Getze)

Smoke and chemical fallout from electric power plant smokestacks have dis-
appeared "almost miraculously" in the Los Angeles Basin, Louis J. Fuller, head
of the Air Pollution Control District, said Tuesday.

Instead of the usual thousands of complaints of smoke plumes and fallout that
have poured in on the APCD, there was only one complaint last winter and
spring, Fuller said.

He said the drastic change was due to the burning of low-sulfur fuel oil when
not enough natural gas was available in cold weather.

Fuller said the APCD now forbids the burnhlg of any fuel oil when natural
gas Is available. But until federal regulations were changed to permit the
importation of low-sulfur oil from Indonesia, cold weather meant that high-
sulfur domestic oil was burned.

The federal permission to bring low-sulfur oil into the U~nited States Is good
only through next winter. Fuller said the APCD has already -begun to fight for
permanent permission.

"In view of the tremendous Improvement in plumes and fallout, It is unthink-
able that permission to bring In low-sulfur oil should not be continued," Fuller
said.

DE•N•s RELAxNGo FIOHT

The APCD chief's remarks were made in an interview in which he replied
to charges that the APCD had relaxed Its fight against stationary sources of
smog in the Los Angeles basin.

The accusation has been made twice recently, once last month before the
Board of Supervisors and once last week before the State Air Resources Board,
by a group of women called Stamp Out Smog.

They said that smokestacks were "mushrooming," that the county's air pol-
lution control It no longer the model for the rest of the world, that it is going
backward instead of forward, that variances to APCD rules are granted whole-
s'le and that smog control officers have lost the energy and initiative they had
10 years ago by not following through on a suggested rule that would have pre-
vented the construction of more power plants in Los Angeles County.

Fuller said it's nonesense.
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Smokestacks, thanks to the AP(V's fight to provide low-sulfur fuel, don't
smoke in Los Angeles County, so that any remark about their "mushrooming"
is meaningless, he said.

"Our control of stationary sources is more of a model for the rest of the
world now than it ever was," Fuller said.

Another example he cited was the federal government's publication of a fieldoperations manual describing APCD enforcement practices as models for other
agencies throughout the world.

go far, APCD is the only district in the world to have begun the regulation
of such inconspicuous sources of air pollution as the evaporation of volatile
organic solvents used in paints, inks and dry-cleaning compounds, he said.

APCD was also responsible for the drafting of new state law regulating
the emission of black smoke from jet airplanes, Fuller said. It will go into
effect Jan. 1,1971, in order to give the airlines tiUe to comply.

SAYS VARzAtxE MISUNDERSTOOD

Fuller said the matter of variances to these rules is misunderstood. The
APCD grants no variances. They are all granted by the Air Pollution Hearings
Board, created by the State Legislature.

He said air pollution experts realize it is often Impossible for companies to
comply immediately with new rules, and that they must have time to get new
equipment or modify what they have.

Many of the current variances, for exampleý have been granted to give firms
time to comply with Rule 66, the one governing the evaporation of organic
solvents. Fuller said any fair examination of the variances that have been granted
would show no maladministration by the hearing board, but instead a very care-
ful regard for the public welfare.

He said the evaluation of emissions from automobiles and stationary soturces
shows that the control of stationary sources Is excellent, and that the automobile
Is now contributing more than 90% of the total tonnage of pollutants In Los
Angeles air.

"The remaining problem in Los Angeles is almost entirely with the automobile,
although that can't be said for some other counties in the Bay Area and farther
north," he said.

Latest statistics show that 9,695 tons of carbon monoxide are emitted here by
automobiles every day, compared with 35 tons by stationary sources. The figures
for hydrocarbons are 1,820 tons from the automobile, and 730 tons from stationary
sources.

Fuller agrees with A. J. Haagen-Smit, chairman of the Air Resources Board,
that one of the biggest problems is the control of nitrogen oxides, which are the
product of all kinds of burning.

Nitrogen oxides are an important emission of stationary sortan souch as
power plant smokestacks, but figures submitted by the Air Resources Board lasntweek show that even with them industrial burning is a less important source

than automobiles.
The ARB report shows that daily emissions of nitrogen oxides In Los Angeles

arel9 tons, of which 575 come from auto exhausts and 258 from industrial burn-
ing of fuel. Other sources are minor.

To control the nitrogen oxide emissions from power plants, Fuller a year ago
suggested a new APCD rule, No. 67.

In a letter to the supervisors, he said the rule would prevent construction and
operation of new "monster" power plants or any other fuel-burning installation
unless they were equipped with very efficient pollutant controls.

The suggested rule would bave forbidden the operation of any equipment
unless discharges into the atmosphere were limited to 200 pounds an hour of sulfur
compounds, 140 pounds an hour of nitrogen oxides and 10 pounds an hour of
dust or "particulate matter."

Stamp Out Smog has accused the APCD of losing initiative and energy because
It has not followed up this suggestion by pressing the supervisors.

Fuller said Tuesday that he had decided after conferring with the Department
of Water and Power, that the rule Is not necessary now.

He said the department was adding one boiler to the Scattergood plant at
Playa del Rey, and that though it would contribute oxides of nitrogen, It would
permit the phasing out of older boilers that contribute more.

In any case, no move is under way to build any of the "monster" power plants
he had in mind when he wrote to the supervisors.
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"If Rule 67 should become necessary I won't hesitate to Submit it to thd
supervisors," Fuller said. "I am waiting now to see whether or not it will be
needed. If it is, it Is all ready."

To show an overall perspective of the Air pollution problem-with special em-
phasis on the particular situation in Los Angeles-I would like to insert the
following series of articles from the Los Angeles Times. Taken as a whole, the
picture thus presented in them does not Seem overly optimistic, and, Indeed, the
outlook I get is not extremely promising-given the laggard rate at which society
seems to be energizing its reaources in this critical struggle just to maintain the
current quality of our air.

The articles follow:

No MoRE ALERTS OR EYE IRRITATIoN, ExPaur SAY: 1970's EXPNCT3 To Batie
VICTORY OVES SMOG

(By George Getze)

The 1970s will be the decade of realization in Los Angeles County's long flight
against air pollution.

By 1980 most cars and trucks on the road will be equipped with control systems
that meet the standards set by the California Pure Air Act.

It will take that long because of the time lag in used cars, but, according to
the Air Pollution Control District, by the end of the '70s the air of the Los
Angeles basin will have 83% less hydrocarbons than it has now. There will
be no more smog alerts they say, and eye Irritation will be rare.

Visibility obviously will be better although the brown haze of nitrogen dioxide
still will be seen occasionally. Ox•,Mes of nitrogen in the atmosphere will have
decreased 41%.

The APCD says these results will depend on state and federal insistence
that automobile makers manufacture cars and trucks with exhaust control
systems efficient enough to meet the strict California standards that will all
be in effect by 1974.

The accompanying graph shows the status of automobile air pollution as the
1970 decade begins.

The number of cars in the county is increasing and will continue to increase.
This increase amounts to 31% in the nine years since 1960.

Despite that, the exhaust and other controls already in effect have resulted in
decreases in two of the chief pollutants of Los Angeles basin air-hydrocarbons
and carbon monoxide, both of which have been declining since 1965.

DzounAsE oF 16 PERCENT

The decrease in hydrocarbons since the peak amounts to 16%. (To appreciate
what has.been accomplished one must consider what might have been if control
had not been begun. If the emissions of hydrocarbons had risen in the same
proportion as the number of aut.omobiles, the daily tonnage of hydrocarbons in
the atmospehere would now be 2,500 instead of 1,645.)

The decrease in carbon monoxide amounts to 12%. (It would be 11,380 tons a
day instead of 9,100 if the present controls had not been applied.)

But as has been pointed out many times, the act of controlling hydrocarbons
and carbon monoxide has improved combustion, and this has tended to make
automobile emissions of nitrogen oxides worse.

This improved combustion with the increasing number of cars, accounts for
nitrogen oxide emissions rising by 66% since 1960.

Controls are about to be applied to them, too, even though the automobile
industry Is protesting that It can't do the job on schedule. The state's answer is
that it will have to if it wants to sell cars in California.

Here are the auto emission standards that will be in effect for all 1974 model
cars sold in California:

Hydroearbons--1.5 grams per mile, of 125 parts per million, beginning in 1972.
(The standard for 1970 model cars is 2.2 grams per mile, or 180 ppm.)

Carbon monoxide--28 grams per mile, or about 1% by volume of exhaust
gas, beginning with 1970 models.

Nitrogen oxides--li grams per mile, or about 850 ppm, beginning with 1974
models. (There will be no standard for 1970 models, but 1971 models will have
a standard of 4 grams of nitrogen oxides per mile, or about 1000 ppm, and 1972
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and 19M models must emit no more than S grams per mile, or 800 ppm of nitrogenoxides. )
Clean air in Los- Angeles, even with control of automobiles as projected in the

Pure Air Act and enforced by the Air Resources Board, would not be possible
without control of stationary sources.

CARS WORST mNDER

By far the greater part of Los Angeles County air pollution comes from the
automobile, but that is only because the APCD has been applying controls to
stationary sources for more than 20 years.

The measure of success Is evident in the fact that 88% of Los Angeles pollu-
tants comes from cars.

Ninety-eight per cent of carbon monoxide, 68% of nitrogen oxides, 68% of
hydrocarbons and 41% of dust (particulate matter) comes from automobile
exhausts, crankcases and evaporation -from gas tanks.

That is why control of the automobile emissions in the 1970s plus continued
improvement of the control of remaining stationary sources, should bring blue
skies and clean air back to Los Angeles basin.

BuT Timms WIL STILL B7 SMoG

(By Irving S. Bengelsdorf, Ph.D.)

A razor blade company once ran a humorous ad showing a young man, his
face lathered, falling off a skyscraper. As he fell, he was shaving himself and
saying. "By using Company X's razor blade I save 11.4 seconds each morning
when I shave."

This certainly was an interesting shortrange statistic, but as far as his long-
range future was concerned-as he plunged earthward to imminent doom-it
was most Irrelevant.

The same is true of the long-range future of smog in southern California.
Although our air now is so filthy that for more than half the year it exceeds
the air quality standards for certain pollutants set by the State Department of
Health, we are told that by having this or that emission control on automobiles
of smokestacks, we now prevent many tons of pollutants from getting into the
air. Irrelevant. We still have smog.

We once were told by the now defunct Motor Vehicle Pollution Control Board
that we would "Return to the Clean Air of 1940." One need not be very clairvoyant
to look at Los Angeles in 1969 and realize that very little-surely not the air-
is going to return to the way it was In 1940.

Now we are told that by the 1980s blue skies and clean air will come back to
the Los Angeles basin. The new stricter standards for automobile emissions--
to be in effect by 1974-will do the job. This Is based upon the assumptions
that cars coming from Detroit after 1978 will meet the stricter California emis-
sion standards, and that they will continue to do so an they age and are driventhousands of miles. We have no guarantee that either assumption Is valid.

But, let us suppose that cars after 1978 do, indeed, meet the stricter emission
standards. In 1980, It is estimated, there will be at least about 5.2 million cars
In Los Angeles county. About half of these 5.2 million cars will be tosair, out1.3 grams of.nitrogen oxides' per mile--the strict California emission sta ndard
beginning In 1974. The other half-those cars built before 1974-will be putting
out three, four, or more grams per mile;

But, let us assume that all 5.2 million cars in 1980 put out only 1.3 grams of
nitrogen oxides per mile. Each car, on the average, will burn about two gallons
of gasoline per day. Assuming an average mileage of 15 miles per gallon, each
car should triavel about 30 miles par day.
- Thus, 5.2 million care travelling 80 miles per day, patting out 1.8 grams per

mile. would toss out about 203 million grams of nitrogen oxides per day. With
454 grams in a pound, and 2,000 pounds per ton, the 5.2 million cars would spew
out about 225 tons of nitrogen oxides per day.

How much of, each pollutant has to be present in Los ý Angeles air to make
smog appear? Some calculations Indicate that smog can be present In the basin
If there are betWeen 200 and 250 tons of nitrogen oxides per day. Since auto-
mobiles will ace6unt for most of this by themselves It 1980, there Isn't much
room left In the air to accommodate the nitrogen oxides pouring out of smoke-
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Atacks of power plnts generating electrielty. And the demand for electricity In
,this area has been doubling almost every nine years.

For the keon-rauge future of the southern California air resource, the willy-
nilly pathwork approach of an emisslon control device here, and another there,
W4Jl1 not work.

Five years ago, In a statewide conference entitled "Man in Californla-1980s,"
Dr. Philip A. Leighton, emeritus professor of chemistry at Stanford, warned,
"Air pollution may be likened to a weed. Controls may cup back the weed buf
they will not keep it from growing up again. To kill the weed we must get at
the root, and the root of the whole problem of general air pollution is combustion
(burning) ."

It should be obvious that if we are to attain a population of 18 million people
In the Los Angeles megalopolis by the year 2000, as predicted by some, we must
begn now to change drastically both our ways of personal transportation and
Ihe generation of electrical energy.

nrnms SOLVE SmoG Puz&tr, COAn z AnoTnEu

(By George Getze)

Engineers and scientists have to face up to a very basic chemical fact in going
about the job of trying to control Los Angeles smog.

It is this: One of the chief ingredients of photochemical smog, the hydrocarbons
or organic gases, is the result of Inefficient and incomplete combustion, but the
other two, sunlight and the oxides of nitrogen, are not.

The oxides of nitrogen, In fact, are the natural result of combustion and the
more efficient that combustion Is the more oxides of nitrogen are produced.

When California author ties forced automobile makers to begin controlling hy-
drocarbon and carbon monoxide emissions they went about it by increasing the
efflciency of gasoline combustion.

This was accomplished by adjusting the carburetor to a "leaner" mixture of
air and gasoline--that is, more air and less gas.

OxiDrs or NrrnooEN Rias

It has worked, and hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide emissions from auto-
mobiles have diminished.

Another, not so pleasant, effect of more efficient automobile engines has been to
increase automobile enoistons of oxides of nitrogen.

This is because the atmosphere of the earth is almost entirely nitrogen and
oxygen-about 80W% and •0, respectively. The two gases are physically mixed
in the atmosphere but not chemically united.

When air is subjeeted to high temperatures, as It is when It is burned in an
engine or furnace, the two ases of the atmosphere combine to form nitric ox-
id---one atom, of each.

This happens no matter what fuel is burned. Nitric oxide will form if hay or
earrots, of any other conceivable fuel, It burned.

(Tobacco, for example, produces nitric oxide when burned. Taking a drag off a
clgoret gives the smoker a Jolt of 500 parts per million---about the same that he
would get If he St his head in a power plant smokestack and took a deep
breath.)

The more air exposed to the heat and pressure, the more atoms of oxygen and
nitrogen combine.

Sxxrr-E(a1tT PZuouXT Dwn ro AvTos

That is the most Important reason the burning of gasoline in a 'leaner mix-
ture'" b1 resulted in an Increase of nitrogen in Los Angeles air.

Another reason is that automobiles produce about 68% of these oxides emitted
daily In the bes. Uleetric power generating plants are the next bggest con-
tributor, with 185 tons daily or 14%, compared to 046 from motor vehicles, fol-
lowed by relatively minor sourees-the oil refineries (40 tons daily or 4%) and
the heating of homes and offiees (65 toa daily In cold weather or &5%).

Unforstatel, the proees of gmg formation Is not eomplete with the mis-
sin of nitrie Odfte

Niftre todde, When it gets into the air from an auto exhaust or power plant
mksNemots ehemtally by pleking 1ti another atow of oxygen to frm

nittgen dio•ide.
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This is the pollutant that is one of the essential components of photochemical
smog. It also i the fte that ese 1 the u1)y brown hmwe.

In the absence of light, this chemical reaction is a slow of*. When it takes place
in brgh sumlls aspeeslaly in the presence of the organie gase, or hydrocarbons,
the reaction isn raid And thorough.

Controlling the oxides of nitrogen, it is clear, to not a matter of improving
eMcency of combustloa. It is a problem of an entirely different kind.

As long as there Is any burning at all, oxides of nitrogen are bound to be
present in the air.

All that it will be possible to do, short of doing away with Los Angeles alto-
gether, in to ameliorate conditionau

7he Air Pollution Control District, however, expects this amelioration to be
substantial.

The APCD estimates that by making certain changes In the automobile engine
and by strict enforcement of emission standards already set, the oxides of nitro-
gen in the basin's atmnosphere can be reduced 41% by 1980.

That will not be perfect. Alerts probably will be a thing of the past, but Los
Angeles still will occasionally have brown haze and eye irritation even then.

Still, It will be quite an amelioration.
Two methods have been suggested for reducing the oxides of nitrogen emitted

from auto exhausts.
Robert Meones, a consulting automotive engineer for the Pacific Lighting

Corp., recently testified at a federal public hearing that retarding the spark would
cut nitric oxide emissions 40%.

Retarding the spark reduces the peak temperatures In the cylinders and, con-
sequently. less nitric oxide is formed.

Although representation of the automobile industry who attended the hearing
acted as though they had never heard of such a thing, retarding the spark Is now
considered the most likely step the industry will take to meet the California emis-
sion standards for 1971 model cars.

The 1971 limit for cars sold in California will be 1,000 parts of nitric oxide per
million parts of exhaust gases.

To meet the much stricter 1972 and 1974 standards (800 ppm and 850 lpm)
something else will have to be done.

One way that has been suggested is to lower the temperature of combustion by
recirculating 16% or so of the exhaust gas so that it goes through the engine a
second time, after the oxygen In it has been used up.

The inert, recirculated exhaust gas sops up some of the heat In the cylinder-
and thus also effectively the nitric oxide.

Taz Puxcs or C=za An

"The main battle against smog has been won."--42harles M. Helnen, chief
engineer, emission control and chemical development, Chrysler Corp., April 9.

"The peak output of automobile-produced smog In Southern California deft-
rotely hb passed-aid will never be as high again."-Dr. Fred Bowditch, director
of emission eontrol, General Motors, Aug. 5.

"The third consecutive smog alert was carled Friday In the Los Angeles Basin
as a blazing sun continued to cook pollutants in the air."-The Times, Aug. 23.

There Is a kind of grim irony In the recent public concern over the potential
threat from transportation and storage of military poison gases.

City dwelld thr'6Ui9tht the nation already at* slo*ly poisoning themselves by
inhaling the air polluted by automobiles. The threat is actual and still unabated.

Nowhere fo the peril of auteoýf-aWd air pollution more serious than In the
Los Angeles Basin.

At leaSt 1O,0mO persons lea"n each year on the Advice of their p1hyscianm The
millions that remain simply suffer and complain thatt ýsomethlng must be done."

SomsthIng has been done. but not enough and not quickly enough.
Although emission control regulations have brought about a reduction in the

total amount of hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide, experts say the sides over
Lon Angeles will not be afbstantiasly cleared of pollutants until 19W0.

That timetable, however, could be accelerated-If smoig sufferers would pay the
prie

Air pollution control can be ts strict as the people want it to be. Califoruia
demonstrated that public pressure Is stronger than all the auto industry lobbyists
when It forced Detroit to Install smog control devices.
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Oog4reim also was resonsive to the collective outrage of Southern Californians
who demanded that this state be allowed to set tougher emision standards than
the tqieml .requirement

Although Detroit complains, it will comply with the increasingly stringent
regulations set by the Legislature for new cars in the 1970 model year and. sub-
sequently. No industry wants to give up its biggest market.

But even with improved devices, the fight against smog moves slowly because
a majority of the cars in the Los Angeles Basin still have no exhaust control
system at all. The total of motor vehicles In the basin, moreover, increases by
nearly 10% every year.

To achieve a substantial improvement in air quality, therefore, every one of the
more than 4 million cars and trucks in Los Angeles County must be equipped
with an emission control device in proper working order.

This would mean that every owner of a pe-196 vehicle would have to as-
sume not only the initial cost of such a device but also the expense of mainte-
nance and at least annual Inspection. In Los Angeles County alone, the total
price would amount to hundreds of millions of dollars.

The Legislature mandated installation of control equipment on used cars but
only if two acceptable devices were available and if their cost did not exceed
$85. Neither condition has been met.

Much more must be done to develop feasible Inspection of the control systems
installed at the factory. Unlike the crankcase blowby, these devices cannot be
properly inspected with a quick look under the hood.

So long as the public insists on buying big cars with excessive horsepower, the
fumes they produce can be reduced only by better control equipment subject
to periodic maintenance and inspection-until there is a major breakthrough in
engines or fuel.

Detroit says that turbine or steam engines or one powered with natural gas
are not yet practical and may never be. Oil companies similarly offer little en-
couragement that pollution can be reduced by modifying present fuels.

Perhaps. But If the public outcry were loud enough, more action would be
motivated In industry--and in government. Why is not the federal government
doing more independent research in these two areas?

The ultimate cure was proposed by State Sen. Nicholas Petris (D-Alameda)
when he proposed that the internal combustion engine be outlawed in California
In 19M5.

Not long ago, his bill would have drawn nothing but laughter from his col-
leagues. This year it passad the Senate and had support In the Assembly before
being defeated.

Life without one--or two or three-cars seems unthinkable to most Southern
Californians. But life may be unbearable if auto-caused air pollutants are not
drastically curtailed, and before 1980.

The air can be made cleaner, just as other kinds of environmental pollution
can be controlled. But smog will not diminish until the public demands--and
supports-corrective action.

"Exi'zw SAirs Orrius DoW'v HA~t Ono=ca Bnvwau CLuAN, DIrTY AIR-CANADIAN
oqroMrST TmLLs S=isNs MzmENFnG UaBAw Ar.aAS MUST DCIDE WHAT DEOmm

or (ONTAIrNATzoN Is Acemrrz

(By George Getze)

Los Angeles and other modern cities do not have the choice of clean air or dirty
air.

frhe realistic question they must answer, according to a Canadian economist, is
what degree of contamination will be found acceptable.

R.. ,M. ClInkscale said Monday at the Anaheim Convention Center that the
qual~ty of air available to every city will be a compromise in pollution.

"The only total answer to air pollution is to put an end to all combustion,"
Clinkscale said In an interview..

"Nobody wants to take that drastic a cure, and nobody who realizes what
would be to put an end to all combustion," Clinkcale said.t

He was a speaker Monday at the 15th .annual technical meeting of the In-
stitute iof Enivornmental Sciences. Theme of the 1969 meeting is man In his

galomeiit.
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"There Is a baic conflict between those who want to use the air for basic life
support, and those who want to use It for waste disposal," ClInkscale maid.

He does not think the polluters should necessarily have to pay the whole bill
for cleaning up the air as much as Is possible.

"-here is no market mechanism to resolve that conflict," he said. "That is,
there Is no economic method that would solve the problem of pollution through
the ordinary working of profit and lown

"You can't buy and sell clean air, and there is no profit incentive for a firm
to pay for waste disposal when It doesa't have to," he said.

In Southern Calsfornia, Clinkmae pointed out: the polluters and the people
who want the air chiefly to breathe are the same people-the automobile drivers.

Clinkawle does not think many local communities have really thought this out,
especially how much It will cost.

Los Angeles, he said, has done far more than any other city in the world,
but even In California it has not been entirely decided how cleaning up the air
will be paid for.

For instane&, Clinkscale said, strict control of automobile emissions will not
be enough. There will have to be periodic inspections of the control devices and
systems to be sure they are working properly. Such inspections will be expensive.

"Every community or air basin will have to decide what level of air quality
It will enjoy-and how that quality will be paid for," Clinkscale said.

"4'It's the paying for it that will determine the quality."

TH=SAT To SuvnvMv, ScONTIST WAsNs: AmL PoLLuTioN PEraL: IcE AGE
on Hor House

(By George Getze)
Continuing air pollution will bring about one of two conditions--both highly

unpleasant and both dangerous to man's survival on earth, according to Dr. A.
J. Haagen-Smtt, chairman of the Air Resources Board.

Dr. Haagen-Smit said Wednesday that one result of sir pollution may be to
produce the famous "greenhouse effect" that would heat up the earth's atmos-
phere and make earth more like Venus is thought to be.

"The other possibility is for the increasing amount of pollution particles in the
atmosphere to act like a screen to keep out the sun's rays, resulting in a drastic
lowering of the temperature and a new period of glaciers.

Scientists are worried about both possibilities, with some--considering the
cooling off more lkely and others the heating up.

"We don't know yet which school is right."
Dr. Haagen-Smit said.
"But we'd better do something before we've either melted the polar Ice caps

and flooded the world's biggest cities, or before we have to suffer through an era
of glaciation."

Dr. Haagen-Smit is professor of blo-organic chemistry at Caltech and the
scientist responsible for fixing the blame of Los Angeles smog on the automobile.

It was he who discovered the chemical make-up of'photochemical smog; that is,
smog that Is the result of the effect of light on organic pollutants In the atmos-
phere.

He said this generation is seeing important man-made chunges in the atmosphere
of earth.

"In burning the fossil fuels of coal, oil, and gas, we are Increasing the carbon
dioxide in the air by about .03 perceut every year. This concerns many scientists
who predict a rise In temperature because of the Insulating effect of carbon
dioxide."

Dr. Hangen-Smit said other experts point out that the increase of the load of
particles carried in the atmosphere (that is, its general dirtiness) could lead to
a decrease In temperature because of increasing reflection of the sun's rays by
this layer of particles.

"Our ancestors lived In the happy certainty that the earth was Infinite, that
there was enough soil, water and air to go around forever," he said.

"But now, looking at the earth from an astronaut's vantage point, we have
begun to realize that the earth isn't so big, and that the apparent stability applies
only to our own time, an Infinitely small thing in the time scale of geologic
changes," lDr. Haagen-Smit said.

Dr. Haagen-Smit spoke at the international symposium on man and beasts
sponsored by the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C.
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Sxoa PuI e Dcm As H"n •Sm, STAin Tow--TUvMxs= COUNTY OFCIAL
Suss To HaLT FLOW or POLLUTiON Tunoua PASS

(By George Getze)

Air pollution upwind from the Co•hella Valley may mean the "twilight of the
desert" as a health and recreational area, a Palm Springs man Tuesday told the
State Air Resources Board.

Fred Metheny, representing the Regional Anti-Pollution Authority of River-
side County, asked the ARB for "protection from the smog invasion from the
west."

San Gorgonio Pass, Metheny, said, Is like a shotgun aimed at the hearts of
Palm Springs, Palm Desert, Indian Wells, Desert Hot Springs, Indio and other
towns in the desert.

The lethal ammunition is smog from Riverside, Fontana, Los Angeles and other
areas west of the low desert valleys, Metheny said.

Metheny was a witness before the ARB in the first of a series of public hearings
to discuss air quality standards for the whole state. Other hearings will be held
in San Francisco, Sacramento, San Luis Obispo and Eureka.

OPPOSED TO CONSTRUCTION

Metheny said the desert communities which banded together in the anti-air
pollution authority are opposed to the construction of power stations, refineries
and other Industry In the Beaumont-Banning area in San Gorgonio Pass.

He asked Dr. A. J. Hangen-Smit, chairman of the ARB, for advice on how to
prevent their construction.

Dr. Haagen-Smit said he had asked the attorney general's office what could
legally be done by one community to control air pollution in a neighboring
community.

His advice to Metheny and the desert communities was to make their own air
quality standards as strict as possible, and then try to persuade the Riverside
County Board of Supervisors to refuse permits for industrial construction in the
pass.

If that doesn't work, the question will have to be worked out in the courts. Dr.
Haagen-Smit advised.

He said enforcement of air quality standards throughout the state will alleviate
the problem faced by the resort communities that are subjected to the air pollution
of industrial neighbors upwind.

The ARB, Dr. Haagen-Smit said, Is considering setting air quality standards
for six pollutants. They are oxidants (including ozone), carbon monoxide and
nUrogen dioxide, all important elements of automobile smog like that in Los
Angeles, and sulfur dioxide, hydrogen sulfide and man-made dust, which the
Air Pollution Control District has largely controlled In Los Angeles but which
are serious nuisances elsewhere.

WoRK OUr STANDARDS

The standards being considered were worked out by the State Health Depart-
ment and the ARB's technical advisory committee, and are as follows:

Oxidants (including ozone), a density of .10 parts per million lasting an hour.
Carbon monoxide, .20 ppm for 8 hours.
Sulfur dioxide, .10 ppm for 24 hours, or .50 ppm for I hour.
Particulate matter, or dust, enough to reduce visibility to 71/% miles on the

smoggiest days.
1ydrogen sulfide, .08 ppm for 1 hour.
Nltr•ogen dioxide, .25 ppm for I hour.
Dr. Haagen-Smit explained that when these standards have been adopted It

will be the duty of the ARB to see to It that local and state authorities enforce
them.

Local communities, such as Palm Strings, may have standards stricter thanthO adbte by the stAte.
Th oxidant, or ozone, level Is the one used to determine the degree of smog In

Los Angeles and the one on which smog alerts and the new special school warnings
to reduce exercise are based.
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In a special report presented by the ARB Tuesday, downtown Los Angeles
was shown to have had 176 days in 1967 in which the proposed oxidant level was
exceeded. (That year is the most recent for which statistics have been completed.)

Asusa had 25 such days that year, Pasadena had 213; Burbank, 204; Pomona,
207; Anaheim, 152; Santa Ana, 69.

Salinas, In MMbtrey Oonnty, had 8; San Rafael, in Matin, had 17; San Fran-
dacso had 12; taa Jose, 81; San Diego, 95; Sacramento, 49; San Bernardino, 173;
Cucamonga, 217; Fresume, 88, and Oakland, 20.

Another table in the same report compared 196T oxides of nitrogen emissions
In four metropolitan areas.

Los Anseles-Oranie County's daily emissions averaged 989 tons, of which 575
teos of esides of nitrogen came from automobile exhausts; 40 tons from oil re-
fineries, and 258 from Industrial burning of fnel. Other sources were minor.

Ran Uranelsee-Oakland' daily emissions averaged 500 tons, of which 273 came
from auto exhausts, 186 from industrial fuels and only 9 tons from oil producers.

San Diego's average daily tonnage of oxides of nitrogen was 173, 92 tons of
which was from automobiles and 65 tons from industrial fuels.

The August-September Issue of the National Wildlife, the excellent publication
of the National Wildlife Federation, contains a new feature called the EQ---
Environmental quality-index. And, of the six components making up the total
Index-air, water, soils, minerals, forests, and wildlife-the quality of our Na-
tion's air rates lowest. In making its rating, National Wildlife said this:

Al pollution is probably the most serious threat to our Environment Quality.
It Is a silent killer which hovers over every city in our nation and touches the
creatures of the polar life sones.

So our Air (ouality Index stands at very bad. The Trend: We are losing.
It is a frightening kind of pollution that colors our skies, burns our eyes,

blackesis our lung tissues, darkens our white houses, dissolves nylon stockings,
corrodes metal, hardens rubber, and dust-coats everything. I must clean the
apples from my trees. Rainwater Is no longer good for washing hair, my daugh-
ters tell me.

And air pollution is worse than it looks. Particles are the only air pollution
you can see; the deadly amses are invisible. It is suspected that polluted air
is a major factor in causing emphysema, bronchitis and lung cancer.

When London was'hit by a four-day "killer smog" in December, 1952, the "ex-
cess death toll" waS estimated at 3,500 to 4,000 persons. In 1948 a stagnant air
mam over Donors, Pennsylvania, choked its 15,000 residents, killed 20 and made
more than 6,000 sick.

Automobile exhaust is by far the greatest polluter, followed by home heating,
industry, and the burning of garbage and other wastes.

Belatedly, some progress Is being made to control it. The National Air Pollu-
tion Control Administration is attacking the problem on a regional basis, with
primary responsibility for clean-up resting with state and local governments.
The country Is keing divided into 57 Urban-Industrial Air Quality Regions and,
hopefully, by The summer of 1970 local authorities will have set up air quality
standards to be enforced by state and local officials. If they fail, the Federal
government may then step In and enforce the standards.

All but four states--South Dakota, Nebraska, Alabama and Maine-have air
pollution control laws now.

But that is only the start of the battle. It Is amazing how little is known yet
about the full effects of air pollution on human health, and how little we are
spending to control It.

Air pollution is the more serious kind of pollution since once In the atmosphere
man is helpless and must rely on nature to purity it. (And that means washing it
down to our l4ed. where it goes into our rivers and on to the se#.) As long as
we are so short-sighted as to use the atmosphere as a garbage dump. our air
will become dirtier and more dangerous.

The current quality of our air is a national disgrace. And America's automotive
syndrome han been the major contributing factor to the steady decline of that
quality. For years, Government attempted to use the carrot approach to entice
auto manufacturers to do something about the problem, and for years, the manu-
fietureis procrastinated as they claimed that they were indeed doing all they
could do.

As I quoted In my leter to Attorney General Mitchell, Los Angeles County
Supervisor Kenneth Hahn started writing the manufacturers back In the early
1950's, asking them what they were doing to ease the mounting smog. Each
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,year or so, Hahn would write, and each time, he would receive back equally
-evasive answers. Finally, as Supervisor Hahn wrote in a letter to President
.Johnson:

I have found out that you cannot "cooperate" or urge them "voluntarily" to do
the job.

And so, If the carrot does not work, It Is time to use the stick. The stick was
wielded by the Justice Department in bringing this important suit, and I hope
It is used more and more as needed. But, to opt for a consuit decree in this case
would amount to dropping the stick altogether. Were that done, I am sure the
results would be disastrous.

The time is short before the Justice Department makes Its choice on the
manner of deciding this suit. The need for a public trial is overwhelming. Already
20 or so Members have expressed their views on the necessity for this public
hearing, and I would hope that similar sentiments are soon forthcoming from
many more of my colleagues as well as from all citizens and organizations who
are worried about the quality of our delicate environment.

RALPH NADnu Carriczs CONSENT DECaRE IN SMOG CASE

(By Hon. George E. Brown, Jr.)

Mr. BROWN of California. Mr. Speaker, last week the Justice Department
took a giant backward step In the crucial struggle to maintain the quality of this
Nation's atmosphere when It asked for a consent judgment in the antitrust
suit brought against automobile manufactdrers who were accused of conspiring

-to retard development of effective smog controls.
My view of the Justice Department action Is that the Nixon administration

sold out our right to have clean air so that automobile manufacturers can main-
tain sizable -profit margins. Over the past weeks, I have attempted to impress both
Attorney General Mitchell and Antitrust Division Chief Richard W. McLaren
with the importance of holding an open public trial in this vital case.

Certainly I have not been alone in this effort. Many other concerned Members
of the House, along with numerous individuals and organizations, also urged
the Justice Department to call for an open trial. In two instances, there were

*Interventions into the case from a large government unit, Los Angeles County,
and a private group, ASH, ag indications of the importance of the overall issues
at stake. But, so far, all have been of no avail.

Under court proceedings employed in antitrust suits, the final decision by the
district court will not be made until 30 days after the decree was requested, and

-during this period, the ledger is open for all concerned parties to attempt and
contest awarding of the decree.

Major drives already are underway to try anid sway the court and the Justice
Department to reverse last Thursday's move, and instead ask for the open trial.

Today, I have received a letter written to Mr. McLaren by Ralph Nader in which
Mr. Nader takes a deep and quite critical look at the consent decree itself, and at
the larger issues which pervade this case.

I believe this letter serves as a penetrating blow to the Department allega-
tions that the decree contains all that the Government desired In its original
complaint.

Therefore, I would like to put Into the Rfco0D at this point three items:
First, the Justice Department press release telling about the consent judgment;
•second, the consent judgment; and finally, Mr. Nader's letter:

DEPAiIMNT or Jusneoz RcLsAmr, SEPTEMBER 11, 1969

The Department of Justice filed today a proposed antitrust consent decree
prohibiting the four major auto manufacturers and the Automobile Manufac-
turers Association from conspiring to delay and obstruct the development and
installation of pollution control devices for motor vehicles.

The decree also requires them to make available to any and all applicants
royalty-free patent licenses on air pollution control devices and to make avail-
able technological Information about these devices.

Attorney General John .IMitchell said the decree; filed with the United States
District Court in Los Angeles, would be submitted to the court for final approval
in 30 days. Its provisioms would become effective immediately thereafter.
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The proposed decree, signed by General Motor Corporation, Ford Motor
Company, Chrysler Corporation American Motors Corporation, and the Asso-
ciation, would conclude a civil antitrust suit filed by the Department on Jan-
uary 10, 1969.

Mr. Mitchell said that the proposed decree "represents strong federal action
to encourage widespread competitive research and marketing of more effective
auto anti-pollution devices."

Mr. Mitchell said that a continuation of the suit-which may have taken years
in court litigation-would have delayed Justice Department efforts to end the
alleged conspiracy and Its efforts to encourage immediate action by the automobile
companies.

The Attorney General said that the consent decree should spur aggressive
competitive research and development efforts by each auto company and by other
companies, and therefore should prove to be a substantial benefit to the health
and welfare of all metropolitan area residents--especially those in the Los
Angeles Basin which has the most serious smog problem In the nation.

The Attorney General also said that the judgment is in line with the massive
antismog program announced two weeks ago by Dr. Lee A. DuBridge, President
Nixon's science advisor, at a meeting of the President's Environmental Quality
Council.

Dr. DuBridge said, "Nowhere is there a greater need for urgency than in the
field of air pollution, which affects directly the health and comfort of our people.
I think speedy resolution of this case will promote competitive research and
development in the design and Installation of smog control devices and represents
an important step forward in the fight agiinst pollution."

The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, which administers the
Clean Air Act, and the representatives of the Air Resources Board of the State
of California, have expressed satisfaction with the terms of the proposed consent
decree.

Assistant Attorney General Richard W. McLaren, head of the Department's
Antitrust Division, said the judgment represented a successful conclusion to a
suit filed only eight months ago. He pointed out that the Government had
achieved all significant relief sought in the complaint and all that could have been
obtained after a full trial. In addition, he said, the Government had obtained
certain relief pertaining to auto safety.

Moreover, Mr. McIaren noted that the public benefits of the decree will be
realized Immediately, instead of after protracted and uncertain litigation.

Main provisions of the proposed judgment are:
The auto manufacturers and the Association are prohibited from restraining

in any way the individual decisions of each auto company as to the date when
it will install emission control devices, and from restricting publicity about
research and development in this field.

They are prohibited from agreeing not to file individual statements with
governmental agencies concerned with auto emission and safety standards, and
from filing joint statements on such standards unless the governmental agency
involved expressly authorizes them to do so.

They are required to withdraw from a 1955 cross-licensing agreement and to
grant royalty-free license, on auto emission control devices under patents subject
to the 1955 agreement to all who may request them. The Association is also
required to make available all technical reports exchanged by the four aWuo
producers In the past two years under the 1955 agreement.

They are prohibited from agreeing to exchange their companies' confidential
information relating to emission control devices or to exchange patent rights
covering future inventions In this area.

They are ordered to discontinue their joint assessment or patents on auto
emission control devices offered to any of them by outside parties as well as
their practice of requiring outside parties to license all of them on equal terms.

The original suit, charging violation of the Sherman Act, said the defendnnis
and others delayed the manufacture and installation of auto emission cocntrel
devices by agreeing to suppress competition among themselves In the research
and development of such devices.

To this end, the suit asserted, they agreed that all industry efforts in this field
should be undertaken on a noncompetitive basis; that each would install such
devices only simultaneously with the others; and that they would restrict pub-
licity about research efforts in the auto air pollution field.

The complaint charged that on at least three separate occasions the defend-
ants agreed to try to delay the installation of auto emission control devices.
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The suit also ChAs tbe defendants with having agreed not to compete with
each other I the h of patent rights covering such devices from outside
parties. Th* solt =airtq4 tlat thp deftb4ants and others had agreed In 1955 to
share their p1tiats in this field with each other on a royalty-free basis. In addi-
tjon, the sult 's.a they agree to appraise jointly axW patent for an emission

Sfttrol devIce offered to ainy one of them by an outside party, and each agreed
not to accept a patenit lcen•e from any outside party without insisting on equal
treatment for the others.

Nasied as co-oonIs*tarst In the suit, but not as defendants, were Checker
orrti.n P)lalonhl T Motor Car Company, International Harvester

doml~any, Studebaker Corporation, White Motor Corporation, Kaiser Jeep Cor-
poration, and Mack Trucks, Inc.

[United States District Court, Central District of California]

S:SrMp u ueh Mo NTEa or OoMBsNT JUDG)T•--CIVIL AcnoN No. 69-75-JWC

United States of America, Plsinfff, v. Autombile Manufacturers Association,
Inc.; General Motors Corporation; Ford Motor Company; Chrysler Corpora-
Jion; mWn Ameeanm Motors Corporation, Defendants

7it Is stipulated by and between the undersigned parties, by their respective
attorney, that:

(1) The parties consent that a Final Judgment In the form hereto attached
may be fled and entered by the Court at any time after the expiration of
tWirty (30) days following the date of filing of this Stipulation without further
notice to any party oT ,other proceedings, either upon the motion of any party
or upon the Coutt's own motion, provided that plaintiff has not withdrawn its
consent as provided herein;

(2) The plaintiff may withdraw Its consent hereto at any time within said
period of thirty (30) days by serving notice thereof upon the other parties
hereto and filing said notice with the Court;

(38) in the event plaittiC withdraws its consent bereto, this Stipulation shall
be of no effect whatever in this or any other proceeding and the making of this
Stipulation aiall not in any manner prejudice any consenting party in any
subsequent proceedings.

Dated: September 11, 1960.
For the Plaintiff:

RICRARD W. MCL&SN,
Assistant Attorney General.

BADDIA J. RABBID,
LEwls BazmsrN,
WILLIAM D. KtLoRE, Jo.,
Bm2NAiR M. HOLLANDEn,
Ar.1iN S. MCAlizATER,
CHAnMs F. B. McALzas,
C. BaooDK AsMAT,

Attorneys, Department of Justioe.
For the Defendants :

LOYVD N. CrimnR,
Attorneys for Defendant,

Automobile Manufacturers Association, Inc.
MARCUS MATTSON,

Attorneys for Defendant, General Motors Corporation.
CARL J. SCHUCK,

Attorneys for Defendant, Ford Motor Company.
PHaUu K. VEBMBM,

Attorn"8s for Defendant, Chrysler Corporation.
ALLYs 0. KwupS

Attorneys for Defendant, Amerioun Motors Corporation.

I
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[United States District Court, Central District of Calirornial

(C•n, Acnow No. 0W-75-JWC)

( United States of America, Pkattif, v. Astoweafle Mmo.fcetwrwr A ,eoolatios,
In.; Goeeral Motor. Odrporatioa; Por4 Motor Oosspu; Ohrlwer Corpora-
Ron,; anod Aoer/ea Motors 6s#1orstioA, Defemsnts)

MIWAL JrUDM• Z

The plaintiff, United States at America, having filed its complaint herein on
January 10, 190, and the plaintiff and the defendants by their respective at-
torneys having severally consented to the entry of this Final Judgment without
trial or adjudication of or Boding on any issues of fact or law herein and without
this Final Judgment constituting evidence or an admission by any of them In
respect to any such issue;

Now, therefore, before any testimony has been taken and without trial or
adjdication of or finding an any Issue of fact or law herein, and upon consent
of the parties as aforesaid, It Is hereby

Ordered,aidjudged and decreed as follows:
This Oburt has Jorisdiction of the subject matter herein and of the parties

hereto. The complaint states a claim upon which relief may be granted against
the defendants under Section 1 of the Act of Congress of July 2 1890, entitled
"An act to protect trade and commerce against unlawful restraints and monopo-
lies," commonly known as the Sherman Antitrust Act, as amended.

Ix
As used in this Final Judgment:
(A) "Devices" means air pollution emission control designs, devices, equip-

meat, methods, or parts thereof, for motor vehicles.
(B) "Restricted Information" means all unpublished information of the type

usually classified as, company confidential concerning applied as distinguished
from basic research In, or concerning the development, innovation, manufacture,
use, sale or installation of Devices. It includes trade secrets, unpublished com-
pany policy, and other unpublshed technical Information for developing, making,
Improving or lowering the cost of, Devices by a motor vehicle manufacturer.
"Restricted Information" shall not mean (I) information concerning basic
research in gaining a fuller knowledge or understanding of the presence, nature,
amount, causes sources. effects or theories of control of motor vehicle emissions
In the atmosphere, or (Hi) information relating primarily to equipment, methods
or procedures for the testing or measurement of Devices, or (Iii) information for
or resultig from the testing or measurement of production prototypes of
Devices of an advanced stage exchanged solely for such purposes. Information-
shall be deemed to be published when It Is disclosed without restriction to the
public, or to media of general circulation, or to the trade press, or to meetings
of stoekbiolderM !dealers, or financial analysts, or to meetings of professional
scientific or engineering societies, or committees thereof, the membership of
which is not limited to persons employed by defendants or by motor vehicle
manufacturers, or to meetings called by representatives of Federal. state or local
governments or agencies authorised to Issue motor vehicle emission control
regulations. lii

The provisions of this Final Judgment shall be binding upon each defendant
and upon each of Its subsidiaries, officers, directors, agents, servants, employees,
successors and assigns, and upon all other persons in active concert or participa-
tion with any of them who shall have received actual notice of this Final Judg-
ment by personal service or otherwise, but shall not apply to any transaction
between or among a parent company, its subsidiaries, officers, directors, agents,
servants and/or employees. Nothing in this Final Judgment shall have any
effect with respect to any activities outside the United States which do not
adversely aW substantially affect the foreign commerce of the United States

(A) Each defendant Is enjoined and restrained from:
(1) Combining or conspiring to prevent, restrain or limit the development,

manufacture, Installation, distribution or sale of Devices;
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(2) Entering into, adhereins to. enforeing or claiming any rights under any
provisions of any agreement, arrangement, understanding, plan or program (here-
inafter "agreement") with any other defendant or manufacturer of motor vehicles
or Devices:

(a) to exchange restricted Information.;
(b) to crome-license patents or patent rights on Devices which cross-license

includes patents or patent rights acquired subsequent to the date of any such
cross-license;

(c) to delay installation of Devices or otherwise restrain individual decisions
as to Installation dates;

(d) to restriet publicity of research and development relating to Devices;
(e) to employ joint assessment of the value of patents or patent rights of any

third party relating to Devices;
(f) to require that acquisition of patent rights relating to Devices be condi-

tioned; upon availability of such rights to others upon a most-favored-lmrchassr
basis;

. (g) to ie', In the absence of a written authorization for a joint statement by
the agency involved, with any governmental regulatory agency in the United
States authorized to issue emission standards or regulations for new motor
vehicles or Federal motor vehicle safety standards or regulations, any joint
statement regarding such standards or regulations except joint statements
relatiag tto (i) the authority of the agency Involved, (ii) the draftsmanship
of or the seientific need for standards or regulations, (Iii) test procedures or
test data relevant to standards or regulations, or (iv) the general engineering
requirements of standards or regulations based upon publicly available informa-
tion; provided that no joint statement shall be filed which discusses the ability
of one or more defendants to comply with a particular standard or regulatil'r %r
to do so by a particular time, In the absence of a written agency authori~a.. n
for such a joint statement, and provided also that any defendant joining iý a
joint statement shall also file a statement Indiviudally upon written request by
the agency involved:; or

(h) not to file individual statements with any governmental regulatory agency
in the United States authorized to Issue emission standards or regulations for
new motor vehicles or Federal motor vehicle safety standards or regulations.

(B) Nothing in this Final Judgment shall prohibit any defendant:
(1) from furnishing or acquiring any restricted information for the defense

or prosecution of any litigation or claim;
(2) from entering into or performing under any otherwise lawful agreement

with any other person or conducting bona fide negotiations looking to any such
agreement:

(a) for the purchase or sale of specific commercial products;
(b) for the license of specific existing patent rights or from including in any

-such agreement provision for a nonexclusive grant-back of patent rights on
improvements obtained by the licensee during the term of the license or a
reasonable period thereafter; or

(c) for the purchase, sale or license of specific existing restricted information
or specific engineering services relating to Devices or from including in any
such agreement provision for a nonexclusive grant-back of patent rights on
Improvements obtained by the licensee during the term of the license or a
irasonable period thereafter; or from furnishing or acquiring any restricted
information directly relating thereto:

(3) from entering into, renewing or performing under any otherwise lawful
agreement with any nondefendant person, firm or corporation that does not
account for more than 2% of world production of motor vehicle passenger car,
truck and bus units in the calendar year preceding the entering into or renewing
such agreement (See Appendix A) ; or

(4) from entering Into, renewing or performing under any agreement which
is submitted in writing to the plaintiff and to which plaintiff consents in writing.

(C) Nothing in Section IV(A) (2) (a) shall prohibit any defendant from
engaging in any activity outside the United States reasonably necessary:

(1) to the development of, response to, or compliance with existing or proposed
vehicle emission laws, regulations or standards of a foreign 'governmental body, or

(2) to the performance under any otherwise lawful agreement for the produc-
tion of motor vehicles outside the United States with any person, firm or corpora-
tion not engaged In the production of motor vehicles in the United States at the
time of entering Into or renewing such agreement.

(A) Each manufacturing defendar' Is ordered and directed to exercise Its
right to withdraw from the AMA cross-licensing agreement of July 1, 1955, as
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amended, and to take such steps as are necessary to accomplish said withdrawal
Within one hundred twenty (120) days from the date of entry of this Final
Judgmen. Notwithstanding such withdrawal defendants may continue to exercise
those vights and claims relating to royalty-free licenses under the croslicensing
agreement which have accrued up to the date of entry of this Final Judgment

(B) Defendant AMA is ordered and directed to relinquish its responsibilities
under the AMA cross-licensing agreement of July 1, 1965, as amended, within
sixty (60) days from the date of entry of this Final Judgment.

VI

&() Upon written request therefor and subject to the conditions set forth
herein:

(1) Each manufacturing defendant is ordered and directed to grant to any
person to the extent that it has the power to do so a nonexclusive, non-trans-
ferable and royalty-free license to make, have made, use, lease or sell Devices
under any claim of any United States patent or any United States patent appil-
cation owned or controlled by said defendant or under which it has sublicensing
rights, which patent was issued or application was filed prior to the date of entry
of this Fnal Judgment and licensed under the AMA cross-licensing agreement
of July 1, 1965, as amended, provided that if the manufacturing defendant is
obligated to pay royalties to another on the sales of the licensee the license under
this paragraph may provide for the payment of those same royalties to the
"defendant;

(2) Each manufacturing defendant shall grant to any licensee under (1)
above, to the extent that it has the power to do so, an immunity from suit under
any foreign counterpart patent or patent application for any product manufac.
tured in the United States under the license for sale abroad or for any product
manufactured abroad and sold In the United States, provided that If the manu-
facturing defendant is obligated to pay royalties to another on the sales of the
licensee the license may provide for the payment of those same royalties to the
defendant; and

(3) Defendant AMA is ordered and directed to make available for examination
and copying by any person the technical reports in its possession or control pre-
pared or exchanged by defendants pursuant to said cross-license within two years
prior to. the entry of this Final Judgment, which are Identified in Appendix B;
provided that such person agrees to offer each signatory party to the AMA
cross-licensing agreement of July 1, 1965, as amended, and any subsidiary there-
of a nonexclusive license for a reasonable royalty and upon reasonable terms
with respect to any patent or patent application, domestic or foreign, thereafter
obtained or filed by such person or under which licensing rights are obtained
by such person which is based upon or employs Devices licensed or about which
information Is supplied pursuant to such license or otherwise under this Section
VI(A).

(B) Any existing licensee of any manufacturing defendant shall have the
right to apply for and receive a license or licenses under this Final Judgment
in substitution for its existing license or licenses from any manufacturing defend-
ant, insofar as future obligations and licenses are concerned. Any licensee shall
be free to contest the validity and scope of any licensed patent.

vii

Defendant AMA Is ordered and directed to mail a copy of this Final Judgment
to all signatories to the AMA cross-licensing agreement of July 1, 1955, as
amended, and to all known domestic manufacturers of motor vehicles and motor
vehicle engines within thirty (80) days from the date of entry of this Final
Judgment, and to issue a press release to the domestic trade and business press
relating the substance of the Final Judgment.

vm

For the purpose of determining or securing compliance with this Final Judg-
ment, duly-authorized representatives of the Department of Justice shall, upon
written request of the Attorney General, or the Assistant Attorney General in
charge of the Antitrust Division, and on reasonable notice to any defendant
made to Its principal offce, be permitted, subject to any legally recognized privi-
lege, access during the office hours of said defendant to all books, ledgers, ac-
counts6 corespondence, memoranda, and other records and documents In the

36-993--74----14
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possession or under the control of sald defendant relating to any madters con.
tamued In this 'lnasi Judgmesit, and subject to the reasonable convenience at maid
defendant, *And without restraints or Interference from it, to interview 110u or
eloployeeu of madd defendant, who may have coustel present, regarding any such
watters. Said defendant, upon the written request of the Attorney General or
the Assistant Attorney General in change of the Antitrust Division, shall submit
ouch written repors with respect to any of the matters contained in this Final
Judgment as froso time to time may be requested. No information obtained by
the means provided In this Section shall be divulged by any representative of
the Department of Justice to any person other than a duly authorized repre-
sentative of the E~xecutive Branch of the plaintiff, except In the course of legal
poe~effings to which the United WOSta IS a pairty for the purpose of Securing
compliance with this Final Judgment or as otherwise required by law.

yr
Section IV (A) (2) (a) and (g) of this Final Judgment shall expire ten years

after the date of entry hereof, provided that plaintiff may apply to this Court
for the continuation of one or both of Said provisions, such application to be
made not later than nine years after the date of entry of this Final Judgment.

x

Jurisdiction of this cause Is retained for the purpose of enabling any of the
parties to this Final Judgment to apply to thisi Court at any time for such
further oirders and directions as may be necessary *r appropriate in relating to
the construction of or carrying out of this Final Judgment, for the modification
or vacating of any of the provisions thereof, and for thie jpqrpose of the enforce-
mknt of 6impliance therewith and the punishment of violations thereof.

JassX W. CUuRTSs,
U.S. District Judge.

ArnPrnrx A

Section IV(B) (8) of this judgment was prepared fIn reliance on the motor
vehicle production statistics set forth In the following tables contained In Wards
1969 Automotive Yearbook (1Slt edition) published by Powers and Company,
Inc., Detroit, Michigan, at page 14:

1968 WORLD MOTOR VEHICLE PRODUCTION
P20 Isedadl conntrie

Passenger Trucks and
cars buses 1968 total 1967 total

United States ---------------------------------- 8,163,031 1,9%6,713 10,193,744 8,.992,269
Carada--------------------------------------- 900,527 271,649 1, 178, 176 W43992

Tobd .....----------------------------- 9,740,558 2,228, 362 11,971,920 9,936,261

Japan --------------------------------------- 2,055,82 2,030, 005 4,085,826 3.146,48
West Germany--------------------------------- 2,535.433 571,525 3,106,958 2.482,319
United Kingdom ------------------------------- 1,815,000 409,300 2,224,30 1,937,119
Francs -------------------------------------- 1,833,047 242,570 2,075,617 2,009,672
Italy.--------------------------------------- 1, 544,933 110,716 1,633,649 1,542669
Argentin------------------------------------- 127,965 53,011 1801,976 175:318
Austraft---------------------------------------34,0 75,2000 415,000 380,119
As ----------------------------------------- 2,200 2350 4,5S0 4,383

Brazil~S~hI 11----------------------.371 277,23 225,300
Indo ----------------------------- §.0000 41,000 78,000 69,000

Nothertends----------------------------------- 60,000 7,000 67,000 56,566
me --i-------------------------------------- l02,907 37,192 140,099 123,751
Poland --------------------------------------- 40,500 39,600 80,100 61,400
Spain------------------------- -------------- 311,531 81,502 393,433 362,0906
Sweden--------------------------------------- 223.330 21,361 244,691 214,560
Czechoslovakia --------------------------------- 126,000 50,200 176,20G 164,000

V110111is --------------------- ----- % 400 13,66 64, 0110 40.000
UAL.2------------------------------- 250,000 5io1X 000 80090 728, 900

Total ---------------------------------- 11,634,930 4,462,783 16.077,713 13,754,468

Grandltatl ------------------------------ 21,358, 488 6.691,145 28,041,6313 23,690,7In

Ng:gb frabove aesdlbet draw koom bWest macca available, Statsticlls for some Red-bloc countries based upon
monhy averages and are subject to slight change. U.S.S.R. for 1968 Is an estimate based upon fina 1967 counfts
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WORMD MOTOR VEILER PwOOUCTMIO-1S6

126 Mading mwiacaufctree

V an~itie Manufactuera Country Cars Trucs Total 1968 Total 1967

I ---- GKM-------------Uid ! ,207 88 S S4,5 4,9,0
3- -do--------- 51, 5111 ... 1,759,16 5 M 561

5------ -----at-- Italy 1,------ 1, 751 80,4700 31 l,1: llevlsJaan------------16,AM 4w8 2416 I'm;~6 ftx7.:::: BL~.---Ee-------------807067 1711,2111 US.i W7 863188 ----- Nissan - ------ Japan -- 571,6U4 4061.23 $M_, 834 *25.4
9 ----- Renault-t----- Fra nce-: 731,0----- O0 76, MO J7, AN746
10.----- British Ford ---- Englan d.------ 583,7"01 1111117 :q,11,3 To.. 97
11 ---- Opel (") ------Wedt Germany 646,-- 718 100. w f6 711 549,261

------: -: -u----JeF=e-------------81( 2i:9,94 461,1M 323
is------dc-- e--- ------------ 3GM T6 46.0 03014------Ford------------- Canadas------------2847,6 1585 48101 1

15 ----- GM ---- ------- do - ------ 318,016 4w 0424304 366,919
16----- Paqu -------- Frame-------- 3 772 M w 407,706 40,31417___ 130,43 358,976 311.378
19------Ford Cologne-----West Germany 306,232 2at8on 336, 15 3KG6,620 - imi.------ispn---------186560 12257 318,817 1,289I~:::: ~~rinca France------------317248 0 37j9 28574

------y 216,000 68,837 284, 254,13823-- AM Corp----------United States--------268439 0 28439 228,66
24-:.:------ D. oy------Ja---------9,26 171,059 260355 225490

C25 ylir-------- Cana-a------------ 219,1151 16,573 235,'724 20M2,812
26------Chrysler Root......England ------------ 18,102 27,066 2116,16 203,312

Note: Because bet* production and factory sales are used In the aboe tabulation. the above ankings are not absolute
and could varysligtly Dta usedirepreent veile roued in the indieatedl locations, fiat eacmudee Autelteanclu,
Volkswagens enmdsAuoUin. OKM waMoom n168 ec Its 1167 total repasets 1111C.

It to contemplated by the parties that Ward's Automotive Yearbook or any
successor publication will be the source of the statistics necessary to the future
interpretation of the provisions of Section IV (B) (3)

Arsi'roix B

Pursuant to Section VI (A) (3) of the inual Judgment the following technical
reports are identified:

Susoosmmrrrm EPRTos TO THE VEHICL QODMUSTION PboDUcTs CoxmITrEE,
JANUARY 1968

1. Atmospheric Chemistry Panel Report
2. Dlesel Emission Panel Report
(a) Proposed Standards for Motor Vehicle Exhaust Odor and Irritation-ACali-

fornita Department of Public Health Bureau of Air Sanitation-March 1, 19W6-8
pages

(b) Proposed Additions to the California Admini.strative Code-Standards for
Motor Vehicle Emissions, State Board of Public Health Meeting June 10, 1966--
prepared by the State of Califorula Department of Public Health-May 4, 1966-
8 pages

3. Ad Hoc Engine Deposits Panel Report
(a) A Proposed Program to Esrtablish the Effect of Combuslon Chamber De-

posits on Exhaust Eznlasions--preparod by Engine Deposit Panel-January 3,
1967-19 pages.

(b) Proposed Joint AMA-API Engine Deposits Program-September 14,1967-
T pages

4. Engine and Vehicle Modificationi Panel Report
5. Exhaust Emission Measurement Panel Report
(a) ENMP--Status Report on Future Exhaust Emission Standards-uan-

dated-S pages
6. Ad! Hoc Group on Exhaust System Hoot Report
7. Fuel System, Emnission Panel Report
(a) FSL*P-1teport of Fuel System Emission Panel to VCP--July 20, 1967-9

pages
(b) AMC Evaporation System-undated---6 pages
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(c) Chrysler Closed Vent System-C.V.S.--prepared by Chrysler-undated-
8 pages

(d) Orankcse Storage of Evaporative Emissions-prepared by General Motors
Corp.-OtoberM, 19--9 pages

(e) Charcoal Canlster Evaporative Emission Control System-prepared by
General Motors Corp--Oqtober 25,1967--9 pages

(f) History of Evaporative Control Studies--prepared by Ford Motor Com-
pany--Deeesher 1, 19K-12 pages

(g) C Storage System for Control of Fuel Evaporative Fmislions-pre-
paed by Ford Motor Oompany-Deeember 1, 1967-14 pages

(h) COarbon Air Cleaner Evaporative Control System--prepared by Ford Mo-
tor Pompany-flecember 1, 1967-9 pages

8 Ad Hoc Health Committee Report
& Heavy Vehicle Panel Report
(a) Differences between California and HEW Truck Test Cycles-prepared by

Heavy Truck Panel-June 6, 1967--- pages
1l New Devices Committee Report
11. Ad Hoc Tramffc Survey Panel Report
(a) Comparison of General Durability Schedules-prepared by Ad Hoc Traffic

Survey Panel--undated--i page
12. Vehicle Emission Surveillance Panel Report
(a) Analysis of California Surveillance Data-prepared by the Auto Club of

Southern Ca•lrnia and Scott Research Laboratories--dated April 20, 1967-
a8Pms

SuscoMMrrTzo Rzrms TO THE VEHICLE COMBUSTION PRooucrs COMMIrTEE,
MAY 23, 1968

1. Atmospheric Chemistry Panel Interim Report
2. Engine and Vehicle Modification Panel Interim Report
& Exhaust Emission Measurement Panel Interim Report
(a) State of California Air Resources Board-Specification for Simplified

Instrument Console for Emission Measurements--13 pages--December 27, 1967
(b) State of California Air Resources Board-Test Procedure for Approval

of Instruments for Garages, Vehicle Assembly Line and Field Station Use--
March 6, 1968-S pages

4. Fuel System Emission Panel Interim Report
(a) Laboratory Crosscheek Charts--undated--5 pages
5. Heavy Vehicles Panel Interim Report
(a) 1969 California Exhaust Emission Standard and Test Procedure for Heavy

Trucks contained In the Federal Register publication of January 4, 1968-23
pages

6. Ad Hoc Traffic Survey Panel Interim Report
'(a) Considerations in Traffic Survey and'Test Cycle Development-NCAPC

Meeting of March 29, 1968-prepared by the Ad Hoc Traffic Survey Panel-April
5, 19W8-2 pages

7. Vehicles Emission Surveillance Panel Interim Report
(a) Hot vs. Cold Start Surveillance Testing-prepared by VESP-March 27,

1968-2 pages
(b) VESP Future Surveillance Program-undated-2 pages
(c) Summary of Analysis--undated-5 pages
(d) VE1SP reply letter (draft) to Mr. John Raymond of CMVPCB-May 7,

1968
(e) Effect of Tune-Up--undated-2 pages
& Engine and Vehicle Modification Panel Reports
(a) 1970 Oalifornla Evaporative Control Standard and Test Procedure for

Passenger Cars contained in the Federal Register of January 4, 1968--23 pages
(b) Intake Valve Throttling (IVT)-A Sonic Throttling Intake Valve En-

gine-prepared by General Motors for the SAE meeting-May 20-24, 1968-1i
pages

(c) EVMP-Prescat Status of Steam Power for Road Vehicles--May 8, 1969--
11 pages

(d) Preliminary Test Results with Non-Flame After Burner Exhaust Mani-
fold F4-184 cu. in. Engine-prepared by KAISER Jeep CORPORATION-•May
8, 1968-5 pages

(e) Ad Hoc Subpanel-Valve Timing Proposal Submitted to EVMP-April 9,
1968--2 pages
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Suaooum RVOS To =aJ Vwanmca OOUxsTioN PsOwUCTS COMMfIW,,
Sawumas 27. 1968

1. AtmQ4*6r1i COhoW Panel Interim Report
2. Diesel Amlnuown Panel Interim Report
& Engine and Vehicle Modification Panel Interim Report
(a) Report on New Engine Idle Stability-prepared by EVM? members-

September 10, 1908-18 tmes
(b) Drkveabilty Procedure--August 6, 1968-8 pages
(c) Vehicle Inspection Procedure for Emission Control Systems and Devices,

Iaaoine Powered Vehicles-Inspection Old Format-August 1, 1967-5 pages;
Inspection--New orm&at-- Pages

(d) MansFlow Data-prepared by Chrysler Corporation--September 10,
1968--11 pgES

(e) VMfP Panel Report on 1968 Engine Idle Setting Procedures--July 10,
1968 Revision including Shop Manual Instructions Furnished by several member
companies

(f) EVMP Valve Timing Proposal--mundated-2 pages
(g) Excerpt from ZVAP Memorandum Report dated June 11, 1968 on Catalytic

Converters and Afterburners-1 page
(h) Catalytic Converters for Emisslon Control-prepared by Toyota Motor

Company-August 6, 196-8 pages
(1) Ceramic Exhaust Manifold Reactors--prepared by Ford Motor Company-

August 5. 1968--? pages
4. Exhaust Emission Measurement Pý,nel Interim Report
(a) Status Report on Assembly Line Testing by EEMP-August 5, 1968-2

pages
(b) Report on Measurement Procedure for Nitric Oxide for California-1970

by EBMP---August 5,1968-16 pages
(c) Report on mVihausf Emission Reactivity Criterion from the Atmospheric

Chemistry panel and the EEMP--July 30, 1968-6 pages
I(d) Proposal-Exhaust Emission Correlation Program HNW-AMA Laboma-

tories--prepared by EIEMP Panel member--October 24, 1967--4 pages
(e) Fast Response Flame Ionization Instrument-letter prepared by Chrysler

Corporation-dated June Pf., 1968--2 pages
(f) Bay Toll Crossing Letter--answer sent to Mr. E. R. Foley by Mr. Sher-

man-August 21, 196 with attachments-7 pages
5. Fuel System: Emission Panel Interim Report
(a) Fuel System Emijsion Panel report on Proposed Test Procedure for the

Determination of Liquid Fuel Losses frc -a Vehicle Fuel Tanks--September 27,
1968--8 pages

(b) Fuel System Emission Panel report on Proposed Program for Circulation
and Cross-Cheek of 1970 Evaporative Cars--September 27, 1968-2 pages

6. eavy Vhlciq Papel Interim Report
(a) Reiommnended Application. Procedure for Certification of New Gasoline

Engines for Use In Heavy Duty Vehicles 1970 Model Year--prepared by the
National Air Pollution Control Administration---dated September 28, 1968--
19 pages

7. Ad Hoe Traft Survey Panel Interim Report
8. Vehicle Emission Surveillance Panel Interim Report

SUcoMM in R Peaowrs To THR VsnrcLX Coswrrfoi PRoDuMS CoXurrrEu,
Duczr~n 10, 1968

1. Atmospheric Chemistry Panel Interim Report
2. Engine & Vehtee Modifieation Panel Interim Report
(a) Driveabllty Demonstration--prepared by the Driveability Subpanel to

JIM-.--Novepber 4, 1968--14 pages
(b) Summarv39& Elmission Control Systems as presented by the companiesto the Engine and Vehicle Modification Panel-undated-22• pages

- (e) Cop~menta to 380 by the EVMP on the Feasibility of a Two Minute Emis-sion Inspectin 8yea~-eober 14, 1963-3 pages h •
(d) AMA. Ree~miendatlops In AMA In#pee~oou Heodboob, Section IX VehicleControl Sute-4pges--da~ted September 10, 1968"

(e) Report of vW~t to Nei Jersey Inspection Station November 21, 1988-
by the EVNP-Y page
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Mf Comments to USC from UVMP on California Proposal. for Emission Con-
trol Standards on 1970 and Later Model Vehicles--October 21, 19W8-5 pages

3. Exhaust Emission Measurement Panel Ipterini Report
(a) EUmP comments and Recommendations to AIhEA MCO on Californlg All-

357 Requirements for Assembly i~ne Testing for Vehicle Emisslons--Decezpber 2,.
(b) late~r rom EUMP of September 0, 1968 to Mr. K. D. MW.l at Willow Run

(d) Recommiended Applcation Procedure for Certificatiou of New Gasoline
Engines for Use in Hay uty Vehlcles--IWO Model Year-,prepared b
National Air Pollution Control Administration-September 23, 1968-419 pages.

4. Fuel System EXmluuion Panel Interior Report
5. Heavy Vehicle Panel Interim Report
6. Ad Hoc Traffic Survey Panel Interim Report

Suncominrrrz Raswoas To THE Vznrcr~s COMBUSTION PROCucTS Comurrraim,
Mimon 27, 1969

1. Engine & Vehicle Modification Panel Interim Report
z Eftaust Emission Measurement Panel Interim Report
(a) Report from Exhaust Emission Measurement Panel on California ARB

prpsdAssembly I~ne Test Procedure for Motor Vehicle Exhaust-January 28,.

(b) Effect of Engine Intake Air Moisture on Nitrogen Oxides Emissions�
prepared by Ethyl Corporation, March 14, 1989-23 pages

(c)Humldity Correction K Factor-prepared by Nissan Motor Company--
undated-IG6 pages

(d) M , Emjlovi Test Procedures--undated-4 pages
(e> E=or of F'uel Composition (01 Aromatics) on Exhaust Hydrocarbon!

Concentratlon-BR4ed Upon DuPont data and a Report by GM dated January 220,
1909-4$ pages

(f ) Report onk Measurement Procedure for Nitric Oxide for California-1970-
prepare~by HEMP-August 5, 19W9-18 pages

(g) Critique-Caifornia, AB 690 Test Method for Measuring Vehicle Exhaust
Emissions on a Mass Bgsls--undated--4 pages

3. Vue! System Emaission Panel Interim Report
4. Health 0ammittee Interim Report
5. Heavy Vehicle Panel Interim Report

&Ad Wec Trage Survey Interim Report
Su~coMMImzru Rxrosrs TO THE VEHnXor COMBUSTION PnoDUvrs Coxxrrrnx,

JUmis 19, 196

1. Meavy Vehicle Panel Interim Report
2. Atmospheric Chemistry Panel Interim Report
(a) Exhaust Emission Reactivity Criterion-prepared by the Atmospheric.

Chemistry Panel and the BRMP-May 28,1iHO-4 pages
3. Vehicle Emission Surveillance Panel Interim Report
(a) Survellimie Data Sumumary-prepayed by VIISP-.Tune 9, 1909--5 pages
4. Exhaust Emission MeasureMent Panel, Interim Report
(a) Proposed Items of Discussion on May 12, 1969 at Willow. Run-prepared'

by Messrs. Mick, Fagley, and Hagon:-q pegeq
(b) Analysis of AMA dath for HO Emissions during the Federal Cycle-pre-

pared by Efthyl dospoiation-J4une 2, 1969-4 pages
(c) Analysis ot AMA data for HO Emiessloh during the California Cycle

tesft,-.ýhanges to ha*,vL- IResponse, Time-repared by Chrysler Corporation-
April 29, 190"9 RO*

(d) Pr~,posal Exhast Emission (3orreation Program HEW-AMA. Labora-
tories-pyWpaxV y F'Oi~ Motor =omap-Aprij 7, "a"-.- pages

5. Ynglnei& Veil 40% fc~~o ,ae an~mRpr
(a) Transmissioni Cointrolled ;rkr-AlnNvlua$ril~tl"qon of ROX Nznlsslonsý-pre-

perwA by b!eeftera kttors Corporatfon-Aprif 15, 1969-16 Page
(b) Presentation on the Effect of Valve Overlap on Oxid4S of Nitrogen Rmils-

sions--prepared by General Motors Corporation-undated--B pages
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(c) IH Spark Advanee Momitoring Sytsem--prepftred by International Har-
vester CompAny-March 4, 190--4 pages

(d) Performance of a Catalytic Converter on Non-leaded Fuel prepared by
General Motors Corporation and published in SA--undated-13 pages

(e) Comments on Performance of a Catalytic Converter on Non-leaded Fuel-
prepared by Ford Motor o.--presented beflore the SAR mid Year Meeting
May 22, 19W-1s pages

(f) Panel Charge--prepared by 3. P. Charles--dated May 27, 19W9-1 page
(g) Engine Tune-up Data for 1970 Year Model Toyota Vehicles-prepared by

Toyota Motor Company dated June 10, 1960-2 pages
(h) Engine Idle Setting Procedure-prepared by KAISER Jeep CORPORA-

TION-undated---1 page
(i) Committee Correspondence re New Jersey Vehicle Emission Inspection-

dated April 7th, May "th, Jupe 9th, 1960 describing telephone conversation with
Mr. Elston

(j) Inspection Handbook Distribution-dated June 4, 1969.
(k) Quality Car Care Schedule-prepared by Toyota Motor Company-un-

dated--3 pages
(1) Layman's Nomenclature-undated-2 pages
6. Fuel System Emission Panel Interim Report
(a) Laboratory Cross-Check Program-prepared by Fuel System Emission

Panel-May 5,1969--11 pages
(b) Fuel Tank Heating Methods-prepared by Fuel System Emission Panel-

May 5, 1969-22 pages
(c) Emission Control Calculations on Total Motor Vehicle HC & CO Emis-

sions--dated June 17, 190" pages

ADDITIONAL SUBCOMMIT•RTE REPORTS TO THE VEHICLE COMBUSTION PRODUCTS COM-
MJTrEZ, IN PREPARATION AND TO RE COMPLETED BY OCTOBER S1, 1969

1967 anatt reporg of Engine d Vehicle Modltbcaoi Panel

1. Status Report No. 5 of the Engine & Vehicle Modification Panel to the
Vehicle Combustion Products Committee-1967-27 pages

2. Tables I and II on 6 Cylinder and 8 Cylinder Camshafts
Figure 1. American Motors Report on 6 Cylinder Camshafts- -1 page
Figure 2, Field Survey of Combusition Testers
Figure 8. Response to Exhaust Gas with and without Air Injection using a

Johnson-Williams Combustible Analyzer
Figure 4. Variable Dilution System-'Exhaust Gas (missing)
Figure 5. Blow-by Emission Measurement-prepared by New Jersey State

Department of Health
Figure & 1968 Engine Information Decals
Figure T. Crow Section of 190 C.I.D. Combustion Chamber-Quench and

Low Quench
,Figure 8. Cross Section of 232 C.I.D. Combustion Chamber-Quench and Low

Quench
Figure 9. Head Gasket Bore Configuration user with Low Quench Engines 199

and 232 C.I.D.
Figure 10. Effect of Afr-Fuel Ratio on Exhaust NO Concentrations for Various

Speed-Load Combinations
Figure 11. Effect of Ovark Timing on Exhaust NO Concentrations for Various

Speed-Load Combinations
Figure 12. Effect of Intoke Manifold Vacuum on Exhaust NO Concentrations

for Various Air-Fuel Ratios
Figure 13. Effect of Coolant Temperature on Exhaust NO Concentrations for

3. Appendices:
(A) Camshaft and Valve Tlming-BEVMT• Proposal
(B) Proposed AMA Zngine Idle Setting Procedures--EVMIPTG June 27. 1967
(C) Rony to New Jersey Regarding State Vehicle Inspection by VCP-

November 10, 1967
(D) Reply to Air Pollution Control AdminiRtration-Decem her 22. 19M6
(E) Bibliography of Papers on Emission Control Devices Submitted to EVMP

by Member Companies
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.19a ems"Ma roeort of ewsglue & Vehicle mowfifotilosspw
1. Status Report No. 6 of the Engine and Vehicle 'Modification Panel to the

Vehicle Combustion Products Committee-1968---23 pages
Devce AoppenndicC nro-Itentinaearese

(A) ontol' (ides of Nitrogen-C3hrysler Study Curves, data, and Sketches
Illusratig Ch Ysler Studies In NO control.

(C) Vhce Inspection Procedures

damfo efchmanufacturer
(0) aufoldReactors-.Prellminary Test Results with NonFlame After

Burner Exhaust Manifold, F4-134 cu. in Engine
(H) ir ujeeon odifcatons-Toyta M torCo., Ltd. Nippon Denso, Co.,

Ltd.
(1) Steam-Powered Road Vehicles--Present Status

(J) alv T~ingProposal
()Drlveability-Driveability Demonstration

(L)Com ent onCalifornia 1970 Proposals

ENGINE AND VENICLE MODIFICATION PANEL REPORTS

Presentation Subject Prepared by of pages;

1.Oct. 17, 1967----. Combustion chamber quench changes, 1968 Chrysler Corp -------------- I
noodds.

2.Oct. 17, 1967 ---- 1968 Ford emissions systems ---------------- Ford Motor Co----------------- 1I
3.Oct. 17, 1967-----. Idle edutet----------ChylrCr---------
4.Oct. 17, 1967 ---- Idle mxueefetomleoniespead enrlMtsCr-------3

timing (Zhanges.----- 
1&Oct. 17,1687.----Emission conrol *by eonsn design mild develop- American Motoe op1

ment.
S.Nov. 15, 1967- NeW Jersey emissions Inspetin programn-----EVMP----------------------- 10
7.Nov. 17.1957- Engine idlie-setting procedures -------------- .American mors Chrysler 37

Corp, Ford Mtr Co., Gn-
oral MotorCop Interna

tional Harveste C.Kier
& Oec. 511967-- Changes in Idle speed re mixture-------------- Ford otor Co----------------- 2
6. Dec. 5. 1967---:Emissmii,-contrell labels ------------------- :Kaiser Jeep Corp------------ I

110 Dec. 51 1667-....ANA-HEW exhaust flow equetionss----------- ý_EVIP ----------------------- 5
1.Jan. 2, 1966----- Idl osice instruchion--CAS ---------------- Chrysler Corp-----------....

12.Ja. I68____Exaut olmemeasurements on cycle tests ------do ...---------------- I
13.Dec 5196 ---- Srve ofemssin ontoldevice In use of 19666 mrii Meters, Chrysler 1.am" oo.,Ford Motar CL,. Gen-

14. January 1668 ---- Exhaust emission-control devices-.-------------eraise Motor Corp.------- 2
15. Jan. A, 10861-----Idle mixture, speed and spark timing adjurt- General Moton Corp -~------- 6

meets.
6.Jan. 2.,1661.:: s----Exa ste = devices for emission conro-----International Harvester Co ----

17. Jan. IM ----- manifold reactors ------------------- do ---------------------- 3
18& Jan. 2,1968-----Heavy truck emission-controls-ystiems -------------- do ---------------------- 2
16. Dec. 1IL l -Adjustin idle mnisti e--------- fW--- I----I.- Foird Motor Co ---------------- 7
20. Feb. 13, 191 Changes in idle tune during first 100miles 1668 General Motors Corp ------ 1

21. Feb.; 2,Z 8 Decal code ------------------------------ Crysler Corp------------------ 3
22. Feb. 9,16668----Teat date on catalytic system -- ------------- Kaiser Jeep Corp--------------- 3
23. Feb. 1319. 18 Ceramsic exhaust manifold ieactors ------------ Ford Moter Co ---------------- 4
24. Feb. 13, 1668-Test doat exdhaust emissions ----------------- Kaiser Iee Cop--------------- 1
25. Mar. 12, 1668----Air control valv to i mrve running stability after Toyet r Co.I, Ltd., Nippon 7

sahen .em air Enlqte gaslne enmgine. Owne Go. Utd.26. Mar.12,I 1668----Engines fr Toyota 1I6 models ------------- Toyota Motor Co.. Ltd.. .------ I
27. Mar. 12. 1668 ---- Engine stalling on deceleration ------------- Nissan Motor Co.. Ltd------------ 7
28. Mar. 12,.1668----Surface to volume ratio 4 cylinder vehicle ----- Kaiser Jeep Corp------------
26. Apr. 4, 1668 ---- Oata on idle irtability and exhiaust gas volume of Toyota Motor Co., Ltd ..... 5

30. Ape. 9,19 16-----11i~fdw- --------------------------- Nissan MotorCo., Ltd 1-----
21. Apr. 4, 1111 ....Idle aelttngsý 4X5 imilles or under------------- Chrysler Corp---------------- 1I
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ENGINE AND VEHICLE MODIFICATION PANEL REPORTS-C. tinued

Dalb of Number
preneatfion Subject Prepared by of paes

32. May 8, 1368 ...... Report on present status with stham powered road EVMP (attachments AS, 83, CZ ..........
vehicles and their emission characteristics. and DI).

33. May 8, 168--..... Preliminary teat results with noelame afntrumrer Kaiser Jeep Corp ........................
exhaust manifold F-4--134 cubic inch oneie.

34. May 8. 1968 ....... Valve timing proposal submitted to EVMP -------- Kaiser Jeep Corp., General 2
Motors Corp., Ford Motor Co.

35. June 11, 1968 ..... 1968 engine idle setting procedures -------------- American Motors Cor., Chrys- 7
ler Corp Ford Meter Co.,
General Mtots Corp., Inter-
national Harvester Co., Nissan
Motor Co Toyota Motor Co.

36. June 11,1968- --- Vehicle Inspection procedure for emission control American iotors Corp. Ford
systems and devices, gasoline powered vehicles. Motor Co. General '"tirs 2

Corp., Intarnatiomal Harvester
Co Kaiser Jeop Corp., Toyota
MoIla Co., Ltd.

37. July 10, 1968 .___ 1968 idle setting procedures shop manual instruc- Ameikcan Motors Corp., Chrys- 35
tions. icr Corp.. Ford Motor Co.,

General Motors Corp., Inter-
national Harvester Co., Kaiser
Jeep Corp., Nissan Motor Co..
Ltd., Toyota Motor Co., Ltd.

38, Aug. 6, 1968 ...... Driveability procedure ------------------------- EVMP ------------------------ 5
40. Aug. 6, 1968 ------ Valve timing proposal -------------------------- EVMP ------------------------ 8
40. Aug 6, 1•8- Catalytic convertor for emission control ---------- Toyota Motor Co., Ltd .......... 8
41. Aug. 5,1968 ------ Ceramic exhaust manifold reactor --------------- Ford Motor Co ---------------- 7
42. Aug. 6 1968 Throttle positioner . .. . ..------------------- Toyota Motor Co., Ltd ---------- 20
43. Aug. 2R, 1968 ----- Valve timing---------- - -i- .EVMP --------------- ----- 2
44. Sept. 10, 1968- Report on new ngine idle stability-- ------- Ford Motor Co., American 25

Motors Corp., General Motors
Corp., Toyota Motor Co., Ltd
Chrysler Corp., international
Harvester Co., Nissan Motor
Co., Ltd.

45. Aug. 27,1968....Emission inse n . presentation to AAMVA on ESC chairman ---------------- s
vehicle emission inspection.

46. Sept. 10, 1968 ---- Mass-flow date------------------------------ Chrysler Corp ------. ------ - 12
47. Aug. 22, 1368 --- Rating Idle qualIty --------------------------- International Harvester Co 8
48. Au&. 16, 1968_____ Voglce evaluation rating system ---------------- Ford Motor Co ---------------- 2
49. Aug. 9% 1968 --- - Idle quality evoaltions ------------------------ American Motors Corp ------ 2
50. Sept. ,. 1968 ------ Engine idle stability evaluation procedure -------- Nissan Motor Corp ------------- 2
51. Sept. 10, 1968 ..... Exhaust manifold reactors ---------------------- International Harvester Co ------ 4
52. September 1968 -------- do --------------------------------------- Nippon Dense Co., Ltd --------- 3
53. Oct. , 1968 ------- 1969 emission control systems --- ...------------ Toyota Motor Co., Ltd ---------- 2
54. Oct. 10 1L%6 8--- AMA drivability demonstration --- . ..------------ EVMP ------------------------ 12
55. Oct. 7,1968 ------- 1969 emnissan control systems ------------------ American Motors Corp --------- 1
56. Oct. 8, 1968 ------- 1969 Chrysler cleaner air system compared to the Chrysler Corp ----------------- 3

1968 system.
57. Oct. 8 1968 ------ 1969 emission control systems ------------------ Ford Motor Co ------------- - 3
58. Nov. 1, 1968 ...... Summary of 1969 GM exhaust emission control General Motors Corp-........... 1

59. Nov. 12, 1968-.. 196t ision control systems ------------------ International Harvester Co- -----
60. January 1969- Exhaust emission control systems ------------ Kaiser " Jep Corp --------------
61. Dec. 17, 1968.... Control systems for 1970 ----------------------- American Motors Corp --------- 5
62. Dec. 17, 1968.. Chrysler 1970 emission controls ----------------- Chrysler Corp ----------------- 5
63. Dec. 17, 1968- 1970 emission-control systems ------------------ Ford Motor Co ---------------- 4
64. Dec. 17,1968 ----- Summary of proposed 1970 emission-control General Motors Corp ----------- 7

systems.
65. Dec. 17, 1968 ..... 1970 light.duty vehicle prototype emission control International Harvester Co ...... 11

66. November 1968 ... Pro d vehicle emission control system for Toyota Motor Co., Ltd ---------- 27
Toyota 1970 model vehicles.

67. Doc. 17, 1968 ..... Control of oxides ol nitrogen -------------------- Chrysler Corp ---------- ---- - 9
68. Dec. 17 1968 Inspection of emission-control systems ----------- General Motors Corp ----------- 3
69. Dec. 17, 1968-..... Supplementary information on 1969 emIssion-con- International Harvester Co ------ 7

trol systems.
70. Jan. 7, 1969 ....... Investigations of NO. control systems ------------ Ford Motor Co ---------------- 35
71. Jan. 7, 1969 ------- Oxides of nitrogen from smaller gasoline engines-- Toyota Motor Co., Ltd ---------- 63
72. Jan. 7, 1969 ------- Summary of proposed 1970 emission-control sys- Kaiser Jeep Corp -------------- 5

tems.
73. December 1968 .... The effects of the ignition system on exhaust Mitsubishi Electric Corp -------- 26

74. Mar. 24, 1969 ----- Engine Idle quality test p*rcedure of Toyota ------ Toyota Motor Co., Ltd ---------- 6
75. Mar. 27, 1969--.-- Reduction of "trgen oxides in autiomobile exhianst. Nippon Dense Co., Ltd.dT , 11
76. Mar. 11, 1969 ..... Description ofilion advance monitoring systems. International Harvester Co ...... 5
77. June 10,1969 ----- Engine idle setig procedure ------------------- Kaiser Jeep Corp -------------- &
78. May 13,1969 ----- Quality car care schedule ----------------------- Toyota Motor Coc ............ 3
79. May 19, 1969 ---- erformance of a catalytic converter on nonleaded General Motors Corp ----------- 10

fuol SAE paper No. 690503.
80. May 22,1969 ------ Comments by J. H. Jones & E. E. Weaver--car sys- Ford Motor Co ---------------- 18

tams research on SAE paper No. 690503.
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EXHAUST E1111101O0 MEMtIRMET PARE. RE POETS7

1ftS Of Naumbr
pueeatoe Subject Prepared by of peow

1. Sept. I, 19117----A proposal for an interim mmn exhaust emission Fold------------------------ 3

2. Sept. 8.1967 ---- A C.Ce."e for 1970 studie bond on mes equiva- General Motor,---------------- 4

3. Sept. 7, 1967---- Celculetions of exhaust mass enbitons------------- do ---------------------- 2
4. Sept. 8, 1967 ---- Interim ami emission test procedure (Sept. 21, EEMP------------------------- 8

19117) EEUP to WCP.
5. Oct 25, 1967 ---- Preposal-exhaust emission correlation program Ford------------------------ 4

for if NP.
6. Nov. 20. 16 - rvantbeeisnvesus vehicle weigivt- Chrysler ---------------------- 17
7. Nov. 20. 1967 --- atedrim mas standards for 1970--------------- General Motors------------------ 4
8. Nov. 20, 1967 --- Assumptions for 1570 certification based on mae. - Ford------------------------- 3
9. Nov. 20, 1967--.-Corves-Faskycle versus angiee displacement- American Motors--------------- 3

tehem weight.
.10. Jan. 18. 1968----EEMP notes to ESC on HEW studies published EEMP ------------------------ 18

Jan. 4, 196111.
11. Jar. 31, 1966 ... EEMP proposed revision of Cal. specifications for EEMP----------------------- 14

anying line instrument.
12. Mar. 13, 19U-.-. C-mte print-out of best fit equation for Cal. General Motors ---------------- 4

Pam
13. Mar. 13, 1968----Proapane response --------------------------- d---do-------_-------------- 1
14. Mar. 13.,1968 --- FRA ot1 &7 ane Cal. gase using olson gravimetric EEMP------------------------- 1I

15. Mar. 13. 1968----Daimler-Benz response to HEW 1970 standards Mercedes-Bonm----------------- 11
dated Jan. 4, 1968.

16. Mar. 29, 196 ---- Considferations in traffic survey and test cycle TSP-------------------------- 3
developm~ent.

17. Apr. 17, 1968----Effect of emission control system on reactivity..---- Ford _---------------------- 3
1It Apr. 17, IOU3----Relative eltciencies of control systems-,table. --- Chrysler------------------ ----- 1
19. May 9, 1868 -....Repo on variable dilution sampling-Clark ---- General Motors ------------- 8
'20. May 9, 1968 ---- Report on NO. measurement-Lang-------------d----do ---------------- 13
21. May 9. 1966-----Production line test-instrument and test pro- American Motors and CaliforniaI

cedure. ARB staff.
22. May 28, 1968 ---- Table-spreed between NDI R and FID analyses.--- American Mortars--------------- 2
23. May 28, 1968----C vrioafisan between 7-nude and 10-mode cycle laternetonel Harvester ----- 5

NOIR versus FID.
.24. May 28, 1968 ---- Whittakier metho of measuring NO--strip chart-- Chysler --------------------- 2
25. May 28, 1968---- Preose answer to Cal. Bay Toll Crossing Divi- EEMP----------------------- 7

26. June 5. 1968 ---- Strip chart of NO measurement using Whittaker Chrysler --------------------- 4
method-letter from Whittaker to W. Fago, Jr.

27. July 23, 1968-...European consideration of atmospheric pollution AMA------------------------ 3
problems.

.28. July 17,1968 ---- Comperisoe of emission reactivilies--table I ---- General Motors ------------
29. July 17, 1968-....Number of hydrocarbons evaluated under con--.do ------------------- I

conditions.
30. July 17, 1968 ---- Graphs plus computer summeries-4NC reactivity _-do---------------------- 15

versus conc. by C. G.
31. July 17, 1968 ---- Compeaison-HC conc. by C. G. versus FID-------do ---------------------- 3
32. July 17, 1968---- Corelilsob-reectiviy end gas chrommotoeraphy --- Ford---------------------I
33. July 17. 1968 ----SAE pper 68D419-FID techniquo-IIC in diesel international Nervester ----- 15

34. July 17,1968 ---- Comsltion, between 7-modle and USPFIS 10-mod. General Motors ---------------- 9
-yclestak

35. July 17, 1969--- Schematic diagram-NO and 0s instrument oen _--do -------------------- I

36. July 17, 19AL-.- Relative sensitivity- -FIB analyzer-------- ---- Chrysler--------------------- 16
737. July 30, 1968 ---- Measurement procodure-NO for California. 1970- EEMP.------- ----- 1
38. July 30, 1968----- Background date fe, calaiceled NO. lea California- Chrysler --------------------- 3
'39. July 30, 1968-....Correlation program,- HEW-AMA Lsbs-Westveer.. EEMP ----------------------- 4
40. Jully 30,1968---- 1e4pat on reactioity to ESC frw ee ot ACP andr EEMP----------------------- 6

41. Aug. 5, 1968 ---- Repork an .eesmmrment procedure for NO) Cali- EEMP----------------------- 15s

42. Sept. 11, 1968---.Coetaeeeam Traeo-Ratledo eshema RNm, W6made, Chryaler..--------------------- 3
cycle.

43.Set 1.168 Maslw dteFuey(7-versus -----ad cle) do---------------------- 14
44. SeptIt 11, l 1 ---- Lafter-Jenseto es-e utasn =e:eu. J1AMA----------------------- 3

went 1edodqu
-45. Sept. 11, 1968----Table--Fuel measured mass compared with coke- Chrysler --------------------- 1I

letd Faderal-standard inme.
.46. Sept. 11, 19U ----- Repebuablllty of no measurement technique-4 Genera Motorsi---------------- 6
.47. Dec. 3, 19686-- om--lC to SiCt on Calfrend law AB 367-As- EEMP----------------------- 11

sembylpeeltL
.48. Jan. 27, 1969 ---- Repn ma M*, huniity factor-Meeida..------Hima---------------------- 16
49. Jan. 27, 1969 ------ IXls 13C repm on California AR8 assembly KEMP----------------------- 6

wihaLet
W0. Feb. 5, 1966 ---- European driving cycle-Rteport by F. Louia_....Riesult-------------------
51. Feb. 18,19 Ezbamll-flow MOWe at -m measuremeent- Charyaler -------------------- 13

Faglly.
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EXHAUST EMISSION PANEL REPORTS-Centleged

Mob of Number
pmsetaion Subject Prepared by of pageg

52. Feb. 18, 1969... Mass emission prga-ik_ General Motor --------- 33
53. Mar. 4, 1969 ---- Comments on Calfona prposed asebylne Toyota--------------------_5

test procedures.
'54. Mar. 18, I969____Effect of moisture on NO, emissions----..----- Ethyl ----------------------- 2455. Mar. 20, 1969----Effect of fuel coupositio*-on FIDfNOIR ratio- Ford------------------------ 11
56. Mar. 26,1969----Re Suctronof NO(6 manifold reactor-Tanaka et at-. Nippon Denso,------- 12
57, Apr. 11, 1969----Exhaust emission measurement correlation pro- EEMP -------------- _------- 4

grarm-Wastveer.
58. Apr. 14, 1969-...Supplement-'-ioisture on NO.-RK factor calcula- Ethyl ------- ---------------- 2

tion.
59. Apr. 21, 1969-...Comments on froreig cycles-Lombardi ------ EEMP ---------------_ ------ 3
W0. Apr. 30, 1969 ---- C meesurementb FID-iniproved response-- ACP/EEMP---------- --------- 3

Teoage
41. May 29, 1969 ---- Diagrams of sampling and analytIJcl systems-- EEMP----------------------- 4

62. June 5,1969 ---- Effectiveand economic control of auto emissions- EVMP ------ ---------------- 7
63. July 1, 1969-----Preliminary evaluation of NO. analyzer-Jackson- General Motors ---------------- 3
64. July 1, 1969-----Determination of CO, at Wahnsdorl, Germany- Mercedes-Benz ---------------- 2

published.
65. July 1, 1969-. -- Comparison of 3 dynamometers in Germany-------do---------- ------------ 4
'66. July 1, 1969-----Dynamometer effect on emissions using CVS----Nissan ---------------------- 2
'67. July 23, 1969 ---- Foreign cycle evaluation-Lombardi_ --------- EEMP ----------------------- 2

HEAVY VEHICLE PANEL REPORTS

1. Mar. 7. 1969-....Evaluation control procedures for heavy trucks---.- HVP---------------------_ - -4
2. Mar. 26. 1969 ---- Reduction of nitrogen oxides in automobile exhaust- Nippon Genso----------------- 11
3. May 22,1969 ---- Outline for research program for heavy vehicle HVP------------------------ 2

emission data.

AD HOC TRAFFIC SURVEY PANEL REPORTS

1. May 24,1967 ----- Comparison of Chrysler 50,000 mile and AMA Chrysler Corp ----------------- 4
durability scahdiules.

2. May 24 1957 - Comparison of durability schedules----------- General Motors Cqrp ------
3. Mar. 21198- Consideration in traffic survey and test cycle General Motos Corp.. Chrysler 3

development. Corp Ford Motor Co.
4. Sept. 30, 1968 ----- Background of vehicle eshaust gas text procedures Toyota 'Motor Co. Ltd ------ 4
5i. Feb. 5, 1969-----European driving cycle ----------- --------- Renault---------------------- 4

ATMOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY PANEL REPORTS

1. Mar. 4, 1969-----Nitrogen oxides In the atmosphere ------------ ACP ---------------- ------- 34
2. July 8, 1969 -----NEW meetnp-Clncinruet reactivity uLiteri ----- ACP---------------------- 6

VEHICLE EMISSION SURVEILLANCE PANEL REPORTS

1. Oct. 11, 1967 ----- 967survsflllnce proam on high mileage exhaust Ford Motor Co ---------------- 23
emission .qipe veWces.

2. Mar. 07, 1969 - N-- ot versus adld start survuilance testim ------ VESP ----------------------- 9
3. June., 1969-----Surveillance date summary report toESC------VESP ----------------------- 5

FUEL SYSTEMS EMISSION PANEL REPORTS

1. Oct. 18, 1967_---Letter from AMA to NAPCA eoutliniing available AMA-VCP, General Motors --- 10
data an eveporativ controll systems.

2. Oct. 25, 1967 ---- Charcoal canister evaporative emissions control General Motors---------------- 9
3. Oc. 251967 system.
3. ct 5,967-----Creabsas storage of evapsrative wor. .ons ...... o-----d -------------------- is

4. Dec. 1, 1967 ---- Carbon air cleaner evaporative control---------- Ford ----- --------- -------- 10
S. Dec. 1, 1967 ---- Crankcase storage system-Evaporative control ----- do------------------_--- 15
S. Dec. 1, 1967 ---- History of evaporative control studies ---------- --- do---------------------- 13
7. January 1968-....Chrysler closed-vent system ----------------- Chrysler--------------------- 8a
S. January 1968 ---- AMIeamoenrative systems ------------- ----- American Moters--------------- 6G
9. Apre24 1968 -- Results of lab cross program...-------- ------ PSEP (charts)----------- ---- 5

10. Juel 1968--Evaporative loss data --------------- ----- ---- do -_------------------- 7
11. JulY 16wa - Absepin fe HtC vapor by charcoal --------- _- Tsyta.---------------- ---- Is
12. Aug.-2_31,4196 .~ Proposed procedure fpr determination of liquid FSEP --------------------- 89

AMe losses from vehicle fuel tank.
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FUEL SYSTEMS EMISSIONS PANEL REPORTS-Continued

D~e of Number
presentation Subject Prepared by of pages

1I. Sept. 27, 1968 ---- Proposed procedure for determination of liquid -----------...................
fuel from vehicle fuel tank.

14. Oct. 15,1968 ------ Joint (FSEP and HVP) report to ESC on test pro- FSEP ------------------------ 4
cedure for heavy truck losses.

15. Mar. 18, 1969 ..... Preliminary progress report of shred test pro- FSEP ------------- ------ - 3
cedure.

16. Mar. 24, 1969 ----- Fuel temperature versus vapor temperature ------ Kaiser Jeep -----------.------- 2
17. Mar. 24, 1969- Comparison of evaporating test Procedures -" Ford ---------------.-------- 9
I. Mar. 24,1969 --.. GM test on effect of heating test on evaporator General Motors --------------- 2

emission.
19. Mar. 25 1969 Deterioration factor of evaporator emission data. - Toyota ------- ----------- 7
20. Mar. 8, 1969--......Comparative shed tests ------------------------ General Motors (charts) -------- 2
21. Apr. 18, U69- Report of evaporator testing -------------------- Ford, General Motors, Chrysler, 7

American Motors.
22. Apr. 23, 1969- -- Effect of heating method of fuel tank on evaporator Nissan-. -------------------- 4

emission.
23. Apr. 23. 1969 ----- Heating pad installation versus fuel tank emissions- Kaiser Jeep- ------------- 3
24. Apr. 28,1969 Review of shed testing data ---------------- Ford, American Motors, Chrys- 6

ler.
25. May 5, 1969 ------- Fuel tank heating methods -------------. ------- FSEP ---------------------- 23
26. May 6,1969 ------- Laboratory cross check program ----------------- FSEP --------------------- 1
27. May 18,1969 Shed test on control equipped cars -------------- General Motors ----------_--- 2
28. July 1,1969--......Comparison of evaporation test sequences - FSEP ------------------------ 6
29. July 18, 1969 ...... Proposals fur engineering acceptance of evapora- FSEP ------------------------ 3

tion control systems.

SEPTEMBER 15, 1969.
Hon. RIO]N•W W. MOLTA N,
&seistant Attorney General, Antitrust Division, Department of Justice, Washing.

ton, D.C.
DRAB MR. McL,•nitn : I have your letter of September 11, 1969 indicating that

the Antitrust Division preferred to propose a consent decree with the four
major auto manufacturers and the Automobile Manufacturers Association
(AMA) instead of proceeding to full trial. The Department's press release. but
not the full text of the consent decree proposal, was enclosed. There is a sig-
nificant difference between the two--the press release was an optimistic gloss
that could and did mislead the press into reporting that the Division had ob-
tained a victory for the people in achieving a stipulation from the domestic auto
industry that they will obey the antitrust laws in the future in return for the
Division's forgetting the past and keeping past records about the industry's con-
spiracy confidential

What the domestic auto companies conspired over a period of at least 16 years
to do-restrain the development and marketing of auto exhaust control systemsn-
is a crime under the Sherman Act. Collusive, anti-competitive agreements which
result in seriously jeopardizing the capacity of citizens to breathe air without
carcinogenic and other lethal and violent pollutants would, under the most
normal of expectations, be prosecuted by the Division as a crime. That course
of enforcement was indeed initiated by your predecessors, Donald Turner and
Edward Zimmerlian in mid-1968. Grand Jury proceedings for 18 months re-
sulted in the Division's trial attorney's request to Mr. Turner for permissios
to ask the Grand Jury to return an indictment. The Grand Jury was even willine
to return an indictment regardless of what instructions were forwarded from
Washington-so convinced was it of the criminality of the behavior detailel
during these 18 months. Mr. Turner dropped the criminal case, without any pub-
lic explanation, and had the Grand Jury discharged. One year later, In January
1969, a civil complaint was filed. Nine months after that, the civil complaint
was in effect dropped in favor of a porous, proposed consent decree, stripped to
the minimum of what the legitimate impact of the law should have been.
. Is this where five years of Antitrust Division tnvolvement and expenditure of

numerouti man-years Is to end? I should like to detail soume reasons why the
answer to this question must be "no."

Over the years, a large proportion of the civil actions brought by the Antitrust
Division have been terminated by consent decrees. The criteria employed have
rarely been made clear. However, it is known that scarce manpower and judicial
delay are important factors. Year after year, those who have lead and supervised
the Antitrust Division have undermined or Weakened antitrust enforcement by
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simply referring to those two conditions At the same time, there has been no
sustained effort to obtain more funds for the Division or to develop procedures
(with the exception. of the OlD development earlier in this decade) which will
accelerate any Judicial recourse or at least Improve the bargaining power of the
government that more expenditious trial reflects.

It seems to be relevant to suggest a number of questions which should be
asked In the automobile smog case before a consent Judgment is considered or
approved:

1. Are there Important and unresolved Issues of law which merit judicial
determination?

2. Are there important rights of public and private institutions and citizens
which can be eroded or erased by a consent judgment as proposed?

8. Does the seriousness of the antitrust violation in this case argue for the
greater deterrent and public educational purposes achieved by a civil trial or
the resumption of the Division's criminal action?

4. Does the proposed consent decree achieve the announced objective of
Attorney General John M. Mitchell who described it last week as representing
"strong federal action to encourage widespread competitive research and market-
ing of more effective auto anti-pollution devices?"

Matters of fact and law point to clearly affirmative responses to questions (1)
(2) & (3) and a negative response to question (4).

The present ease offers an excellent opportunity for the Antitrust Division
to establish judicially two important principles which would have enormous
replicative value over the behavior of modern industry striving to restrain the
rate of innovation to the detriment of competition s -4 human welfare. As you
know, the Department's complaint of January 10, V`! requested that the defend-
ants be restrained from making joint responses to .overnment regulatory agen-
cies concerned with air pollution control. For yer - th" Automobile Manufactur-
ers Association has been the instrument of precise c- .asion by the auto companies
to develop common positions on questions of pollution and safety and to head off
or suppress any potential diversity of response. Even after the Department coin-
menced its investigation into this conspiracy, the AMA was developing and using
a stock speech on air pollution-a speech which was given, for example, both by
Dr. Fred W. Bowditch, Chief Engineer for General Motors and Mr. Donald A.
Jensen. Ford's executive engineer in charge of vehicle emissions. Collusive trade
association activity continues to be a prime anti-competitive practice in this coun-
try. Such activity is long overdue for authoritative judicial resolution and the
emergence of Judge-made law that would give pause to other trade associations
which exert similar, if not greater control, over their members and enforce the
domimant firm(s)' policy over smaller industry firms. The proposed consent
decree loses this opportunity.

The second principle requiring case law development relates to "product fix-
ing." The automobile industry has restrained competition among manufacturers
in the area of product quality. The consumer movement can produce numerous in-
stances of such lowest common denominator quality throughout an industry.
The auto companies activities in the motor vehicle emissions field are in-this
sense symptomatic of a disease which affects wide areas of the economy. By
not moving against this sort of collusion, the Division has relinquished an op-
portunity to formulate a crucial, new precedent that is rooted In old antitrust
doctrine. The instant case is ripe for this determination and the Division has
the benefit of five years of investigation as well.

Because the antitrust laws recognize the rights of persons or groups to initiate
private antitrust actions, the Division is in a trusteeship position thereto. Any
decision made must take into some account how the final resolution will affect
the rights of private and public parties under the antiturst laws. In this case,
municipal and other public bodies have displayed a strong interest in antitrust
enfocrement vs. the auto conspiracy as well as recovering in separate actions
damages which they have incurred as a result of auto pollution. The possibility
that local governmental bodies, business firms and Individual citizens may wish
to adjudicate their rights is severely limited by the proposed consent decree. As
you know, Section 5 of the Clayton Act provides that consent judgments, unlike
other final Judgments in cases brought by the United States, shall not be con-
sidered prima facie evidence against the defendant in a treble-damage suit. The
Practical effect of this provision is that potential treble-damage plaintiffs would
have to duplicate the investigative process which took the Department several
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yeam and sevrmal husdreds of thousands et dollars even wit its extraordinary-
discovery powes Loo Ansel County already has fled a wne hundred mllioa
dollar suit oains the autem•bMe maaafameturer seeking to recoup some of the
loss W the Vmty resulting from this corponate conspiracy to hold beck on
pollution controls. Further, the California Attorney General, acting on behalf
of the State, 11s been denied aobe to the Justice Department's Information
about the auto pollution cas The evidence of the conspiracy exists in the Justice
Department's possession and the Department seems determined not to have any

of it ansface in a public triaL In a eritleal treatment of the Department's consent
degree program ten years ago, the House Antitrust Subcommittee described
precisely this effiact:

The almost Inevitable consequenes of the acceptance of a consent decree by
the Department of Justice... is to deprive suitors, who have been injured by
the unlawful condect, of their statutory remedies under the antitrust laws."

The Department's complaint charges the auto industry with collusive behavior
having devastating consequences for the peoples' health in this country. At least
50% of the nation's air pollution comes from the motor vehicles' internal com-
bustion engines. Medical and other epidemiological studies have linked these
pollutants with diseases ranging from cancer to emphysema. Property damage
from corrosive pollutants is estimated at $13 billion annually by federal officials.
Half of this amount is a very substantial cost inflicted on this nation by the
auto industry's Intransigent refusal to innovate over the past generation. Can
anyone deny the need and benefit for the public to learn about the nature and
depth of this colossal corporate crime? The citizens of this country, who are the
customers of this industry, have a right to know the extent to which the auto
companies are deliberately responsible for the enormous health, economic and
aesthetic damages caused by the Internal combustion engine. One of the pur-
poses of a public trial is deterrence; the Division has chosen to lose a grand
opportunity to bring these companies and their harmful practices Into the public
arena of a courtroom. This aspect of the Division's case alone would have a greater
deterrent effect than the tightest of consent judgments. Since it Is not any longer
the practice of antitrust enforcement to pierce the corporate veil and hold the
culpable officials responsible, a public trial would at the least have shown that
such corporate officials are holding far greater power over citizens in this coun-
try than they can exercise responsibly or even legally.

What of the proposed consent decree? The proposal can hardly be stronger
than the complaint which itself is the result of a process of enforcement erosion
which began with an intended cirminal prosecution and ended with a meek
request for injunctive relief. The complaint did not even contain a request for
the imposition of civil damages pursuant to the antitrust laws. (Like the drug
cases, the federal government has incurred damage to its property and personnel
from this conspiracy.) The process of secret, ex parte type negotiations with
representatives of corporate defendants, In particular Lloyd N. Cutler, counsel
for the AMA, discourages confidence in antitrust enforcement and facilitates
sloppy or political decision-making. When decisions can be made without prior
citizen access or without criteria publicly displayed on which such decisions
are rendered or without adequate explanation, abuses, distortions and lacera-
tions of the public interest can occur with greater frequency than would be the
case otherwise.

The following weaknesses can be cited in the proposed consent decree:
1. There Is no provision requiring the keeping of records by the defendants.

For example, the Department has no assurance that minutes or transcripts will
be kept of AMA committee meetings on pollution matters or that there will be
records kept of informal discussions between executives and representatives of
various auto companies. A section of the proposed decree requires written reports
conetrning any matters contained in the decree, but only "upon the written
request of the Attorney General or the Assistant Attorney General In charge of
the Antitrust Division. . . ." If the Department is serious about Its surveillance
responsibilities over the consent Judgment, why doesn't the proposed decree
place an affirmative responsibility on the companies to make periodic reports
concerning the matters covered by the decree? Why, for Instance, are not the
companies required to report the terms of all licenses granted and purchased?
Why are there no reports on the status of research relating to motor vehicle
emissions?

The task of surveillance, effective surveillance, Is so formidable that It raises
a question whether the Division is even less equipped to monitor compliance
with the decree than it Is to engage in complicated litigation which would permit
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other parties to hame the Informatioe an which to base their vigllane against
antrumt vilo s by the auto judmy. Certainly the terms of the decree-
praoped last wek o not fciltlate awndlanes. Neither don the fact that the
Diviseis Judge..ent bethm Is ompousd of only 12 prosmleonal personnel with
no more than half that number having the burden of trying to we that the many
hundreds of oement decress are being maplied with. Judged on any bais--cost
hemdt, imiomrtanae of the eame et*, tim roures which the Division can devote
to litigation are greater than those devoted to compliance.

2., Section VI(A) (3) oa the preposed deee requires defendant AMA to make
avalla&l for copying or for examination by any pegorm the technical reports In
iUa pousession or control prepared or exchagied by defeadanU pursuant to said
cross-lieense within two years perior to the entry of this Final Judgment. Why
only two years when the Department alleges the conspiracy to have begun
at least in 1958 and when the Department alleges specific conspiracies to delay iti
stallatiens In 191, 19638 and 196. There Is also the onerous additional proviso
that any person who requests such Information agrees to offer each signatoroy
party to the AMA croess-licalng agreement of July 1, 1955, as amended, and any
subsidiary thereof, nonexclumive license rights with respect to any patents or
patent applications based upon information obtained from AMA or its mere-
hers who are defendants in this case. This proviso can vitiate the purpose of
the aforementioned section VI (A) (3) since it requires firms or individuals to
become entangled In a serious risk of harassing litigation where the richest firm
wins. What small firm is going to take the risk? Consequently, the purpose of
this section to encourage proliferation of information collusively obtained or
possessed so as to promote competition faMls.

& Two provisions which the Department emphasised in its September 11, 1969
press release were the restraint against exchanging confidential information
(IV A 2 a) and the restraint against fillng joint statements (IV A 2 g) to regula-
tory agencies or matters pertaining to pollution or automotive safety are sched-
uled to expire quietly in ten years under Section IX of the proposed decree unless
the Department applies for a continuation after nine years. Why, if these two
practices are considered anticompetitive-and indeed they go to the base of the
conspiracy-will they be any less anticompetitive in ten years?

In the case of the proposed restraint on joint statements, the qualifications
make the restraint mere paper in Impact. These exemptions to the ban on joint
statements via the AMA are: statements relating to (1) the authority of the
agency Involving; (2) the draftsmanship of or the scientific need for standards or
regulations; (3) test procedures or test data relevant to standards or regulations;
or (4) the general engineering requirements of standards or regulations based
upon publicly available Information. In addition, the proposed decree (IV (A)
(1) (g)) permits joint filing on the critical point of ability to comply with a par-
ticular standard or regulation If there is a written agency authorization for
such a joint statement. What kind of naivete or incompetence does this drafts-
manship reveal on the part of the public's representatives in your Division? Mr.
Cutler has probably drafted a form request to the various agencies on behalf
of the AMA to take advantage of just that blatant loophole, and will approach
the agencies at the appropriate time.

4. There Is no provision for requesting the Court to release the Grand Jury
transcript and other documents in order that third parties have the opportunity
to adjudicate their rights. Even in the case of U.S. vs. Harper and Row et al
(the book conspiracy case), the Division had a information release provision.
There is also no bin on the destruction of corporate or AMA documents re the
consipiracy since 19M3.

In the light of the fore-going and other arguments made to your staff by
concerned public representatives, I urge you to withdraw your consent to this
proposed decree, as provided for on page 1 of the stipulation, and reconsider the
necessity to Initiate criminal action against the defendants or at the least a civil
action with broader relief than requested by the January 10, 1969 complaint.
In the most unsatisfactory alternative, the proposed decree should be amended
to take into account and eliminate the afore-mentioned deficiencies and to
incorporate a strong Information disclosure provision so that third parties.
such as Los Angeles County, can do the job that your Division failed to do. Better
a trial sought and lost than a consent decree gained in the form of a legal fiction
and propped up by a compliance capability that is beyond pathos.

During your reconsideration, If you so undertake one, may I suggest that you
take note of the following commentary on the infirmity of the consent decree and
its continuing ludicrous-tragic infrastructure:
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"When a euaprate ofilcial knows that the probabilities are that, if his activities
are detected, antiftust attack on a proposed economic program can be concluded
amicably, with no notoriety, and with Uttle danger of resultant private antitrust
actions, there Is virtually nothing to lose and everything to gain from undertaking
a questioeab• program. Large seals use of the consent decree to conclude antitrust
suits instituted by the United States, therefore, amounts to an invitation to cor-
porate offioer to undertake activities which may violate the law." (1969 House
Antitrust Subcommittee Report)

In conclusion, I should like to ask the following questions:
1. What allocation of ewpliance manpower do you envision necessary for

even the minimal provisions of the proposed consent decree? What compliance
program has been developed?

2. The reason given, among others, for resorting to the consent decree resolution
was the protracted delay in the courts and the manpower drain. How do you
envision responding to this state of affairs-by relying more heavily on consent
decrees as your case load builds up or by constructing the case for doubling
or quadrupling your staff and resources if the remnants of the competitive enter-
prise system are to be preserved and taking that case to the Congress and to the
public? As you realize every day, the Antitrust Division's budget, in real terms,
has not increased over the past six years-once pay increases etc. are accounted.
This year, the entire budget for the Antitrust Division permits a manpower base
of about 170 practicing attorneys (about the size of the largest private law firms)
and in dollar terms is equivalent to approximately 3 hours gross revenue (on a
24 hour basis year around) of General Motors. Is It not time to unveil the farce of
antitrust enforcement and proceed to substance?

S. Do you intend to set forth your philosophy on consent decree uses and pro-
cedures in the near future? Do you believe that the public should have access,
In terms of input and commentary on Departmental proposals, before the consent
decree agreement is announced. A few years ago, the Department adopted the
30 day rule to give interested parties time to file their objections; but this is late
for many interested parties and by this time the Department has made up its mind.
What is necessary is to give the public at least a partial access to persuade the
Department instead of the present secret negotiations between the Department
and the defendants.

4. Your predecessor, Donald Turner, looked dimly on private antitrust efforts
as unduly disruptive of the Department's public policy on antitrust. Do you share
this reservation? Do you think the proposed consent decree is adequate to permit
third parties to adjudicate their rights?

5. Do you not concede the likelihood of anticompetitive effects flowing from
grantback provisions (such as in IVB2b) which run counter to the announced
thrust of the consent decree proposal?

By including the comments of Dr. Lee A. DuBridge, President Nixon's science
advisor, and the approval of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
in your September 11, 1969 press release, you recognize the broad policy signif-
icance of this auto smog antitrust case and the proposed consent decree. Others in
Congress and in local governments agree. There is every indication that this Is
going to be the most widely contested decree in antitrust history. In order
to have the opportunity for timely Intervention. within the 30 day limit. I would
appreciate receiving your responses on the aforenoted requests for more stringent
legal action against the auto industry and, alternatively, for stricter relief in the
consent decree.

Thank you for your consideration of the above suggestions.
Sincerely yours,

RALPH NADER.

Los ANoELEs CouNTY INTERVEnEs IN SMOG CASE

(By Hon. George E. Brown. Jr.)

Mr. BROWN of California. Mr. Speaker, last week the Los Angeles County
Board of Supervisors acted to intervene as a plaintiff in the antitrust case pending
against automobile manufacturers accused of conspiracy to limit development
of effective air pollution controls.

The complaint and the notice of motion include some vital analysis relevant
to the Issue of allowing a consent decree in this case, and I now place them in
the RrcoRD at this point, along with a relevant motion adopted this week by the
board of supervisors:

I
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[U.S. District Court, Central District of California]

UNreo 8mTTm or AmuucA, PLwmmTv , w. AuTomoun• MAwFAcT=zsS AssoorA-
TIoN, INC.; GENEAL MOTORS CoRP.; FORD MOTOR Co.; CHRYSLZR CoaW.; AND
A3Mvw N MOTORS Coaw., DmmMalTs

(Civil No. 69-75--JWC; filed 1/10/09; complaint in Intervention of county of Los
Axgeles (State ot California) and Air Pollution Control District of the County
of LOS Angeles (State of California)

OOMPLAINT

Come now the County of Los Angeles, of the State of California, and the Air
Pollution Control District of the County of Los Angeles (State of California),
and for cause of action against the Defendants Automobile Manufacturers Asso-
ciation, Inc.; General Motors Corporation; Ford Motor Company; Chrysler
Corporation; and American Motors Corporation allege as follows:

That Plaintiff In Intervention County of Los Angeles (County) is a public cor-
poration and a political subdivision of the State of California.

That Plaintiff in Intervention Air Pollution Control District of the County of
Los Angeles (APCD) is a public agency formed and existing pursuant to the laws
of the state of California.

That the Air Pollution Control District (APCD) is charged by the laws of
the State of California with the duty of protecting the health and welfare of the
people of Los Angeles County from the effects of air contamination; that since
its creation in 1947 the APCD has expended approximately sixty millions of
dollars ($00,000,000.00) of public funds in attempting to reduce air pollution,
in Los Angeles County; that the source of said funds is the Treasury of the
County of los Angeles.

Iv

That at all times alleged in the Complaint the County of Los Angeles was
charged by law with the duty of providing medical services and other health
services to more than one-half million people who are and were residents of the
County and are and were unable to pay for such services.

v

That each year since 1952 the County of Los Angeles has purchased more than
500 motor vehicles from the named Defendants; that as a proximate result of
the conspiracy alleged in the Complaint the motor vehicles purchased by them
were not equipped with efficient air-pollution control devices, and that between
1952 and 1961 said vehidces were not equipped with any such devices whatsoever.

vI

That as a proximate result of the offenses alleged In the Complaint the De-
fendants have caused to be emitted Into the air of Los Angeles County air con-
taminants in the form of hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, oxides of nitrogen,
particulate matter, and other air contaminants; that the amount of such emis.
sions varies and has varied from day to day and that the average amount of such
air contaminants emitted In Los Angeles County presently exceeds 12,000 tons
per day.

vi

That as a proximate result of said emissions of air contamination the County
of Los Angeles has been forced to expend many millions of dollars in providing
medical care and other health services to residents of Los Angeles County; that
said emissions of air contamination have caused respiratory diseases and ag-
gravate and have aggravated respiratory diseases of residents of Los Angeles
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County; and that many thousands of persons suffering from respiratory diseases
were treated by County hospitals and other facilities, all at the expense of tie
County, during eaok year since 1952.

viu

That the interests of these Plaintiffs will not be adequately protected by the
present Parties to the proceeding.

Wherefore, the Plaintiffs In Intervention pray:
1. That the Court permit the Plaintiffs in Intervention to become parties to this

action on the side of the Plaintiff and that they be permitted to take part in all
proceedings In this action.

2. That the Court adjudge and decree that the Defendants have engaged In a
combination and conspiracy, in unreasonable restraint of the aforesaid interstate
trade and commerce, in violation of Section I of the Sherman Act.

& That each of the Defendants named in this Complaint, its successors, assign-
ees and transferees, and the respective officers, directors, agents, and employees
thereof, and all persons acting or claiming to act on behalf thereof:

(a) be enjoined from continuing, maintaining, or renewing, directly or indi-
rectly, the combination or conspiracy hereinbefore alleged, or from engaging in
any other practice, plan, program, or device having a similar effect;

(b) be enjoined from entering into any agreements, arrangements, understand-
ings, plan or program with any other person, partnership, or corporation, directly
or indirectly:

(1) to delay Installation of air pollution control equipment or otherwise re-
strain Individual decisions as to installation dates;

(2) to restrict Individual publicity of research and development relating to
air pollution control technology;

(3) to require joint assessment of the value of patents or patent rights relating
to air pollution control equipment;

(4) to require that acquisition of patent rights relating to air pollution tech-
nology be conditioned upon availability of such rights to others upon a most-
favored-purchaser basis; or

(5) to respond jointly to requests by government regulatory agencies for infor-
mation or proposals concerning air pollution control technology unless such
agency requests a joint response In a particular case; and

(c) be required to Issue to any applicant interested in developing motor vehicle
air pollution technology unrestricted, royalty-free licenses and production know-
how under all United States patents owned, controlled, or applied for to which
the crose-licensing agreement dated July 1, 1955, as amended, has been applicable,
and to make available to any such applicant all other know-how related to air
pollution control technology which has been exchanged with any other defendant.

4. That the Plaintiff have such other, further, and different relief as the nature
of the case may require and the Court may deem just and proper in the premises,
Including cancellation of the cross-licensing agreement dated July 1, 1955, as
amended, and an injunction ensuring that all future joint arrangements relating
to air pollution control technology be appropriately limited as to subject matter
of joint effort and numbers of participants so as to maintain competition in the
development of air pollution technology.

5. That these Plaintiffs be awarded damages against the Defendants, and each
of them, in the sum of One Hundred Million Dollars ($100,000,000.00).

6. That the Plaintiffs In Intervention recover their costs of suit herein and
receive such other and additional relief as is just In the premises.

Dated: September 5,1969.
O'OHx D. MAHABO,

County couNSel.
By DAvm D. Mix,

Assistantt ounty Co•wuel.
Attorneys for Plaintiffs in Intervention.

CErTIFCATE OF SrZaVxc BY MAIL

I hereby certify; under penalty of perjury, that I am and at all times herein
mentioned have been a citizen of the United States and a resident of the County
of Los Angeles, over the age of eighteen years and not a party to nor Interested
in the within action; that my business address Is 648 Hanl of Administration, City
of Los Angeles, County of Los Angeles, State of California;

That on the 5th day of September, 1969, 1 served the attached Notice of Motion
and Motion to Intervene with accompanying documents upon attorneys of record
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for United States of Anerica; Automobile Manufacturers Association, Inc.; Gen-
eral Motors Corporation; Ford Motor Company; Chrysler Corporation; and
American Motors Corporation by depositing a copy thereof, enclosed in a sealed
envelope with postage thereon fully prepaid, in a United States mail box in Los
Angeles, California, addressed an follows:

Raymond W. Phillips, Dept. of Justice, Antitrust Division, 1307 U.S. Court
House, 812 North Spring St., Los Angeles, California 90012. [Attorneys for Plain-
tiff, United States of America].

Gibson. Dunn & Cruteher, Julian 0. von Kalinowski, Paul G. Bower, Robert
E. Cooper, 634 South Spring Street, Los Angeles, California 90014t [Attorneys
for Defendant, Automobile Manufacturers Association, Inc.]

Overton, Lyman & Prince, Carl J. Schuck, 550 X. Flower St., Suite 607, Los
Angeles, Calif. 90017 [Attorneys for Defendant, Ford Motor Company].

Lawler, Felix & Hall, Marcus Mattson, Robert Henigsoon, 605 W. Olympic
Blvd., Sutte 80, Los Angeles, Calif. 90015 [Attorneys for Defendant. General
Motors Corporation].

McCutchen, Black, Verleger & Shea, Philip K. Verleger, William G. Shea, 615
S. Flower St., Suite 1111, Los Angeles, Calif. 90017 [Attorneys for Defendant,
Chrysler Corporation].

O'Melveny & Myers, Allyn 0. Kreps, Girard R. Boudreau, 611 West 6th Street,
Los Angeles, Calif. 90017 (Attorneys for Defendant, American Motors Corpora-
tion].
and that the persons on whom said service was made have their offices at a place
where there is a delivery service by United States mail, and that there is a regu-
lar communication by mail between the place of mailing and the place so
addressed.

Dated: September 5, 1909.
BowrTA Bf. AuEs.

(U.S. District Court, Central District of California]

UwNTED STATES OF AMERICA, PLA.INTIF, v. AUToMoBiLE MANUFACTLTEEK AssO-

CIATION, INC.; GENERAL MOTORS CORP.; FORD MOTOR CO.; CHRYSLER CORP.; AND

AMECAN MoToRs CORP., DEFENDANTS

(Civil No. 69-75-JWC, notice of motion and motion to intervene as plaintiffs)

To the foUowing:

Raymond W. Phillips, Department of Justice, Antitrust Division, 1307 U.S.
Court House, 812 North Spring Street, Los Angeles, California 90012 [Respec-
tively, attorney for Plaintiff, United States of America].

Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher, Julian 0. von Kalinowski, Paul G. Bower, Robert E.
Cooper, 634 South Spring Street, Los Angeles, California 90014 (Respectively,
attorneys for Defendant, Automobile Manufacturers Association, Inc.].

Overton, Lyman & Prince, Carl J. Schuck, 550 South Flower Street, Suite 607,
Los Angeles, California 90017 (Respectively, attorneys for Defendant, Ford
Motor Company].

Lawler, Felix & Hall, Marcus Mattson, Robert Henigson, 605 West Olympic
Boulevard, Suite 800, Los Angeles, California 90015 [Respectively, attorneys for
Defendant, General Motors Corporation].

McCutchen, Black, Verleger & Shea, Philip K. Verleger, William G. Shea, 615
Cooper, 634 South Spring Street, Los Angeles, Calofirnia 90014 [Respectively,
attorneys for Defendant, Chrysler Corporation].

O'Melvey & Myers, Allyn 0. Kreps, Girard E. Boudreau, 611 West 6th Street,
Los Angeles, California 90017 [Respectively, attorneys for Defendant, American
Motors Corporation].

Please be advised that on October 6, 1969, at the hour of 10:00 A.M. or as soon
thereafter as counsel may be heard, the undersigned, County of Los Angeles
(State of California) and the Air Pollution Control District of the County of Los
Angeles (State of California) will make formal motion In Courtroom 10, United
States Court HouseU 312 North Spring Street, Los Angeles, California, to inter-
vene in the above-referenced action.

The County of Los Angeles and the Air Pollution Control District of the County
of Los Angeles move pursuant to Rule 24(a) (2) and Rule 24(b) (2) of the Fed-
eral Rules of Civil Procedure, for leave to intervene as plaintiffs In the above-
entitled action to assert the claims set forth in the proposed Complaint, a copy
of which it attached, on the following grounds:
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1. The claims of the County of Los Angeles and the Air Pollution Control DiS-

triet of the County of LON Angeles contained in the proposed Complaint for Inter-
vention and the claims of the United State. of America in the main action have
substantial questions of law and fact in common. The common questions of law
and fact are whether the Defendants engaged in a combination or conspiracy
to prevent the development and distribution of motor vehicle air pollution con-
trol equipment. Theinteresta of the Intervenors in these common questions of law
and fact, however are different and distinct from the interests of the Plaintiff,
the United States of America. The Plaintiff is concerned about the direct and
immediate results of the common questions of law and fact on free competition
and interstate commerce. Intervenors' Interests, on the other hand, are the direct
and immediate result of the common questions of law and fact on the health and
economic vitality of the residents of the County of Los Angeles. The Plaintiff is
not adequately representing the interests of the Intervenors.

The Intervenors must become a party to the main action so that when the
common questions of law and fact are resolved, the interests of the Intervenors
will be protected by:

(a) Enjoining the combination and conspiracy so that pollution-free motor
vehicles are developed to avoid the diversion of public funds for the purchase
of ineffective motor vehicle air pollution control equipment by the Intervenors as
public end users.

(b) Enjoining the combination and conspiracy so that effective motor vehicle
air pollution control equipment may be developed at a lesser price and thereby
avoid the further diversion of public funds for only partially effective motor
vehicle air pollution control equipment.

L(c) Enjoining the combination and conspiracy which causes ineffective motor
vehicle air pollution control equipment to be marketed and thereby causes sub-
stantial diversion of public funds for medical services made necessary by the
damaging consequences of breathing polluted air by residents of Los Angeles
County.

2. Unless these Plaintiffs are permitted to intervene the United States and
the Defendants may settle this matter by stipulation or otherwise. In such an
event, the facts of the conspiracy will be forever lost to these moving parties and
to all persons who have been damaged by said conspiracy.

Because of the above-enumerated interests in the common questions of law and
fact (preventing the development and distribution of effective motor vehicle air
pollution control equipment), the interests of Plaintiffs in Intervention are
separate and distinct from the interests of the United States of America, and
said Plaintiff cannot alone adequately represent theinterests of the Intervenors.

3. To grant the Motion to Intervene will not unduly delay or prejudice the
rights of the original parties. The Plaintiff can continue to focus on the com-
petition and Interstate commerce implications of the combination and conspiracy.
The Defendants can continue to focus on the common questions of law and fact-
a combination and conspiracy to prevent the development and distribution of
motor vehicle air pollution control equipment. No delay will be caused by inter-
vention. Only prejudice will result If the Motion to Intervene is denied.

JOHN D. MAHAnG,
county Counsel.

By DAVI D. Mix,
A asistat County CounseL

Attorneys for the County of Los Angeles and Air Pollution Control District,

County of Los Angeles.

t[U.S.DIstrict Court, Central District of California]

UNxm STATra OF AMERICA, PLAINTFT v. AUroMorivE MANUFACTumRs ASsOcTA-
TION, INO.: Grusa&L Morons Cow.; Faun Moron Co.; CnHrSLER CORP.; AND
Amzicur MoTons Corn'., DEuNT~wrs

(Civil No. 00-75 JWC memorandlum in support of complaint in intervention
of County of Los Angeles and air pollution control district)

Rlae A4, Pedola Rules of. CivIL Proedumr, is to be broadly construed.
Rule 24(a) (2) of the Federal Rule4 of Civil Procedwe provides Jr interven-

tion of rights as follows:
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"Upon timely application anyone sholl be permitted to Intervene in an
aetioa... (2) when the applicant elalms an Interest relating to the property or
transaction which is the subject of the action and he is so situated that the dis-
position of the action may, as a practical matter, Impair or Impede, his ability to
protect that interest, unless the applicant's Interest is adequately represented by
xlsticing wawtiW10
Rule 24 was amended to its prosent fam In 196. According to the United

States Supreme Court, the purpose of the revision was Iteaded to Inject elasticity
Into the rule and to eliminate the restrictive approach of the older, more rigid
case intermting the rule. Casoade Nat. Gýu v. M Paso Nat. Gao 386 U.S. 129.
Recent cases have applied a very broad interpretation to Rule 24(a) (2). Cocade
Nat. Goat titpr, at pages 1854; Hopson v. Hanso, 44 F.R.D. 18 (D.D.C. 1988);
Nuesae v. (Cam# 385 F. .24 O (PC CUIR 1907).

An absolute right enlst% as In this case, when the Plaintiff in Intervention
claims an interest relating to the property or transaction which is not adequately
represented by existing parties. A reading of Plaintiff In Intervention's com-
plaint reveais that the Plaintiff shares an identical interest with the United
States in the transaction which is the subject of the lawsuit. Credits Commuta-
tion Go. v. U.S., 177 U.S. S11, 315-816; Minot v. Mastin (C.A.A. 8th 1899) 95 F.
7349. 73 In view of the identity of Interest it is essential that the Plaintiff be
entitled to Intervene in order to protect such Interest.

In addition to intervention as of right, Plaintiff In Intervention Is entitled to
permissively Intervene pursuant to Federal Rule 24(b) which provides in part as
follows:

","Upon timely application anyone may be permitted to intervene in an
action . . . (2) when an applicant's claim or defense in the main action is a ques-
tion of law or fact In common."

There is no question Plaintiff in Intervention has several questions of law
and fact in common with the United States relative to the pending action.
Brinkerhoff v. Holland Trost Co. (CCSDNY) 159 F. 911; United States v. Utica,
Chen. d Susquehanna Valley Ry. Co., 48 F. Supp. 908; Central Louisiana Elce.
Co. v. Rural RtectrOicat•on Admtafistraton (W.D.La. 1984) 236 F. Supp. 271.

II

United States Code, title 15, section 5, vests the court with authority to join
parties to a pending action

iUnited States Cede, Title 15, Sec. 5, thereof provides as follows:
"Whenever it shall appear to the court before which any proceeding under sec-

tion 4 of this title may be pending, that the ends of justice require that other
parties should be brdught before the court, the court may cause them to be sum-
maoed, whether they reside in the district in which the court is held or not;
and subpoenas to that end may be served in any district by the marshal thereof."

Plaintiff in Intervention alleges an interest in the vast assemblage of proposed
evidence which the United States will use in its case against the parties defend-
ant but which the United States refuses to divulge to the Plaintiff in Interven-
tion. Pursuant to the authority vested by Title 15, Section 5, the court may bring
in additional parties to any sult brought by the United States. As a practical
matter, Plaintiff alleges that pursuant to this section the Court should exercise
its authority to dispose of all claims arising out of the transaction against the
parties defendant in one litigation. State of Georgia v. Penaylvania Ry. Co., 655
Ct. 716.

Respectfully submitted,
JoHN D. MAHABG,

County Counsel
By DAVID D. Mix,
Assistant County CounseL

C.WMCATU or SnivMio BY MAM

I hereby certify, under penalty of perjury, that I am and at all times herein
mentioned have been a citizen of the United States and a resident of the County of
Los Angeles, over the age of eighteen years and not a party to nor Interested in
the within action; that my business address Is 648 Hall of Administration, City
of Los Angeles, County of Los Angeles, State of California;

That on the 5th day of September, 1969. I served the attached Notice of Motion
and Motion to Intervene with accompanying documents upon attorneys of record
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for United States of America; Automobile Manufacturers Association, Inc.;
General Motors Corporation; Ford Motor Company; Chrysler Corporation; and
American Motors Corporation, by depositing a copy thereof, enclosed in a sealed
envelope with postage thereon fully prepaid, In a United States mail box in
Los Angeles, California, addressed as follows:

Raymond W. Phllippm Dept. of Justice, Antitrust Division, 1807 U.S. Court
House, 312 North Spring St., Los Angeles, California 90012 (Attorneys for Plain-
tiff, United States of America].

Gibson, Dunm & Crutcher, Julian 0. von Kalinowekl, Paul G. Bower, Robert E.
Cooper, 684 South Spring Street, Los Angeles, California 90014 [Attorneys for
Defendant, Automobile Manufacturers Association, Inc.].

Overton, Lyman & Prince, Carl J. Schuek, 5W0 S. Flower St., Suite 607, Los
Angeles, Calif. 90017 [Attorneys for Defendant, Ford Motor Company].

Lawler, Felix & Hall, Marcus Mattson, Robert Heningson, 605 W. Olympic
Blvd., Suite 800, Los Angeles, Calif. 90015 [Attorneys for Defendant, General
Motors Corporation].

McCutchen, Black, Verleger & Shea, Philip V. Verieger, William G. Shea, 615
S. Flower St., Suite 1111, Los Angeles, Calif. 90017 [Attorneys for Defendant.
Chrysler Corporation].

O'Melvny & Myers, Allyn 0. Kreps, Girard E. Boudreau, 611 West 6th Street,
Los Angeles, Calif. 90017 [Attorneys for Defendant, American Motors Corpora-
tion].
and that the persons on whom said service was made have their offices at a place
where there is a delivery service by United States mall, and that there is a regular
communication by mall between the place of mailing and the place so addressed.

Dated: September 5, 1969.
Bo.NrTA M. AurE

RzoOLUTiOw Or BoAan or Supmvisoas, COUNTY OF Los ANGELza

On motion of Supervisor Hahn, uninimously carried (Supervisor Debs being
temporarily absent), it Is ordered that the following resolution be and It is hereby
adopted:

"Whereas, citizens of smog-infested areas throughout the United States were
shocked when United States Assistant Attorney General Richard W. McClaren
announced September 11, 1969 the Department of Justice wants to settle Its suit
based on secret testimony before a Federal Grand Jury that the automobile man-
ufacturers violated the Sherman Antitrust Act by conspiring to restrain and
delay the development and installation of anti-smog devices: and

"Whereas, the County of Los Angeles petitioned the Federal court, requesting
to intervene in the suit against the automobile manufacturers and asking $100.-
000,000 damages for Injuries to the public health and for the cost of the Air
Pollution Control District; and

"Whereas, equal justice under the law means that every person as well as the
largest corporations shall have the law equally applied, and by having this far-
reaching ease settled out of court, the General Motors Corporation, Chrysler Cor-
poration, Ford Motor Company and the American Motors Corporation receive
favored treatment; and

"Whereas, the public interest would be best served by having an open trial
rather than a consent judgment and thereby achieve permanent and satisfactory
relief rather than no relief which could follow a consent judgment:

"Now, therefore, be It resolved that the Board of Supervisors of the County of
Los Angeles hereby respectfully requests President Richard M. Nixon to direct tho
Attorney General to reverse the decision made by his subordinate to settle thG
case. and to direct that a full and open trial proceed as soon as possible in Fed.
eral court;

"Be It further resolved that the Senate and the House of Representatives lie
requested to hold hearings in their appropriate committees on the full aspects of
the Federal Grand Jury findings to learn If the public is being fully protected
and if action to settle the suit out of court is In the best Interest of the citizens
of the United Stoes;

"Be it further resolved that the Executive Officer send copies of this resolution
to all members of the Congress.

"Attest:
"JAMES S. MIZs.

"EMrecutive Of oer and Cie. t of the Board of Supervisors of the County of
Los AmeWee."
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Mr. BDow!1. I note your remark that this authority for research in
this am might be better given to the Department of Transportation
or the Environmental Protection Agency, your reasoning being that
these agencies have superior experience in the handling of Government
contracts. I am not sure I understand your logic there. If this research
were to be done on a contract basis-and incidentally, it is Senator
Tunney's proposal that the Department of Transportation handle this
on a grant or contract or insured loan basis--it is still nevertheless
true that NASA has not only the in-house research capability but far
more experience in the granting of Government contracts over the
last 10 years than either of these Government agencies.

Mr. NASH. My comment was intended to mean they had had more
experience specifically in the automotive area. We really do not have
strong feelings about this as a matter of fact. We simply wanted to
raise the issue because it would seem more natural that this authority
be vested in either the EPA or the DOT which have primary authority
and interest in ground vehicle propulsion systems. I do not have any
particular problem with this being done by NASA and it may be that
they do have superior contracting ability and would be able to apply
a fresh approach to this problem.

Mr. BsowN. Your proposal is not illogical and I am not condemning
it on that basis. I think this committee has been seeking to draw a line
between a reasonable and a responsible role for NASA and the proper
role of a specifically mission-oriented agency.

In general, our feeling is that NASA's role is most appropriate in
connection with the overall research and development of new tech-
nology. But when it gets to the point where decisions have to be made
as to the deployment of a technology that it should go to a mission-
oriented agency. I do not know whether we can draw that line in this
particular area, but we have, of course, both paths being pursued in the
two types of legislation. We would hope that some melding of the two
approaehes coulddbe properly carried out.

Ihave no further comments, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Syxomox. I have one question. You referred to the industries

inflated quotations on the amounts spent on emission controls and
safety. This is something we would like to nail down because I thiiik
DOT testified that something like $1 billion plus had been spent by the
auto companies in order to comply with the Clean Air Act.

What do you think is the reason for the disparity between your esti-
mates of their investments along these lines and their own testimony?
And -how would you support your assessment of what they have been
doing in that area I

Mr. Drrww. The data which is used within this testimony and sub-
mitted for the record is taken directly from the manufacturer's submis-
sion to EPA on their own expenditures for research and development
on emission controls.
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FORD MOTOR CO.. 1967-73 EMISSION RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING VARIABLE, EXPENDITURES AND EQUIVALEN r
HEACOUNT

PiRECT: 12-ALTERNATE POWER SOURCE RESEARCH

IDlar anmnts In tho"usndls

1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973

Fxediues:
Pvse2nnae----------------------82.091 $2 :584 $2.878 $4,427 36,013 $9,096 $11,208
Mob"----------------------- 1.422 1057 2,414 %6054 3,471 7,4 ,6
PuFeoam servics:

Inide ----------------------- 851 at$ I'm 335 BOB 1.939 2,604
Ou .................... 448 406 173 153 303 1,817 3,651

D er expense -.. .......................................................... 2 322 --------------------

Total expoe iturus -------------- 4,812 4,865 6,564 7,969 120994 20,194 24,532

Equivalent heaecunt:
Saaeqd ......................m... 192 212 228 23 386 393 488A 9 ---------------------------------------------- I ----- ---- I...
O•AYMn. ------------------------- 2 7 it 14 19 45 75

Tota squiv#hW head=nt. ------ 194 219 240 253 318 446 567
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Mr. I)rTLOW. We feel those figures are inflated in the sense that they
take into account costs which are not genuinely part of basic research
and development. They include costs of tooling and the certification
work of the motor vehicles themselves.

We have never seen a specific breakdown of their expenditures
other than a large sum-like Chrysler says $3.9 million on alternative
research and GM says $10 million on alternative research. We would
like to see a specific breakdown as to what they are spending on each
of the various versions.

Perhaps this would give this committee a better handle as to what
areas are being neglected by the auto companies. Where they say they
are spending $100 million on catalyst development, obviously that in-
cludes a lot of tooling up and production facilities. Those areas are
being vastly overstated. In the estimate of GM, other research and de-
velopment exceeds research and development on alternatives by 10
to 1.

Mr. NASH. Perhaps an inquiry directly to the auto companies on
the details of their expenditures might be in order.

Mr. SYmINGTOx. We will have an opportunity to question the spokes-
men of the auto industry later, and your proposal is probably a pretty
good idea.

Mr. BRowx. Mr. Chairman, I do not want to take up additional
time with questions but there were some additional points on which I
think we might elicit information. I would like to inquire if the gen-
tlemen would be willing to provide us with responses to written
questions.

Mr. DrrLow. We would be more than glad to do that.
Mr. SYMINaTON. Thank you both very much.
Our next witness is Dr. Robert F. Sawyer, professor of mechanical

engineering at the California University at Berkeley. Dr. Sawyer has
conducted extensive research in fields related to ground propulsion
systems. He has been a consultant to the EPA, the Department of
Transportation, and the National Academy of Sciences; and cur-
rently, Dr. Sawyer heads the technology panel of the National Acad-
emy of Sciences' Committee on Motor Vehicle Emissions.

On behalf of the subcommittee, I welcome you, Dr. Sawyer, and look
forward to your testimony.

[A biqgTaphical sketch of Dr. Sawyer follows:]

Da. ROBEnT F. SAWYER

Dr. Robert F. Sawyer is a Professor of Mechanical Engineering at the
University of California (Berkeley). He teaches undergraduate and graduate
courses and conducts research in the areas of combustion, propulsion, thermo-
dynamics, energy conversion, air pollution, and fires. He currently is investigating
non-equilibrium combustion phenomena under an AFOSR grant, basic combus-
tion characteristics related to air pollution, and fire safety for the National Science
Foundation. His consultant activity includes work for the EPA, NATO, DOT and
the National Academy of Sciences.

Dr. Sawyer is an associate fellow of the American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, a fellow of the British Interplanetary Society. a member of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineeis, Combustion Institute, Air Pollution
Control Association, American Chemical Society, Society of Automative Engi-
neers. American Society for Engineering Education, Sigma Xi, Pi Tau Sigma,
Tau Beta PI, and in a Registered Professional Engineer in the State of California.
He serves on the editorial board of Combustion Science and Technology and is
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chairman of the Western States Section of the Combustion Institute. He serves
on the Advisory Committee on Alternate Automotive Power Systems (President's
Council on Environmental Quality), and heads the Technology Panel of the Na-
tlional Academy of Sciences' Committee on Motor Vehicle Emissions.

Among Dr. Sawyer's publications are papers and reports in the areas of heat
transfer, missile systems, propulsion, proelilants, chemical kinetics, combustion,
air poillution, and fires. He Is coauthor of the book, "'The Performance of Chemical
Propellants."

Dr. Sawyer studied at Stanford University In the Department of Mechanical
Engineering (B.S., 1967, M.S., 19658). His later graduate and doctoral degree work
was at the Guggenheim Aerospace Propulsion Laboratories of the Department of
Aerospace Sciences at Princeton University (M.A., 1963; Ph.D., 1966). He served
as a Rocket Propulsion Research Engineer and Chief of the Liquid Systems
Analysis Section at the Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory (1958-61).

He was born in Santa Barbara, California, on 19 May 1985. Dr. Sawyer served
as an ofileer In the U.S. Air Force. He, his wife, Barbara, and daughters, lisa and
Allison, live In Walnut Creek, California.

STATEMENT OF DR. ROBET F. SAWYER, PROFS• R OF MECHANI-
CAL ENGINUNM G, UNIV BIT OF CALIORIA, DERHELEY,
CALIF.

Dr. SAwY-ER. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am
honored to have been asked to testify before you on H.R. 10392 deal-
ing with research and development on ground propulsion systems. I
would like to :•mphasize that I am speaking as an individual this
morning and that the comments which I shall make do not necessarily
reflect tie views of the National Academy of Sciences' Committee on
Motor Vehicle Emissions or the technology panel-of which I am the
chairman--of that Committee. This group is currently involved in a
study which is not yet complete. Our conclusions will be delivered to
the Congress and the Senate, and I do not in any way want to prejudge
the final conclusions in my remarks.

Similarly, although I have been a member of the Advisory Commit-
tee on Advanced Automotive Power Systems, Council on Environ-
mental Quality, for the past 3 years, my remarks are again my own and
do not necessarily reflect the views of that committee.

I do hope that my perspective of ground propulsion technology and
its needs in the United States will be useful to the committee. Un-
fortunately, there are only a small number of individuals in our coun-
try who work in the field of automotive propulsion technology and are
not associated with the automotive industry or its suppliers. I myself
encountered difficulty in finding consultants to work for me and the
National Academy of Sciences who axe indeed independent of the
industry.

My remarks will be brief, and they will focus upon the status of
automotive engine technology and my concerns that this technology is
neither adequately meeting the needs of the United States nor satis-
factorily answering the challenge of impressive foreign competition.

First, does the Federal Government have a legitmate role in the field
of automotive propulsion technology? It has been suggested by some
that the automotive industry is more than ad equate to the task of
advancing automotive propulsion technology, and that the combined
forces of public pressure, the marketplace, federally mandated in-
centives, or possibly a combination of these is sufficient to bring about
positive advancements without direct involvement by Federal agencies
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in the technology itself. I wish to challenge that view. It is a view
which has been expressed not only by the auto industry but also, I
believe unfortunately, by representatives of the Federal agencieel'as
Chairman Symington has already noted, which appeared befoe earier
hearings of this committee.

This approach as it has been applied to automotive emissions tech-
nology has been most discouraging. Only 25 years after the recognition
of the problem are webeginning to see sig t advances in the con-
trol of automotive emissions Even now, serious qusions remain re-

arding the effectivenes of the control technology which our automo-
bile industry has choen, especially when these vewicles are placed in
the hands of the public. No argument exists that the control of automo-
tive emissions represents an immense expense to the public. I am per-
sonally very uncomfortable that these expenses are being invested in a
technology which is neither optimum nor cost-effective and that fed-
erally mandated controls have bn specified from a very shallow tech-
nological base of understanding within the Government.

Whenever the public welfare is strongly involved, the Federal Gov-
ernment should take a responsible, active position. Automotive propul-
sion technology impacts strongly upon public safety, conservation of
resources, the quality of the environment, and the economic health of
the Nation and therefore should be a legitimate concern of the Federal
Government. Strong Federal roles in such technologies as aeronautics,
atomic energy, astronautics, and health care have clearly been in the
interest of our country and have yielded substantial public benefit. A
large increased investment in energy technology has been initiated, and
will be part of the ERDA program. Automotive propulsion technology
should receive a similar response from the Federal Government.

Even if the concept of an appropriate Federal role limited to regula-
tory activity were accepted, it is important that a strong technological
competence, independent of the industry to be regulated, exist. No such
technological base for making sound regulatory decisions exists in the
United States. What I am saying is that all of the technology or prac-
tically all of it is invested in the auto industry. It is in the public
interest that a more active and substantial contribution be made by the
Federal Government in automotive propulsion technology. Current
expenditures of a few millions of dollars annually are completely in-
consistent with the importance of $100 billion industry or even the
several billion dollar annual cost of automotive air pollution control
systems alone.

With the energy crisis and resulting long overdue concern with the
poor fuel economy of the American automobile, an unfortunate mis-
conception exists that improvement in automotive fuel economy, emis-
sions, and performance cannot be pursued simultaneously-that im-
provement in one characteristic must necessarily be at the expense
of the others. Although to date this unfortunately appears to have been
the result of the approach of the U.S. automobile industry to emissions
control, there is no reason why such tradeoffs are necessary. One should
also'note the overwhelming Importance of vehicle weight upon fuel
economy. If we are serious about improving fuel economy, then atten-
tion must be focused primarily upon reducing the weight of the
vehicle. Until this is done it is specious to express concern over the fuel
economy costs of air pollution control. They are minor. But the
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technology or assuring the sfet.y of l4ghter weight vehicles does indeed
requre special technical attenti•n. T good Ii economy of lower
weight vehicles indeed makes the task of meeting emission control
standards much easier.

The U.S. automobile industry excels in manufacturing technology
and marketing and is to be credited with making the automobile
within the meane of the vast majority of American families. It is
unfortunate that advanced manufacturing technology is used on what
remains a low-technology product. These terms, of course are relative
and require some clarication. Perhaps it is easiest to draw a com-
parison with the aircraft as the contrasting example of a very high
technology product and one, in which, not by chance, Federal invest-
ment in technology played a major role. Examples also exist which
combine advanced manufacturing technology with a high technology
product, the U.S. electronics industry providing an excellent case in
point. Most of the technology of today's automobile is largely un-
changed from that of 50 years ago.

Unfortunately it is the foreign automobile industry which is leading
the way in bringing advanced technology to the production state. I
am disappointed personally that we must go to foreign manufacturers
in order to be able to purchase economical cars with fuel injection,
electronic controls, automated diagnostic equipment, diesel engines,
non-catalvst-based emission control systems, and, soon, the first of
the stratified charge engines.

Mr. STKmIGmTON. I can add something to that because the Toyotapeople and one other company have sent to this country for demon-
stration tests, a safety vehicle with specially manufactured bumpers
and all kinds of interior equipment which is supposed to be able to
withstand a 50-mile-per-hour crash. Yet, it is still a light car.

Dr. SAwYE. It is certainly not impossible to make a lightweight
safe vehicle. It is, however, more difficult to make a large lightweight
safe vehicle.

I am similarily dissatisfied with the U.S. automotive industry for
giving 15 percent of the U.S. market in 1973 to foreign manufactur-
ers; actually it reached 17 percent in January of this year. Apparently
it has occurred simply because of a decision to emphasize production
and marketing of large inefficient automobiles.

Frankly, I have no clear understanding of why the U.S. auto-
mobile in'dustry is unable to or perhaps unwilling to advance propul-
sion technology more rapidly. One cause is probably the size itself of
the t.S. automobile industry. The large investment'in manufacturing
equipment required to make more than 10 million automobiles per
year is not easily or reasonably subject to rapid hange. I have heard
representatives of the automobile idustry state that their investment
in emission control technology is so great that remaining funds for
pVrpulsWon technology development are inadequate. I frankly do not
beleve that statement. Whatever the reason for lack of progress by
the industry, the need and justification for a more substantial and
active contribution by the Federal Government is apparent. The
answer to the first question raised is then, "Yes; the Federal Govern-
ment does have a legitimate and important role in the field of auto-
motive propulsion technology."

36-998---74-----16
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Second, how should this Federal role be fulfilled I I do not have an
answer to this quei but would stroly support the authors of this
legislation in their observation that NASA, particularly the Lewis
Laboratory in Cleveland, has an outstanding, demonstrated technical
competence which could well be employed in a Federal program deal-
ing with research and development on ground propulsion systems. The
administrative and technical leadership which Mr. John Brogan, who
appeared before this committee in February, of the Environmental
Protection Agency has demonstrated in his organization and execution
of the alternative automotive power systems program is praiseworthy
and this program and key personnel should be part of any Federal
automotive propulsionprogram. The likely activation of ERDA does
not diminish the need for the proposed work but does appear to com-
plicate the administrative structure of this legislation.

I appreciate this opportunity to speak bef-ore your committee and
welcome your questions if I canbe of further assistance.

Mr. SxyLmxTow. I certainly thank you Dr. Sawyer for your state-
ment. It gives us something to think about here.

Mr. Brown, do you have any questions?
Mr. BRowN. I just wish to express my appreciation for this testi-

mony, also. I think it is excellent. I would like to be able to submit
some questions in writing at a later date if it is possible to do so.

Dr. SAWYER. I would be quite willing to accept those. I have avoided
technical details in my presentation and, since that is my field, if you
have technical related questions I would be happy to answer them.

Mr. BRowN. I note your point as to the strong impact on the public
welfare by the automotive industry and the comparison with other
areas in which the Federal Government has taken a role such as the
health care system and, of course, the technical fields of aeronautics,
atomic energy, and astronautics. I was intrigued by your reference to
the health care system because the Congress has been deeply involved
now for some years in trying to rationalize the national health care
system, which again is a major industry in this country, perhaps in
the $100 billion range, and with a very large group of dedicated profes-
sionals whose commitment is to the public welfare, and yet the public
welfare does not seem to be as adequately served as it should be. I
think this is a very close comparison with the situation in the auto-
mobile industry.

Automobile companies, 'as with the doctors. are becoming quite
wealthy and have been among the more prosperous elements of our
society. Yet, we find transportation and health being areas of in-
creased Federal concern. I am intrigued why this should be so just
from a philosophical point of view. What is wrong with our great
systems of supplying these human and technical services which does
not allow us to meet the needs in a more effective fashion. You may
wish to comment on that although it may require greater time than
is available.

Dr. SAWYER. That is certainly a field in which I am not active but
I would point out that Federal assistance to technological innovation
and health care has been substantial. We now begin to see engineers
working on health care systems which I think is a very productive
effort and the Federal contribution has been very useful.
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I would like to add one thing, one parenthetical remark regarding
the very impressive Japanese advancements in the automobile tech-
nology field.

As an engineering educator I find that both the Japanese Govern-
ment and industry send excellent students to my university to study
for a period of 1 to 2 years, fully paid by their companies or the
Government itself. These students return to Japan to play an active
role in the development of these very advanced technology engines
which are so interesting at the present time. I have never had a student
paid by the U.S. automobile industry come to study at our university.

Mr. SYMIrOTON. There were echoes in your testimony, and in some
of the preceding testimony, of something that was mentioned 4 or 5
years ago in our Science and Technology Panel which appears annu-
ally before the Science and Astronautics Committee and is given a
general subject to address, such as "Technology and the Urban
Crisis." I think that is the one at which John Gardner was the key-
note speaker, and other public figures from all over the world were
also in attendance. There was one gentleman who pointed out that
Henry Ford with his Model T had prepared a stock chassis that
could accommodate whatever improvements in engines and comfort
over the years would likely come along. That seemed to be a fairly
good way to have a car for a long time, too. Then he said that Alfred
Sloane came along with the idea of the annual model change so that
people would be dissatisfied with last year's cars and would want
this year's car. And this caused a competition in cosmetic changes.
changes in the appearance of cars but not a tremendous amount of
energy was expended in other technical improvements. Chrysler did
have a few things that came along like the overdrive and certain
engine improvements but they did not really address themselves to
safety. I think the one car that was built for safety was a big bomb,
the Tucker. People sort of laughed even then at the idea of tech-
nology for safety. And why were they allowed to laugh? The com-
panies laughed with them. They did not caution themselves and soci-
ety that this is something we probably ought to think about, even
when annual deaths would go from 20 to 50,000 and the injuries andthe maiming and the tragedies would be many times more than that.

So finally we have reached a point where society has decided to
address itself to these things and what we are looking for is the right.-relationship; that is, between Government, industry, and the people.
It was testified earlier today that people will generally accept what
they are encouraged to believe is available with minimuim discomfort
anddanger. It is not fair to stand back and say well, we are just giving
the people what they want. They.have to know what the true alterna-
tives would be, given an aggressive technology, to be able to make a
concise and informed decision intelligently as to what they want.
Would you agree I

Dr.. SAWYME. Very much so, and I think we are quite fortunate in
having the foreign competition to give the American buyers a choice.

Mr. SYMmNGTON. You see, the pressures on people in elective office
are very great to extend their enthusiasm for sudden change, or even

* slow change, because we are warned about the dislocations which
would affect the stock market and the industry itself. And, of course,
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the labor unions, although they consist of consumers also, they fear the
greater danger is the kind of distortion in the economy forced on the
industry by dem~ands from the Government which would cause them to
lose jobs. The, independent dealers and the oil companies generally
point out the hazards of auto emission controls because it adds to the
price of the car and reduces fuel economy. I think you have stated you
do not think that is the major reason for increased costs but they
insist that it is.

And so, it is a bit of a dilemma. There is a great deal of reluctance
in the national community to accept changes insisted upon by the
Federal Government in their lives and in this area particularly. The
Federal Government can really break its pick in its attempt to assist
on changes; the people who insist on those things will get bumped out
of office because they are making impossible demands on the taxpayer
and the consumer--impossible, at least in the range of their under-
standing. They cannot accept these things.

So, really it comes down, in one sense, ironically, to a substantiation
of DOT's opinion that the auto industry has the action because with-
out a conscientious approach to the resolution of these problems, it is
almost outside the capacity of Government to deal with them effec-
tively. They have to, really, in one sense, come from the industry. The
industry has to welcome and encourage scientific and teclimoogical
innovations within its own ranks. It has to be willing to devote a con-
siderable portion of its profits to improving the cleanliness of the car,
the engine safety of the vehicle, and so forth. It has to pretty much
do it whether the public asks for it or not because we know the public
will not ask for it as long as they are concerned about cost and as long
as we can keep the death level down to 50,000 a year in a nation of 200
million people, people just have not reached a threshold of resistance
to that pattern.

So, I think even you would agree, wouldn't you, that the automobile
industry has a tremendous responsibility and, regardless of all the
argumentation we have been presented with, they have not really yet
met it.

Dr. SAwym. The automobile industry, of course, 'has the huge
resources which will have to be brought to beer to solve the tech-
nologial problems. I think the Government can, at best, hope to
provide some leverage to move the technology by demonstrating that
there are alternatives which may be better. And the public then seeing
these alternatives will in turn demand that the automobile industry
bring them into production.

Mr. SYxiOTO6N. The industry insists that the demands Government
makes on them---of course, they would include in that any tax we place
on the inefficient car-are causing higher prices for cars. They go to
their consumers and say, "Look what the Government is doing to us,
to you. We have to charge another $100 a year." But aren't you saying
that if they retooled for a smaller car, considering the effect of added
weight on the efficiency of the car and on the cost of the car initially,
because of materials, that they could probably bring car costs down
to a point where with the addition of the latest state-of-the-art in
auto emissions and in safety, that it would still be within the general
and expectable range of cost to the consumer.

Dr. SAwYER. Yes. I think with a move toward a smaller car one
has a much more economical car both in the first cost and in the operat-
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ing cost. I think it is unfortunate that the consumer is not forced to
pay for his entire gasoline supply for 100,000 miles before he buys
the car because perhaps that is the only way one can drive home
the expense of the gasoline, which now about matches the initial costof the car.Mr. Sthew. It seems to me they are kind of hanging on for

some reason. If you look at the TV adds of the major automobile manu-
facturers, for a while they were very quiet about their large vehicles
but now they seem to have gained back some of their old enthusiasm
saying, "You know, there are some families who have to have at
least a medium-size car and some do better with a big car." Then
they throw in some eye wash. In the end as a matter of fact, they
suggest the large cars are really more eclient and economical, and
"try it, you'll like it," that sort of thing, making the public say, "wel
I guess everything is all right, King Faisal is behaving again and
we'll have a decent friendshi* and I want to get a big car.a

I suppons we will have a chance to ask the spokesman for the auto-
mobile industry why they think that is a fruitful approach at this
particular time.

Dr. SAwom . I am certain the answer is that it is a comfortable
approach. They know how to make profits with that type of market
and it is simply what they are used to doing.

In being critical of the auto industry, I am also in not too veiled
a fashion critical of some of the Government agencies who are
responsible for regulating the auto industry. I think many times they
view only the control functions and do not have an adequate back-
ground in the technological aspects to specify controls which indeed
will accomplish what they set out to accomplish. It is important to
assure there is a base of good technological competence within the
Government control agencies. One way to do this is to have the Gov-
ernment involved in research and deelopinent technology. Automat-
icaelly there then are experts within the Government avidlable to the
control agencieu s

Mr. Sadae oTn . Counsel would like to ask a question.
Mr. HAsmsLt . One of the earlier witnesses before the subcommittee

from the Department of Transportation indicated that the Federal
Government should not attempt to duplicate, nor could it reasonably
be expected to duplicate, the enormous resources of the automobile
industry. I think his testimony was to the effect that what the Gov-
enmient really should do is try to provide incentives to the industry
to make all of these changes in terms of fuel economy and pollution
control. But your statement indicates that most of the technological
advances in recent years have been made abroad and not in this
country.

It seems to me that one big incentive would be provided by the fact
that the car manufacturers from abroad are making these advances.
It seems to me that alone should bring a lot of competitive pressure
on the domestic automobile industry. I do not quite understand why
that has not happened. Do you have a theoryI

Mr. S.AWYmR I am quite certain it has not happened in the past
because they are addressed to different markets. The foreign auto-
mobiles have been predominantly small, usually low performance vehi-
cles. The American automobile inutyhas not, until very recently,
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tried to compete in that market. They have simply been very happy
to take on the large car market, and let the small car market go to the
forei',n manufacturers. So I do not think there really has been a
direct competition, just in the overlapping region where people move
from the large American car to the smalL foreign car.

Now, indted all of the large manufacturers have cars in this size
range which are in fairly direct competition with the foreign cars. This
is only a very recent advent and these cars indeed will have to compete
on a technologically comparable basis or they will not be successful.

I do not mean to imply that Detroit has no advanced technology
ready to go. I have visited Detroit on numerous occasions during the
last 6 months. I am going to Japan next month. I have seen in Detroit
substant•il advances especially in the field of stratified charge engines.
When these will come into production though seems to be a very ques-
tionable thing. I do not know what incentive can be provided to speed
up this process.

Mr. y•ylNcnroN. Of course the Clean Air Act was an incentive, but
it has been weakened for what appeared to the Congress to be good
and sufficient reasons, pressed by the auto industry, indicating their
inability to make these accommodations until later on in the seven-
ties. That is an example of one kind of leverage we can impose. It
is a law saying you have to make it by this time period; and that ap-
peared to be unrealistic and so we extended it. Another would be a tax
of some kind on emissions which they would resist with the same
intensity because it would have the same effect.

In a way we are just sort of feeling our way along here. We do rec-
ognize that the auto industry has its small car line, something I felt
was long overdue, because for the last decade I have found it pref-
erable to have a small car and have always found at least one Ameri-
can company which could produce one.

I hate to see a return to the big car psychology. I kn -w people like
to travel-with all their kids but I have seen it happen in Europe that
they're a little squeezed up in there, but they are there, and all their
belongings are on the roof. I guess. Also, there are other ways of
moving about, the idea of taking your car to a certain place on a train,
or going and picking up a car. I am not sure that we have to go fromcoast to coast in cars, but those are just idle thoughts.

Dr. SAwYER. I agree with you completely and I think it is most un-
fortunate that the Federal Government lost the leadership role in
promoting fuel economy by declaring that the energy crisis was over
and not by establishing perhaps quotas on imports so that our self-
sufficiency would be accelerated by keeping the American public away
from inefficient automobiles.

Mr. SY-INoTow. The auto manufacturers would love that and the
labor unions, too, but would they have been able to meet the differ-
ence? If we had insisted as a Government on cars of that size and
weight, we would have run into, I think, insurmountable pressures.
Of course. we are getting into another area of hypothesis Pnw, but
I think it is a good thing that we did not cut imports. We might
have found ourselves becoming satisfied with what we were able to
produce here profitably regardless of the nature of the vehicle pro-
duced.

Dr. SAwYRm. I meant import of fuel.
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Mr. SYmiNOroN. Excuse me.
Dr. SAWYER That is to sustain the shortage of fuel to encourage the

public to think more about fuel economy.
Mr. Sywiwowo. I don't think that would have worked either.
Dr. SAWYER. Well, sir, sooner or later we will have a disastrous situ-

ation in which we simply run out of fuel, and it is better that we face
it sooner and gradually, rather than precipitously.

Mr. SYMINoTOw. I think, of course, the pressures on Government
cause it, as sort of a natural survival instinct, to keep trying to re-
assure people that there isn't enough fuel. The other end of the
spectrum would be to deliberately withhold fuel and see how tough it
is. That would last a very short time, I think; certainly one congres-
sional election's worth. [Laughter.]

Mr. Brown?
Mr. BROWN. I was going to comment along a similar line. I think

that we only seem to 'be able to make large-scale policy decisions under
the impact of some crisis. The impact of the aborted fuel crisis did
result in the largest shift in demand for small cars that this Nation
has probably every seen.

But that crisis, as you correctly point out, will be with us for a much
longer time. It needs to be viewed in its totality.

I have no feeling that we cannot cope with this if we merely
recognize that we have to. I think back to the period during World
War II in which overnight we ceased the production of all automobiles
and transformed the companies to building tanks and airplanes. Now,
we don't want to build tanks today, but we might want to build small
automobiles. It can be easily done if there is a sense of national urgency
about it and some degree of leadership which, as other witnesses have
testified, has not been forthcoming from this Congress. But it has not
been forthcoming from a lot of other places either. It is my hope that
this vacuum of leadership can be filled and we can help to create a
sense in the American public of the things which need to be done. I am
completely confident that if the American public is aware of what
needs to be done-and American industry-that they can do it. There
is no lack of capability to do these things.

Mr. SYMixGT•ON. The gentleman has called to mind William James'
suggestion that we need a moral equivalent to war in order to do the
right thing during peacetime. We need to make peace a heroic venture,
fnd I suppose a certain amount of heroism is involved in trying to
discipline ourselves in this fashion.

I think even the auto industry as it looks ahead 40 years-as I said
earlier, that is a long time, and an awful lot of people will retire before
that time on their pensions-but they will certainly have other forms
of propulsion by that time one way or the other. The sooner the better
because we have to get here from there. We have to get into the 1980's
with some confidence that people can propel themselves around in
satisfactory vehicles, and the purpose of these hearings is to determine
whether or not the right kind of thought is being given to this.

Mr. BROWN. May I just inquire, Mr. Chairman, of the witness with
regard to the timing of the National Academy of Scences' study with
which he is connected. Do you expect that to be forthcoming shortly?

Dr. SAWYER. There are several National Academy of Sciences'
studies. The one which I am associated with addresses emission stand-
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ards and the fuel economy costs of meeting emission standards. It is to
be delivered to the Congress on the 1st of October.

Mr. BRowN. Is it the one commissioned by the Senate I
Dr. SAwr. Yes, to guide them in poesible changes of the auto

emission standards.
Mr. BnowN. On the health effects I
Dr. SAWYFR No, purely with the technology of automotive emissions

control.
Mr. BiowN. Is there a separate study on health effects?
Dr. SAWYE. Yes.
Mr. BnowN. But the study is also due, as you indicated, in October?
Dr. SAwyR I believe so. And there is yet a third study in the area

of cost 'benefits which I believe is due a month before that.
Mr. BROWN. So all three studies will actually be forthcoming then

byeearly fall?
Dr. SAWYr.I Yes.
Mr. B3owx. Thank you.
Mr. SYXniTON. Thank you very much, Dr. Sawyer, for your

testimony.
The committee will meet again tomorrow at 10 a~m. in this room.

Tomorrow will be "Industry 1ay." The subcommittee will hear the
testimony of representatives of major automobile manufacturers.

Today s meet9 is adjourned.
[Whereupon, the subcommittee was adjourned at 11:45 a.m., to

reconvene Wednesday, the 12th of June 1974, at 10 a.m.]
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The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment, in room 2325, Ray-
burn House Office Building, Hon. James W. Symington (chairman)
presiding.

Mr. SI-xMNGTox. The subcommittee will be in order.
This is tbesecond day in our current set of hearings on H.R. 10392,

a bill to Futhorize- NASA, to conduct research on ground propulsion
systems.'

We have invited representatives of the major U.S. automobile manu-
facturers to testify on the research and development activities of their
companies, looking toward the development of improved engines in
terms of fuel economy, clean emissions, and performance.

We also want to explore with them the appropriate role of the
Government in research of this type.

We will begin by hearing a statement by Mr. Sydney L. Terry, vice
president, Corporate Responsibility and Consumer Affairs, of the
Chrysler Corp. Welcome, Mr. Terry; will you introduce your
colleagues 1t

[A biographicallsketch of Mr. Terry follows:]
X.L mnsv x L. Tanay

Sydney L. Terry, vice president, public responsibility ;nd consumer affairs,
directs Chrysler OCporao•on's automotive safety relations, environmental rela-
tions, and consumer affairs programs. The oMce he heads also keeps the company
alert to its policies and responsibilitles in such areas as customer service and
energy conservation.

Appointed April 1, 1974, he had- been vice president, environmental and safety
relations

Terry's work and academic background includes:
Vice President, Environmental and Safety Relations, July, 1971-March,

1974.
Vice President, Salety and Emissions, May, 1970-July, 1971.
Vice President, Engineering January, 1968-May, 1970.
Director, =rin, 1968.
Director, aering Operations, 1966.
Executive Assistant to Group Vice President; International Operations,

1961.
Director, Corporate Product Plumning, 19M8.
Executive Assistant to Director, Corporate Product Volume Planning,

196&
Clief of Section, Engineering Product Planning and Programming, 1956.
Chief of Section, Engineering Msanagement Planning, 1956.

(245)
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Chief, Interior Styling, 1966.
Department Head, Color and Fabric Studio, 1952.
Assistant (hief Engineer, Dodge Division, 1950.
Laboratory Engineer, Gear Functions, 1946.
Project Engineer, Development Design, 1945.
Project Engineer, Engine Installation Modification Center, 1944.
•'rOJeet Sgineer, Mtrvnft Engine Design, 1941.
Student Enginer, Chrysler Corporatien, 1941.
Master of Seience, automotive engineering, Chrysler Institute, 194U.
'Bachelor of Science, engineering, Stanford University, 1941.
Central High School, Tulsa, Okla.

Terry is a director Of the SocietY of Automotive Engineers and a mot chairman
of its Technical Board. He Is chariMn of the Engineering Advisory and Safety
Standards committees of the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association (MVMA).
He belongs to the Engineering Society of Detroit and serves on the advisory board
to the Umiversty of Detrit College of Engineering and the board of directors of
the National safety council.

He ts a member of Phi Beta Kappa and Ttu Beta P1 honorary societies
He belongs to Delta %au Delta fraternity, the Detroft Athletic Club, Otsego

Ski Club Wnd the Country Club of Detroit.
"Terry was born April 5, 1920 In Huntsville, Alabama. He Is married and has

six children. The INrrys reside In Grosee Pointe Farms, Michigan.

STATEXW OF SYDNEY L. TERRY, VICE PRE, ENT, PUBLIC RZ-
SPOlISIR3ITY AND CONSU0 M AFAIRS O THE CHRYSLER
CORP.

Mr. I'my. My name is Sydney L. Terry, and I am vice president for
public responsibility and consumer affairs for Chrysler Corp. With
me is George J. Huebner, Jr., director of research, product planning,
and development staff. And on my right is Mr. Victor Tomlinson,
staff attorney.

We welcome the invitation and opportunity to express our views
on H.R. 10392, a bill authorizing NASA to build up research on ground
propulsion vehicles. In your letter of invitation addressed to us you
expressed a desire to review the work being dqne on conventional
automotive engines as well as alternative concepts and the prospects
for clean emissions characteristics, fuel economy, and performance.

Research and development work at Chrysler Corp. has increased
steadily in scope and size over the 50 years of corporate history and
Chrysler has had for many years what we believe to be a well-deserved
reputation for superior research and engineering results.

Our primary business is automotive transportation and the results
of our efforts in the fields of research and development have been di-
rected toward the optimization of automotive vehicle systems and
components. Extensive research and development work has gone on
to improve the efficiency, durability, and driveability of automotive
propulsion systems. When the role of automotive emissions in smog
formation was first discovered, research was undertaken at Chrysler
to determine possible means of controlling or eliminating undesirable
components of exhaust gas. In addition, Chrysler took a leading role
in the scientific work to develop measurements and testing methods
in cooperation with the California authorities.

Research on alternate powerplants has been a continuous activity.
We have explored the potential of new and hopefully superior en ines
and transmissions. We have utiliw•dehe successful results of this re-
search and development in act aal powerplants that can -be manufac-
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tured and sold, and that give the economy, convenience, safety, and
durability our customers demand.

Research and development work has also been actively pursued in
those other areas of automotive transportation requirements which
are essential characteristics of the automobile business.

This requires, of course, that the automobile transport people and
$oods from one place to another safely and efficiently with the max-
imum of comfort. It requires that our customer's investment is appeal-
"ing in its appearance and appointments, and that the customer receive
the maximum benefit for his rather substantial investment.

The target of a major portion of research and development work
done at Chrysler over the last half century has been the engine and
drive train. The list of alternate engines carefully explored covers the
range of every type and variation ,ofpowerplant being discussed today
which can show promise for the future.

We have investigated diesels of various types, steam systems, rotary,
Stirlmng engines, and gas turbines. We bave considered radial, hori-
zontal, stratified charge, and supercharged spark ignition engines, as
well as L-type engines, overhead valve engines, two-stroke engines,
four-stroke engines, and many others. Each has been subjected to care-
ful scientific and technical research and development work. Each has
been carefully conpared on a ,point~y-point basis with the spark
ignition piston engine, which is still the worldwide standard of com-
parison for automotive powerplants.

Work being done at Chrysler on conventiona. engines is concerned
primarily with reducing undesirable exiiaust emissions and, at the
same time, improving engine efficiency. It is unfortunately true that
these two objectives are sometimes counter to each other by natural
laws which we can only try to circumvent but which we cannot change.

Thus, the increasing stringency of emissions regulations plus the
weight increases due to safety regulations has resulted in a gradual
erosion over the past few years of the basic fuel economy of U.S. cars.
We have measured fuel economy deterioration of between 7 percent
to 22 percent over the past 5 years, depending on the model and the
particular fuel economy test.

Next year we expect to show a slight improvement overall in fuel
economy due to our work on engine efficiency, the development of
lower axle ratios, and wide-spread use of radial tires. But if the re-
quired NO. emissions-NO. , meaning oxides of nitrogen--continue to
be lowered, according to present regulations, fuel economy will suffer.
Fuel economy losses of as much as 20 to 30 percent have resulted with
some of our advanced emission control systems aimed at meeting the
0.4 gram per mile NO. requirement contained in the 1970 Clean Air
Act.

An alternative variation of the conventional engine which shows
promise of substantial economy improvement with good emissions is
the stratified charge principle.

About 20 years ago, we be¶an to work with Texaco on what came to
be called the Texaco controlled combustion system, or TCCS, engine.
Combustion is managed in the cylinder so that a rich mixture of fuel
and air is injected into one zone of the cylinder and ignited. It burns
rapidly and causes to burn at a lower temperature the more diluted
mixture that spreads into the rest of the chamber. This varying mix-
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ture and temperature produce fewer emissions than the uniform mix-
ture in a conventional engine. This pattern of burning also uses some
25 percent less ,fuel than that of the conventional engine. But that
advantage is sacrificed, as better fuel economy is a conventional engine
is, as emission controls approach the stringency required by the 1977
standuds. We do have a four-cylinder TCCS engine on a Cricket, and
we continue to work with it.

The other type of stratified charge engine is the Honda version,which employs two burning chambers. A small amiount of rich mixture
is ignited in a small pre-chamber and fired like a torch into a larger
quantity of lean mixture in the main part of the cylinder. We had
looked at this principle off and on for several decades, but Honda was
the first to apply the principle to a production vehicle. Honda an-
nounced about a year ago that it would soon offer for sale a four-
cylinder stratified charge engine on itsCivic model.

We signed an agreement with Honda last fall to study the Honda
engine on two Civics and on adaptations to two 350 cubic inch V-8's,
for Honda had begun to adapt the engine to a larger car. That adapta-
tion was far from being ready to put on a mass-production line.

Building a new valve system-which means essentially rebuilding
the whole top of the enamne2 as we are trying now to do for our six-
and eight-eylinder models--is a delicate and time-consuming develop-
ment process. Honda's success with a four-cylinder is of more in-
spirational than practical value as we try to apply the principle to a
larger engine.

We are continuing to study both stratified charge engines. They have
good advantages. They are cleaner. The TCCS engine can run on
diesel fuel and kerosene as well as gasoline. But it does not get signifi-
cantly better mileage than today's mileage of a conventional engine
if it bears all the emission control equipment it needs-basically
the same complement as the conventional engine does-to meet the
1976-77 emission standards.

Perhaps the most ambitious and farsighted powerplant research
project ever undertaken by any automobile company has been Chrys-
ler's work on the automotive gas turbine. We believe that it shows
promise of meeting passenger car powerplant objectives in a way

cgive it substantial advantages over all other powerplants used

ut- in order to achieve those very significant advantages, it is nkees-
sary to depart completely from current automobile industry power-
plant engmieering and manufacturing principles and practices.

Such development work is necessarily a very costly long-term proj-
ect. It requires not only scientific and engineering discovery and inven-
tion but will eventually require that new types of manufacturing and
processing techniques be developed.

Much pro - -.sshlas been achieved on the gas turbine. In 1963, 50 ex-
perimental turbine cars were hand built and then loaned to randomly
selected users throughout the country for their evaluation. We learned
much during this 2-year experiment. Drivers liked turbines and
from the technical standpoint sufficient information was obtained to
enable us to plan our future development steps in a logical manner.

As with all fuel burning powerplants, the turbine has had problems
with oxides of nitrogen emissions. The turbine exhaust is very clean
from the standpoint of unburned hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide.
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However, even though oxides of nitrogen were only a fraction of those
emitted by an uncontrolled spark i0id engine, they were higher
than that permitted by the Clean Air Act of 1970-and for a number
of yers of frustrating work, it did not seem possible to lower them.

EPA has r, on the basis of tests, that the oxides of
nitrogen regulations levels currently required by the Clean Air ActAmendment of 1970 are more strineAt than .re for health or
atmospheric conditions. uAL-ouhb, SA bas p~ublicy expressed this

position no change in uired O, levels has yet been made in the
law. If the law s ch e a new NO. standard in the am of 2
grams per mile stiý Rw believe that the automotive gas tur-
bine will be able to meet such revised standards with an ample margin
of safety.

In addition to our own continuing research we were granted a
contract by the EPA's Advanced Automotive Power Systems Group
approximately 1% years aWo to supply several of our latest turbine
engines to serve as a baseline powerplant on which to evaluate the
results of turbine component research done independently of Chrysler
efforts. The initial objective of this contract was to meet the emissions
requirements of the Clean Air Act Amendment of 1970 with a margin
of safety of approximately 50 percent. In 1973, this objective was
modified to include a requirement for substantial improvement in
fuel economy over that of the spark ignition engine.

We are redesigning and upgrading the Chrysler engine. Initial
component tests indicate that improved efficiency goals seem to be
achievable.

As part of the effort under this contract the Lewis Laboratories of
NASA, under an interchange agreement with EPA, is contributing tothe aerodynamic development of turbine elements such as the compres-sor, turbine wheels, nozzles, and air passages. NASA's skill and experi-

ence in the fields of thermodynamics, heat transfer, fluid mechanics,
and aerodynamics will contribute substantially to achieving program
objectives.

We welcome NASA's interest in the automobile with enthusiasm and
hope. Its work in aviation has given our aircraft industry such a good
technical foundation that it leads the world in sales-the marketplace
indicator of quality.

Until now, the automobile industry has had only its own research on
which to grow. Under its own steam--or spark-it has given the
United States the most responsive system for moving people in the
world. But we have challenges now that we would be delighted to have
NASA help us meet.

The impetus of the Clean Air Act-and lately that of the line at the
gas station-demand that the development of many years be done in
a few months. This is not a good way to rebuild a complicated machine.

NASA is very good at the sort of long-range basic research we need
badly now.

We would like to have NASA's skill and experience. We cannot
afford to follow all the directions in which research ought to be done.
We have to be selective.

For example, we would like to know more about how to manipulate
the burning in a cylinder or combustion chamber. We might be able
to build a better stratified charge engine. We would, like to know more
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about the wear of parts in hotter engines or differently designed en-
gines. We want to know more about diferent shapes of turbine blades
to get the best foil and air flow through a turbine. We need lower cost
materials with which we can raise cycle temperatures to even higher
levels for geater fuel economy.

We believe the automotive industry i- then well suited to take the
results of this research, and actually design and develop engines for
mass production and deliver them to the public as a part of a desirable
automobile. That is the function of private industry in our country.

The most effective way of achieving an automobile-or a variety_-
that is clean, efficient, and economical is a thoughtful division of re-
search and development work between Government and industry. We
do not want to compete with NASA. We like the working relationship
we have with the EPA for research and development, and we hope,
that if NASA is empowered to do automotive research our relation-
ship with NASA will be as friendly and productive as it has been for
more than a decade in the manned space program.

Thank you very much.
Mr. SyxnraTON. Thank you, Mr. Terry, for your very illuminating

and thoughtful statement.
The research you do with EPA is, of course, largely directed toward

solution of the emissions problems; is it not?
Mr. TRRy. They have added fuel economy into the requirements for

the turbine. As I mentioned in my statement, the contract includes a
requirement for a substantial improvement in fuel economv as well. It
was added after the beginning of the program. Initially, tile program
was aimed at lowering emissions. But they also now recognized the im-
portance of fuel economy.

Mr. SYxmro'roN. Do you feel if NASA were to engage in this kind of
long-range research that that would either be duplicative or counter-
productiveI

You testified you feel it would be helpful, but I would like to explore
that point.

Mr. T=RY. No, sir. The EPA program is aimed at development of
specific powerplants which can be put into cars now. They are tested
with emission levels now and reach certain fuel economy levels now.

So if they actually have a car with an engine in it they say here is
what we have done with our research. We do not think it would be
duplicative in the sense we are talking about NASA doing long-range
basic research to contribute to the solution of these problems.

Mr. SximroN. Very good.
Now just for the record, how much are you spending annually in

your work with EPA to solve the current problems of emissions'and
fuel economy?

Mr. Timr. You mean the turbine work with EPA or all the work on
alternate powerplants which is independent?

Mr. SyimnaTo. Would you give both figures, if you can ?
Mr. Tnmzy. Yes. Plus the little bit we are doing with SES on steam

was $3.9 million. That is independent of the EPA work. It is independ-
ent and does not go on our regular budget.
. The amount we are spending for 1973 on the EPA contracts is $1.8

million. We expect to spend in 1974 $2.9 million.
Mr. SXIwN'oi. That is the turbine
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Mr. Tmmy. Ye. Plus the little bit we are doing with SES on steam
powerplants. We are assisting SES.Mr. Syxxxe~ON.x It is $1.8 million for your work with EPA on tur-
bine enginesI

Mr. Tnmm. Yes; $1.8 in 1978 and $2.9 in 1974, respectively. A few
hundred thousand dollars of that is to SES, but mainly it is for theRPA program.

Mr. SYMIxGTox. How many personnel of yours would be involvedin thatI
Mr. Tmur. I will have to ask Mr. Huebner.
• Mr. Humx. On EPA at present there are 66 people.
Mr. Sy=GTON. Looking at page 3 of your statement where you

reviewed the various engine systes, in the first paragraph, just so I
can understand it, is that kind of investigation included in the figureyou gave me I

Mr. TmutT. No, sir.
Mr. SyxxNGTOx. If not, how much are you devoting to that?
Mr. TRRY. The top paragraph on page 3 is aimed at covering the

wide range of investigations we have made on all kinds of power-
plants over a long period of time. We try to confine ourselves to actual
development and engineering work on engines which we feel have
promise for utilization in the near-term future and which we think
might be developed. Engines that have some chance of becoming prac-
tical in automobiles in the foreseeable future.

This rules out a great many of the kinds of powerplants which are
listed there.

Mr. SyxjOuToN. What would be a typical annual expenditure for
that kind of short-term research?

Mr. Tmuiy. Our expenditure for alternate powerplants in 1973 was
$3.9 million.

Mr. SYMrxGTOv. I understand now.
By the way, in the first paragraph on page 3 of your statement, you

mention that each of the aforementioned systems has been carefully
compared on a point-by-point basis with the piston engine. Is that
comparison complete?

Mr. Tzmw-. In a great many cases, the engines are put on a paper
study. We have people who have sufficient experience that we can take
the results of such paper studies and say it is not worth doing any
more development work on that engine.

Mr. SYxi-nTON. In other words, you have already rejected some of
the approaches which you were addressingI

Mr. TwwY. Yes, sir, at least for the present. You understand how-
ever, that we can always have future developments which can cliange
our minds.

Mr. SymxTrOiv. The $3.9 million is spent mostly on systems which
you think have some potential for reasonably short-term exploitations t

Mr. TZmty. Yes.
Mr. SYxINGTON. So really you are not devoting very much, if any-

thig, toward long-term engine research f
Mr. T-m. I'm not sure I understand your question.
Mr. SYINxGTO. I think what you testified--or at least as I under-

stand your testimony-Ahat Chrysler spending about $3.9 million on
automobile engine research--that is, alternatives to the piston engine--
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but that almost all of that sum Ia spent on engine alternatives, whichwould seem to provide some hope of being employed in the near term

Mr. TaZr. Yes, sir. Mr. Huebmer would like to comment.
Mr. Hu•amm. Let's review some of these things from the past, Mr.

Symington. For example, we spent several years working with fuel
cells as a means of automotive propulsion. We are not working on fuel
cells at the present time because they do not appear to be practical even
in the long-range future from the automotive standpoint.

Many of these alternate powerplants come under that category. We
are and have taken very long term projects. For example, we have
been working very seriously on the automotive gas turbine for well
over 20 years. This is a long-term project. We think it is approaching
the time when the final decision can be made to put it into high volume
production.

Mr. SnYNoTON. That represents 20 years of research on the turbine,
and that is the research which is today at $3.9 million.

Mr. TmRRY. That is a good part of the $3.9 million, plus the addi-
tional work being done for EPA.

Mr. HuTmvo There are two distinct programs here.
Mr. SrymiowoN. Well, looking back over those 20 years, if you had

known then what difficulties we would be having today with existing
technology, would you have felt compelled to try to speed up that
research, or do you think it was progressing as fast as it could consist-
ent with the state of the art?

Mr. HumBaNE. I do not think it could have gone any faster than it
did. I believe we have in a sense led the rest of the world, because most
of the automotive turbines today being developed have a strong stamp
of our research on them.

Mr. SY3aNGTo-N. Why did you undertake that research 20 years
ago ? You were not under any sense of urgency, but you were interested
and curious about a possible new approach to propulsion; isn't that
true?

Mr. HUFB1R. We wanted a better powerplant. We wanted one
which had higher efficiency, that had a cleaner exhaust, that had less
maintenance, that didn't need oil changes, and that would be smoother
and all of these things, so that the customer would have less expense
and pasengers in the car could get instant heat.

All of those things were a part of the reasons as to why we finally
settled, out of numerous choices which faced us, on the turbine as theI beat potential.

Mr. SY-lNGro-.. But of course, as you conducted that research, you
were doi rfectly well with the powerplant you had, and there was
noonep ou to think anew.

'M'r. CTgr. Aa matter of fact, I think it is worth saying that when
the decision was made to develop the turbine and we were well into
the program, exhaust emissions was not recognized as a problem. It
just happened that the turbine had a very clean exhaust. After the
importance of the emissions came to be recognized and started to be
a requirement for engines, the turbine was found to be so low it was
very difficult to measure its hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide
emissions.

As we pointed out in the testimony, there is still a substantial prob-
lem ,with meeting the NO, levels if they remain as low as those
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required by the 1970 Clean Air Act. This is a fundamental problem.
When you lower NO. emissions, you will lose efficiency. (Pause]

Georg says, "Except in the turbineu" Bt the fact remains that if
you want a higher heat for combustion you will have more forma-
tion of NO.. If you could find some way to get around the her heat
in the turbine you might be able to 3 et around the NO problem. And
you certainly could bring the emission much lower than you can with
the conventional piston engine, particularly if the temperature within
the turbine rises.

Mr. Symno¶nox. Yesterday a witness testified that the foreign auto
industry appears to have led the way in recent years in bringing some
advanced technology into the production state. He cited fuel-in•jeion
and electronic controls, diesel engines, and stratified charge engines.
What do you think of that kind of statement I

Mr. TuRy. I think the foreign situation is completely different
from what we have in the United States. In the United States we are
essentially a mass-producing and mass-selling industry. When we
make an important chang which applies to allof our cars we have a
big problem of getting it into production in order to produce this kind
oi'change on all of the cars we build. We are also extremely sensitive
to Cost.

When we consider new features for our cars we must evaluate the
cost of these new features versus the salability of the product in order
to satisfy ourselves that the additional cost can be recovered from our
customers because of the additional value the customer perceives in
these features. The fact remains that a great deal of the mnovations
such as fuel injection, stratified charge engines, and so on are costly
items. And the customer does not perceive these features as being worth
an additional $50 or $100, or whatever the cost might translate out to,
in the car he buys

So the U.S. manufacturer does not introduce such features into his
car until he can sell them in the open marketplace.

On the other hand the foreign manufacturer is only selling a rela-
tively small amount of cars in this country. So he has an entirely dif-
ferent problem. He is trying to get penetration to sell some cars. If he
is selling 10,000 cars in is country and he doubles his penetration be-
cause of some feature, he has done very well. The feature has more than
just justified itself in his view.

Mr. Syrmaroir. Have you done similar tests yourself here I
Mr. Timmy. In many places he has done it in the particular market he

is already in so that he can offer the feature in this country. It is mostly
on small cars that the feature comes to be an economical thing to do.

Mr. SYmXomiN. I would think the unit cost would be farliigher if
the foreign manufacturer did it just to penetrate our market. If he can
do that, then why in the world can't we do itI

Mr. Tmry. He is selling a different size car also, which makes it an
entirely different situation. We were discussing disk brakes, for ex-
ample. We have had disk brakes on cars in this country for many years
an the principle of the disk brake is not new.

But the fact remains that disk brakes have a cost penalty over the
drum brakes. They are on our cars in very high volume now pr.n-
cipally because they are required by the fade requiremeuts in the
safety standards. But they are really ot nee&de by tlecustIaniers in
normial 'usag'e.

36-993 0- 74 - 17
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Mr. Syxixerio. You mention on page 3 of your statement that
weight increases due to safety regulations are partly responsible for the
erouen of fuel economy. That brings up a very important point. Are
these weight increases due to new kinds of bumpers or structural re-
quiremets?

Mr. T-a-r. Bumpers are certainly an important part of it. They are
_aidingapproximately 100 pounds to the average car weight. We figure

that all the equipment put on the car to meet the safety and emison
requirements combined have added somewhere between 300 and 400
poq•_ds to the average car.

Mr. Syvmxrow.-You are taking, as a point of departure, a car of
what weight I
. UrI.TRnR, We are talking about a 1985 preregulation car not hav-
ing these features required.

Me. SliYNMoN.en other words you would not add 300 pounds to
the 1ighteet carI Would it be the heaviest or the medium sizeI

Mr. TUmmr. That is then the average. You do have the problem you
point out that the passage of time alone would probably have caused an
eft on weight regardless of regulations.

What weliave tried to indicate is the weight in the car we have now
which we feel is due to safety and emission regulations and which
would not otherwise be in there had it not been required.

Mr. SYmixoTox. The argument has been made in previous testimony,
or it has been suggested, that perhaps we should build smaler and
lighter but stronger car. For example, I think a couple of Japanese
manufacturers denmnstrated over at the DOT a few months ago two
cars which they are now testing here which they said would withstand
a 50-mile-per-hour crash. They were uite smalcarsm Are you working
on that kind of thing and what does &hat do to the assumptions which
are contained in your statement about safety?

Mr. Tuzy. As fas as we know, the Japanese cars you refer to did not
actually meet the requirements for the people to survive in the car. One
of the l~roblems with crash safety is that we have to provide crash-
ability in the car in order to cushion the shock. This means that a
front end which crashes like an accordion is actually very good as far
as having the occupants of the car live through the crash. So making
a car strong, and only making it strong, does not make it safe. It can
actually make it less safe.

Mr. Sr•IGTox. Where does the air bag fit into this picture ? Or other
forms of iAterial protection? This Japanese car was like a womb
practically. I have never seen so much padding in my life.

Mr. T=ar. The paenger restraint system is probably the most
important paxt of insuring occupant safety in a crash. The air bag
system is an air cushion which pops out at the occupant after the
crash has taken place. It cushions his shock if it is out in time and
does its job the way it is intended. By cushioning the shock of the
occupant meeting the interior of the car, the so-called second crash is
greatly eased.

On the other hand, a superior restraint system would be one which
"instead of having the cushion jump out at the occupant would restrain
the occupant in his seat. Such systems have been worked out. In fact,
there is an inflatable belt system that one of the suppliers have done
some development work on which looks like an ordinary lap and

I
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shoulder belt--bat in a crash of a given magnitude the belt system
innts very quily and does not allow the driver or the occupant
to move. In that respect it is a better restraint system than havin¶
something pop out of a car and try to cushion the occupant. Plus of
course, it restrains in many other kinds of crashes also.

Mr. SyxnroT'o. Can't we say at this point that the weight of the
vehicle alone should not be depended upon for safety. verybody
knows that if a Cadillac hits a Volkswaen it is rather unfortunate
for the Volkrwagen. But isn't it reasonable to hope that at some point
most cars can be small enough so that when they impact there is not
a tremendous advantae of one over the other. Do you have any
thoughts on that?

Mr. TinY. Mr. Chairman, I certainly think we must aim for lighter
and more efficient cars and that we can attain a greater degree of
safety with lighter and more efficient cars

However, there is no getting around the fact that with a given
degree of safety in a car, assuming that you have done as well as you
can possibly do with that car, if and you want to increase the degree
of safety in the car in a crash, you are going to have to add weight.
So the problem with regulations which circumscribe everything we do
is that we have to make some undesirable tradeoffs many times to meet
those regulations.

Mr. Syxmn roN. Mr. Downing.
Mr. DowNiNG. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
I think you have made a very fine and interesting statement Mr.

Terry. I take it you support the bill?
Mr. Temr. YeV.
Mr. DowNiNG. I have a great sympathy for the automobile industry.

On the one hand, you are ordered to put all of these antipollution
devices onyour cars, and the same people order you to get better fuel
economy. omehow it seems strange to me that EPA has the authority
to order better fuel economy. I'm glad they do but whcre does that
authority come from?

Mr. Tmuty. If I may say so, I do not believe that EPA has the
authority to regulate fuel economy. In fact, I don't believe anyone
has the authority to actually regulate fuel economy as of now. EPA
now has what they call a voluntary fuel economy labeling program
which they introduced for last year's cars, that is, 1974 cars, which
most of the industry is working with. They are seeking to extend that
voluntary labeling program with some additional information for
next year's cars.

Mr. STmxuroN. They are really trying to make more palatable
their own stringent emission requirements by assisting in coping with
the evolving .problem of loss of fuel economy. Also, they have to try
somehow to justify themselves to the public which is getting rather
restless with the demands of the auto emissions systems and its effect
on fuel economy. Isn't that part of the reason why they got into this
thing saying they will look at fuel economy tooI

MZr. Thtma. There could be many reasons why they got into it. But
one thing I think the committee would be interested in knowing is
that for next year's program they intend to introduce another figure
for fuel economy which will be the results of measuring the fuel
economy on about a 50-mile-per-hour average speed test. That figure
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cerned than the much lower figure resulting from the fuel economy
measures during the EPA emission cycle test.

Mr. Dowxnro. Have you been ordered to improve the fuel economyof oulr cars?|®r. Tmar. We have not exactly been ordered. But we have been

told it is very important and unless we do everything we can to
improve the fuel economy somebody will pass a law. We have been
told that several times. I would like to point out to the committee
that it is very difficult for individual manufacturers--and the only
way we can operate is as an individual manufacturer-to make any
kind of commitment as to what we are going to do to improve fuel
economy.

Our primary job, the Chrysler Corp. engineers, is to engineer cars we
can sell to the public against the cars of our competitors. This means
if we do something which improves fuel economy to our car but makes
it run so that it won't get out of its own way at a traffic light, which is
one alternative we have which will improve fuel economy, if we were
to design such a car we wouldn't be able to sell it. So no matter how
good our face might look in improving fuel economy, if we cannot
sell them then you can forget all the rest.

Mr. Dow-iwo. Tell me something about unleaded gasoline and the
effects on the automobile industry. Is there a requirement for the use
of unleaded gasolineI

Mr. Tmati. There is a requirement put forth by V•A that requires
gasoline stations which sell more than a certain ,iUmber of gallons
per month to carry unleaded gasoline and have it available for sale.
The reason EPA came out with this requirement was because most of
the automotive manufacturers have had to go-or have elected to g?-.
to the use of catalytic converters in order to meet the strict emission
standards required by the Federal interim standards for 1975 cars
which are also put forth by EPA.

Interestingly enough when EPA put forth these Federal interim
standards they put out two sets of numbers. One set they put out for
the country as a whole expect for California. They said we ar
this set of numbers such that we think the industry can meet that
standard without catalytic converters. But we are going to have a more
stringent set of nunmbers for the State of California that will require
the use of converters in California. Thereby we will assure a gradual
transition to catalysts because we will start in California and then it
will be simpler to apply it to the rest of the country. At that time they
foresaw the problems which might arise from going to catalysts and
lead-free gas on a countrywide basis.

Unfortunately, EPA guessed wrong as far as the levels which could
be met without catalysts in the rest of the country.

It now turns out that most of the manufacturers are going to have
catalysts on most of their cars nationwide next year. This means lead-
free gas will have to be available to service all of those cars. If a very
much leaded gas is put into a car with a catalyst the catalyst gets
damaged and some of the damage to the catalyst is permanent. So
actually you will have to use lead-free gas in next year's cars if you
want to maintain catalyst efficieney and maintain the low emissions the
car is designed and built to achieve.
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Mr. DOWNINo. How much have all of these requirements increased
costs? Do you have a figure on that ?

Mr. TERRY. Yes, sir.
Up through 1974 cars the total cost of our safety improvements have

been $344.
Mr. TERRY. The emission requirements were an additional $90 I

believe.
For next year's cars the emissions requirements will catch up with

the safety requirements as far as total cost is concerned because there
will be another $200 approximately added to next years' cars for the
catalyst systems. This will bring the emission total up to something
like $290.

Mr. DowNwwiG. A total of $500 or $600?
Mr. TErR-. Well over $600 for next year's cars.
Mr. DOWNING. Is the day of the big car over?
Mr. Tram-r. I don't believe so, Mr. Downing. As I indicated earlier,

we will try to satisfy our customers as best we can as to size of cars,
fuel economy, performance, and all of the other things going with it.
I think that big cars will be less of a factor in the future. Because of
the increasing importance of fuel economy, overall big cars I think will
take less of the total pie. However, I still think there will be a substan-
tial number of people in this country who will want the nice things
which go with big cars for the foreseeable future.

Mr. DOWNING. Thank you very much.
Mr. SYmiNGTow. Thank you.
Mr. Brown?
Mr. BRowN-. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Terry, I would like to state initially that I have found your

testimony to be extremely helpful. It is a very good statement. As a
matter of fact, I was a little surprised that it went as far as it did in
supporting this legislation, which I had expected to be opposed by the
industry to some degree. I want to tell you that I am very pleased with
what you have to say here.

Mr. Tmmy. Thank you, sir.
Mr. BROWN. Your company of course has had extensive experience

in working with NASA, if I am not mistaken?
Mr. Tmmy. Yes, sir.
Mr. BROWN. It was a major contractor in the space field, and you are

accustomed to a working relationship with NASA which allows you, as
a private company, to do the things you can do best and NASA to do
the things they can do best. I p resume you have had some differences
and disagreements. But overall I would gather that the relationship
has worked out satisfactorily; is that true?

Mr. TERRY. Yes, sir.
We have a fine record, we feel, working on the space program start-

ing with Redstone and going all the way up today, we have worked
with NASA on various kinds of space and defense programs.

Mr. BRowN-. Is your company, amongst the Big Four automobile
companies, predominant in working with NASA? That is, does the
contracts your company 'has had exceed those of the other companies?

Mr. TERRY. I cannot answer that for sure, but I would be 'happy to
submit a statement. I really do not know the magnitudes of the pro-
grams of our competitors within the space program.



Mr. BRowN. I don't have the figures either, but I thought maybe this
was common knowledge within the industry.

Mr. Tnmy. No.
Mr. BRoww. Of course, it is only realistic to recognize that dealing

with the space program you have one kind of an animal in which the
market is the government and in dealing with commercial transpor-
tation you have another kind of animal in which the puiblic is the cus-
tomer. And the working relationships, insofar as NASA is involved
would have to be scrutinized much more carefully. I think that is a safe
statement to make. We have had other witnesses who have testified to
the value of the research work done in the NASA laboratories. You
mentioned Lewis, I believe?

Mr. TmuRR. Yes.
Mr. BRowN. And other witnesses--I recall one from a small com-

pany developing steam power for automobiles--testified that the work
of Lewis either had been or could be of extreme value to them in de-
velopment of materials which would resist higher temperatures and
pressures and so forth.

Could you offer to the committee some suggestions as to the proper
spheres of Government research, and private development and produc-
tion, could be delineated so that we would not ran into this criticism
that Government is infringing upon the prerogatives of private indus-
try or vice versa.

Mr. Tpmm. Of course, that is difficult to do but they are doing quite
a bit of work now that we feel would be helpful to us, as we pointed
out in the testimony, on things like blade-shape for better flow through
turbines. We mentioned improved materials. If we can increase the
operating temperature inside the turbine we can improve the fuel
economy significantly for each 1000 we can increase the temperature.
So anything that can be used in devleoping materials would be helpful.

Mr. BRowN. Obviously this is the sort of thing that the scientists
and laboratories of NASA have worked on which could be a very great
benefit. We cannot spell out legislation that they will just work on tur-
bine blades, but we have to establish some general guidelines which
will reassure the industry and the public and the Members of Congress
particularly. Very frnakly, I think that the industry is the party most
concerned and it ought to have a significant voice in determining just
where NASA could be helpful and where they would be infringing.

Mr. Tmmy. Mr. Huebner would like to say something about that.
But before he does, I would like to say that as far as we are concerned
at Chrysler, I do not think anyone will be stepping on our toes or in-
fringing on our rights or prerogatives if they come up with a better
engine which is nonpolluting, clean,-and all the rest. We want to seethe problem solved. We certainly are not going to take a position that
we are against anyone else working on the problem. We need all the
help we can get. Our work and successful cooperative ventures with
NASA in the defense area is such-I have read the testimony that
they gave before your committee a month ago-

Mr. BRowN. In February.
Mr. Tmmy. We agree with the approach they will take the way we

feel about it is we work it out as we go along because they won't go
into some backroom. and start to work on research while' we are in
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some backroom working on research. We will talk to each other about
what we are doing and do it in a cooperative sense.

Mr. Bioww. I think your good relationship with NASA has given
you a confidence which perhaps is not shared by those who do not
understand the pattern your company has developed with NASA over
the years. To take an extreme example, there might be some people
who would fear that giving NASA an authoriation to work on
ground propulsion systems might mean that they would be out with a
production mine producing motors. Obviously, we do not want that to
happen, yet we do want them to be able to develop sub-systems or maybe
even prototype engines which could demonstrate whether or not they
have got the problem solved.

Mr. Tmmr. Yes, sir. I think we have an example of this in our testi-
mony today too- ur Honda has this thing all solved. They have
an engine they will use which is lower in pollution and so on. We say
OK, we will work with Honda. We made an agreement and got the
engine. They don't have the problem solved at allfor us, but they have

me important steps. So we are trying to see if we can work
with Honda and take what they have done and apply it to our sizeengines for our cars and make something out of it. We have a coopera-tive arrangement with Honda. They d a lot of work. First, theywent so far as to build an engne. If NASA builds an engine that gets
low-pollution and so on and they say OK here is an engine withthese characteristics, fine, we would welcome such an opporunity towork on it and see if we could apply it and develop it further.

Mr. Bnowiq. I didn't mean to cut off Mr. Huebner.Mr. Huwmtzs. Mr. Brown, I believe my personal friendship with
NASA goes back to the beginning of World War II. When the Lewis
research labs were built I was a member of a committee at that timewhich reviewed what they were doing, how they were doing it, their
approa aes to the powerplant problem, and so on.

Now aircraft powerplants and automotive powerplants are funda-
mentally the same type of powerplants. They are fuel-burning engines
and heat engines. And the same principles are involved in the auto-
motive field as they are in the aircraft field. There are reat differences
in the requirements of the powerplants. There are great differences

in the way things have to be done. But nevertheless, the principles
remain the same. And over the years, particularly at the Lewis labora-
tories which I am most familiar with, although I am familiar with
the rest of them, starting with NACA and then NASA, the Lewis
laboratories have developed a pattern of cooperation which is largely
what the statement talked about. In other words the application of
scientific principles to advance the understanding of the state of the
art. This has been very productive. It has been particularly produc-
tive in the aircraft industry and in aircraft powerplants. We do build
the best aircraft powerplants in the world. There is no question about
it. Much of that is due to the pattern of operation which was worked
out with the Lewis laboratories.

Now, they do not build powerplants themselves, but they show the
way it can be done.

Mr. BRowN. To our knowledge, has there ever been any major
problems, as far as Lewis and the aircraft industry is concerned, about
their roles in developing the best aircraft engine in the worldI
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Mr. HUMNM Not to my knowledge, and we were in the aircraft
engi e business too for many years. Not to my knowledge has that
subject ever been really discussed.

Mr. BRowN. Let me go into a couple of other points--I do not want
to take too much of your time. Let me go back to the question the
chairman raised earlier having to do with the level of your expendi-
tures in various aspects of research with regard to engines. I am not
goig to ask you to provide information, but in our February hearings
wýe elcited comparative information which is shown on page 103, of
the hearings deal with the resources expended for emission control,
alternative powerplSant research, etc.-I think you have the document
before you. You mention, for example, a figure of $3.9 million for
1973 whereas the table shows 3.5 which might merely reflect that
you increased your level of expenditures o

Mr. Timm. That is right. That was an estimate and now we have the
Mr. Ctow•~. Right. I would like to ask if you could provide for the

committee an upatig of all of the figures riven in this table and if
it is posse if you could indicate any proections you would havefor .t.e next_ year or two as to the amount your company will be ex-
pendin in these various categories.

Mr. TEmy. We will be glad-o do that.
[iAbove• requested inforation will be available from committee

Mr. Bsoww. I think all of the members are concerned about theproblem created by NO. standards. Of course, it is apparent that
there will be some efforts to adjust these standards periaps during
this year to a figure which you describe as more realistic.

You suggest that the 2-gram-per-mile standard would solve alot of your problems. I wanted to raise the question as to whether or
not a 1-gram-per-mile standard, which woula represent a substantial
easing of the standards, would make a major difference, or do you feel
that 2 is the magic number here?

Mr. Tmuir. Mr. Brown, when we get down to two we have already
sacrificed some possible eficiencies which we do not know how to
get back. When we go below two, the sacrifices get to be very painful.

Mr. BRowN. There must be some sort of a curve.
Mr. TiNy. There is.
Mr. HrEDNE. Let me quote something you will find rather shock-

ing. We talked about the TOCS engine here. About 7 months ago at
an EPA powerplant conference in Ann Arbor, Mich., which is held
there twice a year, the armay, which is also working with the TCCS
engine testified that in order for them to meet the 4/10 number they
had to depreciate the basic fuel economy of a TCCS engine 34 percent.

To depreciate it from its base fuel economy as an uncontrolledengine to about 2 grams per mile, you would still have a 25-percent
improvement over the piston engine. But if you are going to go down
to one, it might drop off to a 10 or 12 percent advantage over the
ordinary spark ignition piston engine.

So the sacrifice from 10 to 25 is almost another 25 percent in order
to go from two to one.

Mr. Bnowr. I can see the nature of the problem. We will probably
have submitted to us a lot of information dealing with the relative
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penalties associated with it. It ultimately gets down to political judg-
ment I guess on the part of the Congress as to where tey Will set it.

Mr. Terry, I am intrigued by your position as vice president for
public responsibility and consumer affirs Is that a recent position
created in the corpoiation or is it of long standing ?

Mr. Terry. It is not a recent position. I reported to a vice president
with that title, Mr. Byron Nichols and I had the title of vice president
of safety and environmental relations. Mr. Nichols is retiring so I
took over his title and responsibilities with some additional personnel
and olces. I am still carrying on what I was doing before.

Mr. BEowN. I am sure you are aware that the automotive industry
as a whole receives a god deal of criticism, which you may feel is in
large part unjustified, for its failure to solve some of these pressing
national problems. You have been blamed for both the environmental
condition of the country and for the fuel crisis and a lot of other
things. Your burden will become very heavy, I think.

Mr. TERY. Congressman Brown, I was hoping that it wouldn't get
any heavier. I can't think of any ill we have in this country that auto-
mobiles don't seem to be blamed for. Hurriedly looking over yester-
day's testimony, the industry seemed to be painted in a bad light.
Also with statements which could not possibly be backed up or proven
because they are just not true. I wonder why somebody from the com-
mittee and other places in Congress doesnt some day stand up and
ask some of these critics how they can justify some of these statements
which are made.

Mr. S1•YoXxoT. Would you be rood enough to mark those and sub-
mit for the record the unsubstantiated statements I We do not have a
great deal of time to pursue this at this time.

Mr. BROWN. I understand, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SyxNoTox. I am very hopeful we can do that.
Mr. BuowN. We would like to have that information, Mr. Terry

I can tell you that I have been guilty of some of these criticisms myself
and I will continue to be critical of the industry just as I expect you
to be critical of Congress. But I think the real problem is that we
have different definitions of public responsibility. This is why I
focused on your title. There are those who claim that the automobile
and its repercussions in our society is the root of all evils. You might
be interested in reading a very recent book by Ivan Illici, entitled
"Energy and Equity," which deals with the subject. He is a noted
critic and philosopher. He first aimed his criticism at the church and
the school system and now he is analyzing the automobile industry.

Mr. Tm=y. Wait until he gets to Congress [Laughter.]
Mr. SyxINOTON. There are some things that are really too sacred.

[Laughter.]
Mr. BRowi. He does suggest very strongly, Mr. Terry, that we

would be better off if we went back to a bicycle. There is a good deal
of support for that in the country today.

Mr. Symm'oxow. People like SchwinnI [Laughter.]
Mr. Milford .
Mr. Mnrom. Would you be willing to let me submit some questions

to you by mail to be included in the record ?
Mr. TRmRY. Yes.
Mr. MnimoRD. I ask unanimous consent they be inserted in the record.
Mr. SY•iUMMroN. It is so ordered.
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CEarSLm , INC.,

Juae 28, 1974.Mr. FzaN . HXE[r-x- Jr.,

Ousas CommUlte an Hem soe and Autvon.stiso, House of R•prefattsves,
S*Ude M5*1. Rayburn House O~oe Bi*iW6a, Wae tioO, D.C.

Dnn Mn. HAmMILL: This Is In response to your recent letter of June 17
requesting answers to the adIdtional questions submitted by Congressman
Brown of California.

In response to queistio 1 ad 2, the enclosed attachment updates Chrysler
Corpoqrtla' report eR the dollar resource and professional technical man
years for en*Aou control for the calendar years 1970 through 1974.

Question S.-We. do not have spcifle mileage goals for each vehicle we
market. Because or the stringency of the emissions control standards our first

objective must be to make our engines meet those requirements. After we havedeveloped the basnk emissions systems to meet hoerequirements, we then en-
gineer the beat fuel econonmy we can into each vehicle-engine combination.

As I indicated in my prepared testimony "it is unfortunately true that these
two Objectives (reducing undesirable exhaust emission and improved engine
ecelency) are sometimes counter to each other by natural laws which we can
only try to circumvent bUt which we cannot change."

Question 4.-When we design a new model we establish weight targets for
the vehicle. We carefully track the weight of the vehicle through its design
and development program to make sure we are on target. During this develop-
ment period we als, periodieally consider whether there are any major changes
that could be made to substantially reduce Its weight. In addition, of course,
our engineers continuously look at the components in all of our models with
the view toward reducing the weight of individual parts and assemblies by sub-
stitution of lighter materials, product simplification, and other changes.

Question 5.-One of the major restraints on future development of stratified
charge engines is the stringency of future emission control rmu~rements, espe-
cislly the NO. requirements.

As Mr. Huebner and I Indicated in our testimony the more stringent the
control of NO. required, the more drastically It depreciates the basic fuel
economy of these engines. The very stringent controls currently required bylaw for 1977 and later model engines constitutes a major deterrent to further

development of stratified charge engines since their fuel economy at that control
level would be very poor. In addition, as I Indicated In my testimony, the
stratified charge principle has not yet been adapted to larger engines for U.S.
size ~rs Trying to apply the stratified principle to larger engines requires a
delica;..n time-consuming development process.

Qucstlon 6.-As indicated In the answer to question 5 the currently specified
stringent NOx control requirement is a major restraint on the development of
all the alternative engine technologies discussed In our statement. Consequently,
we do not foresee production of new alt-rnate power plants in the near future
if the schedule of emission requirements remain at the levels specified by the
current law.

Assuming the technology of an alternative power plant was completely devel-
oped and that It would meet the updated emissions requirements successfully,
we estimate that a minimum of three years would be required for tooling.
arrangement of manufacturing facilities, etc. to phase it in for a portion of
our production. At least eight years would be required to convert our total
production to a new power plant after the technological development Is
completed.

As I indicated in my testimony we believe the alternative power plant that
shows the most promise of meeting passenger car power plant objectives in a
way which gives It substantial advantage over all other power plants used today
Is the automotive gas turbine.

Question 7.-We cannot speak for the total U.S. auto industry but Chrysler
Corporation continues to market the internal combustion engine in our cars
because we believe it is the best available engine for U.S. sized cars and U.S.
motoring conditions. In our opinion, there Is still no alternative power plant
for U.S. size cars and driving conditions that can compete successfully on a
cost/performanee basi for any given emission control level. As I indicated
In my testimony, because of their smaller production volumes some foreign
car manufacturers may find it profitable to manufacture cars with other power
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plants and special features which a very few buyers And extremely attractive
In order to try to increase their sales of cars in the U.S. and other markets.

Also attached is my critique of some of the testimony given before the Science
and AMtronautics Committee, U.S. House of Representatives, on June 11, 1974
which was requested by Congressman Brown, as noted on page 327 of the tran-
script as submitted to me.

We hope the above answers to Congressman Brown's questions will assist
the committee In Its deliberations. If you have any further questions we will
be glad to try to answer them.

Sincerely,
S. L. Tzzy,

Vice President, Publio Aespo"MbMVty
and Consumer Affairs.
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CRITIQUE OF TESTIMONY GIVEN BEFORE THE SCIENCE AND ASTRONAUTICS
COMMITTEE, U. S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, ON JUNE 11. 1974

Statement of Congressman George E. Brown, Jr.

1. Mr. Brown: I am somewhat concerned that administrative questions

will obscure the facts that the existing ground transportation

system in the United States is near collapse.

Comment: The existing ground transportation system in the United

States is without any question the finest transportation system

in the world. There is no substitute for transportation which

enables a person to move from his home (or wherever he is) to

where he wants to go without having to interface with other var-

ious transportation modes. Studies on the cost per passenger

mile on various kinds of transportation provided by HUFSAM bear

this out.

2. Mr. Brown: This [ground transportation] system is based upon

the private automobile, which itself is based upon the energy-

consuming and pollution plagued internal combustion engine.

Comment: So-called pollution from the present internal combus-

tion engine has been reduced by over 70%. The air is getting

cleaner all the time.

3. Mr. Brown: There is a considerable body of thought, which I

share, that says the existing structure of the automobile

industry is so highly concentrated and anti-competitive that

it is capable of preventing changes in our ground transporta-

tion system that are perceived as detrimental to the automo-

bile industry.
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Comment: Far from being able to prevent changes, the automo-

tive industry is today so subject to regulations from so many

quarters that there is real danger in having regulations con-

flict to the point where automobiles can no longer be built to

meet all regulations.

4. Mr. Brown: Even if this is not the case, there is serious

doubt that voluntary efforts by the automobile industry alone

to convert to an alternative technology would succeed, even

if such a decision to convert was made.

. Cowtient: " The automobile industry cannot do anything coopera-

tively; but, as a competitive matter, when and if a superior

powerplant is demonstrated, the first company to convert will

benefit greatly. If the advantages are sufficient as far as

the public is concerned, the rest of the-industry will have to

follow.

5. Mr. Brown: The effects of emissions was known in the early

1950's, but genuine-progress in controlling auto emissions did

not occur until after passage of the Clean Air Act Amendments

of 1970.

Comment: By the time the Clean Air Act of 1970 passed, over

60% of the emissions of HC and CO had already been eliminated

from cars built in California and future standards had been

set by that state that would have accomplished reductions

approximately up to the levels obtained in our 1974 cars.
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6. Mr. Brown: The progress under that law has now come to a halt

because the Congress amended the law this year to freeze the

standards for two years, beginning this Fall.

Comment: The 1975-76 standards are not "frozen" for two years

but actually constitute levels less than half the 1974 levels

for hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide, and the levels of oxides

of nitrogen are being reduced 35% in 1976.

7. Mr. Brown: Instead they [automobile industry) had to be forced

to clean up their machines and they may have to be forced to

develop efficient machines.

Co•ment: When it comes to anti-pollution devices, performance

regulations are required since low-pollution cars cannot be

sold for a premium price to the public against cheaper but

higher pollution cars.

8. Mr. Brown: The impact of the automobile upon the American

economy is too pervasive and too important to trust the future

of our Nation to the decisions made in Detroit.

Comment: The decisions are being made in Washington as to the

performance levels required. Detroit should and will make the

decisions necessary to reach those levels at the lowest possi-

ble cost to the consumer.
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Statement of Congressman Charles A. Vanik

1. Mr. Vanik: Today, hydrogen can generally only be obtained by

the expenditure of a large amount of energy. But in the near

future, I believe that the use of solar energy, including the

use of thermal gradients in the oceans, and fusion energy can

make a hydrogen fuel society possible. We should prepare now

to know how to use pollution-free hydrogen in our ground pro-

pulsion systems.

Comment: The very recent letter from D.O.T. with the questions

S.....thhe-safety •of our 1975 emission control systems will

be of interest to anyone who is considering the advisability of

hydrogen fuel as well as any other kind of alternate fuel. (Tr.

231, line 22)

2. - ri' Vanik• EPA, Treasury, and the Department of Transportation

all came up with potential fuel savings of 1.4 to 2.0 million

.. barrels'of 7gasoline per day within a few years if existing tech-

nology was applied to auto manufacture.

Comment: When reviewing the existing technology to save fuel

of cars, tradeoffs in safety, emissions and comfort features

must be considered. Building good fuel economy cars that have

poor performance, no air conditioning, no power steering may

be feasible but, if the cars cannot be sold to the customer in

competition with more efficient and desirable vehicles, it will

not result in any overall fuel economy for the country. (Tr.

233, lines 18-25)

36-993 0 - 74 - 18
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3. Mr. Vanik: A NASA study could show how our autos could be made

more efficient--and would put an end to the endless attempts to

blame poor mileage on EPA Clean Air regulations.

Comment: Other things being equal, lowering limits for oxides

of nitrogen is going to result in the loss of fuel eco- imy.

(Tr. 234, lines 2-5)

Statements of Carl E. Nash and Clarence M. Ditlow

1. Mepqrs. Nas' and Ditlow: Since the 1930's, the only important

innovations that have been incorporated into new cars are air

bags for occupant crash protection, catalytic type exhaust emis-

sion converters, and stratified charge piston engines.

Comment: We are attaching a list of innovations in safety areas

and other areas that have been made since the 1930's in our auto-

mobiles. The witness here is talking about improvements that

have been talked about in the press but have not yet been fu-ly

developed. (Tr.250, lines 7-10)

2. Messrs. Nash and Ditlow: The first of these was introduced on

a very limited basis this year by General Motors, and the second

will be found on most domestic cars to be marketed this fall.

The third will be found only on the Japanese Honda Civic next

year.

Comment: See our testimony on the Japanese Honda stratified

charge engine. (Tr.250, lines 13, 14)
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3. Messrs. Nash and Ditlow: In 1973, for example, Chrysler spent

$400 million on tooling and equipment for the redesign of its

full size car lines, cars that have since become a glut on the

market.

Comment: Annual model changes are required in order to accom-

plish quality improvements to meet safety and emission regula-

tions and to reduce cost. In a volume production industry, the

most efficient and sometimes the only way to accomplish impor-

tant changes is to empty the pipelines and stop production, then

refill them with new parts and start again with the new model.

Retooling is often necessary anyway. Thus, if a large number

of changes can be made at one time, it may pay in cost savings

and permit appearance uo be altered for marketing purposes

-essentially at no extra cost to the company or the consumer.

... (Tr.252, lines 9-15)

.4.-Messrs. Nash and Ditlow. Bradford Snell has. estimated that due

to the annual style change and the need to produce around 300,000

77I-ifilar vehicles-to achieve economies of scale, the investment

needed to enter the domestic auto market is $779 millior of which

$724 million would be needed to provide annual style change cap-

ability.

Comment: Unsubstantiated, unprovable hogwash. Certain kinds of

cars actually sell better without annual styling changes, e.g.
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Volkswagen. Domestic manufacturers would love to be able to

sell cars with minimal changes from year to year. (Tr.252,

lines 18-23)

5. Messrs. Nash and Ditlow: Much of this work, such as on the

Wankel engine, stratified charge engine, turbines, and Stirling

engine is based on old or borrowed technology, sometimes paid for

at a cost in excess of the probable cost of original research and

development work.

Comment: There is no magic answer to the powerplant problem

any more than there is a carburetor that will get 50 miles per

gallon. It is relatively easy for the experienced engineer to

rule out the great majority of alternate powerplants from mass

use in automobiles on the basis of cost or performance or loss

of fuel efficiency or lack of suitability for powering an auto-

mobile, or some combination of these. Even with the millions

of dollars that have been spent to develop a gas turbine, the

best we have to offer still does not come close to matching the

internal combustion engine with all its faults when all of the

features are considered, especially that of manufacturing cost.

If NASA, EPA, or anyone else can show us a better engine con-

sidering all these factors, we will be glad to build it. (Tr.

253, lines 14-18)
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6. Messrs. Nash and Ditlow: The evidence brought together prior

to this suit by a Los Angeles Grand Jury outlined the cross

licensing agreement and other close associations between these

so-called auto competitors that forged this illegal, united

front of inaction.

Coment: The cross-licensing agreement was approved by the

Federal government and very much encouraged by the State of

California because of the belief that air pollution research

would progress more rapidly under such an agreement than with-

out it. No decision was ever made that there was anything

illegal about this cross-licensing agreement, and far from

holding up progress in controlling emissions, it actually

speeded it up under the conditions prevailing at that time.

(fr-.254, lines 23-25, Tr.255, line 1)

7. Messrs. Nash and Ditlow: According to an Environmental

Protection Agency memorandum, the automotive air pollution

resulting from this conspiracy cost the American government

SZ.7 bifliro. The cost to the American- public was even higher.

Coment- We would like to- see reference 8. We have never

seen any proof of any stu-stantial cost to the American govern-

ment or American public due to automotive air pollution. We

have EPA documents to bear this out. (Tr.255, lines 8-11)
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8. Messrs. Nash and Ditlow: If the domestic auto industry had

converted to the stratified charge engine, the consumer would

have saved $120.60 for the emission controls on 1974 cars ac-

cording to the National Academy of Sciences and at the same time

would have enjoyed 12 percent better fuel economy according to

the EPA.

Comment: We have been working with the Honda engine for better

than a year now, and our experience thus far does not support

these statements. See our testimony. (Tr.256, lines 13-18)

9. Messrs. Nash and Ditlow: It seems incongruous that the federal

government should have to subsidize research and development

work that will probably be in the self-interest of this multi-

billion dollar corporation. By comparison, GM and Ford par-

ticipated in the Department of Transportation's experimental

safety vehicle program on a one-dollar contract basis.

Comment: While lower emissions and better fuel economy are

possible with future turbine designs- underway, turbine cost

is still an outstanding barrier to actually producing this

powerplant in volume. Even should the cost problems be some-

how overcome by manufacturing development, a reachable oxides

of nitrogen standard would have to be specified for a long

enough period of time to enable a tremendous investment that

will be required to produce turbines in volume to be amortized
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and thereby justified. So far there have been no such assur-

ances or even any intimation that such assurance will ever be

forthcoming. (T.257, lines 14-16)

10. Messrs. Nash and Ditlow: Small research and-development com-

panies such as Steam Power Systems, about which you heard on

February 6, 1974, and entrepreneurs like William Lear and the

Carter family from whom you will hear on June 18, may, without

the historical encumbrances of the auto makers and traditional

automotive engineering, be able to make the breakthroughs neces-

sary to achieve, the revolutionary- desigm changes. that- will be

necessary for the continued co-existence of man and his trans-

portation systems.

Conimefit: Not one single alternate powerplant proposal has proved

to have any substance including Lear, Carter, SPS, and all the

rest. The day that one looks like it actually has potential,

Chrysler for one hopes to be the first to take advantage of it.

The Honda appeared to have such an advantage; now it looks doubt-

ful, as described in our- testimony- (Tr.257, lines-22-25)

statement of Robert F. Sawyer

1. Mr. Sawyer: I am personally uncomfortable that these expenses

are being invested in a technology which is less than the opti-

mum and the most cost-effective and that the federally mandated

controls have been specified from a very shallow technologica..

base.
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Comment: We are completely confident that the emission con-

trols in automobiles so far have been as cost-benefit effective

as possible under the pressure of artificial deadlines and low

levels set by the 1970 Clean Air Act. There are no present

known solutions so there has been a great deal of inefficiency

due to inability to meet the levels in the specified time.

This inefficiency will continue to cost the American public

billions of dollars until a more realistic, scientific approach

is taken and costs are considered along with benefits that can

be attributed to further reductions in automotive emissions.

In our opinion the 1975 automobiles will be a big step beyond

the point of diminishing returns as far as automotive emission

control is concerned. (Tr.268, lines 1-6)

2. Mr. Sawyer: With the energy crisis and resulting long overdue

concern with the poor fuel economy of the American automobile,

an unfortunate misconception exists that improvement in automo-

tive fuel economy, emissions, and performance cannot be pursued

simultaneously--that improvement in one characteristic must

necessarily be at the expense of the others.

Comment: We have always made it clear that control of hydro-

carbons and carbon monoxide can be accompanied by better fuel

consumption, and the initial engine modification approach pia-

neerea by Chrysler demonstrated this fact. On the other hand,
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the more recent required control of oxides of nitrogen does

inherently penalize fuel consumption. Originally, even the

California authorities felt that NOx control was not necessary

if hydrocarbons were controlled. (Tr.269, lines 9-14)

Mr. Sawyer: Unfortunately it is the forei'jn automobile industry

which is leading the way in bringing advanced technology to the

production state. I am disappointed that we must go to foreign

manufacturers in order to be able to purchase economical cars

with fuel injection, electronic controls, automated diagnostic

equipment, Diesel engines, non-catalyst based emission control

systems, and, soon, the first of the stratified charge engines.

I am similarly dissatisfied with the U.S. automotive industry

for giving 15 percent of the U.S. car market in 1973 to foreign

manufacturers (17 percent in January of this year), apparently

because of a decision to emphasize production and marketing of

large, inefficient automobiles.

Comment: None of the features listed were pioneered by foreign

•--Ccits. buL mast have -been provided in foreign cars for sale to

- the U.S. for their novelty value. Such features can be sold at

a premium when volume sales are low, and such is the case with

the equipment on the foreign cars mentioned. When and if any

- of these features provide suitable cost benefits, they will be

.pu t into production on U.S. cars. Our electronic ignitio:.

system is a sample of such a device, which we have had for two
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years in all of our cars and which we provide for very low

cost compared to the foreign versions. (Tr.270, lines 18-25;

Tr.271, lines 10-13)

Staterment of Congressman Symington

Mr. Symington: But aren't you saying that if they retooled

for a smaller car, considering the effect of added weight on

the efficiency of the car . . . that it would still be within

the general and expectable range of cost to the consumer.

(Tr:279)

Comment: Attached is a chart showing that the small car pene-

tration of the total market is increasing with the result that

the public is benefiting from lower initial costs and fuel

economy.
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Mr. MuwaoRD. If you think your industry I troubles then try the
oil industry.

Mr. SYxMioroN. Thank you, Mr. Milford.
We will let you begin the questioning of the next witness.
I thank you gentlemen very, very much for your appearance today

and for your help to us.
The next witness is Mr. Don Jensen, director of the Automotive

Emissions Office of the Ford Motor Co. Mr. Jensen has been with the
Ford Motor Co. since 1966 and he previously served with the Cali-
fornia State government in the field of emission controls.

[A biographical sketch of Mr. Jensen follows:]

DoNAiD A. JENeSE

Donald A. Jensen was appointed Director of Automotive Emissions, Envi-
ronmental and Safety Engineering Staff, Ford Motor Company, in January
1969. He represents Ford with Federal and State governmental agencies charged
with enforcement of vehicle emissions and noise control requirements, and coor-
dinates the Company's motor vehicle emission control, fuel economy, and noise
control planning.

Mr. Jensen Joined Ford in April 1966, as Executive Engineer, Vehicle Emis-
sions and Regulations Office, following a career as a government administrator.

He was the first Executive Officer of the former California Motor Vehicle
Pollution Control Board and played a key role in the state's efforts to establish
emission controls on all automobiles sold in California, two years prior to similar
action nationwide.

Mr. Jensen is Chairman of the Air Quality Committee of the Motor Vehicle
Manufacturers Association, and is a past President of the Air Pollution Control
A-sociation. He also is a member of the Society of Automotive Engineers.

A native of 'San Francisco, Mr. Jensen was born August 5, 1915. He holds
Bachelor's and Master's degrees from the University of California. While an
undergraduate, he was a member of the 19f6 United States Olympic Basketball
Team.

He lives in Dearborn Heights, Michigan.

STATEMENT OF DONALD A. JENSEN, DIRECTOR, AUTOMOTIVE
EMISSIONS 01T1C3

Mr. JENsEN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name
is Donald A. Jensen and I am director of the Office of Automotive
Emissions of Ford Motor Co. I appreciate your invitation to appear
before you to discuss H.R. 10392 and the general subject of research and
development of ground propulsion systems, specifically automotive
engines.

The bill under consideration would give the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration authority to develop new alternate ground
propulsion systems and to conduct research in alternate energy sources
for use in such systems. It is our understanding, and the hearings of
this committee support these facts, that the Environmental Protection
Agency, Department of Transportation, Department of Defense,
NASA, Atomic Energy Commission, the Postal Service, and the Na-
tional Science Foundation all have active programs in some aspect
of new alternate ground propulsion system development.

There is, however, at present a basic division of responsibility be-
tween EPA with assigned research leadership for alternate power
source development for private transportation and the Department of
"Transportation who has responsibility for public mass transit and total
transportation systems. Published reports also indicate that the major
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American automobile manufacturers are involved actively in research
and development of alternate power sources. Congress may want to
play a major role in estab ishing priorities, not only in respect_ to
Government versus private fundin, but also in respect to conlicting
values such as emissions versus fueleconomy or vehicle damageability
versus fuel economy. This could avoid wasteful deplication of effort.

In addition to our in-house work, Ford, in November 1973, made
an independent grant of $0 0 to the Jet Propulsion Laborator inPasadena, CaHlf, to conduct a comprehensive study of this entire fieldn

of alternate power sources. A copy of the statement of objectives for
that study is attached for your information and I would like to ask
that it would be put in the record, Mr. Chairman, since it bears directly
on the subject of this hearing.

Mr. SYXINOToN. It is so ordered.
lThe document referred to above is as follows:]

STATKrxT or Owmorvzs T on Pose Gzn To Jzr PsorvzlSoN L~mozaTozy,
Novx 198, I r Avromosna Powmca Irm Eflvg•xuA rrio SIUDY

The purpose of this study is to provide Independent research studies and tech-
nieal appraisals of potentially premising alternatives to the internal combustion
engine.

The overall objective of these evaluations is to provide independent, objective
guidelines for achieving and maintaining optimum vehicle characteristics with
respect to national needs and desires for clean air, conservation of non-renewable
natural resources, improved safety and general betterment of mobility and
quality of life within an affordable economic framework.

A concomitant general objective of the evaluations is the proper timing of
actions relating to power system changes-the research and development lead-
times for various propulsion alternatives, time-phasing of logistical support and
Infrastructure development, feasible rate schedules for large-scale conversion
to alternative systems, etc. In other words, the overriding questions relate not to
what can be done, but to what should be done and when in order to gain sig-
nificant advantages over today's internal combustion engine and its logical and
likely evolutionary derivatives. It is expected that comparisons of all alternatives
will be made against a moving baseline of timely improvements and extensions
of present engine technology. For all eompari s, the time-frame of greatest
interest is the decade 1980-1990, but study attention must extend well beyond
this period to comprehend such things as resouree availabilities including
potential for different fuels; full-conversion evaluations and economic impli-
cations.

Specific objectives with respect to each admissible alternative course of action
would include the following:

A. An engineering appraisal, including identification of operation character-
istles and parameters, of major unresolved technical considerations, including
time and cost estimates for their probable resolution.

B. A determination of the earliest feasible and practicable large-scale conver-
sion of vehicles to the system, with an estimate of the most reasonable conver-
sion rate.

C. An assessment of the probable total aggregate economic, natural resource,
environmental and societal impacts of the conversion, including production,
logistic and energy support requirements. Here, explicit attention should be
directed to forecasting future motor vehicle use and limits or boundaries thereto,
taking into account changed land use policies, new life styles and the probable
Increased availability of public transportation.

D. An overall comparative evaluation in relation to forecasted internal
combustion engine technology, including the engine Improvement information that
has been provided to the National Academy of Sciences.

U. Explicit developument of manufacturing costs for major system components,
treating them parametrically where costing uneertaintie. so dictate Here, exten-
sive use of sensitivity testing would be indicated to defne cost targets critical to
decision choices.
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F. CRatgorintion ct resich and development requirements into tasks that
logically call for either government funding or Industry funding, depending on
the smse of commitment, time for payback, recipient of the benefits, probability ot
uce ete-
Durinc the cours of this effort, Ford will make available Information on

prsuet Internal combustion eagine teehnology to the extent that such infor-
mation would not be preJudicial to any patent or proprietary Interest. Ford will
also make available alternate engine Information such as that already provided
to the Environmental Protection Agency and the National Academy of Science&
Ford's Plralll eforts to forecast technology and socioecomomic and environ-
mental factors will not be made available in order to avoid introducing an ap-
pearance of bias or lack of objectivity in the study.

For example, one portion of that study calls for JPL's recommen-
dations on funding by either the Government or industry depending
on the size of the commitment, recipient of the benefits and other
factors. I want to stress the independence of this study. We purposely
did not ask for progress reports because we felt to do so would imply
that we were guiding the direction of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
study. When the project is complete next January, its findings shall
be made public so it can be utilized by Congress, Government agencies
and private industry-hopefully as a guide toward future research
and development of ground propulsion systems as contemplated in
this bill.

In its own laboratories, Ford has directed an aggressive programn
toward the improvement of today's conventional engines, the modifica-
tion of current engines to incorporate advance technology such as pre-
chamber or stratified charge designs, and the developments of alternate
power sources.

We have good reason to design and produce new engines with low
emissions, good fuel economy and performance, and all of them at a
lower price than our competitors can. Such an achievement would give
us a tremendous advantage in the marketplace. Automobile manu-
facturers constantly compete to develop the most cost-effective, low-
emission new engine.

I would like to address my comments, first to the present status of
engine design as it relates to emission standards, fuel economy, and
cost. Second, I would like to report on the progress of Ford's short-
and long-range programs for engine development. Finally, I would
like to comment on how we believe the Government can contribute
best to further technological and cost-effective advancement in the
field of ground propulsion.

For the past 8 years, Ford has directed a major part of its engine
design effort toward developing exhaust emission controls for today's
conventional engines. We now produce 13 different major engine
families and the technology we developed had to be applicable to each
of these different engine families. We have faced and met new emission
standards almost every year since 1966. This has been done primarily
by adding emission control components and by making design changes
to the engines which unfortunately usually raised the retail cost of the
vehicle and depreciated the fuel economy. As a result, the average
1974 model Ford car costs $80 more than the 1967 model uncontrolled
vehicle and achieves approximately 10 percent less fuel economy. Be-
cause of the need for incorporating catalysts to meet the 1975 interim
standards, the 1975 customer cost penalty will be about $175 over the
1974 model. We are not yet certain about fuel economy of our 1975
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models, but believe there will be an improvement due to the usage ofcaayttechnoloy.

W rile our prouction vehicle engineers work in this area, our ad-
vance and research group have engaged in major engine designs. We
have shared our development results with EPA and with appropriate
subcommittees of the National Academy of Sciences who are reviewing
the current status of such efforts under terms of a congressional con-
tract. Major improvements applicable to today's engines that are under
develnpment at Ford include: Advanced carburetion, such as variable
veivburi and sonic carburetors, fuel injection, both with mechanical
and electronic control systems, advanced catalyst development, both

ellet type and monolithic design, feedback induction control systems,
ghi energy ignition systems, computer control of spark advance and

exhaust gas circulation.
Each of these programs will continue to be scrutinized carefully

to measure contributions to improved fuel economy and reduced emis-
sions at the most cost-effective level.

In addition, programs are in progress that involve major departures
from today's engine designs.

The first of these involves a CVCC prechamber engine design pro-
gram that we are pursuing in conjunction with Honda Motors. The
strong point of such an engine is that it will achieve significant fuel
economy improvement. The introduction of such an engine is practical,
incidentally, only if a NO. standard of no less than 2 gpm is assured
for a sufficient number of years to allow recovery of investment costs
to mass produce such an engine. As the president of our company re-
ported to the Senate Subcommittee on Air and Water Pollution over
a year ago, assuming successful development, such a design could be
incorporated on one engine line-500,0O0 vehicles-about 3 model years
.fter firm establishment of a reasonable long range NO1 standard.I can report today that to date our development program has been

successful, although there are still some technical and economic prob-
lems to be resolved. Unfortunately, no congressional action has yet
been taken to she tandard at the required level.

In addition to the CVCC, we are working on a programed combus-
tion engine which we term PROCO. Design work on this engine has
been progressing at Ford for a number of years. Presently, this pro-

gram is in competition with our prechamber Honda CVCC program.
hhile there are more design problems to be solved with the PROCO

engine, and more time may be necessary to reach the production state,
this engine may have better long range potential for improved fuel

economy and lower NO 1 levels that can be achieved with the CVCC

prechaniber engineh
In the area of longer range possibilities, Ford has concerned itself

with several alternate designwH
Our diesel engine studies suggest that diesels can be adjusted to meet

the 1975 standards of the Clean Air Act. We are very concerned, how-

ever, with the problems of particulate emissions, smoke, noise, weight,

performance loss, cold start problems, and odor emissions associated
ith diesel engines. Accordingly, our level of development has been

restricted. For some time, Ford has had an extensive gas turbine de-

velopment program. Turbines have the potential to meet the statutory
hydrocarbon ald CO standards but have questioprble NOa emission
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reduction potential. In mid-1972, we found that vaporizing and pre-
mixing fuel showed a potential for reducing NO, to acceptable levels.
We also have worked with an Engelhard catalytic combustor and a
Zwick reverse-flow combustor whih premixes fuel and air. Both de-
vices have a similar potential for reducing NOR.

It has been known for some time that the operating temperatures of
turbines must be raised substantially in order to obtain acceptable fuel
economy and to reduce engine size. Ford has taken a d ifferent approach
to this problem than most companies. This new approach includes re-
placing the costly high temperature metal alloys with ceramic com-
ponents that can withstand the high temperature requirements that
must be achieved in these turbines. A portion of our work is supported
by the Advanced Research Projects Agency of the Department of
Defense. We understand the Department of Defense believes that this
ceramic technologv could have broad applications in many fields.

Ford has worked on the Rankine cycle engine with Thermo-Electron
Corp. Much of our recent effort has been directed toward testing a

iockup of a Rankine cycle engine in a Ford car to determine cooling
air requirements. We found the engine to be extremely complex with
poor theoretical thermal efficiency. This would necessarily result in
poor fuel economy. There are unresolved major problems which are
also severe. These relate to cooling, packaging, difficulty in obtaining
projected cycle efficiencies, and engine weight. Since these problems
seemed to be of such magnitude as to make this powerplant unattrac-
tive, Ford has discontinued its program on the Rankine cycle engine.

We also have developmental programs with two firms on the Stirling
cycle engine which is an external combustion hot-air engine. We have
worked with Philips of Holland since 1971 and with United Stirling
of Sweden, a licensee of Philips, since 1972. The Stirling has potential
advantages in fuel economy, emissions, and noise levels that should
make it an attractive future powerplant. Our major Stirling engine
program is with Philips of Holland. We are jointly engineering a
170-hp Stirling engine for installation in a Torino. This program
is proceeding on schedule and we will complete the installation of this
engine in the vehicle by the end of the year. To supplement this pro-
gram, we are installing a small Stirling engine, developed by Umted
Stirling of Sweden, in a Pinto as a test bed to evaluate the Stirling
engine's cooling and control characteristics so we can properly size
components for the 170-hp engine. Even if development work is
successful, the time frame for mass production of this ungine would
be the mid to late 1980's. Once product feasibility is established for
these or any other new alternate power source, a substantial manu-
facturing task would remain. New processes never before utilized in
our industry Aould necessarily be involved.

Ford also has done extensive developmental work on the rotary
engine. We have tried many exhaust treatment systems inc...ing
catalyst only, reactor only, and reactor plus catalyst, using this latter
system together with exhaust gas recirculation. Most of our experience
with rotary engines has failed to ovurcome the poor theoretical thermal
efficiency problem which has resulted in a fuel economy penalty. As
we have sought means to improve economy, we found the rotary engine
to exhibit higher HC and CO levels than other internal combustion
engine& Ford has, therefore, discontinued work on the rotary engine
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in order to concentrate its technical manpower or more promising
alternatives.

Ford has done some pioneering work on electric powerplants for
vehicles. We are continuing our development of the sodium-sulphur
battery and are utilizing a computer model to evaluate various poten-
tial electric car configurations. Even if all our research from here on
were successful, we could not be ready for production until the late
1980's.

With the information available to us today, it is our belief that we
at Ford have balanced our production design effort with our advance
and research effort in a sincere and sensible attempt to make available
to our customers the best vehicles we can produce, and still meet Gov-
ernment standards for safety and emission control. We believe that
considerable improvement in our programs could be attained in drive-
ability and fuel economy if Federal emission standards could be
stabilized for a period of time.

It is essential that Congress establish long-term emission standards
as soon as possible. We recognize that the NAS is conducting an in-
depth study in this area, the results of which should be available dur-
ing the third quarter of this year. This should provide factual data to
assist Congress in a decision on this question.

In conclusion, let me speak directly to H.R. 10392 which is the sub-
ject of this hearing. As indicated at the outset of this statement, there
needs to be some coordination and prioritization of research and de-
velopment programs of ground propulsion systems, both within the
Government and in the private sector. Our current grant to the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory may help in establishing such priorities. Cer-
tainly, we at Ford will give careful consideration to any recommenda-
tions which the JPL study develops. In the interim, we have serious
questions concerning this legislation on the basis that at least on the

surface it appears to duplicate other Government efforts. For example:The Environmental Protection Agency, under its alternative automo-

tive power system program, will spend about $17 million next year in
this area (NASA is already supporting EPA in this program.).

The Department of Transportation, through the Urban Mass Tran-

sit Administraion, is funding research on alternate propulsion systems
for public transportation, including Rankine cyc lectric, and fly-

wheel propulsion system for ibuses.
The Department of Transportation, through the Federal Railroad

Administration, -has a $42 million program on high-speed ground
transportation research, much of which is directed at alternate propul-
sion systems.

At the outset, we mentioned other Government efforts by NASA, the
Department of Defense, the Postal Service, AEC. and the National
Science Foundation. We believe that the outstanding capabilities of
NASA could be better brought to bear on the propulsion system prob-
lem by supporting EPA and the Department of Transporation who
have been charged with this mission and are already underway with
what we consider to be excellent and appropriate programs. We be-
lieve that it would be more productive to increase support for these
groups who, in turn, could contract with NASA as appropriate.

Thank you again for the opportunity to make this report to you
today.
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Mr. SYxINOTON. Thank you, Mr. Jensen, very much for a fine state-
ment.

Are you familiar with the testimony we received from representa-
tives of the Department of Transportation concerning their investment
in long-range research for automotive engines?

Mr. Jmusm. I have read the transcript. It was about a month ago,
so I may not have it completely in mind, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. SYMiTNGIo. Perhaps Icould refresh your memory by pointing
out that they said that this type of research was something for Detroit
to do. That is the way they put it. I asked, "Isn't that rather discour-
aging, if in fact the industry is not doing what you think they should
be doingT" What should we make of all that?

Mr. JifiSaN. Mr. Chairman, we feel very strongly that the Govern-
ment has a role in this field. We do not know exactly what the role
should be in relation to the private sector. That is why we made the
grant to JPL to hopefully let us know, and give us some direction as
to where we should go. We are in the same position you are in that
respeaL

Mr. SyznxGioN. I think the industry is quite anxious to develop the
right working relationship with Government for long-range research
of this kind and we want to help them.

Mr. JENs.N. Yes, sir.
Mr. SYiuNoTON. The assignments that you list on page 10, except

for item 2, DOT's conducting of in-house and funded work on alter-
native automotive systems, doesn't really touch the system. If mass
transit doesn't touch it and EPA's work doesn't do it-they are solv-
ing the current problems--you have to hang your hat on the DOT's
resolve to do such research work, and they have told us they have re-
solved not to do it. That is one of the reasons why we think that NASA,
which has shown some interest in this type of research, and certainly
has a large capability, might be the one to do the work.

Of course, if DOT wants to help fund the work, we would not object
to that. We are really not all that far apart. The work should be done.
I think you agree that some sort of effort at this time ought to be made
to assist the industry in looking down the road.

Mr. JEwsxi. We feel that NASA does have great capability. We,
too, have worked with them a great deal in our Philco-Ford operation.
What we are looking for is hopefully not a competitive ýroup in Gov-
ernment. That is why we are concerned about this particular legisla-
tion. We had hoped we would have some kind of coordinated approach
so we could attain the same kind of objectives I think we share with
you.

Mr. SyoxGToN. Of course, we want to avoid undesirable duplica-
tion. We want good minds to think independently and to come up with
good ideas, but all with some overview by someone who will sort it out.

With Mr. Brown's indulgence, I will call on Mr. Milford for
questions.

Mr. MmFoim. I share your concern about duplication, but I am
wondering if we might be off a little bit on communications. Are you
primarily referring here to hardware development as opposed to
fundamental research in physical principles which could be applied
to hardware development?

36-993 0 - 74 - 19
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Mr. Juxsm. I am speaking primarily of hardware development. We
do have an interest in basic research at Ford. Our scientists for ex-
ample are looking down the road-they have to--to the day when
petroleum products will not be available. They are looking at things
like solar energy and fusion, and the theory that in the future we willhave to l ook toward a different kind of fuel. So, we have that kind of
concern, but the discussion today, I think, relates primarily to hard-
ware development.

Mr. Muammm. I thought the role of NASA was fairly nicely summed
up in Mr. Terry's statement on page 9, getting into such things as the
study of burning gases and the control of burning gases in this cham-
ber which would be applicable to the industry itsef, and incorporat-
ing our research on airfoils and turbine blades, which could be applied
by the industry as a whole in the building of a better engine. This is
the kind of thought I had in my mind.

Mr. JENSEN. I think you and I are talking on the same wavelength.
We are concerned about the competitive aspects. For example, there
is a turbine contract on which EPA reported to this committee, and
more turbinework is contemplated down the road. In this case, there
could be some duplication and waste. We should have ever~yone moving
toward the same objective. This should not hamper scientific research.
You cannot put too many restrictions on researchers and say, "You
have to go in this direction," or you would lose the imagination and
initiative which characterizes our great scientific achievements.

Mr. Muaxoiw. What I am trying to get from you is the identity of
certain areas which would improve the powerplant itself such as two
areas which have been outlind here in the previous witness' statement,
where NASA could fulfill the role not in the making of a better tur-
bine engine but could research out a sector or area that you as a manu-
facturer can incorporate in making a bette engine. I am not sure I am
making myself clear.

Mr. JE.NszN. I understand what you are saying.
Mr. MunFm). Those are the kinds of suggestions I would like to

hear about.
Mr. JENszN. My feeling still is that if the $30 million were avail-

able and there were some kind of overriding coordinating force so
NASA could do this work in which they have this tremendous capa-
bility, it would satisfy any problems we had in this respect.

Mr. Mmzomn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SYmNmoTN. Thank you.
Mr. Brown?
Mr. Bioww. Let me just pursue this for a moment, Mr. Jensen
I couldn't agree with you more that work in this general field needs

to be better coordinated, and part of the problem in Congress right
now is determining the system by which we will achieve this coordi-
nation. That is likewise true in the executive branch. They have a few
problems of their own in terms of how to get coordination. For ex-
ample, the lead responsibility for emission control problems is ob-
viously with the Environmental Protection Agency. Their concern,
however, with fuel efficiency is peripheral, except to the degree that it
may happen to coincide, in some respects, with emission control policy.

The question of fuel efficiency is now probably more within the
purview of the proposed Energy Research and Development Adminis-
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tration which Congress may likely approve and establish, and which
would be responsible for both. The supply, and to some degree the
demand for energy in this country, as far as research and develop-
ment is concerned;

Now which should be a lead agency in a project to establish both a
more emission-free and at the same time energy-conserving automo-
bileI Should it be ERDAI Should it be EPA, or should it be DOT
which has a mandate in general on transportation# This is where the
problem lies.

Now, we have in NASA a general purpose research and development
organization which can-and I think this is a widely shared view-
which can contribute to the solution of this problem. But obviously
the criticism is quite correct. It does not have a specific mandate that
deals with either emission controls or cleaner engines. It is not trying
to usurp ERDA as fear as energy research and development is con-
cerned. Certainly it does not want to take over DOT. But neverthe-
less, it has a long-demonstrated capability of handling the kind of prob-
lems which need to be solved in order to attack this.

Now, I think our purpose in drafting this legislation is to try, with
the help of witnesses, such as yourself, to create a framework within
which this capability can be utilized. Frankly, I do not consider the
legislation to the perfect. I think it would be more desirable, instead of
the rather blunt mandate which the bill gives to develop ground pro-
pulsion systems which are energy conserving and have clean emission
characteristics, that we ought to indicate that their authorization shall
extend to research and development aimed at solving problems in
these areas, in coordination with or under the direction o the appro-
priate agncy dealing specifically with the problem.

But rthink those kinds of changes in the legislation can be readily
made if we agree that there is a problem and that NASA has the
capability to solve it and it ought to be engaged.

Would you react to that little speech I
Mr. JENsEi(. I think, you and I are talking on the same wavelength

and have the same concerns and obviously the same objectives. If we
did not have the same problems and questions we would not have pro-
vided a grant to JPL. We will need some help and guidance. We want
to know that we are going on the right path.

Mr. BROWN. I want to compliment you and your company for hav-
".ig given that grant to JPL. I think JPL is eminently qualified to
give you an extremely valuable report. They are themselves doing some
work on emission controls and more efficient engines. They have had
long experience in working with private contracts and the private
enterprise sector. I think they are resposive to the needs of all parties
involved. And while I would prefer that we pass this bill tomorrow
and give them a specific authorization to continue and expand what
they are doing-essentially, that is what we are seeking-I would
feelthat if we cannot get the bill through immediately that we would
be well served to be guided by the JPL report. After all, they are a
part of NASA. So you have called on NASA, in effect, for assistance
or consultative services in this regard. I will defer further quesions,
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. SyMThoTON. Mr. Jensen, we do need to get on to our next wit-
ness, but you say on page 9 of your statement that you have a balanced
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effort and you balenced it with your research effort. How do you mean
you balanced it I Do you mean dollar for dollar or do you mean you
found what you deem to be an appropriate emphasis on each I

Mr. JEzsEn. Yes. For example, the material which was in the tran-
script, and I speak of the tables which were mentioned earlier show
that Ford was spending a greater percentage than our competitors ofour total Rt & D. budget on control of emission. The transcript said it
was 26.8 percent but the latest number is 26.79. This is one phase of
this balancing process. The other phase relates to how much we are
spending on alternate power sources as compared to total emission
control. On the enginneering portion of research and development, we
spent $221 millioin on total emission-related projects in 1973. Of that
total the final number for 1973 spent on alternate power source devel-
opment was $26,452,000.

In respect to personnel we had the equivalent of 5,600 people work-
ing in total emission research. Of that total about 567 were working
on alternate power sources. I do not know whether that is too many
or too few. That ist why we are talking with JPL. But we have tried
to balance it.

Mr. SyxrxOTOx. The ameospace, industry tends to invest a fixed per-
centage of its sales dollars in R. & D. and the Government tends to
engage in fund matching to help them do that. How do you feel that
the industry, or at least Ford feels about that I How do you determine
the level at which you will invest in R. & D. on, let us say, alternative
propulsion systemsI

Mr. J•-.-szN. I am not familiar with the aerospace industry propor-
tion for R. & D. Of course, we react to Government laws and require-
ments. The amount which we spent on alternate power sources, R. & D.
for example in 1970--the year before the clean air amendments were
adopted, on December 31, 1970--was around $8 million. Now, as I indi-
cated in 1973, alternate power source P. & D. expenditures arm up to
$26.5 million. A_ good portion of that is designed to meet long-range
Government requirements in the public interest. You people in Con-
gress speak for the public. You are the ones who have to indicate what
the lon~g-range goals should be and we have to react. So it is in part
a reaction rather than being based completely on our initiative.

Mr. SY•inxTo•q. In other words, the curve of your R. & D. invest-
ment apparentlygoe up with Government interest and presumably
would tend to decline without it.

Mr. Jz.qszN. Correct. Naturally, we have an overriding interest
obviously in being compeitive. We want to come out with the best
alternate power system before Chrysler and General Motors. We want
to have the best fuel economy and lowest cost and so forth. That is our
overriding interest but we react to Government interest too.

Mr. Syxmu-row. Thank you.
Mr. BRow•r. Mr. Chairman, may I ask just one clarifying question.
Mr. Jensen, this is somewha peripheral, but not entirely. I am

interested that you indicated you ame doing some research on batteries.
Mr. Jimwszx. Yes, sir.
Mr. Bitoww. Could you provide the committee with some additional

information on your workc in develo•ping these batteries. And I ask
you also if the company has given any thought to the possibility that
there might be at least a small but growing market for a battery-

ar
no• ,,mm,.mlnm • •emission.,
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powered vehicle in certain areas of cities which might be limited to
access by a low-powered, limited velocity, vehicles only, and fromwhich internal combustion engines might be prohibited. And believe
it or not there will be increasing numbers of such communities.

Mr. JzNsEN. We will be glad to supply that information, Mr.
Brown.
Mr. FRANK X. HAMMIU, Jr.,
Committee os Science a" Autronauti, House of Ropreamtativea, BoSte 2Sil,

Rayburn House Offie Bld4sg, WsiAngton, D.C.
DUAX MIL HAMMILL: I am responding to the questions posed in your letter of

June 17, 1974.
1. Does the information on pages 108 to 109 of the February 4, 5, and 6 hear-

ings of the Subcommittee match the information In your own files?
There are some inconsistencies in the data as reflected on pages 103 to 109 in

the February 4, 5 and 6 Subcommittee hearing record. In this regard, we have
noted the appropriate corrections on a copy of the respective record material
which is attached hereto.

2. Do you have an estimate of the future expenditures of your company in
the same categories that are listed in our February hearing record?

We cannot realistically forecast expenditures on such a definitive category
basis. Generally, wherever we find it necessary to portray such projected data
we do so in terms of current year expenditures adjusted to reflect anticipated
inflationary trends.

3. What mileage goals does your company have for each category of vehicle
that you market, using the EPA mileage test cycle?

Mileage goals for each carine/engine family configuration are established
as a function of our city-suburban driving cycle and other performance criteria.
We believe that the EPA mileage test cycle, especially as used during the 1974
model year, is totally urban oriented and therefore not fully representative of
overall normal driving patterns. The EPA has amended this test cycle in 1975 to
include a '%ighway" test sequence and we are presently evaluating this revised
methodology.

As you may know, we have initiated a number of broadly based product im-
provement actions designed to reduce fuel consumption through car and truck
component innovations, weight reductions and new small vehicle programs. The
new Mustang II in 1974, the soon to be introduced mid-aime Granada and Monarch
vehicle lines as well as product features such as the widespread use of radial
ply tires serve to demonstrate Ford's overall commitment to fuel economy
measures. In addition, fuel economy related changes to engine, axle, transmission
and carburetor componentry are planned or under investigation for 1975 and
future model years.

4. Does your company have any vehicle weight goals? If so, what type of
weight mix do you anticipate?

One rather basic goal of future product programs Is to maximize interior room
and comfort levels as well as handling and ride characteristics within certain
design objectives such as smaller overall exterior dimensions, lighter total ve-
hicle weight, and of course, better overall fuel economy performance. Conse-
quently, rather specif weight goals are established as part of the initial approval
process for each new vehicle program. These weight objectives are closely moni-
tored throughout the product development process from the very early planning
stages through the finalization of the product packages. In addition, weight reduc-
tion programs are constantly pursued for short-term application with respect to
various design improvements Ind the increased substitution of light weight mate-
rial for the more conventional ones. We anticipate, therefore, that excluding the
weight effects that may occur as a result of government mandated programs, the
average weight of our new vehicles will decline in future years both as a result
of new weight reduction product innovations and a more pronounced small car
market orientation.

5. What restraints does your company face on phasing in the stratified charge
engine?

A major restraint precluding the timely phase-in of the stratified charge
engine Is the uncertainty of future NO- emission standards As I indicated in
my testimony 'The Introduction of such an engine (CVCC pre-chamber) is
practical, incidentally, only If a NO. standard of no less than 2 gpm is assured

&



for a Meieat number of years to allow recovery of investment costs to mass
educe suh an engine. As the Presdent of our Company reported to the Senate

Subcommittee on Air and Water Pollution over a year ago, assuming successful
development, such a design could be Incorporated on one engine line (500,000
vehicles) about three model years after firm establishment of a reasonable long
range NO sandard. I can report today that to date our development program
has been successful, although there are still some technical and economic prob-
lems to be resolved. Unfortunately, no congressional action has yet been taken
to set the long term NOx standard at the required level."

& What time frame for production does your company see for the various
alternative technologies that your statement referenced?

Sthe establishment of a long range 10 NO, standard as noted above,
a stratified charge engine could be produced on a limited basis by the 1978-79
model years. The "in production" time frame for other alternative propulsion

systems is as follows:

Turbines-Mid to late 190's.
St•rllng-Mid to late 1960's
Buankine-No plans.
BDtary-No plans.
Ulectrle--Late 190's If at all.
Diesel-larly 190's.

T. Could you explain why the domestic automobile manufacturers in the United
States all market basically the same engine types while foreign manufacturers
manufacture varying engine types? In other words, why is there not a mix of
propulsion systems and engines from the U.S. manufacturers?

The contention that foreign manufaeturers offer a greater variety of propul-
sion systems than their U.S. counterparts Is somewhat overstated. As a world-
wide propositien, the internal combustion engine remains t-e primary source
of automotive propulsion. For moot other engine configurations, such as the
Wankel, the OCVC, and the diesel powerplants, It should be noted that the former
am of recent origin and power only a very minor portion of the world's total
vehicle population. Furthermore, due to circumstances noted in my testimony,
such as an overly stringent U.S. NO, standard, poor fuel economy characteris-
tics or the myriad of problems associated with diesel operation, these respective
powerplants simply are not yet suitable for the U.S. market. Also, it should be
noted that where a particular engine development simply doesn't work out in
the U.S. market, a foreign based manufacturer can either absorb the product
In his "home" market or otherwise limit his overall financial liabilities.

Respectfully submitted,
D. A. J3mWn.

Attaehment.

The three largest domestic automobile manufacturers Chrysler, Ford and
General Motors, have expended $422.6 million In 1972 and $737.3 million in 1973
(estimated) on emissions control research and development or a total of $1.16
billion In the last two years. he largest portion of this amount was expended for
capital items, equipment and facilities, needed for the production and assembly of
emissions control deviees, especially catalytic converters. In addition, expended
test and research facilities for emissions control were included in the capital
expenditures. Table 1 summarises the emissions-related expenditures by the
largest domestic manufacturers and compares them with total research and
development expenditures. It shows that capital expenditures were 29% and
46% of total emissions expenditures in 1972 and 1973, respectively.

Over $19 million in 1972 and $80 million in 1973 were reported by the manu-
facturers specifically for catalytic converter research. The actual amount Is
much higher than that, however, because most of the money expended by Ford
on engineering development of the catalyst was Included In 1975/76 control
system development and the catalyst portion cannot be separated from the total.

Enlsslons expenditures were utilized for projects relating to: (1) equip-
ment and engine development directed towards meeting the statutory standards
for hydrocarbons (HC), carbon monoxide (CO), and oxides of nitrogen (NO,) ;
(2) boIde emblons resea.c, (8) testing and certification of production vehicles;
(4) research on advanced emission components, Including catalytic converters;
and (5) research on alternate power sources. Detailed listings of expenditures
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by individual projects are attached for each of the three major domestic mann-
facturere; the exhibits are from the manufacturers' Applicatlio for Suspension
of the 1976 Automobile Exhaust Emissions Standards.

TABLE 1.-SAMMARY OF EMIISSIONS EXPENDITURES

Total
1967-73

1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 19731 (percent)

Total emissions expenditures (mllions of
dollars) (Includes capital speea~ :

Cean"lMotors ---- _--------------- 51.2 39.7 65.0 119.9 181.6 237.9 350.7 1,047(53)
Ford ------------------------------ 5 0.7 35.6 52.7 67.0 131.9 164.9 340.1 843(42)
Chrysler -------------- _----_---- 2.9 4.4 6.6 9.0 14.4 19.8 46.5 1645)

Total -_--- _----------------- 104.8 79.7 124.3 195.9 327.9 422.6 737.3 1,994
Capital expenditures (million of dollars):

General . ..oters --------------------- 27.2 6.5 13.9 38.8 44.9 90.0 203.7 437.0Ford ---------- _------------------ 27.3 9.3 16.4 15.S 41.6 33.6 131.1 274.2
Chrysler --------------------- (2) (2) (1) 0.3 1.0 1.2 3.4 a17.7

Total emissions as a percent of total
R. & D.4:

General Motors ------ _------------- 3.6 4.5 5.9 9.8 14.0 15.6 15.0 ............
Ford --------.--------------------- 7.2 7.2 8.5 11.5 17.5 21.1 26.3 ..........
Chrysler ---------------- _--------- 4.0 4.7 6.3 10.6 14.9 15.0 20.9 ............

Total R. & D. (mtiions of dolts):
General motors .................... 664 763 852 808 900 M4, 970 ------------
Ford ------------------------------ 325 359 423 453 513 621 796 ------------
Chrysler --------------------------- 76 84 95 82 90 124 150 ------------

'1973 expenditures are estimated.
HNot atlable.

31970-73.
4 Does not include capital expenditures.

TABLE 2.-ALTERNATIVE POWER SOURCE RESEARCH DIRECT EXPENDITURES

lim millions of dollars]

Total
1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1967-73

GOncral Motors --------- 1.64 4.74 8.46 11.33 L8.92 20.80 23.69 89.58
Ford ---------------------- 4.81 4.87 6.56 7.97 12.99 20.33 28.55 81.92
Chrysler .................... NA NA NA .10 .30 .80 3.5 4.70

Tyrzs OF ALT!ENATXV Powim Sysrms

1. G.M.-Ranklne cycle (steam), stratified charge, electric, gas turbine, Stir-
ling, rotary, and Honda CVCC evaluation. "GM's expenditures for emissions con-
trol applicable to the rotary engine do not Include the approximately $50 million
forecast to be paid over the period 1970-1975 for the rights to produce this
engine."

2. Word.-Stratified charge (PROCO and fast burn), diesel, Rankine cycle,
Stirling, rotary, turbine, pre-chamber spark-ignited, and auxiliary power units
(APU).

3. Chrz/ler.-Gas, Turbine, Rankine cycle, TCCS evaluation, Brayton cycle,
rotary, and Honda V(VO evaluation.
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Hon. Gsomnz E. BRowN, Jr.,
Committee on Science and Aetronautics, House of Representatives, Suite 2311,

Rayburn House Offe Building, Washington, D.C.
DAa Ma. BsowN: In reading the transcript of the hearing before the Subcom-

mittee on Space, Science and Applications of the Committee on Science and
Astronautics on June 12, 1974, 1 was impressed with one of your statements. You
said on page 847:

"Now, I think our purpose in drafting this legislatiom Is to try, with the help
of witness strch as yourself, to create a framework within which this can be
utilized. Frankly, I do not consider the legislation to be perfect. I think it would
be more desirable instead of the rather blunt wmandate which the bill gives to
develop ground propulsion systems which are energy conserving and have clean
emission characteristics that we ought to soften that a little bit and indicate
that their authorization shall extend to research and development aimed at solv-
ing problems in these areas in coordination with or under the direction of the
appropriate agency dealing specifically with the emission.

"But I think those kinds of changes in the legislation can be readily made if
we agree that there is a problem and that NASA has the capability to solve it and
it ought to be engaged."

This is an excellent expression of the feeling we, at -Ford Motor Company, have
In respect to H.R. 10892. We would endorse your statement and support your
proposal. Your suggestion provides a means of utilizing the capability of NASA
in coordination with other appropriate government agencies which have been as-
signed specific tasks by Congress.

If you wish, this letter can be utilized In the record of the hearing.
Thank you for your courtesy and consideration.

Sincerely,
D. A. JrszN.

Mr. Giaosz E. BRowN, JR.,
Committee on Solenoe and Astrovautos,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

Dr.z Ma. BaowN: At the hearing of the Subcommittee on Space, Science and
Applications of the Committee on Science and Astronautics you asked for further
information regarding Ford Motor Company's research on electric powered
vehicles.

In our judgment in order to develop electric vehicles with reasonable broad use-
fulness, it is necessary to have batteries with improved energy storage. Therefore.
the Ford program has been aimed mainly at the development of a sodium-sulfur
battery which in our judgment has the best potential as an energy source for
electric vehicles.

I am enclosing the text of remarks made by Dr. Dale W. Compton, Vice Presi-
dent, Scientific Research Staff, Ford Motor Company at the RANN Symposium,
National Science Foundation, Washington, D.C., November 19, 1973. This, I think,
is responsive to your inquiry. This can be put in your hearing record if you desire.

Under separate cover I am forwarding to Frank Hammill, Jr., Committee
Counsel, several rather lengthy reports on our research and development efforts
on electric vehicles. These may be useful as reference documents.

If I can be of further assistance, please feel free to call on me.
Sincerely,

D. A. Jarqssi•.
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S News Reease
Research and Engineering Crntsr, Oarborn, Mich. 48121
Telephone: (313) SI24NS

Following is the text of remarks by Dr. W. Dale Compton, vice president -
Scientific Research, Ford Motor Company, at the RAN Symposium, National Science
Foundation, Washington, D. C., November 19, 1973:

The energy crisis is probably the most discussed topic in the news these

days - and for good reason. It touches everyone. Wefve been told that the United

States should expect severe heating oil shortages this winter and gasoline shortages

appear likely this winter and certain by next smmer. With every new day, consumer

coupon rationing of gasoline and heating oil is being discussed more actively.

Even as recently as a year ago, most of us wouldnat have predicted that

before the end of 1974, we might be forced to accommodate to the unpleasant task of

readjusting our way of life to this drastic change in energy availability.

And not only will personal comfort be affected in the years ahead, but also

our manufacturing productivity will be hit hard. With world energy consumption

expected to double by the 19
8
0's, we must look at every alternative for expanding our

energy resources.

We in the automobile business often are asked why we haven't built electrically-

powered vehicles to alleviate the problem of exhaust emissions and now to combat the

shortage of gaaoline. First, and as we will discuss further in a moment, the performance

of presently feasible electric vehicles just does not measure up to the performance of

vehicles powered by internal combustion engines. It simply cannot perform on the

highway in a fashion that is typical of the standard gasoline-powered vehicle.

As for emissions, the traditional answer is that electric vehicles would

merely transfer the pollution problem from the vehicle to the electrical generating

plant. Therefore, converting to electric vehicles would result in no net benefit. This

answer is really a oit too simple. Whether it is cheaper and easier to reduce pollutants

at a central power generating station or in the exhaust of each vehicle is a complex

problem for which there is probably no single best answer.
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Such factorms the nature and extent of the fuel suplplies, the type and

concentration of the pollutant : that can be tolerated, the location at which the

pollutants are emitted, the local meteorological conditions and the status of the various

control technologies must be considered.

Within the present technology of electric and internal combustion-powered

vehicles, the overall system efficiency, as measured by the fraction of the energy in

the primary fuel that is converted to useful torque at the wheels of a vehicle, is

essentially the sate.

Clearly, if significant Improvements are made in the efficiencies of any of

the sub-elements -d either in the generation, transmission or utilization of electricity th

this could affect the attractiveness of electric vehicles. Thus, we must continue to

examine the various alternitiles for energy production and utilization and the trade-offs

that are possible within this complex problem.

For a number of years, Ford scientists and engineers have studied the aspect

of this problem that deals with the conversion and storage of electrical energy and the

r extent to which electricity can compete favorably witb liquid fuel for powering vehicles.

This morning I'd like to discuss with you the development of a new storage

system and the possible advantages that it can offer to us over the standard lead-acid

battery system in both the storage of extra electrical energy and in providing energy

for mobile vehicle propulsion. For the next few minutes let'a concentrate on the

development of a new battery technology.

As a basis for orientation, we'll compare the performance of a 3,200-pound

vehicle when propelled by either an internal combustion engine or a direct current

electric motor. This weight class is chosen arbitrarily, hut it is reasonably represen-

tative of the compact class vehicle. The projected operating characteristics are shown

in the two columns on the left of Figure 1 for an electric vebPcle with lead-acid

batteries and on the right for a standard 2. 3-liter internal combustion engine with

automatic transmissp. n.
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City Vehicle-Perfo-mance
( •20 Lb. Grai . Wt.)

Eleotric Drive
(Lead-Acid ESA=)rv

Payload
(Lbs..) 300 800

lotor 30 hp. 17 bp. 2.3L
v/Auto Trans.

Range For Charge
(miles)

.20 mph 8 58 273

C City Driving 28 34 233

Acceleration

Distance in 10 Sec.
(Ft.) 365 230 373

Figure 1

An electric vehicle with the characteristics described in the far left column

has reasonably high performance, as measured by the mai distance traveled in ten

seconds, starting from rest. As this suggests, it is technically possible to build an

electric vehicle that is essentially equivalent to the internal combustion vehicle by

this single criterion, but the range and Payload of the electric vehicle are very

limited. The middle column indicates the limited trade-offs that can be effected

between performance and range for the sane vehicle - still powred with lead-acid

batteries. Not only are the range and payload of this vehicle limited, but it would

have unacceptable performance. The ooluan on the right gives the date for this vehicle

weight when powered by an internal combustion engine. Obviously, neither of the electric

vehicles has the desirable operating characteristics of the internal combustion engine.

Figure 2 presents the projected operating costs for these sose vehicles. For

purposes of this comparison, the gasoline tam has been removed from the figures on the

right. The limitation in the performance of the electric vehicle, although somewhat

affected by motor design and controller design, is determined almost entirely by the

battery systes. This poor performance can be traced directly to the problem of hOw

I0,
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fmob battery weight can be accommdated in the electric vehicle. Thus, it relates

directly to the low energy density of the lead-acid battery. The total operating cost

of the @ytet also Is affected strongly by the relatively limited nmber of charges and

discharges that the lead-acid batteries can sustain, for this determines the battery

lifetime. This leads us to believe that only through the development of battery systems

superior to those of lead acid can a major advancement in electric propulsion be

achieved.

City Vehicle-Operating Costs
(AO Lb. Groas Wgt.)

Electric Drive
(Lead-Acid Eattery)

Motor 30 hp. 17 hp. 2.3L
w/Auto Trans.

Fuel Cost
(c/Mi.) 1.1* 0.9* 1. 4 *

operating Cost
(c/Wi.) 4.2 3.8 2.1

Total Vehicle

Cost (c/Mi.) 8.3 7.8 5.6

*Taxes not included

Figure 2

What are the potentials in tegms of a chemical storage system?

Figure 3 depicts the energy densities of eae common systems in units of watt

hours per pound. The higher the energy density, the less battery weight that one needs

for a given performance.
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NRzW beveities of Sam Coma Syots
lgatt.-Hrm.s/Pmznd) MZirI hsa I

Lead-Acid 4910

Silver-Zino 230 50

Sadiuw-Sultur 350 1004

Zinoxygen 495 60*

Lithium-Sulfur 660 100*

Lithium-Copper Flouride 646 100

Lithium-Chlorine 90 250

Gasoline 6000 1200

*Projected

Figure 3

Starting with lead acid, we find the energy density in watts per pound

increasing as we progress from the lead-acid system to the sodium sulfur system and

finally to the lithium chlorine system. For purposes of comparison, the energy density

for gasoline, which is substantially greater than that of the battery systems, also is

given. Even though the energy density of gasoline canot be achieved by the chemical

storage systems described above, a factor of ten improvement in range would make the

electric vehicle much more attractive. An improvement in energy density of the battery

system by this factor over lead acid would enhance materially the attractiveness of the

electric vehicle. This, in fact, seems possible. There are other considerations,

however.

In addition to the energy density, the battery system must have a high power

density, a long life (which means many charges and discharges) and low cost.

Let me now mention very briefly the role that energy storage devices can play

in improving the efficiency of electrical generating and transmission systems. Improved

efficiency for the electrical generating system can be achieved by operating it near

peak power at all times with a capability for storing any electrical energy that is not

needed immediately. Thus, the overall efficiency for power generation is improved if

36-993 0 - 74 - 20
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smeru can be gerated, sW at nights for use &w pg the peak demand periods that occur

ding the day. Improvemnmt in energ and power density and lifetime of batteries over

that available from lead-acid batterie are also needed for power system applications.

Thus, the criteria for the batteries are very siailar.

After a thorough study of the various possible battery systems, we concluded

that the sodium sulfur system offers the best chance of achieving all of the objectives

we seek and thus of providing improved capability for both electric propulsion and

power system peak load leveling.

The development of the sodium sulfur battery began at Ford Motor Company a

decade agD -- in 1963. During this ten-year span, we have been concerned with the

development of engineering prototypes, as well as with understanding the fundamental

mechanisAe that take place in this system.

Figure 4 illustrates the nature of the sodium sulfur battery and shows how it

differs from the lead-acid battery. On the left is a diagram of the standard lead-acid

battery with solid electrodes of lead and lead dioxide, separated by sulfuric acid, the

liquid electrolyte. On discharge, the energy is extracted by the external circuit and

both the electrodes, undergo chemical change. The umber of charges and discharges are

limited, at least in part, by irreversible changes that take place in the electrodes.

LEAD ACID VS. SODIUM SULFUR BATTERY

Lead Acid Storage Battery Sodium Sulfur Battery

SSULFURIC ACID

A Do' LIQUID SODIUM

:,EA D "= --- -- = CERAMIC
*DIOXIDE" - ,ELECTROLYTE

0 4b s' -CONDUCTING

Is 00 1 0 0SULFUR

ELECTRODE

S• SOLID REACTANTS 0 LIQUID REACTANTS

0 LIQUID ELECTROLYTE •SOLID ELECTROLYTE
L Figure
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By contrast, the sodium sulfur battery has liquid electrodes, sodium and

sulfur, which are separated b7 a solid electrolyte - a form of ceramic kown as bets-

alumina. During discharge, a sodium atom gives up an electron to the external circuit,

aigrates through the solid electrolyte and reacts with the sulfur on the other side to

form a compound of sodium and sulfur. Ideally, there is no chemicel or physical change

that takes place in the ceramc electrolyte during the charge or discharge, and the

chemical changes of the electrodes are completely reversible. The characteristics of

the Inert electrolyte make possible important trade-off be etween the energy and power.

In the sodium sufu battery# the total stored energy depends only upon the total weight

of the sodium and sulfur, whereas the power density is related directly to the total

surface area of the ceramic electrolyte.

For a vehicle, the stored energy is related directly to the achievable range;

wherena, the power density is related to the achievable acceleration of the vehicle.

Since one of the most expensive ecmponents of the battery is the ceramic electrolyte,

it will he advantageous economically to tailor this battery to the mount of ceramic

that is used. Where weight is critical, as in the vehicle, a high energy and power

density is required.

The objectives of the development of the sodium sulfur battery are shown in

Figure 5. For electric propulsion, we believe we need:

* An energy density of 100 watt hours per pound

A power density of 100 watts per pound

A A durability of five years (which can be expressed in terms of a desired

charge and discharge of about one thousand cycles) and

* A cost of approximately two to three dollars per pound

&
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Bodium Sulfur Battery
D2velome-t 0bj octina

Eectric Vehicles Load Levelinl

Energy Density
(Watt Nre./Lb.) 100 25

Pow" Density
(Watt/Lb.) 100 25

Durability
( .)5 25

(1000-Cyclee)

Cost

(&/Kwr.) 20 5-15

Figure 5

For power system load leveling, we believe the energy density and power

density can be somewhat lower since weight is not such a problem. However, the dur-

ability should be about twenty-five years. We project the desired cost for this appli-

cation to be between five and fifteen dollars per kilowatt hour of stored energy -

somewhat lower than the projected cost of batteries that are to be used for electric

propulsion.

As with any new application, several problems must be solved before this

systen can become operational. The sodium polysulfide melt which results from the

chemical reaction of sulfur and sodium is corrosive and proper materials must be

developed for ite containment at the 575OF temperature that is needed to maintain the

electrodes in a liquid form. Thermal insulation and careful control of the temperature

must be provided. Inexpensive processing methods for the manufacture of the ceramic

have not yet been developed. Although the initial work indicates that none of these

problems are insurmountable, we have a long way to go to make this a comercial system.



Figure 6 cpaes the performance of an internal co.Imstion engine

with an electric vehicle equipped with the type of sodium smlfur battery that will meet

our objectives. rou'll notice that for a oamparable performance, cq determined by the

acceleration, a ramp can be aocheved that is at least as large as that of an internal

coabuation engine with a normal-aised tank of gasoline.

City Vehicle-Performance
(.W0 Lb. Groas lint.)

Electric Drive
(Sodium Sulfur Battery) U

Payload
(Lbs.) 300 800

Motor 30 hP. 2.3L
w/Auto Tranc.

Range Per Charge
(miles)

.20 mph 483 273

.City Driving 280 233

Acceleration

Distance in 10 See. 365 373
(Ft.) 365 373

Figure 6

An estimate of the operating cost of this vehicle is given in Figure 7.

City Vehicle•- rng Costs(•oo Lb. Gros Witt.)

Electric Drive(Soi Sufu Battery) l

otor 30 hp. 2.3L
w/Auto Trans

Fuel Cost

( .) 1.0* 1.*

Operating Cost
W(/Mi.) 1.7 2.1

Total Vehicle Cost
(c/ki.) 8.2 5.6

*Taxes not included

"Figure 7
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tjw ntemalcomuston ggint te ttalvehicle operating coat par mile in city driving

millbe ighr beaus weexp~ th -a ofthe electric motor controller and the sodium

engine.

since the coat figures of operating an enenlcobsi nginewan a~

from Department of Transport~ation (DOT) date showing avereges for the past ton years,

they don't reflect recast increases In the coat of gasoline and, therefore, mist be

considered low. similarly, the cost of electricity Is only en average. Again, to aid

in the comparison, taxesa are remved from both the coat of gasoline end electricity.

We are optimistic about the potential of the sodium sulfur battery. Its

successful application to an electric vehicle would provide performance in terso of

range, durability and operating costs that would compete favorably with the present-day

ilo1 combustion systes. Blut the electric vehicle still will have aaW deficiencies.

C. First, the payload would be less than that of the gasoline-povered vehicle

aimply because we see no way for the enorgy density of the battery to be brought up to

that of gasoline. Thin would mean that electric care could accommdate fewer passengers

than would be the caae for the sams grosa weight vehicle powered by an Internal

cI tation engne. Providing auzliary functions, muh me heating and air conditioning,

will degrade the overall performance of the electric vehicle more then the internal

combustion engine vehicle.

The National Saeomo VowmAtnou through its program of Research as Applied to

National Needs, recognized that the battery Is a vital sub-element in a transportation

system involving electrical propulsion and in electric peak power storage.

In en effort to expand the research in this critical area, it awarded a

contract to Ford Motor Cocpany in June of this year to pursue the application of the

sodium sulfur battery, as one nman of attacking the energy crisis.

Objectives of the research project are toi
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SDevelop a better underatiing of the interection of sulfu and sodium at

the murface of the o.ramic

. Determine the optimal proparties for the oonaduotive carem c, and

SDevelop low-cost techniques for sm prodution of that ceramic

This basic understanding is to be translated into prototype cell. that wdill be

tested under reali•tic conditions. The contract was undertaken as a joint project between

Ford Motor Compay in Dearborn, Nich., and two major univerasitie - the University of

Utah In Salt Lake City and Renaselser Polytechnic Institute in Troy, N. Y. Work on the

project in under way in laboratories at all three locations. Close coordination in

maintained through frequent meetinga, and a senior moer of the Ford group is spending

1974 at the University of Utah working with them In their research. Members of the

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute group are eqmeoted to spend the smr nonths at the

Ford laboratory. Every effort is being made to assure close interaction between the

various activities. We feel that students and faculty are a vital part of this research

effort.

We believe this interaction between a major goverment agency, the academic

ocmmnity and an Industrial laboratory offers great promise of developing a now technology

that wil beweftit a amber of problem are"a for a wide range of energy users. I would like

to close by spending just a smet on this point. We a" appalled at the recent popular and

technical press articles which suggested that government and industry and universities cannot

work together successfully for the commn good without be- ug improperly influenced or biased

by each other. This suggestion is contrary to the long tradition of objective scientific

research and in view of today's critical ersrgy probleas, should not even be entertained.

It is imperative that all scholars and technicians who can contribute to solving

the crisis oonfronting us employ their talents and resources to attack the problem

effectively. I sm convinced that the most efficient way to accomplish this is through

joint progres in which each participant pwesents his analysia of the problem to his

fellow participant and thereby shares the responsibility for finding the solution to

the tough problems we face. Time is too short end the problms too severe to quibble

about the possibility of one scientist being improperly influeno by another's thinki.

ik
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No one roup has all the talent or the complete range of experience to produce the

results so urgently needed. When the divergent views of bow to sol-e critical applied

problems are expressed in the research and early developsent phases, significant results

can be achieved. Cooperative research - in which the beat minds of our universities and

industry are brought together vith goveruanr t agencies to york on comon problem - is

not only a viable but an essential part of aolving our energy problems.

It In our fervent hope that political considerations will not preclude the

development of fruitful interactions among industry, university and government, for we

believe this is a highly productive force that can make a concerted attack on the major

applied problems that are critical to our nation's future well-being.

JA:
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t Mr. STXwamox. Thank you, Mr. Brown, and thank you, Mr. Jensen.
Our final witnes represents General Motors Corp. He is Mr. Ernest
S tarkamw and is vice president, environmental activities staff. He

joined General Motors in 1971 after many years on the faculty at the
University of California at Berkeley. Mr. StLrknmn has had many con-
sulting positions with the California and Federal Governments and is
the author of more than 100 technical papers on automotive engines
and related subjects

Mr. Starkman is accompanied by Dr. William G. Agnew, technical
director of GM's research laboratory.

We welcome both of you, gentlemen. You may proceed with your
statement.

[A biographical sketch of Mr. Starkman follows:]

EisRNM S. STARKMAN

Ernast S. Stark-mn, Professor Emeritus, University of California, Berkeley,
was elected vice president of General Motors in charge of the Environmental
Activities Staff effective April 1,19T1

The Environmental Activities Staff, created at the time of Mr. 6tarkn's
appointment, concentrates Us efforts on the performance of GM products in the
environment.

Under Mr. Starkman's Jurisdiction are automotive safety engineering, automo-
tive exhaust emissions and product assurance. He also coordinates activities
relating to Industrial air and water pollution control.

Immediately prior to Joining GM, he had been professor of mechanical engineer-
Ing, Universtty of California, Berkeley. The title Professor Emeritus in the De-
partment of Mechanical Engineering, Berkeley Campus, was conferred on Mr.
Starkman effective April 1,1971.

He also was assistant vice president for the Statewide University, and before
that he bad been chairman of the Thermal Systems Division of the College of
Engineering.

Mr. Starkmn is nationally known for his research work In thermodynamics,
combustion afd polltion.

Born on October 8, 1919, at Los Angeles, Calilf., he graduated from the Univer-
sity of Calitfrnla, Berkeley, in 1942 with a bachelor of science degree in engineer-
Ing and received his master of science degree there in 1945.

He held positions in private Industry as an employe and a consultant, as well
as numerous teaching and administrative positions at the University of Califor-
nia, Berkeley, before becoming a professor there in 1960.

He is the author of mare than 100 technical papers on engine fuels, lubricants
and combustion, and received the Society of Automotive Engineers' Horming
Award and Medal in 1959 and the Colwell Award In 1968 for presentations relat-
ing to engine combustion.

Mr. Starkman recently served on the White House Task Forc on Air Pollu-
tion and the office of Science and Technology Ad Hoe Panel on Unconventional
Automotive Vehicle Propulsion.

He was chairmen of the Technical Advisory Oommittee to the State of Cali-
fornia Air Resources Board from 1968-1971, and served as a member of the panel
on 'The Automobile and Air Pollution," U.S. Department of Commerce. He also
was chairman of the Advisory Committee on Advanced Power systems to the
Council of Environmental Quality, and is a member of the Technical Advisory
Board of the U.S. Department of Cmmerce.

He is a member of the Air Pollution Control Association; a Fellow of the
American Soeiety of Mehaniceal Engineers, and the Institution of Mechanical
Ensbnert; member and director of the Interns~onal Combustion Institute; mem-
her and pat director of the Society of Automotive FEMnneers, and member of the
American Association for the Advancement of Sclence.

Mr. Starkman also is a member of the Thu Beta P1 (engineering), Pi Tan Sigma
(meehaniad engineering) and Sigma Xi (ressareh) honorary societies.

Mr. fturkaxan Is marrie saM the father of four children.
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WAT=3N3r 07 DUrNT S. W TAUXAN, VICE PREUIDIT, EITM.
RONNTLAOTIVITm AsCOXA D NY WILLIAM 0. AS-
NMW, TINCAL DUI OZR, gIN IG RSEARH,
GNEraL OTORS 0ORP.

Mr. STA., A.•. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
You have introduced Dr. Agnew. He is indeed technical director

and is in charge of our alternative powerplants research program in
the General Motors Research Laboratories.

GM is pleased to have this opportunity to discuss with you the auto-
motive powerplant research programs in General Motors and our view
of the role the Federal Government should play in research and de-
velopment of automotive engines.

Because the powerplant is a crucial component in our principal prod-
uct General Motors R. & D. in this area has been both long standing
and extensive. Throughout our history we have attempted to produce
the optimum engine, carburetors, and other components for the job to
be d6ne. The characteristics which today are critical in determining
the optimum powerplant are fuel economy, emissions, reliability, effec-
tiveness, that is the ability to do the job, convenience, cost, and, of
course, customer satisfaction.

In addition to developing our own ideas, GM is involved in a
major screening effort on hundreds of powerplant concepts which
are suggested to us each year. During 1973, almost 900 alternate
engine and emission control suggestions from outside GM were
evaluated. This included 320 on emissiun control, 399 on alternate
powerplant, and 177 on modifications topiston engines

We feel that we have an obligation to evaluate the potential ofevery feasible powerplant for automotive application. If a suggestion

can be evaluated on paper by well-established principles and careful.an.alysis,.we..do so. If experimental programs are required for evalua-
tion, we initiate them. If the exp~erimental research shows promise, wecaprr on to major hardware development.

We think we have a balanced program in alternate powerplant re-
searh. We make contact very early with new concepts, and because of
our experience, our facilities, and personnel, we are fortunately capable
of evaluating potential qu~ ckly. Our people are intimately familiarwith all of the requirements for an automotive powerplant baying to do
with manufacturability, durability, cost, and performance under thewide range of conditions experienced by automobiles.

At thesamzetime ourR1.& D. people try to give the benefit of doubt to
ech p owerplant concept they evaluate. Corporate management, inurn, has been wiling to put up money in direct proportion to the
amount of promise whlich R. &D. people can demonstrate for each ofthe various alternative.

In evaluating th• potential of various powerplants it is necessary
to consider tradeoff, among various critical characteristics. In some
instances, such as in the case of emission standards, Governmentmandates place further restrictions on thes tradeoffs

Subseqent to the enactment of the Clean Air Amendments of
1970 and the adoption therein of very stringent oxides of nitrogen con-
trol for automobiles, it was acknowledged by EPA that errors had
been made by researchers in determining, first, the levels of oxides of

th!aiu atraie
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nitrogen in the ambient air and second, assumed minimum levels of
oxides of nitrogen from the standpoint of health effects. I am sure
members of the committee ar now aware of the existence of these
errors, which were principally due to the instruments used for mea-
surement.

Most experts in the field now agree that because of these errors
a 0.4 gpm of NO. control is much too stringent as an automotive
limit, both from the viewpoint of health and aesthetics.

The EPA has acknowleged error in establi•hin# the automobile
NO. standard. As recently as last week in his testimony before the
Senate Subcommittee on Environmental Pollution, Administrator
Russell Train said:

In our Judgment the present statutory requirement tor the achievement of
a 90 percent reduction in nitrogen oxides emissions from passenger cars is
not necessary to meet or maintain ambient air quality standards In most of
the nation.

The National Academy of Sciences is undoubtedly considering this
factor now as part of their study and subsequent report to the

Tpxint is important to the discussion today because of its rela-
tionship to most of the alternate powerplants in our research pro-
gram which we will describe today-as well as in the case of the cur-rent internal combustion engine. Even though otherwise promising,

thse alternate powerplants are essentially blocked from considera-
tion as candidates for production by the present statutory 0.4 gpm
oxides of nitrogen standard mandated by the Clean Air Act for 1977
and succeeding model years. This unnecessarily stringent and per-
haps aot even practically attainable •mission requirement casts a
dark 0 hadow over all alternate and conventional powerplant research
and will result in serious waste of resources unless prompt recogni-
tion is given to the n,-ed for its correction. If Congress recognizes
and changes this situation then the potential for a number of alter-
native engines will be significantly enhanced.

Now let me describe some of the powerplant work which is being
carried on at General Motors.

THE YAMENGEI CAR DIESEL ENGINE

The passenger car diesel engine is already in public use. Today it
can attain the original 1975 statutory standards for HC and WO.
There are some footnotes* on this page which give you the emission
levels we have attained. It is unable to attain the 0.4 gpm nitrogen
oxide standard.

The diesel engine stands out for its high efficiency, among all the
automotive powerplants which we are seriously considering today.
The diesel's fuel economy is greatest in low-speed, stop-and-go-type
driving, although it is reduced in high-speed, interstate highway
useage. In addition, the diesel engine utilizes a fuel which requires
somewhat less refining than gasoline and would, therefore, offer
some, although small, advantages in energy conservation at the re-
finery. This may be offset, however, by the disadvantage of high

S*A GM 0pel e in a retord ao ! ear attained VC the followfng degree of eutislon
control: HC=0.52 spm, CO-=-1.W gj;,. and NO-1.T6 gpm,
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sulfur content in diesel fuel, causing higher SO emissions in the
exhaust.Indication from tests using experimental engines are that a pas-
senger car with a diesl engine would produce a fuel savings of
about 25 percent in city-suburban-type driving when compared with
a gasoline-powered vehicle having the same performance. And I
want to emphasize that. Current production versions of the diesel
passenger car, generally speak.ng, apparently have been designed
with lower performance---pawng, acceleration, and other similar
tasks-than gasoline-powered cars in order to recognize and com-

.nesae for the weight penalty per unit of power associated with

The energy conservation characteristics of the diesel engine present
a strong incentive to consider it for widespread passenger car appli-
cation. However, the diesel engine traditionally has had certain other
characteristics that make it less desirable for passenger car use from
the viewpoint of both customer acceptance and protection of the en-
vironment. Increased engine weight, higher cost, and the difficulty of
starting in cold weather detract from customer approval. Lack of cus-
tomer acceptance is shown by the fact that even in Europe, where the
diesel has been offered virtually since World War II and where the fuel
economy incentive has been much stronger in the past than in the
United States, last year only 3 percent, approximately, of the passen-
ger car market was diesel-powered.

In addition, noise, smoke, odor, and particulate emissions still rep-
resent disadvantages which pose serious environmental problems if
a substantiLl portion of our passenger car fleet were to be converted
to diesel engines

General Motors, of course, has extensive experience in the production
and emission control of heavy duty diesel engines, and Opel, General
Motors' German subsidiary, markets diesel passwnger cars in quantity
in Europe.

We and others are studying ways to further reduce its nitrogen
oxide and particulate emissions, and to increase the power-to-weight
ratio in order to provide better performance and reduce the cost.

DILUT" COMBUTION ZNGINES

. -• There are a variety of "dilute combustion" engines under study at
"General Motors. To explain the term, a dilute combustion engine is one
which operates with an excess of either air or recirculated exhaust.
These engine designs are aimed primarily at reduced emission levels
and improved fuel economy. They include conventional spark-ignition
gasoline engines which have been modified to operate on extremely lean
fuel-air mixtures, jet ignition stratified-charge engines, as referred to
earlier in the testimony you heard from Chrysler and Ford, and other
types of stratified-charge engines.

Engines of the dilute conibustion type have attained, in laboratory
tests, emission levels for hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide cor-
respeuding to the current 1976 model standards, that is, 0.4 gpm HC,
3.4 gpmn 00, and 2A gppm NO,. A footnote** indicates the actual results

"oI• np aale, tle OM jget-galMog me. coneept Ipfwode emiadsosa In gnes permile as followsl:

Vea(ihfu-yldregn)HO- . CO=268, NOs=1.i.
=-pA' wt'hOv-s egn)"W 0c. 2. d= 1. 5 NOz.=1.7.
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attained by experiments at GM in a four-cylinder and an eight-cylin-
der engine. They would appear quite promising except for the statu-
tory nitrogen oxide standr of 0.4 gmn. That standard at the moment
hai yet to he attained for them typs of eGeneral Motors has built approximately W prototype engines of the
"jet-ignition, stratified-charge type, both in 4-cqyi er and V-8 con-
figurations. Some of these prototype engines are now undergoing
durability tests at our proving ground. These tests are also directed to
fuel economy and to giving us more information as to performance with
leaded gas. In both cost and fuel economy, these engines appear now
to offer promise of equaling the performance of our 1975 model con-
ventional engines with catalytic converter.

Thus the jet-ignition dilute combustion engine appears to consti-
tute a strong competitor to the conventional catalyst-controlled engine
and we will continue our development efforts.

However, again, we must await either further development of the
engine, or a modification of the NO. standard, before committing fur-
ther resources for its production.

As to gas turbine engines, research and development on automotive
am turbines has been carried on at General Motors for over 20 years.
.The heavy duty gas turbine engine for use in trucks and buses is near-
ing commercial production. We now have a number of turbine-powered
trucks and buses now in~the field being evaluated. I might say this is a
normal use in buses and in trucks. The passenger car size,

The passenger car size turbine has demonstrated low hydrocarbon
and carbon monoxide emissions, and in the past year turbine combustor
research has made it possible to deny A-trate an experimental turbine
which has the ability to meet even t, j 0.4 gpm nitrogen oxides stand-
ards with no exhaust treatment. Te rvsults specically are treated in
the footnote*** on page .8. This dew.-nstration is encouraging. But, it
has only been possible in the laboratory. The complexities of imple-
menting this to production application with a practical control system
remain as problems on which we are now working. Durability testing
has not even begun on this type of turbine.

Other major areas in which technolog'cal advances are required in
order to establish the turbine as a competitive passenger car powerplant
include initial cost, throttle response, size and weight-and most sig-
nificantly, fuel economy

The fuel economy of experimental turbine passenger cars which we
have built to date is not particularly favorable. It is roughly compa-
rable to corresponding piston engine vehicles at cruising speeds of 70
miles per hour or higher. At idle and in low-speed, stop-and-go driv-

J ing, however, the gas turbine engine currently suffers significant fuel
economy penalties.

The major activity on General Motors' passenger car turbine pro-
gram at the present time is directed toward simpler nitrogen oxide
controls, fuel economy improvements, and cost reduction. We believe
that considerable progress can still be made in these problem areas

Electric power vehicles continue to command widespread interest
Sin alternate power plant R. & D. work. Contrary to popular concep-

tion, for equal performance it appears that the overall fuel economy
for the electric battery car is on the same order as for current gasoline-

9***Emtzison test results were: HC--0.02 gpm, CO=--2.4 gpm, and NO---0.82 gpm.
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powered automobiles. The improved efficiency of electrical cmponents
aluerd the vehicle is offset by the low efilciency of the batteryy charg-
"rag mad discharging processes, losses in the long transmnison lines
f the centrar power station, and the energy losses of the central
power st•tibn itsae

Ift should be understood that the electric battery car alone solves
neiter the air pollution problem nor the ener problem. For the

t part, these two pare simply tr erred from the auto-
mobile to the central electric generating station, which provides the

towkeep the batteries retareen; sulfur dioxide and particulat emissions of the central electric

in erating station are, on a pontd-ferepound bas. a more seriousIath problem than emissiofis from automobiles, according to the
Nafa• Air Quality Standards. Particulate emissions from utilities

also aa d severe pqroblemsm a
On the other hand, electric battery vehicles could transfer a portion

of our transportation energy requirements fo petroleum to coal if
leantr stations were predominantly coal fired, and if coal could be
made envirconentally acceible at a reasonable cost. This would
offer ai on the sn the utilization ef our domestic energy resources,In a restricted transportation role, the eleletric vehicle may have an

important place in our future transportation system. It already servesin golf carts, lift trucks, and onsite people movers, In passenger serv-

ice, it is mot likely to be apied first in small urbanwvehicles for
stoRad-gou trhastc, where werohmane and range requirements are
moderata The commercial urban delivery vehicle, downtown shopper,
commuter, and "errander appear technically feasible today with
lead-scid battery technology; however, the economics of such applica-
tions are still uncertain.In fihis conniection, it must be remembered that when use of such

vehicles on the streets is onttery d, as opposed to golf courses,factories, and airport transfer systems, Federal auto safety require-

ments Lppl, With a rdsultam t adverse effect on size, weight, and cost.
During the past decade, we hvve built and tested several experi-

mental electric vehicles at our Technical Center in order to evaluate
more fully the advancing technology of batteries, motors, and con-
trolLWea rhave constructed experimiatl electric vehicles which have
contained single and dual battery powerplants a fuel cell powerplant,
and both a.ci sadud.y. motor eloctric drive systems.

The smallest experimental electric vehicle we have built was the
rMepo seried Thio was a two-passenger, special-purpose vehicle int-tended for limited transportation. It weighed 1I50 pounds, had a 9-

horselz~~~~~~~~er~ d~.mtr 3 onso edai atres, which gave
thecara ang of58mils a 2 mies erhou, ad ad & capability
to aceleatefromzeroto 0 mies pr hur i 1 dsend (Nfo effo'rt

Hemltsof ur xpeimeta elctrc vhice ealutins have been
re o•_ tothetecmicl cmmuityandhav prvied us with

needed information to focus our electric powe ant research and
development efforts.
SThe performhnce of electric vehicles is a direct function of the

capabilf"fi of the battery used as the power source. In the GM Re-
search Laboratories we are developing and improving a number of
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bakeries which could be wed m electric vehicles. Thee mre: (1) lead-
acid bakeries, which are essentially available now in the proper con-
figuration for use in an urban vehicle of limited range (my, 50 mike)
"Ad ursall of modest performance. (50 mph maximum speed) ; (2)
zinc batterus which are in the advanced stags -of development and
wounld provie higher performance in vehicles for both urban ad
saburbiu use (may, up to 100 miles a ), including smine highwayd n ivm' hv .to batteri0s, (for
aaexaMs~up, lii -spup r, sodiumnsulph;r) w = still in the lab-
oratory StaOb These batteries show promise for use in vehicles with
up to 200-miles ranpge and which are expected to have even higher top
operational speed (from 60 to 80 mph).

The fuel cell also has. been studied for electric car application. In
this devicew the fuel and oxidizer are consumed onboaR. the vehicle
to generate electricity as it is used. This system offers the POORibi ity
of rapid refueling and a range equal to that of current vehicles. Pol-
lutant emimions are very low and the efficiency is very good. However,
extremely low power output per unit weight and volume, short life,
and the unfavorable emoomics of this device have severely limited its
devmeloneat. GM continues to conduct a fundamental research study
of electrode structureand catalysts for fuel cells as a long-range effort.

Rankine cycle engines employing steam as a working fluid were
prominent for automobile applications at the start of the century.
They lost out to the greater convenience and flexibility, compactness,
safety, performance and fuel economy of spark-ignition gaoline
engines for. passenger cars and trucks, and to diesel engines for some
heavy duty truck applications.

OM renewed its studies an steam engines in 196. Continuous atten-
tion has been given to this powerplant over the ensuing years In 1968
a major effort was mounted to determine if new technology would aid
in reviving the steam engine for automotive application. In 1970, Gen-
eral Motors completed two experimental, full-scale steam-powered
cars the SE-124 and SE-101. These were evaluated for emissions and
general performance and the results were reported to the technical cow-
muiuty.

While emissions were reasonably low, one of the principal Rankine
cycle engine problems is -fuel economy. For example, reports of a re-
cent California bus experiment indicated that steam powerplants ex-
perienced from three to five times more fuel usage than a corresponding
diesel-powered bus. Our own SE-101 steam-powered passenger car
designed to meet all the performance and comfort of contemporary
American passenger cars gave only 8 to 4 miles per gallon in city
driving.

Other problems of the Rankine cycle engine include high weight and
*. large si•, particularly the heat exchangers for vaporizing and con-

densing, complexity in the mechanism and controls, cost, water con-
sumption, water freezing, and lubrication.

Although OM's steam cars'dnnumtrated in 1970 did not meet even
* the current 196 emission staMdards, it did appear to us that lower

levels might be attained with sufficient development work. In this re-
spect, we have taken note of somewhat better emissions and fuel eco-
nomy obtained in later experiments, using smaller vehicles, apparently
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with differen performanc and comfort criteria. We 2 looking for-
ward toa closr eaninatm of the results of tests cm a cr.

In theput, oe of GM'. major research efferts was on the Stir. "
operte.cm clsedengine is aýn external cmuto ~wi

040e. Tho Buirling com••md buston ej• which

gas su as kydrogen or helium, instead of water. The .ngie tends to
~aavery haigh &ieney, comparable to a diese engine, and has the

capa yof usi m varionsofaus• It is aloquiet its major .?mponents
are durable and its hydrocarbon and carbon monogide emissions are
extremel7 low. While our efforts showed nitron oxide emissions to be
Si*4with the gas turbine, sufficient research and development effort
might bring them down to accept•.ble levels.

0. 4he nwtive side, the Stirling engine required a large radiator
for eeoli=g_[t aso tended to be heavy and bulky, and the hydrogen or
helium wor*iag Jluid is difficult to seal for life. It is a complicatel and
expenive eginse, and control of power output during rapid transients,
as required a an automotive application, appeared to be a difficult
task. Althoug some of thees disadvantages may respond to further
research and 'development, others do not sameest that romise. After
more than 10 years of IK & D. on this engine,General oto has set it
aside as not being among the most promising alternates for passenger
ear use.

Hybrid engine electric powerplants have als been studied at Gen-
eral Motors and we have built two such experimental vehicles. The
emisios performance of such systems have turned out to be disap-
pointing. The efficiey losses resulting from repeated rapid conver-
sion of energy from mechanical to electric and back to mechanical form
is a haadicap. In addition, the cost, complexity, and weight of this sys-
tem readers it unattractive

At this time, the leading contender for the automotive powerplant of
the near futare is the conventional, spark-ignition gasoline engine that
we know today, but with improved emission controls All 1975 model
General Motors cars produced for sale in the US. market will be
equipped with catalytic converters which reduce exhaust emissions to
the interim 1975 levels and at the same time permit a significant im-
provement in fuel economy over 1974 model cars. We are attempting
to devise automotive emission controls for the spark-ignition gasoline
engine which will reach the still lower statutory hydrocarbon and car-
bon monoxide levels of exhaust emissions, and system that will also
reach the statutory NO, level of 0.4 ggan.

The dual catalyst and the closed loop-cntrolled single catalyst sys-
tems thus far appear to be the most promising approaches for gasoline-
powered vehicles meeting all the statutory standards. However, both
syste*m are cormpb and acstly and neither has demonstrated adequate
durability at theqreuired low emission levels.

The closed loop sy•sum is an extension of the system we will se on
1975 models, involving use of a single catalytic convertor but includ-
Iga oxyg sensor in the exhaust. It will optimize catalyst efficiency
by contoling the air and fuel entering the engine. The oxygen con-
teut in the exhaust will be measured and the data fed back to a com-
puter whieh signals a change in the air/fuel ratio to the fuel metering

The dual catalyst system, as its name implies, uses two converters to
control emissions of pollutants: One acts as a reducing catalyst and the

_______
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othercts as an oxidising e In this dual system, oxides of nitro-
gen are reduosd to nitrogen and oxygen in one converter, while hydro-
carbons and carbon monoxide are oxidised to water vapor and carbon
dioxide by the other.

Through the use of either of these stems, there is at least some
hope of eventuall developing one which will meet the most stringent
S tkftecy • if tha evolves tof beecMry.SWe arn puro'sui the ro!: €ombustio engine because of its snmg
adtvantages in the aresof effectiveness and conveniense. This engine is
50 percent retaler and 30 percent 'lighter than a piston engine of som-

=srable, power. This small powerplant in turn involve a lighter,SVehicle structure to support it.

The problem of packaging major componentsý becomes especially
significant as Qverl vehics esize is reduced. ince it is obvious that the

Sand their baggage are not likely to become smaller, less and
les inp m is available for the powerplant as design moves in the direc-

tion of smaller vehicles.
Both mgine efficiency and exhaust emissions on the rotary engine

are s of intense development work in General Motor. Public
introduetion of the engine, now anticipated sometime in the 1975 model
year, will take place as soon as this development work permits and
the necesary certification and emission testing can be completed.
Basic emission control approaches will be the same for this engine as
with the conventional piston engine.

What is the result of all this effort to date! We see the strong pos-
sibility that some of the powerplants I have discussed will come into
use in our future transportation system. We doubt that any one alter-
nate powerplant will sweep the field in the near future.

It appears that the future may see a variety of powerplante in use
simultaneously, each fulfilling a specific role, each optimized for the
particular vehicle it powers in the particular application that vehicle
serves. Perhaps it will also be obvious from the previous discussion
that none of the promising alternate powerplants described will solve
the energy problems of this Nation. Moet of the powerplants discussed
have lower efficiencies than those of current engines. The diesel engine,
with perhap a 2-percent :improvement in fuel economy, represents
the only significant exemption among the short run alternatives.

Althoug none of ou R. & D. work, thus far, has created the, ex-
pectation that emission control or energy problems will be solved by
some miraeulou new powerplant, you may be assured that a great deal
is being done, andwll be done in the next few years to reduce auto-
motive transpoftation energy consumption. These activities, including
introduction of new small cars and modifications to vehicle design,
should have a significant impact on our Nation's energy problem.
Other manufacturers reportedly are taking similar steps.

However, it must again be emphasised that one of the most serious
obstacles in our effort to solve these lon-ftnge problems is the un-
resolved problems of an ultimate automotive NOx standard to replace
that which, as a result of a combination of errors, was originally estab-
lished at a level far too stringent foreither need or technology. As long
as that error is perpetuated by the 0.4 gpm NO. standard, progres_
in the development of an alternate powerplant will be thwaited and
resrce misapplied.

36.993 0 - 74 -21
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f We have watched closely the advanced automotive power Systems
activity; owrried out under the auspice, of the Environmental Protec-
tion Agenc~y. It is our impreaon that this program, on balance, has
been useful.

, While excessive amounts of money may have been spent in areas
where aswrs to questions were already known or on matters which
were not crucial to evaluation of powerplant Potential, in many in-
8tMMM, GOVored IL & D. has cournmd or supplemented
coesnPondiug RL & D. in the industry. We naturally are anxious to

i up any new. ide" which might be developed, but we have found
Snew as yet. Many of the oNclusions now being arrived at in the

Government program look very much like our own reached several

The progam has, of course, been useful to educate a large number
of p.ople mi the Government and technical community about some
of the intricacies of automotive powerplants, vehicles and manufac-
turing problems. Because of this development our relations with those
outside the industry have been eased. While this has been useful to us,
it is doubtful that such a spinoff bene& to private industry was either
castsmpate or can constitute justification for the rather substantialpublic expended.

In Marching for the best role that Government could play in auto-
motive powelpants R. & D), it appears to us that there has been a
neglect of two areas in the present EPA program. First, we believe
G6overrwent research should concentrate more in fundamental areas.
ThMe is a real need today for more work to be done in such areas as
combustion, aterialq, heat exchang, electrochemistry, catalysts and

ydrogen generation and storage. Progress must be made in these
area beorecometiivealternative powerplants can be built to

aurive in the urkplae
We question the d for the Government to develop prototypes of

prodal for ultimate "oe in a compe~titive market. Private industry
* better equipped and su0ieutty motivated to respond to that phase
of the p Government research of a basic type, in areas which
now represent critical bottlenecks in the industry's efforts on advanced
powerplants, wodd supplementrather than duplicate the efforts of in-

ustry and thus make real contributios top
, Thesec d areaor useful Government B. & D., while not specifically

on the issue of powerplants, is directed toward broader aspects of
auttm r ove o in which the Government should carry the
major INbity. Some of these are issues larger than the auto-
.OUtv and involve tradeoffs that shouFd "epresent value
judgments of thie public as a whole.

For these reaso, we feel the Government should undertake the
broad smsudi"e--

te"g veli!'se, hiuhways and other transport modes;
Correlating eisss energy, noise ad safety standards;
And evaluating Societal attitudes and preferences as they relate

tob /coa y
Questions of individual preference and need should, of course, still

bresolved by benfit/cos decisions nmde by each person in the free
_WWIkMMaW. TWe n the automobile industry is equipped to re-

spond to such market trends without Government interventimon. How-
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ever, those system problems which reqir community bhuefit/cast
analyses and decisions logically fall under theegis of Governmt,
and a large ammnt uf research and dovlopment work is needed to
make those analyses rational and the impleent•n"• deciouis Wise.

ML.BOWN. I W"t to a n'"p you Mr ,tfor an*ex-
tremely comprehasive a siae I wlat to apologize
on behalf of tim wehrman who did thve bmnesm which required that
he leave.I note that in your compreheniveus you have already
given sinteanti answear to the quostions which I asked of the pre-
roswie auh as battery-powered vehicles and their applicpbility
in a situatiom in which the local government prohibited vehicles, say,
in the downtown area.

As I indicated to the other witness, there may be increasing examples
of this kind of situation in which the market *ll be pretty well struc-
tured for the type of vehicles, such as electric vehicles, which you have
described. That might create the type of market which would make
these attractive for the automobile companies to get involved in.

Mr. Milford, do you have questions I
Mr. RMuaoun. Just one or two. sir.
On page 7 of your statement you discuss jet-ignition, stratified-

charge type engines which you are presently testing and you stated
that in both cost and fuel enonomy, these engines appear now to offer
promise of equaling the performance of the 1975 model conventional
engines with catalytic converters. 'Since nonleaded gas is required,
would you agree we could makea natioal savings in fuel and other
hydrocarbon products if we would return to the exclusive use of leaded
gasoline I

Mr. STARxI"x. We have con4tacted with an independent organiza-
tion to make an extensive study on this question as to the extent of the
penalty of operating with ulea rather than leaded fuel. We find
that the results rorted to us, while still in the direction of a penalty,
are not nearly "' dramatic as the kind of numbers we find quoted
from other places. The latest indication we have would suggest that
the penalty m terms of ultimate use of a barrel of crude or the price
to the consumer is reasonably small'.

By that I mean the numbers cooe out to something like two-tenths
of a cent per gallon for the cost ot the a e and something like
two-tenths of a percent more of crude u to provide the kind of fuels
we have Pl.anned for i, built our enines and we have proposed to
produce during the next few years a= for as long as it is necessary
for us to accwaodstethe kindof standards we foresee.

Mr. Mixaoim. Do you have any idea when the results will be
availalbel

Mr.- fmt8 ux. They .re already in, Mr. Milford. If you would
like, weowill supply yowwth a copyof the report.

SMr.- ii I woufld be VWY appreciative.
Mr. S uiAR. We W#in do it.

RO. IMM W. frtwmuwso,
E1.B..'Yosas of I BS@Mftft~f,

DMU COWWNOA 8119190":"O'Te Sfeuiieftt e s SeJMnce and Appftifaton reeutly held ahearlon Researh on Ground Propulsion System. Durin that h#Atn Gsne Motors
Vice President Ernest a. Starkman was asked about the productlon of unleaded
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immtne In mnqeqse, ] tazkpan referred to an Independent study conducted

Mz. 80kinan ban asked me to send you the endlesed copy of that study eon-
duAed for O meal Motors bF Arthur D. ittle Ine. and dated Deciber 1ISM
Yeu wiMM fo that the rewults of that std4ft u4ow:

PFor eAPPMA (18) On "SL 6s our Musults concluded that up to 60% of the
redery Olin ol ould be ;;= 4 as lead-free gasoline at 91/88 RON/
AW 14(=maeb u ne NOc 'i oetane Nmaber) meeting the new, more
r, trictive daMtty Kequir, enuts with no gasoline yield debit. The Increased
weainmoanufoebtbrng oW that eam be attributed to supplying this special gradle
wo Ime than UA ':

"6Our results aluo showed that -u to 80% of the total gasoline, Pool could be pro-dueed a a I&d-fe. grade meeting preenst volatility standards with no decrease
in total g•uhdne production volume and at mentiaUy no increased manufac-
turing coet"

IMP?.T OF Morm GABOLin LrA AnDmTrvz Ru•L•TIOvs or PzTroLoUm
]rUNaMS ANID IENaGy R•SOURaCts-1974.-80

by

Arthur D. Little, Ine.

Acorn Park

Cambridge MassaChusetts 0140

Contraft No. 8G--1- Task No. 4

IPA Task Ofter: David R. Patrick

Prepared for

ENVI ONVENTAL PROThCTON AGENCY

Ofes of Air and Water Programs

Offie of Air Quality Planning and Standards

Research Triangle Park, N.C. 2•l1

May IM7
Also e4c010"d 1 a eOpy Ot a study confuted by Arthur 1). Little, Inc., for the
Ommentsa Protection Agency and dated May 1974. The results of this study

" st 8arge, modern, efient refnerles (which represent the major sourceofs y to the U.S. markOetplae), wm suffer little penalty from manufacturing
lePR&feegaenx and the lead pbaseown."

If you have any further questions on this subject, please let me know.
U-,

I. a•S ,r sd oRoosamuo E. COM
In rebruary1T4, the IVA asked Arthur D. Little, Inc. (ADL) to review theeffeets of the EPA regulatiom whieb require the availability of lead-free guo-

line and the gradual Phase-down of the load content of the total gasoline pool.
The SPA required that preliminary results be reported to the EPA in early
APi and the final written report be completed by the end of April, 1974. Although
previous studies have been conducted and published for the EPA concerning the
problems associated with supplying lead-free gasoline and reducing lead eonteut
of gasoline, the ]PA felt that this review was needed for the following reasons:Since the pMevious studies had been conducted, more recent anemeamts of the
sUM Ot Pnale source aenLadn standards and bad-tree gasoline requirements

have beuop "vsAflsnh



David large Inaeaease In crude oan combs and amzoelat product uion occurredreeently dna in part to Increased national energy demand and limited suppy.811000 1daer prosýln opti1ons are se"Niniyamlve to costs of raw mate-riask and products, and, sAnte these options can not be fully analysed manually
WitumSt SW!8s. ovpl5d caon. the EPA felt that a eonputa, &nabobl of theimpact of the lead regulations incorpotatlg current price. was needed.

NatuUa gos Production baa continu~ed to decline dinc the previous studies.This declise bowa caausd ingreased sUbsiUtio Of volatiles for this marginal
sapply aaO." te Inceas M in WG o ea

Ausspeftotgemu~ts of recent XPA tet programs and sftateensts by theauooiemanufact~rugo Indicate that the fuel economy Increase for caftsyst-

"otne, lead-free gasoiline but also will approximate the 10% penalty for the
totl f al f te irpollution cnrl.This cha nge ue aeommos geatlafteta prJections of gasoline demawd and, thus, refinery operations.
Gine te lststudies, refinery Proem Unit capacfities have increased andufinbwtclagladaayI the deVelopment of superior catalysts for

fieibiityto aryOutput Product Mix to Meet seasonal demands, e~g., gasoline
TheIntnt f tisstudy was to evaluate the e~ec of lead phase-down and lead-free gasoline scenarios on (1) crude oil requirements to meet projected petroleumProduct tlemands (e.g., gasoline, jet fuel, Petrochemical feedstocks, (2) associatedaet, energy consmuiption for refining, (8) capital Investment (or strain on con-uteri jio, Industry) and gasoline costs, and (4) flexibility of the refining industryto adjust the product mix, Particularly to seasonal variations of gasoline andfrel oil demands. To achieve this, three scenarios were evaluiated for each yearconsidered:

Seeanerio A.-No Lead Riegulations (minimal presence of lead-free gasoline,8cc/gal lead maximium in regular and premium grades, and distribution of regular
and Premium In the gasoline Po0l assuming no additional anutomotive emissioncontrols).

80oeasio B.-8sgnificant Lead-Free Gasoline marketing, but with No LetadPhase-Down (increase In lead-free pool, with increased lead-free percentagbeing Proportionally subtracted from Premium and regular grades; 8cc/gal leadmaximum In regular and Premium grades).
Scenrio V7-Lead-Free Gasoline with Promulgated Phase-Down (same gas-oline distribution as Scenario B but with lead phase-down as promulgated in theDecember 8, 197 Federia Regiser).
The scope Of this study was to consider the impact of the lead regulations uponthe ,wwfacgOre Of Petroleum products. Additional impacts involved in dis-tributing and marketing lead-free gasolines hare been analyzed in previoDUNstudles.
The Federal Energy Offie (FR~O) issued forecasts In nld.Decemnber of UnitedStates 1074 petroleum product demamadg in an unconstrained environment. ev-eral possible supply 80enrio. were Postulated and resultant product shortagesdefined- We have used these estimates of 1974 Petroleum product demands a, thebasic sourc Of Our model inputs with only minor adjustments made to reflectmore recent data In certain instances.
The results of this overview study Indicate that:Most large, modern, efficient refineries (which represent the major sourceOf supply to the U.S. Marketplace), will suffer little penalty from manufacturinglead-free gasoline And the lead phase-down. A key premise Its that moderate-octane gasoline (refinery target of 92/84 RON/MON gasoline to alow more taample margin to ensure minimum octane levels of 91/88 RON/MON) will pro-vide Wsatsfctory performance lb post-1974 automnobilles. (It Is recognised that an

' overview study of this Scope does not address itself to analysis of the specificPotential Problems Of some small or atypical refiners. However, it should benoted that the Promulgated lead phase-doirn schedule does not rqIr corplauce by Small refiners for the firt two years). rq ec tI Through 1M6 there is essentially no crude Oil Penalty for either B vs. A orC vs. B,
The average crude oil penalty for 1977 through 1W91. 340O00.-K0OW barrels per

calendar day (B/CD) (.2-.8% of A) for B vs. A and approximately 28,00 B/Cl)

for C vs. B (.1% of A),
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Through 19" h*on is wasentally noaia ie nvestmenpt penalty for either Bvs

Th &* & yeea rlyu emira investmpent alty (f florW eqiethbrough forI 1507

million dollars (1974 fdolars) for B3 va. A and 220 million dollars for C vs. B.

ass route@ geleted. phaseJ of this study wil examin capital investment in
49W da j)) g rder to provide further InftorMatio on this point.

The Inmeweigamt proem unit Coinstruction due to the lead regulations is
lasigmg"* eqanucmaved go the construction necesary to meet the growth of over-
all jetrlism .rde a---A .

Through 191 there Is eustldally no net economic Penalty (cents Per gallon of
gasoline) for=ate ScmareB vs. Aor CIvs. BL

pow 1977 thog 1980, the averag net economic penalty to less than .1 cent/
gallon of lead-fre gasoline for B vs. A and leow than .1 cent/gallon of total gas-
ohsn for C va. 3L

Them I& essentially. no not energy Input penalty and no loin of flexibility of
product yields for either Scenario, B vs. A or C vs. B for current refinery capacity
limitations.
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A. mmYoDucTON

The technical bff. of 4WAl Motors CorpqPUic (GM) have devoted
conadisrabile efforts toward dewu*%Ad ccty,4~ d. to Ip eet the pro-
posed 1975/1976 sutomnobile emlisonza standards. After extensive laboratory and
anginaeulng inveatblilam (d hes cormtjisd dist the int maabhe approach
for US.. automobiles to achiem the projmua, 1 ujm saids* is the use of
catalytic afterburner devices. Since lead sati-nock additive which.an prenent in
moat of today's nwanebs adt acpehpu tp ,m,psce~lfti device;, it as
neosioy to cosier h mlctoa faq~ghbemtrgsbs
new eniinlona standards could also requir significant. changes in present motor
gasofine volatility. upocieft to to.,pqp the 3Q eco4 . O~ne wamoup period. In
ordas to umet 1975/76 emnhlon s tandamds. G;*as developed wid suggested new
qaccificatloas for motor gasoline. which will satisfy the requirenment of catalytic
afterburner devices aswd -as ealyangkis. vo-up standards. In mid-1973 GM
conuahaloned Arthur D. little, Inc. (AM) to oanduct an overviw study of the
U.S. refining industry to determine its abliffty to respond to these proposed new
reisions in motor gasoline specifications.

The, scope of this study was to simplify the overall U.S. refining industry
with a computer model "composite" refinery representing the major portion of
U.S. motor gasoline supply. This simplified model would study the yield and
associated economic implications of producing several grades and production
levels of special GM gasoline.. Ac cordingly, our basic AOL refinery simulator
model was revised to incorporate the GM specifications. We considered two time
periods in this analysis - 1973 and 1980 operations. Our model simulating 1973
operations provided the short-term results as restricted by existing refinery
capacity limitations while the simulation of the 1980 situation determined the
long-term operating and investment coat considerations to provide supply.

B. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

For current (1973) operations our ,ekilts concluded that up to 60% of the
refiery gasoline pool could be supplied as lead-free gasoline at 91/83 RON/MON

(Research Octane Number/Motor Octane Number) meeting the new. mome restric-
trve voatiblity requirements with no gasoline yield debit. The increased gasoline
manufacturing coat that can be attributed to supplying this special grade was less
than 0.5 CYG.

Our results also showed that up to 80% of the total gasoline pool could be
produced as a head-free grade meeting present volatility standards with no de-
crease in total gasoline production volume and at esetiafly no increased mnau-
facturing cost.
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Whan m gasoi octane Vedmandon (Iahl mosor numb"r, which was
ame Mtl"n speclfmon 4. all amm snbastanil 1@0.4e guAmn piroduclimm)
me inceased, thus Is a sapid leas in pemiaclon awas ad as meesisad

Tb Iii om its for Minft 4I911ft ersdons ~a emilaly tdo owes
for dohem .,un-At low cairns eoleatim; them weo n so mmafc-

Compared with the 19'73 case, future operations wlmM sllow inamand
processing flexiblity produced higher yields of lead-fre gasoline at inreasd
ockme ýImtcficsdma ss it Was soi nolt POuu"l to inst thme highest
slndrds proposed becms it Is vary diffilast to hearease dlaw motoir ooftma
an~abr Wili -nw sefing 0 .

Ila ofe 1 this dat, Am ab.sceaud that at lung as octane spe~cifctions
-s mestin ed aliasoate levels. dohemfiulug capital invstm~ents to produce
. 1 11 mater uals on a"mi comparibon with the imagnitude of tOta
investments needed to supply the industry's 1980 product requiremaerts. For
example, we estimate that production of 100% of the gasoline pool as had-free
91(83 RONIMON product at existing volatilities will require a total refinery
capital expenditure by 198 of $17.2 billion versus SIS.0 billion if the present
gasoline grade structure is maintained, or a net increase of about 15%.

Most of the 1980 model runs assmned a delivered cost for imported high
sufifr crude cdl of S7/barel. We also made a series of n=n at higher crude prices
which showed little effect on the differential coats for producing lead-free

C. CONCLUSIONS

The results of this analysis are not substantially different from other studies
made of this subjct. They show that the larg, flexible and efficient refineries
which supply perhaps 90% of US. motor gasoline manufacture will suffer little
yield or cost penalties asociated with making large volumes of lead-free gasoline
at the relatively low octane numbers now being proposed by GM. Of course it has
been pointed out many times that simiplified, fully-optimized reflinery models will
simulate operating and blending efficiencies that can not be achieved in the "real"
world. However, the sophisticated long- and short-range planning functions of the
major oil companies have evolved to the point where optimum profitability
programs can he approached, especially when supplemented by product and
component exchanges between refineries. Accordingly, we believe that the essen-
tial results of this study (i~e., that a 91183 RONI MON lead-free gasoline at
existing volatilities can be produced with minimum yield and economic penalty)
are valid.

2
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It in reobdott sm oerview 'atudyofdis ft"e Jim wdhm the eatim U.S
mohnig -bmihay is comiahhd minf eam cmmoemie meainfinomy. willoswiin

it woul be neceuuay to subdivide the Io~al US. into los"s tifinhal ,emos
whicit could be diffeventiated by crude a**pl patterns, produc demumd
opsolfiaedu, reheimy peasommnh epdse and Meodeled agiondapitol and
opwall .atw I'm ad. The so W, at eb's- mm deft"d atud Would

htod & eIt'i Ieed prohismie (awel the US. Wowt Coast) sadnmiwold brin
die Overel anelyule doeer to the ""a" World d~Uatm. W10do not beoom,
however, that the iangra analyis woul nnvcu thebn teds and conduslons
nosed i.this evesvlew.

It diould ama befsaud that the Inr lasefflismat RefIed operatimieu
t Uwiteod Ibbe ude I a dlqo~etlkamesiam wouldmfhr amma ve
ecomoanlc penalty for convertin to lowhed ebe1. Im addido, uermal o4wr
U.S. refine"ie produhacla primarily specialty products such as lobes or asphalts
wimuld Is shmlisy pemaflud. Therafeee, hbegv "blaebst" mationwide amodards
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S1. MODEL DMA INPUT

A. CURRENT OPERATIONS (IM73

1. hdust Fmi lmd-H

nou poduct demand dute required for our ftdmu~t of to composite U.S.
amilaing Industry in 1973 was developed m the followugletaat. We reviewed thu
1972 statlics puaiehed in the January, 1973 libiwa Indwtay JIiveY8 by the
US. huoan of Mlnus. Table. I amunmesi the US. reflinery output for the yew
1972 as pveseled in the rwefuend muawa. We did no" Inclued Inf*~ tabulation
re~uy In= ead other bydroclirbo. abaams uend in am. fuad consumption or
cataytic crackk. -cob. This Internal Nimam, ei m mat asquied as data
Inu to our ch3Uhtiofl model but are developed hmnhidly by the model to
mineltsai -ein material ead energ Wahome

Since the Iuxpos of Sis pro~ect was to simulate the composite of thon
reftuierl prodofda the mdor portion of US. motor Pauline, we revised the
bookc hateas o( Mines data to preper. the npus to out jamubtiim model. lTher
are several U.S. refineries which atm operated to proame Wa ylekl of asphalt
md/or Jobne. nd low volumes of motor gasoline. AccordIngly, we reflected the
Influence of thues on thu U.S. sapm in developing the simulated Product

de~afrom wu oc apot NJa m 8686 yielr selasy.

PINatf jet fuel (JP44) not 1fl31 contshu about 30% of keaoeue rang
bollig mIsI I end hencte k. erosene jet fuel yield was Increase to account for
this whamsn. Toe amphlha pordfoo of 31-4 was combined with other imphlms for
much urn as petrochemical mnucmacte, BTX, solvents, eftc. Into one "general"
naphia catepsy. We stipulat In the model that thia "pmeralr naplitha bind
can only be sepplied by fbi boIn W-mp strasat-u naphta from the crade
dt. Since dftWW toalmomfib to only abotut 4.4% of the ovea refinesy output, it

wa felt that th; cemolidallon was satishctory. A margore Ap analysis would
haen tdeate each of do naphiha Prodnct ceatgones separately with amoclated
inpeediflctlmn md allowable Mending componentL

Two Products from U.S. refineries an currently supplied primarily from
sucsother then domesthc U.S. refInIng. Theswe m LPG and low-ulfur residual

fuel ofl. Thae we thit it wes not niceesy that our simulation produce exactly the
-m historical volume yields of thee products but Instead allow volume elas-
ftict at Pik=s at by tho alteramtive supply SMOue. These mme 110G from natural
10 r "e pluats (@ 8 CPO) and low-sulfur fuel oil imports from the Caribbean (0

$4.25/Bbi). However, we did set mhinimum volumeg requirements f~or echb of these
products at approximately 75% of their historical production levels.

4



UAL REFSIROUWW 107

Gasoln leuclesubb on 77 1.1

LPG 121 2.7
Kseans 79 1.7
di M - FuadIOdal u Diegsfi so 21.2

P I do d PesisiON Gmd 1"s 2A-pm "111101111 v 0.7
Lz~md Wa 71 1.6

Asphlut ardRoad ON 163 3A6
Totld 4A13 1000

SWAM* Us. suauau of mkms.Amw /Amboy anu,",

Table II contains this pambat demeds/sPecuicstlon; for 1973 opesations;
which were used a input into our bue cue. It cm be noted that moa of tie
volume units aboaan far mdi~ product (th~e awns of then volume wunt outputs
dioul be aPPrdOuls* 100) Correspond to the actual 1972 outputs in the
Psvioma tabl. Smo owr "oder' refinery maces bass mph&l &=a the us.

induU~srr~,we h11M iaaeue 0oe Production to reflect die additional
Omsawmio Of 11e1111001 fractio to 111o1111e. Our choles of 2S.0 volume units of
Prebm psulme (w"ic swaof Is 49% Pcmham an tWta powine) was. baud an
statuir poudd ip the 1973 NeMoesd PeOWlAuM News Faciboak lasue. The
psemute 49 ptexnims wses for the important metropolntarms MWn the U.S. rev
tabulated wn pop 79 at thi publicationa and Wheat weihted by the number of
retail outlets for each wrea results in 47.2% prenmkn in 1972.

2. CA~oudtlsupply

Mae input toU.&. retbier for 1972 wasl obtained from the same Januar,
1973. M*awd Iadogtrj &hM, by the U.S. &MRea of Mines which *ws used for
ocbbw the refincry Output *hwn 0 Table- 1. Table,111 sununarizes the U.S.
rewhwyg input fop: theyear 1972. Note tha the column headed "percent" is baud
on fte 4,532 XMOlbl of total products as developed in Table 1.
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NPRA Special Report Number 3 =064b US Dometir P.,#oirmiau ebfalrtwo4hlrds of U.S. dq"W dMhA e VO N a mat. The -es

mdlinput I m inTable IV. Note that fth incremeantal crude oil used to
balance the prodasot ists was Imaported sou auds@ 93.75/BbL The availability
of purchased, mW u ow. haed an the tMWs historical infosatimi available
which was for 9*eyser~ 019?!fal Summary) published by the U.S. &ureM of
Mines on Vleft~e A01972.

TAKILIIV

3SUi3 RAW MAVISRAL WJPPLY
A.OUL AUINUT - (W33 OPGRATIONI

wiudi Vebmwu Ud n Pi- "IIS

Dems, l , ua Crude ONl 45.0
Domestic Saw Crude Onl 30.0-

I Weftd~ur~ms~il Too.75
0'en GMUa 3.5-
NM..W ROLe m 1.0 3M3

Isabtmamae 1.0 3.78
Purdissd Go IF. 0. L) OWLe 3.5 304IMSCF

*To 01- 4*PeuakmW IMO Tuim0opwa defined in Tabse 11.

For Our oMsAi averag Of U.S. refining runs the following crude oils were
msed to sinvalate the four basic categories: donmest sweet - Louis&an, domesti
sour - West Texas, imported sweet - mixed Nipches. imported sour - Arabian
U~at. 7bs composite of these crudes in the p nemtlrovs made available very
Cloasely appxmates fte aveaW sulfur content &A gnevity of US. crudes
dmwpd to refineries as Indicated in TAbl v. We malwed out model refinery to
reduace purchases of nrmial butane, isobutune ead natural Sm. if profitable, at the
price leveis indicated in Table IV.

B. FUTURE OPERATIONS (1NO)

1. Product J *

Sinc Oil is only one of the major fuels consumned in the U.S., it is necessary

to first determiine whet role oil will play in the total energy balance in 1980. To

7
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TABLE V

Lahlms45 36.2 0.2
WatTOM 31) 312 1.7

ss"diNps" 12 3.5S 0.2
AMhM LWa 13 36. 1.7
*AqsOV bew 34.1 0.7
#071 U. r. APMrq

P-'adwen* M2. 0.7

nmls ft.. dai~s~ #ienuI 'Ohm asun Of tokff'utw

do this we divided the U.S. emergy market into five primary energy constiming
m~arets: 'Meddentlslc4aMneridl, trimotaticai utilities, industry, and miscel-
leneous. For our boe year (1912) we then determined the Btias of energy and the
priar!y form (coal, oil, natural gon, hydra-nuclear) each consuming market used.
Applying the same growth rates assumed in the National Petroleum Council's
-nital Ammrasr, and in its intermediate demand cas in the -U.S Energy

Outlook,1"2 we projected the total Dtus which would be required in 1980 by each
consuming sector. Having forecsted the total number of Btu's required by each
consuming sector, we then estimated the percentage share of the total Btu's in
each sector which would be fufile by ei.

We actually determined a vwap of ig demands by examinin the impact of
three scenarios on the tota dewand for oil. Each of the three case makes
inutmptions about the position which oil will hold in ach mnarket relative to oad's
1972 sAre. For example, inaone case, which was designed to simulate a situation
of maximum oal demand, oil was assumed to hold its 1972 position and absorb all
of the growth in the residentialcommerdCal transportation and industrial mar-
kets. In the utility mairket, oad was presumed to not only masintain its share and
assume all growth, but was assgnied to repliace all natural go currently consumed
by that sector. The other two scenarios explored a maximum nuclear case (in
which oil growth is, therefore, minimal) and a moderate course in which oil
participates in growth in enery demand in proportion to its 1972 market shares.

1. NatlaHs Psviosum Coamo. "U.S. Ensrg Outlook: An Inidi Appralsel 1971-136."
Nowdmbs 1071.

Z Nadatlns fraisum Council, 'ULs EmarW OAtock.' Osawmb 1072.
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noe product demand input to ear AWL refinery model for 1980 bass case
oIIratl-.i1 shown in Table VL All product demands were fixed except LPG

(which wasl alowd o, all atom a Wonu production level at M8.00 per barrel
raflasery uetback) mid low-sulfisr reidual fel oad (which wasl allowed to produce
up to a islpbow of 155 volmasitjl $59.00 par barrel). The ad"u hill oil bas
buIIStn v"aps proximately double SOa of LPG so thene I a ambatantlal "formt"
value premiu for the LYG.

We considered two baodc seenarlos for grade distributiom of the ktotl gasoline
pool hin the buse case, Scenario I asummed that there would not be wideeprad
conversion to automotive englaes equipped with catablyic afterburners requiring
lead-fre psoilne and that the preset gasoliune pads distribution would change
only slightly to 47% premdum gasoline and 6% lead free. Scenario Il assumed that
a major shif to a. bad-fre 92 octua psoline would occur for 1975 and later
models and that by 1980 the baen culss overall psulin. output would consist of
3% premium and 41% had-free 92 RON.

This specification (92 RON) wall chosen to represent the low lead grades
currently being supplied and should not be considered a formal recommendation
by Gl.

We antiipae a reduction in petroleum coke production conicurrent with the
hinceased profitailty for producing low-wlfur oil.

TAKLE VII

AOL OWEL WIMIT - (UIM OPERATION)

LPG On. 2.5
a *11 4.1

Phl"sP60t 3.0
Juet ud (Kensmn Ranip) 7.5
Kuesaw- 2.6
Diesel Fuel 5.0
lb. 2Fud ON 20.0
LOW4Suiti Fud ON thx. 15.0
HWubkufw Fud Oil I.0
ULa Sasm Stoclo 1.3
Asphalt 2.5
FIRbGIR Cale 1.2

-Toogn.appreassutuly 1W0W. O ~tOuut

9



f ~ ~~The refinery naw aMUMr supply wbkb*w domopeda4itura 1960 uumhY
mode Inpat is ihow. in Table VII. We aourmed that the domsstlc crude oil total
would approximate 50% of the cade data, of which 60% was sweet. ApV=.
impartedg sour cru de waus the mamncemtaj crude supply and in 1980 It wa

amend to pwt $7.00 par barrel. 0idesred. Alftbag this a myap~aficlely
oppm low, ffib is ablhsafaw poor queity cmbade al d other crId. a& whiob
np whmil # poy,*U It 60 9mroce awude ba4 dx MA~ h vale (Will
;qmvsd padoos csbp)s4 by. t* 1980 bane can. The domstic sour crude oil

(West Teun) was valued at S7.25 a barrel the domestic 'sweet crude oal (adeb
ima) was valued at S8.30 a barrel and the imported sweet crude oil (Nluerian
mined) was valued at 58.35 a barrel. However, to teat the mamaitivity Of lead-free
psalm. economics to crude price, we made some rnsn at higher cruide prices (S 10
a bIre 'for deliveredl Arabin Ug10t4

TAMAEW

AWRIav RAW MATiM.PAWLY
AOL kMJEL WWJT - 1110OPIRATION)

MM"i r d" - $I

OomvstuicS CrueaiOR 3900
Domemuc Sow Crude ON 20.0
Imp0 onulestaudsON 10.0
luhorud Sow-ur ts @Il To bdsncs 7.00
"rthtwl eGu",m 2.0
Me iti Butane hbx. I.0 SAO.

Imbuterie Vbx. tJOSA

We anticipate that normal and isobutane purchase pries would be con-
sistent with the refinery netback price for LPG (mostly propane) and reflect
market prenmiums for Ota*. products due to decreased availability of natural gas
liquid Thus, we allovid our 1980 refinsry to prmchase normal butane and
isobutane at price of S8.4) per barrel and 58.50O per bonde respectively. Propane
(@ 8.00 per barrel) haa a lower beating value than alther normal butane or
sobutine. we anomed that the availability of naftutl Spsolne would decrease
from 3.5% volume to 2% volume and that purchased natursl pas would nO longer
be available- for refinery up.

10
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M. MODEL REUL'TS

A CURRENT OPERATWWN (IM75

JU Op 6atad e y no"ud. baw= for the bar cam b &an in
yak '3.* to bes an. tha fth Mdd did not &kd It econookail afttcdw
1W vp ,s smi ch b ta cms ci (h-npuoted 'mar at $3.75 per bu•) and
mdui. ich; ZIG a(d 8a10) And Ioulfor ada lad ad (at 54.2S per
1rd) n tin 12 actua.

TAKE. VIll

REFPWIRY MATERIAL MAICE
IM1 BANE CANE

VOLiE •

Inmk•1W3

Domstic Sweet Crude Oil 46.42
Uomsnugic isbr Os Off 30.14
1 ipAfled I Crude Oil 12.38
Impted Sour Clde Oil 5.54
rttuwaI Gwolbw 3A1
NaormolmBuie 103
Iinbutans I.
Purdwed Gas IF.O.EJ 311

Toti 104.6M

Ouusn 1U13

LPG 2.06
hemium, asolv •s25.79
Reliw a alMl 25.79
La.IFt esGagsOlI 11.i
fim 4.114
Jet Fuel 5s
Kerosene VS5
01" Fuel 5.16

ob. 2 FuelOn 1610
Low4.Wur Fuel Oil 4.70
H vSu" FuelON 1.03
ibe BamStc.m 1.34

Asphat 2.5
Paroliom Coke 1.76

Told 100.00

II
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A Amp refinery flow diaum of the procesing sequence selected for
the base cae is gven In glum 1. A detailed description of the model operation
and frn deeloment of" teelcal refinin data used as input for these runs is
Sim in the appendix to this report. Of special interest is the variation of feed
capacity limitations for conversion units, such as catalytic cracking and reformina,
a a function of pfoceaft severity. For example, if it is desired to increase the
catalytic cracker conversion fiom 65 to 85% on am existig unit at feed capacity,
it is necesary to reduce intake by 5%.

Table IX provides a comparison between the processng unit intakes selected
by the model for the 1973 base cue operation and the individual unit capacity
limits reported in the April 2, 1973 0Ml anW Gas Joumrn. Oqr optimized com-
polite refinery checked fairly well aainst existing unit limitations. There we
aone refineries which clarge atmospheric crude distillation column bottoms
directly to thermal operations instead of via vacuum distillation. This is one
rason why our vacuum distillation intake is slightly higher and thermal intake
lower than industry capaty. The catalytic reforminS intake required by the
model was lower than industry capacity available, reflecting the mom efficient
octane improvement inherent in a completely optimized system. It also retflects
the simpiication of reating BTX manufacture only as a debit from the general
nphtha pool and thus not requiring reforming capacity to produce. We estumate
that incuding Mrx with reformate production would add 2 to 3% to refoimer
intake. Since we ae examining delta yield and economic effects from an opti-
mind bae coe, the deviation caused by this simplification is not sgnificant.

TABLE IX
M" BSE CASE REFMil SIMA.ATION

UAL vuOCEMO CAPACITY

110k CIMsty No" Remit

Ow DWlmkm lee.o IooDo

swomn Distillation 36.8 39.7
Caayt Rrokm 26 I21
Cotayt Cr akth 322 30.0
"4y*OaI'Ifv 6.2 5.1
AEkybdton 5's 6.3
ThWrmd Opwatlove 10.3 6.1

"*Be* Oowd Gas JoawnI - Apn 2,1973.

12
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The promesig unit capeltim calculated n required for the optimized base
ce- reflaWwen then msbmitted a data input to limit maximum procemng unit
intakea~Illss fIaIl asb ent 1973 rmw. We them wyimnattedaly inceamd
the yield an4 octam of lead-free gasoines both with the new proposed volatility
qpecificatlem and with existing volatlities. The proposed new GM volatility
specifications are:

0% evaporated, 0 F 140110
50 evaporated, F 200± 10
"0% evaporated, F 300± 10
endpoint,* F 365 maximum
Reid vapor pressure 8-9

The first set of paametric runs consisted of increasing volume yields of a
91/83 RON/MON unleaded gasoline at the proposed new GM volatilities. The
gaoline yield penalty associated with producing this grade of gasoline is presented
in Figure 2. It can be seen that up to 60W% of the total gasoline pool can be
produced as a lead-free 91/83 RON/MON new volatility product with no yield
debit in our simulated refinery. Processing unit intakes were limited to base case
availability (with appropriate capacity adjustments made for changes in operating
severity). When the entire refinery gasoline pool is produced as a lead-free GM
grade, gasoline output was reduced to 90% of the base case level. If, however, the
psoli is allowed to meet exising volatility specifications, then up to 80% of the
pool can be produced as lead-free grade with no yield penalty. When the pool was

increased to 100% lead-frce, nearly 99% of base case gasoline production can be
maintained.

Filpre 3 provides a simplified flow diagram of the case producing 100% of
the gasoline pool as a lead-free grade, but at existing volatility specifications. It
should be noted that this case produced 99% volume of the total base case
gsuoline. The key processing differences wer an increase in reforming severity to
97 clear RON from 91 (at a reduction in feed rate from 17.1 to 16.7 MB/CD) and
an increase in catalytic cracker converson from 78 to 85% (at a reduction in feed
rate from 27.4 to 26.9 MB/CD).

PFiure 4 provides tde economics assocated with the parametric case of
increasng lead-free gasoline yield at 91183 RONIMON. The base case operation
indicated that a 13.8 CPG composite refinery gasoline netbsck was required to
cover all raw material costs, refinery operating expenses, and a 20% before-tax
return on capital investment, less by-product credits. For all parametric cases the
individual unit raw material coats and by-product credit price levels were kept
constant, including the balance of the conventional motor gasoline pool. All

14
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Go" tao dwlis darn to -kw bn s Ihy Pathes ra. Meminle, riuamy
-%* ad opomtg eosK and bygrdaict pedectimnbv kwhasm nsefhtd is tdo

ubw oftdo ew GM a lm Wepds,

it dumm be NOW0u11 68 ~id" Kaeftmi vwwm of la-a ah
ms be 11ouedaudh lat OW then tie balanc of do conventioanl sibassy pool.
W~ e isbcame of Soe wide uletim In eamlolied mempe*Ley smug the

opmdm~md ad~misr Ie daIIbusbud as iag rm mseptilmy of each
iOmoduc rads. When it is dosied to asimk a ml pmoagep of do padl mas
"Pyates lead-free pads and use thoie components bad .acsptible to lead
addiiow~i d~ adsie thus e isaa 1econo-ic bimfit However anexpected, when
the , INSa of le046fMe Waft inessams to shout 40%. there isa ecoomic
debi associated with producing this Vvodnot. Mwe di dams..e in piolleamo
between the 80 and 100% levels reflects the reduction in peE.e yield due to

umalt~ bothaueuui -ahe than a discntinity hi handemsatal suppty

We have sheschows in Flew 4 the codt for prooducling 100% unloaded-sli at eadlinSa volatilities which is essentilely do mo ean do bas case cost.
Its hiwmn d Wince peocamlg -eqdIe to sai the poo dm motor oaess
number from the base cm: leve of 81.A to 83 isemmbldP offuit by elloicaftg
he lead additive ce

7U concluions faom thu set of parmetuic runs shuold not be mawsroung
since Amla eludies have indicated tint theeý unnos ever economic or yield
peauslls, amodated wfth producing lead-free psalm of about the 91/83 RON/
MON evd.

Another siAvcent point a that the bee case leaded savolines each had
about an 8 octn samdlity (Le., RON slmism lION). However, when, lead Is
resmoved from the vollasry pool, motor octsawe 1der1a-,fator then reac and
thus become the Mlmting weadfodon. For exmpe in catalytic afwfonnuu
increasing sevrit to raise clear research octane number 12.0 unift will increase
dewr motor octane number only 7.9 units. Team, in order In meet UOn 83 MON at
100% GM psalins and the new volatilities a research octane number of 92.7 (or a

"- giveaway" of about 1.7 research octane units) wa required. This phenomenon
continued throughout the remainder of the 1973 mid I98M rns.

In the next set of -inatuc runs. 30% of the towa gI -k pool Was
produaced a lead-fre pade., sagan at both ame and exieftinvalati*Les It was felt
Umi thin 30% me was n hImportmnt somaris to examine in tdot if new standards
us ilqwsd an the U.S. refinng induftry, it wil tuel about three years before
major additions to proceulang umits can be made. Thus up to 30% of the pool

Is
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owN be .pas th am -wdv ft, m vedhid. which are dill limited by
-ief. Io.c g oWl . Por lb. m -w w womisively harmed oclbs

munmbue from 91/83 ROK/OWN to 99/91 for do wuin" pedul. Pip. 5
inicalas do yidd reduction pmkely for produch. the GM rad.s a motor
sc~am sm er Isommet It m bffum dt p t W 8dur odmnmber can
be proilm at do mmw vakdissa f ~sho yield penaly whle~ up fi Octr-a-
= be Pidssed at elbing soaliemN wifths valul dows. F~m tis emeathily

Ift uW~ swa asbw5wiet dot B. andwIM lh rbedutem sm ulnfint as the
badi A ( N raft -sa m *A toedal smink pa and thm the insetmi.

Fwas 7 hnicmles uOniw comb fe I. trehc l new umleadud rades
at dw hisbar molor actims mnAhs. As eqPscIu , tm m Is Ipaf!mt hsarmin
Mo -W cone wiftthe lb~ motor ocban sumbors

71a hInat at parammetric wom fa 1973 opentls w arnt 100* unleaded
abo11 production at finceeadmi motor octane number. Filiure 8 sbowsd lbield
dedlas a octane number is acrmed. For the existin volatility coes, the model
, 'omit up q to 86 cebw motor octane number beta. becomidus infeeadble. At
doe amw vulailIkh, 83 was lb swatimunm char mon ocans number pomgible.
Phim 9 1 -atow lb omicsd for dims rurn. lafmmi dewr motor octane
inmber So. 83 to 06 at mieftto volatilities will enat about 2 C in the 1973
bme caseefney.

Flum 10 don thlbsimplifihd sehoesy procinsing sequence for producing
30% unleaded pae1s at lbe new proposed GM volatilities and 97/89 RON/lIO.
13w =Wwo dif~amem kme lbe 1973 tme cm are increases In reformer severity
fiom 91 to 96 and catalytic cracker conveenon from 78 to 85. To make 30% of
tlb poad at 36r F max. endpoint (E.P.), thme following steps were taken. Reo-
hiessr food B.?. -ma mloed haom 375 to 34V F to produce a low E.P.
veftrmas blend atoda for lb GM pade. Both alsluh-nm and heavy hydrog-
omaclafod hiok mved uWAs i ed. A portion of lbe full so catalytic cracked

eolinews 'sWem" to psudamom a low EI'. blead component.

L *FUnMREOMMTloM (SU

1. am CON

lh. initial baest am un for I98M adopted Scenario I descred inl
psodwas dmand sundes (Ua., amuasn lbB ontmseiahom of presant wade mnix of

ped.and baidre psobea wits hin tw maln pod). For this came lb model
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The alternative base case a describ in Scenario 11 in the product demand
section (i.e., the gsoline pool in 1980 will require essentially "o premium
gasoline and a high volume of bad-fiee product) resulted in a composite gasoline
manufacturing coat of 25.00 CPG or a reduction of only 0.26 CPG from the other
alternative. Since this scenario essentially replaced a leaded 100192 product with
an unleaded 92/84 grade, there was little change in refinery processing. The
primary reason for the reduced manufacturing coat of the composite pool was due
to the lg reduction in purchased lead.

Table X presents the refinery material balance for the 1980 base case under
the first scenario. It can be wen that the model found it attractive to produce a
higher volume of marginal LPG than the minimum specified, and also to make the
maximum allowable volume of low-sulfur residual fuel ald. A simplified refinery
flow diagram for this base case is shown in Figure !1. There is a reduction in
catalytic cracker intake mad conversion versus the 1973 case, but increases in
catalytic reforming intake and s. -erity and hydrocracking operations. The higher
concentration of sour crudes caused increased distillate desulfurization as well as
the introduction of catalytic cracker feed and residual fuel oil desulfurization.

2. Parantrie Runs

The first set of parametric runs was made by systematically increasing
production of a 91183 RONIMON lead-free gasoline at both the new and existing
volatilities. Allowing flexibility to incorporate new refinery processing equipment,
it was possible to maintain 100% of the base case gasoline production at these
moderate octane levels for all cases. Figure 12 shows the increased manufacturing
coat associated with producing an increasing percentage of lead-free gasoline. As
in the 1973 runs, it is pomsible to manufacture essentially 100% lead-free gasoline
at low octanes with no significant increase in cost. Again it should be noted that
the motor octane number was the limiting product specification at the high
percentage of lead-free supply. For example. in the 100% lead-free gasoline case
with new volatilities, the research octane number was 93.6, or a "giveaway" of
2.6 octane units.

FIgre 13 shows a simplified refinery flow diagram for producing 100% GM
gasoline at 91/83 RON/MON and existing volatility. This case produced exactly
the same volume of motor gasoline as the 1980 base case but required an
additional 1.2 unit volumes of crude oil. However, there was an offsetting
increased production of 1.4 volume units of LPG (the only product outturn
allowed to vary). Although the lead-free gasoline consumed more crude oil, an
offsetting credit must be given for the increased supply of LPG.which carries a
premium form value in the marketplace. The significant changes in refinery
procesing sequence from the base case include a substantial increase in catalytic
reforming feed from 22.6 to 27.0 MB/CD and an increase in severity from 95 to
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TABLE X

REONERY MATRIAL @ALANCES

IM BME CASE
VOLUMES

Domeutic Sweet Crude ON 2637
Dornuic Sour Crude Oil 1718
Imported Seet Crude Oil 8.99
Imported Sour eude Oil 40.14
Nnmx Gamolhe 1,0
Normal Bum

Purdmmd Go (F.O.E.) -

TotW 104,6

LPG 2.72
Premium Gmalkw 20.68
Reua Gescoline 20.(68

Nephthe2.79

Jet Fog L74
Kerou. 2.34
Disl" Fuel 4.50
No.2 FuI ON '17.97
Low Sulfr Fuel O1 13.48
High Sdtr IFull ON D0
Luba Same S16:k 1.17
AMw#k 2.25
Petrfom Coke 1.08

Toed 100,00
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99 RON. Catalytic cracker intake decreased from 19.8 to 15.7 MB/CD with an
offsetting increase in hydrocracking feed from 7.7 to 12.1 MB/CD. Polymerza-
tion operations were discontinued anid all olefins wene alkylated. Ali these
operating changes ae consistent with the need to increase clear motor octane
number which is required with the removal of lead. The other major procming
chnep was the introduction of C5/C6 uomenzation, another process which
becomes attractive at reduced lead levels due to the high lead susceptibility of light
stright-sun blend stocks.

The next set of parametric runs was made with 50% of the refinery gasoline
pool being supplied as GM grade gasoline at both the new and existing volatilities.
The percent reduction of total gasoline make is shown in Figure 14 for increang
motor octane numbers of the lead-free wade. Up to 87 clear motor octane
number can be made at the new GM volatilities and up to 89 clear motor octane
number at existing volatilities before any yield decline occurs. Figure i5 shows
the same results with the gasoline reduction reflected a percentage of the GM
grade rather than the total pool, which doubies the magnitude of the decline.

Figure 16 shows the increased GM gasoline manufacturing costs with increas-
ing motor octane number at 50% GM gasoline production. An increase of 8 motor
octanes (from 83 to 91) results in an increase of nearly 7 CPG in manufacturing
costs with exstng volatility Spcification.

Fiure 17 is simila to Figure 16 and shows the increased ;:,M gasoline
manufacturing costs for new volatilities under the 1980 Scenan" 11 base case. The
50% of the total gasoline pool treated as conventional grade structure contained
only 3% premium and 41% 92/84 lead.free. The results of this series of rins
essentially dupliealed those starting from the Scenario I base cae.

The next set of parametric runs was at 100% GM gasoline production at
incresinng motor octane number. In this series of runms the change from feasible to
infeamble operation a a function of motor octane number was so rapid that the
.aoline yield declined from 100I% to 0% within an increase of only one whole
mnotor octane unit. Thus, all the points shown in Figure 18 (which plots inreesed
manufacturing costs versus motor octane number), maintained 100% yield of the
base case. Again the rapid increase in mawiacturmng costs associated with higher
motor octane numbers is readily apparent.

To test the senativity of our results to even greater increases in purchased
crude prices, we made a set of runs at $1O/BbI delivered cost for inported souw
crude oil. The new 1980 base case (under Scenario I) calculated an increase in
compoute gasoline cost from 25.26 CPG to 35.50. Figure 19 shows the increased
gasoline costs versus motor octane number and displays a similar (though slightly
steeper) slope than that shown in Figure 18.
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3.CAPit Invwstnient

The OUM flisa fth a0ib MIPS rum provided th"fining capital
investments required to ahimev the increased product demands as well a s aoci-
ated product manufacturing specificationis. Them milts ams peessald in
Table XI. The base case for Scenario I (that is, continuing present motor gasoline
gad. ahractauu) would raquie a refinsry capital isrvetment of $15 billion to
Mwev~ te do Wvased produact deman uquasusaft by 1980. MWe alternative
c*Wta requisevsiets diown in Tabl XI repreasmt vivestments which would be
reqided to aodo iffesentm vol.. breva and product specfiecatbous for urn-
laded Po.lite production. Tite meet severe case (ie., adding 100% GM gasoline
at 94/86 RON/MOM and existing voblatulte) would resquire $ 19.3 billion rather
thum the $1S Mane for the bass cas, or a not increas of$4.3 WE=a of capital
inuestusaL Thea9 it APPOMs that am. hugs refining capital inveetments that will be
iequired by 1980 to expand supply of total products an not particularly sensitive
to the percenage requirements for lead-fre gasolines as long as the octane levels
ar moderate.

Athoug doe capital requirements to produce 100% GM at 91/83 with new
volatilities are less dma with. existin (16.2 yar 17.2), it must be remembered
that fth model optimizes the composite of raw material, operating and capital
costs. Fivr. 12 difwtrates that thea resultant Saollne cost is more than 1 CPG
higher for the new VOlatllities.

MW31980 baem case for Scenario HI (iLe, a signlficant: change in engine design
by 1975 suci that easantially no premiumi gasoline and a large percentage of
lead-hu, low octane gasoline is required for 1980) reaalts inessentially the sn
refinery capita expeniltue for 1960 a the alternative scenario. The reduced
misucfactmaring cost for this case (25.0 CFG versus 25.26) is due to reduced raw
mnaterial sequirenamss and operating expenses rather than a reduction in refining

TABLE XI

NEW REFINING INVESTIMENT REQUIRED
1S73-e41UPERIOD

$ BILLION

BSAE CAME 1EXISTING GASOLINE SPECS1 - $16.0 BWLON

m Osoms bbxhil"Veld~iftl mW aw sU

RONAMON sMGM wemeN sMGM sMGM1

91/83 112 17.2 15.8 16.2
am- - 1.

SWIG 15.9 19.0 16.
94/86 - 19.3-
95W8 16,9 173
97/89 18.2

36-993 0 - 74 - 24
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APPENDIX

ARTHUR D. LITTLE REFINERY MUULATION MODEL

A. MODEL DESCRIPTION

Over the pot several years, Arthur D. Utie h. developed large-scale
computer models fbor simulating the mar world refing centers. In mch models
a specified product demand pattern is met by a specified crude slate irk an
optimized reftefy operation. An malysis of model outputs ofiers valuable inight
into crude and mfined product valmes with respect to the stated cost of a
refergnce crude oil. In effect, the model continuously anmm the questions:
"What will it cost to produe an additional barrel of Product X?" and "What
would an additional barrel of crude oil Y be worth relative to the reference crude
of and the other crude ol in the crude oil date?"

A simplified refinery flow sheet shown in Figure I represents one of the
models. This particular one is of the US. East Coast, but other models are similar.
Each crude is allowed to select its own optimum processing scheme by the model
simulating "blocked-out" operation. For example, the processing scheme chosen
for Dreg is most likely quite different from that selected for Tia Juana. The
Intermediate stream from each piress unit can either be further processed or
allocated to fimal product blending.

The main blocks of the refinery processing scheme can be broken down into:
(a) naphtha, (b) gas oil, and (c) residual. The fM-range (CS - 400" F) untreated
naphtha can be sold directiy. Otherwise, the naphtha is split into several fractions
for blending or further processing. The light (175-250) and heavy (250-400)
naphthas can each be hydrotreated. Each hydrotreated naphtha can be routed to
a catalytic reformer with the option-of running at three different octane severi-
ties. The model chooses the optimum severity or it can bypass some naphtha into
finished product blending.

The gas oil processing scheme is less complex than the naphtha. The
tull-range 400-6500 F fraction can be split into a kerosene fraction and heavy
ps-oil fraction, and each stream can be subsequently hydrotreated.

The residual fraction (atmospheric bottoms) can be directly blended to
residual fuel oil or desulfurized before blending if from a sour crude origin. It can
also be fed to a vacuum distillation unit; the vacuum overhead stream can then be
hydrotreated for fuel-off blending or fed to a catalytic cracker for conversion into
lighter products. The model is allowed the option of choosing between two
catalytic cracking conversion levels or two grades of vacuum gas oil feed. The
propylene-butylenes from catalytic cracking can be fed to an alkylation unit or to
a polymerization unit to make gasoline blending stocks. Vacuum bottoms can be
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routed to a Coker to reduce the production of fuel oil and to produce smooe lighter
products and coke. The cokr naphtha can be hydrofteated mid tbe heavy
fraction reformed. The Coker ga oil cai also be hydrotreated and .te heavy
focton CIrAW&e

Additional processes In the model not shown on this refinery flow sheet
include a bydrogn plant. Of the volume of hydrogen required for treating
exceeds that supplied f~rom catalytic reforming, then hydrogen must be nianufac-
bared eithe from refinery gam, naplitha and/or residual fractions). 'The refinery is
tindely requihed to generate its own steam mid power, although these can be
varibl options. A sWftw plant is provided which converts hydrogen sulfide into
elemaental sulfur.

ADL has accumulated Industry data for each processing unit for each crude
oil. IN@ includes yields and key properties of the products from that particular

puecapital Costs, and operatiing casts divided into the following seven
caftgories: refinery fuel consumption, steam, water, electric power, catalysts and
cheujicala, operating labor, mid umaintenance. The capital and operating costs for
each refinery process unit are based on modem units of the amz consistent with
100 MWD/ aonde distillation Capacity.

The costs of offiltes for crode handling and product blending aoud stouag is
hocloaded mand v ies with crude dlatillatlo capacity. An internal refinery fuel
balance is maintained (includig fuel needed for steam generation, power genera-
tion, etc.) with a maximnum sulfur content specification.

B. ECONOMIC BASIS

Thie data supplied to the model for the computer runs consist of:

I . Product demands and specifications;

2. Crude supply; and

3. Refinery processig options for each crude.

Product demands mn usually fixed volumes which must be met. However, we
occasionally allow a particular product volume to optimize at a specified net-
back, sometimes limiting mninmum or maximum levels.

The basic assumption underlying our use of fixed product demands is that
the total market for petroleum products in a refining center is relatively inelastic
to changes in product prices. This is most true for products such as gasoline and
jet fuel which have no competitive supply source. Heating oil and residual fuel
have had inter-fuel competition from natural gas andf coal in the past. One result
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of Wei is Oda mesdual beal hes baen seM beow its wooemt cost vahue. Nf we
expect d& modilcam to costhaw, we cm smows tdo fled vahamme strictiona
froem eideal tealld and Ame it so seek its ai optimm production level at sa
inttarel compeaitve price structure.

In a MAd amid system, crade sblet a usually apecifled as a fixed supply for
al crudes except a refern ce crods which must be slowed to vary in order to
imot a fixed product slate became. ita noit known in advance the ~cud vokume of
crude ad OMe will be required due to ssais/llauss from refiney processs and own
fuel consmarption. The vohase of the refutgnce crude consumed will vary sm-
what from run to run. A delivered price as amignad to this reference muds, and all
other crude and product values are determined relative to the reference crude oil

For eacha refinery procem In the model, tdo capital cost aisumppliud phus
ssVesa caisgorle. Of operting costs. The Capital Cost I converte to A daily Cost
bobe yia a capital recovery factor which as usually 20% per yew. The capital
charg provides for depreciation, income tax, Property tax and inanarance, and
Profit.

The Erasew pwramaulntode wall optimize tbs refinery procaanag scheme at
minimum cost to meet the reuaired product deanuous and product specifications
forom the crude slate provided. It is mannmed that complete interchmang of
intermediate streams ftrom aDl crudes is possible. Also, for product specifications
that are binding, the products wre always blended exactly on specification and no
quality is given away. Of course, in the real world, there are inefficiencies in
processang and blending. Thus, the conversion and treating unit intakes deter-
mined by the model, repreet bare minimums and in the actual refineries some
excess capacity will be required.

The most useful outputs from the linear programming runs are the optimum
refined proces schemes chosen for each crude oil and the shadow prices for the
refined products and crude oils These shadow prices indicate the internal refinery
values for each respective product and each crude oil and indicate the uminmum
long-term selling price that a particular product requires in order to justify capital
expenditures for its manufacture or the maximum long-term purchase price for
each crude oil. The product values (sometimes called investment cost values) are
often used by major oil companies a transfer values when transferring products
from refining to marketing divicins and also from refinery to petrochemical
divisions.
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370f lia~n WOatv caude Values simulate the interm as ORud oVushas asigned by
IMF, binerated Oil companie which have mie flexiblilty to medocate crules
mumsn various refInre to opimeIts operations in a larg geographic n*gos

In parametric evaluations, we systematically vary certain key uncertainties in

dhaunp. A parametric evaluation consists of -n alternate unique LP solution for

extent to which a variation in a particalar Input forecast willafethecnu
dons, in particular relative product prices and crude values.

It Is important to ephaiz that the crude and product values generated by
the refinery simulation model are costs and not prices. Market constraints can and
do HOW the exthent to Whc a refine con recover the costs aflocated to each
product in the model. However, the model does show when additional costs wue
Incured in nusalng mo of a paticular product. It indicates a lower market value
for high-afflfr crude cab and a higher market value for low-sufur crude oils as the
demand for low-sulfur products increases. The crude oil values are not prices but
replacement values; that is, the value at which a refiner would replace a barrel of
the refterence crude with the barre of another crude oil A high replacment value
fbr a given crude oil means that the refiner can reduce refining costs by substitut-
Ing this crude oil for a low replacement value crude oil.
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DETAILED REFUUMN DATA

A. PROCESS DESCRIPTION

The model is intended to represent the total or individual regons of the U.S.
reflain sdiuiby an the besis of a typical 100 MDICD rallaery. The refinery was
set up to -u four am"s - a swet mnd saw 4omesfic crude and a sweet mnd sour
foreign wadsi. Ths wades we South Louninia Mixi (36.2 API), Weet Texas Sour
(33A -AMI) Nillesan Mix (29.5 APM), mid Saudi Arabian Light (34.5 API). Any
coablination of theme wades con be ooa*dare umeghiu or with fixed volumes.

Investment mand opeating cost data for each of the reflnsury processes in the
model wre intended to repreasent the costs of units whose size is consistent with a
I00MUICD refinery. Balk capital mid biveotmsnt costs aon easily be escalated to
rqeumesnt inflation for future situations. A pwoceueby-proces description ia~iven
below, highligtifng the m~ajr assumptionis used in producing thirk representation.

IL ATMOSPHERIC DISTILLATION

Each crude is represented by a separate vector in order that the differences
in the various stream qualities may be represented in downstream, processes.
inustments and maintenance costs for souar cwades we higher thai for sweet

Oande to reflect disadvantagus of increased silfur in the feedstock.. In addition,
the percentage of sour crudes run can be controlled by having a capacity
restriction on these crudes.

C. VACUUM. DISTILLATION

Once agi, each crude has its own vamuriu distillation vector to enable
downstream processing to reflect the differences in strmnl yields and qualities

D. CATALYTIC REFORMING

Naphtha from each crude has its own reformnmg vectors. Each crude specific
naphtha il broken down into three feeds available for reforming - ih~t, medium,
and heavy. The liot (160-200* F) and medium (200.3400 F) feeds produce
reformates which will mect the end point specifications of 3650 F maximum on
the special guasoin being studied for General Motors. The heavy feed, a 344? F to
375 F fee produces a refocniate which does not meet the General Motors mogss
E.P. spec. but is acceptable in conventional gasolines.

For light mid medium feeds, four reforming severities ame represented giving
90, 95, 100 mid 103 Research Octane dlear product. For heavy feed only 90,95
and 100 severity we iriduded since it is unlikely that this feed will be reformed
at the highest severity for lead-free, low end point gasoline.
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Feed capeaty~et rercmm(o( LOS ad .6) morporaed on opertions
at 100 mid 103 severity to reflect the faect that existin refonners are deigned for
mevuites in the 90 to 95 clewr octan raw. When cooidering finture processing

requidrements theme restrictions we, of course, released.

MlerInIg of blroacrakatee hum low severity operation is also represented
at 94k 95, 100 sad 103 seveity. Reformate hrome these operations does not meet
the 365 IF end poit specificatlem because the femed hydrocmckate has too bhig
am end point. In order to reuceo the and point of the hydrocruckate, a special set
of hil a sverity bydrocracklug epesatlon is represented in the model and thes
are dhcuined late. The reformate from the reforming of this low end point
hydioorackate feed will the meet the 365* F end point specification.

mbveent and operating costs for diferet reforme severity operatios we
imnmemd with hnerada seemity to reflect the fact that hOwighr veabent would
he requinrd for a highe severity refoomer and it would he more costly to operate.

E. CATALYTIC CRACKING

Catayti cracking is represented by six options, namely a low mid hig
mierity -oe atoon a sweet fed, a sour foed aida desulfuizeid sour fted.Only
vaommps olhin doebollinigruag of 6SVPF to 1,05(f Fis cooldefed a afood
sinc e IM faWirly typical of U.S. catalytic cracking omeratom Lighter distillafte
cmi be hydrocaacked.

Loyw severity operation is set at 65 vohame percent conversion and high
severity is aet at 85%. Yields we based on Zealitic type catalysts and are given in
Table 1. A highe capacity utilization of 1.05 is placed on the high sevenlty
oPerationhmnc moat catalytic eanckmn we bot deigne to handle the-
msount of Btesh feed at h~ig severity, -m with a Zeolti type catalyst.

Investments and operating costs are highe for the high severity operation
and for the sour feed cases

F. CATALYTIC CRACKED NAPWTI4A SPLITTING

The cataytic oracked nalabba produced have end points wound 430f F
and, as such, ar not suitable to meet a 365* IF end point gsmoline. In today's
mubeing operations catalytic naphte am normally split into a ligt and heavy
naplita. The flght naphtha would of course, meet the 3650 F end point, but the
heavy would noL. Therefore, in addition to this normal splitting; operaton, we
hawe added -n altermstive which produces a light catalytic naphitha, a medium
catalytic mapntha, mad a veay ft* cycle oil. The medium catalytic maphatha will
neet a 36r" F end point and the light :ycle oil produced cmi go to distillate
blending
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G. HYDROCRACKING

Hydrerckft eipatida ave .pmueaid by twelve vectors. Half of these

represent existing operations and what we have tnrnrd low severity hydrocrack-
ing. The other half are the special high severity opentions which produce low end
point hydrocrackates to make reformate suitble for blending in 365 F end point
gaolne. Mere hydoms b consemeud and feed cpacity is reduced 5% for this
er atin de.

Six types of feeds ae allowed to the hydrocrackers, namely a sweet and sour
feed of each of atmospheric heavy gas oil, vacuum ges oil, and cracked gas oil. All
cracked gil are considemed to have the smne yields and these feeds include
catalytic cycle oAl, oaher asm oil, and visbreaker s off. Table 2 lists both the low
and high severity yields used in the study. Both investments and operating costs
for sour operations and high severity operations are higher than for sweet low
severity operatims.

H. ISOMERIZATION

Isomerization of light naphthas (C5/160) has been included as an additional
processing option which is likely to be required for the production of lead-free
gasoline. Both once-through and recycle iomerization of each of the four crude
specific light nahthm we Included in the modeL

I. OTHER GASOLINE PROCESSES

The other gasoline processes represented in the model are Polymerization
and Alkyliabo

J. OTHER CONVERSION PROCESSES

Other convemion processes represented are Coking and Visbreaking, which
differentiate between sweet and sour feedstocks.

K. DESULFURIZATION

Desulfurization of naphthas, light and heavy gas oils, and vacuum gas oils
from all crude are included a processing options in the model. In addition, direct
desulfumization of sour atmospheric bottoms (6500 F+) to sulfur levels of 1.0 wt%
and 0.5 wt% are included.

Cycle oils from sour catalytic cracking operations also have the option to be
desulfurized. Naphthas from coking operations are required to be desulfurized
before routing to product blending or refonming.
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Inveslasut soad oqwotg comts an the sulfur zmanufacturin vrc. include
prOslc fcr a cussatlld HaS go azubbbs system which is neonsary when
prodtaic udumumtsl sufa wad is not included, a put of each indviual hydro-
botn paws..

L. GASOLINE BLENDING

Mae Swamo'leblondjas daba wns devehaped from other published studies such
a U.S. Motor Goofse Econsomko - A.?!.LAn 1,w 1967 supplemented by our
own in-iotue analysis aedi kumeted in Ta"i 3.
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Mr. Muzrop. Am I also correct in understanding that the only
reason why General Motors is not pursuing the development of a jet
ignition dilute combustion engine is because of the 1976 statutory
standards?

Mr. STAEmmAx. Oh, but we are pursuing it. What we are saying is
we cannot take the step of going into production.

Mr. mmm I meant pursuing them into production.
Mr. STAExAN. In addition to the reasons set forth in my statement

we feel that until the matter of oxides of nitrogen control levels has
been set that we would be ill-advised to go into production at any level.
This is because we would have the same problemb as to the kinds of
control systems to apply to the stratified charge engine, if you want
to call it that, as we have with the conventional engine.

Mr. Muzom. I would like to agree with you in your statement that
the program should be directed more toward fundamental research
rather than hardware development. I'll buy that.

Mr. STAIuxN. Thank you.
Mr. BROWN. I think your statement on page 21 which seeks to define

the area of useful Government IL & D. will be helpful to the committee.
As I have indicated earlier in exploring this problem, some of the

criticism of this legislation comes from those who are fearful that
this is an effort to intrude a Government agency into a private enter-
prise field, such as the production of automobiles.

Of course, that is not the intent of the legislation and it needs to
be drafted in such a way as to market clear what the areas of responsi-
bility appropriately are.

May I just pursue for a moment this testimony starting on page 9,
which I referred to earlier, about electrified vehicles. By coincidence
another subcommittee of this committee, The Energy Subcommittee,
is studying alternate sources of electric power and other kinds of
energy.

In fact, yesterday they were looking at developments in the field
of photovoltaic conversion, the use of solar cells for the direct genera-
tion of electricity. I was immediately struck by your description of
electric vehicles and your statement about the need for broad systems
studies with the possibility of a system which would use the batteries
of electric vehicles as a storage facility for photovoltaic electric gen-
eration which, of course, occurs during sunlight hours and does not
necessarily meet the demand load, but which requires some storage.

The idea of having electric-powered vehicles which can be charged
by photovoltaic solar energy conversion might solve two problems, in
the power systems context. Has that ever occurred to your company?

Mr. STUmAN. I might call upon Dr. Agnew to indicate the extent
to which we are involved in photovoltaic cell development. I might
ask the question, however, do you have in mind on board photo-
voltaic or a central accumulating station?

Mr. BRowN. Actually, what the committee has been looking at
mostly-although not exclusively-are systems which would apply
solar energy to home heating and cooling, basically flat plate collectors,
perhaps combined with a photovoltaic component which would gen-
erate electricity to complement the heat generated by the fiat plate
collectors.

This is, of course, highly theoretical at this point, although the
committee has gone quite far in solar energy areas. But there seems to
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be some breakthroughs in the economics of photovoltaic conversion
which might make it more attractive as a part of an individual home
or apartment complex or manufacturing building to have solar gener-
ated electricity as well as solar generated hot water.

As I say one of the problems with generating electricity in this
fashion is that it requires storage. And the use of vehicle batteries for
storage might be one of the feasible ways to do it. That is kind of far
out, but if you would like to make a far out comment we would appre-
ciate it.

Dr. AGN-zw. I would only say that sometime ago in our research
efforts we did look at photovoltaic cells on board a vehicle, as to their
feasibility. After some work we concluded that the area requirements
and the volume requirements did not make that a very promising
app roach, so we did not go further in that direction.

.ow the battery-powered electric vehicle of course, can receive its
electric energy from any electrical source. 1;d the type of thing you
mentioned is certainly in order as one possibility. We have also taken
a brief look at the possibility of solar cells as a product in our home
environment division of the corporation.

We do not think the application of solar cells to home heating and
water heating is more appropriate than to vehicles. We have looked at
that briefly but have not moved seriously in that direction as yet.

Mr BRowN. The idea of having a relatively self contained energy
supply system is becoming more attractive to a lot of people in this
complex world. So far no one has ever considered the application of
solar energy to transportation. It has been felt it had no applicability.

But if it could be used in connection with electric-powered vehicles,
then it does have an applicability. It would obviate some of the prob-
lems created by the central power station, as you indicated in your
testimony, such as the burning of coal and the other losses.

Gentlemen, I wish to thank you again for your testimony. I reget
that the bells command us to appear on the floor or we would exp ore
some other points of your testimony.

May I ask if you would be willing to supply answers to written ques-
tions from the committee at a future time.

Mr. STARKxAN. We would be delighted to.
[The information follows:]

GzNERAL McrSs CoOP.,
Warren, Micoh., August 7,1974.

Mr. ft&Nx P. HANmzLr, Jr.,
Coutnsel, Committee on Science a"u Astronautics,
House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.

DlA& Ma. HAumILL: The following is in answer to your letter of June 17
posing several questions from Congressman Brown of California.

Question 1. Does the Information on pages 103 to 109 of the February 4, 5
and 6 hearings of the Subcommittee match the Information in your own files?

Answer. The data shown on Thble 1 on page 103, insofar as it represents GM,
is essentially correct. However, two changes should be made:

1. Under capital expenditures (1971) amount of $44.9 million should be
$55.9 million,

2. Under total R&D expenditures (1968) amount of $763 million should
be $786 million.

Table II on page 103 Is correct with respect to GM expenditures. The data
presented In Attachments I and II on pages 105-107 do not originate with or
represent GM and therefore, we are unable to comment as to Its accuracy. Datashown on Attachment III on pages 108 and 109 requires some minor corrections:

1. Under 1967, line 9 should read 19 instead of 16,

36-993 0 - 74 - 25
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2 Under 1974, line 12 should read 135 instead of 155,
&. Under 1975, line 5 should read 346 instead of 345, and line 8 should

read 3,881 Instead of 3,581. Also, line 16 should read 1831 and line 18 should
be 58 Instead of 55,

4. Under 1976, line 15 should read 936 Instead of 986
Question S. Do you have an estimate of the future expenditures of your company

in the same categories that are listed in our February hearing record?
Answer. Data contained in Attachment III, pages 108 and 109, were developed

early in 1973 as part of GM's request for suspension of the 1975 and 1976
emisson standards. The categories shown were suggested by the guidelines pub-
lished by the EPA in order to satisfy suspension procedures. Since that time
we have accumulated actual data for 1973 to replace the projections which
had to be used in the suspension requests. However, the actual data were
developed for Internal purposes only, since we were not asking for a suspension
of any standard at the time they were prepared. Consequently, the data are not
available in the specific categories contained in Attachment III.

A brief summary of actual 1973 expenditures for General Motors and current
projections for 1974 and 1975 are shown in the following table:

WU EMISSION EXPENDITURES

(Dollar amounts In millions]

Estimated

Actual, 1973 1974 1975

Total emialon exaajtras ........------------------.------------- $309.5 $435.0
Memo: IMad"M am:

=Capltdl apenltur------------------------------------ 123.6 264.3 40
Altua A fowarplan ---omm----------------------- 53.0 165. 0 (2)

Tat alsaions as apepant otofl R. & D ----------_-- 15.0 (1) (2)

ToldaL AD -------------------------------------- $1, 23LO 01 ~
'TII Tol ependftue for dweveoment otbalternte poweplants estimated to be over $65,000,000
' Not avallabla.

Estimated 1976 R&D expenditures are not shown due to the uncertainty of
the forward emission control program which prevailed until enactment on
June 25, 1974 of the Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974.

Question 3. What mileage goals does your company have for each category of
vehicle that you market, using the EPA mileage test cycle?

Answer. Our target for all GM models is to exceed 15 miles per gallon on the
GM City Suburban driving cycle as soon as possible. We expect to achieve this on
virtually all our 1977 models. The 15 miles per gallon on the GM City Suburban
driving cycle is roughly equivalent to 12.5 miles per gallon on the EPA mission
test cycle. 17% of our 1974 production presently meets th4.s target.

In 1975 we expect a considerable improvement in fuel economy and with the
planned changes and the new, smaller cars, we believe we will have the capacity
to produce more than 40% of our 1975 production meeting the target fuel econ-
omy value. Most of this improvement for 1975 models will be due to the advanced
emission control system built around the catalytic converter which we will use
on all U.S. built 1975 model cars.

The emissions cleanup job is performed so well by the catalytic converter that
we have been able to retune the 1975 engine to restore much of the fuel economy
which has been lost In recent years. Other improvements in fuel economy will
also result due to weight reductions in existing models, lower axle ratios and the
use of GM's steel belted radial tires as standard equipment. There will also be
increased usage of smaller displacement engines, improvement in automatic
transmission efficiencies, and added changes will be made in our 1976 and 1977
models so that by 1977 GM fully expects to meet the target of 15 miles per gallon
on virtually all its models when tested on the GM City Suburban driving schedule.

Question .4. oes Your'company have any vehicle weight goals? If so, what
type of weight mixdo you anticipate?

Answer. In all ears, but especially the larger models, a priority effort is being
made to reduce weight. A relatively small weight savings can be quite important.
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For instance, a 100-pound reduction in the weight of the body can result in a
Savings Of another 100 pounds in the structure, suspension, brakes and other
components. A 200-pound reduction in the total vehicle weight can permit the
use of a lower axle ratio or a smaller displacement engine, further improving
fuel economy with no loss in performance. Because of these relationships, the
primary way we intend to meet the market demand for improved fuel economy
with our larger models Is through the reduction of weight. We expect fuel econ-
omy savings of seven to eight gallons each 10,000 miles for each 100 pounds of
weight reduction.

As I am sure the Committee is aware, about half of the weight increase experi-
enced by our models over the last six to eight years is due to equipment added
to meet federally mandated safety, damageability and emission requirements. We
have asked NHTSA to reexamine some of those safety and damageability
requirements which have required the largest weight increases, to be certain
that the tradeoff between weight and economy is justified. Future safety require-
ments either pending or enacted, will require further substantial weight in-
creases These too, we hope NHTSA will review.

Questiou 5. What restraints does your company face on phasing in the stratified
charge engine?

'Answer. There are many different engine configurations which can be termed
as "stratified charge". By the stratified charge engine I assume you mean what
we classify as the "torch" ignition engine presently exemplified by the Honda
Corporation developments.

While we have been able to obtain low levels of HC and CO emissions from
such engines, presently we do not have proven durability. More importantly,
however, is our concern over the ability of this engine to meet future automotive
oxides of nitrogen standards. If we are to meet those NO, standards originally
stipulated In the 1970 Clean Air Amendments (.4 gpln), then it would appear
necessary that we add essentially the same equipment to the "torch" ignition
engine that we must add to the present open chamber gasoline piston engines. If
we must do this, then there is little incentive to abandon the present engine.
Therefore, there are two major restraints we face in phasing in an alternate
power plant:

1. The potential requirement of designing the engine so that it will meet
the statutory oxides of nitrogen standard.

2. The lack of durability information supporting the use of the engine
in the hands of the consumer.

GM, of course, continues to work toward the development of other emission
control technology and alternate engines.

Question 6. What time frame for production does your company see for the
various alternative technologies that your statement referenced?

Answer. As was indicated in the statement, most of these alternate engine
concepts have not been fully developed for adaptation to automobile usage.
Further, durability of most of these systems has not been proven. But again,
most importantly, is the fact that in almost every one of these instances the
engine is unable to meet the statutory NO, standard in their present forms. Until
there is satisfactory assurance that the restrictive .4 gpm NO. level will not be
required in the future, we cannot set about developing rational production plans
for any of the alternate technologies discussed in my statement.

Question 7. Could you explain why the domestic automobile manufacturers in
the United States all market basically the same engine types while foreign manu-
facturers manufacture varying engine types? In other words, why is there not a
mix of propulsion systems and engines from the U.S. manufacturers?

Answer. I do not agree with the assumption made in the question that foreign
manufacurers offer a much larger variation in engine types than do domestic
manufacturers. I believe that with only three exceptions, the Mercedes Diesel,
the Mazda rotary and the Honda "torch" ignition engine--the total production
of which constitutes but a minimal fraction of total world sales--all vehicle
manufacturers use the same spark ignited gasoline piston engine. That being the
case, the degree of variety is really quite small.

Actually, engine performance not type is the factor that presents the average
new car purchaser with distinctions he can appreciate-and performance is
more closely related to engine displacement than to engine type. Because there is
a wider range of displacements of such engines in U.S. built passenger cars,
there is a more significant variety of engines here, I believe, than in foreign
manufacture.



Finally, GM Is plannin to offer a new type of engine with introduction of the
rotary engine to the marketplace during the 195 model year. Also, we presently
market a diesel automobile in Germany through our Opel Subsidiary and, as
indicated In answer to Question 5 above, we are actively investigating the poten-
tial of the stratMfWed charge engine.

For these reasons I believe the U.S. industry has been responsive to the U.S.
marketplace and Is offering a very wide range of vehicles and engines.

Very truly yours,
]3. S. STAZMMAN,

Vice Presidmt.
Mr. B~oww. I will adjourn the committee at this time and we will

meet again tomorrow at 10 a.m. in this room to hear the testimony of
representatives from the Eaton Corp., Scientific Energies Corp. and
a private consultant, Mr. John W. Bjerklie.

Me meeting is hereby adjourned.
[Whereupo at 12:25 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned toreconvene at 10 a.m., on Thursday, June'13, 1974.]



RESEARCH ON GROUND PROPULSION SYSTEMS

TKU RSAY, JUNE 18, 1974

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
CoMMITrEE OY SCIENCE AND ASTRONAUTICS,

Suicomxrrru oN SPAcE Secince A•D ArPPCATxONS,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment, in room 2825,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. George E. Brown, Jr., presiding.

Mr. BlowN. The subcommittee will be in order. Chairman Syming-
ton will be delayed this morning, so we shall begin.

This is our third day of hearings in the current series on H.R. 10892,
a bill to authorize NASA to conduct research on ground propulsion
systems. Yesterday, we heard the testimony of top officials of the three
major automobile manufacturers in this country. All three witnesses
seemed to agree that the Government has a role to play in promoting
research on automobile engines, although it is not conceived as a
major role by any of them.

Chrysler would welcome NASA's interest in the automobile research
with enthusiasm and hope, and would like to see NASA become in-
volved in long-range basic research of the type the industry cannot
afford to do. Ford sees a role for NASA in support of those Govern-
ment agencies which already are charged with this mission. General
Motors believes the automobile industry is equipped to respond to
market trends without Government intervention but if there is to be
Government research, it should concentrate more in fundamental
areas and should supplement rather than duplicate the efforts of
industry.

Today, our first witness will be Mr. Robert Richardson, manager
of technological planning for the Eaton Corp. of Southfield, Mich.,
a major supplier of automotive parts and components.

Mr. Richardson recently published a report on future automotive
powerplants.

Mr. Richardson, we are pleased to have you with us here this morn-
ing. I'm sure your statement will be a valuable addition to the record
we are compiling on this important subject.

You may proceed.
[A biographical sketch of Mr. Richardson follows:]

MIL RouMT W. RIcBloo•Aoz

Robert W. Richardson is Manager, Technological Planning for Eaton Cor-
poration. His omce is located in Southfield, Michigan. He wag appointed to his
present position in 1989.

The Technological Planning Department Is responsible for organizing, super-
vising and conducting In-depth studies to Identify long range new products and

(385)
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now business opportunities for Eaton Corporation. Mr. Richardson recently led
a teamn In a major study of future automotive powerplants.

His recent report has had wide distribution and he has made many oral
presentations before various professional, business, technical and educational
groups in the past year on the subject of future engines. He has previously con-
ducted plnning studies on various engines including turbine, steam and electric
v i I,

His study of automotiee salety in 1964 led directly to Eaton's development
of air bag passive restraint and truck skid-control systems.

Prior to joining Eaton in 1964 as a Research and Development coordinator,
Mr. Richardson was Chief Mechanical Engineea for Simmons Precision Products,
Ine.--a major manufacturer of gasoline fuel injection systems. His previous
experience includes over ten years in design development, application and sales
engineering on automotive gasoline injection systems with Simmons and
General Motors Corporation.

Mr. Richartdon holds four patents in the fields of air bag passive occupant
restraint systewoand fuel injection equipment.

Mr. Richardson has been active in the Society of Automotive Engineers as a
participant -and organiser of technical meetings on engines, pollution, energy
and tranqportation, He currently serves as Vice Chairman of SAE's Advanced
Powerplants Committee.

Mr. Richardson was born in Newton, Massachusetts in 1960. He received
a B.8. degree in Mechanieal Engineering from Masmehusets Institute of Tech-
nolog in IN96

He "a.ides with his wife, Jamae, and three children in Orchard Lake.
Michigan.

STATENIET 0I OF3BRT W. RICNAION, MANAGER, TECHNO-
LOGICAL PLAJNING, FATON COOR., S0 L , NIGH.

Mr. RxcpAmsoN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is indeed a pleasure to be here and have this opportunit to -

pear before your subcommittee to discuss automotive engine R. &D
and the Government's role.

The proposed legislation, H.R. 10392, properly recognizes the need
to meet four basic parameters simultaneously, energy conservation,
emissions, producibi ity and cost. This represents a significant step
in the right direction from earlier legislation which was aimed at a
single parameter. Satisfaction of consumer needs require an often
delicate balance between not only the four parameters mentioned but
many others as well.

Asyou mentioned earlier, we have recently published a report on our
in-depth planning study of future automotive engines. A copy of our
published report is includedfor the record.

Mr. BnowN. Without objection, it will be included as part of the
record.

Auroxorxvz Exonuzs Yom Tu 1980Ys-EA1'roxs Woa•wwx AxAmySiS Or
Fu~rmu Avmmorsv Powzs PLamm

(By R. W. Richardson, Manager, Technological Planning, Eaton Corporation,
Southfield, Michigan 48076)

"AUsfhMCT

*There are five major contenders to replace or supplement today's piston en-
gine. Changing social requtriients and new technological developments Eaton
feels will lead to major changes in automotive power plants. This study makes
pbeject1ons "thr i the (0O's of the market penetration of Wankel, Stirling,
tirbIne, stratteled •ai and diesel' eglnes for' passenger car, heavy duty and
small engine applications. These engines are compared on the basis of ten major
selection parameters. Major factors affecting the rate of commercialization of
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new engine are reviewed including social, political and economic forces of
change and historical perspective. Major inputs cam from more than 60 world-
wide in-depth interviews.

L INaesUIcrse

Never In the history of the automotive engine have there been so many serious
contenders and never with so great a chance of replacing or supplementing the
piston engine. While the piston engine has for many decades served its
hundreds of millions of users well and is continuin to serve them well, its noise,
exhaust emissions and more recently its fuel appetite have come under attack.

The purposes of the basic study upon which this report is based were to assess
these various new engine types, determine their market applicability and likely
commercialization through the 1960's and provide broad overall perspective on
the future of automotive engines.

Major inputs for the study were obtained from over 60 in-depth interviews
worldwide. These included car and truck manufacturers; heavy duty and small
engine producers; developers of new engines; materials, parts, fuels and lubri-
cants suppliers; machine tool builders; government agencies; trade associations;
independent research institutes and consultants. These inputs were combined with
business, technical and historical analyses and an evaluation of the social,
political and economic forces that cause change.

While the study was conducted for internal purposes, the conclusions and
projections reached have far-reaching implications of wide Interest. Therefore,
it was decided to publicize those portions of the study that cover the significant
non-proprietary findings and projections. In the study, primary emphasis was
placed on the Wankel engine and on those factors which will have the greatest
bearing on Its (degree and rate of) commercialization. Priority was placed on
passenger car application followed closely by heavy duty markets with a rela-
tively modest etort In the small engine area. This report, therefore, was com-
piled with a similar emphasis.

11. ENGINES AND APFPCATIOSS

The engines that are now used and those which warrant and/or are receiving
serious attention for three broad areas of application--small engines, passenger
cars and heavy duty-are listed in TabZe 1. The passenger car area has the most

Candidate Alternate Powerplants by Market

Small Engine Passenger Car Heavy Duty

NOW 2-Cycle - 4-Cycle Diesel

4-Cycle

FUTURE Rotary Rotary Turbine
Turbine Turbine Stirling

Stirling
Stratified Charge

Diesel

TAM 1

,This report is based on a recently conducted major technological planning study. In
addition to the author, the research team included L. F. Jenkins of Eaton's Valve Division,
and I. P. Horan and F. L. Martin of Eaton's Technological Planning Department. The four
team Oembmr were all autoaetive engineers having a combined eperienee in excess of
80 years iU, etly e aotired p t-l-- e and engin component The
nological planning studies.

Scaleside view drawtng. showing engine and drive trains of various fore ign and domestici automobiles have been re.produced from fload & Track maasaine by permission of Bond/

] z-arkhurst Publications, a unit of C'BS Publications.

i .. . .. . .. .
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Patmmrs. Electric and steam vehicles have not been included as serious con-
tenders for high volume applications as a result of Eaton's previous in-depthInvestigadone.

(LAke the piston engine, these new engines come in a wide variety of broadconfigurations and Subtypes. The type or configuration of each engine believed
best suited for each application has been used in the comparative evaluation for
that applicatim-

These different powerplants are all in various stages of development (Agfure
1) which has a bearing on the ability to assess accurately the various parameters

Relative State of Engine Development

E'Equvalent to 1!3
cPisto Engine

Piston Turbine Wankel Stratified Stirling
Charge

FIoGUR 1

Important to engine selection; factors such as fuel consumption can be accurately
determined but production cost or durability are little more than guesses at an
early stage of development. Engines at an early state of development are also
much more susceptible to rapid improvement than mature engines.

IM. DEO3ZIMONa 4 STATUS OF ZNGOIE TYPES

Rotary (Wamk4)
The Wankel engine Is a four-cycle spark ignition internal combustion engine

differing from present engines primarily in mechanical design. It uses a "rotating"
(epitrochoidal) motion rather than a reciprocating motion. It uses ports rather
than valves for controlling the intake of the fuel-air mixture and the exhaust of
the combusted charge. In this respect it is similar to a two-cycle engine.

The Wankel has been under development since its invention in the early
1960'.. NSU (West-Germany) introduced a single rotor powered car in 1964 and
a two rotor powered car In 1966. Neither engine has been built in significant
volume. Toyo-Kogyo (Japan) Introduced a two rotor engine in their Mazda cars
in the late 1960's and are now producing about 20,000 models per month. 50,000
of these were sold in the U.S. last year.

Snowmobiles with a Flebtel and ,Sachs single rotor Wankel have been sold for
the past four seasons. 4imflar engines are being used in power lawn mowers.
Outboard Marine 'orp. last year introduced their Wankel snowmobile and has
outboard versions under development. A number of major firms throughout the
world own a Wankel license and several-most notably General Motors--are
aggressively pursuing its development. GM plans to introduce it as an option In
the Vega in the summer of 1974.
Turbhs

The gas turbine englne Is a continuous flow, continuous internal combustion,
high speed engine utilising aerodynamie compression and expansion rather than
positive displacement. The turbine uses no valves or ports. The engine requires a
number of parts made from high temperature alloys.



The gas turbine has been under development since the 1930's. It has found
ready acceptance in aircraft and Is now nearly universally used except below
500 HP. The auto Industry has been working on turbine power for nearly 25
years. Exotic show cars have been produced from time to time. About 10 years
ago, Chrysler produced 75 special turbine powered cars for field testing. Most
of the industry's effort has since then been directed at truck and industrial ap-
plications. Both GM and Ford have produced pilot quantities of an industrial
engine of about 800 IP. Ford has recently closed down their pilot operation to
await a major product redesign abused at the late 1970's. The big three all are
reported to have substantial passenger car turbine development programs. The
Environmental Protection Agency is funding part of Chrysler's program and also
passenger car turbine development by several aircraft engine producers.

Storm
The Stirling engine is an external continuous combustion engine utilizing

positive displacement piston compression and expansion. It utilizes a sealed
high-presure working fluid (hydrogen or helium) and operates at relatively low
speed. High temperature alloys are required for the combustor-to-working-fluid
heat exchanger (heater head).

The Stirling was invented in 1816 and saw service as a pumping engine in mines
during the 19th century. These engines used air at low pressure as the working
fluid. The modern Stirling engine dates from the late 1980's based on work by
N. V. Philips In the Wetherlands. In recent years, considerable progress has been
made in refining the 'Stirling engine.

Philips has licensed other developers. During the 1960's GM was Philip's major
licensee, accumulating more than 25,000 hours of engine operating experience In
their development program. GM allowed their license to lapse in 1970, however.
More recently (1972) Ford Motor Co. was licensed by Philips. They are jointly
working on passenger car prototypes. Philips has also licensed United Stirling
in 'Sweden and MAN in Germany. United Stirling has been a major contributor
to recent progress and is also working on passenger car applications. Both Philips
and United Stirling have made recent prototype bus Installations.
Straffiled Charge

The stratified charge or hybrid engine is a variant of conventional engines
combining features of both gasoline and diesel engines. It differs from conven-
tional gasoline engines in that the fuel-air-mixture is deliberately stratified so as
to produce a rich mixture at the spark plug while maintaining an efficient and
cleaner burning overall lean mixture and minimizing or avoiding the need for
throttling the intake air.

Stratified charge development dates back at least to the work done by Ricardo
in England during World War I. 'Since that time, many inventors and developers
have worked with various concepts. Substantial work has been done In Russia and
the U.S. over the past 15 years. More recently, the Japanese, especially Honda,
have made major contributions to the state of the art. The Honda CMCC engine
meets the original 1975 emission standards without hang-on controls. Ford and
Texaco have done substantial work on concepts quite different from Honda's.

Diesel
Diesel engines are quite similar to gasoline engines but use fuel Injection

directly Into the cylinder rather than a carburetor. They have no Ignition sys-
tem as such, relying on very high compression to cause the mixture to self
ignite.

Diesel engines have been widely used in heavy duty applications for decades.
They are also used to limited extent on passenger cars mainly in Europe. Mer-
cedes has long produced a low performance diesel car. More recently, Peugeot
and Opel have been building diesel cars. Many are used for taxis. Austin (BLMC)
also builds diesel taxis. The engine has not 'been seriously considered for passenger
cars In the U.S. until recently. The Environmental Protection Agency is expected
to award a study contract in near future for a passenger car diesel engine.

Iv. zNGINE sz"LOvIoN PALAxI&Xwns

Table 11 lists the more significant engine selection parameters. They are all
self-explanatory except for flexibility which means performance flexibility or
torque-speed characteristics as they relate to transmission requirements and
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Engine Selection Parameters

TRADITIONAL NEW

Cost Emissions *
Durability - Life Noise 1

Weight
Size

Smoothness
Flexibility

Maintenance
Fuel Consumption *

* Social Requirements

TAKm II

driveability. The parameters listed on the left are traditional ones. On the right,
two new parameters are listed which are primarily social requirements. Fuel
consumption has also been labeled a social requirement because of the energy
crisis--It has long been an economic or logistic requirement.

Some idea of the changing relative Importance of the social requirements can
be gained from Taebl III. They have been rated on a 0-10 scale to provide helpful
perspective. Only a slight lessening in absolute importance of emissions (assum-
ing no major air pollution disasters) is expected-some increase In the Impor-

Relative Importance of
Social Requirements

__'__Aug 72 Feb 73 1975 1980 1985

Emissions 7 7 6 6 6

Noise 3 3 3 4 4
i 

I

Energy 1 3 5 10 7
Resources

TABM III

tance of noise and a tremendous Increase in the Importance of fuel consump-
tion-becomlng 'hal again as important as emissions before the end of this
decade. A two to three fold increase in gasoline prices and national rationing
within the next few years seem likely.

Today, of course, as the chart shows, emissions are more important. There is
wide speculatiW, 'p.i Congress revising the very stringent 1975-76 standards to
achieve a better belance between society's needs for acceptable cost and fuel
consumption as well as emislsona,

The' significance of the emission levels which are ultimately selected is their
great bearing on both absolute and relative cost and fuel consumption of dif-
ferent engines. As emissions are reduced, both cost and fuel consumption tend to
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increase for all engine types. They are likely to increase, at markedly different
rates, however, for different engines. For example, a low-cost conventional piston
engine may require a very-expensive previous-metal dual-catalyst to meet a tight
standard while a somewhat more complex and costly stratified charge engine,
such as the Honda, may require no extra emission controls.

V. SELACTION PAUAM•J•M & COIF ARIsON OF ENGINE TYro

Three areas of application have been considered: passenger cars, heavy duty
and small engines. Obviously, the priority of selection parameters differs some-
what in each of these three areas.

A. Pssenger Cars

Taking passenger car applications first, the selection parameters fall into the
order of relative importance shown In Table IV with flexibility, smoothness and
emissions leading the list, and maintenance, fuel consumption and durability
on the bottom. This ranking is for 1978 values. The arrows on the left show both
noise and fuel consumption rising to expected 1980 positions. This order of im-
portanee of parameters is for the broad passenger car market. Obviously, there
may be segments of this market which would have somewhat different orders of

Relative Importance of Selection Parameter
Passenger Cars Compared with 4-Cycle

Spark Ignition Piston Engine

Ptrabie
Wankel -.Turbine Stirling Charge Diesel

Flexibility - 0•-

Smoothness a -

Emissions r .

Cost - ?

No 0 0 0

Weight * o -

Size o

Maintenance 0 0
Fuel Consumption ..... ý-Durability - 0

Advtl~e(*)orDiadvntge(-)"To-hft Regeeeatme 1900F Turibv• n• remlawure

importance. The five new engine types competing for future automotive use are
compared with the 4-cycle, spark ignition piston engine on each of these param-
eters. Each engine was rated better (+), worse (-), or equal (0) to the present
gasoline engine.
Waawl

(1) Flezibility.-Wankel engines tend to have lower torque at low speeds and
a higher speed for their torque peak than reciprocating engines. This means that
the rotary engine has reduced performance flexibility requiring more shifting or
more sophisticated transmissions for equivalent performance.

(2) Smoothaess.-A single rotor Wankel can be equal to or better than many
4-cylinder engines, while a two rotor Wankel is smoother than 4- or 6-cylinder
engines. Most Interest has been generated for two rotor Wankel engines with
only little Interest in three or four rotor engines and very little interest In single
rotor engines,

(3) EBsiUaioms.-Untreated, the Wankel is a rather dirty engine with emis-
sions of hydrocarbons as much as five times higher, carbon monoxide up to three
times higher while oxides of nitrogen are up to 715% less, Derating a conven-
tional engine to the same level of efficiency would be expected to result in similar
emission levels. Conversely as the Wankel seals are improved, oxides of nitro-

I;
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xen will tend to increase and hydrocarbons decrease. The Wankel has fewer ex-
haust ports and, because it is less efficient, operates with a higher exhaust
temperature which makes thermal reactors more applicable.

(4) JoeS.-Although the Wankel uses fewer parts and is lighter, even when
built in high volume, it costs more than a piston engine. It will likely be more
expensive for some time to come; however, with substantial product and manu-
facturing development effort, it could ultimately become cheaper to produce.
(The cost is discussed in more depth In Section VIII.)

(5) NWVoe.-The elimination of mechanical moving parts, such as the valve
gear, should reduce noise but data on the limited car (and snowmmbile) models
available show approximately equal noise levels.

(6) Weigkt.-Wankel engines weigh less, especially when only the basic engine
structure is compared. When completely equipped with all accessories needed for
operation, there is a smaller relative advantage as these accessories are essen-
tially equal or occasionally heavier.

Wankel weight savings of 50% are often claimed. Realistic comparison shows
must less. Comparison of the lightest experimental Wankel known with the
lightest production piston engines indicates 12-16% weight savings on a pounds
per horsepower basis. (These engines are not of equal horsepower). Karl Ludvig-
sen, in a recent article in Road Test magazine, indicates an average weight
savings of 11% comparing several pairs of engines of equal performance. Sig-
nificant reductions In average weight and size of piston engines are possible
should this become a high design priority. (Weight is further discussed in Section
VI.)

(7) Sioe.-Wankel engines also have a size advantage usually somewhat
greater than their weight advantage. Most of the comments on weight (above)
also apply here. Comparing the lighest and most compact engines shows size
advantages In the range of 34-45% based on a "box" volume (max. length X
max. height X max. width). Karl Ludvigsen's analysis indicated a 30% average
advantage. (The significance of weight and size savings as it relates to packaging
in an automobile is discussed In Section VII.)

(8) Mainenance.-The maintenance requirements of the Wankel are expected
to be reasonably comparable to the piston engine. The Wankel has fewer but
more complicated and expensive parts. It uses similar types of fuel, air cleaning,
ignition, cooling and exhaust systems. Wankels currently use a more complex
emission control system requiring more maintenance.

The Wankel can provide some savings through longer oil change periods. A
recent survey Indicates tune-up costs at dealers are approximately equal for
Mazda and V8 engines. Fours and sixes cost less to tune up of course.

(9) Fuel Consumption.-Fuel consumption includes both quantity and quality
of fuel. Wankel engines have substantially higher fuel consumption: 30-40%
higher (or 2540% fewer miles per gallon) than piston engines. At very low
emission levels, this difference will probably be reduced but not eliminated.
Improved seals will also help reduce, but not eliminate, this fuel consumption
penalty as the combustion chamber appears Inherently less favorable. In contrast
to Its higher use of fuel, the Wankel has a requirement for lower octane quality
(low to mid-80's for Mazdas). The octane requirement will probably Increase as
seals are improved and as the engine is scaled up to larger displacement per rotor.

(10) DurablUtV.-The durability of Wankel engines was initially very poor.
The Mazdas have substantially better durability but are not yet up to typical
U.S. standards. Compatible trochoid surface materials and treatment, together
with seal materials having very long life, have been developed but apparently
not with acceptable cost and sealing characteristics.

Based on this somewhat superficial comparison, weighted for importance of
parameters, the Wankel appears to have little, if any, net advantage. As the
fuel consumption issue takes on more importance, the Wankel's competitive
position will be more tenuous. If manufacturing cost breakthroughs are achieved,
It may still find a substantial niche.

Turbine
(1) Pltexbliti.-Two-shaft turbines have a very favorable torque curve hav-

ing In effect a built-in torque con ;erter. Single shaft-engines which have recently
come under serious consideration have an unfavorable torque curve.

(2) Smoothmess.-As a continuous fluid flow rotary machine, the turbine Is
extremely smooth.
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(8) Emissiomn.-Turbine combustors can be built which have very low emis-

sions, especially of hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide. There is some question
as to whether they can meet the pending 1976 NO. standard of 0.4 grams/mile.

(4) Cost.-Turbine engines require the use of substantial amounts of expensive,
difficult to fabricate superalloys and an expensive regenerator. Potentially pos-
sible, but requiring a great development effort, is a simpler turbine operating at
higher pressure ratios and temperatures using lower cost ceramic materials. Such
an engine could ultimately be cheaper than the piston engine, Single-shift engines
cost significantly less than two-shaft, but require more sophisticated and costly
transmissions.

(5) Noise.-Despite the image of turbine powered aircraft, the turbine engine
is relatively easy to silence.

(6) Weight.-Turbine engines are substantially lighter than piston engines.
(7) Size.-The basic turbine is also substantially smaller than the piston en-

gine but the addition of a regenerator results in no net size advantage.
(8) Maintenanoe.-The turbine is basically a simple machine and, with free-

dom from vibration, should have lower maintenance.
(9) Fuel consumptionm-The turbine has higher fuel consumption, especially at

light loads typical of much automobile operation. At very tight emission stand-
ards, the fuel consumption increase of piston engines could result in the disad-
vantage of the turbine being eliminated. Development of materials allowing opera-
tion at higher temperature would help make the turbine competitive on fuel con-
sumption. The turbine is capable of operating on a wide range of fuels, but specific
designs require a limited range.

(10) Durability.-Aircraft turbine engines have demonstrated much greater
durability than piston engines. There is considerable doubt, however, whether
this will be true for cars due to operation with very frequent wide fluctuations in
load and operation with dirter air. The addition of the regenerator required for
reasonable part load fuel consumption may also reduce durability.

Overall, the turbine appears to have a significant potential net advantage and
apparently warrants additionl development effort.

Utirlidg
(1) 8moothness.-Stirling engines are also extremely smooth engines effectively

completely balanced and have very minor cyclical variations in torque.
(2) Flexibility.-The Stirling engine has a favorable torque curve providing

substantial torque increase as speed falls.
(8) Bmission.-The Stirling, based on bench tests, appears to have the lowest

emissions of all known engines, well within 1976 requirements-achievable with
little penalty in fuel consumption or cost.

(4) Coat.-The Stirling appears to have a cost disadvantage due to the re-
quirement for high temperature alloys in the heater head and to control problems.
Recent developments indicate these control problems are not as formidable as
once believed. At very tight emission standards, the piston engine could con-
ceivably increase sufficiently in cost to make the Stirling competitive or possibly
give it an advantage.

(5) Noise.-The Stirling engine has a very low noise level and Is the quietest of
any of the serious contenders.

(6) Weight.-Recently developed double acting Stirling engines appear com-
petitive in weight.

(7) Size.-Stirling engines are somewhat larger than piston engines but studies
show they can be installed with all accessories in engine compartments of both
sub-compact and full size cars.

(8) Mainteacnwe.-Llke the turbine, the Stirling should have relatively low
maintenance requirements.

(9) Fuel Consumptionm-Th. Stirling has a fuel consumption potential lower
than any other contender and will operate on the broadest range of fuels. Achieve-
ment of the very low fuel consumption may not be possible with a practical size
radiator. Compromise would still leave the engine with lower fuel consumption
than any engine but the diesel.

(10) Durability.-Developmental Stirling engines have shown extremely high
durability---*rhape due to over-design. Some compromise to help reduce cost
may be In order.

On balance, the Stirling engine appears potentially the most attractive power-
plant over the long range.
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(1) Pe0firlr.-The stratified charge engine can equal the flexibility of the

p~ist.0e, aftlongh it ia dificult to achieve. It may not be achievable on aU
(2) charge engine as a modification of the gasolineenie should have approximately equal smoothess.

T3 h,,AWek,u•4trat/ed chre engines have shown potential for lowens
.14L Hona• 110redlymt the rignl.IM standards with bot small and
large care andhas come close to 1976 standardLs with• =all cars. Oth~er typ~es of

stratified charge engines, such as the Ford Proco have shown potential for rela-
tively 10* emissions (but not yet as good as Honda).

(4) 0O9.--As there will probably be some loss in maximum power and some
Increase In come. xity (prechamber 8rd valve or fuel injection), some increase in
cost over present -(IS) engines is likely. However, compared to dual catalysts,
it would likely be sobstanttally cheaper.

(5) No••-s-Nctm should be equivalent.
(6) Weight.-Due to some probable loss in maximum power, relative weight

would slightly increase.
(7) BHae.---The same applies for sise as for weight
(8) Me.-Statlfed charge engines should require slghtly more

maintenance than uncontrolled engines-somewhat less maintenance than engines
with dual catalyst.

(9) Psel Oommpoiam-Probably a slight advantage in fuel consumption will
be realized by practical stratified charge engines although development will be
required. Burning of overall lean mixtures and reduced pumping losses both save
fuel. Stratified charge engines can use a broader range of fuels.

(10) D",ibwdlit.-Based almost exclusively on current piston engine tech-
nology, the stratified charge engine's durability should be similar.

The stratified charge engine, on balance, is not as attractive as the Rtirling,
but because It is based largely on existing parts, it could be commercialized
relatively rapidly with only slight disruption to the Industry. It is only mar-
ginally attractive compared with current engines. It is quite attractive, however,
compared to conventional engines with dual catalyst.

Dielei
(1) Ple.ildl.v-Diesel engines generally operate over a narrower speed range

and require more gear ratios and shifting.
(2) Sm00ob• ss.-The diesel Is less smooth than the gasoline engine due to

Its combustion charaeteristits.
(8) Rm4Woas.-Diesel engines have very low hydrocarbon and carbon monox-

ide emissions and can have fairly low oxides of nitrogen emissions but probably
not low enough to meet 1976 requirements. Diesel engines, however, also tend
to produce objectionable smoke and odor.

(4) Cost.-Because of the direct fuel injection system (15-25% of engine
cost) and because of the requirement for a more rugged structure, diesel
engines are substantially more costly.

(5) XoU&.-Diesel engines are generally much noisier.
(6) Wsl.ht-Unless the diesel were turbo-charged to a high bvxwt-pressure

and run at high speed, it would-be substantially heavier.
(7) Size.-The same applies for sise as for weight.
(8) M•istexe.we-Dieoeds have proven to have low maintenance requirement

primarily due to their heavy rugged design.
(9) P•,el Conumptom-The diesel is a very effcient engine and has a

substantial fuel consumption advantage especially at light loads characteristic
of passenger cars.

(10) DwranMV.-The diesel has also been proven to be a very durable engine
also due to its rugged design.

On balance, the diesel does not appear to be an attractive alternate for pas-
sengeo cars.

5itratf$ed Oharge.Wprocel
Much has been made recently of the potential for a stratified charge Wankel.

Operating on the same thermodynamic principle as the piston engine, It is
possible to produce stMtified charge Wankel engines. Because of the gross
mechanical design differences in the two engines, It Is usually not possible
to have exactly equivalent stratification approaches. The development of a strati-
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of the coaventloal Wankel and therefore appears to be further away. Stratill-

cation should have relatively the same advant~s ad disadvantages as It does
for the plston engine although due to the s ue designs evolved, their relative
cots mIgh be quite different.
B. Hever Dutys

For heavy duty applicationm the parameters have been'reordered (rowe V)
with fuel consumption, maintenance and durability moving from least important
to most Important, flexibility and smoothness move from most important to
near least important. The basic engine for comparison is the diesel engine.

Relative Importance of Selection Parameter
Hea" Duty Compared With Diese Engine
Appications Wankel TurbinE Stirl

Fuel Consumption' -Maintenance -

o Dtwablty - L
SEmissions - o

Noise' o .. ,; "

Cost ? - -

smoothness +
Flexibilty 0 +

Size + 0 0

Advayigs (o) Or Oka*~. d-) *I.-*m~ ret,.gw~v 19W00 F Tuytkn NW Temwll'•e

TAX&a V

The Wankel engine considered here is substantially different from the pas-
senger car Wankel. The high compression ratio required for diesel compression
ignition results in very unfavorable geometry in a Wankel. Englnes of this type
have been built but performed vezy unsatisfactorily. This problem can be
overcome by compounding two stages of lower compreesion. Rolls Royce Is the
apparent leader with this approach. The two-stage Wankel diesel is In a much
earlier state of development and the problems to be overcome are greater. It
has the disadvantage of adding complexity but still results in a very compact
engine. The Wankel requires only one fuel Injeetor for each two-etage unit.
This version will probably be built primarily with two two-stage units. The two
fuel InJeetor reqired compare wkh 6 or 8 on a piston type diesel engine Fuel
inJeetors must operate at twice the frequency at- the same engine speed and
as the speed of the Wankel is higher than the platen engine, the maximum
frequency of injection ts much higher. Injection equipment to operate at these
frequencies has aot yet been developed.

While this type- of Wankel has advantages compared with piston difsels
they are in the least important parameters. It has disadvantages in the most
Important parameters. The Wankel, therefore, looks unattractive for heavy
duty application.

Both the turbine and Stirling not only appear far more attractive than the
Wankel, but also offer -advantages over , the dieseL The turbine' high fuelSconatwetion may, .however, prevent It from achieving substantl acceptace.
The Wankel diesel might have potential for medium ~dutr- sppliestoi where
fuld consumption, maintenance and durability are of lesser Importance.

!i

!I
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Basll engines are used In a wide variety of applications such as chain saws,

lawnmowerm, gmrator sets, pumps, and recreatlonal vehicles and low-power
industrial veme. The requirements of these engines can vary slgnfleantly.
For purposes of analysis here, the parameters have been placed In order of Im-
portance for consumer product applications (Toabe VI). Both two- and four-
cycle piston engines are used for these products. The two-cycle engine is pre-
dominant at the higher power levels of most recreational vehicles. It has,
therefore, been eosen as the bae enghn

Relative Importance of Selection Parameter
Compared With
2-Cycle Spark

Small Engine Ignition Engine
Applications Wankel

cost -

Weight -

Size a
- Flexibility +

Smoothness *

Noise +

Emissions +
Maintenance

Durability
L Fuel Consumption I

Advantage (*) or Disadvantage (-)

TaaMz VI

WMnkel engines for this application would be primarily single rotor and
would use charge cooling of the rotor instead of oil cooling and would uV
an oil-fuel mix similar to many two-cycle engines.

There appears to be no way the Wankel can ever be cost competitive with
single cylinder piston engines. Although Wankels are offered In snowmobiles,
outboards, lawn mowers and for model airplanes, they are sold to a very limited
market at very substantial premium. The Wankel has a better chance against
multicylinder engines (above 15 HP). As the products using small engines become
subject to more stringent noise and emission regulation, the cost, sise and weight
of the piston engine will rise faster than for the Wankel, perhaps making it
competitive. The Wankel has advances in all the other parameters except
durability which is relatively unimportant. The Wankel, therefore, looks promis-
Ing for recreational vehicles especially those now using multi-cylinder engines.

VT. F15510M5 CAR 3101M112 PAOKAIAIOG

Slie, weight, and configuration of engines are significant factors in engine
Installation and vehicle layout. The piston engine is being used in a wide variety
of vehile cestgurstlons today-tront engine, rear engine or mid-engine;
legtudilsal or transverse mounting; and with front or rear drive. Sin and
weight of engines have been relatively unimportaut (ranked 6th and Ith of
ten parameters) in the past but are expected to become Increasingly important
due to the trend toward smaller cars and the increase In space requirements
and weight of emission control and safety equipment. The "energy crisis" will
further increase the Importance of else and weight.
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Majo fttonbehind projectles ot rapid Wankel rwroutk are claims Of

net reduction In ear length VC 06 Inches Without Seacrleidg peingur space
due to the pellehr inqiae. Tbft refutemion lengthg, t**bhe with the lighter
engine, has Iemi wjuisn rank in a total weight yeductionato 1.000 lb.,

Wankel to ftdit these mads eam be reached hr ulsing the engin
Indeed, thWSm dWgt-, do advsantages 1or te Wonkel ane considered
so canpelft t bthuer andm anftu " to ean" & lo changeover to

Ethinsv 0am d101701 of .1.. aVAw~t6 the w&%% ebew , reduce&
ahsdiaman&"tage somwavat -awadvyei (Swetlea V). Weight

savings of 1O-.Ut Mnd vok"Ws ftvi ot 4~ Sa nm abn Teef full
repesent subsabotlul br4~i. gdlyI volume.t 1Hwever, these volume

suvings are not so rdU nm tmAbwx or reduetion In vehicl else The
volume co -re ane hebe e th uevested by niitpi~ln the maximum
Width, heih sam ae~, t - --tou I a - do not ani the Ien ver completely,
as the picetube of tfthe 110 amb s (1Vfuw 2). Within the maximum. width,

there to coesiderahle spac at the now &4f"fr wassies and lower left and
right for fame wills running gear, awUspnaor amspodisets, or emission controls.

In contrast, the WanM kel n Ines indeedva an em~c but much more nearly
fils its box an the picture of the Menda, shows (Figre 5).- This Mazda engine
Is both somnewhat lower and shorter then the Pinto engine but not narrower.

In the Toronado front wheel drive care (Figure 4), the transmission and differ-
ential are placed along side the engine adding onlY slightly to width anti height
of the engine "box"'. This Is the type of arrangment which would also be used
with a transverse installation. packaging a transmission and differential with aJ ~Wankel engine would add slgnlfeantly to the width and/or height of the Installed
Wankel engine box.

0onsiderable length saving can be achieved with present engines (Pltwe 5).
The ISOh VIJI shown here has more than 18 inches of unutilned or poorly Utilized
apace ahead of the engine Some cars have even more waste space. Since the

time the stylist bid the radiator, more than 40 years amo unusell Or poorly utilisd

L 36,993 0 - 74 - 2s
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space in so~e14". A
numberqN E- In-lune 8-
Cylinder or but their
CRIS let cthe re-

Perbaap the best example of k% tfamiLD.)

MINi wa M*llA wsdsily with the OT 4OLD NOl and then the 110 OLLD. Austin
Asss all wift: trezeerme engine trout whee l rive More recently, a 188

010D. tAn eMM 60nser Model has bess .pediaeed. Within the same wWII,
whWU i 12" n~OWmr them fuN daed UA caMs it Would be powt~e to pat i
212 OULD. V-l2 sughle- VS a Gof same bength (ear width) end having sane
W8 r~ ~oul t6 S large at 4M O.LD.-.neey tW% large then the lazrsst
car engine In Production. 'Theme very compact vehicles did sot, however, have
such compelling advantages as to caus a massive switch to this concept.

These transverse engine cars are no longer Imported Into the U.S., having been
replaced by a conventional front engine rear drive model. Nevertheless, others
have adopted the concept includg Peupot end Fiat (PgV~re 7). The Japanaee
RPPSSW to h~ave Carried the Conicept to its extreme (Figure 8). The WMOLD. Handft
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Whuui T

wo0 coup.ars ty me nw the 0s" 16aM mo in Isadet,7 Isarin the U.S.

tiooin t o spac te watvhihe Wn teon•te in a con-

ventional rear drive arrangement. Anoeter, vesiut atO M.sa, 'the eR isn
shown at the tsp of pie" 9. R ,evmy U oft 3 In tha -U.& In the Hondi
CIVIC3 :% ~with jL 2p l It is dhina0 Is wbha -a I*, C.D. OVOO

stratiied ftmekehl the T5 mintedo standkrds) has been
installed.

There appears to be no way the Maniat engine could be fit, regardless ot posi
tion, In the apace available In the Honda, Flat, Peugeot or BLMC cars without
lne~aragt the vehiele langthi. Thene appsear to be no substantial packaging ad-
fantage In ceuiventlnal eafigumation either, at least against 4-cYlinder enginta.
81601fiant langt savings could be achieved compared with a O-cylinder engine,
however. Ona Wankel iMmadvantage with front engine rear drive also shown In

Pigwis 9 ft the higher driveahaft requiring a hither tunnel through the car. 'This
Is due to the eantmtne of the Weakel rotor daft being signileantly higher than
a plsta eangine erankahaft.
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Thmes 0itloUs ca it UM major reduetlo, in the ml at piaton pwered
can am aldde "a volume anotte WankiW am d mp not capable
of being esavetSa to mkbstMal uXv*ln In doe, weight or cost.
]'wtbemors, some of the reallable w htvman ot the W'anhl Is due to the
substantial TM et aluminum at W-4 potmd veWas cast iro In the pmo esgine
at 7-•8•~.

Design Flexibility of Piston Engine
•o Io-p~uL~-•• I

I. Cummins
"855"

1 Detroit Diesel "1710"
"71" Series 5.5"Bx6"S
4.25"Bx5"S -.

~600-L L
SEM

C)
2 3 4 6 8 12 16 24 32 612

Number of Cylinders

Pa ]1u= 10

Much has been mafe t the deign fileibility of the Wankel-allowlug any num-
ber of rotorn to be "stacked" allowing common tooling to provide for a very wide
rape of power need. There Is very Httle Interest In single rotor engineh for pea-
smengerears so the min-ium magine became a two-rotor wagneý Tbree and four-



rotor engines have boew built, but there Is a catpmlyof a two-plece rotor shaft

Diesl byine

Thexibilitng

cvm mayr

vu tol fwigt umbrmfpat and 7 tec nlgoi denst y. tohe rlattver y con p
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ae held In place only by gravity or friction with t sad sprn trying to eject
them. This suggests some dificult assembly problems not readily lending them-

Theonl exmpls o prducionWankela, whether in curs snowmobiles or
model airplanes, currently tell for high premiums. MOMd sells for a $600 vremium,

controls have not been used. Masda's cost penalty to not known but believed to
besubstantial. While Manda'svouetlo MO Wnhyrcmpedo

the highest volume UA. engine, it is not low compared with their piston engine
production: In 197 It accounted for 40% of passenger car production. it is actually
comparable In volume to many U.S engines Including Chevrolet, AMC or Ford
Wes, AMIC 8!s and several other Vas.

Since the Wankel's Introduction In 1967, Toyo KAOgy sales bave more than
doubled but their proft have steadily declined. Their average retail premium
worldwide was about $by6 last year and with normal discounts, about $250 per
car was received by Toyo Kogyo. It appers most of this premium Is eaten up in
higher codae.

U.S. snowmobiles with Waa engines sell for a premium of from $100-rMO.
A smeall model airplane en so s or nearly four times the cost of an equivalent
two-cycle p lston model airplane engine.

One of the areas of high cogt is materials for and machining of the trochoid
surface. While a great many material and treatment combinations have been tried
the most suacessful have been aluminum housings with either chrome by the
Doebler arvis transplant process, linlail (or tungsten carbide). Toy* Kqog
and NBU are believed to be using equipment capable of grinding four to five
housings per hour (2 to 2% engenes/hr). Recent reports indicate this may have
doubled using' diamod grinding wheely deveral U.S. machine tool builders have
recently dindeduced prototype grinders capable of finishing 20-5 houings per
hour (10-12 engines/br).

2carly, pwstom egbToes are produced at 100 or more/br. It seems likely that
another generation t machines tools will be required before high volume produ1-
tion would be economically practicaL Even If a east Iron housing could be used
without treatment and produced at substantially higher rate, there is doubt
whether the Wankel could be produced ompet•tIvely. So far, cast Iron does not
look feasible

Closely related to caot are capital Investment requirements. The US. auto in-
dustry and its suppliers ae estimated to have Invented. at replacement cast, ae
$50 billion In machinery and equipment (not including plant and land). At least
15 to 20%, or $8-40 billion, is estimated to be In the engine production area. The
auto manufactures greatest annual Investment in machinery and equipment has
been about $2 billion. Only A portion of thes Investments, of course, are In
machine tools.

The machine tool Industry has an annual capacity of about $2 billion but
probably not: moma than "01% can be devoted to the auto industry. Ralph Cross,
prsdent of the hrosn Co recently told the Environmental Protection Agency
that a changeover to a conletify new engine would take 12.2 years, based on
present capacityof ppe tr (automated manufacturing) machine Industry.
This could probably b* oed upon resulting in a 10 year conversion If war-
ranted. There may t tare 110 g factors. The lead time to equip the industry
with trochold griupptli (s for tedw rate grinding) is apparently not one of
them.

X ~ aNEIZUEIN CONXIMeAa'OivS

r} I n Insigeh n paVn" rate of commtreialisation may he gained from
cte wt UWaao w noations, Fgure 12 shows the

stor ,Orifio a d t berakn an air conditioning. The Auto-
~rks9years from

successful Introduction to a n 0% market penetration. had been marketed un-
suecessfully in the U.S. amny years earlti te

Dise brakes, for example, wv used in a rodua t yon. on Chrysler cars as early
as 1060. They also had been very widely used In Europe nt addition they re
portedly cast ehansv to a e nhtigh vnlume tean -drum -brakes-a. Strong tamse
ane for rapid change,

with roehod • ( i~o roteIrrlni•) iapprentlnot __eo
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Power steering and power brakes took 14 and 17 years respectively to reach
50% market penetiritlon. These are examples of the most successful products.

aNOW lesser successes have not reached 10% and some have approached 100%
only after 15 to 25 years.

Xan Others didn't make It at all-air ride lasted less than two years despite
nearly A8% initial penetration. Fuel inection lasted nine years but had a maxi-
mum penetration of leas than a tenth of one percent.
.Probably the best analogy that can be made Is with the change to moderm short

stroke overhead valve engines (Figure 13). This first shows how the engine
market mix has changed since the mid-SO's Superimposed (whiskered area) Is
a curve showing the transition to the modern engine. 'This change started in
194 and was not complete until 1965-18 years later-evolutionary, not revolu-
tionary. In 19W8 the Industry was due for a chang: the last previous significant
new engine was Introduced 17 years earlier and some engines were approaching
80 years of age. Production tooling was largely obsolete and worn out. Further-

COMMERCIALIZATION HISTORY
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more, substantial R&D had taken place on engines and considerably higher octane
fuels had become available, both largel in rpaouse to artime aircraft needs.

The steep Increase in the tuld-W4' of both modern engines and eight cylinder
engines seems to paraflhl the horspowe or rae. Pent-up demand and consumer
savings resulting from two wars helped fuel this growth, Had a long term smooth
growth curve or V-8 engines taken 9acs, the transition curve would probably
have been a typieal mnooth 8 curve with the mid-goint about 195 Ihis early
growth represents the demonstiated capaeity of the industry for major substan-
tial engine change and tends to sugest this conversion to modern ORV engines
could probably have been completed in ten to twelve yearo.

Today the situation is quite difterent-Ford has a new engine plant Just now
going on stream to produce the Pinto engine In Lbma, Ohio. lord Is also building
a new engine plant in Brasil. Two other engines are lees than three years old
and almost all engines in production have been Introduced or retooled within
the past decade. In addition, there Is a much wider range and greater number of
both engine and car models In production. A complete transition could therefore
take longer today.

The heavy duty engine producers also have a number of relatively new engines
in production or under development for near term introduction, and new plants
are under construction to produce diesel and heavy duty gasoline engines.

If Indeed substantial cost savings are achieved-more than 15% (and some
project up to 80 or 40%)--then there would be Incentive to obsolete unamor-
timed tooling, make these large investments, and move rather quickly to the
Wankel. With today's demands for corporate social responsibility, the major
auto companies could only move rapidly to the Wankel if its serious fuel con-
sumption penalty were substantially reduced. The limiting factor then would
likely be the machine tool industry.

On the other hand, If there is little or no cost saving, commercialization will
be at a rather slow pace, and at a cost penalty, will be quite limited W,000
Mazdas at a $00 premium Is one thing. There may even be a market of as many
as 5M0,000 U.S. built sporty novelty cars at a few hundred dollars premium-but
certainly not a market for 10 million.

XL MA•LKEX 5I•AfE PROZIUTMONS
Pwesger Oar

Taking all the previously discussed factors Into account and applying both
optimistic and pessimistic assumptions (within a reasonable range) yields the
projected range of probable market share for Wankels shown shaded In Pigure
14. The maximum probable is about 18% by 1960 and 28% by 1985. The mini-
mum probable rises to 3% in the late 1970's, gradually fading away In the mid-
1980'S. The maximum possible curve Is based on the assumptions of greatly in-

Future Engine Use Projections
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creased R&D, major manufacturing developments and the capacity of both the
machine tool and avto industries to fnance and produce the necessary produe-i
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ties equipmnent Inaaditio., acme. major incentive for this rapid chauge which in
net now apparent wumld kie required.

Other new engin types are in the 2ieture arnd must be considered. How long
wilt there be to amortise the Investment before it is obsolete by one of the other
advanced powerplant.. Figure 15 shows what might happen with the turbine
should Gulcest progress be made. The Stirling engine could mater~iaie in about
this same time frame and would have strong Incentive to be coutmercalased
at a rapid rate. Note that the 50% point on the maximum possible curve occurs
on1y six years after the same point for Wankel. This is about half or the usual
amortization period for Investments of this typ.

Future Engine Use Projections
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The stratfifed charge engine of course could come much sooner. Although this
engine would ordinarl represent a relativelY great change-new cylinder heads
would probably be required-compared to the Wankel, it is almost InsIgnifeant.
If larger cars using the Honda stratified charge concept can mkeet emission stand-
ards, and Honda has very recently Indicated they can, there would be strong
Incentive to move to It rapidly.

Figure 16 is a composite of Figures 14 and 15 showing that the great majority
Of the market Will still be for reciprocating piston engines. Also shown are esti-
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Percent

50-
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MAWte or the Shorfte term picture. Twogahwsprprdbfr the WZ&2s
rafnting of a one-year extenslon on the 195stadr ndceto of interim



standards. It now appears the number of catalyst controlled engines will be sub-
stantlally lower than shown in 1975. The picture for 1976 and beyond is still very
unsettled.
Heavy Duty

Projections for the turbine engine's penetration of the heavy duty market are
shown in Figure 17. Ford recently announced they were closing down their pilot

Future Engine Use Projections
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production line after building 200 engines to await an improved new design
late in the 197(Y&s

The Stirling engine could not be introduced before the early 1980's and would
likely not exceed the upper limit of the probable turbine curve at least until the
very late 1960's.

The Wankel, If it comes, will be later and slower. Heavy Duty engine manufac-
turers are more cautious and move slower than passenger car manufacturers.
(Most have new diesel engines under development and some new plants under
construction to produce diesels.)
Small Rngiwe

Cost will prevent the Wankel from competing eff ivavely against single cylinder
engines except in very limited premium markets-less than a 5% penetration
would be expected. The Wankel looks much better compared with multi-cylinder
engines used in recreational vehicles (Figure 18). Recreational vehicles include
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snowmobiles, mototrcles, ATVs, outboard motors, etc.l The Wankel could replace
more than half of these piston engines by the mid-elghties in this application.
Despite the greater optimism, there Is also greater uncertainty reflected In a wider
band in this application area.
GeogW's$.Eo OmsMerv, 4

Thems proJeetions generally represent both the domestic and worldwide pie-
ture. In the case of the Wankel, Japan will move faster and Europe slower.
Europe is ahead on the tlrling with Japan last. The U.A. Is ahead on passenger
car turbines. The U.S. is also ahead on heavy duty turbines with Europe next and
Japan last. Japan is ahead on stratified charge engines and Europe apparently
last.

XML SGUMMAXr A" 0ONCUSIOIS

Reciprocating piston engines will remain dominant well into the 1980Ys The
Wankel engine will receive Increased use In passenger cars, possibly approaching
a 25% penetration by the mid-190's, but probably much less.

Wankels will be more significant for small engines, especially compared with
multi-cylinder engines for recreational vehicles, perhaps reaching 50% of this
market segment, but they will not siguflicantly penetrate the small single cylinder
engine market.

Wankels will not be significant in heavy-duty engine applications. Turbine
engines have greater long range Potential in both cars and heavy duty applica-
tions and the Stirling engine probably even greater potential.

In the near tem, the stratified charge engine looks potentially very attractiveoffering required low emission performance without costly hang-on controls and
representing relatively minor tooling changes.

Vehicle and engine manufacturers continue to approach change with caution
and will follow conservative Introduction and commercialization strategies. Econ-
omics will continue to be the dominant influencing factor, but social require-
ments, especiallly fuel consumption, will become more significant in influencing
change to different engines.

The overall conclusion, therefore, is that there still is considerable umcer-
tainty as to the choice and rate of commercialization of specific engines, but no
revolutions are likely in the near future.

Mr. RICHAMDON. I would like to go through some slides from this
re •. This lists the more significsat engine selection parameters
(sridde'1).

I believe they are all self-explanatory, with the possible exception
of "flexibility". And by that we mean performance flexibility or
torque speed characteristics which affect vehicle driveability and
transmission requirements.

Ike parameters on the right are relatively new ones and on the left
are the traditional ones. You will note that the two on the right have
been labeled "social requirements." Fuel consumption has also been
labelled "social requirement" because of the energy crisis.

The real world is even more complicated and includes many detailed
requirements too numerous to list on a slide.

Mr. BRowx. I don't notice that you list safety. I guess that wouldn't
be an engine parameter.

Mr. RirCHAsoN. It conceivably could be, if you were having prob-
lems. But this tends to be relative to what we know and have
exerienced.

Mr. BRowN. A number of witnesses earlier have brought up safety
factors, but I guess that applies more to the vehicle itself.

Mr. RtcrwwON. Righ.
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Engine Selection Parameters

Cost Emissions*
Durability - Life Noise *

Weight
Size

Smoothness
Flexibility

Maintenance
Fuel Consumption *

* Social Requirements

SUDE 1

Relative Importance ol
Social Requirements

_ _ Aug 72 Feb 73 Mar 74 1975 1980 1985

Emissions 7 7 6 6 6 6

Noise 3 3 3 3 4 4

Energy 1 3 7 - 7 6
Resources

SLIDE 2
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This next alibao* oiiei isiitc of the
three socia req tssown we have = = 2=to azrot0 scale

which is obviously a very subj _i approa,. But I believe it does
S=,meCm It shows how these social require-

merits change ** time. Thschart was prepand a long tim ago
before the recent Mideast crisis with the exception of the March 19h4
01IunMIIt shows &"]y %.,s~hig iessening in thi absolute _importance of

emision, sma • iri the importance of noise and a very great
increase in the 4,rtance of fuel consumption, becoming half again
as important asenm, sions before the end of t decade.

Relative Importance of Selection Parameter
Passenger Cars Compared with 4-Cycle

Spark Ignition Piston Engine

Flexibility

Smoothness

Emissions
Cost

Noise

Weight

Size

Maintenance
Fuel Consumption

" Durabiliy

SLIDE 3

Thlis slide (slide 8) shows the relative importance of all 10 selec-
tion parameters for pamssnger car applications. They fall in the order
shown, with flexibility, suotbnessý and emissions liading the list, and
maintenance5 fuel consumption, and durability on the bottom.

This ranking is for "rly 1973 values. The arrows on the left show
both noise and fuel consumption rising to expected 1980 positions, and
perhaps sooner.

This ranking is related to the characteristics of today's piston
enine.

"0o often well-intentioned effort focuses only on one or a few of
these parameter The result is an engine which may show up well
in the prime parameter under consideration but is unacceptable with
regard to other required parameters About 7 years ago much interest
arose in the steam or Rankine engine as a readily available, satisfactory
alternate having low emissions. At least that was the conclusion of
the Conmmerce Department panel.



So far considerable expense and effort have confirmed the low emis-
sion potential but has shown the engine wanting in other character-
istics, notably fuel consumption. This example shows how a leading
contender becomes unattractive or nsafisc•toory when considerig
only two parametes

Obviously, consideration of 10 or more parameters greatly increases
the complexity of the problem. The auto comapanies must make and
market a product which will find ready acetance in-the mainaerkce.
Failure to do so would result in relatively quick business failure
of even the strongest auto company.

No Government ageney or any company outside the auto industry,
no matter how noble their intent or competent their ireescheM, has
this m&rketplace discipline working to force practical compromise and
an optimum balance ofc I rrequireents.

We therefore believe the auto industr through the discipline of
the marketplace and the efficiency incentive resufting from the proft
motive in our free enterieyste can better and more quickly place
proper weighting on of se many, often changing, prameters
involved in the selection of automotive egines and therefo respond
quicker and more economically with the desired product. We f rther
believe that development of automotive propul systmos--d I
mean development and not research-conducted outside the auto in-
dustry is wasteful of technological resources because of a lack of.
immediacy to the problems and discipiine of the marketplace.

The Federal Government has been rting development of the
steam engine through the EPA's AMPSD program_ for a number of
yea. This effort has produced much interesting data, some laboratory
hardware but as yet, no operating steam cars

During the same period of time, several private developers have
produced a number of steam cars, although none could be considered
acceptable or competitive to the internal combustion engine.

Wherever test data is available, it has irdicated the relatively poor
fuel economy of steam cars-fuel consumption three to five times what
it should be. Despite this poor fuel economy and EPA's expansion
of their role to consider this parameter, steam development programs
are continuing under EPA funding.

While this program was initially supportable on the basis of low-
emission potential alone, the recognition of an impending energy
shortage 2 or more years ago and the demonstrated shortage of the
past few months should have been more than adequate reason to redi-
rect this effort to rork on high-efficiency, low-emission engines.

While there are sore, and I have been among them, who argue that
the steam engine ,.as the potential of equaling or exceeding the ef-
ficiency of a low-emission internal combustion engine, there are, how-
ever, other engines which have both low emissions and much higher
efficiency potential and appear to be equal to or better than the steam
engine in all parameters.

The marketplace discipline of industry long ago shifted the re-
sources applied to the steam engine to more potentially fruitful
projects. It appears that Government-sponsored devilopment cannot
so effectively respond to a changing marketplace or changing needs.
It is, therefore, questionable whether an expanded Federal automobile

L
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engine development role would be sijnificantly more beneficial or
would e•ly compound themiadirected effort.

Applying development resources to organiwations without the
aWty to exploit the development is inexcint, waeteful, and results
in needless duplication. It introduces or increases technology transfer
problem and consequently increases lead times

I believe a fuller understandink of automobile product develop-
ment leadtimes could be helpful. I have a series of charts which illus-
trate leadtimne and how Government input impacts on the product.
These charts have been synthesized from various auto industry sources
and are consistent with our experience as a supplier.

I must apolo gize for the quality of them. I think this illustrates
the problenm I am talking about. Our artist who would normally do
them has been sick the pest week. We sent them outside, and there were
a number of goofs. They are so bad you cant read them. There is a
printed copy attached to the statement.

Mr. Buoww. I am looking at the printed copy.
Mr. RWHAMMON. This slide (slide 4) shows a simple version-the

leadtime for an all-new model passenger car for one car line utilizing
exstn technology. Time zero, or the horizontal line, is taken from
the start of the new model program. The leadtime to the first sale is
3% years. Below the horizontal line is shown the continuing researchand development activity which has led to the technology available
for use in this and previous models.

Let us now add on the right the leadtime for a new conventional
engine (slide 5) ; that is, an internal combustion engine based on exist-
in technology but larger or smaller in size and with minor design
refn ements requiring new tooling. It shows the engine completed
just in tme for installation in the new car.
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This next slide (slide 2') shows the addition of approximately 1 year
to the cycle for mcrctOuf a new conventional engine with a
major modification such as a new cylinder head for a stratified charge
engine. These times shown assume the technical feasibil.it firsn en
demonstrated in a research project at the auto cornp any.t should be
kept in mind that these charts ure based on one car line or engine line.
If the industr tried to convert Qj its cars at the same time, tooling
leadtimes would' increase aubuteatiaily.
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Our neot slide (slide 8) shows a very great increase in Ieadtime up
to about 12 years increase or a total of 151A years to introduce a totall~y
new engie such as aturbine enie or a Stirling engine based upon a
new technology and uew m~auicwn pr.ssad ehius

LEADtME ANALYSIS
1UXX MOM~ PASS CAN

ADVANCED PROPULSION SYSTEM

""LOT U!N

VHSUDE 8 m
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Iet us look at th. msn.m bart-elido 9-but shrunk so that the a"di-
tional 10 to 33 yes required to eompletoly convert the whoe industry
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wil. At on the abaft. Again, our oubie auiti goof* mad the two
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finally, we show the additional minimum time during which a sig-
nificant quantity of these engines would be in service if production
shobld ca as soon, as convension of production equipment had been
compIaed--. total span of about 85 Zears or longer.

Obviously, from an economic standpoint, this time would be much
longer. The chart does, however, indicate that decisions made by one
gensevaion are lil1y t have a significunt impact on the followinggeneration.

At this *it I would lake to call the subcommittee's attention to a
paper, "1. 0's Development of,21st Century Mobile-Dispersed Power,"
presented lat Au" by our director of research, Dr. Lamont Eltinge,
to the Society of Autoiotive Engineers. You have a copy and I would
like to have it in the record.

Mr. Bxoww. Without objection.

1070' DsE w an or 21sT O(bY= zr Moman-Drwasrza Powzm-A CQAL•v• NG
RBQorNo NW• T3cHNICAL SOLUTIONS AND SYSTEMS-MANAGE3KENT

(By Lamont Eltinge, Director of Research Eaton Corporation, Southfield,
Michigan 48076)

ABSTm•AO

A mobile and dispersed power system is necessary for an advanced techno-
logleal-Industrlal human society. Today's is based on petroleum and discharges
waste products and heat. It is growing exponentially. Energy resource commit-
mnt has already intersected "ultimate" low-cost petroleum supplies in the U.S.
and will do so for the world before 2000 A.D.; this portends major changes and
cost inereasae

The 21st Century system for mobile-dispersed power will reflect the energy
source selected to replace petroleum--e.g., coal, solar insolation or uranium. It
will incorporate a fuel Intermediate such as methanol, ammonia or hydrogen,
and a suitably matched "engine".

The complete change will reqlure 25+ years because of the magnitude, frag-
mentation, structural gaps, complexity and variety of the mobile-dispersed power
system. Consequently, substantial, sustained, interacting and coordinated plan-
ning, research and advanced development must be started now and completed
durin the IMO'.. A "system dynamics 3 model of the resouree-fuel-englne-use
complex, and a 'mixed-economy" Energy and Ecology Cybernetics Corporation
should be integral parts of the effective management of the unprecedented devel-
opment of society's 21st Century mobile-dlspersed power system.

INlQr•uo'eoN

Harnessing of mechanical energy has been and will continue to be crucial to
mankind's progress. To date, we have avoided Malthus' dismal prophecy-regres-
slon to the starvation level as population increases--through ever more effective
use of intelligence, lndustrialit-tion, and mechanieal energy. Without a substitute
for his own muscle power, man can devote little of his time and energy to higher
pursuits. There has been a general proportionality between energy consumption
and organized economic activity, as shown in Figures 1 and 2; and both have
been growing exponentially.

Chfl on the same finite and irreplaceable fuel and environmental resources
cannot expand exponentially forever. An impending change is foreshadowed by
the fuel shortages in the U.S. which have Impacted moderately upon comfort,
convenience, activity, and costs. (1-3) * The smog in Los Angeles and Tokyo and
the (00 levels in Chicago and Europe evidence environmental impact. These are
serious to the individuals affected and subject to various interpretations. (4-10)
But, more important to mankind as a whole, they are er14V wrnilng slgmsna of:

(1) Intersections of demand and supply, and of industrialization and the en-
vironment;

(2) Need for effective management of a major che•ge in our technical-indus-
trial society.
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The "energy crisis" has been and Is being extensively documented, discussed
and publicized (11-41). But, most attention has been directed to the overall
energy problem and electrical power. Little hao been addressed to mobile and dis-
per•sed pooer even though it is by far the most dependent on the scarcest fuel
resource-petroleum.

Mobile and dispersed engines provide one-half of man's mechanical energy and
consume one-third of his fuel. The present complex, varied and changing system
of engines, fuels and infrastructure has done quite a job. It is embodied in trac-
tors, timbering and mining equipment, trains, barges, ships, trucks and automo-
biles, motorcycles, snowmobiles, chain saws, power mowers, outboard motors,
etc. Through use of such mobile and dispersed non-animal power, less than ten
percent of the U.S. population provides the food, fiber and fuel, and extracts
natural resources on which our advanced technological society provides the high-
est standard of living in history. With transport, which is based on mobile-
dispersed power, we tap remote resources, practice extensive specialization and
obtain the associated high productivity and experience enrichment from recrea-
tion, travel and varied social contact. We may not be applying our energy and
environment resources to mobile-dispersed power with the greatest wisdom and
efficiency; but mankind would be worse off without it.

By the end of the 20th Century-the century of abundant and cheap crude
oil-the cost and availability of petroleum will have changed so much that some
other primary energy source for mobile-dispersed power will probably be either
required or much more attractive. The system can continue in a non-optimum
form for decades. But with the U.S. alone likely to spend $100 billion per year
for fuels for mobile and dispersed power in 2000 A.D., even 1% non-optimal
opera Ao: imposes substantial loss. Complete change-over in the fuel-consuming
equipmeuL population and the plants for processing energy resources into fuels
takes longer thar, a quarter of a century, and the earliest parts of a new develop-
ment ari ,ne lowest expenditure-rate phases. Therefore, good stewardship
requires that current advanced-development ngines be designed for 2000+ A.D.
energy resources End fiels, avid that the present generation identify and con-
duct advanced development - the 2000 A.D. system. Lack of consideration of a
different fuel situatiou it, 2000 A.D. in the advanced developments of '73-'76 in
effect constitutes a decision that petroleum-based fuels will continue to pre-
dominate as best after the turn of the century. Although there are a few excep-
tions (62), this is currently the general case and a risky assumption.

A change from petroleum and gasoline or diesel engines would be of unprece-
dented magnitude and complexity: it would dwarf railroad dieselization and the
shift from horses and wagons to automobiles and trucks. The U.S. is a natural
site for definition and solution of the problem because it predominates in the use
of such power, has world leadership responsibilities, is concerned about the inter-
national monetary and power Implications, and has the Industrial/technical
capability; but also will have the greatest crude oil deficit. The major suppliers
for a 2000+ A.D. energy resource-fuel-engine system must interact on this chal-
lenge intensely and imaginatively to come up with a good answer. They have not
done so to date.

The initial steps In progress toward meeting the energy/environment require-
ments for mobile-dispersed power after 2000 A.D. as a major and crucial part
of the total energy picture, should be based upon:

(1) Recognition and understanding of the problem-its origins and the likely
time scales and magnitude of responses;

(2) Summarization and evaluation of the possible technical responses; and
(3) Consideration of the entire resource-fuel-engine-use-infrastructure system

and a suitable way to mamnge the unprecedentedly rapid and large changes.
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II

WUCULUX ORIGINS
The need for defining the 2000 A.D. rersource-fuei-engine system, selecting the

conceptu, developing the hardware, and evolving the management system during
the mId 197OWs results from the Interaction of :

(1) Jkponential gr*Wth in use of mobile-dispersed power
(2 The finite and approaching limit on crude oil resources and the rising cost

of Boding and predecdng them
(8) The complexity and variety of the producer-user system and Its separated

structure, and
(4) The long delay between problem recognilton and full Implementation of

any new technological system of such complexity, variety and magnitude.
Demand for use of fuel baa been growing exponentially at 80/ to 5% per year

(80,82. 84,35, 40, 55, 57, 84-70) as shown In Figures 3 and 4 and 'Able 1, and is
projected to continue to grow exponentially. As a consequence of such exponential
growth:

(1) U.. rate and accumulated usage double every fifteen to twenty-five years.
,(2) Half of the fuel that mankind has ever burned has been burned since

Sputnik was launched.
)(8) Before a baby born today Is old enough to drive an automobile, mankind

will use roughly as much fuel as has been used from the dawn of industrial
history.

*If the world's use of energy rose to equal the U.S. 1970 per capita 0oohumpt~ion
bV 51000, it would Increase 10%1 a year even if population did not increase. etop-
ping the advance In standards of living and energy consumption would conflict
with rising expectations and aspirations for equality and cause social and inter-
national conflict. So, a continued growth In demand for energy consumption Is
to be expected even though rising cost will dampen demand growth.

The underlying constraint on our use of petroleum is the finite amount of fuel
resource accessible in the earth's crust. Man has found and tapped the easiest and
cheapest sources.

I 40 X109
bbla

5.13% per Year 11

Z 6

44

.0
0)

2I

129 X1b

1880 1900 1920 1940 19 1980 2000 2020 2040 2060

Years

FIGURE 8.-Complete Cycle of Production of Petroleum Liquids In the United
States and Adjacent Continental Shelves, pxclusive of Alaska. (Source
Bef. 80.)
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The UJ6. has been the gr~eatest user of fuel resores• and, therefore, is closer
to the ultimate limit than the world as a whole, as shown In Table 11. Projections
of crude oil production in the United States from the National Academy of
Scienesm Study "Resources and Man" (30) suggest that the U.S. has already
passed the peak and mid-point in production of crude and that the world crude
production soon will fall short of demand. Crude finding/recovery can be accel-
erated by more intense exploration and development, but at substantially in-
creased cost (70)--an expression of the underlying resource-limitation eco-
nomics that will, In time, force mankind to -build its mobile and dispersed powersystem upon another resource base. This course is being recommended and is
likely to be followed to some extent; however, it is only a stopgap. While there
is some range in the estimates of ultimate crude oil production, a limit will be
seen about the turn of the century and with exponential growth in demand, even
doobling of the ultimate recovery would only delay a change two decades.

The engine-fuel-user system is both large and varied. Annual expenditures for
fuels and engines are roughly $50 billion or 5% of GINP. In the U.S. alone, auto-
mobile manufacturers in '73 make 45 different standard gasoline engines and
as many more optional ones, according to "Automotive Industries" (71). Over
400 different gasoline and diesel engines are manufactured for trucks, buses,
tractors and Industrial equipment. Over 150 different small gasoline engines are
manufactured. 'Fuels for these engines are refined in over 100 refineries. The fuels
and engines are distributed through over 500,000 retail outlets, most of them
independent businesses. They are used by over 100,000,000 independent entitles.
The Interaction of the many separate companies and Industries Is limited by law
and custom; therefore, development of overall leadership and direction for the
entire system is limited.



TABLE IA

ENERGY USE GROWTN RATES

Perlid Rate Comments Referenoe
US. %,•r.

Total 1970-2000 3.2 also 4.35 decreasing to 119
3.5 and projections
to 2250 equilibrium

1970.ZOQO 3.6 scaled from chart 58 pg 258

19w5i- 5.1 30 Fig. 8.22

19604W20 3.0 91

Transport 1860-1970 4.2 automotive gasoline 120

wmtd

Total 1955-1N0 3. 70

1960-1965 4.8 70

1965-1970 5.9 70

1975-1990 5.5 estimated 70

TABLE 13
ANNUAL USE RATES OF ENERGY AND FUEL

U.S Reference

Petroleum 5.4 Billion bbl/yr. (1970) - Use 58

3.1 Billion bbl/yr. (1970)- Prodluction 120

Coal 0.519 Billion tons/yr. (1970) 58

Total 202xlOlcWh/yr.=7x10'*BTU/yr. (1870) 119

7xlO*BT'U/yr. 58

6-7X10"STU/yr. (1070) 57

Wood

Petroleum 14.5 Billion bbl/yr. (1970 Free world) 70

Coal 2 Billion tons/yr. (1970) 70

Total 18x10'BTU/yr. (1970) 70
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TAKLE BA
PEUTIONCLNUMI RuRC.S

U.S. . 39 Bilinon bla proved resves 120

39 to 89 Billion bbis proved reserves 70

324 Billuon bblol u4fitue production (40% recovery 35
x810 Billion bbls oh-in-place.)

113-200-270 Billion bbls et. ultimate recovery 30

52 Billion bbls identifiable and recoverable 53

502 Billion bbls recoverable 66

(+111 Billion bbls recoverable- Maske) 66

(+2860 Billion bbls submarginal) 66

374 Billion bis (incl. North Slope) 77

World 2.680 Billion bbls ultimate production

(40% recovery of 6,700 Billion bbls possible,
ultimate oa-kr-piace)

570-1350-2100 Billion bbls est. ultimate recovery 30

400 Billion bWi Reserves in 1186 70

TABLE li1
OTHER FUEL RESOURCES

U.S. Reference

Coal 220 to 4.0 Billion tons proved reserves 69
778 Billion tons remain in recoverable 77
200 to 390 Billion tons identified Ii 66.53
recoverable resources

(+2840 8 tons additional undiscovered and 66

submarginal)

1486 B tons minable coal and lignite 30 GFig 8.24

Shale 200 B tba recoverable from Green River 58 pg 107
formation
160-600 B bbia 53

Tar Sands 200 to 3009 bbIae recovmrable oil 58 pg 107

Coad 7.40 8 tone minable coal end lignite 30 Fig 8.24

i



The current egine-fual system is high developed, technologically and struc-
tumaly, as wll an huge and varied. A splaoement or change must approach the
same level of feses and "l to uerve adeqnsta . Such development takes a long
time. How long can be proJected from experiene with smaller changes in eost
v@e0ae; engines-exg., the shift to OHV engines or low emission engines. The
step of change In the system can be viewed as those shown in Table III.

TABLE III
Engine System Creation

Step - Yes

Need or Opportunity Definition &

Decision to Develop 1-2

System Concept Creation &
Opportunity Communication 2-10

Advanced Development of Proto-
type Hardware & New Technology 3-12

Product Development, Field Test-
ing & Release of Specific Design
& Tooling for Initial Commercial
Production 5-8

Market & User Experience and
Decision to Convert 2-8

Tooling for Entire System
Changeover 8-12

Production of Engines to Change
1/2 the Population 4-7

Total -25-59 yrs.

The total time of 25 years for changdver seems long, but, experience seems to
substantiate it. The Wankel Is over 25 year. old, almost died, is not yet a sure
thing and in only at the "Initial production" stage. Automotive gas turbines and
Stirling engines have even longer pre-introduction histories; they're not yet in
commecndal productio. Addition of the time for each step is an over-simpliflca-
tics; different phases can be overlapped. Iterations of the early steps and addi-
tional coordinate steps-eag., creation of new designs and manufacturing tech-
niklus for maoe produetion of complicated and effective components at low cost-
take more time. Some acceleration can be effected at greater risk or through
parallel efforts. This imost c ffsetive in the early phases. It's very risky
and expensive, if not imposslble, to duplicate the major tooling phases; they
must be right.
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The resource-to-fuel procesaing part of the system has similar steps, risks and
lead times. Fue procees research and development take as long as engine R & D.
It takes 3+ years to design and build one eoaventiono refnery ; developing a new
procem involves rksl and takes time. Theres a tr1te limit on process equipment
construction capmcity and the rate at which new processing can be brought on
stream. Only the time to ehange one-half the fuel In the field Is appreciably
shorter.

Development ot a oomalMed fun ugne system will require interaction and,
therefore, take longer than development of either a new engine or a new fuel.
Extendve interaetion and coordination at the early phases Is nmeary to mini-
mise serious lows of tim, effort and rfsourfe& All new engines have been developed
on conventional fuels, although the gas turbine and Stirling engines have been
demonstrated on others; oi Umee bse eveloped eedfio( to prooe an op-
timal system with a fuel from an alte•mate resource.

The need to start Intese development of the 2000+ A.D. system in the mid-
1970's Ia Illustrated by some overslmplilcatlons. For this purpose, the delay to
efective eonversiao of production of new engines to a new fuel-englne system
may be taken as 20 years; over the subsequent 15 years, the population of engines
and use of fuel of the old type may be taken to decrease linearly to sero. Even if
additions to the U.S. engine population were non-petroleum consumers starting In
'74 (neglecting the delay to substantial introduction), all the ultimate expected
future petroleum production in the "lower 48 states" would fail to meet the
demand, as shown in Figure 5; some eagnies would be fuelless before being
scrapped. Al of the e•nine, going no service between now and 1998, the earliest
date of mean-effective changeover to a new fuel-engine system, most in efect oper-
ate os imort" or substitue petroleum; use of imported crude has started to rise
sharply. For the world, petroleum will serve a little longer, as shown in Figure 6.
Yet, estimated ultimate world crude production will be required to fuel engines
built before 2000 A.D. And for the world, there's no effective way to import crude
from another source. Thue, advanoed development and introduotion of a new
system is required much earlier thn ,ntioWl ed ad should start very soon.

36-993 0 74 - 28
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the total system optimization. Today, and probably in 2000 A.D., fuel cost domi-
nates total cost; for each dollar spent for an engine, three to six dollars are spent
to fuel it before it stops operating. Yet the engine design determines the tolerable
or required fuel characteristics and cannot be changed on a large scale after
manufacture.

TABLE IV

Elements of 2000 A.D.+
Mobie-Dispersed Power System

Energy sftme
Oil, Tar, Shale
Coal
Solar Energy
Agricultural or Metropolitan "Wastes"
Other (possibly longer range)

- Nuclear Energy
- Geothermal Energy

Intermediate Transportable Fuel
Gasoline
Distillate
Ammonia - from atomic electricity (74, 75)
Methanol - from CHI

- from coal
- from sun via plants

Methane - Cryogenic or Compressed
Hydrogen - Cryogenic, Compressed or Hydrides

- from atomic electricity
Powdered Coal
Other

Eng Conrn Dvk
Internal Combustion Engines - Present Form

with Refinements
Internal Combustion Engine - Substantially

Modified Form
Diesel Engine
Regenerative Internal Combustion Engine
Gas Turbine

- Open Cycle
- Closed Cycle

Stirling Engine
Rankine Engine
Fuel Cell Plus Electric Motor
Battery Plus Electric Motor
Other

ResuMs
Shaft Power
Ultimate Use of Applied Power
Environmental Impact

f __ _________________________
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-Motre oil can be found or recovered but at substantially higher prices (34, 3M
70, 76). Lquid hydrocarbons can be obtained from tar sands or shale, but at
higher Priem and in limited amounts. For extensive amounts the concentrations
are relatively low and, therefore, the cost by currently envisioned methods is
relatively hih

Oal Is the dominant fossil fuel resource, particularly in the U.S. Coal Vulfloa-
tion and liquefaction arn being developed (77-06). In situ gasification is beting
explored and should be promising In term of both cost and environmental impact
(87, 88) ; as the amount of such processing required Is increased, the development
effwt to create such now technology should be more attractive.

(Solar energy can be a direct source of power through photoelectric or thermo-
electric phenomenon. An "energy plantation" (89), or secondary use of agri-
cultural and metropolitan "wastes" could make solar insolation the primary
energy resource (0-1), but a significant Increase in the approximate 1% eft-
cieney with which plants currently fix solar energy is required (91).

Nuclear energy (42, 92) and geothermal energy (9W 94) are sources of heat
that can subsequently be used either to generate electricity, which can be used for
generatng transportable fuel, or through non-electric process made to yield
transportable fueL

A readily handleable, relatively safe, transportable form of energy Is reqnired.
While other forms are possible, a liquid fits that requirement most clearly. It
could be conventional gasoline or distillate; however, another intermediate could
better optimize energy effiiency and enviromental Impact. For Instance, meth-
anol has lower flame temperatures and burns leaner than gasoline and might
permit more sociable engine operation. It appears particularly attractive in view
of some current work on methanol synthesis, estimates of prices on the order of
4#/gallon and current market prices as low as 12#/gallon (96-102) Ammonia
can be made solely from electrical energy, water and air and does not require
a source of carbon. Methane and hydrogen (108, 104) are other possible fuels but
have more demanding handling requirements.

Modifications of the internal combustion. engine, perhaps with regeneration,
operating on a fuel such as methanol could meet requirements for efficiency and
socialability. In addition, they could offer the easiest transition from our current
system.

Efficient use Is important. This can result from Improvements In the way the
land is plowed, resources are mined, or people and things are located and moved.
Car-pooling and mass transit improve energy use and eficlency. Umitations on
maximum vehicle speeds and discretionary recreational uses, such as snow-
mobiling and water skiing, are also possible.

It Is likely that 2000 A.D. will see some combination of these responses rather
than one. However, one Is likely to dominate and current attention should be
focused on It
Sokedutle of Subseequet step*

A number of alternative systems consisting of combinations of elements are
possible responses. They need to be: Identified; sketched and defined; evaluated
and the few wmot alttr•tive eleced; tentative schdules and "maps" for their
development worked out.

The maps should, while general, cover the entire process of problem definition,
system concept creation, alternative Identification, advanced development of pro-
totype, successful operation, product development, market proving, tooling and
population changeover. Much effort must be addressed to Improving efficlency,
reducing cost and improving reliabllty. A milestone In time for the achievement
of each critical step needs to be determined and parallel-path approaches for
some of the more crucial and difieult elements established. The plan ought to
refleet both the optimism of "sponsors and the Intentional critique of "devil's
advocates". Although it Is Impossible to protect a development program precisely,
the path to be followed can be envisioned reasonably well and failure to approxi-
mate the targeted progress along one route may well Indicate necessity to empha-

lsze another.

)LANAGNMOIT OF ONANG~t TO TEX 2000-PLUS A.D. XMOZ4ESI35 POWNU sysIa

The shti to the 2000+ A.D. system constitutes a new kind of challenge for
mankind-the eflecuve #U~i~o a"nd mmwement 07 change of MWrg dynasie
*Vsteft with long characteristic times, to achieve goals acceptable to a society
of Individual•, both as individuals and as a whole. It will be the largest such

i
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claw and proceed at the fastest rate In mankind's histov7. Other similar mys-
tem- napment problems can build on the experience gained in solving this one;
evidence of progress on Ma example should Increase the credibility of the "estab-
Ushment" and Increase the stability of society. (105)

Mianagement of the 2000+ A.D. mobile-dispersed power system must accommo-
date the facts that:

(1) It's the biggest system and biggest change that mankind has ever experi-
enced; it has pee* inertia and long lead times.

(2) Management is polyceatrie; the system is fragmented Into various fuel
supply entities and regulatory entities, each with different requirements. They
have been kept at "a&M length" by law and tradition.

(3) The environment and potentially applicable technology are continuallyehsnglad
(4) Commercial motivation is limited because time to commercialization is so

long that patents are virtually worthless and proprietary technology diffuses or
decays.

(5) The "free market" or "futures market" system of evaluation and alloca-
tion of resources has not been extended to effectively motivate, direct and coor-
dinate developments with 25-year lead times.

(6) The situation and promise are not appreciated by the general public and,
therefore, of political consequence; this must be changed through extensive and
effective communication:.

Of the nature of the system and underlying prinviples and constraints; of real-
istie alternatives for ultimate accommodation to a "value" system commonly
acceptable to the public; of "a noble logical diagram (which) once recorded will
be a living thing asserting itself with ever-growing insstency". (Daniel H. Burn-
ham--IM- .)

(T) 2000 A.D. is so far in the future that it is diffieult to envision and today's
political and industrial leaders will have disappeared from the scene before con-
crete results are widely recognised-therefore, a new dimension of industrial-
soclal-polItical leadership and stewardship is required.

(8) 8pace and construction management experience, expressed in PERT charts,
etc., can be adapted to the dispersed and polycentric control of the mobile-dis-
persed power system.

(9) Existing societal elements which have produced our current high level of
t~ihnical/industrial development must be used because there isn't time to create
a new world from seratch.

(10) Organization, motivation and funding are required.
Awakening recognition to the need to respond to the energy crisis is evidenced

in legislation Introduced by Senators Magnuson and Jackson and Congressman
Wayman (126). It needs to give proper emphasis to mobile-dispersed power and
the recognition of technological/industrial Impact that lead to creation of Con-
gress' Office of Technology Assessment (106-107).

"IUNflY-BOOLOGY cynrwrics 0oou onRxON"

One possible mechanism for improving present guidance or management of the
2000+ A.D. mobile-dispersed power system is a mixed economy corporation like
COMBAT (Communications Satellite Corporation)-an Rnergp and Boology
00bowehim C*o"ratio (M') (108). Its role would Include:

(1), Evaluating, summarising and communicating pertinent information;
(2) Facilitating establishment of concrete, realistic and socially accepted goals

and a "map" of the sclentific-technical-lndustrial-commercial development mnle-
stones and timetables that must be passed to reach them;

(a) Motivating efforts to reach the early milestone;
(4): Integrating, expanding and Improving understanding and guidance of the

entire ststem uste a suitable model of it;
Its ishence would be primar.ly through leadership based on understanding and
exposition of the system and goal, rather than authoritarian imposition of
lontroL

The future U.S. "Soclal-Industrial Complex" has been described as a "hybrid
economy, part free enterprise and part governmentally controlled" of gre- t com-
plexity, interdependence and technology (100). President Nixon has called for
efelctive teamwork recognizing that "the sheer size (and lead-lag time) of some
dhvelo* zenetal projects is beyond the reach of private firms." (110) In addition,
some developments require coordinated application of capability resident in
difftrent' private firms. Establishment of XIC' would be compatible with sucb
viewpoints.
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WOC must have responsible and capable Direciora from the fuel industry, the
engine industry, labor, user groups, the government, the academic community, the
public at large and appropriate professional societies. It should attract the con-
centrated attention and efforts of the spectrum of capable and experienced pro-
fessionals, who must cooperate to create the desired better system. While some
of the participants might be in dispersed locations, a nucleus and attention, com-
munication and cooperation need to be concentrated.

The information function should be freely accessible and professional to estab-
lsh credithility. Information must be reviewed and summarized with a skeptical
and open mind with provision for minority views and uevil's advocate critique of
conclusions. The results must be summarized and communicated in a variety of
understandable forms so that the variety of publics will understand the informa-
tion, accept the need to carry out substantial work and support the necessary
allocation of resources.

Communication forms would include technical society papers and panels,
legislative testimony, business school case studies, technical and management
theses, college and high school term papers, newspaper and magazine articles,
TV shows, games to teach concepts ("The Energy Crisis" and "Delayed Effects"),
Earth Day contributions, and primary grade indoctrination of the next
generation.

Effective communication should bring the public to understand the energy/
environment system and Its management as evidence of mankind's progress and
not as the devil and the surrender of individual freedom to the computer in
"19W4". Effective communication to the general public would require some
particularly imaginative work. But it would be Intellectually stimulating for
both technical and media professionals, as well as for the over "soap-operated"
and "situation-comedied" public which has a thirst for intellectual substance.

Establishment of the ultimate goal, the milestones on the way to It and the
features of the target systems, in itself, would substantially motivate progress.
In addition, early stages of progress could be stimulated through award of prizes
for achievement of early milestones. Such awards could be limited to those
milestones too far In advance of commercialization to be rewarded by patent
coverage of other commercialization. Use of prizes, rather than payment for work
done, should maintain individual initiative and flexibility and minimize the
delays of predictive evaluations via "closed club" or bureaucracy.

E`C2 support ultmately must come from the public and users, because they
recognize that the value is greater than the cost of developing, organizing and
applying it. But the time sca'e of such Impacts Is long; so in.ftiai funding is
required. Foundations seek ways to accomplish things that won't get done any
other way; they could reasonably fund the earliest steps. Universities encourage
work like this, !,ecause of their orientation to pure learning and long time
projects. A separation tax on irreplaceable resources, such as crude oil or coal,
Is another possibility; a cent per barrel would yield $5)mm/yr. and fund sub-
stantial B2C R & D activity. That would be a reasonable burden on users to fund
development of Intellectual substitutes for the irreplaceable resources consumed.
The engine and fuel industries and professions through the American Petroleum
Institute, the Coordinating Research Council, or the Society of Automotive Engi-
neers should provide support and leadership. The later states of commercializa-
tion would have shorter time horizons and would be readily funded by normal
commercial means. Ultimately, capital requirements will be large, and pension
funds should consider the suitability of investing In the fuel processing projects.

A central organizing feature of E'C' should be a dynamic model (64, 111-117)
of the ; nergy/environment system with "feed-forward" (108) characteristics. It
would reflect the counter-intuitive and dynamic behavior of the system and yield
a feed-forward view of the effects of legislative/regulatory policy decisions to
permit intelligent system management. For example, it might be used to deter-
mine the minimum cost price-stimulus schedule required to obtain the necessary
domestic oil and gas production schedule and to minimize nonproductive wind-
falls resulting from regulatory actions. It would reflect the very complicated
and separated managerial, technical (118), production, financial and market
aspects of governmental, industrial, user and environmental components, out-
lined in Figure 7 and/or as treated by White (52, 57). It would indicate how
various alternatives would affect the whole system and parts of it.

It could be used in the academic or industrial-technical fields to stimulate crea-
tion and evaluation of concepts. It might be used by the financial community to
better understand the dynamics and guide investments.
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The model should be assembled on a modular, semi-custom, building-block basis
and be subject to continual evaluation and testing against both judgment and
observation. The model ought to include the effect of the model itself on manage-
meat-decisions, processes and response times; once accepted, It will change them
and tend to behav, as a self-fulfilling prophecy.
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resouree-ftel-engine-use system advanced dveluopwmt of the new one should
start now with an evolving vision of the likely otam.

The mobilediIpersed power system is a larger and more highl-developed
human/sodety activity than has ever been changed as fast btore; 5o, it requires
new ,management" techniques. A realistic course of action must be develoPed and
understood, supported and guided by the public to serve its values. An Energy and
Ecology Cybernetics Corporation is one mechanism for guidance and motivation
of the necessary effort. A dynamic model of the system is one tooL

"Development of the best system for 2000+ A.D. mobile and dispersed power Is
important and requires continuing attention and changes as assumptions and
perceptions are refned. This paper is no more than a beginning. It is hoped that
it will be a stimulus to the readers' thinking to Initiation of a suitable course of
action and to our overall effort to provide future generations with their mobile-
dispersed power system.

It is impossible to remember and identify the origin of most ideas. While the
author takes responsibility for the Ideas in this paper, it's only fair to acknowl-
edge that the ideas would not have developed without the interaction and help
of others, The list of references indicates some of the origins. In addition, it's
appropriate to acknowledge the contributions of: Earl Bartholomew, George
Bugliarello, P. S. Myers, B. Bruce Foster, D. P. Carver, Robert W. Richardson,
W. T. Lyn, and C. Lyle Cummins Jr.
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Mr. P•C•uADsoN. In anticipation of eventual depletion of our
petroleum resources, Dr. Eltinge discusses the very long leadtimes
required to change over to a new engine and compatible energy sys-
tem. U'sin generally accepted leadtimes for the individual develop-
ment tasks involved, the total development time ranges from 25 to 60
years. The point Dr. Eltin• makes is that we need to start now if
we are to have a new mobile power/fuel system ready for the 21st
century. Further, he suggests the need for creation of an ongoing
management system conducive to dealing with the very long develop-
ment time which is beyond the effective interest span of both industrial
and Government leaders.

Actual historical data on rate of commercialization correlates quite
well with these long leadtimes (slide 11).
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It shows that the automatic transmission took 20 years; air-condi-
tiornig, 17 years; and disc brake% 9 years from successful introduc-
tion to 50 percent penetration of the new-car market. All had
been marketed unsuccessfully in the United States many years earlier.

Plower steering and power brakes took 14 and 17 years respectively/
to reach 50 percent masrket ion. These are examples of the
most successful product. Many lesser successes have not reached
10 percent and some have approached 10 percent only after 15 to 25
years

This slide (slide 12) shows how the engine market mix has changed
since the mid-1930's. Superimposed is a curve showing the transition
to the modern engine. This change started in 1948 and was not complete
until 1966-18 years later--evolutionary, not revolutionary.

In 1948, the industry was due for a change; the last previous sig-
nificant new engine was introduced 17 years earlier and some engines
wen appraching 80 years of age. Production tooling was largely ob-
solete and worn out. Furthermore, substantial R. & D. had taken place
on engines and considerably higher octane fuels had become available,
both largely in response to wartime aircraft needs.

The steep increase in the mid-19M0's of both modern engines and
eight-cylinder engines seems to parallel the horsepower race. Pent-up
demand and consumer savings resulting from two wars helped fuel this
growth. had sa long term smooth growth curve for V-8 engines taken
place, the transition curve would Probably have been a typical smooth
S-cmrve with the midpoint about 1955.
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This early growth represents the demonstrated capacity of the in-
dustry for major substantial engine change and tends to suggest
this conversion to modern OHV enine could probably have been com-
pleted in 10 to 12 years.

Now we will superimpose a curve showing the transition to the
modern engine. The change was not complete until 1966, 18 years later.
The early rapid conversion through the mid-1950's represents the
demonstrated capacity of the industry for major substantial engine
changes and tends to suggest this conversion to modern overhead valve
engines could probably have been completed in 10 to 12 years.

That sort of a change is considerably less than what would be in-
volved in changing to an all new powerplant such as a turbine engine.

I would like to now return to the format of the previous leadtime
charts.
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SThis slide (slide ý18) shows the relationship between Government
and industrial research ad dove et as they affect automotiveprodum l ~ • -*id research shown on the left.
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Development of automwtive d"giaw outaiWA the industry adds to
leadtime because the external development must be fed into the auto
industry in the R. & D. phase several years prior to the start of a new
model program resultin duplication of effort.

The industry cannot be expected to make massve capital invest-
ments in tooling without first satisfying itself that they have a com-
mercially feasible product. This mans they must first have extensive
expenence with it. Any outside research can be more easily trans-
ferred to the industry with lees increase in leadtime in its early
pkhaes, as the nearly horizontal arrow shows on the bottom of the

This suggests that outside research is most effectively applied to
basic technologies such as materials or processe.

For example, advanced, low cost, producible, high temperature
materials appear to be crucial to the successful development of eco-
nomically feasible turbine and Stirling engines.

Government-conducted or Gover-nent-sponsored research can
therefore most effectively be applied in the premilinary basic tech-
nology areas where there are apparently very long leadtimes and very
high riskL That is, those areas where industry is not likely ta commit
substantial effort.

The very well intentioned Clean Air Act of 1970, passed by a right-
full concerned Congress, because it did not adequately consider these
leadtime requirements, aetally worked to divert industrial resources
from aternka poweplant R. & D. work to work on catalytic cleanup
of the present internal combustion engines

I point this out not to be criticalof Congress but to indicate the im-
portance of considering thoroughly the potential impact of our de-
cisions and to recognize the very long leadtime involved. The cost
of impatience can be very high. Haste makes waste here as in other
aspects of our lives. In our impatience as a society to have clean air,
low noise, and conservation of resources, including energy, we may
pay an extremely high impatience cost without ctually achieving
our objective or even a sigicant portion of it.

When we try to reduce lead times, cost and risk incress.
They usually increase exponentially. A small reduction in leadtime

can often be had for only a small increase in risk and a small cost
penalty. But large reductions in leadtimes result in very high risks
and cost penalties.

I share your frustrations with these long leadtimes. I have spent m
entire profesional career attempting to instigate change. It is a dfll-
cult, fnutating job-were it not so, however, society would likely be

continuous chaos. While the disciplines of our system tend to slow
and impede change, this is very often for our best interest.

While this is a disadvantage in some instances, we have not, how-
ever, been able to conceive a better system.

As previously mentioned, if a change is to occur or a new develop-
ment to be used, then those with the ability to exploit it must be
the ones to pursue it either of their own volition or by encouragement
in the form of incentives or persuasion in the form of regulation,

36-993 0O4- 429
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The profit motive inherent in the free enterprise system generally
works to provide a market demanded product or service as efficiently as
possible within the basic ground rules of business, law, or regulation.
The proper role of Government appears to be to first identify either
alone, but preferably in combination with industry and the academic
community, long range needs, determine appropriate public policy,
waid stimulate appropriate resonses through incentives and ultimate-
ly through the setting of realistic performance standards to move in-
dustry in the directioiof changed public policy.

In othir wor modify the ground rules and then let industry
go t work. The Federal role appears to be primarily needed in areas
such as public health where the marketplace feedback of the effectsof emissions on health is too random and too remote to be reflected
in product design. In this area, scientifically supported, realistic per-formance standards appear to be a proper role for Government.Ifterate of prors is desnmed not sutific'int to meet society's
needs or public policy, then judicious use of incentives, p~erhaps m-
cftssd, inveetm•.nt tax credits on facilities for new technology enginep ei with wtfounded rformnce standadsc
helput not likely with a very drastic effect

. do not suggest such tax incentives from a studied point of view
but only as a recurring thought for further consideration. Even largescale effective R. & D. does not guarantee that results will be exploited.f ov
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Expanded R. & D., no matter how effective, will not cause the exploitA-
tion of new development by itself.

Industry must bavo the incentive to make the massive capital in-vestments necessay .to bring 1rommn development projects to corm-
ercial fruition. Ties is why instigating change is such a frustrating

job. You -have many technical successes, but business failures.
I would like now to discuss with you the detailed results of our

enginestudy (s40el5)

Relative mportance of Selection Pamreer
Passenger Cars Compared wlh 4-Cycle

Spark Ignition Piston Engine

Wankel -Turbinel Stirling Charge Diesel
F:xlbiIty -- 4 0 o -

Smoothness 44 + 0 -

Emissions 0 + ++ +.

Cost . ?

"Noise o 0 -

Weight + + o - -

Size + 0 - -

Maintenanve 0 + 0

-Fuel Consumption - - +4

i - I ? 0
Ad(ingg.) or Dlawanftae (-) *Two-Shuit Regmarwke 900 F Turbine W Temlorawer

SLIDE 15

In our nvestigation we considered five new engine types as serious
contenders the ankel, turbine, Stirling, stratified charge, and diesel
e n.We did not consider steam engines as a serious contender
based On previous studies, indi.eart" several shortcomings, notably,
high fuel consumption. Electric vehicles were also discounted due to
th s na of techology being woefully inadequate and the economicsge unattractive.

t just ad R -has to mention that we are the world's largest
prouers of• electric vehicles-electric forklift trucks. We have made

Mr. Bx Your company is the largestl
Mr. RMMAMOW. Yes.
These five new engie type competing for fature automotive use

arecompared with toky's-Mor-oycle, spark-ignition piston engin on
each of tihese parmeters. Each engine was rated better, plus; worse,
minus; or eq-al, zero, to the present gasoline engine. For a new engine
or a new product of any kind to, sueoeed in a mature market, it needs
to be substantially better, not jU.t equal or -marginally better. The
printed paper covers these comparisons in much more detail.



The Wankel, despite much recent fanfare, ha. little to offer in the
three important social areas and uses substantially more fuel, 80 to 40
percent morm It is also a more costly and less flexible engine and has

poorr 4u~biitycharacteristics..
The W4 kul is a very smooth engine and is smaller and lighter, but

nowhere near as much as often claimed.
The turbine engine is quieter and can have very low emissions but

has higher fuel consump•ion. This may ultimately be overcome with
advancdde:sis but a whole new material techno develoment is
fis ligte, smoother and more fleib require
less mainteDme, but. i cosyand its durability has not been proven
for automotive applications. The turbine requires considerable addi-
tional development before it could enter volume production.

The Sthng engine has the lowest fuel consumption, lowest emis-
sMOs, and thA lowest noise of any known engine. It is pAentially capa-
ble of burning any fuel since it is an external combustion engine. The
Stirlin engine also -has flexibility, smoothness, maintenance and dura-
bility advantages, but tends to be somewhat bulky and very costly. It
is at an early state of development, and introduction in high volume
pr•dutim"n is not likely until at least the mideighties.

Stratifed charg engines could be introduced relatively quickly into
production as it is a variation of today's piston engine.

The stratified charge engine provides a better tradeoff between fuel
consumRtion and exhaust emissions. It appears to be capable of meet-
ing the interim 1975 and 1976 emissions standards while equalling orb today's engines' fuel economy.

Stratifed c engines have a disadvantage in that their qpeciflc
power output is somewhat less than conventional engi re• .g in
lower pwrormance cars or an increase in engine size.

Diesel engines have low fuel consumption and low emissions of con-
trolled Irollntante but high emission of smoke, odor, and noise. They
require less maintenance and have a long life but are at a disadvantage
in all other characteristics.

On balance, therefore, the stratified charge reciprocating engine
appears to-be the leading near-term challenger and the Stirling engine,
the leading long-term contender.

Let us now examine our projection on the rate of commercialization
of each engine type. These projections are shown in a composite chart,
figure 16.

First we will show the range of Wankel penetration. In 1985 it could
be from as little as zero up to 23 percent. I think this shows up better
on the slid& And in 1980 it could be from about 3 to 18 percent.

And next for the turbine and Stirling, engines with penetration
again from none up to about 8 percent in 1985. The balance of the
market, the reciprocating piton engine, is obtained by subtr the
sum or turbine and Wankel minimum and maximum penetrations from
100 pereant. The piston engine would have a market share of at least
69 percent and could conceivably take the whole market in 1985. You
will note that the maximum piston engine market share in 1980 is 97
percent due to the forecast minimum Wankel penetration.

Theme charts were prepared quite some time ago. And if I were to
nake-that projeotion today, I would give the Waikel less chance than
is shown here.

Now what will these piston engines be likeI
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We have attempted to construct the shorter term picture. The num-
ber of catalyst controlled engines will be substantially lower than
shown, if emission standards are liberalized. The picture for 1976 and
beyond is still very unsettled.

T~e catalyst curve shows an early decline as the stratified charge
engine comes into use.

The stratified charge engine may indeed prove sufficiently attractive
to not only take over this whole reciprocating engine segment, at least
69 percent of the total, but to even recapture the small segment lost to
the Wankel in the mid- and late-1970's.

When we put the total picture together it looks like this (slide 16).

Range of Expected Market Penetration
100

Share of P.2ciprocating
Market Engines
Percent

50 Catalyst tam

0

1970 1975 Year 1980 1985

SLIDE 16

Now that is the chart that is in the prepared statement.
Our conclusions from this study therefore are that reciprocating

piston engines will remain dominant well into the 1980's. There still
is onsiderable uncertainty as to the choice and rate of commercializa-
tion of specific new engines, but no revolutions are likely in the near
future.

Vehicle and engine manufacturers will continue to approach change
with caution and will follow conservation introduction and commer-
cialization strategies. Economics will continue to be the dominant
influencing factor. But, social requirements, especially fuel consump-
tion, will become much more significant in influencing change to differ-
ent en'n

We hope that in this brief statement we have been able to provide
some helpful perspective on the nature and status of automotive engine
IL&D.
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We would like to reiterate our position that industry through the
discipline of the marketplace is in the beet position by far to balance
the many, often competing requirements for automotive engin.Therefore, they can acc0_ mplish this task more efficiently and more
quickly than anyone outside the industry and can maintain teetransfer problems.

The Governmventa p"rimary role should be to identify long-range
needs, especially those where free market feedback tends to be remote,
to establish appropriate public policy and to provide incentives for
industry to meet these needs and where necessary, establish soundly
based performance standards.

To carry out its role, Government must be more aware of the long
leadtime involved in the innovative process and to recognize that we
often have to live for a very long time with our major dcisions.

Thank you very much.
Mr. Biowx. I want to thank you, Mr. Richardson. I think you have

undoubtedly given us the most detailed analysis of the specifics of
what we can expect in new engine development, more so than any of
our witnesses have given us. I appreciate that very much. I think that
will be a very valuable contribution to the record which the committee
is accumulatmn here.

note you scriion of the Government's role and I think it is a
reasoned probably generally acceptable definition under normal
conditions. I have some questions, however, as to whether that role may
be completely adequate under conditions which you might describe
as abnormal conditions which you might describe as a crisis situation,
or in mathematics where we have curves which are discontinuous. This,
of course, is always the area which causes us, as political figures, the
greatest amount of difficulty. We may be in that situation with regard
to automobile systems because of the great pressure which developed
first1 over the emission situation and then, second, over the fuel
situation.

I am not sure that politically speaking we can tolerate a situation
where the leadtimes, which I think you have described very accurately,
are permitted to run their normal course.

For example-and I would like to ask you to comment on this-
many of the people in southern California became concerned about
the emissions problem, basically the smog problem, 20 years ago or

ou are talking now about leadtimes from the present to develop

Ssuitable emission control system, or a nonpolluting e pne, which
will run another 15 or 20 years, or longer, in order to get it into general
use. Those of us in southern California are looking back 20 years and
say in, "Why didn't the leadtime start then so we have something
now " The industry, in other words, seems to have an inertia in some
of these areas.

Mr. RwHARisoN. I think that is an excellent way to describe it. This
system is extremely large and does have a very high inertia. I think
that is one of the points that Dr. Eltinge made extremely well in his
paper. If the. inertia of the auto industry to a new motive systems is
large then the inertia of the energy system to a crisis is probably a

good deal greater. I do not mean that to indicate there is any sinister
context in any of these industries. It happens in all of our society.
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S It I provies stabilizing influence which is probably for the best but
pit frustratesso.ple like me who try to institute change.

But as I fintete in my testimony I am afraid that if those of us
who want to make change were allowed to do so with no cheeks and
bulmnee•thatsociety would be in peretul eh

SMr. owwr. That is what they tell me in the Congres [ .@Aighterj
Mr. Rxzaa~oer. I certainly appreciate the probl.ms of the titizens

of southern CGovernmL I have been there many times and I find it veryun leasant.
bf• course, the problem developed over quite &` p~eriod of time and

it took quite a while to establish what the cause of it was. I believe itwas approximately 20 or 21 years ago when the aut~o' role in this

problem was identified. At that time it was one researcher who later
turned out to be right but often we have research which is faulty. And
before nta ive resources are committed you would like to feel con-
fident uo s proe runderstand the problem. I think this is a proper
role o m andy overnment funded researchperhosm by usvemo -
ties--to identify the sorts onstrated, and to estabaWrh them with
enough confidence that basic public policy can be established and ap-
proriat n res m instituatoL

erto me may be times--m I would think they would be realy-
whenq situations are really of crisis proportions when public health and
soety demands something drastifally different from the use of our
traditional mecroanio asi

I think industry has demonstrated, if you go back to World Warng1,
backit n ateqay to change very fiast, not aconomil but very fast
when e is an emergency situation,

Mr. BROWN. I am glad that you brought that point out. It has oc-
curred to me and othor members of the committee that there really is
no question about their ability to change rapidly given recognition of
the constraints. The conversion of the automobie industry from full
productio. to zero production of automobiles and then to massive pro-

eon of aircraft and tanks and other vehicles-and then to change
back in an equally short period-athat is an example of very massive
change.

Mrp ubicweaor . During World War II their massive population of
aircraft was in teak of thousands of units and not in the millions as it
is with automobiles, but it was still larger than what the aircraftindustry was doing.

Mr. Bnow r. The question which comes to us is a d we at a poinu
where it is necessary for the Government to change the parameters of
the syem in order to accelerate certain change which is pdtal to the
pubhic welfare. I can see that being done aerhaps very drastically.
It would not take but a single enactment pro ibiting autrmobiles that
had an efficiency less than 20 miles per gallon--or you could set a
weight liimt or put a prohibitive tax on horsepower and this would
make a major change in parameters of the system.. _

Mr. RxcHammox. Certainly it is possible to do any number o~f those
things. I tend to feel that those sorts of things are generally disrup-
tive. If we are indeed concerned about our energy resources then I

think the price of energy should reflect that and therefore the free
market would control its usage. If energy indeed is running out then
it should become nearer and dearer to us and we would expect to pay

-- ----
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more for it That would discipline each one of us as to how to use it. It
is very hard for one individual or a committee of individuals, no mat-
ter how well intentioned, to allocate resources or determine what is
best for everybody.

We went through this exercise internally just over the energy situ&-
tion this past winter and asked ourselves in my department if we were
responsible for allocating a given amount of fuel among the employees
in our research center how would we do it I We concluded very quickly
that we did not want the job and that we could not do it anyway near
as well as the free market place no matter how well we attempted to
do it. That was a committee of about five of us. I doubt very much
whether that degree of thought will be given to allocating resources
to individuals in any administrative system.

Mr. Bnoww. Your example illustrates a very good point. Most of us
when we come up against a complex problem or which we do not have
solutions prefer to have some external solution which we can take.
And the free market is an external solution which in our culture is
assumed to be uniformly good.

If however we have a question of whether the free market mechanism
is actually working then that raises more serious problems.

Mr. RicOAnDON. I would not say it is uniformly good. There are
many mistakes it makes and it is not perfect but I think that it is better
than anjything else which has been devised.

Mr. BRowN. We say that about our system of government, too.
Mr. RIcHA&m•som. Right. We can find ineficiencies in either of these
Mr. BRoww. The problem we find in meeting the energy shortage by

the free market mechanism-just as we do in solving the pollution
problem by a free market mechanism-is that there are too many
examples where total costs are not being internalized but some portion
of them are being absorbed publicly. This distorts the free market
mechanism-

In some cases there are other distortions of the free market. You
recall in the automobile case the Department of Justice brought suit
under the antitrust laws with regard to emission controls on the
grounds that the free market system was not working there. It was
never proven, of course, but there was evidence that there was some
collusion on the part of the industry to prevent the marketing or full
development of emission control systems.

These are the kind of distortions we -re called upon to look into and
see if we can counteract them in one fashion or another. Frankly I am
_becomin more and more disillusioned with our ability to do so, but I

do not think we can afford to stop trying, which is of course the basis
for legislative efforts such as the bill we have before us.

I would appreciate knowing a little bit more about the work of your
company. You mentioned your involvement with electric vehicles,
which struck a chord.

Mr. RiiwwsoN. We produce forklift trucks. We just happen to
make more electric forklift trucks than anyone in the world. That is
the primary electric vehicle which is in use in the world. They are
based on a pretty ancient technology. They use lead acid batteries and
DC traction motors. Probably the most significant innovation has been
the solid state SCR control going back about a decade.
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Mr. BRowN. Do you have a market analysis unit which seeks to de-
Stermine whether there is likely to become a market for other types of

electric vehicles in which your comlepay could participate?
Mr. RzuAumeox. We have in our department made studies of electric

vehicles goig back to, I think, the earlest was 1966.
•:We miensutiay concluded that the electric vehicle could fill a small

role but we saw no real economic reason why it should and we do not
feel that it will be a net benefit from either a pollution or an energy
standpoint. It transfers the problems from one location to another.
It is a different type of pollution proble I for one am not able to
adequately w" the effect of whether sulfur oxides emissions from a
powerplant chimney or hydrocarbon emissions from thousands of
vehicles' tailpipes-which is the worst situation.

I can apply some reasoning and under various circumstances one
is worse and under other circumstances the other is worse. But I do not
think there is a significant net gain to be had that way unless we re-
move the electric powerplants to remote areas. And traditionally that
is not what we have done.

Mr. BRowi. Yesterday in connection with electric vehicles we dis-
cussed parameter changes which would require electric vehicles, just
as in some warehouse situations you require electric forklift trucks.
We may be getting into that situation in certain urban areas where
we may find that we need vehicles with those characteristics in urban
areas, and that would tend to enlarge the market.

Mr. RicHARSON. Certainly if other types of vehicles were prohibited
it would. But this technology is woefully inadequate to make a very
practical electrical vehicle by the standards we have known.

My understanding of the pollution problem is that we are not now
nor are we likely to approach a situation which requires something
like that. I certainly share the concern of the people who have to live
with it. I think progress has been made and I think considerably more
progress is in the offing. It took us a long time to get into the problem
and-it is likely to take us a fair amount of time to get out.

Mr. BRowN. Just another word or two about NASA's role which
is the subject of this legislation. You have said fairly succinctly that
the primary role of the Government should be to identify long-range
needs especially where free market feedback tends to be unable toestablish a public policy to provide incentives for industry to meet
these needs, and where necessary establish soundly based performance
standards. You have indicated earlier that the proper role is more in
the basic research area rather than the actual development and market-
ing area.MIr. RicwoN. I think an advancing base of technology would be

quite useful to the automobile industry as far as new types of engines
are concerned and to all elements to our society.

Mr. Bitoww. In view of the excellent presentation you have given
about the need for, and the elements of, some other types of engines
that have the characteristics you have indicated, I presume you would
agree that NASA could play a useful role in solving some of the prob-
lems involved in shortening the leadtime for development?

Mr. RicHARmsoN. I certainly think they can play a role in eithertheir own in-house work on basic technology or on what they manage

through their contractors. From the standpoint that this technology,
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with the leadtime. do not think they can contribute very effectively
to the later development phases. I think they can provide a reservoir
of technology which the industry can more quickly adapt..

Mr. BRowN. Of course we are looking at the experience that NASA
has had in the parallel development of aircraft engines. We have
heard no adverse comments to speak of with regard to the importance
of the role and the contribution that they have made through the
NASA laboratories, recognizing of course that aircraft and automo-
bile are two different industries. It has been our view that there still
might be some parallelism which could be usefully extended. You
wouldn't take too much issue with that would you I

Mr. RICHARDSON. Probably not a geat deal. I think there is a
marked difference between the aircraft industry and the auto industry.
The aircraft industry is much more highly Government regulated and
Government supported in one way or another. I do not claim to be
an expert on NASA's contributions or their role there. Although,
my understanding is that their developments have been primarily
by contractors and not by NASA itself. I think that in days past with
the old NASA that more of it was done in their labs, but recently it
has been primarily through contractors. If I understand correctly,
they have been the administrative organization to dispense or disburse
Government funds and manage total resources. I have no quarrel with
that.

Mr. Blowx. I don't want to belabor this I think your statement very
clearly sets forth your own position on this. As I say, it is one of the
best presentations we have had particularly in its contribution to a
realistic evaluation of future engine developments.

I want to thank you very much.
Mr. Hammill would like to ask you a question.
Mr. HAI•xLL. Mr. Richardson you mentioned in your statement the

long leadtimes which are required for introducing innovations into
automobiles t-, .utomobile engines.

Mr. RICHAWD0ON. It is not just limited to the automobile.
Mr. HfxMxjn A previous witness noted that many, or perhaps most

of the important innovations in automobi .• have been generat
by foreign auto companies rather than by the U.S. auto industry. Do
you think that is a fair asmomdht, and, if so, why do you think it
happens that way I

Mr. RiCHAwDON. I do not think it is a totally fair assessment. I think
there is some validity to it. I think it partially happens because the
requirements of the marketplace in other countries are different from
what they are here. There are things we can occasionally borrow from
them and vice versa. I think, in general, automotive technology has
gone in the other direction, that the state of automotive technology
elsewhere in the world has generally been behind, from an overall
consumer, standpoint, behind the United States.

If you talk aout very high performance engines and things like
this, the marketplace in Europe and Japan, because of the cost of
fuel and taxes, has forced the development of high-output small en-
gines intended for smaller vehicles. So for perhaps today's needs some
of what they have had for years would better fit our needs here. There
may indeed be some transfer possible in this direction. But in terms
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of the general functional role of the automobile I believe they have
generally been behind us, especially in terms of safety and comfort and
nois level and so on. I have owned several foreign cars mainly forthi high.PrtM4 NO4- CA

M predictedfor thefuture, the
marketplace may force the American industry into smaller cars.

Mr. Roaaa=sox. It is indeed doing that at a very rapid rate. There
have been rather massive expenditures to convert assembly plants
from big cars to small cars on a noneflicient and panic bas I gue it
is ecient if you are not selling cars. I think this is indicative of the
fat that the free marketplace in general does work and does cause
response. But thy cannot change overnioht. I know of no way that
it can be done. It cannot be done by edict or it cannot be done by
committipe massive resources. That helps but they have to be effec-
tively ut4Bmd.

Mr. GoLDwAw It appqars to me that the industry is responding
but there is nothing new. AUl the are doing is compacting something
we have had for many years and there is nothing really new coming
out.

Mr. RzcHAMkoN. I think there are new things coming out all the
time. I think some of this role 'has been restricted by the very great
effort the industry has been forced to spend in the areas of emissions
and safety. The research and development resources have been heavily
committed to those two areas in the past several years.

Mr. GouvwAwm In other words, their efforts have been misdirected
or diverted on a temporary basis to respond to sort of an ancillary
problem that in essence prevents them from directing their efforts to
the big overall problemI

Mr. RicIW•sox. I would not say to an ancillary problem. Those
are very serious problems which the resources are directed to. How-
ever, I think it has taken the lion's share of their R. & D. effort. As I
indicated in my testimony, the attempt to meet the requirements of
the Clean Air Act of 1970 I am sure diverted some of the resources
which would have gone to alternate engines There was no way under
the time constraints that they could develop alternate engines. Hind-
sight, of course, is 20-20.
Mr. GomwATR. But using hindsight do .ou feel that if we had

used that same amount time and perhaps ' 'omne amount of dollars in
taclding the solutions to an alternative type of power, instead of work-
ing on the emission-type devices, we would have in fact been able to
come up with sorething which would solve all of the problemst

Mr. Rxcnxwsoi. Certainly not by today but will have gotten theresooner than we will with the present system.
I think perhaps •had a more effective ompromise on emissions stand-

ards been st and a date set for the early 1_90's tt it would have been
posvibe to ,have alternate engines in production by that time I see no
way it will happen now.

Mr. GOWWA1Tm It seems to me like a case of overreaction by
Government.

Mr. RzcHAmsozr. I think it was probably a hasty overreaction. I
think it was a casW where you looked at one problem and attempted to
solve it without thoroumly considering all of the ramifications-that
was what I tried to bring out in my prepared statement. There are
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m yWL y lop e which have to be looked at and they have to be

Tb. steam engin is a good example. It has low-emission potential
but it has very h fuel cow=mptio problems. Five years ago we
were not worying about fuel consumption and it made sense to look
at that engin. But I think the da7 is long past when it makes sense
to continue to pour much effort into that' The Government is still
don that.

MV. 17x-m-. One lat question if I may, sir.
Mr. BUowN. Go ahead
Mr. HAxxuz. Another previous witness expressed the opinion that

the automobile industry allocates less of its resources to support re-
search and development work than other industries in the United
State. I recognize we are comparing apples to oranges here, but would
you agree that that is so, and can you think of a reason for it ?

Mr. RzoHAmfN. I am sure that is true in regard to some industries.
I do not have the numbers here and certainly would want to look at
them. I am sure they spend more than many other industries. It de-
pendsa great deal on the type of industr .Ifyou are in an extremely
high tecolo dustry-the aerospace industry spends more but not
neces1arilyefectively. If the marketplace will not reward the guy
who spens the money for his innovations, he will go out of business
don itf It makes him noncmpetitive with his competitor The in-
dutry can ony really effectively go at the rate the marketplace willaccept unless there are some new ground rules created by Go)vernment
which forces them in another direction and protects them from the
reaction of the marketplace if they do it.

Mr. H• L. Marketplae considerations then may dictate that the
automobile industry put a lot more money into cosmetic changes, style
changes, and that sort of thing than in substantive innovations. Does
that seem to you to be the case

Mr. RICHAinsoN. I take it you are referring to the annual model
change.

Mr. HAxMMu- That sort of thig. Fins on fenders and things like
that which require a lot of new tooling, whereas the stratified charge
engine, for example, is something which has evidently not occupied
the talents or commanded the resources of Detroit.

Mr. RICHAMOON. I think the major companies have had stratified
charge engine programs on and off for decades. It is just that the ad-
vantages of the stratified charge did not appear to be very significant
in the past. Major effort was not aimed at fuel economy over the years.
Fuel economy was not of significant importance and consumers would
not pay for it, because energy was cheap enough to warrant not going
to that engýne. The ground rdles have indeed changed and the stratifiea
charge engine in today's climate I think makes great sense to industry.
In your earlier comment you were probably referring to the fact that
Honda developed one version of it. That basic version was developed in
England in 1915 by Harry Ricardo. It was not very satisfactory. It had
been worked on in this country off and on at various times. We worked
on it in our own laboratories, a single cylinder version, a little more
than 2 years ago and had some attractive results from it. We were not
aware of Honda's work at the time we did that. We obviously have not
committed anywhere near the resources to it which they have. We are
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not in the engie business. It ws just to back up our parts businem.

.aur.y tr you there is an awful lot of interest in that engine every-
where in the world.

Mr. Bnowxr. Any further questmIos
Mr. GCkwwAmvu Yes, I have one.
oI apol" .for not b here for your testimony but I will look

forward to looking over it when I get back to myoe
But you seemingly have loolkd into this whole concept of these

problems in great depth. I am sure you have some opinions as to why
we ,me where we ame, We have dieciused tham and talked about them
a little bit. But I would like to know why we in this country have de-
veloped large cars and big engines which conse a lot of fuel and
go very fast, whereas in Europe and Japan and Italy they have in
essence gone the other wayI What phenomenon dictated thisT You say
the automobile industry responds to the market. Was this something
that reanly the market dictated? And if it did, why did it dictate itl

Mr. RcHARmmso. First let me make one comment on your point rela-
tive to speed. I think we have the same speed capability in vehicles
thro hout the world. Vehicles in Europe and in Japan are indeed
capable of being driven very fast, and in fact are.

Mr. GOowATz. But maybe not with the acceleration capabilities,
Mr. RICHARSON. On the average that is true but there are vehicles in

each part of the world which do have a high acceleration capability.
The are perhaps less ommon overseas. I think this is simply an eco-
nomic situation. The basic per capita income or standard of living in
other areas in the world is nowhere near as high as it is here and there-
fore the consumer in other parts of the world has not been able to
afford the level of luxury we have here. The cost of energy in both
Europe and Japan has been very high compared to what it has been
here, several times what we pay here.

Mr. GOLWWAT. The cost to the consumer.
Mr. RIcHARs1oN. Yes. And it is primarily due to a very high tax

structure on fuel in other countries. Fuel has been very expensive.
So this plus a basic lower economic level and lower standard of living
has forced much more economical cars The cost of operation and cost
of fuel has been a much more important parameter.Mr. GO~wATER. So cheap fuel---

Mr. RiCHA•Z•oN. It has been a very bad thing.
Mr. GoLwwATM In essence it has dictated what the market will be.

So maybe one solution in this country would be to allow the price of
the fuel to rise.

Mr. RICHAMSON. I think I indicated that earlier. I think the con-
sumer should pay realistic prices for energy. I think we are only fool-
"" ourselves and creating later problems if we are unrealistic.

r. BvowN. That question is not for the committee but I presume
that means that you would agree the Government should not adopt
policies which have the effect of depressing energy prices.

Mr. R•HARON. That is correct.
Mr. GOLwwAim. I think the marketplace will dictate what industry

will respond to, And if the market dictates that we have better per-
forming engines and lea polluting engines and better fuel economy,
then they are going to reseond.

Mr. RicnARsoN. CertaInly the energy shortages of this past winter,
the unavailability of gas, has had a dramatic effect on the salability
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of big cars and on the increased market for small cams I think the

marketplac has responded ver quickly. Faster than industry.
Mr. oww&nPLNowon th difference in e sgn&-in teUie

lots of bulkpowe whereas the Japanese and Germans go in for the
smanl engine with lot of high rpmL They use high rpm whereas we
use bulk power. Is there a reaso for that? Is that true I

Mr. ArIGAwsoN. It is generally true. It is related to the economics
I have previously mentoned. To etgood fuel economy they go to a
small lightweight vehicle which dictates a small engine, a smialer end
lighter engin rumn". at higher Speeds. This saves on wei'ght and
saves on ftel cosupton Also thfe tax structure with which I am
not familiar in d aibut Ithink it al" tends-in many countries ve-
hidles are taxed on the'size of their engnes In fact in some States in
this countr-ashuet used to hve a tax based on eniedis-
placeen , r it was a fictitious displacement which theyusd

Mr. Baow. Thank you again Mr. Richardson. We have benefited
cosiderably from your testimony. Ma I *ust ask, if we have addi-

tional questions from committee or staf, wlould you be willing to sap-
ply answers to written inquiris.

Mr. RICHARDuSON. I would be happy to.
Mr. Biuoww. Thank you.
Our, next witnbess is Mr. John W. Bjerklie, Manager of Research

gand Development for the Hague International of South Portland,
Maine We are ver~y pleased to have you here Mr. Bjerklie, and we are
realdy to receive your testimony Tin any way you wish to submit it.

[A biographical sketch of Mr. Bjerklle follows:]

JOHN W. EJERXim

Born in Grand Forks~, North Dakota, on December 18% 19W7 Served in the
army from 19%0 to 194& Attended the University of North Dakota, and graduated
from California Institute of Technology in 1951 with a Bachelor of Science
Degree in Mechanical Engineering. Obtained a Master of Science Degre In
Engineering from, UCLA. in 1958. Married to the former Marjorie C. Maninger
of Pasadena, California. Four children-John, David, Kirsten, and Elien.

NOWUSSIONAL C

Mr. BJerklie worked as an analytical and development engineer at Marquardt
Aircraft Company, AMP Turbo, Sundstrand Aviation, Mechanical Technology
Inc., and Is now Manager of Research and Development at Hague International
in South Portland, Maine.

His entire career has been devoted to the origination and development of
energy converuion devleea. This has varied from combustion systems to power
plant developmient, and has Included system analysis of the energy and heat
transfer aspects of many varieties of thermal system&

Now, for Hague International, Mr. Bjerklie Is developing low emission burners
for heavy fuels and high tem~erature heat exchangers for conserving energy
inseli-fired furnaces. He also serves an a consultant to the Committee on Motor
vehicle Emissions of the National Academy of Sciences where he is evaluating
prospects of various alternative power plants for automobiles.

PSMMasmNAL Ae~n~i=B, 301035, A"D AWASD5

Mr. Bierkile received his Be degree with Hlonors at caltech, is a member of
T7311, national honorary engineering soeiety. He was co-recipient of the Manley
Award fro SAE In 1964 He to a member of OAR, ASIME AAAS. and the
Combustion Insltiftte Be Is a member of the Advanced Power Plant Committee
ot the SAIL Tor the past four years be ha's organised the SAE Impact Series
of Panel discussions.
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S STATEENT OF IORN W. BJ KLXE, XARAOU o0r. & &)., HAR"U
1U1TIWOUA, SOOT QoETLMrD, XAm

Mr. BJmUKU Good morning. Mr. Chairman, my name is John

A Bjerklie and I am manager of B. & D. for Hague International of
South Portland, Maine.

It is my pleasure to be here to discuss alternative engines for auto-
mobiles and the role of NASA in their developmen. I have been
fortunate over the last 3 years in being able to see first hand as a
consulting engineer to the National Acadeny of Sciences the activities
of a numtber of organizations engaged in developing alternative

gines, Before that I was associated directly with the development
of various specialized powerplants for mre in aerospae My olserva-
tions on automobile engine deveoopment relate both to specific prob.
lem areas and to concept development. These are my private views, and
not necessarily those of the National Academy of Sciences or any
other orgaiztion.

Any engiae suitable to the public must have low fuel consumption
be quiet, be safe, start easy, be driveable, be serviceable, have good
tolerance to abuse and neglect and be low cost. To fit the low cost
aspect the engine must also be easily designed for any power in the
usable horsepower range, must be easy to control, must be easily
produced, and must have a size and weight compatible with the
vehicle.

Mr. GOWwATF. I believe you have left out that they be low in
pollutats.

Mr. BJ=x*xL It is taken for granted.
In addition, to be usable in the future it must bea ble to handle

a multitude of fuels, or even different forms of stored energy. Also,
with the need for clean urban -air urban vehicles must have low emis-
sions. My consulti work onalternative engines has been to help
evaluate their ability to meet these prerequisites.

The types of engines I have been concerned with have been uncon-
ventional in the sense that they are not now being produced for use
in automobiles.

These include gas turbines, Rankine engines, Stirling engies, elec-
tric drives, flywheel drives and hybrids. In the past I have also studieddiesel enie and stratified charge engines.

This lst does not exhaust the possibilities for engine types but
represents the major categories Except for the latter two the heat
engines are ontinuous ombustion types _ and inherently have low ex-
haust emissions. The diesel and straified charge engines, while in-
herently having lower emissions than conventional gasoline powered,
spark ignition engines, need some exhaust clean up devices mirpo-
rated into the engine design. Battery and flywheel cars have basically
the same emisions as the central powerplants from which their
charging power comes.

Fuel consumption of these engines in comparison with gasoline
powered, spark ignition engines vary considerably with the specific
design, but appears to have potential as follows:

SThe Stirling e.gine is best.
Diesel engmie, without emission controls.
High temperature gas turbines, running around 2,5000 F.
Stratified charge engine, without emission controls.
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Diesel eqnge, with controls.

3ssoline powed, k *gniti", without emission controls.

Gas, tuibineý,all metl.
t~kine enie,• steam.
knkine i organic fluid.

The differenMce any eogines adjacent on this list are nallenogh that the ranking could cange depending on the exact con-
figur n of the engine. The battery and flywhel powerplante can
have better prim facie efficiency than any of those basid on Btu
equivalent but useful energy consumption depends very much on
weight penalties of the powerplants and on the efficiency of the cen-
tral powerplant. None of these engines can be available in mass pro-
duction before 1980 except for the diesel. An advanced diesel really
suitable for automobiles as we know them in the United States will
not be available before 1980 either. Prototypes of these engines are
available, but protoypes which can be considered completely accept-
able are not. Development time can vary considerably for some of the
more advanced engmes.

Testing for 50,000 miles and building in a reliability suitable for
the general customer takes several more years of development beyond
just coming up with a suitable prototype.

The major development problem for most of these alternative
engine types is twofold:

1. Proving their suitability as automobile engines, as for Stirling,
Rankine, flywheel, hybrids, and high performance battery power-
plants; and

2• Ways of reducing cost while maintaining the desirable power-
plant characteristies

All the advanced powerplants, except flywheel, are being worked on
to determine their suitability. Most of the engines, existing or
advanced, have some characteristics which, if improved technically,
could make them much more suitable for use in automobiles

There is not enough such advanced development work going on, even
for some of the presently accepted engines. Also, there is not enough
work going on to bring along variations of major alternative types
that could have improved characteristics over the basic form of the
alternative.

I have listed in the written statement the R. & 1. areas that would
need work, if we are to get a reasonably well-rounded approach to a
broad spectrum of alternative powerplants for automobiles and better
wys to use them.

Work emphasis, based on probability of positive return should be
on combustion for all types of heat engines, ceramics for high-tempera-
ture gas turbines and Stirling engines, high-performance batteries,
new energy sources other than fossil fuel copversion, and system stud-
ies oflocal and national transportation networks incorporating many
types of vehicles and devices

My personal opinion is that we should be working for something
muc broader than improved engines. We need to improve the whole
energy-transportation-ecology situation.

W•-shoul aim to deliver an••ody or anything in the United States
to anyplace else in the country in a matter of 24 hours or so. We should
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nt c t ities. We should assist freedom of movement in urban
area We should allow escape to rural areas when desired. We should
not seriously contaim•ate urban air. We should not use up large frac-
tions of the yearly production of critical metals. We should not cams
the consumer any more apital outlay for transportation than he
beas now. We should use no mome than about one-quarter of the pres-
ent per capita ene expenditure for all our transportation needs.
Dup•l of de=eforts is desirable in that one man's
failure may lead to another man's success. And we will need scess

This sd of goals is not a dream, it is the logical result of using exten-
tions of present-day teehnology. It is possible if development con-
tinues, if there is continued definition and study of the problem, and
if there is information available for effective legislative and executive

More'*&n beings possible goal, some such goal as this is necessary
if we are to maintain viable cities, bnathable air, a thriving transpor-
tation system, and a vital energy system that can take care of a growing

population emburdened with foreseeable and ever-succeeding crims
upon crsm.

The development of engines for ground transportation is obviously
only a small part of an overall problem which promises to worsen.
The real problem is one of imprving the whole system of energy-
transportation-eology. The possi'ble soMtions will come in parts, and
may net be fixed solutions for all locations

We need to have a system that can nurture concepts and ideas all
the way from the idea, through the embryo concept, to the accepts-
blo prototype, and then to the marketable product.

Short-term goals imposed by both industry and Government pre-
clude the nurturing of concepts that may be a little far out. Conservw-
tism has to be the name of the game with the group. We need a
group-or grouvps-that can look over new concepts with the eye of
an entrepreneur and the vision of a futurist, if we are going to get
the energy and transportation system we need that will serve the pub-
lic maintain an improved ecology. We are generally missing inboth
industry and Government agencies the vision and entrepreneurship
required. The capability for exploiting the unusual rests with many
freethinking people acting with entrepreneural incentives.

Aceeptabiity of an engine, or any concept, also follows particular
patterns. The forces at work which determine whether a concept is
right or not are fourfold: Technical acceptability, economic accepta-bility, political acceptability, and social acceptability.

A perfect teclmical solution accepted by the whole technical com-
munity is valueless if not subscribed to as an apprpriate response bythe economic and business community and by the public.

A perfect political solution in the eyes of both industry management
anda government managers and politicians is valueless unless it is sub-
scribed, to asan appropriate response by the economic and buiness
community andbuy thepublic

On the other hand, the economic. and public are demanding groups.
They are always at work and continually interacting. In ordinary
everyday life there is no interaction with the technical and political
Scommunitiee---ily with each other. This is true so long as we are deal-
ing with a, capitalistic society. However, when a problem arises and

36-093 0 - 74 - 30i
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there is a demand from one or the other group, the technical and po-
litical communities -A

It i, erefo le that the interply between political forces and
technical fowes4both of them responsive and not demanding forces-
is inappropriate for introduchig new concepts.

Inhrthe mode of satisfy-ing the public, should be settled in the
arena of public and economic interplay-free enterprise. Policies and
tools are the proper role of the political and technical communities in
our society. This does not preclude their obligation to make their in-
fluence felt, however.

The appropriate use of creativity, wherever it may occur, is one of
the best tools available.

A prime example of creativity in engin development with an-
trepreneurial incentive to develop a salable product is the Carter fam-
ily of Burkburnett, Tex. For a very small amount of their own money,
costly with their own concepts, and in a relatively short time, they
da stem engine to preprototype status, ifstalled it in a car,
and measured its mileage and mimons.

It was the first Rankine Mgine to demonstrate in a real driving
cycle the ability to ineet tht 1977 emission standards. It mileage was
approximately 20 to 25 percent lower than the Volkswagen.

In my opinion, that steam engine is technically the best one of the
recent spate of steam engines and other Rankine engines being devel-
oped with either private or Government funds. All the other develop-
ment engines used much more money, at least a factor of 10 greater m
all cases, and have not progressed so far so fast. Also in my opinion,
it promises to be the most economically viable of the Rankine enginesbeing developed

It is very expensive to go from the prototype through the acceptable
prototype and then into production. Only big industry and the Gov-
ernment have the wherewithal. But the incentive exists only in in-
dustry to introduce a complete, new, profitable system that serves the
needs of the general public.

Whatever transportation system evolves will undoubtedly maintain
the auto as a major component, but the other components will have to
serve as well as the auto does in its better aspects, if it is to be com-
pletely acceptable.

But the auto industry would like to hold status quo. It has to be
urged by law to meet its social obligations as soon as such obligations
took like a liability or unprofitable. And it has too short a planning
time in many ways.

On the other hand, the Government, too, has short-term goals with-
out adequate long-term planning-long term meaning more than 10
years, basically-aznd it ignAores the entrepreneurial aspects of newconcepts.

Neither the Government nor industry has a particularly good rec-
suitonlehoosing for new development the mos promising concep
suitable for long-term use. But they both have money with which
engine development could be done. Also, the technical incentive exists
in both.bodies to do a good socially conscious engineering job on new
engines; that is, technical incentive

In the meantime, aost concepts are killed off in both groups by low
funding -and strict critique at too early a stage. Who, then, is in a
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position to nurture new concepts suitable for the future and still re-
main practical enough to satisfy industryV

Considering the technical needs for alternative engine development,
the limitations of both Government and industry, the requirements
for logical development of new concepts, and the manner (f accept-
ance of new concepts, there is a logical role for NASA and similar
Government organizations to-

1. Conduct R. & D. on the most costly elements of an overall
program, making the findings available to everyone; and

2. Conduct system studies on overall energy-transportation-
ecology considerations for urban and interurban travel, making
the findings available to everyone.

Engine development, as such, should be left where the entrepreneu-
rial incentive is--in the hands of industry, small business, and the
inventor.

Whatever group does the complete job should be funded by both
Government and industry, should be responsive to free enterprise in-
centives, should work under long-term planning, should be liberal in
initial funding of promising concepts, should not be reluctant to du-
plicate effort, and should confer liberally with other social, political,
economic, and technical groups having deep concern for the future.

In all probability, two or more competitive groups should be set up
so that there is recourse for the prospective developer. It should serve
as an information center as well as an embryo concept screening and
funding center.

As such, it should staff itself to be aware of material resources use
and availability. It should be able tc investiagte alternative energy-
transportation-ecology considerations as new concepts are proposed.
It should investigate new engines, new means of transport, mixes of
transport to meet urban needs and rural needs, and air, water, an,' land
pollution. It should not be subject to overall scheduling, although task
scheduling and goal setting are imperative. It should be reviewed by
a mix of industry, government, institutional, small business, and pub-
lic evaluators, with goals and leadership subject to change thereby.

While this may be too simplistic, I feel it absolutely necessary to
have such a group, if we are to preserve for a long time our existing
transportation benefits; such as, freedom of movement; freedom of
choices on method, time, and destination of transport; ability to make
profit from viable concepts; and the ability of our industry and Gov-
ernment to respond to local and general needs.

Other incentives properly placed may, also, do well for our Nation.
Such incentives could take the form of subsidies or tax rebates to re-
ward the user and/or manufacturer that cooperates with attempts to
solve the critical air quality and urban congestion problems in stricken
areas.

Likewise, it could be made to exact recompense fr., i those who could
do something about the problem and do not, these are the drivers of
high emission cars in stricken areas; the producers of high emission
vehicles; the producers of automotive fuels bearing sulfur, nitrogen,
and high boiling ends; and the urban governments not instituting de-
congesting and low-emission transportation programs.

It is not unreasonable to ask that public transportation should offer
all the advantages of autos-freedom of movement, convenience, low
cost, relative privacy and protection, and as much pretige as de-
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manded. Incorporation of Federal highway funding would possibly
assure a more well-rounded program.

Subsidies that reward behavior which assists achievement of the
social benefits of clean air and urban decongestion can bring about the
large changes we need in our afflicted urban areas.

In summary, the requirements for achieving a viable energy-trans-
portation-ecology system resolve down to only a few general needs:

1. Support R. & A; work in specific costly areas: Ceramics, combus-
tion, new fuels, batteries;

2. Support study of overall energy-transportation-ecology systems
to meet some overall national goals and goals for specific localities;

3. Support for initial development of embryo concepts regarding
engines, fuels, and transportation; next,

4. Linkage of these supported technologies to economics, political,
and social need for both national and local areas; and last,

5. Support of incentive programs in stricken areas for urging local
clean air and decongestion.

It is hoped that it has been made clear that it is possible to do a
much better job than we are doing, or that is envisioned in H.R. 10392,
of improving our quality of life through a thorough approach to the
problem. Thank you.

[The complete prepared statement of Mr. Bjerklie follows:]
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Statement for hearings a. HR 10392

by John W. Bjerklie, Manager
of R and D

Hague International
South Portland, Maine

It in my purpose here to discuss alternative engines for automobiles

end the role of NASA In their development. I have been fortunate over

the lest three years in being able to see first hand as a consulting

engineer to the National Academy of Sciences the activities of a number

of organizationa engaged in developing alternative engines. Before that

I was associated directly with the development of various specialized

power plants for use in aerospace. My observations on automobile engine

development relate both to specific problem ereas and to concept development.

These ere my private views, and not necessarily those of the National

Academy of Sciences or any other organization.

Any engine suitable to the public must have low fuel consumption,

be quiet, be safe, start easy,, be driveable, be serviceable, have good

tolerance to abuse and neglect and be low cost. To fit the low cost

aspect woe engine must a1so be easily designed for any power in the

usable horsepower range, must be easy to control, must be easily

produced, and must have a size and weight compatible with the vehicle.

In addition, to be usable in the future it must be able to handle a

multitude of fuels, or even different forms of stored energy. Also, with

the need for clean urban air, urban vehicles must have low emissions. My

consulting work on alternative engines has been to help evaluate their

ability to meet these pre-requisites.

The types of engines I have been concerned with have been unconventional

in the sense that they are not now being produced ýor use in automobiles.

These include gas turbines, Rankine engines, Stirling engines, electric

drives, flywheel drives, and nybzids. In the post I have also studied
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diesel engines and stratified charge engines. This list does not

exhaust the possibilities for engine types but represents the major

categories. Except for the letter two the heat engines are continuous

combustion types and inherently have low exhaust emissions. The diesel

and stratified charge engines, wtile inherently having lower emissions

than conventional gasoline powered, spark ignition engines, need some

exhaust clean up devices incorporated into the enginL design. Battery

and flywheel cars have basically the same emissions as the central power

plants from which their charging power comes.

Fuel consumption of these engines in comparison with gasoline

powered spark ignition engines very considerably wltn the specific

design, but appears to have potential as tullows:

btirling engine - best

Diesel engine (without emission controls)

High temperature gas turbines

Stratified charge engine (without emission controls)

Diesel engine (with controls)

Gasoline powered spark ignition (without emission controls)

Stratified charge (with controls)

Gasoline engine (with controls)

Gas turbine (all metal)

Renkine engines - steam

Rankine engines - organic fluid

The differences between any engines adjacent on this list are small

enough that the ranking could change depending on the exact configuration

of the engine. The battery and flywheel power plants can have better

prime-fecie efficiency than any of those based on BTU equivalents, but

useful energy consumption depends very much on weight penalties of the
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power plants and on the effiency of the central power plant. For the

future the efficiency comparisons concerning any of th,!e engines

will be better made on an energy cust basis rather then s STU LAs.

As of now the heat engine fuel LJSta are loee than for the electrically

charged vehicles. For now the heat engine ranking remains aseentially

the seoa whether considering BTU or coast.

The elapsed time before any nf these power plentt could be introduced

to the public extends well into the 1980'.. Engines of particultr types

can be built now to operate in cars. in fact there are cars now operating

with all of these power plants except for organic P.rkine and flywheel

types. Buses with these two kinds of power plants have been operated,

however. This does not imply that these prototypes are suitable for use

in the Americap automobile as we have known it.

A typical time span for developing a suitable prototype engine varies

from about a year for en uncontrolled spark ignition engine to severnl

decades for the advanced engines. On a crash basis we could expect that

gas turbii.:s or Stirling engines would take as much as four years to be

developed into a suitable prototype engine starting from today's technology.

Renkine engines would be either shorter or longer, depending an which type is

being considered. Suitable prototype battery care could be developed in a feu

years using existing battery technology, but would not be very competitive

vehicles. High performance batteries may be a decade, or so, away even with lots

of development. Diesel engines also need considerable development time if they

are to be made significantly lighter, cleaner, and less costly than they are now.

Stratified charge engines ere relatively short term development engines for

some types, but can also extend into years for other types.

Once a suitable prototype is reached, the proof testing end tooling can

extend over another six to ten years before significant production is reached.
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The major development problem for moat of these alternative engine types

is twofold:

1) proving their suitability as automobile engines, as for Stirling,

Rankine, flywheel, hybrids, and high performance battery

power plants, and

2) ways of reducing cuat while maintaining the desirable power plant

characteristics.

All the advanced powear plants, except flywheel, are being worked on to

determine their suitability. Most of the engines, existing or advanced, have

sane churacteristlcs which, if improved technically, could make them much

more suitable for use in automobiles. There is not enough such advanced

development work going on, evun for some of the presently accepted engines.

Also, there is not enough work going on to bring along variations of

major alternative types that could have improved characteristics over the

basic form of the alternative.

The R and 0 aijds that are needed for furthering the development of a

broad spectrum of power plants 6uitable for automobiles are tabulated

at the end of this statement.

Work emphasis, based on probability of positive return, should be

on combustion for all types of heat engines, ceramics for high temperature

gas turbines and Stirling engines, h•.jh performence batteries, new energy

sources other than fossil fuel conversion, end system studies of local

end national transportation networks incorporating many types of vehicles

and devices.

Some aspects uF these R and D areas are now being worked on by

government agencies end in industry, but none of them er, being worked

on to the degree necesasry to produce either a viable alternative engine

in the next 20 years, or en improved o'Jerall transportation system, or a

-p_ _
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long lusting solution to the energy problem. All these aspects must be

faced if the Aericen, end the world's, people are to see en improving

ensrgy-transportation-scolog, situation. A suitable range of solutions

end alternatives must be available for repid institution so that in ten

to twenty years from now we can be on track toward a high performance

transportation system. This system should be able to deliver anybody or

anything in the United States to anyplace else in the country in a matter

of 24 hours, or so. It should not congest cities. It should assist

freedom of movement in urban areas. It should allow escape to rural areas

when desired. It should not seriously contaminate urban sir. It should not

use up large fractions of the yearly production of rritical metals. It

should not cause the consumer any more capital outlay for transportation

than he bears now. It should usa no more then about one quarter of the

present per capita energy expenditure for all our transportation needs. Duplication

of development efforts may be desirable in that one% men's failure may lead

to another man's success - and we will need success.

This set of goals is not a dream, it is the logical result of using

extensions of present dav technology. It ; possible if development

continues, If there is continued definition and study of the problem, and

if there Is information available for effective legislative and executive

planning. More than being a possible goal, some such goal as this Is

necessary if we are to maintain viable cities, breathable air, a thriving

transportation system, and a vital energy system that can take care Of

a growing population emburdaned with foreseeable and ever succeeding crises

upon crises. We can avert most of these crises by providing the basis

for recovery before they begln. If we don't, there will one day be a

crisis we cannot cope with in time to prevent the mass of humanity from

plunging to the edge of misery. Massive breakdown of our way of life ig
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a distinct possibility if information end communication on viable alter-

natives to bxisting t@Lnnology end societal foundations are not eveilabl_

in times of crisis.

The development of engines for ground transportation is obviously

only a small part of en overall problem which promises to worsen. The

real problem is one of Improving the whole system of energy-transportation-

ecology. The possible solutions will coma in parts, and may not be fixed

solutions for all locations. Origination of potential solutions, their

development, and their institution are the problems that relate to the

role of various groups in this overall endeavor.

NASA has in the past worked on critical problems of airplanes and

engines, and admirably assisted the aircraft industry when it was NACA. Some

of the NACA'S high technology areas were maintained and others were allowed

to diminish in capability when it become NASA and tackled the space program.

Emphasis weas placed on management of programs for a well defined goal.

Ground transportation problems involve the overall system, which NASA

should be able to study; it involves high technology for general use by

engine companies, to which NASA in the past has been able to contribute;

and it involves engine and vehicle development, which NASA has done only

on a management basis for a particular type problem. The overall system

studies are not now being done well by industry, the general technology

work is being don- in part by industry, and the engine and vehicle work

is being done well by industry on a competitive basis - particularly with

regard to care and trucks. The type of work being done on the part of

NASA and industry is clear - NASA does well where it doesn't compete,

and industry does well where it does compete. The logic.-l extension of

this concept is that NASA should only be involved in high technology
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involving engine and vahlcle components and Vi tn. 'ltudVy of overall

systems problems. Industry, by the some token, should continue with the

competitive development of complete engines end vehicles.

The way in which development vrcurs, selection of eccepteble conceSLb,

their method of selection for development and for introdiction to the

market, and the limitations of the development groups are all important

to clarifying the role of NASA-like organizations and industry. Such

considerations also suggest improved methods of handling the problem of

dr- loping new engine end transportations concepts.

A typical development program goes something as follows. Whenever a

new problem arisen, myriad solutil-e ere concepted. but are quickly

narrowed down. This process In inexpensive. Decisions are then irda as

to which concepts should be carried on. The critical tim,! for a cuncept

is after initial evaluation end before such decisions. It to extremely

easy to kill a good concept at this time by being too cursory with it or

too demanding of it before it is investigated sufficiently. It is at

this time that concept review by people with vision is required and when

an entrepreneurial insight in extremely valuable.

Selected concepts are developed to fit the technical problem best

and at the same time match the natural evolution of the existing system

into which they must fit. This is the expensive part of development

programs. Because of the large expense the choice programs are usually

conservative. They eventually are fitted to the requirements at hand

and are readied for the market. The market than sorts out the most viable

concept.

We ere generally missing in both big industry and government agencies

the vision and entrepreneurship required to bring along the most commercially

promising concepts that are somewhat out of the ordinary. The capability

for exploiting the unusual rests with many free thinking people acting
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with entrapreneurial incentives.

Acceptability of an engine, or any concept, also follows particular

patterns. The forces at work which determine whether a concept is right

or not are fourfold - technical acceptability, economic acceptability.

political acceptability, and social acceptability. Technical acceptability

of a product is measured by its ability to perform, ita characteristics

in use. its manufacturability, and its coat. Normally a technical effort

to develop acceptable coo-.its follows demands nst up either economicaly

or sucially. It is a response. A perfect technical solution accepted

by the whole technical community ia valueless if not subscribed to as

an appropriate response by the economic End business co.,Nmunity and by the

public. The SST is a good example of an unacceptable good tachiiical concept.

Likewise, political motivation toward a particular solution is not

enough. Ito too, ia normally a response that mu-t be tempered by the other

forces. A perfect political solution in the eyes of both industry management

and governmen' ,angers and politicians is valueless unless it is subscribed

to as an appropriate response by the economic and business community and

by the public. The difficulties in motivating industry and the public

following the clean air act is a good example of this.

On the other iiand, the economic and public are demanding groups.

They are always at work and continually intere.tlng. In ordinary everyday

life there is no interaction with the technical and political communities -

only with each other. This is true so long as we dealing with a

capitalistic society. However, when a problem arises and there is a

demand from one or the other group the technical and political communities

respond.

It Is, therefore, clear that the interplay between poiitical forces

and technical forces - both of them responsive, and not demanding forces

i's ina• ropriste for Introdu:ing new concepts.

An indication of the difficulties is sean in the space program itself -
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I a muTn5gse of political end technical communities to acromplish a given

end. It certainly interested the public at first, but it waa not missed

greatly when its effort was reduced. It interested the economic community

* to the extent that profit could be made on the expenditures, but economic

fell out in terme of new products wee too little to spur the economy except

in local areas. The feeling of unacceptance has extended Into the

competitive technical world responding to normal public and economic demands

to the extent that a qualified men trained in the aerospace industry has

a difficult tieme finding a position or feeling comfortable in the normal

technical world. It may take years before an aerospace man can contribute

as he should in the competitive technical world.

In short, the mode of satisfying the public should be settled in

the arena of public end economic interplay - free enterprise. Policies and

tools are the proper role of the political and technical communitles in our

society. This doss not preclude their obligation to make their influence

felt, however.

The pattern of how concepts originate is as important to recognize

as the pattern of development and acceptability. These patterns may make

clear where we can expect to find needed concepts.

The concept itself, irrespective of Its acceptability, can originate

anywhere in the technical-economic-political-social circuit. New engine

concepts are usually introduced In the technical community, albeit

Robert Stirling, the inventor of the Stirling engine, was a minister. The

technicel community is a complex system wherein engineers and scientists

collectively work in mu¥ different environments.

Technical men vary In the quantity end quality of their creativity. By

and large, a creative man in one environment will also be creative in another.

But a creatitve person depending on dsvesl-7Mant of saleable products for
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continuing his employment will hews the incentive to screen out concepts

that will not lead to publicly acceptable products, or that won't yield to

reasonably rapid development anid competitive price, even though such concepts

may be interesting. On the other hand, a creative person depending on

creating technically Interesting results in return for continuation

of employment will have incentive to dig ever deeper mnd to more thoroughly

understand his technical problem. This sometimes precludes his ability

to make decisions appropriate to rapid development of a concept. Also,

a creative person who Is of such a stature that he need not worry about

continuation of employment will follow his head into interesting areas

that may do the public same good sa opposed to simply satisfying his boas.

This lest category is not very numerous. It is fortunate in our society

that we can us. these three types of creative people. However, the three

types thrive best in different environments.

A prime example of creativity in engine development with an entrepreneurial

incentive to develop a saleable product is thei Carter family of Burkburnett,

Texas. For a very small amount of their own money, mostly with their own

concepts, end in a relatively short time, they developed a steam engine

to pro-prototype status, installed it in a car, and measured its mileage

and emissions. It eaa the first Rankine engine to demonstrate In a real

driving cycle the ability to must the 1977 emission standards. In my

opinion, that steam engine is technically the best one of the recent spats

of steam engines and other Rankine engines being developed with either private

or government funds. All the other development engines used much more

money (at least a factor of 10 greater in all cases) and have not pro-

gressed so far ma fast. Also, in my opinion, it promises to be the most

economically viable of the Rankine engines being developed. Whereas I

think steam engines will have a limited market, this is still an excellent
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example showing several things:

1) good brains are not concentrated in any particular location,

agency, or company;

2) entrepreneurial bravery In still rampant in thib country, and

3) with proper incentiva, a commercially oriented, technical product

can be developed in a timely end economic fashion.

This type of activity should - encouraged, but It is the kind usuilly

killed off in the critical stages of developing an embryo concept. Whether

the Carter steam engine, or any engine, ever meea the light of day as part

of a product for salm in a showroom depends on how much funding is available

at the embryo etate and on i.,to product development. The later atuges of

engine development to the point of introduction to the mass public is

extremely expensive. The huge expenses of engine development is incurred

in large pert by having to build in its reliability before introduction to

the public. Tooling is another Large part of the expense. It is fair

to say that only a few industries in the country can tackle it. The

public is the only source of sufficient funds to do the whole job - their

money being collected in large pools in the form of taxes by the government

and through profits by private enterprise. The auto industry and the

U. S. government are the two agencies that can collect the public's

money in big enough pools to do massive engine development. Thus, th- e

are the only agencies with the concentrated wherewithal for a complete

change in engines or for an entirely reformed transportation systems.

Only the auto industry has the economic incentive to cause the changes.

On the other hand, we have seen that the auto industry attempts to hold

the status quo, and its development toward clean engines has been the

result of the government persisting in enforcement activities of the

clean air act and attempting to improve urban life.
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The incentives of both gavernmLlIt and aig industry is suu>ect when it

comes to dbvelopment of new and advanced concepts. J;uither has demonstrated

motivation toward the long-term public good in technological areas. Both

the government and the aito indistry have to limit themselves to short-

term goals - Industry because it has to make a profit for its shareholders,

and government because of its year-to-year budgeting in a LiJmmtR that

cells for satisfying the voters every few years. On the other hand, large

industry can, if required, put up large sums for periods of several years

to overcome a problem. The emissions problem has emphasized its cepability

of doing this. It also emphasizes the fact that the status quo on engines

would have been held if the government had not stepped in; that is, engines

would have remained unclean unless it had turned profitable to make them

clean.

It has become clear that government funded science and engineering

programs ere subject to yearly variation as to funding and goals. We

nave seen science and engineering programs diminish in funding and seriously

change goals on a year-to-year basis. These changes have been far from

universally approved by the academic and technical communities. So the

government is an unreliable source of large sums of money for long periods

unless rntionel defense is at issue.

Moreover, neither government nor industry has bti.en particularly

clairvoyant on'daciding which concepts to baLk in various situations, and

as : consequence most good concepts go begging for years. Then, in a feu

cases, tenacity has finally paid off for the technical entrepreneur. Even

in instances of apparent insight sufficient to sponsor potentially viable

alternative engines, the effort is crippled by the imposition of extremely

tight uchedul.. Lhat preclude cre,tive development.

The situation, then, for the auto industry and the government is a

set-up which on the government side -
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- ignores the entrepreneurial aspects of technical tasks

- has short range funding and short-range goals

- has not demonstrated its ability to recognize technical merit

in the embryo stage,

and on the aide of the auto industry, it

- has short-range goals, but could make available low level,

long-term funding

- has incentive to ward off new concepts

- requires legal urging to meet some of its social commitments.

On the other hand, they both have money with which engine development could

be done.- Also, the technical incentive exists in both bodies to do a good,

socially conscious, engineering job on new engines. In the meantime, moat

concepts are killed off in both groups by low funding and strict critique

at too early a stage. Who, then, is in position to nurture new concepts

suitable for the future and stiLl remain practical enough to satisfy

industry?

Considering the technical iseds for alturnative engine dp.velopment,

the limitations of both governmeLnt and industry, the requirements for

logical development of new concepts, and the manner of acceptance of

new concepts there is a logical role for NASA and similar government

organizations:

1) conduct R and D on th.; most costly elements of an overall program,

making the findings available to everyone,

2) conduct system studies on overall energy-transportation-ecology

considerations for urban and interurban travel, iaking the

findings available to everyone.

Engine development, as such, should be left wheru the entrepreneurial

incentive is - in the hands of industry, smell business, and the invuntor.

36-993 0 - 74 - 31
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NASA could provide critical technical tools for these . ople.

A m..ore suitable organization to cover the whole problem would also

include the tsok of screening now concepts and funding the more promising

ones pest the embryo stage. It would be necessary to work out patent rights

clauses that allow the recipient to retain all the rights possible without

impeding the public's access to the benefits. It would be necessary to

man such a group with entrepreneurially inclined persona having a r)aod

vision of future needs as well as present needs. This kind of group would

have to be originated anew, since none exists now.

Whatever group does the complete job, If it's ever to be done that

way, should be funded by both government and industry, would be responsive

to free enterprise incentives, should work under long-term planning, should

be liberal in initial funding of promising concepts, should not be rluctant

to duplicate effort, and should confur liberally with other social, political,

economic end technical groups having deep concern for the future. In all

probability, two or more cooi.jetitive groups should be set up so that there

is recourse for the prospective developer. It should serve as an information

center as well as an embryo concept screening and funding center. As such

it should staff itself to be aware of materiel resources use and availability.

It should be able to Investigate alternative energy-trnsnaortation-- elogy

considerations as now concepts ere proposed. It should investigate new

engines, new means of transport, mixes of transport to meet urban needs

and rural needs, and air, water, and lend pollutlion. It should not be

subject to overall scheduling although task scheduling and goal setting

are imperative. It should be reviewed by a mix of industry, government,

institutional, small business, end public evaluators, with goals and

leadership subject to change thereby.
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Such a group, while possibly idyllic, I feel to be absolutely

necessery if we are to preserve for a long time our existing transport-

ation benefits: freedom of movmnent, freedom of choices on method, time

and destination of transport, ability to make profit from viable concepts,

and the ability of our industry End government to respond to local and

general needs.

Other incentive. properly placed may, also, do well for our nation.

Such incentives could take the form of eubsidies or tax rebates to rm.ard

the user and/or manufacturer that cooperates with attempts to solve the

critical air quality and urban congestion problems in stricken areas.

Likmuise, it could be made to exact recompense from those who could do

something about the problem end do not - the drivers of high emisLion

care in stricken areas, the producers of high emission vehicles, the

producers of automotive fuels bearing sulfur, nitrogen, and high boilig

ends, and the urban governmenta not Instituting decongeeting and low-

emission transportation programs. It ia not unreasonable to ask that

public transportation should offer all the advantages of autos - freedom

of movement, convenience, low coat, relative privacy and protection,

and as such prestige as demanded. Incorporation of federal highway

funding would possibly assure a more well rounded program.

Once technological concepts are brought to the-point of being

nearly competitive, and if they have a clear social benefit,subsidies

and tax benefits could push the economics In the direction of greatest

social benefit.- This, of course, is what has already been done many

times over in the transportation business - railroads with their large

land grants in the 19th century, the auto/highway system with public

road building, and the airways through airport construction and FAA,

operations.
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Subsidies that reward behavior which assists achievement of the social

benefits of cleon air and urban decongeastion can bring about the large

changes we need in our afflicted urban areas.

In summary, tha requirements for achieving a viable energy-transportation-

ecology system resolve down to only a few general needs:

- support R 9 D work in spucific costly areas - ceramics, com-

bustion, now fuels, batteries;

- support study of overall energy-transportation-ecology systent

to meast soi,!: overall national Unsla and goals for specific

localities;

- support for initial development of embryo concepts regarding

engines, fuels,and transportation;

- linkage of these supported technologies to economics, political

and social need for both national and local srtu-;

- support of Incentive programs in stricken areas for urging local

clean air and decongestion.

NASA could be of help on some of-this, but a more entrepreneurially oriented

group is required to do tits complete job. A broad outlook on the part of

governing boules is required if beet advantage of all the potentials is

to be made.

It ia hoped that it has been made clear that it is possible to do a

muct better job than we srg doing, or that is entisioned in H. R. 10392,

of improving our quality of life through a thorough approach to the

problem.
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APPENDIX

R & 0 areas needed for furthering the development of a broad spectrum of

power plants •uutable for outomobllao:

1) High strength,,high temperature ceramice for US* in gas turbine

combustors, turbines, nozzle rings, and regenerators.f 2) High strength, high temperature, highly thermal conductive camics,

and high strength, high temperature, highly thermal resistive core-

mica for use In Stirling engine heeter heads, displacer piston domes,

cylinder end regenerator housings, or prehusters.

3) Economical methods of fabricating such ceramics.

() Hydrogen diffusion inhibitor usable at 1500OF for use in closed loop

power plants.

5) Rotary positive displacment mechanisms of low leakage and long life

in 15i 0
MF envirorment with hydrogen working fluids.

6) A simplified power control system suitable Car use with Stirling

engines.

7) An Inexpensive and reliable infinitely variable transmission suitable

for use on single spool *utomobilih geo turbine.

8) Suitable seals to be used with goa turbine regenerators, or alternatively,

a suitabls effective and rsliable high temperature recuperators.

9) A mass producible boiler for use with steam engines.

10) A high temperaturs, low lost valving system for use with reciprocating

Brayton engines.

11) The demonstration of working models of now forms of alternative engines.

12) The demnstration of s low cost flywheel drive system in conjunction

with an infinitely variable transmission.

I?

k
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13) FundqmeWtal combustion studies with distillate fuel oils to show

potential for very low emisslons end low anesa air an necessry for

gas turbine, Stirling engine, and Ranking engine combustar*.

14) Fundm Ntal combustion studies for dlesel,.stretifled charge, and

carburuted spark Ignition engines using distillate fuels to show

potential for very low missions and law excese air as necessary.

15) Applied combustion studies with modified combustor configurations

demonatrating opabilities of as low ilernlons me-poasible in

carbursted spark ignition engines, disael engine, stratified charge

angins, gas turbines, Stirling mnginmo, and @tIe engines.

16) Development and damonstration of an inexpensive electric drive

saytem.

17) High energy density batterise suitable 'for long life with deep

cycling.

18) Fual wniltficctions that can lead to low mission combustion.

19) Investigation of fusl sources other then petroleum - and not

limited to conversion of coal, shale oil, tar sonde, vegetation,

and waste for use as transportabl 'energy similar to gasoline.

20) Study of alternative ways to use mxisting technology and various

transportation mixes for use of self-powered vehicles for Improving

urban costs end national costs while echieving Improved personel

transportation In urban and rural armas.
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Mr. SymIwTow. Dr. Bjerklie, that is a splendid presentation. We

are heartened by what I deem to be your general support of the thrustof the bill.
Are you thoroughly familiar with the bill or just its broad outlinesIIMr. BnwvL Just its broad outlines.
Mr. SymxtaoO. With a paper like this, if you found anything

wrong with the bill, I wou)(liMe to know what that is, too.
Mr. BnKmuz I have not read the bill in detail.
Mr. Syxmawroi. The auto industry is somewhat divided, I think,

which is an interesting phenomenon in and of itself, on its approach
to the bill. One company thought that giving NASA this responsi-
bility was just a platomgood idea, and another feared that it would
open up another agency for them to deal with in matters of this kind,
and it would diffuse the Federal responsibility for assisting or work-
ing with or coordinating the industry's effort to meet emission control
nees, fuel economy requirements, et cetera, as well as the workings
of a good engine itself.

They felt they had to deal with DOT and EPA and maybe one or
two other agencies, and they felt NASA was just another level of
bureaucracy for them to deal with. The third company was somewhat
neutral on the point. But each of them felt that some kind of Federal
effort was warranted, that the industry in its desperate effort to keep
up with the demands of today, the emiission control requirements of
1975 and 1977, and so on, were dedicating a rather large portion of
their R. & D. effort to putting out these current fires and were not
really able to address themselves to the future, although they were
looking at the engines you mentioned here on page 2.

Some of them seemed to feel they were alredy in a position to re-
ject certain approaches.

To what extent are you familiar with what the industry is doing?
Mr. Bjzmu. As a consultant to the Committee on Motor Vehicle

Emissions of the National Academy of Sciences, for the last 3 years I
have visited the Big Three and a number of the other companies in
the United States concerning engine development of alternative en-
gines which originally included diesel engines, and in the last round
of visits included only the gas turbine, the Stirling engine, the Rankine
engines, the electrics, and to a very small degree flywheels.

I have visited in Europe as well as the United States.
Mr. Syxnrxroi. Without trying to make odious comparisons or

contrasts-you have been to the Big Three, and have you been to
American Motors besides?

Mr. BIUXULE I have not been to American Motors, just the Big
Three.

Mr. SyxmmToir. By the way, why do we constantly ignore Ameri-
can Motors?

Mr. Bimux. American Motors has made it reasonably clear to
the National Academy of Sciences--among others, I presume-that
the will essentially buy their emission technology from others-Ibelie"e ON primarily

eMr. SyrmaroN. Their emission technology; but you do not know
what they are doing with epect to automotv* engineering

Mr. Bim~rz. When r contacted the people at American Motors
2 .rs ago, they essntially said they'are doing no work in alternative
engmea



Mr. SyxmroGN. No workI
Mr. BjmRma No work.
Mr. STxmGTozf. Did it occur to you to ask why that was, or did it

occur to them to elucidate furtherI
Mr. B . It occurred to me to ak I did not feel it was quite

my place, since they did not choose to tell me. I guess I made the
arbitrary assumption that being the smallest of the four major manu-
facturers and having stated that they would essentially but their emis-
sion controls-

Mr. SYmXIOTON. I was just trying to get hold of what you deemed
your role to be in these matters.

I'm sorry to interrupt this line, but I have to make a call at this
moment. I would ask Mr. Brown to take over the chair. I will be rightback.

Mr. BRowN. While he is gone, I might volunteer an answer to thatq uestion myself. It is essentially what I think you are getting at, and
t is that up until the last year, American Motors has been the leastprofitable of t-hem.

Mr. Bjzn.iL I believe that is correct.
Mr. BRoww. It takes a certain amount of profit in order to maintain

any degree of research and development activity which is generally
the first thing to be dispensed with when you dont happen to have it.

I was very much impnressed by your presentation, Dr. Bjerklie, and
particularly--this, of course, is merely because it appeals to my own
thinn-your emphasis on achieving a viable enery-t rtation-
ecology system. Obviously, this piece of legislation and an egislation
I know of which has been before the Congress would fail to address
itself to all of the problems involved in that. It is one of the more
frustrating things about being in Congress.

I hoe you get elected some time so you can share that frustration.
[Laughter.]

The mechanisms within the Congress for addressing system prob-
lems are very weak. And this bill is, I think, a reflection of that. Not
to detract from its merit, because I think it is a very good bill, but it
does not address the whole problem which you attempt to address in
your statement. I appreciate that.

The particular thing I am interested in, of course, is defining the
area in which NASA could play a role in connection with the solution
of-if not the whole energy and transportation technology problem-
at least that part having to do with developing alternative engine sys-
tems. And you have in your appendix and also in your statement listed
a number of areas which need further development.

It appears to me by just a casual examination that these are the
kinds of thing where NASA has a high competence andin many cases
is already dom some work in the area. I think ceramics is an example.
And certainly they are working in the area of hydrogen.

They have done considerable research there. I am wondering if you
would comment as to whether in your view these are tasks which could
be appropriately conducted by NASA either in-house or under
contract.

Mr. BJUmaK. I think there are some aspects here which certainly
could be attacked by NASA as it exists There are probably more
which could be attacked by NACA as it was originally constituted
before it turned into NASA.
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NACA had a very good combustion group for instance. The work
they were doing cod.logically extend now, even now, to the combus-
tion work for low emissions which is still necessary. The gas turbine
combustor, for instance, has demonstrated high NO. compared to the
lowest NO. which is required.

I believe it can be reduced based upon some of the work our own
company has done. I think I can say that some of the concepts which
are available in combustion for other applications could be extended
to reduce the emissions in gas turbines even more than they have been
reduced. Gas turbines are quite low already, but they do not meet the
NO. requirements in any projected automotive gas turbine engine.

So there is one example where NASA, if it reinstituted its com-
bustion groups essentially as they were when it was NACA, and kept
some of its present combustion capability, such as at JPL, and married
the two types of approaches, I think that NASA could contribute very
well.

Ceramics work is very expensive and very frustrating and very dif-
ficult. I think the ARPA contract with Westinghouse and Ford is a
good step forward. I think there is room for lots more work. I think
in fact high temperature ceramics would be necessary in order to make
the high temperature gas turbine a reality.

And with the high temperature gas turbine you can start talking
about a competitive engine. Again, I repeat that would be 2,500 degrees
turbine inlet temperature or thereabouts, whereas the gas turbine with
only a ceramic regenerator is limited to roughly 1,900 to 2,000 degrees
Fahrenheit and is not competitive in many ways, sizewise, costwise, and
performancewise.

Mr. BpowN. There are similar problems in connection with the steam
engine, if I correctly understand it, in that the components presently
used are incapable of operating at the temperatures and pressures
which would be required to increase its obviously low efficiency.

Mr. BxmwxLn I think the steam engine is another kind of beast. It
is probably of the alternative engines, of the far advanced alternative
engines, let's say of the external combustion or continuous combustion
types, the easiest to make.

However, it is still a difficult engine for development and prototype
programs. But it does not have as far to grow. It is not ever going to
be an engine which can compete in performance with, say, even a high-
temperature gas turbine or a Stirling engine. The potential for the
steam engine is close to being developed a read in my own opinion.

I referred to the Carter family which is essentially a father and son
Sin Texas They have worked on a small steam engine. In a previous
report which our ffroup wrote for the National Academy of Sciences
about a year ago, 'An Evaluation of Alternative Power Sources for
Low Emission Automobiles," we referred to Rankine engines and ad-
vanced Rankine engines, and the advanced Rankine engine, as indi-
cated in there, was cdose to what we thought would be the best possible
you could do with a Rankine engine.

It fell far short of many of the others. I believe the Carter engine
is close to what we called the advanced Rankine engine at that time.

I guess what I am getting around to saying is that I do not know
that any amount of improvement by anybody is going to convert the
Rankine engine, steam engine or organic, to the really good corn-
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petitive engine it has to be in order to be incorporated into the Ameri-
can automobile system.

Mr. BRowN. I appreciate that comment, since some of my friends in
California are involved in trying to develop the steam engine to be
competitive. They give me a very rosy view of it which you have
helped to offset a little bit.

Mr. BjuKL=. It is sort of like, I guess, back in World War II you
could develop a fighter plane up to its limit and then you had to start
on a whole new generation in order to get improvements beyond that.

It is a similar situation. We have a steam engine which can be de-
veloped. It can be made a good engine, but similar development on a
more advanced engine would give you more in the end.

Mr. BRowN. The point I was trying to make is that the NASA
capability for engaging in materials research in areas involving high
temperature and pressure presumably would be useful in connection
with a number of types of engine developments which we might
anticipate.

I think one of the aspects of the wording of the bill before us which
pulsion systems."

Now this may have been construed as actually manufacturing en-
gines, which is not the purpose of the legislation. Perhaps that phrase
will need to be redrafted in order to more specifically indicate the
areas which you and others have indicated are direetly pertinent to
the expertise which NASA has.

I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SymiNTow. In your visits to the Big Three automakers you be-

came, wotild you say, thoroughly familiar with what each of them is
doing on alternative engine research I

Mr. BJnZnxLri. Visiting the Big Three is an experience that I think
you have to actually experience in order to appreciate. But if you ask
the right questions, you can get all the information which can be
given readily.

It is very difficult to ask the right questions sometimes. We hope
that we have asked mostly the right questions. We have gotten answers
very frankly in most cases. We have found on looking back after such
visits that at least in the case of one company we were not given total
informatioti.

I cannot make the same comment with regard to the other two.
Mr. Smrx•rox. Are you doing a report on those visits? Are those

recent visits?
Mr. BJ-RKLIE. I am presently preparing a final report for the Na-

tional Academy of Sciences.
Mr. SYMIwOToN. We ask questions from every conceivable direction

as they occur to us. but one thing we tend to ask is: "How much of
your total R. & D. budget is devoted to this ?" It is not that you can
actually learn all that much about the level of effort, but you get some
kind of idea of the importance they attach to this kind of R. & D. and,
of course, the nature of it and how many people are working on it.

Do you ask those questions yourself?
Mr. Bjmmm. Yes.
Mr. SYmNGTom. So that kind of thing will appear in your report?
Mr. Bi•-j... It will be indicated. Some answers are given in con-

fidence and we would like to respect those confidences.
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Mr. Sy•xqoTox. And can you get an idea, when you are talking to
them, of the distance down the road they are looking in the kind of
research they are doing I In other words, it would almost be interesting
and useful to have a chart showing the level of expenditure and effort
and personnel involved in preparing what they think might be the
1980 engine, the 1990 engine and beyond, as distinct from just going
along.

Or are they really thinking about target dates for operational
capability of various engines, or are they still in very basic research?

Mr. Bjxzirm I think they are thinking about possible introduction
dates for various engines based upon what we have been told. How-
ever, they are not willing-and nobody should be willing at this point
to say that the Stirling engine or the gas turbine engine will be it. So,
therefore, they cannot state dates which really mean very much. It is
still a matter of wait and see. All you can judge from is, as you sug-gested, the intensity of their effort.

Mr. SYMINOTON. Are they thinking in terms of alternative fuels, all
of the reasonably potential alternative fuels, such as steam?

Mr. iBJKnxra. Steam is not an alternative fuel.
Mr. SyxwoTow. How do they produce steam.
Mr. BimuR. Of course, you have an external combustion system

with the steam engine or Stirling engine.
Mr. SYMThGTON. Would you need old fashioned fossil fuels for that?
Mr. Bj•mx•. Anything from cow dung to wood chips along with

hydrogen or methanol. Now that is in two cases, the Stirling engine
and the Rankine engine.

In the gas engine you have again a wide variety of potential fuels
you can use, but basically they will be fluid or liquid, something which
could be handled in that way.

Yes, there is consideration in the auto industry for alternative fuels,
if we talk liquid fuels. And the degree to which they are considered
varies from group to group within the companies.

Those who are interested in auto engines as we presently know them,
are more interested in gasoline, modifications and additives such as
methanol, et cetera. And those who are concerned with gas turbines
and Stirling cycles and steam engines do look at and try to keep track
of the various fuels they could be using, their availability and cost.

Mr. SymNoTON. Do you also visit the Department of Transporta-
tion and find out what their input is in all of this research?

Mr. BJ•nxLIr If not visits as such, we attend some of their briefings,
yes.

Mr. S•YrNoToN. They told us they were not really into R. & D. very
deeply. They said it is up to Detroit to do it.

Mr. B.EzRKUE. Basically it is correct. They do systems studies which
I think are very valuable. I think, as I pointed out, without systems
studies for each individual local area and possibly for the whole
country in some aspects that any amount of engine work will probably
not do us any good.

Mr. SyrX•oomN. When you say basically that is correct, that does
not take away from your original support for the idea of NASA-spon-
sored analysis of these things and R. & D. on its own?

Mr. Bjmmux. I kind of lump all of those as Government, being
naive. I can say that the Government in one form or another probably
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is the only group which can do such long-term studies of systems at
this moment. My personal preference, of course, would be for this work
to be done by something possibly nonprofit and not in Government or
industry, more like NASA or some advanced version of Battelle or
something like that which is responsive to incentive concepts and re-
sponsive to the needs of industry as well as responsive to the needs of
the ublic.

7r. SYMiNGToN. I want to thank you very much for your testimony
and the care you took in preparing it.

Mr. BJmumL. My pleasure.
Mr. SyxrwGTow. The subcommittee will meet again next Tuesday

at 10 o'clock in this room. Today's meeting is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:55 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned to

reconvene on Tuesday, June 18, 1974.]
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RESEARCH ON GROUND PROPULSION SYSTEMS

TuZ DAY, M" 18, 1974

Horsn oi RapuENTATIvWs,
COMXrrr= ON SCIENCE AND ASTRONAUTCS,

SuacoMxrrE oN SPACE SCIENCE AND AyPmaCAONS,
WVaokinton, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment, in room 2325,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. George E. Brown, presiding.

Mr. BRowN. The subcommittee will be in order.
Chairman Symington is on his way and will be here shortly. Because

we have a number of witnesses, I thought we should get started in
order to conserve time.

Today, we are holding the fourth and final meeting in the current
set of hearings on H.R. 10892, a bill to authorize NASA to conduct
research on ground propulsion systems.

In our first set of hearings last February, the subcommittee heard
the testimony of witnesses from Government agencies responsible for
this type of research. In the current set of hearings, witnesses have
represented the private sector-the automotive industry, independent
developers, consultants, and other interested parties.

This morning, our leadoff witness is Mr. Sam B. Williams, president
of Williams Research Corp. of Walled Lake, Mich., a company en-
gaged in automobile engine research for the past 20 years. Prior to the
formation of his own company in 1954, Mr. Williams was employed
by Chrysler Corp.

I would also like to welcome our chairman, Mr. Symington, who will
now take over.

Mr. SYXNmoTON. Thank you, Mr. Brown. We have votes in the Com-
merce Committee this morning and I may be interrupted from time to
time.

I am here to welcome you, Mr. Williams, and you may proceed with
your prepared statement.

Mr. WnIaAxs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would first like to mention my corporation is located near Detroit.

We employ a little ov,-r 500 people. They are all engaged in manufac-
turing and development work on gas turbine engines. These engines
are aircraft turbo engines and auxiliary power units and automobile
gas turbine engines. They are all in the basic size range of the auto-
motive type engines components all about the same size.

I'd like to introduce Mr. David C. Jolivette who is our vice president
of public relations. Mr. Jolivette will read our statement, and then I
would be pleased to answer questions

Mr. SymI~oToN. Very good.
[A biographical sketch of Mr. Williams follows:]
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Sx B. WILLIAMS

Mr. Sam B. Williams is Chairman of the Board and President of Williams
Research Corporation of Walled Lake, Michigan, near Detroit. He has managed
this company since its formation in 1964, from its early successes as a turbine
engine development company, through its rapid expansion, to its current status
as the world's leading manufacturer of small jet engines.

Mr. Wlliam continues to play an active role in his corporation's technical
program, including the development of low emissions and low consumption
automotive gas turbine engines, small turbojet and fanjet engines, and turbine
engines that provide secondary power retirements for large aircraft.

Prior to forming his own organization, Mr. Williams was in charge of the
design of the first Chrysler automotive gas turbine engine and played a key
role in the design of one of the first aircraft turboprop engines developed
for the U.S. Navy.Mr. Williams is Internationally recognized as a leader In the automotive,

industrial and aircraft gas turbine fields. He holds numerous patents in turbine
engine design.

Through its advancements of small gas turbines, Williams Research has
become the teehnology leader in its field and the world's largest producer of
miniature jet engines of less than 1,000 pounds of thrust.

Mr. Williams is a graduate of Purdue University and is a member of the
Society of Automotive Engineers, American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
American Ordnance Association, Association of the United States Army, Ameri-
can Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics and the American Helicopter
Society.

STATEMENT OF SAX B. WILLIAMS, PREJIDENT, A"D DAVID C.
JOLIVETT, VICE PRESIDENT OF PUBLIC RELATIONS, WILLIAMS
RESKARCH CORP.

Mr. JoLzvu'rrE. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee.
I appreciate the opportunity of being a part of these hearings on

bill H.R. 10392. I would like to express my views as to the proper
Government role in the development of alternate powerplants, as
well as my views with respect to the future potential of the automotive
gas turbine engine.

In considering the Government's proper role in influencing and
assisting the automotive industry in reducing annual energy consump-
tion, I believe it is important to review the past actions and results
with respect to air pollution. The result of this past Government action
has certainly been cleaner air, which we all desire and which is vital
to the Nation's health. Some people, however, also believe that another
result has been economic disaster.

We do not agree, but certainly the very high cost to the car buyer
of quickly conceived emissions control devices has had a negative
effect on our vital automotive industry and at a very critical time in
our economic history.

These emergency engineering programs at the automotive com-
pames have cost on the order of $2 billion and the emissions control
equipment on production cars has cost the buying public many addi-
tional billions of dollars The lesson we can derive from this economic
problem, is that a great deal of leadtime is required to do basic
engineering work and to translate this into low cost, mass produced
automotive parts

We believe we all came by this problem honestly. The public de-
manded clean air and the Congress properly responded with tough
legislation. The technical bac roni, both engineering and medical



unfortunately, was very weak at that point in time. All parties lackedinformationi 7;=teHo and Senate omit te liitrive

agencies and the engineering community including the automotive
industry. This, unfortunately, resulted in serious problems in the leg-
islation and administratio6 and even a lack of trust between industry
and government.

Fortunately, we see a completely different picture as we approach
the energy problem. In reviewing the questions that we have been
asked by this and other committees, it is obvious that the committee
members now have a good understanding of the technology and of
the lead time required for engineering development. The officials
from the various Government agencies that have appeared also show
an excellent understanding of them factors. As compared with the
early days of the pollution crisis, industry representatives, includig
top management, are better informed and have a better technical
foundation from which to make recommendations.

I, therefore, conclude that a feeling of trust will develop, the prob-
lems will be faced enthusiastically, energetically, and realistically by
all parties and there will be success in conserving our lower cost energy
sources while protecting our environment and without damaging our
economy.

Today, I do not wish to discuss the regulatory side of the Govern-
ment's role, but, rather to limit my comments to the research and
development side.

The Government should concentrate its expenditure on areas that
can have a major influence on future low polluting, low fuel consump-
tion engines. If you accept this, it immediately reveals what the Gov-
ernment should not be doing. It should not utilize its limited funds
on the various types of piston engines. The automotive companies
have large engineering organizations and vast development facilities
dedicated to this area and they are already strongly motivated to
meet the public demand for lower fuel consumption engines, smaller
engines, smaller cars, et cetera. Because of the lack of technical in-
formation on emissions, there may have been in the past, some justifi-
cation for Government expenditure on piston engines. However, with
respect to fuel economy and in view of the capability of the industry,
we see little chance of Government spending affecting the fuel econ-
omy of our future piston engines.

We, therefore, conclude that all of the development money•should
be concentrated on alternate powerplants that can, in the longer term
future, have a very major impact on our environment and energy
supply. The amount of these funds should also be substantially
increased.

It should be a technology program rather than an effort to develop
a specific engine that is ready for production. Complete engines could
be developed but only for the purpose of demonstrating particular
features of advanced technology. The automobile companies would
then utilize those portions of the technology that are useful in meeting
the market requirements.

With the new requirements of clean air and energy conservation
and with the advance in technology, the piston engine no longer ap-
pears to be the best long term engineering solution. We must not,
however, expect alternate systems to begin to affect our annual fuel
consumption for at least 10 years.

m •• m • m m• m m•-• --I



A relatively small expenditure, by comparison to a typical NASA
space pr= budget, for ex•mple, can have a very significant in-
fluence n uture automotivepropulsion Systems.

A sa ion of the Government finding of alternate power-pat shoudd qespnt on research activities which cannot have a
aefinite schedule since technical breakthroughs are required. lThese~c

would include such fields as advanced electric batteries and fuel, suchas hydrogen manufactured from the energy produced by nuclear
poweplants

The major effort should be concentrated on the automotive gas tur-
bine engine. The evidence that this is the automotive powerplant of
the future is very strong. It has derived its technology from the bil-
lions of dollars that have been spent on aircraft jet engines, its de-
velopment has been consistently funded by the major automotive
compaimes for 20 years because of its long-term potential and almost
every Government study of alternate powerplants in recent years
has concluded that the gas turbine isthe leadingcandidate.

My company has been developing automotive gas turbines for the
past 18 years, in many cases under contract with the major car com-
panies. We have been operating turbine powered cars on the streets
of Detroit for 10 years and we are the only U.S. company, outside
of the three major'U.S. car companies, with an extensive background
in this field. Our major business involves the development and man,?-
facture of small aircraft turbojet engines2 hence, like NASA, we a.
in a position to transfer the aircraft engine technology to our auto-
motive developments.

In spite of the turbine programs conducted by the automotive in-
dustry and the excellent programs conducted by ihe EPA's Advanced
Automotive Power Systems Group, the total expenditure on this sub-
ject has been a minor part of that required to seriously expect the
effort to result in an early replacement of the piston engine. Never-
theless, substantial progress has been made and the automotive gas
turbine is already approaching the performance and fuel economy of
the piston engine.

In 1971, an American Motors Hornet powered with one of our
company's engines met the 1975 emissions standards without the need
for any special equ!pment in the exhaust system, and a General Motors
laboratory test this year with one of their engines indicated com-
pliance with the 1977 standards. The potential of the automotive gas
turbine for major fuel economy and performance improvements, as
compared with the piston engine, is well recognized by the industry.

We believe that an accelerated program could result in prototypes
in 5 years that would have 20 percent to 30 percent better fuel economy
than the piston engin. This will require developments that permit
the automotive turbine to run at the same high temperature level that
we now use in the large fanjet engines powering our transportair aft.

The Government should take the lead in accelerating this effort by
expanding its funding of turbine component development programs
and the demonstration of technology in complete engines, such as
those being conducted by the EPA with NASA support. (I would not
recommend the use of complete engines except that the technology
developments are meaninglMs unless they are demonstrated in an



enie)Such prgasstimulate more activity and interest by the
tehia"community in this field. It also provides the catalyst for

.generating more active p rograms within the car companies and pro-
vides the technical basis for justifying greatly expanded expenditures
within these orgnzto

*Because of thfipotace of leadtime to the economic implementa-
tion o•f new developments in the car industry, we should not wait for

* the formation of the new energy agency but should increase the effort
and spending rate in the various existing agencies.

In addition, the expenditures that are made should be concentrated
on the automotive gas turbine to insure its success, rather than con-

i tinuing to be disbursed broadly on activities that can have little im-
ii pact on our future.

Specifically, we recommend that the Government issue contracts
to industry, inth amount of$30 million to $50 million per year for
the next 5 years, with additional supporting work by Government

Slaboratories. A portion of this expenditure sh~ould go to the automo-Stive companies, when theyv are willing to publish results, such as in the
i• Chrysler-EPA program. From the 5-year point on, we believe the car
Scompanies' own de~velopment and pilot production efforts would be-
S come_ very competitive and aggressive, and no further Government
S seed money would be required.

_Taking this..strong action now--that is, concentrating the effort on
the most promisin candidate and substantially increasing the effort--
can provide the industry with the leadtime needed to make an eco-
nomical transition to a new powerplant during the mid-1980's that
will m~eet our desired energy goals.
•In closin, we wish to emp-hasize that our. great. free enterprise sys-

.temn can best solve our economic problems with minimum interference
by the Government and with regulations of a technical nature limited
tothose that are firmly established requirements. The purpose of the
Gvernment development expenditures that we recommend are not
to interfere with our competitive system but to advance the technology
needed to avoid future problems with our environment,, energy re-
.sources, and economy, while allowing our lifestyle to continue to

L•!TSYMNGTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Williams and Mr. Joli-
vette for this presentation.

There is one qu!estion which quickly occurs, and although it is not
exactly an inconsistency, it does appear to involve ideas that seem to
run counter to one another.
_At one point in your testimony, you suggest that NASA shoukhx't

S~be t.rying to develop an engine, "but should be exploring, conducting
certain research objectives; and yet at page 8, you reconmmend that
NASA concentrate on the automotive gas turbine apparently to the

,• exclusion of other modes.
• .tIt seems to me if we are going to conduct essentially what is tran-

sitional research from basic to applied, we want to do it across the
range .of, •poesble alternatives rather than concentrate on one, wouldn't
you think?

• Mr. WnHiLuiS. I would like to make two comments.
S~I am not suggesting_ that the Government develop engines to the

point that they are ready for production. I don't think any ~xy would
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went to buy an aine devloped by a Government committee. But it
is neosseaq to 4 complete eOn&in in order to develop the tee-
4 o0 turbines. Yoi need to do a lot of work on miterials, on
coinpoienti of the gas turbine, compresrs, heat exchangers, coin-
bustens, and then demonstrate those and modify them and develop
the tecnology of engine design to utilize thos item And I pointed
out that the auto companim then would talk those portions of that
technology that are practical from their market standpoint and incor-
porate them in their engine designs. But we should proceed with com-
plete engines; otherwi*, the program would be meaningles.

I ani recommending that we concentrate on gas turbines. it is the
only alterte powep�lant and I don't classify the various kinds of
piston engines as being truly alternates. It is the only basic type of
powerplaft that has been of interest to the car companies over the
yftr Ift is the only alternate powerplant that has had a lot of money
spent on it alr.ead through the aircraft side, and I think from a prac-
tical standpoint it is the only alternate that can really seriously eventu-
ally tale over the automotive powerplant industry. All of the Gov-
ernment studies indicate it is the most promising.

Now, I am not saying we shouldn't work on very long-term programs
such as batteries. You need about a tenfold improvement in batteries,
so you need a technical breakthrough, and it is worth spending some
money on this type of thig. What I am saying, if you would spend
90 or 95 percent of the effort on the gas turbine, that the Government
could then, in fact, have some contributing good influence on our fu-
ture automotive propulsion. I think spreading the money broadly is
rather pointless I don't think it really will influence the future.

Mr. Syxn moi. Perhaps we need to define what we mean by the
future.

Mr. WnUZA.&. Yes.
Mr. Symmx oTo. You would suggest that we devote 90 to 95 percent

of Federal automotive research assistance funds to gas turbine prob-
lems. At what point would you expect payoff there in terms of a clean,
efficient, and nonpolluting engine I

Mr. WtuAms. In 5 years we would have prototypes that have all
the fundamental requirements; that is, efficiency 20 to 30 percent bet-
ter than the improved piston engines.

In other words far enough ahead of the piston engine that the car
companies would be willing to really move into that subject
aggressvely.

Mr. SxrrNyoiw. In 5 years, at what level of funding now are you
Mr. Wu s. I am saying from $30 million to $50 million a year

for 5 years.
Mr. Sym moarox. And how would this fund be administered ? Would

it go to auto companies directly or to research companies?
Mr. WWA~xs. Well, I would sagest that on the order of 10 to 15

percent go to the car companies. It is umportant to have them involved
and interested and they can help guide the effort into useful channels.
I think they will have their own programs and will continue to have
their own program on gas turbines. But I think the majority of this
money cn .be spetby the development companies, the aircraft engine
companies that do thave gas tuArbie experience, the research laboratory



can develop high temperature allosadcrmcmteilalo hvarious cotractors tht have demonstrated capability to contribute
to this kind $o0 fottecurhn rserc wt

Mr. Sviwwrox. If it is$80 to $O forthe turbinesr with
10 to 15 percent of that to the a ipathat $80 to $50 reprefets
90 percent of the total, you would contemplate the allocation of $5million or so to the alternative modes across the board. I think my
arithmetic is correct.

Mr. WxuTuus Well, I am saying that the long-term things, such
as electric batteries, such as looking forwsrd to the day when we want
to manufacture fuel from electric power, such as hyo I thinkthose a•e very long-term things that require breakthrughs. I think
it is worth some continual funding by the Government to keep up the
pressure on that type of thing.

Mr. SYmINroN. But, in your view, that could be a fairly low level
of funding.

Mr. Wujws I am talking only of 5 percent of $50 million.
Mr. S NQTr0rN. Yes
Mr. WIIaus. If you really want to make an impact on the future

automotive propulsion business which is not easy to do, if you want to
make an impact, I think you have to take advantae of the work that
has been done, the Government studies that have been done, the con-
clusions already reached that the gas turbine is the powerplant with
the most potential and concentrate on that and try to have a real
influence on what happens.

Mr. SyMiNaToN. Do you see the gas turbine engine as being the op-
erative propulsion unit, say, through the year 2000? Do you see it
coming on line in 5 years or 7 or 8 years, and then being the engine fora decade or moreI

Mr. WuLLXXS. I think you start to see production pilot runs and so
on in 8 years and m production coming along in 10 years, and I
think that it will last for 20 or 30 years, we certainly have an abun-
dance of fossil fuel that gets more and more expensive as we use up
the supply and as we increase capital investment in order to utilize
the diminishing sources.

Mr. SYxINOTON. Do you see it using other than oil derived fuel,
coal, for example?

Mr. W.UAJs. It does have the advantage that it works very well on
a variety of liquid fuels. We can now run on diesel fuel. We can run on
hydrogen without any difficulty. Coal derived liquid fuels would be
fine.

Mr. SyMxNroN. Operating at optimum level, what percentage im-
provement over current gas mileage would you perceive for the aver-Sag car if the Ingine werse really in god shape?

Mr. Wuaxs. The current design of automotive R. turbine en-
gin is about equivalent tothe present piston e.ni It is better at full
power and equivalent at 25 percent power, and a, considerably poorer
at idle. And when you operate on the Federal driving cycle, for ex-
amplyou will come out about euivaent. This is on an up-to-date
t design. After 5 yeam of further development we should have
.20 to 30 percent adamntae over improved piston engins

Mr. SyxxNarow. Now, that is a comiderable osving, I am surs. I am
just trying to think in my mind whether we can extrapolate the in-
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creased use of vehicles that use the engine and the dim sup-
plies of oil and the need to go, say, to coal or other forms of fuel

Would you expect that to occur even given improved efficiencyI
Wouldn't you expect other than oil derived fuel to be used, say, in 20yef even with turb sif it were then incorporated
into wmt cas as I think you projet

Mr. WuAU~xs. I think that is an interesting reason that I had not
considered. I am not an expert on fuel reserves. I understand that the
oil will last quite a while it we allow the prie to goup. But certainly
there is an abundance of coal derived fuels forte tuatem-
dous abundance. That is an interesting point that the gas turbine would

erany eu veyt ewello t f fuel. Whetherthat would come
in 20 years or not, I really don't know.

Mr. SymIXTo0. Mr. Starkman of General Motors recommended,
and I hope you get a chance to look at his testimony, against develop-
ing prototype enipines. I don't know quite what the time frame was in
his recommendation. He thinks Government should stick to fundamen-
tal research. I take it there might be some difference of opinion with
himon your part that we are going to come up in 5 years with some
idea& We better have some prototypes, don't you think?

Mr. Wimxms. I don't know that there is a basic difference between
Professor Starkman and me on this point. I think not because I also be-
lieve that the emphasis should be on the technology and that we
shouldn't expect a car company to pick up one of these engines and
ran with it as a production engine. But I do believe that it is important
under the government program to demonstrate that technology in a
complete engine.

"In other words, we have to develop these engines to operate at much
higher temperatures. We are now operating at about 1,8000 F. We
have to go up to 2,2000 F. which is the temperature now being used
in big fan jet engines and this takes complete engine development to
develop this.

Mr. SrmmN. Are there any safety hazards involved in going to
these high temperatures I

Mr. Wnuuxs. No, there are not.
Mr. Syxmaroo. Mr. Brown.
Mr. BaowN. I had a sort of a general question. First, may I say,

however, that I think your testimony is extremely helpful in its overall
content and its evaluation of the situation with regard to the turbine
engine.

You have indicated that a great deal of effort has been put on a
turbine engine for automotive applications stemming out of the great
success of such engines with aircraft.

Can you suggest why it is that we have not advanced to the stage
of a production type turbine engine for automobiles in view of the
amount of money that has been spent. Are there some differences with
regard to their automotive environment as compared with the air-
craft environment which causes problems that are of particular dif-
ficulty ? Everyone agrees that the turbine engine has a lot of promise
and a lot of money has been spent trying to develop that promise.

Mr. Wnzuxs. I think first of all, it will take at least 20 years to
develop any altemnate to the piston engine.
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Mr. Brows. We start with the iact that turiine engines ar far more
than 20 years old, depending on where you start as to when you get
to the end of that 20 years.

Mr. WnAu& It does take this long background of development
to compete in an industry that ha had so many units produced and
has been refined from a production standpoint to the extent that the
automotive engine has been refined. I think the big difference is pro-
duction, the difference between our aircraft industry and automotive
industry. There is a need for a great refinement in the design and in
the manufacturing processes and development of low cost process.

Mr. BaowN. It Just went through my mind that possibly one of the
differences might be that the aircran environment for the larger
engines provides some factors which allow the operation at the higher
temperatures that you suggested, that there is a greater-well, first,
there may be different type of materials that could be used, there is
a greater amount of heat dissipating ability in aircraft flying than
there is in antombiles running on the highways.

Mr. WuwtxsL There is more emphasis on output per pound of
engine, and the turbine does extremely well in this arena. But the
other factor is that the expenditure has been continuous for the auto-
motive gas turbine because of its long-term potential. But it has re-
aoined a very snall investment by the auto companies in comparmion

with their continued development of the piston engnne, so we have
been trying to catch up with a moving target, and I think we are
finally getting there.

Mr. Bnoww. Do all of tOe Big Three auto companies have turbine
engine research programsI

Mr. WnLiAms. Yes, they do.
Mr. BRowN. I appreciated your focus in your testimony on the role

of the Government as a contributor to technology. I think most of
the witnesses have tended to reflect this point of view, and some of
those who reacted adversely to this legislation were fearful it would
involve something more than technology-possibly the development
of a-of actually putting the Government in the automobile pro-
duction business which, of course, is not something that the Congress
is likely to accept at the present time.

The specific propo•al of this bill would have NASA engaged in the
type of ogical developments that might be necessary in this
field, and you have indicated some of the areas, the development of
materials that would be usable at high temperatures, and other items
of this sort. You haven't spoken directly to this capability of NASA,
but I presume that you would agree that they have a competence to
make a contribution in this area.

Mr. WHZuAxs. Yes, they most certainly do. I think that you have
a number of Government agencies with the technical and management
capability for this kind of program.

[favor the new Federal agency energy approach, the emergency
I. & D. approach, but I also favor mae sure that people like
NASA who have great capability and management capability be
involved in this problem.

Mr. BnowN. While it is not directly before us, there is another bill
bearing on this subject by Senator Tunney which also comes close
to the thrust that you suggested, proposing that the Department of



Transportation be authorized to step up their research and develop-
ment, primarily through the iusuiui of contracts to appropriate
agencies for conducting the technological research that you have indi-
cited, and your testimony bears on his legislation, as well, I think.

Mr. WruAxs. I have, of course, experince with the EPA, with
their division under John BI hy certainly have excellent
capability and I would like to see their program expended and ad-
vanced. I think the Department of Transportation has excellent
calpability. The Army work in this area has been good. The National
Science Foundation work has been well done. I think as I said, many
of these agencies are in good shape to make contributions, and I dont
like to recommend one agency as opposed to another. I simply recom-
mend that you expand these efforts and particularly concentrate
them-

Mr. BRowN. Just one last question, if I may. You have suggested on
page 7 that a program of this sort would stimulate the automobile
companies to step up their own activities in this field. This is some-
thing, of course, that is to be highly desired. I just want to ask you to
reiterate your position here that you feel that it would collapse the
timetable for the process of getting a workable alternate engine if
there was the stimulation as provided in legislation of this sort.

Mr. WnLrxLs I think we should emphasize this would be seed
money, and that it shouldn't go on and on, that it should have a
definite time phase and should definitely plan on the automobile com-
panies picking up the main effort, gradually picking it up during the
next 5 years, and by the end of 5 years I believe they would be off
and running.

Mr. BRowN. Thank you very much, Mr. William&
Mr. SYMnforoN. In that connection, you mentioned of the $80 to

$50 million of Federal seed money that about 10 or 15 percent of that
money would go to the auto manufacturers. That would be like $3
to $5 million to the companies and yet you see the companies as being
the primary focus of research investment. I take it that all the re-
mainder goes to support other research and ventures outside of the
automobile compames, but which, I take it, are somehow cranked into
Detroit's research at some later date down the stream.

Mr. WHAI&uIs They are already. They are companies that are
already involved in the automobile industry as suppliers. They are jet
engine companies that are already participating m the EPA turbine
Programs. eh a lot of technologythatisof intereettothefuture
of the auto turbine.

Mr. SYXlG-roN. What level of funding do you expect from the
companies to meet their obligation in this respect, if they were to get
$8 to $5 million from the Government, divided between 8 or 4 com-
paniu.k that would be a million apiec. That isn't too much. What doyou expect from them per annum in this area #

Mr. WnzUxm Well, of course, by the fifth year, I would expect
very substantial prrams tobe in effect. They spent, I believe, on the
order of SB billion on imismons development since our country became
very interested in the subject. And I think that a Kod part of that
ftme kind of an investment would be made in their future power-plant aetivities in tiue, andsa they move to production.



Now, I would expect each of them to be pendg, ayin 8 to 5
years $80 million each on automotive turbines and ily increase
from that point on.

Mr. SymNOToN. Drawing on my recollection of what the company
spokesmen said, oW e thingI recall was that they don' xpect toca
te flburden of research in this field; they are spending so m
time and effort meeting immediately problems such as emission con-
trols, this kind of thing, they might like to se that formula slightly
changed, the one that you recommend.

On the other hand, EPA testified that it was Detroit's entirely to
develop. I'm trying to remember the figures. Let's take a peek here.

Well, in 197f GM invested in alternative power research, research
direct expenditures, $23,424,000; Chrysler, $3 million? Should we say,
then, that the automobile comrpni should invest 24 or 25 times as
much in this area as they get directly from the Federal Government
seed money program I

It would appear if they got a million dollars from us, in 1973, that is
what would be the case.

Mr. BowN. Would the gentlemen yield there?
I would suggest that a good part of that is going into research on

the present type of propulsion systems, the piston engine, or other
type of internal combustion engine, aud a very modest part of that is
going into the type of thing represented by the turbine or other un-
conventional engines.

Mr. WiujAxs. Of course, the real investment that they have to make
starts when they decide that they are serious and they are really going
to go ahead with a particular type of engine. At that point, they have
to do a lot of engine development work, turbine work, road testing of
large numbers of engines, development of manufacturing methods,
and so on.
I What I am saying is that after we get through this seed money
phase, their costs are going to go up very rapidly when they decide
they really want to go ahea with this.

In the interim, I think they will be gradually increasing their pres-
ent level of effort on gas turbines and they will be stimulated to do
this by the activity generated by this seed money.

Mr. SYRoNOTON. Any further questions ?Mr. BROWN. No.
Mr. Syxiorow. Thank you very much.
Mr. WILuAx. Thank you very much.
Mr. SYmxNOTON. We appreciate your testimony.
Our next witness is Mr. Jay Carter, Jr., of Jay Carter Enterprises

of Burkburnett, Tex. Mr. Carter and his father have been engaged in
development of a steam engine for automotive use which was de-
scribed quite favorably by an earlier witness, Mr. Carter is here to
give us further details on his company's work. We welcome you to the
committee.

Mr. CArom. Thank you. It is a pleasure to be here today, and we
consider it an honor to be able to testify on what we have done and give
our comments on your bill. As you said, I have my father here with
me. He is president of Texas Reinforced Plastics, and helps me out a
lot, although he has a pretty big job with his own company.

Mr. SyMINGTON. We are glad to have Mr. Carter, Sr., with us.
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Mr. CAwr3r, Ju. I have a prepared statement here concerning our
comments on the bill. I also have a prepared statement on our Carter
Steam Car which I'll be glad to read and I have a short movie show-
in our car. It is about 5 minutes long.

r. Symmoiiro. You can present your testimony any way you

Mr. Cxizu, JR. In the interest of saving time, I will read the com-
ments to your bill and if you have any questions at that time, we will
stop and answer them or go into the statement on the Carter steam car.

[A biographical sketch of Mr. Carter, Jr., and Mr. Carter, Sr.,
follows:]

JAY W. CA~na, JIL

BSMA Texas Technological College, 16M

Bell Helicopter Company, 1968-1970. Joined Bell as a Research and Develop-
ment Engineer. Worked as designer on Model 800 proprotor blade and on the
D 212 thin tip extended chord blade. Principal designer of D 270 proprotor blade
and folding mechanism. Design engineer on D 272 folding proprotor blade.

Jay Carter Enterprises, 1970 to present. Worked on design and development
of Rankin Cylde system which was Installed in a Volkswagen squareback.
Profesia soots"

American Helicopter Society, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Texas
Society of Professional Engineers.
SamnpMn of pape' and psbmoslue

(1) A Student's Designed and Built Gyrocopter, presented to ASME South-
west Regional Conference, Spring 1967.

(2) How to Design Your Own Airplane, presented to the Experimental Air-
craft Association, Dallas Chapter, March through November, 1969.

iMiftellaaeous
Manager of Texas Tech Science and Engineering Show 1965-1966, Vice-Presi-

dent Texas Tech Student Association 1967-196M Co-inventor on patent applica-
tion for advance technology proprotor blade at Bell Helicopter. Designed and
built two gyrocopters while going to school Started building an all fiberglass
pusher airplane while at Bell Helicopter. Vice-President Experimental Aircraft
Association, Dallas Chapter and Wichita Falls Chapter. Private pilot's license,
single engine land.

3. WAxY= CARsa, SL.

Born June 26, 19M Married, four children.

Bducation
High School, Ponca City, Okla., 1942.
Aircraft Engine School, Duncan FiOld, Tex.
Army Specialised Training Program, Engineering-Western Maryland College,

Westminster, Md., 1948-1944.
BSME, Texas Tech University, 1946-1949.

Experiefoee
Roustabout in oil lelds, summers 199,1940, 1941.
Part time machine shop work, 1946,1M7,1948.
Texas Power & Light Co., Trinidad, Tex., Plant, February 1949-October 1962,

assistant mechanical engineer.
Ind•strial Generating Co., Rockdale, Tex., October 1952-September 1955. Chief

mechanical engineer in charge of all mechanical maintenance at the 360,000
Lignite burning power plant.

Fish Engineering Co., Houston, Tex., October 1955-February 1967. Design and
development engineer on calcium chloride dehydration units being developed for
gas wells.

h
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Black, Wvalls & Bryson, Inc., Oklahoma City, Okla., March 1867 to August 1I .
Project engineer at the researeh lab. Designed special machines for winding large
diameter fiberglass tanks. These machines were used to wind the first successful
Polaris and Minuteman missiles made with glass fibers.

Black, Sivalls & Bryson, Inc., filament structures divislon, Ardmore, Okia.,
March 1957-October l90& Chie engineer. This division was formed and a large
manufacturing plant built as a result of the success at the research lab in Okla-
homa City. All sizes of filament wound fiberglass tanks were made at this facility
as well as several hundred Minuteman and Polaris mlle chambers.

Wichita Falls Researeh o., Wichita Falls, Tex, Octoer 196l-April 1964.
Resigned from B8 & B to form Wichita Falls Research Co. Started design and
development work on a machine to continuously produce flamment wound fiber-
glasspipe.

Texas Reinforced Pltics, Inc., Burkburnett, Tex., May 1964 to present. Pres-
ident and major stockholder. Sold pipe manufacturing equipment and patent
application to CIBA Products Co. in February 1I6. T.R.P. has continued to
develop new products, and design and build special machinery for the CIBA pipe
operation.

Jay Carter Enterprises, Inc. Formed in 1969 to develop new Ideas and to do
contract work for Jay Carter Associates. President
Pate~s

Approximately 10 patents have been issued in my name, with several in for-
eign countries. Several more patent applications have been filed in the patent
office.

Member, American Society of Mechanical Engineers code committee for plastic
pressure vessels.

Member, Experimental Aircraft Association.
Member, Popular Rotorcraft Assoclation.
Member, Steam Automobile Club of America.

STATMET OF JAY CARTER, JR., JAY CARTER 13T1 11'"M,
NUMOUAU yTI, X., AMOMPANMD BY 3. W. CATER, SR.,
PRESDENT, TEXAS OEI RCED PLASTICS, INC.

Mr. CARTER, JR. We, at Jay Carter Enterprises, are honored to be
invited to appear here today, and appreciate the opportunity to discuss
our views on H.R. 10892. Accompanying me today is my father, J. W.
Carter, Sr., who is president of Texas Reinforced Plastics, Inc., a
research and development company. Six years ago he started Jay
Carter Enterprises with the goal of developing a steam powered auto-
mobile that would be competitive with the internal combustion engine.

We support bill H.R. 10392 and approve of the use of NASA for
ground propulsion sstems research and development, because we feel
there is a need for the development of an efficient, clean-burning pro-
pulsion system with multifuel capabilities. However, NASA's program
should remain separate and independent of any other agencies formed
or that may be formed for this type work. We believe that competition
and the incentives it develops are just as important in government as
it is in industry.

There are two main items which must be incorporated into the
Sproject to insure that the best solutions are obtained in the quickest
and most efficient manner.

First, it is necessary that competition and the incentives it develops
are generated between two or more government agencies striving to-
ward a common cause. There may be overlapping efforts between thei i
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agences, but because of the competition and the desire between the
apnches to get credit for having the first and best solution, the overall
time and costs will be less. CerWnly we want, as quickly as possible, to
have an enemr efficient, low polluting, multifuel power system, but
at the same time we don't want to rush into something that we are
going to have to live with for the next half century. Competition
between govt agencies will help asure that this won't happen

Additioal incentives must be given to those corporations awarded
the contract. A cost-plus contract i not conducive to efficient, creative
performance. If the Government expects to get qualified companies to
bid on their ontracts or to get really ag ie, creative work out of
their contractors, then the contractors sould be permitted to retain
at least half of any profits, royalties, or patents which are obtained
as a result of their effort&

I understand that NASA's primary effort will be in the area of
management, analysis, tests, and evaluation and that the bulk of the
work is accomplished outside the Government, in the private sector,
where it belongs. Therefore, they will be inviting requests for pro-
posals from industry. I strongly suggest that they do not limit pro-
posals to large companies. There is also creative ability in small firms.

As I mentioned earlier, we have been working on a steam system for
an automobile. We recently had our steam-powered Volkswagen tested
by the EPA lab in Ai,- Arbor, where our car became first of any type
to meet the original 1976 emission levels without any add-on control
devices

We will be glad to answer any questions about our steam car, the
EPA test results, or any comment we have made about H.R. 10892. If
there are no questions we can go on to describe our system, and what
we have done.

Mr. SYMxNoTON. I think we can go ahead unless Mr. Brown has a
question here.

Mr. BiowN. I think we ought to go ahead.
Mr. CAriz, JR. We recently completed tests on our steam-powered

Volkswagen at the Environmental Protection Agency lab in Ann
Arbor, Mich., where our car t ecame the first of any type to meet
the very strict original 1976 emission levels without any add-on emis-
mon control devices.

Besides getting extremely low emission, our fuel economy was 24.7
mpg at 30 mph, 20.9 mpg at 50 mph, 14.9 mpg over a cold start 1975
driv ag cycle, and 17.3 mpg over the Federal highway driving cycle.

While these fuel economy numbers are fair, they do indicate the
potential for very good fuel economy, equal to or better than 1974
automobile fuel economies, based on the tested baseline data and the
known relative easy areas for improvements. Based on the results of
our first steam car, our second car will have emissions at least onethird
of the original 1976 emission levels, over 25 mpg at 55 mph, over 20 mpg
over the Federal driving cycle, and a drive-away time from a cold start
of 15 seconds or less.



Initially, research was renewed on the steam engine because of its
inherent low emissions, but besides having very ;low emission and
excellent fuel economy, there are several other factors which make
the steam engine an excellent alternative to the internal combustion
engine.

rhe steam system can use a variety of different fuels. It is not lim-
ited to burning only petroleum products, as a matter of fact, it can
burn coal tar, a derivative of coal. There is reported to be enough coal
in the United States to supply our energy needs for 800 years. So the
sooner we change to burning coal products in our cars, and saving our
petroleum products for other needs, the better off we are.

Also the steam engine has the potential for extremely long life, on
the order of at least 500,000 miles before overhauls. The application
for taxis, buses, and trucks is ideally suited.

We have taken a fresh and new approach to many of the problems
associated with a steam-powered vehicle, which is obvious since our
first complete system fits into the Volkswagen engine compartment
with the exception of a small ram-air condenser located u~p front. The
total system weighs only 120 pounds more than the original internal
combustion engine, and includes the condenser weight which is made
out of lead and brass. Little effort was made to conserve weight on
the first prototype.

Our automobile powerplant is a completely closed system which
means we do not have to add water. We use the same water over and
over again. We also do not lose any oil, which means we can virtually
bathe our piston rings in oil. It is because of the almost perfect lubri-
cation in our system, that enables our engine to last so long.

The expander put .. out over 90 shaft horsepower from .35 cubic inches
at 2,000 psi steam pressure and 5,000 rpm. The steain temperature is
constant at 1,000' F.

The car was first driven around Burkburnett on March 15, 1972,
over 2 years ago and now has accumulated over 4,500 road miles.

Drive-away time from a coh! start as tested by EPA over the 1975
Federal driving cycle was 28 seconds and 32 seconds.

My father and I are both mechanical engineering graduates of
Texas Tech University. My father is president of Texas Reinforced
Plastics, Inc., a research and development company that develops re-
inforced fiber glass pipe and products for the oil and chemical indus-
tries. He developed the first successful glass filament wound rocket
motor chambers for the Polaris missiles.

As a result of our recent tests, the steam engine can no longer be
ignored as a possible practical alternative to the pollut~ng internal
combustion engine. The steam engine may be given a second chance
to supply the power needs of the world as it did in the early years of
our industrial revolution.

[The following attachments of Mr. Jay Carter, Jr. are as follows:]
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You can wse we have added some extra louvers on the fender well
for more air flow. We have a large condenser in the rear. We added a
small ram-air condenser up front. We have no trouble condensing allof our dteam on a 100-degree, day at 70 mjh. As a .matter of fact
around June of last year, we drove our car back fromn San Antmoni
inl100-degree weather without any appreciable lows of water.

These shots were taken on our drive to the airport to pick up Mr.Tiran.

t this time our system was completely automatic and by that I
Smean, youturn the key on, 20 to 25 seconds later, The car isreadyto
drive off. It operates exactly the same as a regular Volkswagen. You
shift gears. We use the standard Volkswagen four-speed trsusmision
We have taken a new approach on our engine system which has enabled
us to do a lot of wonderful things which no one else has been able to
do. We have a valve system which requires no lubrication. It operates
at high temperatures and high pressures since it has no high pressure
nor high temperature seals. We operate at 2,000 psi pressure and 5,000
r m which is the reason we can develop 8% horsepower per cubic inch.

operate at a constant expansion ratio at 11.8 to 1, which enables
us to pet the most amount of energy out of the steam before we ex-
haust it into our condensers.

Here are some shots from the air. My father was doing the flying.
I am doing, I would say, around 75 miles per hour. I wanted some nice
shots passing several trucks. The speed limit at tjLk time was 70 miles
an hour. I have another shot where we are driv. g about 80. I think
this is where we are going 80. The trucks alor-7 th4 flat highways of
Texas drive a good 70 miles an hour. But even aS ý) miles an hour, we
are not at full throttle.

This is our shop. It is an airplane hangar. When we built this car
there were two people on the payroll, a machinist and myself. My
father 'helped a lot as a consultant. We have since hired two other fel-
lows, a draftman and another machinist.This is the instrument panel, although most of the instruments are in
the glove compartment. We do a lot of driving of our car on the high-
way and, of course, it is set up so we can run tests on it.

=ere is a view of the engine compartment. The white that you see is
the insulation on two of the four cylinders.

Here is a shot of the expander. It is a 4-cylinder radial, 85 cubic
inches displacement. The water pumpis an integral part of the engine.
The total package of what you see there weighs onvy 114 pounds and
includes the expander, feed water pump, oil pump, throttle valve, andinsulation. Our million-Btu, capacity boiler weighs 125 pounds, and
that includes the blower motor and all the automatic controls. As I
said, our total system weighs only 120 pounds more than the I.C.S~engine., This beinmg the first ]prototype, I was very conservative in all
my strews _nalya_% of the en Pre, and of course, we had to build every-
thing. We had to build the crank shaft, pistons, connecting rods, andScylmuders. We had to. develop all of our automatic controls, our tern-
perature sensing units, our oil-water separator, and we even did the
work on our condensers.The fact is, we have taken a new approach on nearly every item on

eMr Sfactiso, . Thank you fne a very interesting film.
the steam system.I

iI



I am going to have to leave at this time. Mr. Brown, will you take
over the chair ? I certainly would like to use that car one of these days

Mr. C~mi, JRL We considered brinng it  here, but its a long
waY to bring the car. We had it at EP dt a lot of people for a
itheme If you ae mver down in our area, we'would be glad to take

you for aride in our car.
Mr. Symurrow. We appreciate your testimony very much.
Mr. C&.wRu, JL Thank you.
Mr. Bnow., I oertaiy want to express the appreciation of all of the

members of the commitee, and our interest in the work that you have
done, Mr. Carter. The first q tuetion that occurs to me, and I imagine
will|occur to a lot of people, is how is a small operation like your own
able to be as successful as you have been in developing this prototype
car when the major automobile companies seem to have despaired of

I am sure there are legitimete reasons why Ford, for example, has
decided not to continue with a major emphasis on the steamcar, and
other major companies are the msm way. But I'd like to hear your
reastion to that. Do you think small companies are intrinsically betterthan bi ompani ee?

Mr. CAwrr, Ja. No; I don't think that is necessarily true. I think a
lkt of our success is probably due to attitude. We are privately financed
and have not had the money to afford to make many m es, so we
have to be very careful with what we do, and of course, because we
stand to gain everything that we develop, the incentive is there for us
to work on it nearly every minute of our working day. I take the proj-
ect home with m. I take it to bed with me.

It is very easy to spend a lot of money when you get started on the
wrong approach. That happens sometimes in research and develop-
ment. It -is very unfortunate when they spend a lot of money on the
wrong approach, and it is unfortunate that they have given up so
soon.

We have been fortunate, I believe, in that we have taken a good ap-
proach, and it is one that enabled us to do these nice and wonderful
things.

Mr. Buoww. I want you to do justice to the big car companies. They
say there is an intrinsic limit to what can be done with the steamear in
terms of fuel economy and so forth, theoretical limits which do not intheir opinion justify devotin a major emphasis to it.

Are they being 2hoth in this analysisI
,Mr. CArmu S& You see, there are theoretical limits, if we believe

all the theory. But thW thing is that the people do not know. No one
knows how close we can approach those theoretical limits. In other
words, when we design a system, is it going to be 40 percent of that
theoretical limit or 85 percent of that theoretical limit I There, I think,
is where the problem is. We only know from past experience how close
we can come to that theoretical upper limit. If we base our thoughts
on technology developd back in the 1920's and 1980's, and don't use
msm tChnoloRy, and dan't move with the times, and we build a

steam engine like .40 years ago, then there is no way we can complete
with the IC. eneme W. have taken a fresh, new approach to this
thing. We have thrown away the book and started over from scratch,
so to speak. We operate at high pressures and high temperatures, and



we have a system that we can go to 8,000 pounds of pressure if we
need to.

Mr. Bnowr. We have been told by others who are working in this
field there are certain problem with materials that occur at the higher
pressures and temperatures I

Mr. CA~rZR, Ja. You 99e, we operate at relatively low ta~tem tures,
1,0000 requiring no special materials, while the Sterling engine is going
to be operating at nearly 1,00°, and the gas turbine, to get its efficiency,
is going to operate at 2,0000, We have potential for goingup to 1,2000
in our present design with no material changes, but we ould be able
to equaltheefflciency of the I.C. engine without using temperatures of
more than 1,0000.

Mr. Bowx. Just one additional question. With the thrust of this
bill which would authorize NASA to provide assistance in solving some
of these technology problem, do you see this as a role which would
contribute to the faster development of an alternative engine?

Mr. CA*rzR, J. Yes, sir, I sure do. If you consider what we have
done in 4 years on a very shoestring bsi then it stands to reason
that as more money is put into our approach, then very significant
gains can be realized and certainly some money by the Government
would be very helpful. We have not had very much encouragement
from anybody, and certainlyr we would like to see some help. I think
the motor companies have kinds of tunnel vision when it comes to the
steam engine. They decided its no good based on technology of 20
or 80 years ago, awn that there is no future in it, and it is very sad.
It is very sad indeed.

Mr. Buow2r. Do your plans call for going into competition with the
Big Three in the future?

Mr. CAwrm, Jx. What we would like to do, of course, is to sell our
patent and development work to some major motor company. That
is, the place where automobiles will be produced for the next 50 years.
We are presently working on a second system in the event we can't
interest the motor companies with the first one. We feel it will be
unquestionably superior to the I.C. engine and it will blow the lid
off of this thing.

Mr. BnowN. Mr. Winn, did you have any questions ?
Mr. Wnr. Thank you.
I was wondering about the money involved, to set aside $30 million

for 5 years, do you think that is enough to fund a research program
like you have in mind or for the entire research to be done, is it too
much to do?

Mr. CARTzR, JR. Well, our efforts don't require a lot of money. Some
other organ'i- Hions, because they are larger and probably they are not
as efficient, do require more money. It is hard for me to say exactly;
$80 million does seem like a small amount considering the impact
and the importance of what we are working on. The sooner we do some-
thing about it, the better off we are all going to be.

Mr. Wnri. I donIt know how many companies such as yours are work-
ing on this. We see feature stories, some are publicizing their findings,
some are still working behind the scenes and keeping their patents and
ideas very secret. The question comes up, I think, do we need still
another agency in this field when we have got fractionation already



in the effort by the Department of the Army, and EPA, and the De-
partmet of Transportation and still others?

Mr. Czan=, JL Well, granted there are several agencies that are
doing work but their scope is very narrow. They have taken one ap-
]rach and I think some of them are very wrong. I don't feel like

t•Y an 9 to make it with their epproach. The more agencies
that you, eahve, the better chance you will have of not running
down a blind alley.

I like*ompetition. I think it generates a lot of incentives, if it were
Uanaged right, and I think competition between Government agencies
would be 'ust as helpful and provide the same incentives as competi-
tion in industry

Mr. WxxN. I don't think there is any doubt that competition is
good. and most of us on this committee feel competition is healthy. At
tse m time, the energy crisis was simply a good example of where
we had so magy agencies and committees, 17 out of our 28 committees
were involved in some parts of trying to solve the energy crisis. It
seems to me like we are going off in all directions. I wonder if we
might be doing the same thin
haveC -a, JR. I agree th•.t theoretically it does sound good to
hvall these agencies brought together under one headifg, and
maybe it will work. But when you have only one central groug, the
rju isonlygoingtobe asgoodasthe peoplethat ae putin charge.

Af.if these people are more interested m ntheir own political gains,
their own agencies or building up their own bureaucracy, or what not,
it stands to be a disaster that we cannot afford. There needs to be some
checks and balances and I think competition is a good check and bal-
ance for this type of, you know, situation that could occur.

Mr. Wumr. You may have covered this, do you have any other cars
or do you just have the one prototype ?

Mr. CA•tT•R, Ji. Well, unfortunately, we could just afford one pro-
totype. For our next generation of cars, we ar going to build at least
two ssems and have another system that will be on the test stand all
the time. In the past whenever we had a problem and wanted to do
some work, our whole system was shut down. And it hurt us, but, of
course, we had no other choice. We asked for help, but, we are not a
very large company and a lot of people say, "what makes you think
you can do it when large companies can't do it."

Mr. Wxnn. What is your answer ?
Mr. CAzTzR, JR. What is my answer?
Mr. Wxrx. If people ask you that, what is your answer?
Mr. C z, J& It is really hard to dispute. About all we can sy is;

we have taken a different approach, just look at what we got. Unfor-
tunately, it took us almost a year of concentrated effort before we
could get EPA to test our car. It is doubtful as to whether they would
have ever tested our car if it hadn't been for the help of some of our
Congressmen. That has been the situation.

• It may be they have their heads in the sand and won'
take it out.

Mr. CAUTI, Ji. They have their own progm and, I understand,
they prob•bly have a lot of People coming to them who say they have
a solution and so after a while they don't pay attention to anyone.



Mr. Wum. What you gntlemeu have smid is pretty discouraging
to thoe of us who aen trying to accemplish something in this neld,
and if we are closing our eyes or ignoring the possibilities, many
peop. have said that it my well be a smll mechanic somewhere
working out of a small garage or in the back of a plant or something
that would came up wi-the nalmower to this.

Mr. Curr, Ju. There are a lot of small companies aross the coun-
Ctry that are working em similar projeds I think they probably have

had the sane negative response that we have hid.
Mr. C=aa, su As you probably know, there re a lot of very =art

S people in these big comnpae�, In fact. there are smart people all over
the world. Even thou you have a big company, there are probably
only one or two men in big company that an calling the shots. This
is where the trouble comes in. A lot of their engineers know the bow

1 is m ing a mistake. They are not in a position to call the shots. Just
v• bmcausemit isa big company doesn't mean they are gongtobetheone

with the answer. I have been in competition with big companies all
my life and big companies don't scare me as far as competition. Their
money scares me.

Mr. CAZ•zR, JIL Thev do have the technical potential, but it is diffi-
cult for them to utilize it to the fullest extent.

Mr. W•nx. Thank you very much.
Mr. HAicU. I'd like to ask a question of Mr. Carter.
The previous witness, Mr. Williams, said that he felt that the maljor

effort should be concentrated on the automotive gas turbine engine.
He said the evidence that this is the automotive powerplant of the
future is very strong. I gather that you wouldn't agree entirely with
that.

Mr. CAZZrm, Jxs No, I wouldn't
Mr. HAxmu. One of the assertions that he made was that almost

every government study of alternative powerplants in recent years
has concluded that the gas turbine is the-eading candidate to replace
the piston engine, is thattrue in your opinion?

Mr. CA•Sm, AL That may be since many government studies have
been band on s technology developed in the 1920's and 1980's. I
would also lite to point out at there have been government appro-
priatiors both in Crlifornia and by the Federal Government to build
a steam engine, but so many times they put such timetable restric-
tions on the project that in order to meet that time schedule, com-

do no have the time to devote, to developing a new system. They
=hve to go with thing that is pretty much already established.

We try to get something done as fast as we can, but in the interest
of coming fp with something new or working out a better solution,
we dont have a time seheduile as such. We can take the time and get
the job done right and then move on.

Mr. CA(MY, S& I have been in the steam business for S0 some years,
and I have built sevefrl: steam engines, and I recognized, 10 or 15
years ago that what we peeded was a new approach to this steam
engine. And one t:ln 'that was d wa s eam admission valve
that would let an�m Ir'n at hi rjr n [gh .m's is somh
modern. Higher rpm's is smeth tit exist i a steam eth

0 and 40 years ago. If you are goinko 'compete with a lightweight
internal-co•mbusto 0ngin youare &g t- need high rpm 'ThAt

36-993 0 -74 - 33
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in the first euirMont Also if you are going to be moder, you needto ,operate ati~ =- I resur. That moma you will hiLve to have a do-
sign that will operate at high pressure. At the very beginning, we
realied this. The first 2 years, we were doing exploratory work. We
were tryi to find that solution and we knew we had to hive it before
we could spend much money. !Qat is what we were doing the first 2
yers, developing the steam admiusion valve. After that we were
rady to start ipeWding money on building a steam car.. A MJ PMlir .t

M~~.H~x~~nKL. ,ale wtes though, have mentkined the
Sth cal limits of steam. I would like to explore that further with
you. Mr. Brown already brought it up. Your respoqse, as I recall it,
was along the lines that while there are theoretical limits, by the use
of advanced technology, and so forth, you can achieve more within
these limit&

Mr. C',a= S& Yes, sir.
Mr. HAjnmU. If there are" in fact, theoretical limits, however, then

the beet possible steam i= can only achieve a certain level of
performance. Now, how would that level of performance compare
iwith other alternatives such as the gas turbine ?

Mr. CAw•a,_ JzL I would like to answer that. Those theoretical limits
were probably based on 1,000 degrees. That was the upper limit
that previous technology would allow a reciprocating steam engine to
run. We are now capbl of operating our engine_ from 1,200 degrees
to 1,38 degrees. Strictly from a layman's standpoint, if the steam
wasn't more than just theoretically efficient, it wouldn't be used to
power our large powerplants for pioducing electricity. The theoreti-
cl efficiency cantbe very high if you go to the higher temperatures
and pressures. Our design eiables us to go to these higher tempera-
tures and pressures. One other point, the internal combustion engine
is meot eicient at full throttle. If you compare the best efficiency of
the steam engine with the best efficiency of the internal-combustion
enginethey are pretty close to one another but the internal-combus-
tion engine under most driving situations operates at part throttle,
maybe one-fourth of full throttle. Here the internal-combustion engine
efficiency starts dropping off drestically, so that normally its operating
conditioa is not at its peak dciency,,but something significantly lea
that that. The stam engine, on the other hand, can be designed where
it operates under cruise conditions at its peak efficiency.

Peak efficiency of both systems would be very cloes to one another,
but the fact that the steam system can operate in an automobile at
peak efficiency, while the internal-combustion engine operates at less
than its peak efficieny, gives us significt advantage Just on
that pont We can also operate at higher temperatures than what we
arepr tly usng. We a mg to beat the internal-combustion
engine. There is no question abut it, just based on our test results
and I know the engineers at EPA are also aware of our test results
and the very ay areas for improvements. Our next car will unques-

ov" ! tutpoint.
Uthat regard, have you discussed with the research

elampts within the autoemive industr-y, the Big Three, let's say, what
youbauve done? Have you discumed your patent situation with themI

Mr. CwAra, Ju. We have set them a letter since our test results.
We felt mke it was meainle to do anything before we had some
good third party test result. We got a confirmation from Ford Motor
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looking into tbe matte. That is all we have, received so far, and I am{Co. that they ad received our letter, and that they were
afraid that i all we will m WhatI think !myyhappe esedn npathi ,ark that some aau 'vmv ~e ar manuactu~rr

wtltaand _ i andisar s
into the Sxtes a L-orm Detroit b s m ecaomici tog serio.
This n what d to the W kl e4i and I woul hate to
think tha isw may happen to steamn, but it could.

Mr. CAzmm, S&. I am not afraid. I hope that is what happens.
Mr. CAnrmz, Jn I would like to see the American companies do it

first. I would just because I like the United Stsm and what it stands
for, but maybe that is the kind of premre Detroit needs.

Mr. HAuxxa- By the way the peopleinthe automotive industry
in Detroit aren't convinced that the Wmkel engine is here to stay.

Mr. CAwz=4 Jz. No; they are not. They spent $0 million for the
right to produc. it and then another *150 mllion for patent invest'ia
ti� •�d other research. I maintain they could have gmble just
tiny fraction of that on what we have done and come out much better.

Mr. CAmexr, SjL That proves the automobile companime are not too
smart or better. There were people 10 years ago that told them that
this e1effient.

Mr. CAwrm, JR. Yes, but they spent a little money to find out.
Mr. Bnows. Are there any further questions I
Mr. Wn•r. I have no further que•io•s.
Mr. Bw•wN. Thank you very much, gentlemen. I assure you that

you have provided the committee with a most interesting eampl of
what Ameican iugeity can accomplish and we are very p to
have you here this imrning.

Our next witness is Mr. Robert U. Ayres, Vice-President of Inter-
national Research and Tewmhology Corp. We ane very pleased to have
you here this morning, Mr. Ayres, and we look forward to your
testimony..

Mr. Amus. Thank you very much. With your permission, I will
read the statement and add sowe iterpolations, at points based on
idea that occurred to me since I read some of the other testimony and
also I may, with your further pennission, add a few comments at the
end.

Mr. Bawr. You have hesrd the testimony ofthe two earlier wit-
nesses and anything you care to sy bosd upon that will be welcome,
also, of Course.

[A biographical sketch of Dr. Ayres follows:]

RommT U. A=m

P•.D, Univetraty of Lodn Vice Presdent, internatIonal Reearch and
TeW I uo CorporaL. Dr. Ayres Is a pionesein the rapWidly growi Ameld of
tekolosoAl forseaumt and twshnlog asseumuat, and an authority on eR-
virolnmmtal polutdo and tanaortation technolOll. In 1962. Dr. A7m jobed
the resarch staff of the Wudaon Intitute where he remained for five years
beforn movn to Waebtngton, D.C. in 196? to become a vIitin• sholar at
Rhsoures For the Pute, Inc He Ib the author or co~author f seveal books:
2T6ohnoloplool PorecesffiW end Loa# RUSeo Pftmolsg. Aopoofe of fimi I~

eomdoni: A MAN o Be om AmsO with MW V.
Knees. and Radph C. d'Arge, and Afl%6tftW 96 the Iauften OoiMbWU^ Me-/gh, with Richar McKenna. He has *be Vubfie numerow artiles and



FOM-io -ei In theoretical pbiuics and ecosomiae as well ar technological
neutta trazortathon eavironmental. poliutiop energy anM other

ie~ Dr. Aym es a bee a onaurituat to:* th atoWa Academy of Selaness
OIMummtoz wn Fsr sq the Ofte of Managewmet sand Budget, the
OX006 AM s carhpt4 a comta*lsi to the Usited Natiorw Satiatitical Offce on
qsVIqsaa=1~tlitlft Ble han served an a memiber ot the National Academy of

=1 - an echaio a&d Water, the National Materials Advisory
m"eIaiCeittee a evmk1eata Ampects of Critical aid Strategic Materials, and
th NIghuy Reusearch BeaWn Subeommittee on New Trameuortation awd Tech-
nolosy. He Is a follow and memb~er of the Covacil. of the American Ahbociatlon
for tkkq Advacomeat of Science (AA.&S) Comtemna-arge, Section on

TAIT 01M A MET U. AYRU, VICE PRIZDENT,
NtUULOALx RnARC & mEIommoGY ow1.

Dr. Aims. My name is Robert A es I am vice president of Inter-
national Research & Technology Corp. of Arlington, Va. Over the
past'? years 1 have conducted thre major and sevieral minor studies
of auto motive propulsion tehnlgy. I think I conducted one of the
Governiment studies that was mentioned. The first of these large studies
led to the publication of a book, entitled "Alternatives to the Internal
Combustion Engie, published by Johns Hopkins University Press in
1972. The second, widen9er the auspicies of the UfS. Department of Trans-
portation is available through the NTIS, and the executive summary
has been published and is attached herewith.

It ismy understanding that, in the context of examainin the pro's
and con's of the specific bill under consideration, H.R 10892, the com-
mittee iwise to review the present status of alternative vehicular
PPow1hn,11will address thsissue sjeiflcally, inasomuch as I have
no strong oPinins with rsetto which agency of the Federal Gov-
ernment shududraetenecessary R. a DA on automotive power-
plants, I would add a parenthetical comment that I think it is de-
simble to continue, the advanced automotive power systems (AAPS)
programn of RPA. T he question then does arise in my mind, and prob-

ably yours, as to whether the Congress and/or the executive branch is
lieyto p0 Mr for, Ione swig two or three agencies to do sub-
stnial oslapping kinds of r~esearch. That is auestion on which,

h~wver IhaveL no resolutift t6 offer. However, IdToý most emphati-
cally, believe therv is an overridin public interest in this matter and
that the automotive industry--as presently constituted in the United
Ststvb-h4as NOttl incentive, or will, to develop a major technological
atsrnastiv* to the interna comibution tngins.

I~et me add, here, that I believe it is Premature to judoe whether
any alternative combustion engines can be developed fast enoufh to
offer clear advantages over the ICE-which, after several decades of
status quo, has recently resumed a state of rapid evolution. The best
authqotitms I know outuide of Detroit believe that by the mid-1980's
an ativainced form of straified charge ICE will achieve at least 80
percnt better fue economny than present-day engines, while simul-
ta"nouly meeatin theI most stringent emission standards. This is a
bar Wt gt~ fr any Aetsnmative to ihoot at. However, it should not be

isohnthat-the! recent bunt 91 technological activity in this field
"wa eni -lydu toelntervantlibubT the Federal Government.

1:1ýoftirs, I thut your mnn thW clean air standards!I
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It would not have occurred in • mie a-ss"environment.Moreover, the relatively o recast I have just cited is not a

~uaantsdoutcome. Iin fact, without a continuing threat of camp.-
titian from alternative powerplants developed under Federal programs
such as AAPS (EPA) or the one proposed in this bill, I doubt very
much whether the present momentum would be sustained.

What of the longer term future I Automobiles and trucks--as now
developed-require liquid hydrocarbon fuels derived from petroleum.
We are, unquetiomably, facing a major petroleum crunch in the
United States during the next few decades There are not any easy
answers. The costs and strategic disadvantages of becoming still more
dependent on the Middle East than we are now, are obvious and need
no repetition. Synthetic crude oU--"syncrude"--derived from coal or
shale can and will unquestionably be developed to some extent, but
the potential rate of production from shale, at least, is extremely
limited by the aridity of the region and the need for water to compact
the voluminous wastes. In situ; that is, underground production
methods that might get around this difficulty are undeveloped as yet.

Western U.S. coal deposits, too, while ample in quantity cannot
fully retlace petroleum as a basic source of liquid hydrocarbon fuels.
Economic mining involves colosa surface stripping operations that
will have advei e tong-term ecological impacts over immense land
areas. Largeluantities of water-scarce in the Colorado River Basin-
would be needd for land restoration operations following known pro-
cedures. Moreover, water is required in large quantities as a source
of the hydrogen, needed to "liquefy" the coil by hydrogenation. The
water would have to be diverted from existing recreational, industrial,
or agricultural activities, not to mention international commitments
to Mexico.SI don't have to dwell on the likely importance of future food pro-
duction" or its dependence on water. In summary, the production of
synthetic livuid hydrocarbon fuels requires a practical conjunction of
large supplies of fresh water along with the necessary coal or shale.
In the United States this is a difficult condition to meet. For this
reason liquid synthetic hydrocarbon production is likely to be limited
in quantity and fairly expensive. My personal feeling is that much of
this supply will be needed eventually as a feedstock for petrochemicals,
several decades in the future, as the existing domestic reserves of
crude oil and natural gas begin to dry up.

For various reasons, as it happens, there is increasing worldwide
interest in the long-term development of a "hydrogen economy" in
which hy drogen is produced from water-at places where water is
plentiful--b an electrolytic or thermochemical-or hybrid of the
two--process utilizing either nuclear electricity or nuclear reactor heat.
When fission reactors are eventually replaced'by fusion reactors bum-
ing deuterium-heavy hydrogen-from the oceans, it can be seen that
synthetic hydrogen or syuthetic methane is an attractive method of
distributing the resulting energy. In faet, the cost of distributing
'hydrogen is on the order of one-eighth of the cost of distributing
electricity to deliver the same amount of energy. Obviously, the exist-
ing network of g pipelinei would be usd, and the large existing in-
vestment in gas-fuel liances would not become obsolete.
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The alternative long-term solution qpears to be to crap the existing
pa-distribution sy•m and to electrf every aspect of our economy,

cld transportati. Many people assume we have already made
this choace in effect, and that the electric car is a long-term answer to
our transportation needs. I do not, however, believe that we are irrev-
ocally committed to this path as yet.

With regard to automobiles and automotive transportation, there-
fore, the future choice in the year 2000 or beyond, seems to be between
gas and electricity, with liquid hydrocarbon fuels likely to be rela-
tivelT scarce. The problenms associated with developing and imple-t nmenbag a practical and economical "electric car" have been discussed
elsewhere at length. My own conclusion is that, while it is probably
technically feasible, a fully electrified automobile-based transporta-
tion system in the present pattern is not a practical possibility. The
mobile electrical storage systems that would be reqmred to provide
reasonable range and performance for vehicles are likely to be in-
trinsically too expensive and/or short lived. The electrical distribu-
tion and " h " systems would also be enormously expensive.
Problems associated with maintenance and repair of electrical vehicles
are also immense, in that it would be necessary to scrap the existing
service network and create a completely new one. It is not an exag-
Qra.tion to say that the present industrial economy would be dras-
tically changed and restructured throughout. The pathway from
"here" to "there" seems fraught with obstacles.

On the other hand, consider the use of synthetic gas-say, hydro-
gen--as an automotive fuel. It would be burned in an engine, like
gasoline or other liquid fuels by relatively minor engine and carbu-
retor redesign. It is not hard to envision a car designed to store enough
hydrogen for amodes "in city" range-say 30 miles, which would
suffice for 80 or 90 percent of all automobile trips today, and perhaps
75 percent of car mileage in the cities. Hopefully the hydrogen storage
system-probably a metallic hydride suspension--cold be easily "re-
charged' at night by tapping the local gas distribution network, with-
out requiring special home compressors or other elaborate devices. For
longer trips outside the city the driver would fill up an auxiliary tank
with liquid fuel from.a conventional service station. This would, of
Scourse, fe more expensive.

It is worth noting that hydrogen is the "cleanest" of all fuels and
the above scheme insures that most city driving would be done using
this fuel. Most important, the path from "here" to "there" is relatively
straightforward. Any engine capable of burning either a liquid orga
eo fuel, at will, is acceptable in principle. The stratified arge E
is not excluded, nor are the Rankine cycle, the Stirling cycle, or Bray-
ton cycle alternatives that are now under development. As between
the latter, I believe that none can be ruled out on present evidence as
clearly inferior, nor can any be picked as "best," even for a specified
application, notwithstandino the comments that have been made by
previous witnesses, both today and on previous days. It is of some
interest that, although a number of witnesses have been willing to
state a clear order of preference of the alternatives, they have stated
different orders of preference. I think one must conclude that we
don% in fact, have all the necemary information to make a choice at
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this time that would be acceptable to all the expert. This is precsely
the mjor task for R. & D., to undertake in the next decads

I would like to add one further point; namely that the most prom-
ising means of achieving the desired objetive oi the bill, that is, fuel
economy, is to reduce the weight of the car by substituting later ma-
terials and alternative design. Aluminum, magnesiu, titanium, and
plastics can and will be used for various components in an automobile.
The amounts of such materials that are being used is constantly rising
as tine goes on. And no doubt under the lash of energy shortages, it
will rise more rapidly. Newer and lighter materials and designs could
be introduced faster still if R. & D. were undertaken and if the auto-
mobile industry were prodded in this direction by the Federal Govern-
ment.

It is true, of course, that some of these materials require much larger
investment of energy at the point of manufacture than equivalent
amounts of carbon steel. Aluminum, for example, requires several
times as much, perhaps 10 times as much energy at the point of manu-
facture than a piece of steel that will do a similar job. Still, the savings
in weight is such that, over the lifetime of an automobile in normal
use, there will be a savings amounting to 5-10 times as much as the
extra energy tbat you use at the point of manufacture. Thus, I would
say that more attention should be devoted to savings that are available
by this strategy in addition to what can be done by modifying thepropulsion system.

That completes my prepared testimony.
I would like -to add one or two comments on things that 'have been

said today.
First of all, I think I am aware of all the Government studies, but

I would not agree that "they all agree" that the gas turbine is the
optimum solution.

It is true that the automobile industry itself has said that consist-
ently for year. Some Government and Rational Academy of Sciences
studies reflect the automobile industry view. But the very fact that
EPA has spent somewhat more of its money to date developing the
Rankine cycle in the advanced automotive power system division, than
on gas turbines, is an indication that unanimous agreement does not
yet exist as to the optimum solution.

Second, on the question of theoretical limits that has been raised
a number of times with respect to the Rankine cycle, I think Mr. Car-
ter gave two reasons why the criterion of theoretical thermodynamic
efficiency limits alone doesn't settle the question.

I would add a third reason. Apart from thermodpnamics there are
also theoretical mechanical consi[erations. The question of how closely
one can spproach the theoretical thermodynamic limits has to do with
difficulties of mechanical design. There are two contrasting situations
which may explain what I am getting at here. In a gas turbine, the net
output is the difference between two large numbers, that is, the differ-
ence between the work done by the turbo expander minus the work re-
quired to operate the compressor. Typically, each net horsepower pro-
duced by a gas turbine requires a 8-horsepower expander output and a
2-horsepower compressor input, or 5-horsepower in all. Obviously very
high temperatures and speeds, and close tolerances are required. The
practical consequences of trying to put all this in a small package that
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can be fitted in an automobile and mass produced, are such that it costs
many hundreds of millions of dollars to do the engineering develop-
ment work. Such engines also require very high temperature alloys,
very high precisim manufacturing techniques, and su on. And the
problem of testing components and engines is also very expensive.

In the case of the Rankine cycle engine, you 'have almost the oppo-
site situation. The net power output is, as before, the difference between
the work done by the ezpinder less than the work done by the com-
pressor. But the compression work required .in the steam en"ine is
extremely small, because it is done on a liquid, which is almost incom-
pressible. Thus, the actual work done in compression is very nearly
zero, and a net output of 1 horsepower requires only a small fraction of
I horsepower to operate the compresor-which means the expander it-
self need only produce a little more than 1 horsepower. It is much easier
to develop mechanical components for an engine like this, and both de-
velopment and manufactur costs are likely to be less. This is why
you can't assume, as a rule of thumb, that one can always reach a givenfraction of theoretical efficiency for a given level of development effort
for any kind of an engine. It isn't true. In fact, one can achieve a much
higher fraction of theoretical efficiency in the steam engine (Rankin
cycle) as against the gas turbine, for a given amount of R. & D. expendi-
ture. The example of the Carters illustrates that an R. & D. effect under-
taken by a small number of people in a very few years was able to
achieve an efficiency level comparable to what the ICE or the gas
turbine have achieved with much higher levels of expenditure over
several decades.

I am willing to answer any questions you have.
Mr. BlowN. Thank you very much, Dr. Ayres. I note your published

paper attached to your statement; and without objection, that will be
included in the record, also.
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economic Impact of mass production

of altemnative low emission

automotive power systems

R~bi U. Ayme and Stedman S. Noble
International Research & Technology Corporation

Washington, D.C.

The study considers a range of possible effects on the transportation industry, satel-
lite irudustries, the labor market, and the economy which may be anticipated hi the
event mass production of unsconventional low omission automotive propulsion sys-
tec-.a saidxw aocu, whether as a conseqluence of federal intervention, or not. A
postulated 1976 Otto Cycle Intemnal Combustion Engine eqtuipped with a dual caoa-
lyst .. nifold rwectar and other "conventional' emission contro devices was comn-

pared in deoill Lilh a Regenerative Free Turbine Engine and a Rankirne Cycle
Engine, as pwlcfl*.J b, thme *xmtractlng agency. Manufacturing casts, operating
and owinership cm*t., ,n-4..or demand, inter-industry effects, employment, re- -

source requiremonts, s-d International trade implications were analyzed in depth

under a numnber of plausible sets of policy constraints and parametric variatians.
Prisepal conclusions are that conversion aver a 10 year period is feasible, that

mnumfactuisng cost differentials are less critical than fuel consumption and cast dif-
ferentials, thart indlustry/employment impacts art minor, and that resourcc/trode

effects are dol~minated by petroleutm imports. Implications for federal policy are
discussed.

Although the Congress has mandated a set of emission stan- plant. The study summarised here was undertaken to pro-
darcb, to he met in the years 1975-76 (or 1976-77 is case the vide an initial assessment of the socioec~onomic impart of such
Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency per- a conversion, whether brought about by externasl federal Isces-
mits a one year delay under the terms of the legislations), it sure or assa result uf intra-induotry competitive forces.
cannot he taken for granted thst the automobile manufac- -cop an sumil of the Study
turer. will be successful in developing the requisite emissions
control technology along the lines currently envisaged. In The "scenario" underlying the study involves a conversion
the event of their failure to do go, it is conceivable the Federal from the presently used spark ignition Otto-Cycle (OC)
Government would put heavy pressure on the industry to in- engine or any of several reduced enission versions to one of
troduce an alternative "~nonpolluting" form of vehicular power two preepecified Low Eniessons Alternative (LEA) power

plants. The emisionsos controlled variants of the OC engine
considered in the study were specified by the Envirosnmental
Protection Agency at the beginning of the study in July 1971.
There have been a nuniber of developments in emsosaions con-

______________________________ trol technology which might affect the conclusions to a modest
degree , but, apart from simpsle recognition that the Otto Cycle

Dr. Ayrss ie viem Preeisiset and Dr. Noble is asinor staf Engine ip a "moving target," such recent developments are
economist of International Rtsearch and Technology Cor- ticue ntetrso eeec ttetd.B
poration, 1501 Wilson Blvd., Arlilgton, Va. 22209. This noticueinheersorfrne hetdy fl
oaper~ws etd AM aerN.7-I atteI thAsa directive from the D7epartment of Transportastion, the alterna-

Metn fAPCA at Chicago is June 1973. tire engisnes initially considered were (1) a hypothetical re-
_______________________________________________ generative free turbine (RFT) similar, hut not identical, to
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automotive gas turbines developed by Chrysler Corporation thounji separate components andl similar engines, have hmeci
and Williams Pasearch Co~rporation among others, awld (2) built and tested. fIn thia respect, the gas turbine is mocre ad-

several alternate designs of a hypothetical Rahikine Cycle En- vanredl than the Rankine cycle enginte. However, neither of
gine (RCE) based on design studies aind componkent, develop- the alternative designs have undtergone the, same degree of
ment carried out by Thereat Elertean Corporaition (TECO) evolutionary refinement, subokptimkization, andl proliferationi of
under contract to the Environmental Protection Agency. A variants ats the Otto cycle engine. Hence, conclusions about
list of the desiigni variants considered follows. Itcmust be em- both performance characteristics antI vists are al~so consider-

phasiaed that these variant power pilants were selected as ably more uncertain, and the rnge of psasible error in deter-
representatives of clausee of eninghes, hut that the speeific mining pierformance capabilities is greater for LEA engines..
design configurations chosen for the study did hot result from There is also, by the same token, more scope for future in-extensive optimization studies. On the contrary, the choice provement and cost reductionl in the latter bec-ause they are
was primarily detenmined by the availability of fairly detailed lean technologically mature.
engineering level iniformation, without which the economic Unsder the impossed grounid rules of the study, two altemat-
analysis could not have been undertaken, tive conversion schedules, four years and

1 
ten years, were cont-

Case slesigitatit as used throughout the report are as follows: sidered. The results of the stutly lead to the conclusion that a
4 year conversion is not feasible if all pre-lmrmluction engineer-

OCII) OC-70 plus the Exhaust Gas Itecirculator (EGR) ing and testing phases are included. These activities will re-
OC(2) As above plus D~ual Catalytic Convertor and mis- quire a Minimum of 6-7 years if pre-looduction consumer

cellanieous (no change in engine size) testing is included, andl 4-5 years if it is not. O~nce pro-
OC(3) Similar to OC(2) plus 400 cubic inch engine durtion hegina, a four year conversion, of the engine ionsin-
O((4) Similar to OC(3) plus Exhaust Manifold Reactor factoring industry appears feaksible. On the other hand,

(EXIt) a 10 year period for runiversion oif productioni facilities per se
D~etailedl descriptions of emission control devices may seems excessive, since it would imposesa heavy burden of msain-
he founad in. the report (Chapter 2). tamiing dual farilities anl inventory ont the service and repaiir

ltFl(l) Conventional regenerative gas turbine, with super- sectors without substantially itareusing the salvage value of
alloy eburner partx antI ceramic (alumina) rotary existing engine production capital equipment. The stain ad-
regenerator vantage of the longer pieriod wouldi be to facilitate retraittiag

RIFT(2) ItFT(l) with ceramic burnter tarts antI ceramic reptair aisl maintetaitrce Isersoitnel. Hencre, sit oxerall 10-~yrar
(alumina) regenerator (6-year pre-Itrolurtioit and 4-year ptroduction) conversiont

RFT'(3) RFTl
t
'') with supenierkly bonier parits, with a stainless sceiari is consideresl to be olitimnal. othshobrt-terotattjust-

steel regenerator merit ptroblems and longer-term economtic shtifts resultittg
ItFTM4 RtFT(l) with ceramic burnker pacts, with a staintless; front the conversiosn ameanalyzedl in the followinig repotct

steel regenerator Another giowal role of the study is that ottlystuittard.i sie
RCE( I) (otiventiotald eylinilrical Imurner-boilec slesigt usintg automoltileii are cotisiteled. lit fact, the basselinte vehicle is a

high cobalt superalloy (17400); ptroptrietary TECO six passeniger setlait of 4000 lb) curb weight with it 300 vs itt.
valve designt V-8 engine, equippedl with automatic troosmistion antd air-

RCE(2) Revised bunter using low cohoalt superalloy (Hastelloy coinditionting atIr( proucingti a maximum of 1.50 horsepower at
X) the rear wheels4t This eniginie was dlesigttatesd its tlte Of-

ItCE(3) Revised tocoidlal bsirier-bociler design, using low- 70. Alterntative power plant.%, inclutding the enttssitti-s'si-
cobalt alloy trolled versions of the Otto cycle engine, were vised to hirotllte

RCE(4) New valve by IIICERIt replacing TECO valve; no comparable accelerationt antt 1terormstaiie characteristics.
transmtissiotn Thus, all power platts are, assumed to be etqtivalent in pter-

RCE(5) C~ombination of RCE(3) ansi RCE(4) formatter, just as they are assumedl to be equivalenit iii emis-
sions-at least to the extenit of meeting the piroposed 17276

It is extrenmely imliortatit to reiterate that there exist a stuiadardsi. While the latter assumpitiotn is oltriously' somte-
itumber of ptlautsible alternative power ptlantts that were, tnot wihlit ittestiottable, tnt , vlifferentces betweeit the eigitte, int
specifically anslyzedl in the stutdy. Thtere are recent iitdica- terms of silluttiont, weredieiteil uas being oustittise tite scope of
tions, for inistaince, that somte pollutioit conttrol dlevices or the study.
apprtoaches ntot coitsitleresl ini the retort may trove superior Some tither asiutsltioit have beent miade int the cotiputa-
to those which were specified. The Wantkel eniginte with tioRipalart of the study. Onte critical assumpitioni, basieil upon
thermal reactors offers some Isaibiiilitiest, as does the light- the latest linformationt comptiled Isy the National Acaidemy (if
weight Diesel, the "stratified charge" enigine, atid( the elec- Scienices Committee oni Motor Vehicle Emissions, is tint the
tronic fuel injection with emissions control feedback. Sim- additioni of sit Exhaust Gas Reirinulatiust (EGR) System and
ilarly ., there are a number of radically differentt hut as yet oni- a Dual Catalytic Convertor to the OC-70 will result iii a 25%0
tested gas turbinte conreptst seemsingly worthy of serious in- intcrease in fuel consumptioni, or (equivalentity) a 20Y% loss itt
vestiatloit. With regard to externtal combustiont engines, fuel econsomy for the 1976l Otto-Cycle Enigine, OC(2), O('(4)
otne most keep in mind the possibility of technological break- or 01(5).
throughts in the area of corobustoc-burners, organtic working ".Structural" assuamptioiis are, ini brief, that a free market
fluids, tlubrirantts, sand antifreeze enihantcing the use of water- exists iii the motor vehicle &its

1 
related indlustries, at least to

steam, or eveii closed cycle organic turbines. The Stirlinig the extent that firms choose strategies which tenid to mintimize
cycle engintecannot be excluded from considerationi. net costs andi maximize returnt ont itixestoett. It is assuntei

It is asho importatit, hi utnderstandsing the significance of the that some economties of scale exist iii prosductioni (aut toit level
results of the studly, to emphasize that the OCE is a highly of perhaps 500,000 norttsr yr) but that the classic inthercept of
evolvedl real engine, aiid the reduced emissions variants are risitig-cost versus fallintg ilekntati curves; letermittes thile quati-
relatively straightforwardl extrapolations inivolvinig few surer- tity sold to consumners. T'his etisures that inicreasedl car ptrices.
tairities excepit iii regardl to emissions conttrol equipimenit per- will have some adverse impact oit sales (and emptiloymenit) of
formance vital cost. Oni the other hansd, the alternative the auto industry.
eiigines, as such, exist only oni psper or iii the laboratory, al- Ott a detailed level, there are a great numt~ber of asasumptiotis

t BIiCERI- Briejtis Inismat Cobstitoat Esusoma R-i.mi, iaktiitut. Litd. I Nswitia h.ns.sesa .5 -soid1,ts
t
t nI.ta
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withregaidtothevalidityof specificequationsorquantitative finish, without serious esoonsmic upheaval, though probably
choices of parameters. These have been dealt with in two not without govesneasat intervention (at least in the seamne
ways: of defining emison 3 stfety tanderds or other constraints

(I) With each parameter, a range of uncertainty as to its within which the industry must operate). A significantly
true value has been estimated, and, for each output variable, abtee conversion period would be an invitation to serious
a resulting variance has been computed. The puesateg eeeinic dislocation since it would not allow time to develop
contribution to the total varianco of the output by the in- mad "debug" the new product, as well as the associated pro-
dividual parameter unesertainites have also been comlptd. duetion line equipment and downstream maintenance and re-
Thus the interested reder can judge quantitatively the io- pair facilities (including labor retraining). In any mishap
portance of any given paameateic asenmptisa. of this kind, consumers and the general public would be major

(2) A complete self-sonisitnt eat of results for each of a I ooa
number of specific parametric variations or "scenario'" in (2) The economic sectoas asset strongly affected over the
addition to one standard case, have also been computed. long run by a technological change in automotive power plants
Alternative assumptions have ben explored for corpo•ate in- are petroleum refining and fuel distribution. A switch from
come taxes, investment tax credits, depreciation rate, return the standard engine (OC-70) to an erission-controlled ver-
on investment, wage rates, vehicle weight, and msaty require- son involves a major change in refining proceses to eliminate
ments and other factors affecting manufacturing cosbt. Con- tetraethyl lead and upgrade the pool of (unleaded) gasoline
sumer toat factors were varied explicitly; they include basic from its current average level of 88.5 octane to at least 91
fuel cost, fuel consumption (by engine), driving cycle--urban, octane, while also increasing production significantly. During
suburban, rural, composite-maintesnnce and repair coat, and the transition, higher octane (leaded) fuele will still be needed
depreciation rate for used cars. (Ufetime in yeaar and life- for older cars still on the rmd--no problem for the refiners
time vehicle mileage are directly related to the latter param- but a problem for the distributors since many gasoline re-
star.) tailes currently only have facilities for two grades of fuel.

The flow of information in the report is as follows. In For this reason, it is likely that unleaded gasoline will be
brief, the manufacturing cost, capital requirements, and inter- produced at 93 or 94 octane rather than 91 octane, to eliminate
industry flow of materials (including fuel) and components the need for 94 octane "regular" gasoline. Conversion to an
are estimated on the basis of an engineeing level aalysis of RFT or RCE would compound this difficulty by adding a
each of the basic engine types. Impact on consumera is based third (or fourth) grade of distillate fuel similar to diesel.
on purchased price, fuel consumption and price, and repair and Aain, there is no problem in converting the refineries over a
maintenance requirements derived from the engineering period of 10-15 years. However, in all likelihood, it will be
analysis. The material and dollar flows are also adjusted for infeasible for most retailers to handle all three (or four)
changes in the number of automobiles sold, based on calcu- grades of fuel, and some transitional allocation problems can
lated prices. Employment effects are estimated by assuming be expected.
labor requirements are proportional to industry output. In- (3) Automobile engines account for significant fractions of
direct waste output, overall raw materials requirements, and the world output of some materials. It would therefore ap-
foreign trade effects are also calculated on the basis of the pear that for technological changes involving additional uses
various interindustry dollar and material flows, of metals other than steel, aluminum, copper, zinc, and lead,

To avoid too specific commercial implications, the analysis for which world markets ar large, time may have to be al-
is based on aggregated census Standard Industrial Classifica- lowed after the production prototype is determined to secure
tion (SIC) definitions of inlustries rather than attempting to reliable long-term sources of supply. (This may, io some
identify likely effects on specific firms. lt should be empha- cases, involve opening new mines or new ore refitning facilities.)
sized that the Census categories are based one "establish- (4) It can be expected that any increase in the manufac-
ments" (i.e., individual factories) rather than organizations. turing cost of the engine will be Imassed on to consumers.
Thus, various divisions of a given firm may easily belong to However, even a sizable increase in power plant costs has a
several different "industries," and industries as classified by relatively small impact on overall vehicle prices. For a
the Census do not necessarily correspond with company lines standard-sised sedan, doubling the cost of the power plant
or divisions, would add only about $430, or 120/0, to the retail price of the

car to the consumer.
o (5) The initial purchase price of the car, plus finance

Revults of the study are of three general kinds: charges, represents only a fraction of overall costs of vehicle
owunehip and operation. This fraction is by far the greatest

(1) Statements of a structural sort, having aplcication be- for new car buyers (about 50% in the first year), declining
yond the specific engine alternatives discussed in the report, rapidly to about 25% in the 4th year and to no more than
reflecting aspects of the manufacturing proces, inter-in- 15%/0 in the 7th year. Thus, a 12% increase in new car prices
dustry relationsahips, supply-demand relationships, resoure (which might result from a 100% increase in engine manu-
constraints, technologiea possibilities, and interfaces between facturing cost) adds about 6% to the first year costs of an
government, industry, and consumers, owner-operator, but only 3V1 to the 4th year costs, and 1.8%
(2) Statements of a quantitative kind, mainly having to do tothe7th yearcosts.
with comparisons between specific engine alternatives or (6) The impact of fuel costs and fuel taxes on users is
Ssensitivity of the anall-sis to parametric variation. roughly comparable to the impact of depreciation and finance
(3) Statement of conclusions relevant to policy options. charges, over the life of a car. In the first year, delmecia-

In many ways, the most interesting and important results tion typically outweighs fuel costs by a ratio of 2:1, but

of the study are those in the first category, even though in by the 4th or 5th year, the two are about equal, and after

many cases they are judgments and not rigorous conclusions the 7th year the ratio is reversed. In fact, fuel accounts

derivable from quantitative analysis as such, but rather by for roughly 25 to 30% of all costs of ownership and operation

sywnthesis of the entire range of information-including both throughout the life of the vehicle, roughly equal to deprecia-

exogenous (input) mnl endogecous (computed) data-assem- tion and fisrnce charges. Hence, a 25% increase in fuel con-

bled for acid generated by this study. sumption per vehicle mile,* or a comparable increase io fuel
prices per gallon, will have the same average effect as a 25%7

General Cenealsssies

(I) A major technological change in the automobile power *ftteh .m might reslt fro(mm emi.ios .o.trols voiptied if, th, Ott.

plant could be accomplished within a decade, from start to Cysle ensi-o.
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an equilihrium basis, or 31.7 billion for the projected 1980 iiologiral conversion mandated by the government, if the
sales volume, choice of technology and the conversion schedulisig were

(8) Siudden sharp increases in price do tend to exaggerate carried out imidependemitly of the government, with differenit
the long-term adverse effect on sales and result in loeses that firma selecting different conversion paths, the risks appear to
are never made up. Temporary sales losses to an industry be significant. Thu.-, it seems that the industry has a very
ais, large " the auto iedustry are felt at the level of the economy strong incentive to obtain the widest possible couisensus on
as a whole. T"at in, the auto isiduistry's short-term loss is the optimom technological choice prior to undertaking any
not translated into some other aeetoRa) gain, but rather it major investment commitments, Past inidustry reluctance
results is a net drop isi industrial output, enmploymenst, per- to admit evens the Possibility of soy serious alternative to
sosuol income, and GNP. This can he avoided through the Otto Cycle Enigitie (OCE)-with industry R&D tending
govenimemit-inoustry coopecrationi to ensure a gradualist ats- to focus on rather exotic long-term possibilities such as the
proach to twice changes. sodium-sulfur battery-should he viewed in the fight of this
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c ireumatauces Notwithstanding the ahove remarks. it is TWO L Somur of selected masults
not enggested that a go.emn mandsate of a specific tech- S..i,~sartr
nuogy~ is deire"i. On ** ciontrary, it may well be prefer- turbinel Ranks,.e
able from, a Public interim& standpoint to encomemp Ask- .Er4OM= a ngine Cycle engiee
taking in the private aertor. O.0 O() Case Cost

(11) To the extent that there in any choice between using V 61rn a Odans Middle Middle
imported (sand sedty h le~ (eag., nickel, chrome, cobat) to F uel requirements WOWd es"e distillstes dietiletesl
reduce fuel Consumptmon i*e wing more fuel in an esaines " povs, .trequiring cheaper ma , %djsheotef~ide w ull as 11111 ostlwt 0.2 822ted-020

co= Itimne woul dictate miniumian Fel ceenog Ure.e 9. 12.4 12.2
ful oom " ahe vn"I*price. Teimpact of =ng-e estbcre-

basic materials (metals &Aad ee). petroleum, Sat motor EW ietmg"Cd (S) sm8 112 $04 Sm0
vehicles and parts. C~onversion of toe auto industry to an InEtel~ codatoi

third or these, although if Prieso Amn sharply, sales of asma~ll Ortlbcegn
subcompact cas--now nwesltbompcttd-ar 1ko to fin- Proucin (ts) 3W4 5775 89 4900
crease at the expense of larely cae. On the other hand, it Otebri
saisl likely "ha Conversion to an LEA. enginbe woukd con- nesehrl0nginer 7.111 n9st 17.79 0.73
s atunts a significant non-tariff hemmer to imports of foreign Capota inviebrment

cats loath metals and petroleum are increasingly imported, G~sb in engine$35 3
but the impact on balance of paymenits is overwhelmingly UWJaes. e16ngin-re
dominated by petroleum. It may be noted that the above teted repair end
conclusion is "new." That is, the choice would almost car- mauintensance (S) lie 3low 1791 1205
Wailly have gome the otha-r way a decade or two ego when the &Tha senera IWOe engine requires s a Ro-terne ful' which wie" be
U.S &haLsasrof paymeate was favorable. tI~reac5te Stre* ac~lutee wf a'i.Ra RtweteSt y.i ma CIne

In this section, the alternative power plant design optionis
andl paramnetric vauiatioess mer specifically -owmpee with
respect to manufacturing tosts, fuel requiremente and costs, e1.Fe cmnitinwrsmuse ut yls
consumebs Costa, demand for motor vehicles, impact on, in- Tbl .Fulonnitnoersuaedutcces
dustry and employment, material requirements, wind trade. OC-70 OCR)s lFT(4) RCE(t)

Boom*s mmmkobteeg Federal driving cycle
(urban) 9.09 7.59 6.36 10.95

For the OC-70, ant independent estimate of plant machine Subutbn cycte 32.7 10.2 13.3 15.4
*toolsawidl production line equipment was made for a hypothet- Rutet cycle 12.5 10.0 15.5 11.6

ical engine plant of 101 unite per year capacity* producing Composite cycle 11.4 5.1 12.2 12.4
380 cof ins. V-8 engine. Capital investment per unit (Capac-
ity) was estimated to he 1271. Total production labor per
engine was estimated on the basis of data supplied to the

*United Auto Workers (17AW) by Chrysler Corporation; rtmio to direct piroduction labor (baead onl OC-70 data) while
aveage wages per man-year, including beniefits and overtime indirect overhead was assumed to be unaffected by engine

Mainufactringd rosthesam souremi .o oto evcsapial design. Costs of equity and debt flnnestcing, all] the impact
thefcurn costs, fCor) a rnd s contwre l obtained apliartly e of taesm, tax credits, interest deductions, and depreciation

to th sO() n C er bandPrl rm llowances were computed by standard methodts.
the National Academy of Sciences Committee onl Motor Ovrl costs were estimated and broketn dlown to display
Vehicle Emissions. In a few cases, there were differences, the contribution of various cost elements for all twelve variant
but these differences have relatively little impact on the re- -engline designs for the standard assumptions (i.e., best esti-
Suilu. mates of relevant parameters). There was a clear advantage

Costs for the two alternative engine types (liFT and liCE) in terms of onts for the OC(2) as compared to the OC(4)
were derived by estimating direct umaufacturfing coets and andl for the ItFT(4) and ItCE(4) variants, respectivcly.
direct production labor. The basic data came from vendorso hs aswr hnslceda h ai o l ute

and Part suppliers, and from enlghineering costing stuy-h Theseicasies wempreithn selce stebsi o ute
doneby he anuactrin susidirie oftheUnied ir- Materials (direct and indirect) account for the largest

craft Corporatlontt A cost model wasl then constructed to single fraction of engine cost for all engines studied, ranging
reconcile the different types of data soutrces anid ensure reastio- from a low of 47% for the OC-70 to 53% for the OC(2), 55%
able Consistency between estimates for different enigine typee. for the ItFT(4), and 5W. for the RCE(4). lDiret afid in-
Direct production labor was uniformly defined as labor direct labor is the neter largest cost component, accounting
"touchitng" a nmaterial or component (i~e., operating produc- for 36, 30, 29, sufl 26%/ respectively for the four engines.

tac-lie mchies) whle ndrec tiodutic laor as e- Capital--both fixed and working-and taxes account for
fined as all other labor involved in providing engineering ac -ewe 1 m 7 fralegne.Teminrsl.o
view, utility services, transportation and warehousing, course, us thsat the OC(2) will result is a price incresse to coil-
maintemince, tool-making, and so forth. "Indirect" over- smr faotSM rc nrae frteRT4 ol
head was defined as adlmintistrative, financial, legal, Sas buerso about S1205. arciceae for the RFT(4) tedfeeta would b

RAI) et. Iniret Prducion abo wastakn tobe 1fixd 00. A summary of the key prcoduction rost data is givenk in
Table 1.

The sensitivity of these results, to alternative aivurflftiolis

* Atua etol em ~ id ti. Iilsous or 50 e spes~dto ,. he is displayed in Figure tL The principal conclusion toube drawn

nipe. e& .soeensise st eceis is Susie.naeut~wrons cu ets. ismes a is that both the rank ordering of the four engines sod the
lui fbt 5 00.001 taastots ssuesasee ~. magnitudes of the differentials are largely unaffected by alter-
study. fUntdAeet eerl eletre ing the pasrameters withini reasonable ranges.
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Ta" ilL Steatioary of oifelfte mad opereagansts. it" isew IU*us ov Eu~ atW

0CMN OM RFT(4) RCE(4) -CVd a
let IMw coda

Oepel~ta.3.6 m067s 9W2.42 mo0.o
4.4 o64 13111.111 143101 150.67 1011.66 am_

Eng. mekdnkewe a"e
repair 57.40 91.60 0.55 4290Uc

041wabsenteeaw a 21.11 SAP-Ulo .

ft4 Yaw - -da
Dapari is 3M3.43 366.80 379. 1162.M 3 .

Osptaeses 1U5.79 1345.09 1W.46 137.12 Fe s4r5lnt aycniealy h 07 spe
Eng. ainsteac .75 7.8 76 .5 tre outlz eddbsln avn n"vrg"ot

ruep airs 74.2 938.16 69.43 161.111 $ste

975 9750 .5 9.0 MLeaded im fuel rooting about 23 pergllon;, howvr to mini-
TepALr 13.76 219M.84 214.14 14.40 nuedsriuinprbes a9 r94otn nnlae
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the other engines, leading to the results shown in Table 11. emission controll devices ont the 007(2) vks A v6s the 0C-70)

the LEA engines still offer roughly 10%ý lower lifetime fuel
costs to the consumer. This appears to be one of the moot

111s..... Owl t.51seemy .1 the OCt5 or OC(4)1 is 2% loe then I thea significant results of the study.
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Apartfroma fuel, the tomb of owning andeS peraot"n an
autmoble re tirhothiato depreciation and Aminas

charges (interet), repair and ploaniker incei - . parking, " - %T ON IN a IEST
tods, anil registataion. Dip-satiom and rePai coea ars
priesanly a foin AOf the Age Of tha car; pSIMMOgS wd toll
are pmoporutialm to milW whereas the other code tendi to
be relati eycombkat. The meijor next ue-lermt i-ehAdhg-n
fuel ane tabalate to Table 1111 and platte veInKI vabiel Il
IV in Figur & one important implication of thi s, hedy
note under "Maujurel teneladoesft" iS tha Any i--em in -

purohm price or fuel centaiimption yeAH haeve a despeoper-
Uotimteheract ce, otocsr at oldecairn. The anetivitY of 1

ownership and Operating toga 60 Vasinele Alternate
"aiumptieme is teihited in Figes 4. The majo resul in aa
that both LE-A enwnes ofe eubeleatialylowe ob- al -- H -
than tine 00(2) unsder almaost all tireneea Of the two
LEA acigine, ath RCE(4) appears to have a *a-gicut Ad-
vantage, which becomes proportionally greater for older carse,
While this result in quantitatively dependent on the fuel eson-
surmpti Nonad fuel coam eatmirtee, even much les favorable

suetosdo not appear to alter the qualitative cePari-
l-"-c

It should be noted that ther will be significant difertce saTAE
among the varicese nguines me Perceived by vehicle otperators.
Thte. riffeneies will afert driveability, convenience, a-d m ffua
"a eateis For instance, the OC(2 or 00(4) will require 2 -. A IGNI

frequent inspections and adrintmnent-a nuisance to drivers
The RIFT eaigme has & chgracteimstic high pitched whin- which I
might be irritating to some People, espeialy if aromaie
muog fail ai older camrn There is also a percepitible "lag"I

on acceleration due to the inertia of bhig-peed turboým-1 3
chinery.* its relative compactunex and light weight ofe I 34All
soeebeniAuto thevehicledesgneawm stYlist. It would be

the easiest engine to adapt toe s=all car, for instance. The Piersa & variation of cossurna, coseswit iehS itke Me-.
RCE will probably takle a little longer to start cold than the
others (48 to go see, deperidi t on out"id t=eperetir).
it is awm somewhat bulky and wiA constrain the styling Pi--
bilitise for the car-capecially with respect to the front grill.
It will be herder to adapt to a very arnall Car thean a turbine.
on the other jiand, the lICE may have unusunally goodl drive-
ability characteristics, with rapid s-oh acceleraation. Sfince
each engine has both advantages and disadvantages. the net S35hP togr Costs
impact of these nonrcoe Mlferiencee cannot be determined in W
the abeence of consumer teeting. UfeNW s

.11ls~ ofeemend tee Nate Vstaelhiab Ass to Ae Sweectettee we KI

The potential impact of vehicle Price intcrse on demad sea,
(i~e., sales) hamsalready bean -enioned. The sensitivity of Waste W ,,
this general result to ailteruati've asumptions is shown byv~ o

Figur &. The extra costs associated with 1976 safety re-
quirements will add about 842 to the price of at standard car ftte Emigea .1

acopedto the cost of meeting 1976 pollution require- &bwt
merits, 8SW for the OC(2), 8415 for the 11FT(4), and SW0
for the. RCE(4). Effects on sales will be cumulative. Mfeet- ltYa
ing pollution standards alcone would appear to result in a drop cubsi
in "equilibrium" demtand of -1.4, -29 and -1I.9% re- Ct
ýspctivly. Mfeeting safety requirements, in addition, will
increaj these numbers, to -4.3% for the OC(2), -IL9% for 4t1%S ew e-i-e Mr.
the ltFr(4), and -4.^ for the RCE(4. Ce1011:1 S a

Two further points should be mae& in regard to demandc.
First, the econometric dlemand model used in this report if lUV Tow th - '

extremely eensitive to assumptions about the depreciationr C"d rs
rats of the existing inventory of cars, which is currastly o

27.7%/yr. If this depreciation, rats shouldi drop to llS%/Yr, TOW INlati saneffective car life would increaise by as much as 3 yewrs, and 11 "a Ceub -0e
annual sales of new care would drop by about 6.7%/ below Vbgmugt wow -cIIt oO-0



ShadowA muinary of the loeg-toren impart on mndustrial output
principal concluionm to be drawa is that even a radical enin
rodm1 i woukl haveim an a eo ffect on any industry classified

+$4nCofHowmews, the megaitde of the, apparent impact he.e i
somewhait misleading, man the activities in quantuma would

ceeelb' he aended mat i"nteWll by mtor vehicle menun-
ft*Aw Elleris on emigme electelral equipment supplies, (notably
peehmespark Owg and disthriutors) and machine shop products

too 4 i m(nota** carburebres and fuel ocintrols) would also be sam&h
oeet, theughi mot caftealoghic. Apiai, much of "hi produe-
tion Is aetually evntuanl so thise maj auttomobile mwinamd

-10-~-s 7 5 4 -3 -2 1 0 ltieeewhfbst eakreduesheimapartoefbiewige.
Labor input* for wasanfacturing elI three alternsatve esue

nse e. Differential imastS of siuwkw sniseo dem 8 .05 OC(2) RIPTO), and RCE(4 are higher then for thes OC-70,
as inn be sm by comoparing labor camst an Table I. in-
cromes with respert to the OC-70 for production labor a.
as follow1: +20% for the OC(2, +540/ for the RFr(4),
and +I I% for the RCE(4). This extra eniployment dors

min~em Nil hgrenot entirely correspiond to a drop in productivity since the
S eamrreceives a higher quality product. However, it

304 ba9. should be noted that the envirseunental beniefits of the 002),
Bi. W.R~F(4), and ItCE(4 are preaumed to be equal.

Major employmnent minreases are also projected for the re-
erpair and ssaintmfsnae sector in the eonci the OC(2( (+13%)

3501118111e11111 and the XIT(4 (+03%), but not for the RCE(4). These
SNeP Predlits s,, estimates ane not consindered to he the nmot reliable in the

33 Mon . ___ report hecause Of the difficulty of projectinx repair and main-
- -en--tesmine requiremntest for "paper" engines. However, semim-

-tivity analysi indicates that differient asuntmptions; here will
3M0 Ou & ,have relatively littl impact on the overall cost comparisons

SIWa F"~ beiween the various engines. The additional repair and
maintenance, labor needed for the OC(2) and, particularly

00 ~the ltFT(4 on compared with the OC-70 and the ItCE(4),
3323 SUMe C~0ss a should probably he regarded as a net decrease in itroduc-

tivity, if the smne environmental quality can be achieved.~~ While additional employment is created, it týs cot nernisrsily
33220 li~e an of a kind that is moat desirble frown themsandpoint of utilising

00i *,hunian resources.

2251 COWe lSte aod Federal lmhOs -Ts.a eseee

Tame on fuel are aworried to remain at the lur-sesit level
3352 Ah sen i on a per gallsn basis. Compared to the baseline projec-

tions, the OC(2) would incrane, revenues front this source
332 No by 25% after conversion of the existing vehicle inventory,
S Sftde w while the BRlT(4 end RCE(4 would decrease fuel tax reve-

r- nowe by 7% andl 99o respectively. If tax rates were to be ad-
46 48s -2a-Is f il ill il iusted to equalise the revenue inall three case, the tax~ per

FNear 96 Omnscfntif ASe o fpso Oagis Gasis en Meaggnaa esMsas gallon would drop by 2.70 for OC-70 fuel aind increase by .80
to 10 for the LEAL engines.

Uameeeee sad TMeg
baseline projectionss or $3.2 brillon is IND. Conversely, if A summary of the impart of alternative engine designs on
the depreciation rate for older vehicles should increase to btaseline conmsumptiton of a number of key materials, including
30%/yr (the "orphan car" effect), annual sales of nownown is high temperature metals, catalyst metal, and petroleum are
equilibrium would increase by 5.40/ over the baseline prowjec- shown in Table IV and Figure 7. The magnitude of the po-
tion, or 52.6 [unlion in 1980, other factors remaining equal. tential impacts has a number of interrelated implications:
It is difficult to forecast which, if either, of these ehengee
might occur in the event of converalonto a LEA esighne I. To increase current levels of output of some relatively

The weond qualifying remark is tAnt the demandl model -cauc mnetals like platinum and palladium which may reqtuire
that was useed does inot rle~Ect thfedert. (if any) of ehaugmes in major investments and considerable timne, resulting in interim
opeirating Coats. One lany notsbtmevsr, that if diesmerted shortages and (perta") undnesiable dependence on single
value (l)PV) of all costs for the first thMg years ofia vdeice&'a sources of supply.
life were used as an explaniatory variable (in plain of purchase 2. Even though maniy of the critical masterials are irnpurted.
prire),introductos of the OC(2) would hare a more advasen trade efiects are overwhelmingly dominated lIy petro~leum.
effect on -4les than either of the LEA engines. However, 3. Recycling of cscrce metals such as platinum, palladium,
this cannot be stated as a definite conclusion, but merely tantalum, and tungsten will he a practical necesity, ito matter
assa plausible, hypothesic which of the engine alternatives is adopted.

Maech W34 Volume 24. No0.3 22
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Schoalhli it Avoid Soer Employrment Diales6i (sepe-
__________________ e i n stagie plants). To accomaplish actual productuon-

~bas lit. oversion in a few yeas while retaining tlse existiog
labor force substantially intact will require very precise i-

-. ~ ordination of a&l j-prosodoctian activities, ineluding plant
nosrm. a ndss machans tool desgn and production. Dis-

se s ruption. of the schedule at any Point coukl have seious con-
IN= art sno inlsions both for vehicle rmanufacturers and their employees,

Me se. -"1l as li gmzouilide suppliersdealonso at. Henrsin the event
of a feledrsly-induced conversion, every effort should hc made

Nor am to Coordinate nost only &along fims but alaso among various
1101a = a labor unions agected.

-T71.Rbnomirdn 4f Werumr Wi'i Mofielaee Skills (Ewpcuialy in
M~ike Repai Sector). A rapid changeover of engine production
OF1, amwould prolbe* result in a uignificant number of tarly-model

technicall problemsa requiring adjustment or repair. In
WMN aaddition, it would ensure a turnover of the entire vehicle

W Nols population over a period of 12 years or so, resulting in rapid
build-up of requirements for skills appropriate to the new

TANVN WTengine. This problemn is most acute in the case of the RFT.
eines repair and maintenance laor requirements sam sub-

hT~l stantially higher than for the current engine (OC-70). A
- . .. . . . . . shortage of skilled repairmen would have Wery adverse cf-

o 300 ferte. on consunters. To ensure the availability of the new
skills over such a short period would very possibly involve

Flown 7. DOlfresntis imsses Wn ealgine lM Orn -- ssre~suis.- governmnental intervention, if not direct assistance of somec

Recyciung of Sowner .llorials. All low emission engines
will require substantially increased consumption of one or

Tabl W.hapd du tovarous ngie 10POS % 1"more relatively scarce metals. To avoid serious supply
Tabl ff ISIed ime 5 5050 enges ypaL( X15)bottlenecks, andle dependence on foreign producers. and1

Hl~siei. possible sharp increases in price, a total recycling plan should
nemtei .... *1 Crud- b~~ e developed beginning at the earliest lxissible, moment.

E______ mewMWS __O__ _______ Such a pilani must particularly address the piroblem of recover-
type Low H~ighi Low Hiegh Low High. Low High ing worn-out parts utilizing scarve materials, from dealers,,

oca s 20 49 216 143 ma ces net repair shops, and juokyards. Normal rearket forces cannot
RIT 137 201 -- W X -393 wV be expected to bring about the necessary asniunt of sorting

RE 27 325 -661 IMs -4M4 1549 and recycling, because of lark of functional integration of the

Chronmium.. 04"ise cobaltUasustesn. enioabn. tasntalum raw materials, production, and waste materials sectors, andi
5.49 is0.2 (T1 aW) pee *55gi assumed toi be hai" plailsnnasend hailt because of rxisting policies favoring the use of virgin mate-

* Masinrss". emderes aIs as opposed to secondary material, (e.g., discrimniiatory
AN icrý. cý-- s inpotd.freight rates, mineral depletion allowances, etc ). To bring

about a high degree of recycling, oii the other hand, it may he
necessry to design components for easy selmration of metals,
establish standards of coinpositioni, design heavy equipment

Peloy' lhoimsufts for efficient sorting anml compactinig. and pi~ssibly require

The" ane sevecal major areas where government policy dealers and repair facilities to lie licensed, with regular re-
shouldf be developed to nminmisle possible adverse impacts turnis of scrapslatd worn-out parts to a central depot being a
of a vehicular power plaiit substitution, at least if such a condition of retaining their licenses,
subetitution is brought about as a result of Federal interven- The policy implication of a spontaneous (industry-initiated)
tion. These areas areas follows: conv'ersioii are rather different simply because such a change-

over would probaby occur much less rapidly. Price-related
Pyrie Policy,. In the event that a technological subsititution problems would he eliminaeted, esseintially by definition. The

involves price increases of the order of more than a few per- problems of scheduling and retraining lablor in this vase would
cent, eforts should be made to spread the increas over several be far lests severe. Government intervention might not be
years. Otherwise, significant nont-recoverable sales losses needild at all, or, if it were, existing progranm might sell be
are likely to occur. This would require high level coiordina- adequate. The materials rec~ycling problern, however, would
tion amaong executive agecia including EPA aiid the Price he all the more difficult to solve if tbe conversion occurred
Commrission (semuming the latter is still in being). without explicit Federal pressure, due to lack of coordinated

fAdni~ aAe irpin ae-l~I epstn planning among the sectors involved.

It is critically important that no financial incentive should
exist for any firm to slow downi or holld bark in its efforts,
should a conversion program he undertakes as a result of dodolsi

Federal pressure. To accomplish this, policies should be This work was performed by International Research&
developed to ensure that consumers are neutral (or favorable) Technology Corp. under Contract I)0T4)S-200t)3 for the
to the technological sanift. This may conceivably require U. S. )epartmentiofTransportationi. Subcontractors on the
subsidies or other devices to compensate for engine-related project were Jack Fawcett Associates and 1United Aircraft
price differentials between modlels. To accomplish this puir- Researeh Laboratories. Conclusions of the study are the
pose, uniform introduction of LEA engines for all vehicles sole responsibility of the authors, and do not necessarily rep-
sold in specific regionin of the country might be advisable. resent the views of the D~epartment of Transportation.

*224 Journal of the Air Pollution Control Association
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Mr. Buoww. Mr. Winn I
Mr. Wmr. In the interest of time, I may have some questions which

I would like to submit in writing to Mr. Ayres. But I would like to
ask one thing on the front page of your testimony. I think you makeapretty rnsttmnhaewnyo say,, "However, do most
emphatically believe there is an overri pbic inters in this mat-
ter and that the automotive industry asp y "conttu in the
United States has little incentive or will to develop technology alter-
natives to the internal combustion engine." How would you suggest
we in Co ngres put more pressure on them r

Dr. Am. Well, 1 think the best way is by devising relatively im-
personal incentives. The Clean Air Act, for example, did apply certain
incentives in one direction. I think Congressman Vaniks proposal
with regard to an excise tax that would be related to fuel economy is
a very promising kind of an approach. In general, it would be my
philosophy to seek incentives that can be implied in an impersonal
way without trying to control the decisionmaking process in the in-
dustry through direct regulation.

Mr. WiNw. Practically all of the witnesses have said that they don't
think the Federal Government should become too deeply involved in
thist

Dr. ATs. The Federal Government is deeply involved. There is
no getting away from that.

Mr. Wrwx. As far as controlling?
Mr. Ayaus. The question is how should the involvement be struc-

tured. I think it should occur by design, not just happen, as it were,
by accident. If possible, the optimum way for e Federal Government
to influence any industry is b creat an impersonal financial incen-
tive to act in ways compatible with the public interest. I would sug-
gest that the Vanik bill is an example of such a thing. I think there are
some questions with respect to that bill, but they are technical in nature.

Mr. BeowN. Would you be willing to respond to written inquiries
from the committee in view of the shortness of the time we have here
this morning I Do you have any questionsI

Mr. STXWoToN. No.
Mr. BROWN. Thank you very much for your testimony. I think it has

made a real contribution to our general understanding of our problem.
We will be back in touch with you.

Our final witness today is Dr. John Steinbruner an associate pro-
fessor of public policy, oohn Fitzgerald Kennedy School of Govern-
ment, Harvard University. Mr. Steinbruner is a coauthor of a recent
book entitled "Clearing the Air: Federal Policy on Automobile Emis-
sions Control."

We welcome you, Dr. Steinbruner, and we apologize for the delay
that has prevented you from appearing earlier, and we invite you to
proceed with your testimony.

[A biographical sketch of Mr. Steinbruner follows:]

JOHN DAvm S1'uN• N=u
Born: July 12,1941/Denver, Colorado.
Married, two children.
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Asociate Protefor of Public P0110, John Y. Nfnedy School of Govemonet,

Harvard University.
Assistant Director, Program for Science and International Affairs Harvard

University.
Consultant to the BAND Corporation.
Member of the Council on Foreign Relations.

A.A., Stanford University, Major in psycholoMy, 1986
Ph. D. In Political Science, Masachusetts Institute of Technology, IM68.

MaJor pabl~ostdosa
John Stelnbruner, The OybeweW rheory of Deoe. Princeton University

PreSs, 1974.
Henry Jacoby and John Steinbruner, O7ew~aw tMe Air: PefreJ Pomov on

AstomobWe NmfRoofsa Cowtv, Baliger Press, 19M

S TAT UT OF DR. JO•N D. IflDBRENZ•M HAlVAUD
URIVEBmY, CANMB , JAIM

Dr. STncmBUzR. My name is John Steinbruner. I am associate pro-
fessor of public policy at Harvard University and assistant director of
the program for science and international affairs. I would like to testify
on H.R. 10892 based on research I have conducted with Henry Jacoby,
professor of management at M.I.T., and a number of students at Har-
vard. That research focused on the problem of achieving the automobile
emissions standards required by the Clean Air Act as amended in
1970. The major results ofhe e research have been published in a book
entitled Z the Air by Ballinger Press of Cambridge in 1978.
I have submitted to subsubcommittee an article summarizing the main
technical argument of the book; namely that the development of an
alternative automobile propulsion technology is economically desira-
ble, if the established emission standards are to be achieved.

I
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SALVAGING THE FEDERAL ATTEMPT TO
CONTROL AUTO POLLUTION

HENRY D. JACOBY AND JOHN D. STEINBRUNER

In the 1970 amendments to the Clean Air Act the United States
has embarked on a major adventure in government regulation.
The amendments mandate drastic reductions in the air pollutants
emitted by automobiles, and require that they be achieved by the
1975 and 1976 model years. These regulations strike at one of
American society's fundamental technologies and impose strict
discipline on its largest industry. More than 10 percent of the
United States Gross National Product is generated by the pro-
duction, fueling, and servicing of the internal combustion engine
(or ICE) in its automotive application, and the associated social
and political forces are commensurately large. The enactment
of this legislation over the opposition of the automobile industry
was an impressive display of public resolve, and the fact that the
industry is now actively working to comply is a major victory for
the public interest.

Unfortunately, the regulatory mechanisms set up in the Clean
Air Act are too primitive for the complex technical and manu-
facturing processes to which they have been applied. Unless
adjustments are made the results are likeiy to be unhappy. Under
the current policy, consumers and taxpayers will pay an unneces-
sarily high price for the emission reductions that are actually
achieved, and even then the objectives set in the legislation will
not be met.

The underlying difficulty has to do with the relationship be-
tween the emission standards, the short deadlines, and the state
of the art of automotive technology. In essence the emissions
standards force conventional internal combustion engine designs
against severe natural limits. Controlling the conventional ICE
to the levels now required will require sharply increased manu-
facturing and operating costs and noticeably reduced performance
on the road. In order to avoid these severe trade-offs it would be
necessary either to introduce an entirely different automotive
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technology or to make fundamental changes in the design of the
internal combustion engine. Promising alternatives are known
to the scientific community, but the manufacturers-who are finan-
cially, technically, and even psychologically committed to conven-
tional engines--have focused almost all of their technical efforts
on the standard ICE. They have been reinforced in this behavior
by the 1975 and 1976 deadlines, since it is unlikely that any of
the alternative technologies could be prepared for mass production
by that time under constraints on cost and effort generally accepted
as legitimate. The result is an abatement program that to date
is based almost exclusively on marginal adjustments and bolt-on
additions to the conventional ICE.

With the pursuit of pollution control effectively constrained
within a relatively narrow and unpromising technical area, four
serious problems arise:

1. Approaching the 1975/76 standards with a controlled ICE
is likely to be expensive, not only in initial manufacturing cost,
but also in terms of fuel and maintenance expenditures.

2. Despite this expense there is a good chance that the con-
ventional ICE cannot meet the 1975/76 standards, even by the
late 1970s.

3. Even if the standards are met under the current official defi-
nition (which involves emissions tests on prototype vehicles),
emission rates on the road are likely to be highly unstable. That
is, the average emissions of the actual vehicle population can be
expected to be significantly higher than the average emission rate
calculated on the basis of official test procedures.

4. Control of a highly unstable technology, once it is in the
hands of users, would require elaborate federal and state enforce-
ment machinery. Such an effort would involve governmental
surveillance and regulation, potentially, of tens of millions of
individual polluting units and tens of thousands of firms in the
service industry. Such systems would be expensive to set up,
and their value in actually contributing to cleaner air is highly
questionable.

Moreover, under this policy the natural course of events will
run to the relative advantage of the automobile manufacturers.
The cost of producing automobiles will increase by a significant
amount, but the industry has sufficient financial flexibility to

[
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avoid disruption of the market for new cars. The major costs of
emission control promise to arise from increased fuel consump-
tion and maintenance, and these are costs that fall on the consumer
after he has purchased the car. Consumer wrath at these costs is
as likely to be directed against the government as against industry.
Further, in the event that the manufacturers fail to meet the
standards, clearly it is the government that will have to yield.
The demonstrable benefits to be gained from controlling auto-
mobile emissions to the low levels required are not great enough
to justify the immense economic, social, and political costs of a
halt in automotive production. That enforcement device, the
only one available at the moment, is like the hydrogen bomb-too
damaging for use against moderate provocations.

Political forces awakened by the Clean Air Act will force a
continuing reconsideration of its provisions, and, given the diffi-
culties of the policy established in the act, the government ought
to welcome the opportunity to think more deeply into the issue.
Three basic options have gained enough support that they effec-
tively define the context of debate. The first of these is to per-
severe in the established policy in the expectation that the critical
technical parameters will eventually yield to a steadfast public
will. The second is to relax the emissions standards, ,hereby
accepting levels of pollution higher than those envisaged in the
legislation but preserving the conventional automobile engine
and realizing substantial cost savings. The third is to adjust the
policy to ensure serious preparation of an alternative engine
technology. This is likely to involve an adjustment of the estab-
lished deadlines and the creation of a package of new incentives
and regulatory devices.

Despite great uncertainties- the relative merits of these options
do admit of serious analysis. In our view the results of that
analysis support the third option, and thus suggest the need for
a major change in government policy in order to promote rather
Lam retard the development of inherently low-polluting auto-
motive technology.'

I This analysis is based on a larger study, Federal Policy on Automotive Emissions
Control, carried out as a joint effort of the Environmental Systems Program and
the John F. Kennedy Institute of Politics, Harvard University. and sponsored by
the National Science Foundation and the Ford Foundation.

I
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I. History of the Legislation

The 1970 legislation, which established the current policy, was
very much the product of the 20-year history of the auto pollution
question. The issue itself arose in 1950, when studies at the
California Institute of Technology first clearly associated auto-
mobile emissions with smog in the Los Angeles basin. It was
discovered that photochemical reactions involving hydrocarbons
and oxides of nitrogen in the presence of sunlight produce a
number of compounds which are irritating and potentially dan-
gerous to sensitive human tissue, particularly lungs and eyes.
Shortly thereafter the Los Angeles Air Pollution Control District
began encouraging the automobile companies and the state
government to take corrective action.

In these early days the manufacturers repeatedly rejected the
contention that automotive emissions were a problem. Never-
theless they did set up a study group within the Automobile
Manufacturers Association to conduct research and exchange
technical information. And in 1954 they reached a cross-licensing
agreement among themselves which provided for general use,
without royalties, of any air pollution control equipment de-
veloped by any of the auto manufacturers.

The first federal legislation came in 1955 with PL84-159,
which provided for federally-sponsored research but did not grant
the federal government any enforcement powers. It was thus left
to California to pass, in 1961, the first law requiring a simple
crankcase control device. This was followed in 1963 by legislation
requiring exhaust control devices on vehicles marketed in Cali-
fornia as soon as two devices were approved by the State Motor
Vehicle Control Board. The automobile manufacturers at first
denied that they had any such control technology available. But
when four devices submitted by independent manufacturers were
approved by the California board in 1964, the companies an-
nounced that devices of their own manufacture would appear on
new cars sold in California beginning with the 1966 model year.
The first California emissions standards were then imposed in
that year.

The first federal enforcement powers were established by the
Clean Air Act in December of 1963, which authorized the federal
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government to convene interstate pollution abatement conferences
and in some cases to initiate federal suits to force clean-up. It also
provided for federal grants to stimulate research and to increase
state pollution control activity, and it specifically mentioned the
need for further attention to automotive exhaust. A second title
to the act was passed in 1965, authorizing HEW to set emissions
standards for automobiles beginning with the 1968 model year.
A year later HEW announced 1968 standards roughly identical
to those that had come into effect in California in 1966. The
impression was clearly conveyed that the federal government was
assuming enforcement powers slowly and reluctantly, and that
federal activity was lagging behind the more aggressive California
program.

The political climate which ultimately precipitated the strin-
gent emissions standards began to develop in 1965, when Ralph
Nader published his famous indictment of the industry for safety
defects and was treated to a personal investigation at the industry's
expense. Seldom has an attempt at intimidation backfired so
spectacularly. The Nader affair led to a dramatic set of hearings
in which the President of General Motors was forced to apologize
to Nader in front of a Congressional committee and a national
television audience. Serious and lingering damage was done to
the political credibility of the automobile manufacturers, and this
was soon compounded by allegations concerning their handling
of the air pollution problem itself. In January the Los Angeles
County Board of Supervisors requested the Attorney General to
investigate collusion by the industry to withhold pollution control
equipment. The Board of Supervisors charged that the committee
of the AMA set up to conduct joint research was in fact a collusive
arrangement to prevent the introduction of controls. They cited
the package of control devices developed by Chrysler, but kept off
the market until California legislation forced its introduction,
as evidence that industry developments were being suppressed
rather than propagated. The resulting Justice Department inves-
tigation ended in a consent decree in 1969 providing for an end
to the conspiracy without officially conceding its existence. This
incident unquestionably added to the public's impression of
recalcitrance and bad faith on the part of the industry.

In 1970, the political forces supporting stronger emission con-
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trots finally became overwhelming. The press discovered the
pollution issue and began to raise public consciousness. NBC
News showed filmclips of diseased trees over 100 miles from Los
Angeles. The New York Times added a special reporter for
environmental affairs, and he and others like him soon announced
that environmental protection was the coming issue on American

campuses. Earth Day was proclaimed on April 22, and well-pub-
licized nationwide activities called for stronger pollution control
measures. Ralph Nader's Center for the Study of Responsive
Law published a well-timed report on air pollution attacking
both the automobile industry and Senator Edmund Muskie as
chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Air and Water Pol-
lution.2

The attack by Nader's study group stung Muskie, then a pre-
sidential hopeful. It threatened him in an area where he had
established a strong public reputation, and caught him at a time
when he was being pressured from several sides. President Nixon
had sent a message to Congress in February calling for a 90 per-
cent reduction in emissions standards by 1980 and proposing
federally-sponsored research on low-polluting automotive technol-
ogies. Whatever the President's actual intentions were, it looked
very much like a deft political finesse on a major developing issue.
Moreover, Senators Gaylord Nelson and Henry Jackson were
issuing proposals for environmental protection which threatened
Muskie's jurisdiction over the issue. In August, Nelson intro-
duced a bill bluntly banning the internal combustion engine by
1975. Later that month, in the midst of a pollution incident on
the East coast and with a transcontinental Clean Car Race in
progress, Muskie took Nixon's standards and Nelson's deadline
and fashioned his own program.

The result was the National Emissions Standards Act, enacted
in December 1970 as Title II of the Clean Air Act as amended
in 1970. It established emissions standards for hydrocarbons
(HC) and carbon monoxide (CO) for new cars in 1975, and an
additional standard for oxides of nitrogen (NO.) to be met in
1976. These new standards are to constitute a 90 percent reduc-

2 The Nader study, Vanishing Air (New York: Grossman, 1970), was written
by a team headed by John Esposito. It provides a spicy account of events up
through the 1960s.
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tion below 1970 and 1971 levels respectively. (Administratively,
these standards have since been specified as 0.41 gm/mi HC, 8.4
gm/mi CO, and 0.4 gm/mi NO..) It also enables the federal
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to carry out certification
tests to confirm compliance, to conduct research, to establish fuel
regulations, to require and enforce warranties from auto manu-
facturers, and to certify and subsidize on-the-road inspection and
testing programs. For violations of the emissions standards, the
act imposes a fine of $10,000 per vehicle; this is the provision that
would, in effect, halt automotive production.

The particular history of this legislation affects the current
situation in two critical ways. There remains serious ambiguity
concerning the intent of the act, and there is great difficulty in
stimulating the development and adoption of advanced automo-
tive technologies. These problems can be traced to the forces
that produced the 1970 amendments, and they are important
elements of the context in which implementation of the Clean
Air Act must proceed.

First, there is the ambiguity regarding the intention to be
imputed to the emission standards. From one angle, this legis-
lation can be understood as an effort by Congress and in particular
by Senator Muskie and his subcommittee to exert pressure on
the obvious political targets by means of legislation. The Con-
gress was moved to do something forceful on behalf of the
environment, and the automobile manufacturers, indisputably
responsible and politically vulnerable, were an obvious target.
The act clearly "got tough" with them, by means of stringent
standards, tight deadlines, provisions requiring them to supply
data, and language requiring a good-faith effort to comply regard-
less of the technical difficulties involved. The Executive Branch,
controlled by the rival party, was another obvious target, vul-
nerable because of a sluggish record on enforcement. Congress
embarrassed it by removing, through unusually explicit provi-
sions, most of its administrative discretion in enforcing the act.
The over-all tone of the legislation is that of forcing a reluctant
administrator and a resisting industry to act promptly.

Ironically, this is precisely the interpretation now favored by
the automobile industry. Since the manufacturers are in no posi-
tion to refuse to comply with the legislation, what they now want
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is to minimize the disruption to their normal business which
compliance will entail. They have substantial and well-advertised
efforts under way to develop control devices, and they dearly hope
that these efforts, rather than actual achievement of standards,
will be construed and accepted as compliance. In order to define
compliance in this way, the standards must be interpreted as a
first approximation by Congress, whose intent was not necessarily
an actual 90 percent reduction but only achievement of the lowest
emissions levels that are technically "reasonable." The prepon-
derant technical opinion is that the technically reasonable rates
would be less stringent than those associated with the 90 percent
reduction objective.8

The opposing interpretation of the act holds that the exact
value of the 90 percent objective is of real social significance.
The figure can be associated with calculations of the amount of
reduction necessary to ensure that ambient air conditions in all
American cities would remain below levels associated with adverse
health effects. These calculations are presented in the legislative
history.4 If the calculations are correct, then a failure to meet
the standards would damage the health of a significant element
of the general population, and a relaxation of the standards would
be much harder to justify.

This question of interpretation is destined to be hotly con-
tested as implementation of the policy proceeds. Not only is the
legislative history ambiguous, and the emissions reduction gen-
uinely difficult technically, but the validity of the calculations used
to justify the 90 percent objective also are open to question. The
atmospheric processes that link emissions to levels of pollution
in the air are as yet poorly understood. The effects of auto.iotive
pollutants at ambient concentrations are extremely subtle and

3 For example, see National Academy of Sciences, Semiannual Report by the
Committee on Motor Vehicle Emissions to the EPA (Washington. D.C., January
1,1972).

4 The specific figure of 90 percent was given in an analysis by D. S. Barth and
others of the National Air Pollution Control Administration (now part of EPA).
Their analysis showed that a 90 percent reduction was required to reduce am-
bient concentrations of CO, HC, and NO. below those associated with adverse
health effects. See D. S. Barth, et al., "Federal Motor Vehicle Emission Goals for
CO. HC, and NO. Based on Desired Air Quality Levels," in Air Pollution- 1970
(Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Air and Water Pollution of the Commit-
tee on Public Works, U.S. Senate, 91st Congress, 2nd Session; Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1970), Part V.
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inherently difficult to measure. Thus the data on which damage
estimates must be based are not very robust, and conclusions
cannot be established beyond valid scientific doubt.s The resolu-
tion of this question-either affirmation of the 90 percent objective
or an adjustment for technical convenience-will be one of the
central issues of the developing program.

The second critical theme which emerges from the history of
the emission control program involves the development of auto-
motive technology. In 1969 the Office of Science and Technology
formed an Ad Hoc Panel on Unconventional Vehicle Propulsion
to assess the possibilities of achieving low emissions with the ICE
and to compare this with other technologies. The panel reported
officially in March of 1970, advancing the judgment that modifi-
cations of conventional engines were not a promising route to
low emissions and recommending a federal program to develop
an alternative technology for the purpose of emissions control.6
The recommendations of the OST panel were incorporated in
President Nixon's message to Congress on environmental quality
delivered in February of 1970, where he announced a new pro-
gram of both governmental and private-sector research on ad-
vanced low-polluting automotive technologies. The result was
the Advanced Automotive Power Systems (AAPS) program which
was placed in the newly organized Environmental Protection
Agency. The program included funds for research directly com-
missioned by the government and funds for buying prototype
vehicles developed by private parties.

In accord with the President's preferred time schedule, officials
of the AAPS program laid out a plan to develop steam and gas
turbine engines for production in 1980. In terms of this plan
the vehicles would be in early prototype stage by 1975, leaving
five years to solve the numerous problems involved in reorienting
production, marketing arrangements, service facilities, and so on.
This plan, caught up in the larger politics of the issue, never
really got started. The 1975 deadline for production vehicles,
which Muskie's bill imposed, disrupted the time schedule and

5 An analysis of this aspect is provided by W. Ahern, "Measuring the Health
Effects of Reductions in Automotive Air Pollution," Appendix 3 to Federal Policy
on Automotive Emissions Control, op. cit.

6 Office of Science and Technology, "Report of the Ad Hoc Panel on Uncon-
ventional Vehicle Propulsion" (internal document; Washington, D.C., March 1970).

I
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caused the program managers to change their orientation. Rather
than focusing on technical development as such, it was decided
that the program should be used as another device to force com-
pliance with the 1975 and 1976 standards. With this change the
program lost coherence and purpose since, within the technical
constraints imposed, the manufacturers undertook much larger
efforts on their own.

Furthermore, the AAPS program was not funded at a serious
level. Though authorized at a total (f $55 million for a three-year
period, actual appropriations have not exceeded $11 million in
any year. Probably because it represents the President's initiative
(and certainly because they do not trust the technical competence
of the EPA), Congress has not shown any enthusiasm or generosity
toward the program. Neither has the Office of Management and
Budget, which has cut program budget requests, arguing that it
is the industry's business to conduct automotive research. The
President, outflanked politically, has not bothered to push his
initiative. The result is a nominal effort which can be cited as
evidence of federal concern whenever there is pro-environmen-
talist political pressure, but which offers no serious possibility
of accomplishing the development of a marketable alternative
technology.

The conclusion of the OST panel remains, however: If the
nation wishes to reduce automotive emissions by anything like
90 percent, then it had best change its automotive technology or
at least contemplate such a change. As the analysis below will
show, that conclusion ought to be taken seriously.'

IH. The Current Technical Situation

In order to analyze the various policy options now available, it
is necessary to delve, albeit briefly, into some technical aspects
of automotive emissions control. There are fundamental difficul-
ties in holding one hundred million ICE-powered vehicles to
close emissions tolerances, and it is important to understand what

I The latest report by the National Academy of Sciences, released just as this
analysis goo to pre, supposts this coadnuron. See the Report of the Committee on
Motor Vehicle Emissions (Washington, D.C., February 12, 1973).
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the promems are and what other propulion technologes may
sfer a way out of the current dilemma."

Diffwities of Emissions Control

In essence, the operation of a conventional spark-ignited internal
combustion engine involves a series of contained explosions. Be-
cause of the physical and chemical characteristics of combustion
unds these aonditionr there are trade-off, among engine per-
fate-wil parameters such as (v) fuel economy, (2) emissions of
C O and HC, (3) emissions of NO, (4) engine performance (i.e.,

pikpand top speed), (5) vehicle driveability (including the
propensity to hesitate, stall, or surge, and the relative ease of

start inthe engine), and (6) cost of manufactuot. A desirable
change in one dimension.-say a reduction of the NO. emission-
rate--will produce unfavorable changes in other parameters, other
things being equal. Thus the strong, simultaneous controls on
HQ, CO, and NO.f emissions which the Clean Air Act mandates
will involve inevitable and potentially severe costs in manua-

turing. lost fuel economy, and reduced vehicle performance and
driveability.9

These technical trade-offs strongly affect the emission control
package now programmed by most manufacturers for their 1975
and 1976 models. In 1975, the controlled vehicles will include
a system for leading some of the engine exhaust back into the
carburetor (normally referred to as exhaust gas recirculation or
EGR). They also will have an air pump and thermal reactor,
and an oxidizing catalyst. In 1976, it is likely that a reducing
catalyst will be added and the degree of EGR somewhat reduced.
These devices must be tightly integrated with a number of engine
nodifictions, such as changes in timing and air-fuel mixtures,

&AAn excellent review of the ICE emision contro problem and of alternative
technolgies ,is ^vailable in a report by the National Ai Pollution Control Admin-
Istration, US. Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare, Control Techniques for
cars•'m ftoklie, NdkgenOxidc, daid my&*=*" Emissions ftrom Mobile
Sources (NMK4 Publication No. AP-66; Wahington. P.C.: Government Printing
Office, March 1970).

S Indeed, a deterioration in vehicle quality is already evident from the controls
eapmeud oan the 1)l-INS models, a am be sowr in current advertising (particu-
hl7 Js.'wroe) ;int plas to the .me ~s dbipk'- with lost perkotmace
and drivemhility.



which are required in order to produce the proper combustion
characteristics. The operating parameterso dite controlled enin

must be, held within narrower limits than is the case with un-
somewhat lower than the standards. Unfortunately, proviions
controllecd engines, and this requires more precise production
tolerances. All these changes contribute to increased manufac-
turing cost.

With this particular control package, the performance of the
vehicle is affected in a number of ways: EGR reduces peak com-
bustion temperatures to control NO. formation, but it tends to
interfere with normal combustion and to cause roughness, stalling,
and stumbling of the engine. Additional fuel is added to the
combustion mixture to counteract some of the undesirable effects
of EGR, but this causes greater formation of HC and CO and
increases fuel consumption. Thermal reactors and catalytic con-
vertors are added to remove residual HC, CO, and NO. from
the exhaust stream. These cause back pressures on the engine
and reduce its effective power. As a result, the optimal settings
of engine parameters for purposes of emission control are different
from those that give the best fuel economy and engine perfor-
mance. The controlled engine is more sensitive and complicated
than earlier internal combustion designs; it will be more prone
to deterioration of performance and will need more maintenance.
Due to the complexity of the systems, the maintenance will be
harder to perform.

The "Stability" Problem

These technical trade-offs, combined with the requirement for
tighter production tolerances and increased maintenance, make it
likely that the controlled ICE will not be in stable equilibrium at
the level of the 1975/76 standards, even if new test vehicles do
pass the federal certification proedure. Emissions performance
will tend to deteriorate over time and with distance travelled.

Now it is true that the test procedures for certifying compliance
with the 1975/76 standards include a mechanism for limiting the
degree of deterioration of controlled vehicles10 Prototype vehicles

14 A, stuly od I1ml teat proeodtm has been prepered by M. Weinstein and I.
~Einiusioft Wau~ei adt~Tsing of New Vehicles,". Appendix 1 to

iPc .l Polic on Automotive Emissin Control, op. cit.
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must be run for 50,000 miles with no greater than normal main-
tenance and still perform within the standards. In effect, this
means that automobile manufacturer3 must counteract whatever
intrinsic deterioration there is by achieving initial emissions rates
of the federal certification test are not proof against the inherent
dirtiness of conventional internal combustion engines. There are
several reasons why vehicles will be unstable in the sense that
on-the-road emissions rates will rise above those experienced in
the prototype test

I. The de facto rate of deterioration will be higher than that
accounted for under the federal procedures because on-the-road
driving conditions are more demanding and more damaging than
those simulated in the prototype durability test. Currently, the
50,000 miles are accumulated by the manufacturers' own expert
drivers during the summer months at 35 mph on carefully main-
tained test tracks. In addition, the maintenance that vehicles
receive in real life is not nearly so thorough nor so competent
as that given the prototype test vehicles by the manufacturers'
expert mechanics.

2. In the absence of elaborate government enforcement, few
motorists will perform any specific air quality maintenance at all.
Most vehicles will receive the maintenance necessary to make
them run well, as they do now, and this will tend to increase
emissions rather than reduce them.

3. Because emission controls reduce engine efficiency and per-
formance, there is a significant incentive for individual owners
to disable, disconnect, or remove the devices. Many motorists will
do this kind of tampering, and greatly increased emissions will
result.

The single most significant element of the stability problem
is the performance of oxidizing and reducing catalysts. If the
1975 HC and CO standards are to be achieved, the oxidizing
catalysts must remove 80 percent or more of the pollutants in the
exhaust stream. In order to meet current federal durability
requirements, this efficiency rate must be maintained for 50,000
miles. Unfortunately, none of the oxidizing catalysts tested to
date has been able to achieve 50,000-mile durability, and those
in the accepted range of efficiency do not even approximate the
required performance. The prospect, then, is that the oxidizing
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catalysts will have to be replaced periodically, thus adding further
burdens to the maintenance program. For the reducing catalyst
which may be used to control NO. emissions, these problems
are far worse.

In addition to these problems of normal operation, there are
many conditions that cause the catalysts to fail completely. They
can be deactivated by lead, phosphorous, or sulphur. Though
lead is unlikely to be a problem at the manufacturer's test facility,
it presents serious difficulties for the transition period on the
road, when leaded gasoline will presumably have to be supplied
for older vehicles. Phosphorous and sulphur also can do damage,
even in small amounts, and thus they pose a problem of regu-
lating the composition of fuel and lubricants. Many oxidizing
catalysts also can be destroyed by excess heat generated by their
own operation. The reactions which oxidize HC and CO generate
heat. Thus engine misfirings, rapid acceleration, heavy loads on
the engine, or any other driving mode which puts a large amount
of unburned fuel into the exhaust will heat the catalyst to tem-
peratures at which many catalysts will be deactivated. Once again,
these events are unlikely to occur under prototype test conditions,
but they are inevitable on the road. Some manufacturers are
planning by-pass valves to protect the catalyst; others will simply
allow the deactivation process to occur.

Since ICE-powered vehicles are likely to be unstable, consid-
eration must be given to measures to enforce emissions limits on
vehicles on the road. This might be done by a massive inspection
system which would try to identify high-polluting vehicles and
send them back for mandatory emissions-control service or parts
replacement. If tried on anything approaching a nationwide
scale, the task would be a staggering one, involving the individual
inspection and regulation of tens of millions of individual units.
At present few states have the capacity to run such programs, and
political opposition, inertia, inefficiency, and budget constraints
will hinder their development. Inevitably, a substantial portion
of vehicles will escape effective enforcement.

In short, projections of the effect of various emissions control
t policies must include some estimate of the instability factor.

Forecasts based on the legislated maximum emissions rate are
hopelessly optimistic. Likewise, it is not reasonable to assume
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that the stability problem will be easily cured by systems of in-use
inspection and maintenance. The real difficulties of implementing
such large-Kale programs, and the low likelihood of their even
being tried in most states, need to be taken into account.

Costs of Controlling the ICE

There have been several studies of the cost of attempts to meet
the emissions standards with the conventional ICE. Table 1 sum-
marizes the estimates of expected increases in manufacturing cost
and fuel consumption. Looking first at new car cost, the estimated
increase to meet 1975 standards for CO and HC (over the cost
of 1973 vehicles) is between $164 and $214 per car. The net
increase over costs of uncontrolled vehicles (shown in parentheses)
is about $100 more, reflecting the controls imposed between 1967

Table 1. zsMacTzs OF TE INCREASE IN FUrSr COST AND FUEL- CONSUMPTION,
ovw 1973 vEHCLES, TO MEET 1975 AND 1976 EMISSIONS STANDARDS. (NUMBERS
IN PARENTHFESZS ARE ESTIMATES OF INCREASES OVER UNCONTROLLED VEHICLES.)

Additional Manufacturing Increase in Fuel
Cost Per Car Consumption (percent)

o 0No

Source 0%
National Academy $214
of Sciences a ($314) 3%-12%
Chase Econometric $164 $269
A, ies' ($247) ($352)
Eam Research
and Engineering 5%-2%
Chrysler Corp. • (30%)
Geral Industry ($245-500) (10%-26%)
Estimates &

Semiannual Report by the Committee on Motor Vehicle Emissions to the EPA,

January 1, 1972.
"fPhase U of the Economic Impacts of Meeting Ezhaust Emission Standards,

1971-19-0" Deceimber 1. 1971.
* Testimony to the EPA Auto Emissions Standards Hearing, May 1971.
Pri vate lnifevw
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and 1973.11 The cost to meet the 1976 standards (including the
stringent controls on NO.) is between $270 and $400 per car, as
compared to 1973 vehicles. For an annual model run of 10 million
can, the total increase in manufacturing cost entailed by the 1976
standards would range between $1 and $4 billion per year.

The increase in fuel consumption caused by 1975 and 1976
emissions controls has been variously estimated, as indicated in
the two right-hand columns of Table 1. Our analysis uses a range
of values from 5 to 20 percent above the gas consumption of
1973 vehicles; it indicates that, unless technical improvements
are achieved, fuel costs will be increased by $1 to $4 billion per
year by the mid-1980s. 12

One of the primary effects of emissions control procedures
applied to the ICE is that the engine becomes more complex and
more sensitive. It will require more maintenance just to keep
it performing adequately, let alone to hold its emissions close to
the official standards. Only the roughest guess can be made as
to the actual economic costs of increased maintenance, but it
seems reasonable to forecast a direct maintenance charge on the
emission control program of $10 to $20 per car per year-in essence
this is 1/4 to 1/2 the cost of one additional visit to the garage
each year.

If an attempt is made to handle the technical instability of the
controlled ICE through a program of vehicle inspection and
enforced service of air quality devices, this will add at least $3
per car tested. The mandatory servicing of control devices on
the cars that fail the test will cost in the neighborhood of $20 to
$30 per vehicle. If the inspection is annual and roughly a third
of the cars fail, then the enforcement program itself could cost
over $1 billion per year.

When aJI these items are added together the total cost of the
abatement program is impressive. In the 1980s it will cost from
$4 to $10 billion per year to control emissions from the con-
ventional ICE.

It The costs of controls imposed up through the 1973 model year are sunk costs
and are not included in the analysis of future policy changes.12 There has been a fuel penalty of 5 to 10 percent as a result of controls up
through 1973, but again this is a sunk cost and is not included in the analysis. We
assume a gasoline price (net of taxes) of $.25 per gallon and a base fuel economy
of 15 mi/gal.

Lt
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Alternative Propulsion Technologies

The high cost and inherent instability of the tightly-controlled
ICE leads one to look for alternative means of propulsion that are
less polluting. A number of alternatives exist, the most prominent
of which are the Wankel, the stratified charge ICE, steam and
gas turbine engines, electric drive, and engines that run on various
types of clean-burning fuels. All of these, along with various
hybrids, are sufficiently different from the conventional ICE to
require substantial redesign of vehicle components and produc-
tion processes. Short of a major national commitment (much
greater than anything suggested to date), such an effort cannot
be accomplished by 1976 or 1977. If intensified developmental
efforts were to begin in 1973, however, any of these alternatives
could be prepared by 1980, with varying degrees of confidence in
a satisfactory outcome.

The Wankel Engine. The Wankel engine is attractive t uto-
mobile producers quite apart from its emissions characteristics.
For the power delivered it is smaller, lighter in weight, and has
fewer moving parts than the standard ICE. Since the structural
weight of a vehicle is related to the weight of the engine, a lighter
engine translates into savings in manufacturing cost. Moreover,
Wankel engines can be constructed in modules, offering the
promise that engines of different size can have the same basic
design, and vary only in the number of rotors. The performance
of the engine compares favorably to standard ICEs of contem-
porary design. The major problem concerns fuel consumption,
which is high at the moment and appears to be difficult to
improve.

Unfortunately, the Wankel is not especially advantageous from
the standpoint of emissions control. Because of the elongated
combustion chamber of the Wankel engine, there will be more
quenching is of combustion than in a standard ICE and hence
greater concentration of unburned HC in the exhaust. Formation
of NO. is slightly lower in the Wankel for the same reason, and

Is "Quenching" refers to the phenomenon whereby combustion is retarded along
the walls of the cylinder because they are cooler than the body of burning gas.
Thus quenching stops combustion short of completion and leaves unburned hydro-
carbons in the exhaust.
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because there is a certain amount of exhaust gas recycling inherent
in the operation of the engine. Since additional EGR cannot be
added, however, without disrupting engine performance unac-
ceptably, reducing NO. to the 1976 standards is a problem. The
Wankel will have to be carefully tuned to minimize emissions
formation and, as with the standard piston engine, these adjust-
ments may cause significant losses in fuel economy and road per-
formance. Thus the Wankel engine will have many of the same
stability problems as plague the ICE, and will be even more
dependent on the performance of catalysts and/or thermal reac-
tors in the exhaust stream. If control devices fail, the resulting
HC emissions from a Wankel will oe greater than from a stan-
dard ICE.

Stratified Charge ICE. The Ford Motor Company, under con-
tract to the Army Tank Command, is working on an engine that
cleans up the internal combustion process by concentrating fuel
around an internal ignition point and maintaining much leaner
mixtures in the outer portions of the cylinder. The design of the
cylinders and engine block is a significant departure from that
of the conventional ICE. Combined with catalysts, a prototype
engine of this sort has achieved the 1975/76 emissions standards
over short durations. The principle is also being applied to
Wankel engines.

There are several problems with the Ford stratified charge
engine that require further research and development. It requires
very precise control of mixing in the combustion chamber, and
this makes it more complex than the conventional ICE or the
conventional Wankel. Both production and operating tolerances
have to be tighter than with current vehicles. It would therefore
be more costly to produce (potentially $250-$350 per car more
than the controlled ICE). It also might be less stable in actual
operation. Emissions would increase significantly as it wandered
out of tune, and tuning for best emissions control may be
different from tuning for best economy.

More encouraging results have been achieved by a Japanese
manufacturer, Honda. The Honda design is different from that
of the Ford engine, in that it involves a small pre-combustion
chamber for each cylinder, and it appears to be both more durable
and less costly. As yet the Honda approach has been tested only
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ca small engines, and the difficulties of adaption to the standard

American car are not yet fully known. Clearly, however, the
stratified charge engine is very promising, and it merits more
attention than it is now receiving.

Rankine Cycle. Rankine cycle engines use continuous com-
bustion to heat a working fluid (water or some organic solution)
which then expands against pistons (or a turbine) to produce the
work required to propel a vehicle, as with the old Stanley steamer.
Such an engine has several attractive features. Relative to the
ICE, it produces high torque at low engine speeds and thus does
not require a complicated transmission. It can run on low octane
gasoline as well as on less refined fuels, such as kerosene. Because
the fuel is not exploded it is a quieter engine. It also is extremely
durable and would require less maintenance and, presumably,
less frequent replacement than an ICE. T! ce are no barriers
to mass production, and such engines could be prepared for the
automotive market at a cost roughly equal to the tightly controlled
ICE ($1200-$1300 per unit or about 30 percent -more than the
cost of current engines). Fuel economy (10-15 miles per gallon)
promises to be comparable to the current ICE.

Rankine engines offer stable low emissions. Combustion is
more complete and thus the engine exhausts far less HC and CO
than an ICE. Also, the gases cool less rapidly after combustion,
and so there is less formation of NO.. Even without special efforts
to control emissions, experimental Rankine engines have produced
emissions of less than 0.2 gm/mi for all three pollutants-less than
half of the 1975/76 standards for HC and NO. and a tenth of
the 1975/76 standard for CO.

The traditional disadvantages of the Rankine engine-freezing
of the working fluid in cold weather, slow start-up, danger of
boiler explosion, use of scarce materials, and sheer bulk-have all
been either eliminated or greatly reduced even with the small
amount of research done in recent years. Organic working fluids
now being tested freeze only at - 30°F. There is no boiler as such
to explode, and if a leak should develop in the tube where the
working fluid is heated, not enough would escape to constitute
a hazard. Start-up times are now down to 30-40 seconds, and it
is doubtful that this would prove much of an inconvenience,
particularly since starting would be more reliable than for a
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controlled ICE. At the moment Rankine engines are heavier
than the ICE, but this disadvantage is reduced if account is taken
of the transmission, which is heavier for an ICE-powered vehicle.
Recent advances in condensers, heat exchangers, and expanders
have reduced the volume of the engine, which will now fit into
the smaller model lines currently on the market (e.g., a Ford
Fairlane or a Chevy II).

The major disadvantage of the Rankine, as with any radically
different alternative, is that such engines are not now in use, and
therefore the technical momentum of the industry works against
them. Even if Rankine technology were universally acknowledged
as superior (which it is not), there would be difficulties in over-
coming the well-established commitment of the industry to the
ICE. Though their durability and emissions characteristics may
make Rankine cycle engines attractive from the point of view of
the motoring public, the manufacturers, faced with costs of reor-
ganization and retooling, are inevitably less enthusiastic.

Gas Turbine. The gas turbine engine is an automotive adap-
tation of the technology commonly used in jet aircraft. It has
very attractive thermodynamic properties, and yields power and
energy densities (the determinants of speed and range) greater
than those of the ICE. Because of its thermodynamic characteris-
tics, and because the aircraft industry has given it an independent
(and conceivably competitive) base, the gas turbine has long
received a significant amount of attention from the automobile
manufacturers. Apart from the ICE, it is the alternative with
which the industry is most familiar and the one (at least until
the advent of the Wankel) to which it is most favorably inclined.

In terms of emission control the gas turbine is inherently
cleaner than the ICE and much more stable. A properly tuned
turbine engine produces HC and CO emissions in the area of
the 1975 standards and these rates do not seriously degrade over
the life of the engine. There is a problem with NO., however.
Although NO. formation is lower than in the uncontrolled ICE
(around 2 gm/mi), it still is significantly higher than the 1976 NO.
standard, and there is no control technique at the moment which
will reduce it. Of course, even with higher initial emission rates,
the gas turbine might well produce less pollution than the con-
trolled ICE because of its greater stability.
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There are barriers to the mass production and mass operation
of gas turbines in automobiles. They require exotic materials
and more tightly controlled production processes than the auto-
mobile companies have attained to date. The manufacture of
turbine engines might require drastic changes in the current
labor force, either in terms of training or of personnel turnover.
There would be similar problems in the maintenance industry:
The turbine could not be handled by current garage mechanics.
The unit price of the engine is hard to predict, but it appears
that it would be significantly higher than the controlled ICE
($1500 or so by current estimates).

Electric Drive. Recent research has identified new battery
technologies that have sufficient power output and energy storage
to permit an automotive application. If fully developed, such
batteries might power a passenger car with the speed, range, and
performance of current ICE's at a competitive cost. Such a vehicle
would have no HC, CO, or NO. emissions whatsoever, and would
be quieter, smoother, and more durable in operation. The pol-
lution problem under such a technology would be displaced to
a smaller number of larger sources (i.e., electric power generating
stations), where over the long run it is not unreasonable to hope
for significant economies of scale in pollution reduction and
significant advantages in enforcement.

Such vehicles also would enable a more flexible energy policy,
and could help to conserve petroleum. At some point in the
future, fossil fuels will become too scarce and expensive to use
for propelling individuals around in 4000-pound containers.
Naturally, there is great debate about how far in the future this
event lies and whether it is desirable to effect such a change at
an earlier date in order to reap benefits in terms of reduced
pollution.

It would require a substantial (but by no means unattainable)
development effort to prepare electric drive technology for mass
production by the early 1980s. Though such an effort is very
unlikely to emerge from current market forces, it would be
attainable with government financing. The more serious barriers
to electric drive technology are to be tound in its broader eco-
nomic consequences. The reallocation of the productive capacity
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of the automotive manufacturers would be much more substantial
than in the case of the Rankine cycle, Wankel, or stratified charge
engines. Disruptive effects would be concentrated in markets for
certain materials and parts. Oil producers and distributors would
lose their gasoline market, which currently is the major portion
of their business, though this would occur at a gradual pace
determined by the turnover in the vehicle population. Electric
utilities would experience a greater increase in demand than
they are now estimating, and they would have to undertake greater
capital investment. This again would be a gradual process phased
to the vehicle turnover rate.

The essential question then is whether long-run economic forces
favoring electric technology will appear soon enough, or whether
the gains from centralizing emissions sources will be significant
enough, to make a battery-powered car competitive within the
time frame of current policy (15-20 years). This is a matter of
great uncertainty. But since the decisions on automotive tech-
nology now being forced by the Clean Air Act will strongly affect
the patterns of energy use at least until 1990, the issue ought to
receive serious and immediate attention.

Internal Combustion Engines with Gaseous Fuels. It has been
demonstrated that dramatic reductions in exhaust emissions from
the conventional ICE can be achieved by changing to gaseous
fuels such as liquified petroleum gas or compressed natural gas.
Such systems, which require only moderate changes in engine
design, have inherently clean combustion and good performance
characteristics, and they result in stable emissions near the levels
of the 1975/76 standards. Some taxi fleets and pools of govern-
ment vehicles have been converted to gaseous fuels in recent
years, often with net savings in vehicle cost.

The main problems with gaseous fuels concern the supply
system and safety.' 4 A major increase in the national supply of
gaseous fuels would be required (perhaps through coal gasifica-
tion or imports of liquified petroleum gas) in order to serve the
national vehicle fleet. Even if the supply were available, the
widespread use of gaseous fuels would require a major overhaul

14 A very useful analysis of gaseous fueled vehicles has been carried out by the
Environmental Quality Laboratory at California Institute o! Technology; see L.
Lees, et at., Smog--A Report to the People (Los Angeles, 1972).
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of the distribution system for automotive fuels. These two factors
tend to restrain the use of gaseous fuels to fleet operations in large
cities. The safety problem appears to be as much a matter of
public acceptance as of real danger. Most analyses of the safety
question conclude that a properly-run gaseous fuels system is as
safe as one based on gasoline, if not more so.

A more venturesome approach now under study would involve
the use of hydrogen as an automotive fuel. The hydrogen could
be made from hydrocarbon fuels or from water (using electric
power as an input) and delivered in liquid form much as gasoline
is today. Or it might be manufactured from a conventional
hydrocarbon fuel within the vehicle itself. A hydrogen engine
would be essentially pollution-free. As with other alternatives
mentioned above, additional research is needed to determine if
these new approaches are practical for mass-produced cars.

One thing is clear, however. Technologies are available that
can be expected to solve the stability problem and that cou!"' be
developed for new car production by, say, the model year 1981.
It is unrealistic, however, to think that any of these potential
solutions will emerge in a timely fashion from the current emis-
sion control program.

III. Polity OQtiions

A fertile imagination can generate a largc_ number of different
approaches to the automobile emissions control problem. These
include an outright ban on the ICE, myriad systems of effluent
taxes, enforced maintenance, gasoline rationing, traffic controls,
regional rather than national programs, and a substantial reduc-
tion in the abatement objectives. A full evaluation of the options
would require a very extensive discussion indeed. As a practical
matter, though, there seem to be three basic options, illustrated
in the top half of Figure 1. One option is to continue with the
established policy of full implementation of the Clean Air Act as
it now stands. In this case there is a subsidiary choice about how
hard to push for enforcement of emissions performance "on the
road." We shall refer to this option by the shorthand notation
"EST," or if an enforcement program is included, as "EST/ENF."
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the third option, which we call "ALT," is to adopt a vigorous
program to develop one or more of the low-polluting propulsion
technologies, and to prepare for its adoption in the early 1980s.
In this last case there is a subsidiary choice about what to do
about emissions standards while this alternative is being prepared.
On the one hand, it is possible to hold to established standards
through the late 1970s (leading to option EST/ALT), or stan-
dards can be relaxed in the interim, to be raised again in the early
1980s (yielding option REL/ALT).

No matter which path federal policy takes, there is a wide range
of possible outcomes, as displayed in the bottom half of the figure.
First, there is the question of program cost over some period (we
use 15 years), and our analysis will utilize high, medium, and low
assumptions about the costs of emissions control. Then, whatever
the cost turns out to be, after some years of experience with vehicle
deterioration under road conditions there will be some realized
level of emissions stability. As the figure shows, the analysis will
incorporate a range of assumptions about the degree to which
vehicle emissions deviate from those predicted by the prototype
test. The relative attractiveness of different policy options, nat-
urally, depends on where they are expected to come out on the
diagram of cost and stability.

Established Policy

When understood in the context of the 1960s the provisions of
the Clean Air Act have a simple, appealing logic. The act gets
tough with the oligopoly of domestic manufacturers who are wide-
ly believed to have colluded to fend off California's early attempts
at emissions control. The rigidly imposed standards and precise
deadlines, the clause requiring good-faith effort to meet them,
and the threat of prohibition from the market are all devices for
breaking the resistance of recalcitrant profit-oriented industrialists.
Explicit constraints on auto emissions are given the force of law.
Enforcement of explicit standards requires measurements which
must be recorded and made part of the public record, and this
provides a political focus and a pressure point for diffuse and
weakly-organized environmentalist forces. Moreover, the difficult
task of designing control systems is left to the manufacturers, who
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have an incentive to produce the most efficient technical solution,
so the argument goes. State inspection programs, along with the
warranty provisions of the act, should prevent manufacturers
from producing a vehicle that turns into a bad polluter after a
few months in the owner's hands. The implementation of this
logic can accurately be referred to as the "established policy" of
the Congress and the EPA.18

There is some chance that this approach may produce an effi-
cient method of controlling ICE emissions. Perhaps there are
breakthroughs in technology and production technique that can
yield dramatic reductions in emissions at low cost, with no un-
desirable side-effects. (Catalyst manufacturers are in effect making
such a claim when they forecast the development of cheap, dur-
able, highly efficient catalytic devices.) Such an outcome would
be an extraordinary bit of good luck, and it would clearly justify
the established policy. The technical momentum of the industry
and the political forces behind the current policy would be
directed down the right track, and at least one environmental
problem would be solved.

Unfortunately, if the technical breakthroughs are not so easily
achieved, then the virtues of the established policy are much more
problematic. Despite official neutrality with respect to propulsion
technology, the 1975/76 standards and deadlines serve to lock
the entire industry into a narrow range of options. Routine pro-
duction procedures in the industry require that basic engineering
designs be established three years before production begins (July
1972 for the 1975 models). This timing allowed only 18 months
between the enactment of the 1970 Amendments (whose stringency
was not anticipated by the industry) and the onset of the produc-
tion cycle for 1975 vehicles. The tight deadline could not help
solidifying the commitment throughout the industry to the con-
ventional ICE and to "bolt-on" clean-up devices.

If the technical trade-offs hold in this circumstance, then the
response of automotive designers, working under time pressure,
is predictable. They will aim for a vehicle design that (a) will
pass the federal prototype test so it can be sold and (b) will

15 There are important matters which have not been decided to date, including
elements of certification testing and assembly line surveillance, guidelines for ve.
hide maintenance and state enforcement, and the question of an extension of the
1975 and 1976 standards.

36-993 0 - 74 - 36
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entail the least possible increase in new car cost and the smallest
losses in vehicle driveability. To do so, they will have to com-
promise with vehicle emissions performance over long periods of
time and miles of use. Vehicle emissions will tend to be "un-
stable" in the sense that, without continuous and informed
maintenance, emissions rates will rise significantly under the
rigors encountered on the road.

Emissions Forecasts. Just how high emissions might go is a
matter of considerable uncertainty. The factors contributing to
instability have been identified above. The degree to which they
operate will depend both on vehicle design and the pressure of
government enforcement. In order to analyze these phenomena
we have developed a set of models of the automobile population,
taking into account the growth, turnover, and use patterns of
vehicle fleet, along with the differing emissions standards in force
in different years. They also contain sub-models of vehicle de-
terioration under road conditions, and of auto emission inspec-
tion and enforced maintenance.16

The key to the analysis, as noted earlier, is the concept of
"-stability" of vehicle emissions over time. A vehicle type is
"stable" if it will, on the average, perform near to the prototype
test result even without elaborate enforcement systems and spe-
cialized emissions control maintenance. The greater the increase
in emissions under these conditions, the more "unstable" a par-
ticular design is considered to be. We define four stability levels
that cover the range of emissions performance that could result
from current efforts to control the ICE. There also is a stability
class designed to represent a stable alternative technology. Figure
2 shows a simplified version of this part of the emissions model.
Each level of stability indicates a different possible state of the
world which might result from the inherent properties of the
vehicle design, voluntary maintenance, the driving habits of the
population, and the other factors affecting emissions control
system deterioration.

Level I stability reflects what might be achieved if vehicle
design and production were at the most favorable limits of
imaginable success and if vehicles were voluntarily maintained

16 See "Enforcement of Emissions Limits 'On the Road'," Appendix 2 to Federal
Policy on Automotive Air Pollution, op. cit.
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exactly according to manufacturer's specifications. It presumes a
catalyst that would not fail completely even under high tem-
perature, rough driving, or poisoning. This level of stability is
very unlikely to occur, but it is conceivable and thus serves to
define the lower end of the range. Level 4 stability is the high end
of the range. It presumes a catalyst which is prone to failure, and
a significant amount of perverse maintenance (adjusting or re-
moving of control devices in order to improve performance at
the cost of higher emissions). Further, it assumes that whatever
air quality maintenance is done will be inexpertly performed.
Levels 2 and 3 represent intermediate cases to provide reference
points within the established range. Level 0 stability indicates
the performance that could be expected from a stable alternative
technology.

Using the emissions model and these definitions of stability,
we can prepare alternative emissions forecasts. Taking CO as an
example, Figure 3 shows the annual total emissions for the nation
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for each of the 15 years 1975-1989. The lowest curve in the figure
duplicates an estimate prepared by the National Academy of
Sciences 17 and assumes perfect stability in emissions (that is, zero
deterioration of post-1975 vehicles). The top curve shows what
would happen if emissions controls were left at 1973 levels.
Other curves show total emissions with established policy (EST
with no enforced maintenance) under alternative assumptions
about stability. For example, the curve labeled "Level 4" results
from established policy if, in fact, vehicles produced after 1975
deteriorate according to the definition of stability level 4 in
Figure 2.

Several things are worth noticing about Figure 3. First, the
effects of different policy options do not differ greatly in the
early years (say, 1975-1979). This is because of the gradual
turnover of the vehicle fleet. It takes several years before the
tightly-controlled vehicles grow to be a significant portion of

17 Semiannual Report by the Committee on Motor Vehicle Emissions to the EPA
(WashingtW, D.C., January 1, 1972).

L _ __ _ _ __ _ _
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the auto population, and the results of any emissions control
program play out over a decade or more. Another point to notice
is that, unless emissions controls are highly stable, total emissions
will be on the rise again in the late 1980s due to the growth in
total miles driven. Finally, the figure shows that only the most
optimistic assumptions (Level 1 or better) approach the goal of
a 90 percent reduction in emissions sought in the Clean Air Act.

To the results for CO shown in Figure 3 must be added similar
data for HC and NO., and for analysis of broad policy options
these complex phenomena must be aggregated into an under-
standable set of summary indices. We aggregate pollutants by
taking a weighted sum of total national emissions of CO, HC,
and NO, in each year.18 Aggregation over time is accomplished
by taking the simple sum of the weighted emissions over the
15-year period 1975-1989. The result is a set of estimates of the
total tons of "pollutant" spewed out by cars under different
policy options. Since we are concerned with the incremental
reduction associated with the tightening of standards programmed
for 1975 and 1976, we take the pollution that would be ex-
perienced under 1973 controls as the base condition. The per-
centage cutback achieved by a particular policy (below levels
produced by 1973 controls) is termed its "Weighted Index of
Reduction." This is our measure for comparing the effectiveness
of the different policies laid out in Figure 1.

The values of the index for established policy are shown in
the first column of Table 2. (The values for other policies are
there as well; we shall return to them shortly.) As the table shows,
emissions may be reduced, below those from 1973 controls, by as
much as 55 percent or as little as 13 percent depending on the
stability level attained.

The significance of such percentage reductions is not intuitively
obvious, of course, for they are not measures of the things we
value about pollution control - such as the health of human
beings, plants, and animals.19 One can, however, make very rough
estimates as to what these reductions imply for current efforts to

18 The weighting factors that ue behind the calculations presented here are
CO =0.12, HC= 1.0, NO= 1.0. The analysis was conducted using three distinct sets
of weights, and the central conclusions proved insensitive to the weighting scheme
used.

19A quantitative approach to this problem is provided by Ahern, op. cit.
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Table 2. WEIGHTED INDICES OF REDUCTION IN EMISSIONS UNDER DIFFERENT POLICY

OPTIONS, FOR INDICATED STABILITY LEVELS FOR ICE VEHICLES AND LEVEL 0 FOR

ALTERNATE TECHNOLOGY.

Stability Weighted Index of Reduction, 1975-1989

Level EST EST/ENF REL REL/ALT EST/ALT

1 .55 .59 .37 .51 .60
2 .45 .54 .11 .37 .55
3 .35 .47 -. 15 .23 .49
4 .13 .34 * .38

Level 4 is not applicable under relaxed standards.

meet established ambient air quality standards. In a city such as
Philadelphia, for example, N. iere automobiles in 1967 contributed
around 60 percent of CO pollution, an emissions control pro-
gram experiencing poor stability (Levels 3 or 4) might result in
10 to 20 periods each year during which the 8-hour standard for
CO concentrations was exceeded (i.e., 1-2 days per month).20 If
the ambient standards are accurately set, then adverse health
effects would still be suffered even after 15 years of the control
program.

The Role of Enforced Maintenance. Results like the above,
which show the effect of technical instability on the degree of
clean-up achieved, inevitably suggest the potential value of a
program of inspection and enforced maintenance as a means of
controlling the deterioration of emissions controls. No doubt
the difficulties of establishing such a system on a national scale are
formidable. Fifty states and countless local jurisdictions would
be involved; few of them now possess legal authority to establish
inspection and maintenance programs, much less the capacity to
make them work. To build a pr6gram capable of controlling an
unstable technology would not only require setting up (or sup-
plementing) testing and inspection programs in 20 or 30 states at
a minimum; it also would require regulation of maintenance
facilities, licensing of mechanics, and so on. And since all of this
would entail significant harassment of motorists, such a program
would be hazardous politically. In short, it is questionable that

20 This would occur in 1985-89 assuming Level 3 or Level 4 stability under the
established policy, normal weather and traffic conditions, and a 50 percent abate-
ment of stationary source pollution. For further detail on such calculations see
Ahern, op. cit.
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a comprehensive enforcement system can be created, or that if it
were created it would operate efficiently. 21

Still, a maintenance program is an important part of control
policy as conceived in the Clean Air Act, and it deserves careful
attention. There are many ways such a program could be organ-
ized - some more effective in reducing emissions than others.
The format most likely to be adopted involves state-run inspec-
tion stations which try to identify high emitters and send them
to certified private garages for restoration of their air quality
control systems.

California and New Jersey are the only states that have at-
tempted inspection programs to date. Following their experience,
the measured emissions rate at which cars will fail the test
probably will be set by most states in such a way that some pre-
determined percentage of all vehicles will be selected out as high
polluters. No state administration wants a system that fails so
many cars as to be politically unacceptable or so few that it appears
a waste of time. Furthermore, the test criteria are likely to be
designed so that the percentage failed is roughly the same for all
model years. It would be hard to sustain a program that penal-
ized the owners of old cars and let new car owners go free- or
vice versa.

Based on these assumptions about what states will in fact do if
they are induced to set up inspection and service programs, an
evaluation has been prepared for a national system that fails 30
percent of the cars each yea.-. Cars receiving the mandated service
under this program are considered to be restored to the level of
emission control they exhibited as new vehicles. That is, the
emissions of cars failed are forced back to the lowest point on the
appropriate stability curve in Figure 2.22 Such assumptions are

21 It is argued that enforcement ought to be selective by local area according to
the severity of the air pollution problem. Montpelier, Vt., would allow its motorists
to gain the benefits of lax controls, while Los Angeles would impose a vigorous en-
forcement program, perhaps even requiring a different x ;cle design. Regionaliza-
tion is attractive if there are only a few areas requiring ngent controls, but un-
fortunately Los Angeles and Philadelphia are not the only cities with serious
problems. A study by the Office of Science and Technology concludes that 70
percent of the vehicle population would require controls; see Cumulative Regula-
tion Effects on the Cost of Automotive Transportation (RFCAT; Washington, D.C.,
February 28, 1972). If the vehicles that must be rigidly controlled constitute a
significant portion of the population (say, 40 -,ercent or more), then this analysis
of a national program holds for a regionalized program as well.

22 The level of stability is assumed to be inherent in the technical design and
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extremely favorable regarding the effectiveness of maintenance
and obviously represent the outer bound of what can be expected.

This version of the established policy with enforcement on the
road is given the shorthand name EST/ENF, and the Weighted
Indices of Reduction under these conditions are shown in the
second column of Table 2. These data, which present a picture
purposefully biased in favor of maintenance programs, bring out
the fundamental dilemma inherent in this policy instrument.
Under highly stable conditions, where the maintenance cannot
produce a substantial reduction in automotive emission because
there is none to be had, an enforcement program does not add a
great deal to effectiveness. Under low stability conditions (say
Level 4), enforced maintenance does raise effectiveness, but the
ultimate improvement over 1973 controls is still not very great.

Program Costs. Estimating the costs of the different policy
options for emissions control is, of course, an exercise in making
reasonable assumptions. Until controlled automobiles are mass-
produced and driven under road conditions, the actual cost of
emissions control cannot be known. Even then accurate cost
calculations will require an elaborate effort not likely to be
undertaken. It is important, therefore, to impose the proper
structure on the problem and to provide a range of possible esti-
mates reflecting the inherent uncertainty.

The discussion above identifies four components of cost: (1)
the increase in vehicle manufacturing cost, (2) the increased cost
of vehicle maintenance, (3) the decline in fuel economy, and (4)
the cost of inspection, specialized air quality control service, and
general administration necessary to enforce performance on the
road. Table 3 presents low, medium, and high estimates of the
15-year total of these costs under current policy. The low estimate
assumes an increment in manufacturing cost over that of 1973
vehicles of only $100. This is extremely optimistic, as it is well
below the current official estimates shown in Table 1. The esti-
mated fuel penalty, at 5 percent, is also at the low end of most
estimates.

thus cannot be changed, though a maintenance program can hold actual emissions
rates below the maximum values. It is possible, of course, that harassment of mo-
torists on the road may reverberate back to the design labs in Detroit, and that a
rigid enforcement program could lead to more stable vehicles at some point in the
future. It is argued that this linkage is very weak.
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Table 3. LOW, MEDIUM, AND HIGH ESTIMATE OF I5-YEAR PROGRAM COSTS UNDER

ESTABLISHED POLICY, AT A 5% DISCOUNT RATE.

S~15-year Program Cost

($ billions)

With Inspection and
No Enforced Enforced Maintenance

Cost Assumptions Maintenance of 30% of Vehicles
(EST) (EST/ENF)

Low Cost
Initial Cost = $100/car
Regular Maintenance 27.4 40.5

$10/car per year
Fuel Penalty = 5%

Medium Cost
Initial Cost = $250/car
Regular Maintenance - 61.5 74.6

$20/car per year
Fuel Penalty = 10%

High Cost
Initial Cost = $400/car
Regular Maintenance 94.0 107.1

$20/car per year
Fuel Penalty = 20%

The medium cost estimate represents, in effect, the results of
most of the official government studies of control system cost.

The high estimate is consistent with the figures released in most
industry analyses of manufacturing expenses, and the more pessi-
mistic predictions about fuel economy.

One implication of these estimates is immediately evident. If
$30-100 billion is to be spent on controlling automotive emis-

sions, then the government surely ought to think broadly about
its policy options. With that amount o' money at stake, even very
substantial changes in the current manufacturing pgocess can be
considered; even very risky investments in technical development
can be justified.

Possible Failure of Prototype Tests. In addition to the ques-
tion of stability and the problems of enforcement, there is also
a significant possibility that the automobile manufacturers simply
will not be able to pass the prototype test with their 1976 model
vehicles. To date none of the U.S. manufacturers has reported sys-
tems which meet all three standards tinder the established certi-
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fication procedure. Should this situation hold into mid-1973, or
if a one-year extension is granted, into mid-1974, then there will
be an absolute confrontation over the established policy. The
government will be legally committed to the standards; the in-
dustry as a practical matter will only be able to market vehicles
which do not meet the standards. If it comes to that impasse,
it is clear that some adjustment of the policy will be required, for
no government could stand the pressure that would attend a halt
in production even by a single manufacturer, much less the whole
industry. The negative economic effects resulting from such an
event would completely overwhelm the benefits to be gained from
pollution reduction, and the political response would be com-
mensurate with the stakes at hand.

Relaxed Standards

Some observers look at the manufacturers' complaints about cost
and technical difficulty, and the risks for the government, and
conclude that the standards should simply be relaxed. There is
uncertainty and hence disagreement about the precise degree of
relaxation needed to avoid these problems, but a reasonable ap-
proximation would set new standards at 8.5 gm/mi CO, 1.0 gm/mi
HC and 1.0 gm/mi NO.. These standards would represent a 75
percent reduction in emission rates, as opposed to the 90 percent
called for in the act. This option is denoted as REL in Figure 1,
and the associated values of the Weighted Index of Reduction
are presented in Table 2.

Such relaxed emission rates probably could be met with control
techniques currently under development, and the trade-offs would
not be as severe as under current standards. Though higher at
the outset, such emission rates should be more stable. There
would still be some EGR but less of it, and no reducing catalyst.
There might be an oxidizing catalyst but with a lower required
removal rate it should be more durable. Other adjustments would
be less severe, and this leeway would allow designers to gain
back road performance, driveability, and fuel economy - and at
reduced cost.

The degree of cost reduction is uncertain, and so once again
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Table 4. LOW, MEDIUM, AND HIGH ESTIMATES OF 15-¥EAR piROGRAM

COSTS UNDER RELAXED STANDARDS, AT A 5% DISCOUNT RATE

15-year Program Cost
Cost Assumptions ($ billions)

Low Cost
Initial Cost = $75./car
Regular Maintenance = $5./car per year 13.9
Fuel Penalty = none

Medium Cost
Initial Cost = $150./car
Regular Maintenance = $5./car per year 30.2
Fuel Penalty = 5%

High Cost
Initial Cost = $250./car
Regular Maintenance = $10./car per year 53.7
Fuel Penalty = 10%

we develop a set of three cost estimates that span the range of
likely outcomes. Table 4 shows a low estimate that assumes an
incremental cost of only $75 per car over 1973 models and no
fuel penalty whatsoever. The high estimate is very similar to
the medium estimate for the existing policy. This is not unrea-

sonably high, since most of the equipment required to meet
established standards will be needed to satisfy the relaxed emis-
sions ceilings.

A central argument for relaxation of the standards, mentioned
earlier, asserts that most of the benefits of automotive emission
control can be achieved with a lesser reduction than that now
being sought. Thus even if the relaxed standards do result in
increased emissions, it is argued, pollution is still going to be
controlled to levels where this small increment to air pollution
will not be very damaging, and is certainly less important than
the cost savings it would enable.23

Though a relaxation of the standards would draw strong po-
litical attack, a serious rationale can be constructed. After utiliz-
ing the very tight standards of the Clean Air Act to drive the in-
dustry to a serious commitmen't to emissions control, this policy
then steps back and sets new standards utilizing the information
that research has made available. Such an adjustment can be por-

29 A strong statement of this view is to be found in the RECAT study, op. cit.
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trayed as a reasoned balance of competing claims. In that it
probably would enable all manufacturers to pass the prototype
test, this option also avoids the danger of provoking a sharp po-
litical confrontation on the issue.

The problems with relaxed standards arise from the fact that
such a policy would stabilize pollution at higher levels than the
current approach. Unless gains in stability from the relaxed
standards were very dramatic, they would not compensate for
the higher emissions rates. More important, in relaxing the pres-
sures on the industry, the REL option would even further reduce
interest in a stable, low-polluting alternative to the ICE. Natural
deadlines for subsequent reassessment of policy would be removed,
and the legal viability of current technical approaches would be
assured. Hence the current control program would quickly be-
come established and difficult to adjust. In short, a policy of sim-
ply relaxing the emissions standards forfeits flexibility.

Alternative Technology

Several of the alternatives discussed earlier offer stable low-pol-
luting engines with no insurmountable disabilities inherent in
the technology itself. (Of course it will cost time, money, and
political energy to make a change, and there are side-effects to
consider.) The argument for changing the technical basis of the
emission control program to an advanced engine technology rests
upon two propositions. The first is that the technical trade-offs
now plaguing control of the ICE are not likely to be drastically
eased by the discovery of some supergrade catalyst - the holy grail
of the piece. The second is that, whether out of considered ra-
tional judgment or sheer political will, the nation will in fact
insist on the objective of 90 percent abatement now embodied in
the Clean Air Act and will therefore hold to the current emission
standards. If these propositions be true, the shift to alternative
technology would be both necessary (to achieve the objectives)
and economically wise (to avoid the high fuel, maintenance, and
enforcement costs of an unstable technology).

Since data on alternative technologies are even more uncertain
than those for current technology, we will not attempt to make
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direct estimates for the various propulsion systems discussed
above. Rather let us define an alternative technology option as
one that achieves Level 0 stability for an incremental manufactur-
ing cost (including R&D and retooling/retraining costs) of $500
"more than the ICE with 1973 controls. Since the hypothetical
technology is stable, no excess maintenance cost is levied (in fact
most options would provide actual savings in maintenance and
replacement). Fuel costs are assumed to be the same as for the
gasoline-powered ICE (even though most of the technical alterna-
tives run on cheaper fuels). These assumptions about operating
cost appear reasonable, or even pessimistic, for Rankine cycle and
stratified charge engines. And thus we establish an a fortiori
argument. If the abstractly defined advanced technology com-
pares favorably with the current control strategy even under this
harsh assumption about manufacturing cost, then the more mod-
erate costs that are very likely to be associated with a real alterna-
tive can only enhance the attractiveness of a new approach.

Since we are assuming that none of the alternative technologies
can be prepared before the model year 1981, there would have
to be some interim program under this option. There are two
obvious possibilities. The government could hold to the estab-
lished standards, force the industry to install the ICE control
devices now contemplated, and simply tolerate the resulting in-
stability during the 1975-1980 period. We have labelled this
option EST/ALT to designate its components. Responsible of-
ficials might choose to do this to maintain the political integrity
of the program, to gain the benefits of slightly lower pollution, or
both. It is even conceivable that the EPA might not halt sales of
model lines that came close to the standards but somehow failed
to pass the rigid prototype procedure - substituting instead a set
of nonprohibitive fines for noncompliance during the interim
period.

The second possibility would be to relax the emission standards
during the interim period to reduce costs and to help shift De-
troit's attention to preparing new technology. This option is
labeled REL/ALT after its components.

Fifteen-year program costs for the two advanced technology
options differ by virtue of different cost estimates which can be
made for the interim program. For each alternative we project
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Table 5. LOW, MEDIUM, AND HIGH ESTIMATES OF 15-YEAR PROGRAM COST WITH

A SHIFT TO ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY IN 1981, AT A 5% DISCOUNT RATE

15-year Program Cost
($ billions)

Established Relaxed
Standards Standards

1975-80 1975-80
Cost Assumptions (EST/ALT) (REL/ALT)

Low Cost 51.3 44.1
Medium Cost 68.0 52.0
High Cost 83.7 63.5

low, medium, and high program costs reflecting various assump-
tions about the interim period. These are presented in Table 5.

There is a formidable difficulty with the alternative technology
option: A large number of people will have to change their hearts
and minds about what type of equipment belongs under the hood
of a car and what kind of research and development the federal
government should engage in. The automobile manufacturers,
who are doing well with the ICE, are not destined to respond with
deep enthusiasm to a program which forces them into a major re-
orientation of plant capacity on behalf of a project whose central
effect is likely to be to localize more of the cost of emission control
at the manufacturing stage. To get serious development of alter-
native technology within the industry, the government would un-
doubtedly have to play a major financial role in the research and
development process - as they have in other areas of the economy.
This would require major changes in the habits and policies of
critical agencies of the government - particularly the Congres-
sional subcommittees dealing with pollution issues and the Office
of Management and Budget, both of whom have opposed such a
governmental role.

This option, moreover, would inevitably expand the scope of
the policy into the problems of managing energy resources. The
established policy itself will have a major impact on oil consump-
tion, and will add a significant amount to our balance of payments
deficit in the late 1970s and 1980s.24 The process of adopting

24 At a 10 percent fuel penalty, which is in the mid-range of the estimates shown
in Tables 1 and 3, the addition to oil imports could amount to $1 billion or more
by the late 1980s. This would require an additional 200,000-ton supertanker ar-
riving at a United States port every other day!
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one of the alternative technologies, however, would be Ilk to
change the basic pattern of energy consumption. Since auvino-
tive transportation represents a significant portion of over-all
energy use, it would be unwise to embark on a shift in automotive
technology without a much more thorough analysis of the energy
implications than is now available.

Evaluation of the Options

Figure 1 provides a schematic summary of the basic policy choices
and the two key outcomes, cost and stability, that determine their
relative attractiveness. Unfortunately, it will be five or more years
before it is known for certain which branch best describes the
cost of any policy decision, and it will be a decade before the
stability characteristics of controlled vehicles (and therefore the
ultimate pollution levels) are fully known.

In this kind of uncertain situation, one very informative ap-
proach to evaluation is to look at the expected outcome in terms
of cost and on-the-road emissions. Estimates of costs and vehicle
stability have been developed above which span the range of
possible outcomes. It is possible to make some reasoned judgments
about how likely these outcomes are- although, of course, dif-
ferent observers may disagree. By combining the estimates of ef-
fects and their relative likelihood, one can develop estimates of
the characteristics of the expected outcome for each policy, and
these data should prove informative in deciding between them.

Two estimates of the expected outcomes of the policy options
are presented below. The first is based on our own estimates of
the evidence available to date, and is asserteW to be a "reasonable"
evaluation of the different options. Then, to test the sensitivity
of the conclusions, estimates are presented which represent un-
abashed optimism about the future of emissions controls on the
conventional ICE. The point of the exercise is to show that the
conclusions are the same over very wide ranges of disagreement
about probable costs and stability.

Reasonable Assumptions. Reasonable assumptions about the
likelihood of various outcomes are displayed in Table 6. For
each of the policies, two sets of assumptions must be made: (1)
what is the probability that 15-year program cost will be nearest
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our high, medium, or low estimates, and (2) given that the cost
came out at a particular level, what is the probability that ve-
hicle stability will turn out to be Level 1, 2, 3, or 4? From these
assumptions, and the data presented in Tables 2 to 5, the expected
level of cost and the expected Weighted Index of Reduction can
be calculated. We also calculate an indicator of the emissions in
the period 1985-1989 in relation to 1971 levels. The results are
shown in the three right-hand columns of Table 6.

Consider the assumptions for the established policy, EST, for
example. Trying to be reasonable, we assume there is only a 25
percent chance that the cost will be around the high estimate in
Table 3, and a 25 percent chance of the low figure's coming
about as well. By implication, there is a 50 percent chance the
medium estimate is the correct one. These assumptions give a
present value of expected cost for the fifteen years of $61.1 billion
(using a 5 percent discount rate). Regarding stability, we as-
sume there is only a 10 percent chance that controlled vehicles
will be as stable as Level 1, and similarly a 10 percent chance that
the program will produce vehicles as poor as Level 4. The result
is likely to be somewhere in the middle, and we assume a 40 per-
cent chance of Level 2 and a 40 percent chance of Level 3.

In this particular calculation, the likelihood of different sta-
bility levels is assumed to be independent of the cost of the pro-
gram. As the layout of the table and of Figure 1 imply, more
complex assumptions are possible. It may be, for example, that
if the cost turns out to be at the high end of the range, then the
vehicles would be expected to be more stable than if costs are
low. (One also can argue the copposite.) Based on information
available to date, however, the assumptions in Table 6 appear to
be the most reasonable, and for policy EST they result in an ex-
pected value of .39 for the Weighted Index of Reduction.

The last column of Table 6 presents a rough estimate of the de-
gree to which the current objectives of the Clean Air Act would
be achieved under the various policy options. It gives the weighted
reduction in all three pollutants, stated as a fraction of their
1971 levels, the reference point of the act. The measure is cal-
culated for the 1985-1989 period to see the results of each option
after a decade - long enough to achieve the full degree of control
inherent in the policy. Under the assumptions just presented the

36-993 0 - 74 - 37
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established policy would yield a 69 percent reduction in this
period - still around 20 percent short of the objective.

Next, the table shows the same analysis for a program with
enforced maintenance, EST/ENF. The relative likelihood of
different levels of cost and stability are assumed to be the same
for established policy, and once again the table shows the expected
costs and effects in the right-hand columns. Two points are worth
emphasizing about the analysis of a maintenance program. First,
by assuming that the probability of different stability levels is the
same as for a program without maintenance (.l,.4,.4,.1), we essen-
tially assume that the manufacturer's basic vehicle design is not
significantly influenced by the maintenance program. (Of course,
cars spend less time in the higher emitting state and therefore
pollute less, as indicated by the increase of the Weighted Index of
Reduction from .39 for EST to .50 for EST/ENF.) And second,
by assuming a maintenance program that essentially makes cars
like new, the analysis is based on extremely favorable assumptions
about the performance of the service sector. On balance, the sec-
ond is by far the more significant bias, and if anything the analysis
is tilted in favor of maintenance schemes. This should be kept in
mind in assessing the results and conclusions.

Table 6 also presents assumptions for EST/ALT, and the re-
sulting performance indicators. Regarding costs, recall that the
probabilities shown are for the cost of controls during the 1975-
1980 period only, and that the cost of vehicles powered by the
alternate low-polluting technology has been set at a high level
throughout the analysis. Thus the analysis purposefully is biased
against the options involving advanced technology, and once again
this should be kept in mind when considering the conclusions.

Finally, the table presents analyses of solutions based on relaxed
standards: the case with relaxation (REL) and the option involv-
ing relaxation coupled with a shift to alternate technology
(REL/ALT). The calculations for these options incorporate as-
sumptions about gains in stability with relaxation in the emis-
sions standards mandated for 1975 and 1976. We assume there is
no chance whatsoever that stability will be as bad as Levels 3 or
4, and that there is about a 50 percent chance that stability may be
as good as Level 1. If anything, these are optimistic assumptions
about vehicle stability under the relaxed emissions controls.
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Figure 4. EXPECTED OUTCOMES UNDER ALTERNATIVE POLICY OPTIONS FOR

REASONABLE ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT PROGRAM COST AND STABILITY OF VEHICLE

EMISSIONS (TABLE 6).

In order to discuss these results it is helpful to represent the data
in the last three columns of Table 6 in graphical form. This
is done in Figure 4. Each of the five policy options is plotted with
cost on the vertical axis and emissions reduction on the horizontal.
The numbers in parentheses show the emissions reduction
achieved by the 1985-1989 period, stated as a fraction of 1971 lev-
els. The best place to be on this diagram is as far down toward
the lower right-hand corner as possible, for movement in that
direction means more clean-up at less cost.

The results are striking. First of all, the option of relaxing
standards and switching to alternate technology clearly dominates
the current policy. It provides a greater expected reduction in
emissions over the 1975-1989 period, and at an expected cost
saving of around $8 billion in present value terms. It also more
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closely approaches the 90 percent objective. It is better in every
dimension, and recall that the cost analysis is purposefully biased
against alternative technology.

What about enforced maintenance? As Figure 4 shows, the op-
tion EST/ENF does achieve a greater emissions reduction, at a
price. But, once again, this policy is dominated by the option
with established standards for the 1970s and a shift to alternative
technology in the early 1980s. EST/ALT has a higher expected
Weighted Index of Reduction and an expected cost advantage
of over $6 billion.

The relationship between EST/ENF and REL/ALT is not
one of dominance, but the clear preference between the two is for
REL/ALT. It achieves tremendous cost savings (around $20
billion) with only a small (4 percent) loss in pollution reduction
over the 1975-1989 period.

At this point let us pause to draw the obvious conclusion. The
established policy, either with or without maintenance, is dom-
inated by options involving alternative propulsion technologies.
Hence to the extent that this framework of assumptions holds,
there is a clear advantage to the economy and to the breathing
public to prepare for this shift. Today, the federal government's
annual expenditure on alternative propulsion technology is
around $5 to $8 million per year. The expected cost saving, in
present value terms, of a shift to a clean alternative is a thousand
times that amount - and with clearer air.

The analysis also strongly indicates that large-scale systems of
vehicle inspection and enforced maintenance are not a good idea,
even under very optimistic assumptions about their performance.
The difficulties and high cost of regulating one hundred million
individual motorists are so great that it is evidently better to insist
on a stable, clean vehicle to begin with - even at some considerable
cost in development and manufacturing.

What about relaxing standards to save money? The saving is
great, as Figure 4 shows, but so is the increase in emissions. This,
even with very optimistic assumptions about stability gains with
a loosening of controls. The expected value of the Weighted In-
dex of Reduction is only .24, and expected total emissions at the
end of the 1980s represent only a 55 percent reduction below
1971 levels. One can argue at great length about the validity of
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ambient air quality standards and the true health damage from
automotive emissions, but it would be our judgment that the
nation is unlikely to accept this result, which after 15-20 years
of effort would still leave a palpable air pollution problem in
many areas of the country.

The choice between REL/ALT and EST/ALT is more dif-
ficult. Between the two there is a tran. off between cost and
cleanup; neither one dominates the other. The incremental cost
of the additional reduction to be gained by the movement from
REL/ALT to EST/ALT is high, as might be indicated by the
slope of a line drawn between the two points. On the other hand,
there is an argument in favor of EST/ALT that is not captured by
this analysis based on the expected values of costs and emissions.
The analysis assumes that the transition to alternative technology
can actually be brought about - which, of course, it would be if
the problem were taken as a major national priority. But if there
is a chance that Detroit might successfully resist a proven alterna-
tive technology, even if it were clearly superior from a public
point of view, then REL/ALT and EST/ALT differ greatly.
Under the REL/ALT option, if the advanced technology is not
actually marketed, then you get the result that relaxed standards
would produce. To stick with the established standards during
the interim period, while an alternative is being prepared, is a
hedge against a failure in implementation at a later stage.

Optimistic Assumptions. What if one thinks that the assump-
tions in Table 6 are too conservative, and that it is much more
likely that current efforts will succeed, and that the technical
trade-offs inherent in the ICE will be broken? For the true be-
liever, we recalculate the estimates using assumptions that should
satisfy the most optimistic observer. The data shown in Table 6
are revised to reflect the assumption that under current policy
there is a 70 percent chance that vehicle stability will be as good
as Level I and that the chance of stability being at Level 2 or bet-
ter is around 90 percent. Furthermore, we assume that if stan-
dards are relaxed there is a 90 percent chance of getting Level 1
stability.

No doubt these are incredibly optimistic assumptions. Yet the
conclusions we drew from the former, more reasonable, set of
assumptions are unaffected. Figure 5 presents the plot of results.
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Figure 5. EXPECED OUTCOMES UNDER ALTERNATIVE POLICY OPTIONS FOR

REASONABLE ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT PROGRAM COST AND EXTREMELY OPTIMISTIC

ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT VEHICLE STABILITY.

Once again the policies involving alternative technology (REL/
ALT and EST/ALT) are clearly superior to the two versions of
established policy. EST/ALT dominates EST/ENF, as before
(that is, it is better in both dimensions). REL/ALT no longer
dominates established policy (EST) because the expected Weighted
Index of Reduction for the EST policy is now better. But it is
only very slightly better (one percentage point). So even with ex-
tremely optimistic assumptions about the stability of controlled
ICE-powered vehicles, the advantages of a shift to alternative tech-
nology remain clear (though, of course, less dramatic than under
more reasonable assumptions about expected stability).25 The

25 Once again, it is possible to make still other assumptions about stability, al-
though it strains the imagination to consider assumptions more favorable than those
behind Figure 5. And one could make alternative assumptions about the relative
likelihood of diferent cost levels, although it would, as argued earlier, take basic
revisions in the entire framework to threaten the results arrived at here. For the
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policy of simply relaxing standards (REL) still looks unacceptable.

On balance the established policy appears to be on the wrong
track. Even with the assumptions loaded in its favor it cannot
be expected to meet the objectives of the Clean Air Act and is
not an efficient solution for the over-all economy. Moreover, this
situation cannot be remedied by rigorous implementation of the
enforcement provisions now set forth in the legislation. The at-
tempt to crack down on an inherently unstable technology with
elaborate enforcement procedures would be an immensely ex-
pensive exercise in frustration.

If, as now appears to be the case, the government is serious
enough about its objectives to contemplate gasoline rationing in
Southern California and severe traffic controls in the nation's
capital, then it ought to be serious enough to attend to the basic
flaws in the regulatory machinery. The standards and deadlines
are producing a highly questionable technical approach to emis-
sion control. At a bare minimum, serious effort ought to be de-
voted to preparing a more appropriate technology.

reader who wants to try his own estimate, all the necessary data are provided. The
costs are shown in Tables 3, 4 and 5; the effects are laid out in Table 2. Following
the format of Table 6. one can try any set of assumptions he wants and see how
the answers come out.

i
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Since the article was published the price of oil has risen dramal-
ically, the security of its supply has been threatened, and the Nation's
concern for efficiency in the use of fossil fuels has increased accord-
ingly. In addition there has been a great deal of technical discussion
about the desirability of maintaining the very strict NO. standard set
ander the Clean Air Act Amendments I would like to argue that these
recent developements on balance strengthen rather than weaken the
original argument, that the Federal Government must play a critical
role in bringing about the desirable technical development, and that
with some q uAfica'tion LR. 10392 provides a promising mean&

The essential point, I believe, is to realize that the most serious
difficulties in developing alternative automotive propulsion systems
are technical or even strictly economic. They are organizational and
political. Let me elaborate on that theme.

When my colleagues and I began our review of the problem of auto-
mobile emission control in early 1971 we immediately observed that the
automobile manufacturers were conducting very large research efforts
but that the were focusing these efforts in a very unpromising tech-
nical area. They were attempting to control the basic internal combus-
tion engine (the ICE in the vernacular of the trade) by using catalytic
devices in the exhaust steam and by a number of changes in the com-
bustion process requiring relatively rich air-to-fuel ratios. With this
kind of technology the manufacturers faced severe trade-offs between
some basic engine parameters; namely, (1) HC and CO emission rates,
(2) NO. emission rates, (3) fuel economy, and (4) power output and
stability of the engine. We observed that it would be possible to
diminish these trade-offs by using substantially different engine
technologies--Rankine cycle, elective drive, stratified change, and the
use of gaseous fuels are readily identified as promising alternatives
The companies were not conducting a very serious research effort in
these broader areas, however, as measured against their primary focus,
and as a result the technical response to the Clean Air Act promised
to be a very unhappy one. That judgrment is substantially corroborated
by the Committee on Motor Vehicle Emissions of the National Acad-
emy of Sciences.1

There are a number of reasons why the manufacturers have
responded to the Clean Air Act ia a way which seems quite unfor-
tunate when judged from the perspective of public policy:

(1) Apart from its emissions and now fuel consumption, the ICE is
a very successful engine well adapted to the American market. Its dis-
advantages (this is, social costs) are, in the economist's sense, external
to the market in which the manufacturers operate.

(2) The automobile companies--particularly the leader General
Motor-_have habitually made rr low investments in basic research
and technology and have concentrated instead on production efficiency

and marketing. 
u _ .ie

(8) In order to control variation in short-term sales the manufac-
turers strongly prefer to constrain the pace of technical change-
making only marginal changes in basic technology from year to year.
The market is a tacitly organized one. Severe depressions in short-term

SReport by the Committee on Motor Vehicle Emissions, National Academy of Sciences,
I washington. D.C.. i9T8.

I



sales lasting more than a couple of years could lead to the failure of
one or both of the marginal firms and theoretically could precipitate
antitrust action a"sinst General Motors. Whether realistic or not that
scenario is feared in Detroit.

(4) Internal financial control proceduresarticularly in General
Motors--make it virtually impossible for division managers to under-
take serious research and development investments which will not pro-
dues a financial return within 2 or 8 years. This excludes most if not all
of the broader technical options.

(5) -The central technical centers where research on advanced power
e has been undertaken are deliberately kept separate from the

product divisions which actually produce and market vehicles. The
technical centers cannot initiate a product line and their research has
served mostly to monitor possible long-range technical competition.

(6) The deadlines imposed by the Clean Air Act were strict enough
that most of the technical community conceded that it would not be
poible to meet them with anything but an ICE based technoo .
Thus the particular character of the Clean Air Act reinforced the basic
tenden of the industry.

In order to overcome these fundamental forces for technical conser-
vatism I believe that it is both necessary and proper for the govem-
ment to perform two functions: (1) to absorb some of the risk involved
in long-rang technical investment--as it has done for other sectors of
American industry and (2) toplay a critical but temporary role in

i aft of the market to a new technology. Let me comment
y on- R. 10692 in these terms

First there is the matter of money. I think it is important to realize
that much of the basic research in this area has already taken place.
Although there is a great deal yet to be learned, the problem is more
than that of moving from research prototypes to marketable vehicles
than of making technical breakthroulhs Asthe members of this com-
mittee well know, development costs tend to increase dramatically at
the advanced stages. The major American manufacturers-General
Motors, for example--seem to be spending well into the hundreds of
millions of dollars a year on their current, highly focused efforts
"directed primarily at emission control. Presumably, a more radical
effort inVOli a complete vehicle redesign would st more. Also,
though cost estimates vary widely, it seems clear that the emission con-
trol effort will cost the American economy many tens of billions of
dollars over the 15-year period from 19TI to 1990.' The difference in
the efficiency of alternative technologies can be exppeted to be the tens
of billions as well. In this context the $80 million authorization
included in this bill seems very small indeed. Assuming that it was
not arbitrarily choseei-4hat it is a politically platable figure--it
frankly, seems to me to be a sip that the govinment still has not
gr"ed the magnitude of the problem that it is dealing with.

The second issue,he matter of direction, is' more subtle, and here the
virtues of HAR. 10892 would depen* ve• y much on how NASA nnple-
ments its mandate. It is a tessonable axiom, of this business that for the
foreseeable future whatever automobilo is produced for the American
Seesumer will be produced by the four major American manufacturers

'The AIm Olegata to pnmt -yloe 1 i. S.. 15ear pueed" r V ebel, tbs
mni mum life of a bade technieal choice ba the automotive ag"&



who have generally controlled over 80 percent of the market. Neither
f €ompetor nor--more remotely-new entrants into the mar-

a inducin e this fact. The problem therefore is that
Of m t aea plagcular, Very ogz to undergo a10= 4• techica "M than ý. h. yY to han nt urally
The inue is in the product divisions of the major companies; it is their
technology which must omhnem their desi and production process
which must be preempted. I eieve that if the problem is to be solved
the current manufacturers will have to undertake most of the
advanced development work themselves and that all of them will have
to muke the •ame technical choices under substantially
the same ule. They cannot IlpH ractically do this
under c *rrent competitive arrangmenT ro e of the Govern-
meu dof NASA if it is to be the Government's agent-is to aid
in the tichnicel choice, but even more to act as coordinator, to insure
that technical developments have integral production and marketing
plans, to referiean oiderly transition.

The questions I would raVie then, are clear. Can NASA conceive of
itself hi this kind of a rolet Can it effect the necessary change ia its
industrial clients I Can it conduct the program on a temporary basis
and withdraw from active involvement once the transition has been
effeatedl Would Congress as a whole affirm such a program I Ido not
have answers to thesiu--ions. I am predisposed to believe that posi-
tive answers a b I think a realisic appraisal is necessary.

Snce the apprqmch I have sketched out rmises hackles in some
MAWS let me try to introduce and briefly answer a few prominept
jections and perhaE s provide a lead for your questions
First, I have i c colleagues who argue that the Government

should caite to enral rMuleao and should not become involved
in details such as tVe choice of a specific automotive technology. Under
the proper iwnutives, they argue, the market will find the optimal
techology and they suggest setting incentives such as graduated
taxes on emission .and fuel consumption. Though I favor such incen-
tives, I do not think they are adequate in and of themselves. The
automobile Companies are very large, very complex organizations who
do not simply and neatly behave like economic maximizers. Since
lare iues of public conaequenýe ae at stake in their technical de-
cisions I believe it is= aroprnate for the Government to monitor those

sdecision in detail, I do not believe that such activity vitiates the
advantages of market compe titin.

A second objection is that the emissions standards-particularly
the SOX stanpdrd-4re unreasonably restrictive and that an adjust-
ment of the standaros will &How cast and eciency gains without the
great ortq reqm_ ed to change tehology. Thos who make this point
naturally enough point to the current problems of energy supply and
argus that we should now value efw•iuey in fuel conmnption rela-
tively more and emissions control relatively le. This is a question
whic turns. upon relative- magnitudes. Withiout engaging in long
technical discussion let me mae a suanhmary rejoind. Even ating
the $~pwadjustmnents of the NO. standard which have been pub-
liytY .= [,in any objective detail, the standard would lie in the
r e0.8 to 1.5 grams/mile and the most reasonable standard prob-
alamimtheaImmomgrammwmile. This is still reetric-



tiveenoah t casersinous diffult~y for the ICE and to put a oam-
1U=OuA:11 dorto to achieve gains in f uel economy. The

effect Of the ene . siheems to mea is to give even greater i
emissions control and fuel efficiecy. Our current dificulties in insur-I ing gasoline; supply at reasonable prices give all the more reason to

diffecult proces e
Let e ut sy very

Italked =bu 'NA in the statement as the agent of the Govern-
ment's, role. I realise that is probabi nmewht the authors had in
mind. You had more in mind having unde=rtake bosi technical
development, and I understand that. I samid what I did toephss
t~hat I rell do think the problem is at advanced stssOf delop-
want a~nd thtNASA is a conceivable locus f or thsjob. NASA's
great advantage is that it does have both cugeialand broader
public trut as a tehia wgny. Perhaps noother aukcny in the
Giovernment can match its teChnclrpuain I do believe that the
problem here is achie technical consensus within the country me
to which of thecnedn technologies really ought to be chosmn
I think that is avery dcut problem. We do not have anyhn e i
a consensus at the momeat.I think that the one aec hc ih
be able to achieve that would be NASA. On the oerhdit wol
require, I believe, that they free thuemelves from pmayidentifica-
tion with gas turbine engines. As to whether they can rely do that,
I leave the questio to you.

Mr. Emowar. Thank you very much, Dr. Steinbruner.
acwihev sltios the Coogress han the ability to view anecivl d
aciev wshltin t topblmi the Congres way that Harvard X

am afraid we are far from that
Dr. youhaetiyone, Mr. Symington I
I compliment you on your statement, as well. You state that the

auto companies because of their product line approach to problem
solving must take the lead in developing the innovative process to
afternative modes. I think you may be hinting that they ought to be
relieved of some of the antitrust implications of this kind of a search
so a coordinator fr3ui the outside could assit them in joint efforts.

Are you suggestin' ht
Dr. OWWNHuA=x. No';I think that is slightly off of what I mount

to say. I stated they have historicall not been technically innovative.
You can't really extpect them to be. hetechnical innovations are all
about you, ase you have sunk from the parsd. of witnesses before this
committee. Nonetheese, the major companies ane the ones who will, in
fact, maws produce automobiles for the American market. If you are
going to enact either emission controls or serious efficiency gamns you
must change their techology; that is where the ultimate problem is.

What I am saying is that this technical change is 4 very, very dif-
ficlt rolem ths s~ ine-scale production roesthat * quite

efficient at the moment. It does have a good prucote thanthe
defects we have been focusn on. We are contemplating here a massive
industrial reallocation, a d Idon't believe it is going to be brought



about by a uimple taxing scheme, or by the imposition of rigid stand-
ards. I th Goverment will have to play a coordinating role,
and I do think that it really goes far beyond antitrut. I don't think
that is the only reason why.

Mr. Symgawzoi. Going back to your statement where you say undercurrent competitive arrangement--
'The role of Government--an" of NASA If It In to be the Governmenes saent--

Is to aid In the technical choices, but even were to act as coordinator, to insure
that technical developments have integr1 al poduction and marketing plans, to

reteree &A opleret trasittion.
I don't know whether that isnmt getting into areas that one would

prefer to leave in the private sector. It seem to me that if NASA
has anything it is a system approach to solving certain technical
pobleis anM some bright people workin, on them, and they ought
to get to work on them after familiarizing themselves thoroughly
with the problems the automobile industry has, and the kinds of thins
the do. I think you may have assigned Government the impossible
ts and you have given the industry the task that they seem to feel
they can't meet either, if y'ou can judge by their testimony; namely,
the development of the engine.

Dr. S7BRt•Rt.u. It is a very complicated situation. I think that
much what you say is right. I think what we must recognize is that,
first, if NASA is restricted just to doing technical developments-
pure technology or just down line from t=t--it is not going to have
-much impact on the situation. That is the statement No. 1.

Second, the technical choices made about what designs actually
will be produced for the American market now reside in Detroit.
Those choices are made in a manner inevitably undervaluing the prob-
lems of emission control and fuel consumption. We cannot expect
Detroit, realistically under current conditions or anything like them,
to make the proper technical choices in these areas. The Government
can force them to do things, but what they do as I think we are now
seeing, we are not likely to like from a public point of view. I reach,
I wilf amt, a very provocative conclusion which is far out and not
likely to be embraced by the middle of next week by the Congress.
I do this trying to flag what I think is a problem, a problem occurs
in many other-places in the economy. There are some fundamental
technical choices which we must make, which do involve very serious
public purposes, but which nobody at the moment really has the
incentive or authority to make. There it is.

Mr. BRowN. Well, I would suggest that there are two possibilities
which would make your suggestions feasible in the middle of next
week. One, the Arabs to cooperate by cutting off our oil supply again
and secondly, a lot of people in Washington,D.C. dropping dead from
air pollution, in which case we would probably move rather quickly
along the lines you suggest. I wouldn't be too sure one or the other
might not happen.

Because we are constrained to answer the bell. Dr. Steinbruner,
I shall have to adjourn the meeting at this time, but with your
cooperation, we may wish to submit further questions.

T you very much for your very helpful testimony.
The committee will stand adjourned until the call of the chairman.
[Whereupon, at 1225 p.mL, the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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In 1968. as a member of the Commerce Technical Advisory

Board, I served as Chairman of the Panel established by the Federal

Government to study the auto emission problem In terms of technology

and economics, with "particular reference to the development of alter-

native solutions to the use of gasoline powered vehicles. Subsequent

to the publication of this Panel's report, "The Automobile And Air

Pollution: A Program for Progress. " in 1967, I have been associated

with several new developments which might offer solutions to the vehicle

emission problem.

Scientific Energy Systems Corporation, of which I am Chairman

and a Director, is a prime systems contractor to the Environmental

Protection Agency under its program to develop a Rankine cycle steam

powered auto. This program has been conducted by S E S with Exxon,

Chrysler. Bendix and Ricardo Engineers, Ltd. as subcontractors.

As President of the M. I. T. Development Foundation, Inc., a

charitable corporation, organized and controlled by the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, I have responsibility for developing new and

innovative mechanisms for expediting the transfer of technology result-

ing from M. I. T. 's vast research activities into public use. In this

capacity and, the result of my long time association with smaller research

oriented industrial organizations, I have observed the extent to which

II
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I more innovative ideas are generated outside of the large corporate

establishment. Ample support for this concept was developed during

a study group of the U. S. Department of Commerce which resulted

in the report, "Technological Innovation: Its Environment and Manage-

ment. January 1967. " As stated therein, the mercury dry cell, xero-

graphy. tungsten carbide, the jet engine, power steering, the Polaroid

camera. Kodachrome color film, the baln point pen. F M radio. cata-

lytic cracking of petroleum. the cotton picker. penicillin, were typical

contributions of independent inventors and small organizations in the

20th Century.

More recent and significant developments in the automotive area,

such as the low emission Honda engine, the Japanese and German Wankel,

new Stirling engine developments in Sweden. Germany and Holland have,

likewise, not come from the American auto industry, itself. This is not

altogether unexpected, but rather is consistent'with the pattern of other

major industries which are primarily concerned with problems of pro-

duction, marketing and return on investment.

The auto industry as a whole represents in many ways a unique

component of our industrial society -- in terms of size and employment,

of course, is a large proportion of our national GNP. The American

&i
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way of life, and to a growing extent our quality of life, is tied to the

auto. Our highway system, on the other hand, is not directly funded

by the auto industry, but rather by the State and Federal Government.

Environmentalists tend to be critical of our auto manufacturers

because of their neglect in the emissions area. One should realize

there have never really been financial incentives for the industry to

either deal with this problem or that of fuel economy. Until recently

the American public has preferred the large, chrome-plated vehicles

and it is not yet clear as to how much a potential auto buyer is willing

to pay for his own low-polluting car or one with low fuel consumption.

In most areas of our industrial economy, I see little reason for

the government to become engaged in extensive research and develop-

ment programs. There is, for example, little need for government

funding for research work in support of the chemical and electronics

industry inasmuch as the marketplace provides adequate incentives for

industry to do its appropriate job. There are, however, exceptions to

this general rule in such cases of national defense or in areas of public

interest where the excessive capital or technical risks demand govern-

ment action. I am afraid that the auto industry also falls in a special

category where a well coordinated Federal R/D program is necessary

if we are to most effectively solve the automotive emissions and fuel

problems.



In the final analysis. it will be necessary for the present auto

manufacturers to commercialize any new, improved propulsion or

vehicle systems whicti may evolve from government support. I have

no illusions as to the ability of the small company to become engaged

in the mass production of passenger vehicles with the attendant problems

of capital, facilities, distribution, servicing. Without a well managed

and appropriately funded Federal R/D activity, some time will be lost

in the adoption of our new ideas and the government, particularly from

the viewpoint of its regulatory responsibility, will be unable to appro-

priately assess the state of technology. Only by such a national effort

will it be possible to draw upon the best available resources found in

our universities, industry and government.

In the President's February 10, 1970 message on Environmental

Quality, he stated that:

"I am inaugurating a program to marshal both

government and private research with the goal of pro-

ducing an unconventional-powered, virtually pollution

free automobile within five years. I have ordered the

start of an extensive Federal research and development

it,

36ý993 0 - 74 - 38
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program in unconventional vehicles, to be conducted

under the general direction of the Council on Environ-

mental Quality. "

Efforts to achieve this goal have been inadequate and no "exten-

sive Federal research and development program" directed towards a

"pollution free automobile" has been implemented. The present AAPS

Program is definitely limited by budget constraints and has recently

been substantially reduced in scope. I am unaware of Federal support

for any new technology that offers the prospect for a really substantial

reduction in fuel consumption in combination with "virtually pollution

free" engine operation as the President said would be inaugurated under

the general direction of the Council on Environmental Quality.

In spite of the relatively low funding level of the present AAPS

Program, I believe that substantial technical progress has been made

during the past year. This activity should be incorporated under the

proposed ERDA Research Program where it can be more appropriately

funded and integrated with other energy related R and D work.

With respect to HR10392, the Bill to authorize NASA to conduct

research on ground propulsion systems, I believe that facilities and/or

experienced personnel within the NASA organization should be employed,

I
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when appropriate, to assist in an over-all R/D activity relating to

ground propulsion systems. It should be, however. Federal policy

to centralize all authority and responsibility for a total energy re-

search program in one Agency, i. e.. ERDA. . We have already seen

far too many Government Agencies endeavoring to get on the "Energy

Bandwagon" in an effort to support people and facilities which, in some

instances, may very well be unnecessary. In certain areas, NASA

clearly has unique expertise and an established reputation. These

resources should be called upon by ERDA in the same sense that corres-

ponding resources of government and industry may be used in their

integrated program. NASA has already served, for example, as a

useful contractor to EPA, but the principal authority and responsibility,

as in the case of the AAPS Program, has rested with EPA, itself.

In a recent Wall Street Journal article, I noted reference to the

testimony of Donald A. Jensen. which he apparently gave before this

Committee. This article stated thati "poor fuel economy is cited for

scratching research on the steam engine." and Mr. Jensen said, "There

are unresolved major problems which are also severe. We found the

engine to be extremely complex with poor thermal efficiency."

I have very considerable respect for Ford Motor Company and

the technical competence of Thermo-Electron Corporation which has

I
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received financial support from Ford. Thermo Electron has also for

some years been. in a sense, a competitor of SE S and for the past

few years has been one of the three EPA contractors developing Rankine

cycle engines for use in automobiles. S E S was recently selected by

EPA as the principal contractor in competition with Thermo Electron

and Aerojet General. I believe that the selection of S E S was, to a

large extent, a result of the simpler design which our company has

evolved, its lighter weigh,, potentially lower cost and better fuel economy.

Neither Thermo-Electron Corp., nor Aerojet-General, in fact,

used "steam" as referred to in the Wall Street Journal article. Both

organizations employed an organic chemical which in vaporized form

was used as a propulsion mechanism. The experience of S E S - - and

this would appear to be confirmed by its selection by EPA as now the

principal contractor to the government -- suggests that pure water, i. e.,

steam as a working fluid has many advantages (with the exception of the

freezing problem) over an organic chemical. Because of the thermo-

dynamic properties of the organic chemical system, the size and weight

of the engine, the vapor generator, valves, plumbing, feed pumps, and

auxiliaries tend to be somewhat larger and heavier. The efficiency and,

hence, fuel economy of any Rankine cycle engine is directly dependent
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upon the maximum temperature of the working fluid. In the case of

the organic chemical system, used by Thermo Electron and funded

by Ford, there is an operating temperature limit imposed by the in-

herent instability and resulting decomposition of the organic fluid.

In the case of true steam, temperature limitations are imposed not

by the working fluid, but rather by other factors such as lubrication

problems. The S E S prototype 150 hp engine has been operating for

some time at over 1, 000°F. The weight per hp is approximately half

that as reported by General Motors for their SE-101 steam car. Ex-

tensive full power dynamometer tests indicate that in terms of fuel

economy, the SES steam system is now competitive with the auto-

motive gas turbine and that additional development work should demon-

strate its being competitive with the gasoline engine with, of course,

greatly reduced emissions.

It is important to recognize that the favorable costs and reliability

of the gasoline engine are a result of many years of continuous improve-

ment. The Rankine cycle steam engine, in its present version utilizing

modern technology, has yet to be even placed in production. In short,

none of our so-called external combustion engines, such as the Rankine,

Brayton. Stirling, or light weight diesels, have had the advantages inherent

in decades of design, development and manufacturing experience.
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In order to acquaint you more fully with the present status of

the AAPS Program of EPA, I would like to'enclose for the record

comments of Jack Vernon. President of Scientific Energy Systems

Corporation. which he presented at the EPA AAPS Coordination Meet-

ing in Ann Arbor on May 10. All of the more detailed technical reports

of this EPA activity are. of course, available to the public.
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- SCIENTIFIC ENIERWY SYSTEMS CORPORATION
.570 Piesnt Sheet. Watcrlown. Mass. 02172 (617) 924-1420

Comnents by Jack Vernon, President of SES

At the EPA AAPS Coordination-Meeting

Ann Arbor, Michigan

May 10, 1974

It is a pleasure to be here, and I think it's a tribute to EPA
and to the management of the AAPS program that these meetings are
regularly attended by representatives of most of the companies in
the automotive industry - both U.S. and world-wide. Also, at each
Coordination Meeting there are always additional people sufficiently
interested to come and lirten to us describe our successes and
failures. These are on display at each session, hopefully in a manner
that maintains high credibility; and therein lies much of the value of
the entire program.

Today, perhaps wore than any previous meeting, you will hear some
Impressive things about Rankine cycle engines. I think this applies
to data we have to present, and I believe it also is true for Thermo
Electron, for the report on the California Steam Car Program, and for
the Carters who, I believe, will be guest speakers this afternoon. They
have achieved some remarkable results with their small engine in a VW
aquareback.

At the outset, however, let me make very clear that this is not to
say any of us have all the answers. We certainly don't and "The Industry"
doesn't need to worry that another "power" is about to enter the auto-
motive lists.

But In the proper context, today's results are significant.

Consider, for example, that sin"e the early 1900's Stanley,
White, Doble, Bessler and GQ has each done his or its thing -
some better than others, but generally time has brought progress.

Consider, that the EPA AAPS Program is only 3 years old, yet
real additional progress seems to have been made, continuing the
trend toward improvements that can lead to a competitive engine.
And there are some who might even argue that progress is being
made at an accelerating rate.



Consider, finally, that none of the engine systems at present,
by any stretch of the imagination, qualifies as a mature, end
product of full-fledgeJ development program. Each of players has
been and still Is operating on, relatively, a financial shoestring.
And while the program started three years ago, engines have been
running only a year and a half.

In this context, the program has been worthwhile, and we think SES
his contributed something to state-of-the-art.

For those of you who are not familiar with our system, in a very
few words it is a 4 cylinder, 135 cu. in., uniflow piston engine, in a
4600 lb. car using water as the working fluid and inlet steam at 1000*F
and 1000 psi.

Exhibit 1

SES PROGRAM STATUS

SYSTEM PERFORLA.CE HIGHLIGHTS

- FUEL ECONOMY - DEMONSTRATED
14.9 MPG AT 30 MPH

- MISSIONS - WELL BELOW STATUTORY
1977 STANDAEDS

The most significant item we have to report is a major improvement in
fuel economy. We have demonstrated 14.9 miles per gallon at 30 mph, which
is right on the projection we made in September, 1973 and presented at the
last Coordination MeeLing. When we went to press with this report, we had
95 steady state test points on the pow-r map with the complete system
running in our test cell on an engine dynamometer. But in addition, last
week we measured losses on parts of system where design modifications are
already underway. If we correct only for those measured losses that we
know can be eliminated, fuel economy at 30 mph is 15.4 miles per gallon.
We are quite confident that we can reach 18 mpg at 30 mph on the same size
car by applying what we now know in redesigning the prototype engine.

The emiessions goal of the EPA program is 50% of 1977 standards, and
our results are below that EPA goal. I would like to point out, and make
very clear, that our emission results are analytical projections of steady
state tests, but with provisions for the effect of start-up, shut-down and
transient operation.

tL
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Exhibit 2

SES PROGRAM STATUS

DEVELOPIENT TESTINC

o ACCUMULATED TEST HOURS

- SYSTEM TESTING
(CURRENT BUILD 115) 391

- SINGLE CYLINDER 847
(OVER 30 NP 38)
(RATED, 40 HP 2 1/2).
(MAX SINGLE BUILD 200)

- VAPOR GENERATORS 2035
(MAX SINGLE BUILD 905)

- PROTOTYPE PUMPS 3930
(MAX SINGLE BUILD 600)

While there has not been nearly enough testing, the numbers.indicate
that this is no longer a paper engine. If one converts running time to
miles, for example, we estimate that the present expander has logged about
15,000 miles, or the equivalent of five trips across the country. The
testing program has accelerated in the last 6-8 weeks and we are now in a
"test at will" mode where we can run 10-15 data points per day.

The 115 hours has been logged since March to collect test points on our
current engine configuration. Again. I emphasize that this is a complete
power plant.

We have put 300 hra. on the single cylinder since the last Coordination
Meeting In October. The 2 1/2 hours at 40 HP is not a lot of time, but it
indicates progress in piston design, and that the engine can be operated over
its full power range. Our plans call for more full power testing of both the
single cylinder and the complete system over the maximum power envelope during
the next several weeks.

The steam generator is pretty well shaken down with more than 900 hours on
one unit. At a previous meeting we described tests we conducted to investigate
tolerance to oil fouling. We added engine oil at the condenser and after 170
hours sectioned the boiler tubing to inspect it. We found minimal deposits, and
overall results of that artificially severe test were highly satisfactory.

On the feedpump, the 3900 hours is total time on our prototype pumps. We
now have 3 identical units and more than 600 hours on one of these - a single
build with no modifications.
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Exhibit 3

S'ES PR•OGRAM STATUS

-AUTOMATIC KEY START AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

19 SECONS FROM KEY ON TO IDLE STEAM
CONDITIONS OF 500 PSI AND 500*F.
IMPROVED PISTON DEMONSTRATED 171 HOUS
IN SINGLEK CYLXINDER UP TO 35 HP

-FREEZE PROTECTION DEMIONSTRATION OF
CRITICAL COM4PONENTS

onlyUMP - COIIDENSER - SUp

We've made very good progress since the last meeting on the control
system; it now requires just 2 driver inputs - key-on and power demand

from the accelerator. We have produced idle steam in 19 seconds from
kay-on; we predicted 20 seconds at the October meeting. I would point
our, however, that this was just a laboratory demonstration; the test
!oop was gasoline fired with the electronic control module, complete
burner/boiler package, feedpump and throttle valve to simulate engine load.

Ve have been working on the 2 piece piston increase efficiency througl
lower heat lose and to increase life. Testing on the single cylinder has
gone very well thus far with good results.

Finally, we have successfully completed a series of tests to demon-

strate capability of operation at temperatures below freezing. The test
Included only components, i.e., a condenser core section, insulated sump

and feedpump; all were cycled through a cold soak at -15*F. started and
run, shutdown and recycled.

Although we certainly have long way to go, the results to date are
encouraging and suggest that we're moving rapidly up the learning curve.
They also give us reason to think that enough further improvement can be
made to bring fuel economy into line with spark ignition engines - with
emissions still well below the '77 standards.



STEAM AUToMo0uL CLuE Or AvmoA. Iso.,
We•Nugtol, D.C., Jute 17,1974.

Hon. JAMES W. SYmn[GTON,
Chawrmn, Ssbomsmttes on Space Solece and Appiostiona, House Commitee

ou Solence and A&9wonaiffo#, Washin~gton, D.C.
DwIz CoNEMwssMJ SxYMeroN: During your Subcommittee's hearings of

June 11-18, you received testimony from Mr. Donald A. Jensen, Director, Auto-
motive Emission Office, Ford Motor Co.

As reported in the attached Wall Street Journal story of June 1&t, his
testimony would lead both your Subcommittee and the public to believe that
there was no future, automotively speaking, for steam power. The Steam Auto-
mobile Club believes It would be a very serious miotake to take Mr. Jensen's
testimony at face value.

Tomorrow morning, June 18th, you will receive testimony from the J. W.
Carters of Burkburnett, Texas. Their steam-powered VW Squareback Wagon
Is the first and only car ever to meet the original statutory emission standards
set by the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970. It is just these standards that the
auto industry Is now clamoring to have relaxect by congressional action.

The attached test data, obtained at the EPA laboratories in Ann Arbor, last
month, raises very grave doubts about the credibility of Mr. Jensen's state-
ments before your Subcommittee. The Carter car not only easily met the
statutory standards; it also gave very respectable fuel economy-149 mpg--for
a completely unoptimised, "one-of" ear. This car has accumulated more than
4,500 road miles, has a top speed of more than 90 mph and operates precisely
like the stock VW, including use of the standard 4-speed gearbox.

On the basis of their road and test experience, the Carters will welcome
questions from you and your colleagues on any and all of the "problems" cited
by Mr. Jensen In his appearance before you. We would also like to call your
attention to the fact that the Carters developed this car without a penny of
Federal funds and spent a tiny fraction of the $4 million cited in the article
to have been spent by Ford and of the $26 million noted by EPA in their new
release of May 24th announcing the Carter's test results.

Yours is not the first congressional committee to be told by Detroit that
steam power has no future for the nation's motorists. From tomorrow morning
on, we believe that the Carter's accomplishment guarantees that this argument
will never again be taken seriously by the Congress or the American public.

Sincerely yours,
noun L. LYON,

[From the Wall Strwt Jomural. Jume 1, 074]

BRAIIKI ExomuM Cm WAY OIP TH WAmNL AT ernO MOno.rCe,-'0 FUE
ECONOMY IS CrrTE BY CRoxcNK n C&A"P•,N Rwan&Uo ON STaEM ENINE

Ford Motor Co., which recently scrapped research on the Wankel rotary engine
because It didn't think the engine could get good enough fuel economy, has
scratched the Rankine cycle steam engine off Its list, apparently for the same
reason.

It is estimated Ford put over $4 million into Rankine research, much of which
was carried out with Thermo-Electron Corp., a Waltham, Mass., company that
has been working on steam engines for some time.

"We found the engine to be extremely complex with poor theoretical thermal
efficiency" which would 'necessarily result in poor fuel economy," a Ford oicial
told a congressional subcommittee in Washington.

Donald A. Jensen, director of Ford's automotive-Emissions offbc, said "There
are unresolved major problems which are also severe. These relate to cooling,
packaging, difficulty in obtaining projected cycle efficiencies and engine weight.
Since these problems seemed to be of such magnitude as to make this power plant
unattractive, Ford has discontinued Its program." Mr. Jensen said much of Ford's
"recent effort had been directed towards testing a model of a Rankine cycle engine
in a Ford car to determine cooling air requirements."

In his testimony, Mr. Jensen also repeated Ford's previously announced posi-
tion on the Wankel engine: It has a "poor thermal efficiency problem which has re-
sulted in a fuel-economy penalty. As we have sought means to improve economy,
we found the rotary engine to exhibit" higher emissions than other internal-com-
bustion engines, he ad.



Mr. Jensen was testifying before the House Space Science and Applications
subcommittee, which was holding hearings on a bin that would give the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration authority to develop new alternate ground
propulsion systems.

Therkmo-Sectron said in Waltham It is continuing development of Its Rankine

cycle engine, but with new emphasis. "The emphasis for the past six months had
been mostly nonautomotive, because we could see that Ford wasn't terribly in-
terested" in automotive uses, Thomas WkIme", vice president, said.

Instead. Therno-Electron is concentrating on "bottoming-eycle" uses, In which

waste heat from another engine is used to heat the Rankine engine's boiler. For
example, Nomlkos IAd, a London shipping company whose president is a director
of Thermo-Electron, will Install a Rankine engine on a small cargo vessel for test-
ing. Exhaust heat from the vessel's diesel engine will feed the Rankine engine,
which in turn will power a turbine to provide all the ship's electric power needs.

CAwnT STAm Powza SsrsM-DscsnmrON AND BACKGROUND

The Carters have taken a fresh approach to many of the problems traditionally
associated with the steam-powered automobile. The expander is a four-cylinder,
radial, single-acting uniflow without crossheads. It is designed to operate on 2,000
psi steam pressure at a temperature of 1,000 deg. F. Expansion ratio Is fixed at an
efclent 11.3 to 1.

Power modulation is accomplished by varying the boiler pressure and by the
use of the standard four-speed VW gearbox. The expander produces more than 90
shaft horsepower from 35 cubic inches, at 2,000 psi steam pressure and 5,000
rpm.

The engine is not reversible, the gearbox being used for this function. Water
and oil pumps are driven off the engine, as is the alternator; the engine is Idled
to handle the accessory load.

A blow-down feature Is provided to shorten warm-up--whloh takes place in 20
seconds. Driveaway time is 30 seconds from turning the ignition key on a cold
start.

The steam system is completely automatic: the car drives and operates exactly
the same as the stock Squareback Wagon. Redundant features built Into the con-
trol system prevent damage occurring to any of the parts.

Splash lubrication in the crankcase, along with an oil injector which feeds oil
directly into the piston rings and cyltnder, has been very successful. A special
high-temperature oil made by Mobil Oil Company is used, as are channel chrome
cylinders and cast iron rings. Bearings are pressure fed and are either ball, roller

or needle. Crankcase temperature of 250 deg. F. bolls off the little condensed
blow-by that occurs.

The Carter system is completely closed. This means it is not necessary to con-
tinue to add water. The same water Is used repeatedly. The condenser employs
a vacuum under most conditions. On a 100 degree day, the condenser will main-
tain a pressure of -2 Inches of mercury to 2 psig at 70 mph and -15 Inches at 40
mph. Since the system is completely closed, the rings are virtually bathed in oil.
The oil which escapes through the steam exhaust ports is not lost, as It would be

Is an IC engine, but is collected and separated by a small centrifuge. The cleansed,
non-emulsifying oil Is then pumped back into the crankcase, and the clean water
is dumped into the makeup water tank.

The cimplete system fits Into the VW Squareback Wagon's engine compart-

ment, with the exception of a small rara air condenser, located up front. Weight

of engine, feedwater pump, throttle valve, oil pump and filtering system Is 114

lb& Weight of the blower, boiler atomizer and automatic controls Is 125 lbs. Tn-

duding the weight of the condenser (made of lead and brass) and without making
any special effort to conserve weight in this prototype, the total system weighs
only 120 lbs. more than the stock VW's IC system.

The Carter steam car has been driven over 80 mph on several occasions, al-
though its top speed would be In excess of 90 mph.

The ear was first driven around Burkburnett, Texas on March 15th, 1972, and
in two years has accumulated over 4,500 road miles, exclusive of many hours on

the Carter's test stand and at test laboratories in San Antonio and Ann Arbor,

Michigan.
This steam-powered VW is the first automobile installation, but many of the

system components are fourth and fifth generation. In emissions tests con-

ducted by EPA at Ann Arbor, the car easily surpassed the statutory levels

originally set by the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970. Based on the data pro-



vided by this test experience and known opportunities for relatively simple sys-
temn improvement, It in anticipated that the next car will give emissions one-third
of the statutory levels.

The same tests noted above resulted in fuel economy of 14.9 mpg, over a cold
start on the 1IM Federal Driving Cycle and 17.8 mpg over the Federal Highway
Driving Cycle. These Garen are not especially Impressive, but they do indicate
the potential fuel economy which this system can achieve-with optimization.
Based on present knowledge and test results, it is anticipated that this system can
provide fuel economy equal to, or better than, that obtained by 1974 IC-engIned
cars. The second car is expected to give 25 mpg at 55 mph, better than 20 mpg over
the Flederal Driving Cycle and a drivenway time, from a&cold start, of 15 seconds
oar ls.

Mr. Carter and his son are both mechanical engineering graduates of Texas
Tech University. Mr. Carter, Sr., is President of Texas Reinforced Plastics, Inc~,
a research and development company that develops fiberglass pipe and products
for the oil and chemical industries. He developed the first successful glass fila-
ment wound rocket motor chambers for the Polaris Miami*e system.

A summary of test results is attached for your information.

SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS FOR CARTER ENTERMBSE STEAM CAR

HC (041), 00(3.0 NO. ("0O

FdRal, "d112= -------------------------------------------- 0&34 1.33 0.311
Ru ~U----------------------------------- .40 1.08 n3

"~u fr---------- - --- ------------------------ .04 .47 n3
Rel17.3 ------------------------------------------- .02 .28 .31

$We m h.: SA 2dpe ---------------------------- .05 .90 .21
20 04~j~j .28 1.1 .24

am05 .41 .27
30 Wok243-4* ------------------------------------- 0:6:2
40 mph. 23.7--f.t --------------------------------------- .02 .24 .25
so Wok 209-4fth--------------------------------------- .01 .16 .22
0 6b147A-4ft --------------------------------------- .00 .11 .34

The tmtser~ slsaons Alli spcfoe r 1975-76. by the 1970Clan Air Actare: HOItO .403.40; an NO. 0.1-
all. p80 pair nile Sincemtaenstandard -os be met byaweanleald englines, they have bass relseed, by EPA
antes., aed asmewstat highe levels apply fer the years In questio.

Nale: Only 1 sed of steady stae reselts dwm for bw~y, mige et was sritetly comparable.
T Lat we ud-1te by EPA Ot theirAnn Arler fesllltlq uraiesheweask OAty &q Car was VW Squerback Was

(wali 2,7 IbM). The car had sawumultad aprmtl 4,W0 reed miles at ted st es. Fuel use was a bland of laI
lons and kerosene The car Is *qupped Uwthhesandard VW4-speed transmiss"o.

FUEL ECONOXV -1974 MODEL YEAR TESTS

Make Engi" family Model' Il

B -------------- 121 -if---------------------- 2002ý ---------------------- 21.1I-226

121~h-aye -ilf----T ------------------- 2MT11----------------------1IS,0-16.3
Fiat----------------------- 132------------------------14 in ---------------------- K.0-17. 7
Ford ---------------------- ?.01 whit. ------------------ Ptno.Cepri ------------------ 1IL.5-22. 8

z.K1 whIle ------------------ Pinto-Mustang ---------------- 16L.7-21. 0
QMO Chmsrlt --------------- 101-1 15------1---------
Milesu---------------------4WIL--------------------- =ymwt. oj;;-rkic kaLct2L

4052 --------------------- Same-----------------------1IL 3-21. 2
Nsm ----------- _---------4 ------------------------- Dsatu 710 and pickp ---------- It.5-20.4

6 ------------------------- Datun $1l-------------------1It5-M0.6
-I------------------------- 911 ssn -------------------- 16.111

IV----7--------------------l17 oasu--------------------- 17. 8-M22~
-841------------------------ l7TLcoupe~l2STwapn--------- 17. 5-M22.

SAABU----------------- ic---------SS ----------------U -------------------------- 1&88
To ~~~~BE20---------------------- ILL ------------------------ 191.4

Toy.W lo--------T3----------------- T 3.............Nade W32-3------------------ 10.7
i- ------------- I ------ ---------------- Coronal-llis------- --------- 1.

---------------2 ------------------------- Squenhes.............----- 0.(17.

' AN models having *ans wafgt~ 2,750 lbs.
Seume: EPA.
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RauPONulO To PBOTzST5-JAPAN MAY Ra-A AUTo Emissio T SWTDARDS

(By A. E. Cullison)
ToXTo.--Japan's Navireunment Agency may decide to relax or delay auto emis-

sion standards for 1976 In response to protests from the country's two largest
automobile manufacturers that their present technology definitely will not allow
them to meet the stiff requirements in time.

Both Toyota Motor Co. and Nissan Motor Co. have informed agency officials
during hearings now under way in the Japanese capital that they do not feel it
Is possible to reduce the toxic pollutants by the deadline. However, Honda Motor
Co. executives told the agency Wednesday they feel their firm can at least par-
tially match requirements.I PROGRUS MAZZ

Duirg testimony before the agency's specialists, the Honda executives claimed
they will be In a position to develop technology which will enable the firm to cut
back nitrogen oxide emissions to 0.6 grams per kilometer by the Spring of 1976.
Agency officials said the figures provided by Honda are not sufficiently close totheir target of 0.25 grams per kilometer -but it is "a 'big move in the right
direction."

Hideo Sugiura, Honda's managg director, was reported by the agency to have
testified at the hearing that his company's compound vortex-controlled combus-
tion (OCVOC) engine Is proving highly effective In cutting down nitrogen oxide
emissions. He was confident, he said, that use of an emission gas recycling device,
now in an experinmental stage, eventually could drop the level to the required
0, grams.

But Mr. Sugiura was quoted by the agency ofcials as explaining Honda still
has problems with fuel economy and driving performances and that it Is Impos-
sible to provide an exact date when the strict agency standards could be met
exactly.

Tast Saturday the agency began conducting the hearings In the hope that the
Japanese automobile makers would be able to meet the standards and that it will
not be necessary to relax or postpone the 1976 emission requirements. Disappoint-
ment came early this week when Toyota and Nissan, Japan's two largest auto
manufacturers, said they did not possess the technoolgy to do the job.

D3KMAD MOM DLTA
Agency officials said they plan to demand that Toyota and Nissan and other

domestic auto companies provide additional data for review by the Central Pol-
lution Countermeasures Council, and advisory organization of the agency. After
such data has been examined, the agency said, It will be decided whether to go
ahead with the strict standards or choose some other course, even to the extent
of establishing new, but less stiff, interim requirements.

But automobile Industry observers in Tokyo feel it would be highly unlikely
that the agency will stick to its original plans for 1976, considering that only one
of Japan's autowakers feels even Partially capable of meeting the standards in
the desired bme frame.

Executlves for both Toyota and Nissan have appealed to the agency for a
complete postponement of the implementation of the 1978 car exhaust require-
ments. Ryoichi Nakagawa, executive director of Nissan Motors, told agency
officials on Tuesday, for example, that his firm had been working hard to develop
a contract process and a low-pollution engine 'but It can't be done In 1976.

He said his firm could meet the 1975 standards which require nitrogen oxide
emissions per kilometer to be reduced to 1.2 grams, but he insisted that the 0.25
requirement for 1976 was "out of the question In view of current technology
which Nissan has available at this time."
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